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ERRATA.

In Journal, Vol. X, p. 102.—Edilpur Grant of Kesavasena,

eighth line from top

:

Read

instead of

34. f^^tf^Tflt s facd^nftf«n\: *rcr*? *wre* a^s^ma- i
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I. Jayamangala.

By S. P. V. Ramanujaswami, B.A., Vizagapatam

In the paper on "The real author of Jayamangala" by
Pandit Chandradhar Guleri, B.A., of Ajruer, in the issue for

July 1913 of the Indian Antiquary, the author came to the
conclusion that the Jayamangala on Kamasutra was composed
by Sankararya, the author of the commentary of the same
name on the Nltisara of Kamandaka. I am one with him in

so far as he says that the commentary was not composed by
Yasodhara, but was simply copied by him after the text when
he was too idle for more important work on account of his

sorrow for the death of his cultured friend. The commentary
on the last book which accompanied the second edition of

Kamasutra, which Mr. Guleri thinks to belong to Vijaya-

nagaram, but which was really copied from the Grantha
manuscript of the Government Oriental Library, Mysore,
by my brother, S. P. V. Ranganathasvami Aryavaraguru, and
lent to the Editor, does not mention Yasodhara as its author.
There is another copy of the same work in that library in

Canareese characters which too does not mention the name of

Yasodhara. Again the Malayalam manuscript of Jayamangala
belonging to the Adyar Library, Madras, does not make men-
tion of Yasodhara. The colophon in these manuscripts issimply

The phrase about Yasodhara, viz. f^TOrf^TfM^^TST**B

gpVnmW?rftnif%'4 ^Slt^<H^3irr^aWrsjT?rf, obtain only
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in the printed edition brought forth by Mahamahopadhyaya
Pandita Durga Prasada. After the above colophon in some
manuscript he consulted, at the end of the sixth chapter, where
it comes to a close, the following few lines are found:

This latter alone is found in the manuscript belonging to

Jambunatha Bhatta of Tanjore (Report on Sanskrit manu-
scripts in Southern India by E. Hultzsch, Ph.D., Government
Epigraphist, Madras, No III), and several others noticed by
Prof. S. R. Bhandarkar, M.A., in Rajputana (Report of second
tour in 1904-5, 190-6, page 48). As the latter part of the
colophon is found in many manuscripts in which the name of

Yasodhara is not mentioned, the probable conclusion appears
to be the Kamasutra wa3 for the first time copied with the
Jayamangala for the Bharatl Bhandngara of Sri Visaladeva
by Yasodhara, a scribe attached to that library, while before
that the text and the commentary were separate.

Now, Mr. Guleri has proved beyond all doubt that the

author of Jayamangala on Kamasutra was the same as the
author of Jayamangala on the Nitisara of Kamandaka

—

whatever be his name. But there is another Jayamangala
which he has lost sight of, viz. the commentary on Bhatti-
kavya. Long before the publication of Nitisara of Kamandaka
in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, Mr. Ranganathasvami
pointed out in his paper on Jayamangala in the Mitragoshthl l

(and all 1 have done in this paper is simply to combine the two
papers on the same subject), that the author of Jayamangala
on Bhattikavya is identical with the author of the commentary
on Kamasutra. The similarities of style pointed out by him
are striking. Compare, for instance, the introductory verses of

the three Jayamangalas.

1 A monthly paper edited formerly by Pandeya Sriramavatarasarma,
M.A., &c, and Sri Vidhusekharabhattacharya at Benares, now no longer

issued. The paper on Jayamangala appeared on page 338, No, 12, Vol. II

for 1904-5.
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Mr. Guleri has pointed to two passages in the two Jaya-
mangalas which show a close resemblance. Compare with

these the following note from the Jayamangala on Bhatti-

kavya on the same subject.

*r*rftnci5fa*TTifr if^T mw awTiif^ci si**Blfl*i3 a^tfa^T |

It, therefore, comes upon us as a natural conclusion that

one and the same person commented on the three works,

Kamasutra, Nitisara and Bhattikavya. The conclusion is

strengthened by the fact that tlie commentator on Bhattikavya

^H^gii^H^iigiKU
Well tie calls

himself Sankararya in the Jayamangala on Nitisara, and

Jatlsvara" Jayadeva and Jayamangala in the commentary on

Bhattikavya. The paradox is only apparent. Sankara is none

else than Jatlsvara, the drya being only an honorific suffix,

and there is "not much difference between Jayadeva and

Jayamangala. His original name appears to have beon Jaya-

mangala, as he called his works after that name. Moreover, in

the complete copy of the commentary on Kamasutra found

in the Library of the Bombay Branch, Royal Asiatic Society

(cf. Catalogue No. 1, the Pandit Bhagavanlal Indraji collec-

tion, published 1903, page 5), the name of the author is given

Jayamangala. Thus there is at least one manuscript whichas dayamangaia.
notes* the correct name of the author. Jayamangala appears

to have been a Buddhist by religion as in his three works he

makes obeisance to ^facj &nd *r^%fe*r, synonyms of

Buddha.
In conclusion, I may mention that it is on a consideration

of these points, that, in the edition of Kamasutra of Vatsya-

yana recently brought forth together with the Jayamangala

by the Proprietor of the Chowkhamba Sanskrit Book Depot,

under the general supervision of Bibu Govinda Dlsa of

Benares, the name of the commentator is given as Jayamangala

and the colophon change 1 into ST-Mf WCr^l*ri*T, etc. But a

critical edition of the Kamasutra and the Jayamangala, which

is the best of the commentaries on it, is still a want requiring

fulfilment. Dr. R. Schmidt of Germany, I learn, brought forth

an edition of tne wor£, but in that too, the commentary

is attributed to Yasodiara. It, therefore, appears that Dr.

Schmido alsj overlooked the force of the expressive *E*^>fjcT-





2, A Synopsis of the Dioscoreas of the Old World,
Africa excluded, with descriptions of new-

species and of varieties.

By D. Prain and I. H. Burkill.

The paper on Dioscorea, here offered, is intended to serve

two purposes : (1) to publish in the requisite form diagnoses of

certain new species and varieties, and (2) to make immediately
available a key to this difficult genus. In the Annals of the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, our detailed monograph
will appear, with rather more than one hundred plates and
a full account of the synonymy, distribution, uses and rela-

tionship of the species here briefly enumerated.
The reader will observe that this paper anticipates the

publication, in Mr. Elmer's Leaflets of Philippine Botany, of

several diagnoses l
: he may also note that the correct positions

of Dioscorea polystachya, Turcz., D. deleteria, Noronha, D.
goeringiana, Kunth, and D. vilis, Kunth, are not given as we have
not decided what they are. D. polystachya is presumedly near
to D. japonica : it was imperfectly described by Turczaninow :

but his type is preserved in the St. Petersburg herbarium, and we
trust that we may shortly be able to examine it. D. goeringiana
was described from inadequate material (now apparently lost) :

we think that it belongs to the section Stenophora. D. vilis,

described from immature material, is one of the section Enan-
tiophyllum.

PART I.

A Key to the Species.

Section 1. Borderea.—Tuber globular, crowned with
a dense tuft of scales, apparently growing very slowly forward,
and dying behind, but its exact nature has not been investi-

gated. Stem short, not supporting itself by twining, but
sometimes flexuous. Leaves simple, entire. Male-flowers in

spreading racemes : perianth-members just united : the stamens
inserted on the bases of the perianth-lobes : filaments simple.

Female flowers 1—2 together. Seeds without wings, in abbre-
viated erect capsules.

Only species 1. pyrenaica

The
Volume V of Mr. Elmer's Leaflets of Philippine Botany.
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Section 2. Stenophoka. Rhizome horizontal, inedible.

Stem twining to the left. Leaves simple, but often lobed.

Male flowers in small irregular cymes, or in groups of 2—5,
or sometimes solitary, along racemose axes: perianth cup- or

saucer-shaped, the stamens inserted on the margin of its tube :

filaments simple. Seeds winged all round, often unequally so,

in abbreviated reflexed capsules.

Male flowers not in sessile clusters.

Male flowers not in a thyrsoid panicle.

Leaves not lobed.

Flower3 in small inflorescences and 1-2 together.
Leaves exactly cordate .. ..2. flabellifolia.

Leaves lanceolate-ovate-sagittate . . 3. daunaea.
Leaves ovate-deltoid .

.

4. cambodiana.
(Probably allied to the above, but the male

flowers unknown) .. ..5. Ridleyi.

Flowers in robust inflorescences and as many
as six together .

.

.

.

(>. birmanica.
Leaves lobed.

Leaves trifle I 8. membranacea
Leaves with many small lobes .

.

. . 0. nipponica.
Male flowers in thyrsoid panicles.

Panicles and pedicels relatively short.

Leaves lobed deeply.
Leave3 with sharp lobes, drying black . . 10. septemloba.
Leaves with blunt lobes, not drying black 11. quinqueloba.

Leaves with very slight lobes, narrowed
abruptly from the auricles, bright green . . 12. Tokoro.

Panicles elongated and pedicels relatively long. 13. tenuipes.

Leaves usually 7-nerved.

Leaves 9-nerved, dull, not narrowed abruptly
above the auricles .

.

.

.

. . 14. enneaneura.
Male flowers in very contracted scorpioid cymes,

very small
Male flowers in sessile clusters (sub-sessile in D. sik-

kimensis).
Stamens 0.

15. tentaculigera

Plants not drying black.

Lower leaves 4 together .

.

. . 16. villosa.

Lower loaves not 4 together.

Leaves smooth beneath.
Male flowers strictly sessile . . 17 Prazeri.

(Certainly allied to the above, differing

in the shape of the capsules ; but
male flowers unknown) .. IS. ClarheL

Male flowers with very short pedicels. . 10. sikkimensis
Leaves with papillae beneath.
Tubular part of male flower as wide as

long ; sepals obtuse .

.

. . 20. deltoidea.

Tubular part of male flower narrow at

the mouth ; sepals acute .. 21. caucasira

Plant drying blackish; leaves from a cordate

base triangular-acuminate . . . . 22. panthaica.

Plant drying black; leaves abruptly and
shortly acuminate.

Leaves not peltate.

.

.. ..23. oenea.

Leaves slightly peltate .

.

. . 24. zingiber-ensis.

Stamens 3 only fertile.

Plant drying black .

.

.

.

. . 25. Collettii.
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Plant not drying black.

Edge of leaves not wavy.
Leaves relatively small . . . . 26. Morsel.

Leaves up to 20 cm. long .

.

. . 27. hypoglattea.

Edge of leaves very wavy . . . . 28. graciUima.

Section 3. Shannicorea. Tubers as far as known de-

scending vertically. Stem twining to the left. Leaves simple,

cordate. Male flowers in abbreviated distorted racemes which
look like small scorpioid cymes, placed along the axis of a

spike-like raceme : perianth saucer-shaped , the stamens inserted

near the margin of its tubular part: filaments simple. Seeds

with the wing developed on one side only, in elongated reflexed

capsules.

Leaves as broad as or broader than long.

Loaves with numerous hairs.

Leaves larger, with white tomentum . . 29. ijunnanensis.

Leaves smaller, with brown hairs .

.

. . 30. Hemsleyi.
Leaves with no hairs . . .

.

. . 31. subcalva.

Leaves elongated so that they are longer than broad.

Plant with very sparse hairs .

.

.

.

32. nitens.

Plant with rather abundant white hairs .

.

33. Martini.

Plant with plentiful tawny hairs .. .. 34. velutipes.

Section 4. Combilium. Tubers produced in a bunch

,

spreading, edible. Stem twining to the left. Leaves simple,

cordate. Male flowers 1-2 together on a long spike-like raceme
(when the second flower is present it is placed cymosely on the

pedicel of the first) : perianth saucer-shaped, the stamens in-

serted near its margin. Seeds unknown.

Only species 35. acideata.

Section 5. Lasiophyton. Tubers vertical, containing

dioscorine in varying quantity. Stem twining to the left

Leaves generally compound, but not always. Male flowers in

spikes or spike like racemes which are generally compound:
perianth-lobes just united at the base, with the stamens insert-

ed on them : filaments simple. Seeds winged on one side only,

in elongated reflexed or horizontal capsules.

Male flowers not very densely packed : stamens 3.

Leaves simple
Leaves simple and compound : hair as abundant

grey tomentum . . .

.

. . 37. tomentosa.

Leaves compound or if any simple leaves are pre-

sent, they are small ones among the flowers.

Capsules at maturity reflexed on the pendulous
axis

Capsule not more than 18 mm. long.

Leaflets relatively small, up to 10 cm. long.

Tubers several, on long slender rather

divergent stalks .

.

. . 38. Arachidna.

Tubers single or few, not on long stalks.

36. Kerrii.
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Leaflets narrow .

.

.

.

39. melanophyma.
Leaflets broader .

.

.

.

40. kamoonensis .

Leaflets broadly ovate . >

.

41. tamarisciflora.
Leaflets relatively large.

Plant hispidly hairy .

.

. . 42. Pierrei.
Plant not hispidly hairy.

Leaflet 43. pentaphylla.
Leaflets 5 or 6 or 7, often irregularly

divided; tubers descending rather
deeply .

.

.

.

. . 44. Kalkapershadti.
Capsules 25 mm. long or longer .

.

. . 45. Elmeri.
Capsules at maturity standing at a right angle to

the dependent axis.
Leaflets not truncate under the acumen.

Capsules with margins rounded . . 46. inaequifolia.
Capsules with margins rather rectangular. . 47. Cumingii.

Leaflets truncate under the acumen: cap-
sules unknown in D. Blumei, rectangular
in D. Scortechinii.

Lower surface of leaf with a few hairs and
petiole bristly .. .. ..49 Blumei

Lower surface of leaf and petiole glabrous 50. Scortechinii.
Male flowers densely packed : stamens 6 . . 51. triphylla.

Section 6. Opsophyton. Tubers vertical, containing
dioscorine in varying quantity. Stems twining to the left.
Leaves simple, cordate. Male flowers in characteristic depen-
dent spikes : perianth-lobes free, with the stamens inserted at
their bases : filaments simple. Seeds with the wing developed
on one side only, in elongated reflexed capsules.

Leaves alternate.
Leaves ovate-cordate, drying green ; flower-spikes

long.

Tuber not or little elongat d .

.

. . 52. bulbifera.
Tuber much elongated .

.

. 53. Rogersii.
Leaves deltoid: flower-spikes shorter, much
branched

; tuber unknown .

.

.

.

54. Brandisii.
Leaves apposite ; tuber unknown .'*.

.

.

55. punctata.

Section 7. E^antiophyllum. Tuber vertical, usually
edible. Stems twining to the right. Leaves simple. Male
flowers sessile on short axes, opening but a little way :

perianth. lobes free, with the stamens inserted at their bases :

filaments simple. Seeds winged all round, in capsules which
are not reflexed, but face forwards.

Male flowers in axillary spikes and not on special
leafless branches (Xos. 56 to 69).

Auricles of the leaves set on obliquely, so that
the margin of the leaf presents a sinus above
them.

Auricles very oblique.
Leaves relatively large .. ..56. Batatas.
Leaves smaller .

.

.

.

. . 57. doryophora.
Auricles slightly oblique .

.

. . 58. japonica.
Auricles of the leaves not set on obliquely, or only

inconsistently so.
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Flowers large

Flowers small.

Leaves almost as broad as long, cordate.

Buds sessile on a broad base.

Capsules truncate above
Capsules obtuse above

Buds with a narrow base .

.

• •

Leaves longer than broad
Network of veins very prominent.

Leaves with the first pair of nerves
near the midrib

Leaves with the first pair of nerves re-

mote from the midrib
Network of veins not prominent.
Leaves ovate-cordate, drying dark
Leaves triangular- cordate
Leaves ovate-elliptic with horn-

coloured margins
Leaves linear- hastate

Male flowers in spikes simple in the weaker leaf axils,

but in the stronger axils disposed in pyramidal
panicles.

Plant of moderate growth ; flowers also of

moderate size ; root edible .

.

*

Plant of large growth, with large flowers; root
inedible

Male flowers in spikes arranged on elongated leafless

branches (Xos. 72 to 106).

Spikes of male not strongly negatively geotro-

pic, but taking a position at a right angle or

slightly less to the leafless branch.
F owers on male plant on axes which are never

zig-zag alive or dry ; buds generally flat-

tened at the base (Nos. 72 to 96).

Special flowering branches conspicuously
shorter than the leaves (unknown in D.
pulverea).

Capsules not very oblique, often rather
glaucous

Capsules very oblique and very glaucous .

.

Special flowering branchas, when well grown,
longer than the leaves.

Pubescence of the plant abundant on the
leafless axes which bear the spikes of

male flowers.

Stamens 3

Stamens 6

Male flowers 1—2 mm. apart.

Leaves with floccose hairs below .

.

Leaves without floccose hairs below
Male flowers closely packed, touching

or almost touching (unknown in

D. Ltsteri).

Hairs enwrapping the male flowers.

Capsule wings 22 by 14 mm.
Capsule wings 36 by 30 mm.
Pubescence rather restricted

;

large bulbils produced
Pubescence general

Hairs not enwrapping the male
flowers.

59. luzonen

GO. peperoides

61. bicolor.

62, aapersa.

03. apicata.

64. intermedia.

65.

60.

67.

69.

72.

73.

Trime nii.

Wightii.

oppoaitifolia

haatifolia.

70. transversa.

71. cirrhoaa.

Wallichii.

pulverea.

74. decipiens.

75. orbiculata.

76. Zollingeriana

77. anguina.

78. Liateri

79. polycladea
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Leaves thin, hair white.

Leaf rather elongated, drying
red-brown ; first pair of

lateral veins rather near the
margin

Leaf rather shorter, not drying
red-brown ; first pair of

lateral veins more remote
from the margin

Leaves rather thick ; hairs brown
Pubescence absent, but a very few hairs

present at the base of the male in-

florescence.

Leaves hastate, the uppermost losing the

auricles

Leaves sagitate.

Leaves moderately firm

Leaves tender
Leaves ovate or ovate-cordate.

thin ; stems with fine

• •

Leaves very
prickles below

Leaves firm.

First lateral nerves in the first part

of their course rather close to

the midrib
First lateral nerves in the first part

of their course more remote from
the midrib : leaves rather narrow-
er than in D. nummularia

Leaves firm, with, when dry, the

network standing out on the lower

surface
Pubescence absent entirely.

Leaves linear-lanceolate ;

coloured
Leaves broader.
Base of leaf commonly obtuse or

rounded only in the very largest,

cordate in D. WatHi.
with

• • • *

J bud rose-

Plant wide climbing,

leaves and large capsules

Plant of lesser dimensions

large

with
smaller capsules ; leaves ovate ..

Plant very slender ; leaves obcuneate
Base of leaf cordate or hastate or sub-

sagittate.

Leaves 5 times as long as broad
Leaves only about twice or thrice as

long as broad.
Leaves hastate ; flowers closely

packed.
Network not conspicuous
Network conspicuous below.

Leaves rarely more than twice

as long as broad
Leaves three times as long as

broad ; buds more elon-

gated than in D. belophylla

Leaves cordate or ovate-cordate.

Veins in the exactly cordate
leaves very inconspicuous .

.

80. trine rvia.

67. oppositifolia

81. pyrifolia.

82. Loheri.

83. Soror.

84. Foxworthyi,

85. Seemannii.

86. nummularia

81. pyrifolia

87. Merrilli

88. grata

89. Wattii.

67. oppositifolia

63. obcuneata.

i»0 gibbiflora.

91. Fordii.

92. belophylla.

93. belophylloides

94. Lepcharum.
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Veins not inconspicuous : the

first lateral pair of nerves

rather close to the midrib ;

leaves thin curling up on the

midrib in drying .. 95. glabra.

Veins not inconspicuous ; the

first lateral pair of nerves

remote from the midrib . . 96. vexana.

Flowers of the male plant on axes which

become zig-zag either in life or when dry.

Stems rough with numerous warts; petiole

short .. .. -. ..97. brevipetiolata.

Stems not rough ;
petioles of moderate length.

Buds large: leaves ovatp-elliptic . • 98. Benthamti.

Buds small ; leaves cordate.

Leaves with the basal sinus rounded as if

bitten out ; axes of the spikes very

thin ; buds often elongated . . 99. myriantha.

Leaves with the basal sinus more or less

acute.

Stems hardly winged, reddish when
dry ; root deeply penetrating.

Network rather distinct on the under
surface of the leaf : capsules equal-

ling those of D. alata . - 100. persimilis.

Network not so distinct on the

under surface of the leaf: cap-

suies larger than those of D. alata 101. Hamiltonn.

Stems winged ; rarely the wings much
reduced but then the root not

deeply penetrating . . - • 102. alata.

Spikes with a very pronounced negative geotropism

.

Buds rather small.
Leaves thin but the network becoming just

prominent below when they are dry . . 103. laurifolia.

Leaves subcoriaceous.
Leaves not much longer than broad ; net-

work distinct .

.

.

.

. « 104. Havilandn.

Leaves more elongated ; spikes long .. 105. Wa>burgiana.

Buds larger, leaves thin .

.

• • 106. defleza.

Section 8. Stenocorea. Tubers unknown. Stem twin-

ing to the right. Leaves simple Male flowers in racemes.

Perianth tubular, opening wide: stamens 6, inserted in the

upper part of the tube, constructed like the stamens oi&teno-

meris i.e. swollen below and horned at the back. Female flowers

also tubular. Seeds unknown, but 2 ovules present m each

loculus.

Only species • •
107. etenomeriflora.

PART 2.

Enumeration with diagnoses.

Section 1.

—

Borderea.

1 D pyrenaica, Bubani et Bordere ex Grenier, in Bull.

Soc. Bot. France, xiii. (1866), p. 380. Borderea pyrenaica,
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MiegeviJle, loc. cit., p. 374. Central and Eastern Pyrenees.
A relic of the Tertiary Flora of Europe, very local and very
interesting on account of its wingless seeds. The structure of
the tubers deserves investigation.

Section 2.—Stenophora.

2. D. flabellifolia, Prain et Burkill, in Elmer, Leaflets
of Philippine Botany, v. (1913), p. 1593. Luzon in the latitude
of Manila. There is considerable doubt in regard to the posi-
tion of this species, of which the capsules and underground
parts are unknown. It has been obtained by three collectors
in the Island of Luzon, Philippines {Elmer, 9095 ! Loher, 691'T

!

7027 ! McGregor, 14381 !)

3. D. daunaea, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic Soc.
Bengal, iv. (1908), p. 450. Dawna Hills of Tenasserim. The
female plant is at present unknown.

4. D. cambodiana. This is the third plant of the section
Stenophora of which the male only is known. It was collected
by the late M. Pierre in Cambodia, and is described here,

Dioscorea cambodiana. Tuber ignotum. Planta omnino glabra.
Caules superiores siccitate flavi, leviter stria ti, sinistrorsim volubiles.
Folia alterna, ovato-deltoidea, abrupt© et broviter acuminata, tenuis-
sima, ad 5 cm. longa, 5 cm. lata, 7-nervia : area media a nervorum
lateralium primo pare terminata late oblanceolata : nervi extimi bifidi

:

venae secundariae inter venulas indistincta* : petiolus ad 5 cm. longus.
Flares maris singuli in raceraum spiciformem dispositi : axis tenuis-
simus, triangularis : pedicelli 1-5 mm. longi : braetea? late lanceolate,
acuminato-acutae, subscariosa? : bracteolae similes, minores. Perianthii
maris lobi biseriati, ovati, obtushsimi , apice rotundati, 1-nervii, floribus
expansis paullulo recurvati : tubus crateriformis, externe costatus,
1 mm. longus. Stamina 6, in marginem tubi inserta : filamenta #25 mm.
longa, antheribus aequilonga. Planta fceminea ignota.

Cambodia.—In Monte Kereer; Pierre, 6673! Typus in herbario
Horti Botanici ad Lutetias Parisiorum conservatur.

5. D. Rtdleyi. Sarawak in Borneo. As the male plant
is unknown its position is somewhat doubtful : but we expect
that it will be found to have the saucer-shaped perianth of the
Stenophoras, and that the male flowers are single to each bract
as in D. dauncea and D. cambodiana. It is interesting to
observe that this is characteristic of the southernmost species
of the section.

Dioscorea Ridleyi. Rhizoma ignotum. Caulea tenues, inermes,
teretes. Folia alterna, ovata, acuminata, basi tantum cordata, glabra,
ad 10 cm. longa, ad 4*5 cm. lata, 5-nervia : area media a nervorum
lateralium pare primo terminata elliptica : venae secundariae inter se
fenestrate nee trajectae : petiolus ad 3 cm. longus, glaber, angulatus.
Capsules irregulariter reflexae, vix imbricate, basi ad s mm. lonsa
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inclusa ad 30 mm. longae, supra truncatae : alae obliqua? 20—22 mm.
longso, 17—18 mm. latae. Semina pallida mombrana circumcirca alata.

Borneo.—In principatu Sarawak ad Bau, Ridley, 11710! sine loco,
mercenarius Merrillii, 1278 ! Typi conservantur in Herbariis Horti
Botanici ad Singapur et Scienti;»> < uiservatorii ad ]\Ianilam.

6. D. birmanioa, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic Soc.
Bengal, lxxiii. (1904), p. 185. Common in the forest-clad parts
of Burma, except the Arakan coast, and extending thence into
Yunnan and Northern Siam.

7. D. sp., Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal,
lxxiii. (1904), p. 186: Ridley, Mat. Flor. Malay Penins., ii.

(1907), p. 84. "Tuba ubi," Ridley, in Agric. Bull. Straits

Settlements and F. M. States, 1908. p. 444. Perak in the Malay
Peninsula.

8. D. membranacea, Pierre MS. A very marked species

occurring in three isolated localities in Burma, Northern Siam
and near the Gulf of Siam.

Dioscorea membranacea. Rhizoma horizontale, externe atro-cas-

taneum. Caules siccitate flavescentes, longitudinaliter strinti, ad bases
foliorum nonnullorum inferiorum bispinosi, supra inermes, glabri.

Folia alterna, ex basi cordata trifida, ad 26 cm. longa et 21 cm. lata,

glabra, 9 nervia, nervis tribus in apicem lobi medii incurrentibus et

aream internerviam elliptico-ovatam includentibus, nervorum paribus
secundis et tertiis in apices loborum lateralium incurrentibus; nervorum
pari quarto tenue et in iornices effoeto : venae secundariae aliquomodo
irregulares, supra subdistinctse, infra distinctis>imae ; petiolus canali-

culatus, ad 18 cm. longus. Flores maris singuli vel bini in racemos
spiciformes dispositi (si bini Bint junior in pedicello vetustioris insi-

dens): pedicelli *5 mm. longi : bracteae singulae vel binae, glabrae, tenuis-
simse, basalis ovato-acuminata, superior minor obtusior : bracteolae
minimae. Perianth tt maris lacinise 1 mm. longap, subligulatae, obtusae

:

tubus campanulatus, glaber, 1 mm. longus, intra quinque-costatus ob
filamentis adnatis. Stamina 6: filamenta in marginem tubi inserta,
•3 mm. longa. Flores /ceminei in spicas dependentes ad 20 cm. longas
dispositi: bracteae ovatae, acutse, tenuissimae, 1-5 mm. longae; bracteolae
similes, minores. Sepala obovata, obtusa, carinata, glabra, 1 mm. longa
et ultra. Petala lanceolato-acuta, sepalis breviora. Staminodia minuta.
Capsulce reflexae, ai 18 mm. longae, apice subtruncatae : alae paullulo
latiores quam semicirculares, 12 mm. latae.

Burma et Siam et Ixdo-China.—Ad Gangaw in districtu Pakokku
Burmse superioris, Millar in Mus. K. E. P., 20632! 20633! 20634! In
monte Dinh praefecturae cambodianae Baria, Pierre, 7017! Ad Vaton in
litore maris Siamensis, Pierre, 7018/205 ! Prope Chengmai ad Meh-hia,
Ke<r, 1951 ! et in monte Doi Sutep, ad 1200 ped. ale, Kerr, 1245 ! Typi
Pierreani in Herbario Horti Botanici ad Lutetias Parisiorum conser-
vantur : exempla omnia masculina. Flores fceminei in herbario Kewen3i
conservantur ex coliectione Kerriaaa. Kadix nobis nota e*t ex exumplis
vivis ad Horcum Botanicura Calcuttensem a Millar benevolenter missis.

9. D. kipponica, Makino, Illustr. Flor. Jap. 1. (1891)

t. 45. D. acerifolia, Uline ex Diels, in Engl. Bot. Jahrb., xxix.

(I £00), p. 261 : Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic Soc.
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Bengal, lxxiii. (1904), suppl. p. 7. D. quinqueloba, Maximowicz

PL Pekin in Primit. Flor. Amur. (1859), p. 478. A widespread

species occurring from Kwei-chow and Hupeh in Central China

northwards into Russian territory on the Amur river and found

in Corea and Japan as far north as 40°N.

Following Maximowicz this species is almost invariably

called D. quinqueloba by Russian botanists.

Variat

:

....
Var. vera. Folia infra setulosa, supra glabrescentia. Perianthii

tubus floris masculini vix 1 ram. longus, sed ob pedicello ad basin

tubi ampliato longior esse videtur.

Var. Eosthornii. Folia infra adraodum setulosa, supra etiam
subsetulosa, cinerascentia. Perianthii tubus floris masculini ei

varietatis verse similis

Var. Jamesii. Folia subglabra. Perianthii tubus quam tubus

vaiietatum praecedentium paullulo brevior : lobi apice rotun-

dati.

Varietas vera reperitur in provinciis sinensibus Szechuan, (Farges,

227 !), Hupeh (H<nry, 105! 4709! 5870! 5870B ! 7358!), Pechili (David,

reperitur m provi

horn, 2127), et Pechili (David, 14500!), etiamque in Corea (Mills !), in

Manchuria (James ! Maack ! Maximowicz ! Komarov ! Kara !). Varietas

Jamesii reperitur in Manchuria inter Mukden et Kirin (James !).

Secunda a eel. Diels sub nomine Dioscorece acerifolia3 var. Rosthomii

descripta est.

10. D. septemloba, Thunb., Flor. Jap., (1784), p. 149:

Makino, 111. Flor. Jap., i (1889), p. 27: Prain et Burkill, in

Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, lxxiii. (1904), suppl. p 8. D. quin-

queloba, Miq., Prolusio Flor. Jap., (1865), p. 150, in part :

Franchet et Savatier, Enum. Flor. Jap., ii. (1879), p. 46.

Japan as far north as Lat. 37° N:

11. D. quinqueloba, Thunb. , Flor . Jap.
, ( 1784) , p. 150:

Kaerapfer, le. Sel., (1791), t. 15: Makino, 111. Flor. Jap., i.

(1889), t. 26: Prain et Burkill, in Journ^ Asiatic Soc. Bengal,

lxxiii. (1904), suppl. p. 9. Corea, and Japan as far north as

Lat, .37° N.

12. D. ToKOfio, Makino, in Tokyo Bot. Mag., iii. (1889),

p. 112 and 111. Flor. Jap., (1889) t. 24. D. saliva, Miq., Pro-

lusio Flor. Jap., (1865), p 323, in part: Franchet et Savatier,

Enum. PL Jap., ii. (1879), p. 47, in part. D. Yokusai, Prain

et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, lxxiii. (1904), suppl.

p. 10. Japan as far north as Lat. 41°30'N., on Quelpart, off the

coast of Corea, and in Northern Formosa. This species is very

closely allied to D. tenuipes.

13. D. tenuipes, Franchet et Savatier, Enum. Flor.

Jap., ii (1879), pp. 48, 525 : Maximowicz, in Engl. Bot. Jahrb.,
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vi. (1885) p. 52 : Makino, 111. Flor. Jap., i. (1889), t. 6 : Praia

et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, lxxiii. (1904), suppl.

j) 9. Japan as far north as Lat. 38°N.

14 D. bnnbanbura, Praia et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic

Soc. Bengal, lxxiii. (1904) 3
suppl. p. II. D. Buergeri, var.

enneaneura, Uline ex Diels, in Engl. Bot. Jahrb., xxix. (1900),

p. 260. Central China, in the Province of Hupeh.

15. L>. TENTACtJLiGERA. A very curious plant of the

Shan Hills, with minute crowded flowers.

Dioscorea tentaculige^a. Radix ignota. Caules teretiusculi,

inerraes. glabri, castanei, sinistrorsim volubiles. Folia alterna, ovato-

cordata, tenuia, omnino glabra acuminata vel acuta, apice mucronulata,

ad 7 cm. longa, a«l 5 cm lata 7-nervia ; area media a pare pnmo ner-

vorum lateralium terminata ovata; nervi extremi bifidi; venae secundaria

paucie, irre^ulares, supra indistinct® ; petiolus glaber, supra canalicu-

latus, ad 3-5 mm. longus. Flnres maris 3-6-ni in cymas breves densas

dispositi, albidi ; cymae in axin singularem minutissime papillatam 20 cm.

longam subsparsa? ; bracteae ovatse, subacuminatae, incurvae, scariosaa,

glabrae, *5 mm lo: gie. Perianth'i maris laciniae sequales, apice incurvae :

tubus 3fi mm. profundus. Stamina 6, ad basin tubi inserta ; filamenta

tubo aequilonga ; antherae parvae, introrsae. Flores fceminei 8-16 in spicis

pendulis ad 6 cm. longis ; bracteae late lanceolate, acuminatae, -5 mm.
longae. Perianthii fazminei lobi biatrial i, ovati, apice ineurvi, exteriores

paululo majores^ tubus perbrevis. Starnino ia minuta. Capsular re-

curve, ad 16 mm longae, vel pa dulo Iongiores, apice subretusae, pallide

castaneae ; alae semi-ellipticae. Semina circumcirca aiata.

Pontes shannorum.—Prope Maymyo ad 3500 ped. alt., Lace, 4102 !

ad Laikaw et Indein in pr n ipatu Yaunghu e, Abdul Khalil ! Typi m
Herbariis Hortorum Regalium ad Kew et Calcuttam conservantur.

16. D. vtllosa, Linn., Spec. Plant., (1753), p. 1033.

Jacquin, Ic. Plant. Rar., (1/93), t 626. D. sp., C. H. Wright,

in Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot., xxxv. (1903), p. 94: Nakai, in

Journ. Coll. Sci. Tokyo, xxxi. (1911), p. 235.

Vaiiat :

Var. vera. C<ipsula maculata.

Var coreana. Capsula immamlata, laete polita.

V*rietas vera americana est. Varietas coreana in Corea media

adhuc reperta est a Carles (s ib numero 78 !) et Faurie (sub numero

697!) et Uchiya >a. Radix ejus ignota manet, quod dolendura est

quandoquidem rhizoma D. viliosce verae ab rhizomatia specierum asiati-

carum longe d istat.

17. D. Prazeri, Prain et Burkill. in Journ. Asiatic Soc.

Bengal, lxxiii. (1904 , suppl. p. 2. Northern Burma and the

northern part of the Shan States. A species very nearly allied

to D. sikkimensis.

18. D Clarkei. As the male is unknown, there is some

slight doubt regarding the exact affinity of this species: it
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may be a variety only of D. Prazeri or D. sikkimensis , differing

in the shape of the capsules.

D. Ci*arkei. Radix nobis ignota. Caules glabri, angulati, sinis-

trorsim volubiles Folia opposita, glabra, cordata vel longe cordata,
tenuiter acuminata, nee margine sinuosa, lobis basalibus subangulatis,
ad 8 cm. longa, ad 6 cm. lata, 7-nervia : area media a pare primo ner-
vorum lateraiium terminata lanceolata acuminata ; nervi extimi bifidi :

venae secundaria reti venicularum paululo magis conspicuse : petiolus ad
7 cm. longus, supra canaliculars, dorso et lateribus angulatus. Flores
ignoti. Cap8ulce respicientes, 20 mm. longae, apice retusse, fuscse, cast
aneo aspersse : alae semi-obcordatse, 12 mm. lat8B. Sernina loculis con-
formia, circumcirca alata.

Montes Nagakxjm.—Kohima ad 5500 ped. alt., C. B. Clarke t 41018 !

Typus in herbario apud Calcuttam coaservatur.

19. D. sikkimensis, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic

Soc. Bengal, lxxiii. (1904 ), suppl. p. 3. The Himalaya from
the longitude of Khatmandu to Western Bhutan, and from
the plains to 5000 ft. ; it has occurred also in the districts of

Champaran and Malda, but perhaps only as a casual, the root

having been carried down some river and lodged on the river

bank.

20. D. deltoidea, Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), no. 5100:
Kunth, Enum., v. (1850), p 340, in chief part: Stewart, in

Journ. Agri-Hort. Soc. India, xiv. (1867), p. 37: Hook, f.,

Flor. Brit. India, vi. (1892), p. 291, in chief part: Prain et

Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, lxxiii. (1904), suppl.

p. 5. D. nepalensis, Sweet, Hort. Brit., 2nd ed. (1830) p. 522.

Tamnus nepalensis, Jacquemont MS. The Himalaya east-

ward from the longitude of Khatmandu to the Afghan border,
from 3000 to 8000 ft., and sometimes to 10,000 ft. : also occur-
ring near Cherrapunji in the Khasia Hills, and on the Yunnan-
Burma boundary-

21. D. caucasica, Lipsky, in Bull. Soc. Nat. Kieff,
1893, p. 143 : Alboff , in Acta Hort. Petrop., xii. (1893), p. 439 :

Radde, Sammlungen des Kaukasischen Museums, ii. (1901), p.
166. The coast of the Black Sea in the lower Caucasus, where
the annual rainfall is about 60 to 80 inches. The species
differs very little from D. deltoidea.

22. D. panthaica, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic
Soc. Bengal, lxxiii. (1904), suppl. p. 6. The Province of
Yunnan in south-western China at 7000—9000 ft.

23. D. (ENEA. unknown
but it undoubtedly has a close relationship to D. zingiberensis.

D. oenea. Tuber, teste Farges, magnum et ligneum. Caulis glaber,
colore cupreo-purpureus, striatus, sinistrorsim volubilis. Folia alterna,
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late cordata, margine leviter sinuata, breviter acuminata, supra glabra,
infra pilis rigidis parvis in nervis prominentibus induta, ad 7 cm. longa,
ad 6 cm. lata, 7-nervia : area media a pare prirao nervorum lateralium
terminata oblanceolato obovata : venae secundaria in rete anastomo-
santes nee trajectae : petiolus folii lamino aequilongus. Flores maris
ignoti. Flores fceminei in spicas breves dependentes 5 cm. longas com-
positi : axes fusco-purpurei, angulati, pilis minutis induti : bracteae
fusco-rufte, ovato-lanceolatie, acutae, 1 mm. longae : bracteolae similes,
minores. Sepala ovata, supra rotundata, tenuiora, '5 mm. longa. Petala
breviora, basi angustata. Staminodia perminuta. Capsidce reflexa-,
cupreo-purpureaa, apice rotundata1

, infra in pedicellam angustatae : al;<>

14 mm. Late, margins plus minusve irregulares.
China occidentals.—Ad Tchen-keou-tin in provincia Szechuan.

alt. 1400 ped., Farges, 90 ! Typus in herbario Horti botanici ad Lute-
tias PariBiorum conservatur.

24. D. zingiberensis, C. H. Wright, in Journ. Linn.
Soc. Bot., xxxvi. (1903), p. 93. D. Henryi, Uline ex Diels, in

Engl. Bot. Jahrb., xxix. (1900), p. 261. name only. The Pro-
vinces of Hupeh in central China and Yunnan in south-western
China. A very well marked species.

25. D. Collettii, Hook, f., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892),

p. 290. D. sp., Collett et Hemsley, in Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot.,
xxviii. (1890), p. 137. Shan States and in China in the Pro-
vinces of Yunnan, Szechuan and Kweichow, apparently
abundant.

26. D. Morsei, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic Soc.
Bengal, iv. (1908), p. 454. Central China in the Province of

Kiang-si. A plant as yet only found at the eastern end of the
central mountain complex of China, but allied to the next.

27. D. hypoglauoa, Palibin, in Bull. Herb. Boiss.,
ser. 2, vi. (1906), p. 21. Central China in the province of
Fokien. This species and the preceding are certainly very
closely allied.

28. D. gracillima, Miq., Prolusio Flor. Jap., (1865), p.
324: Franchet et Savatier, Enum. Flor. Jap., ii. (1879), p.
49: Makino, 111. Flor. Jap., i. (1889), t. 25. Central Japan.

Section 3. Shannicorea.

29. D. yunnanensis, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic

Soc. Bengal, lxxiii (1904), p. 186. The Chinese Provinces of

Yunnan and Kweichow.

30. D. Hemsley i, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic

Soc. Bengal, iv. (1908), p. 451. 2>. prcecoz, Prain et Burkill,
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loo. cit. p. 455. Shan Plateau and the Chinese Provinces of

Yunnan and Kweichow.

31. D. stjbcalva. Plentiful in Yunnan.

D. stjbcalva. Tuber in terram descendens, longum, rufo-fuscum.

Caules inermes, glabri, striati, alterni, ginistrorsim volubiles. Folia

glabra, latissime cordata, abrupte cuneatim acuminata, ad 4 cm. longa,
aA fi oTYi- lata.. Q-nervia : area media a nare nrimo nervorum lateralium

terminata obovata, nervis extimis bifidis : venae secundariae subrectse :

petiolus ad 1 cm. longus, supra canaliculatus. Florea maris 1-7, in

racemos breves secundarios unilateraliter congregati : racemi ipsi sparsim

in axin tenuem angulatum ad 12 cm. longum admodum parce hirsutum
dispositi : bracteae ovatae, acutae* 1 mm. longae, glabrae, fulvae atque
rubro-maculatae. Perianthii maris lobi ovati, ligulati, apice rotundati,

1-75 mm. longi, *5 mm. lati, fiore aperto excurvati, rubro-maculati

:

tubus perbrevis. Stamina ad perianthii Jobos basin supra affixa, lobis

breviora. Flores fceminei singuli vel bini in spicis 9 cm. longis in axin

angulatum glabescentem positi : bracteae lanceolatae, 2 mm. longa*.

Sepala anguste ovata, obtusiuseula, 1*5 mm. longa, atro-rubra in sicci-

tate. Petala similia, obtusiura. Staminodia minuta. Capsulce respici-

entes, 25 mm. longae, infra obtusae, supra truncatae et mucronatae : alae

subrectangulares, 23 mm. longae, 6 mm. latae.

China Austradis. In Provincia Yunnan ad Yunnan-fu (Duclo-ux,

107 I 318 !), in montibus supra Ta-pm-tze (Delavay, 374 ! 182G !), La-ko-

chan prope Ta-pin tze, {Delavay, 2834!), Peo-tsao-chan, (Delavay, 6654 !),

Kiao-che-tong prope fauces Hee chan-men (Delavay, 3853!). Sine locis

(Bons d'Antyl Wilson, 4552!) Typi praecipue in Herbario Horti botanici

ad Lutetias Parisiorum conservantur ; at nonnulli in Herbario Kewensi
conservantur.

32* D. kitbns. A species of Yunnan.

D. nitens. Radix ignota. Cauies juniores sparsissime hirsuti, vetus-

tiores glabrescentes politi, leviter striati, sinistrorsim volubiles. Folia
longe cordata, acuminata, infra in nervis primariis perparce hirsuta, ad
10 cm. longa, ad 7 cm. lata, 7-nervia: area media a nervorum lateralium
pare primo terminata lanceoiata : nervi extremi bifidi : venae secun-
dariae rectae vel subrectae, paucae, supra indistinctae : petiolus 35 cm.
longus, glabervel sparsissime hirsutus, supra canaliculatus, infra carina-

tus. Flores maris in racemos breves secundarios unilaterales 4 mm. longos
aggregati: racemi ipsi parce in axes singulos vel binos vel ternos nunc
simplices nunc compositos sparsim hirsutos dispositi : bracteae ovatae,

breviter acuminata, glabrae vel fere glabrae, 1 mm. longae. Perianthii

maris lobi biseriati anguste ovati, subacuti, 1*5 mm. longi, 25 mm.
lati, uninervii, sparsim rubro-punctati, exteriores interioribus paululo
longiores: tubus *25 mm. longus. Stamina 6; filamenta ad perianthii

lobofl supra basin adnata. Flores fceminei in spicis elongatis, (capsulis

maturis) ad 20 cm. longis. Perianthii fceminei lobi sparsim hirsuti, bi-

seriati, exteriores late lanceolati acuti 1-5 mm. longi, interiores latiores

rotundati. Staninod a minuta. Capsulce respicientes, imbricantes, gla-

brae, glaucae, apice retusae, ad 25 mm. longae; alae fere subrectangulares,

ad 22 mm. longae et 7 mm. latae. Semina (immatura solum visa) admo-
dum inaequaliter alata.

China Australis.—In Provincia Yunnan, ad Yunnanfu (Ducloux,

784!), Mengtze ad 5000 ped. alt., (Henry, 10287 B !), Szemao, 4000—4500
ped. alt. (Henry, 12338 ! 12338B !). Sine loco, (Bons d'Anty, 430 !). Typi
praecipue in Herbario Kewensi conservantur.

33. D. Martini. A species of Yunnan and Kweichow.
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D. Martini. Radix ignota. Gaules sparsim pilis tortis albis tecti,

longitudinaliter lineati, sinistrorsira volubiles. Folia cordata, acuminata,
supra glabra, infra subaraneosa, ad 12 cm. longa f ad 6 cm, lata, i>-

nervia: area media a pare primo nervorum lateralium terminata late

ovata vel late obovata: nervi extremi bifidi : venae secundaria1 rect;e,

paucae, supra distinctse : petiolus ad 12 cm. longus, supra canaliculatus,

sparsim hirsutus. Flore* maris 1—A-ni in racemos breves 5 mm.
longos aggregati: racemi ipsi in axin subaraneosum ad 18 cm. longum
dispositi: bracteae lineari-lanceolatae, acutae, subaraneosa, 2v> mm.
longre. Perianthii maris lobi aequales, anguste ovati, rubro-maculati :

tubus brevis, externe araneosus. Stamina 0, perianthii lobos vix aequan-
tia: filamenta tenuia, paululo supra bases loborura inserta. Flore*
fceminei ignoti. Capsule respicientes, imbricants, in spicas sparse

ad 20 cm. longas dispositae, basi supra pedicellam truncate,
apice rotunda? : ala3 sub-rectangulares, ad 28 mm. longae, 8 mm. lataa,

rubro-maculatae. Semina inaequaliter alata : ala vix 1 mm. lata in latere

angustiori, 20 mm. lata in latere latiori.

China Australis.—In Provinciis Kwei-chow et Yunnan, prope
Tsin-tchen in silvis (Martin et Bodinier, 18651), prope Gan-pin in silvis

(Martin et Bodinier\ 2517 !), supra Ta-pin-tze (Delavay, 4524!), Typi in

herbario Horti Botanici ad Lutetias Parisiorum conservantur.

34. D. velutipes. A species of the Southern Shan States
#

D. velutipes. Radix ignota. Caules juniores pilis fuscis tortis

vestiti, vetustiores glabrescentes, subconspicue lineati, siccitate castanei,
sinistrorsim volubiles. Folia elongato-deltoideo-cordata, acuminata,
juniora supra dense albo-pubescentia, vetustiora glabrescentia, infra

juniora dense fulvo-pubescentia deinde spar3im pubescentia, ad 9 cm.
longa, ad 5 cm. lata. 7-nervia: area media a nervorum lateralium pare
primo terminata late lanceolata : venae secundaria rectae, trajectae, in-

conspicuae. Flores maris 1—3-ni in racemos breves dispositi, ipsos in

mflorescentiam spiciformem compositos : axis ad 10 cm longus, angula-
tus, pilis albis tectus ; bracteae anguste ovato-acuminatae, 1-5 mm. longae.

Perianthzum maris crateriforme : lobi externi ad 3 mm. longi, albo-
pubescentes : lobi interni obtusiores, paululo latiores. Stamina in lobos
insidentia : filamenta 1 mm longa: antherae parv^, introrsee. Flores
fceminei in spicas dependentes ad 14 cm. longas dispositi: axis dense
fulvo-pubescens : bracteae ovate, fulvo-pubescentes, 175 mm. longae.

Sepala triangulari-ovata, exteriora quam interiora paululo majora, *75

mm. longa, extus dense pubescentia. Staminodia minuta Capsnl'
ignotae.

Montes Shannorum, versus austrum, loco non indicato. (Macgregor,
732! 738!) Typi in Herbario Horti Botanici regalis ad Calcuttam con-
servantur.

Section 4. Combilium.

35. D. aculeata, Linn., Amoen. Acad., iv. (1754), p. 131

:

and Syst. Nat., ed. 13, ii. (1791) p. 582: Lam., Encyc. Meth.,

iii. (1789), p. 232, in chief part : Willd., Sp. Plant., iv. (1805),

p. 792, in part: Graham, Cat. Plants Bombay, (1839), p. 218:

Kunth, Enum., v. (1850), p. 398, in part. D. Combilium,
Ham. ex Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), No. 5103A. D. diacantha,

Zippelius ex Spanoghe, in Linnaea, xx. (1841), p. 479.

D. echinata, Ham. ex Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), No. 5103E.

1). fasciculala, Roxb., Hort. Beng., (1814), p. 72, name only,

and Flor. Ind., iii. (1832), p. 801: Kunth, Enum., v. (1850),
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p. 399: Hook, f., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892), p. 296. D. papu-

ana, Warb., in Engl. Bot. Jahrb., xiii. (1891), p. 273. D.

sativa, Linn., Sp. Plant., (1753) p. 1033, in small part: Lam.,

111., (1793), t. 818. D. spinosa, Roxb. ex Wall., Cat. Lith.,

(1832), Nos. 5103A, 5103D, 5103E : C. H. Wright, in Journ.

Linn. Soc. Bot., xxxvi. (1903), p. 91 : Safford, in Contrib. U. S.

Nat. Herb., ix. (1905), p. 68. D. tihaefolia, Kunth, Enum., v.

(1850), p. 401. D. tredecimnervis, Pierre, in Herb, propr. D.

Tugui, Blanco, Flor. Filip. (1839), p. 800. Oncus esculentus,

Lour., Flor. Cochin-ch., (1790), p. 194.

Variat :

—

Var. tilijefolia. Folia magna, 13-nervia, pubescentia. Flores

maris copiose producti. Tubera clavata, radiculosa, infra

spinas horridas producta.
Var. spinosa. Folia paululo minora, plus minusve pubescentia

Flores raro producti. Tubera infra spinas producta.

Var. FASCicrjLATA. Folia minora, subglabra. Flores omnino
desunt. Tubera ellipsoidea, congregata, espinosa.

Varietas tili^efolia est planta inculta insularum philippinensium et

regionis istius. Flores maris copiose producti, et certe herbaria a nobis

visa specimina pluria praebent. Varietas spinosa culta est et inculta.

Inter sylvas birmanicas agricolae varietatam hanc varietati fascicu-

tat^: anteponunt propterea spinas feroces apri effodere non possunt.

Varietas fascicuxata colitur in India et in Java et in insulis aliis

Malaicis.

Linnaeus in 1753 applied the name " aculeata " to a

drawing in Rheede's Hortus Malabaricus which is too confused

to serve as a substitute for a definition. He employed the

name more satisfactorily in 1754 : and we apply it as used in

that year. This usage is that adopted by many French botan-

ists and by the botanists who worked on the Western Coast

of India.

Section 5. Lasiohpyton.

36. D. Kerrii. Northern Siam near Chengmai. A
smaller plant than the allied D. tomentosa.

D. Kerrii. Tubera, ut videtur, terram alte penetrantia. Caulis

basi roseo-tinctus, inermis, parce pilis fulvis hirsutus. Folia alterna,

cordata vel ovato-eordata, tenuia, acuminatiuscula, ad 7'5 cm. longa, ad
4*5 cm. lata, 5-nervia, nervorum lateralium pare primo in parte superiori

supra medium terminato, margine ciliata, supra fera glabra, infra pilis

sparsis fuscis subpubescentia : petiolus fere hispidus, ad 3 cm. longus.

Flores maris sessiles in spicas cylindricas ad 2 cm. longas singulas vel

binas ad axillas foliorum dispositi; axis pubescens, angulatus : bractese

ovatae, acuminata^, tenues, margine subhyalinre, glabrae; bracteolse

similes, nisi minores et pro rata latiores. Sepala late ovata, obtusa,

glabra, viridi-lutescentia, 15 mm. longa. Petala anguste elliptica,

subobtusa, quam sepala paululo breviora, colore similia. Stamina 3,

sepalis opposita, brevia : anthera tria ovata : staminodia 3 paululo

longiora. Flores fceminei ignoti.

Siam.—Di Sutep prope Chengmai ad 1400 ped. alt. (Kerr, 1404 !).

Tvpus in herbario horti botanici Kewensis conservatur.
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37. D. tomentosa, Koenig ex Roxb., Hort. Beng.,

(1814), p. 105, name only: Heyne in Roth, Nov. Plant. Sp.,

(1821), p. 371: Hook, f., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892), p. 289.

D. Iriphylla, Russ. ex Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832) No. 5101D. D.

nullica, Ham. MS. Helmia? tomentosa, Kunth, Enum., v.

(1850), p. 439. India south of the Gangetic Plain, and in

Ceylon in damper parts.

38. D. Arachidna. A small obscure species of the

dense forests of Assam, north of the Cacliar Hills. Its tubers

are arranged somewhat like those of D. aculeata, but it is

otherwise closely allied to Z>. pentaphylla and D. melanophyma .

D. Arachidna. Tubera plura, ellipsoidea. laevia, carnc alba ten-

era, ad 5 cm. longa, stolones oblique descendentes 5—20 cm. longas ter-

minantia. Caules glabri, inermes, tenues, sinistrorsim volubiles. Folia

alterna, ternata; foliola media elliptica, versus apieem basinque angus-

tata, apice breviter acuminata, glabra, ad 7 cm. longa, ad 4 cm. lata,

penninervia: foliola lateralia inaequalia, medio fere sequilonga, ad 4

cm. lata; petiolus ad 3'5 cm. longus: petioluli ad 5 mm. longi. Flares

ignoti.

Assam. In sylvis districtu Nowgong prope Lumding ( Burkill ! Kal-

ka Pershad, 35581 !) Tubera edibilia cibo a Mikiris vulgo effodiuntur.

Typi in herbariis ad Kew et Calcuttam conservantur.

39. D. melanophyma, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic

Soc. Bengal, iv. (1908), p. 452. D. kamaonensis , Collett, Fl.

Simlensis, (1902), p. 518. D. quinata, Atkinson, Gazetteer

N.W. Prov., x, (1882), p. 703, name only. D. sp. Griffith,

Posthumous Papers, Journal, (1851), ii, p. 62. The Himalaya

from 4000 to 6000 ft., from the eastern border of Kashmir
to Sikkim ; in the Khasia Hills, and in the Chinese Province of

Yunnan.

40. D. kamoonensis, Kunth, Enum., v. (1850), p. 395.

D. kamaonensis , Hook, f., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892), p. 290.

D. Fargesii, Franchet in Revue Hortic, 1896, p. 541 :
Bois

in Bull. Soc. Bot. France, xlvii. (1900), p. 49: Hackel in Bull.

Soc d'Acclim., (1901), p. 193. D. pentaphylla, Wall., Cat. Lith.,

(1832), No. 5098F: Diels in Engl. Bot. Jahrb., xxix. (1900),

p. 260, presumably. D. iriphylla, Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832),

No. 5102D in part and 3102E. D. sp., C. H. Wright in

Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot., xxxvi. (1903), p. 91. The Himalaya

from Kamaon to Sikkim, ascending from 3000 to 6500 ft.; in

northern Siam, northern Burma and the Chinese Provinces of

Yunnan, Szechuan, Kweichow and Hupeh.

Variat
Var. vera perantes, acuminata?.

ilinis aeauiloncrse. Folia adVar. stbamixea. tsractece nonous mascuiinis sequuoi

6 cm. longa.

Var. Fargesii. Bractece floribus mascuiinis aaquilongse. Fol%a ad

cm. loniia.
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Var. Dblavayi. Bractece perlatse, obtusse vel rotundatae, vel pau-
lam mucronulataa, magnse. Flores masculini magni.

Var. Henuyi. Bractece perlatae, obtusge vel rotundataB vel paulum
mucronulatae, parvse. Flores masculini parvi.

Varietas vera himalaica est: varietas straminea austro-sinensis
(ex provincia Yunnan attulit Henry, 9495 C! 11301 ! Delavay, 4816!
necnon siamensis (Kerr, 1374 !).^ Varietates Fargesii et Delavayi et
Henryi austro sinenses sunt : var. Fargesii ex provinces Yunnan
(Forrest, 25666 !), Szechuan {Henry, 7103 ! Farges !), Kwei-chow (Martin et

Bodinierl), Hupeh (Henry, 266 ! 4486 ! 7501 !): varietas Delavayi in pro-
vinces Yunnan {Delavay, 563! 1825! 1828! 3318! 3833!), Szechuan
(Farges

y 227!), Kwei-chow (Ghaffanjon et Bodinierl Bodinier, 2408!),
Hupeh (Henry , 6419!): varietas Henryi in provinces Yunnan (Henry
9495! 9715!) et Kwei-chow (Ghaffanjon arid Bodinierl).

'

41. D. tamarisciflora. D. pentaphylla, var., Ridley,
Mat. Flor. Malay Peninsula, ii. (1907), p. 81. D. pentaphylla,
Ridley in Journ. Roy. Asiatic Soc, Straits Br., Ii. (1911),
p. 206. The island of Lankawi off the northern part of the
west coast of the Malay Peninsula. A species closely allied to
D. pentaphylla and requiring further study.

D. TAMARisciFiiORA. Tuber jornotum. Caulis supra tenuis, pilis
simplicibus hirsutus. Folia alterna, ternata, pilis sparsis supra induta,
infra ad nervos majores rufo hirsuta, inter nervos fusco-hirsuta : foliolum
medium angaste ellipticum, longe acuminatum, ad 6 cm. longum, ad 2*5
cm. latum, basi acutum venis lateralibus utrinque quinque : foliola
lateralia asymmetrica, basi oblique acuta, apice quam medium minus
acuminata, ad 5 cm. longa : petioli foliorum visorum ad 25 mm. longi

:

petioluli 2—3 mm. longi, rufo-hirsuti. Flores maris ad 45 in spicas
singulas vel binas ad 4*5 mm. longas dispositi : apiece ipsa3 in inflorescen-
tiam spithamseam composite : axis triangularis, hirsutus : bractece
ovato-acuminatae, hirsutse, ad 1-25 mm. longae : bracteolse similes mino-
res. Sepala lanceolato-ovata, extra hirsuta. 1 mm. longa. Petala spa-
thulata, erassa, glabra. Stamina 3.

Peninsula Malaica. In principatus Kedah insula Langkawi
(Curtis, 2539 !). Typus in herbario Singapurense conservatus est. Spe-
cies ob spicas longas inter affines distincta est.

42. D. Pierrei. A species of Lower Cochin-China, differ-

ing from D. pentaphylla notably in the thickness and stiffness
of its felt of red-brown hairs.

D. Pierrei. Tubera ignota. Gaules aculeati, pilis ferrugineis dense
piloso-pubescentes, sinistrorsim volubiles. Folia alterna, 3—5-foliolata,
supra pilis paucis rigidis induta, infra dense pubescentia ; foliolum
medium obovatum, acuminatum, basi acutum, ad 15 cm. latum, pen-
ninerve : foliola externa, minora, asymmetrica, 4—5-nervia, nervo in
latere versus folium medium singulo, nervis 2—3-nis in latere exteriori :

petiolus dense ferrugineo-pubeseens, ad 8 cm. longus ; petioluli ad 5 mm.
longi. Flores maris in racemos spiciformes 2 cm. longos dispositi

:

racemi ipsi in inflorescentias 20 cm. longas compositi: axis dense ferru-
gineo-pubeseens: bractese spicarum lineari-lanceolatse : bractese florum in
pedicillis insidentes, ovatse, acutiusculse vel flubacuminatse, extra dense
tomentosse: braeteolae lanceolate, acuminatse, bracteas longitudine
fere aequantes. Sepala exacte ovata, obtusiuscula, extra pubescentia,
1 mm. longa. Petala anguste obovata, glabra obtusa, sepalis breviora.
Stamina 3, brevia, antheris rotundatis. Flores fceminei in spicas deflexas
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subrigidas 20 cm. longas dispositi : axis dense pubescens pilis rufo-

griseis : bractese lanceolatae, 8 cm. loag&t extra pubescentes. Sepala

lineari-lanceolata, acuta, 6-7 mm. longa, extra pubescentia. Petala

similia, minora. Staminoiia perminuta. Capsular reflex®, versus maturi-

tatem subglabrescentes, 22 mm. longae, apice obtusissi uup, basi paulum
retusa? : alae semi-ovato-cordata\ 7 mm. latae. Semina altero latere

alata.

Cochin" China. In provincia Bien-hoa ad Thu-dau-mot et Ben-cat

(Pierre, 7#19 !), ad Bao-chauh et Ton-man (Pierre, 7020 ') ad Hauh-chui

in ripis fluminis Mekong (Harrnand, 92 !). sine loco exacto (Thorel, 356 !

Godefroy\). Typi in Herbario ad Lutetian Parisiornm conservantur.

43, D. pentaphylla, Linn., Sp. Plant., (1753), p. 1032:

Lam., Eneyc. Meth., iii (1789), p. 234: Willd., Sp. Plant,,

v. (1805), p. 789. D digitata, Mill., Gard. Diet., (1768),

no. 6. D. Jacquemont i i , Hook, f., Flor. Brit, hid., vi. (1892),

p. 290. D. Kleiniana, Kunth, Enum , v. (1850), p. 394. D.

mollissima, Hassk., Cat. Hort Bog. ; (1844). p. 33. D. tomen-

tosa, var

D. triphyll

pentaphyllus Ho list., in Flora, xxvii. i. Beilage (1S44), p. 3.

Hamatris triphylla, Sali3b., Gen. Plant. Fragm
,
(186 5) p. 12.

Ubium scandens, Jaums-Saint-Hilaire, Expos. Fain. Nat., i.

(1805), p. 106. From Western India to the remotest parts of

the Pacific, from the Himalaya and Yunnan southwards to

Ceylon and to the islands in the Torres Straits.

Var iat

:

Var. Linnjsi. Tubera elongati, carne albida sapida. Planta pins

albis prsecipue in floribusmasculinis plus minusve induta. Folia

nitentia.

Var- Thwaitesii. Praecedenti similis, at folia tenuissima, fere glabra.

Var. Sult. Priecedentibus similis at folia grisea nee nitentia.

Var. Jacquemont Li. Tubera elon^ata, carne albida sapida. Pili

albi pauci in inflorescentia masculina, sed folia glabra. Bid-

billce rotunda?. Flores majores.

Var. Cardonii. Praecedenti similis, sed folia parce pilis rufis in-

duta et flores minores.

Var. siMPLiciF >LiA. Varietati Cardonii similis; differt joliis firmi-

oribus, ultimis maenis simplicibus.

Var. Rheedei. Tubera elonga a, carne albida sapida. Folia

siccitate subnigresc.mtia. Bulbilloe magnopere elongata?. In-

florescentia parce pilis albis induta.

Var. malaica. Tubera breviuscula vel elongata, carne sapida. Folia

rufo-pubescentia : foliola plerumque angustiora

Var. hortorum. Tubera rotundata, lae viuscula, carne albida sapida.

Folia tria, latiora, siccitate nigricantia.

Var. communis. Tub ra brevia, radiculis rigidis horrentia, carne

insipida firma. Foliola terna vel quinata, rufo-pubescentia.

Var. Kussok. Praecedenti similis, differt foliis glabrescentibus.

Varietas Linnaei reperitur in Zeylania et in India australi (Wight in

Herb. Wall. No. 5102!). Varietas Thwaitesii est Thwaites 2869! ex

Zeylania centrali. Varietas Suli in montibus HimUaicis vulgaris est,

nac non 03Currifc in montibus Khasianis et Nagensium. Varietas Jac-

QUEMOntii vulgaris est in montibus supra litore ocsidentali Indise.

Varietas Cardonii prsecipue reperitur in montibus indici3 regionis

Chutia Nagpur. Varietas simpuctfolia adhuc ex montibus Melghat
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cognita. Varietas Rheedei in India australi satis repanda, ubi cibum
prsebet. Varietas malaioa in insulis malaicis sparsim occurrit: in penin-
sula raalaica colitur. Varietas hortortjm in India colitur. Varietas
communis in tota regione Gangetica et in Burma vulgatissima, necnon
alus partibus occurrit. Varietas Kussok prsecipue sikkimensis est.

44. D. Kalkapershadii. This has the appearance of
being a hybrid between D. pentaphylla and D. tomentosa. It
has been found, but only rarely, in the region common to both.

D. Kalkapershadii Tuber singulum, variable, nunc tenerum
came album, nunc fibrosum carne fulvo luteum, itidem nunc radiculis
plurimis tectum, nunc laeve. Caulis, ut videtur, est D. tomentosce sequa-
] is, parce aculeatus, hirsuto-glabrescens. Folia alterna, foliolis 5—7 eom-
posita : foliola media obovata vel elliptica, basi acuta, apice acuminata,
supra pilifl perpaucis induta, infra albo-pubescentia, ad 25 cm. lom?a,
ad 11 cm. lata : foliola extima asymmetrica, parva, pro ratione latiora :

petiolus parce aculeatus, ad 24 cm. lonsus: petioluli ad 2 cm. longi.
Flores maris in spicas singulas vel binas dispositi ; spica> in racemos
longos ngidiusculos composite: axis fulvo-tomentosus atque parce
nigro-setosus

: bractese spicarum ovato-lanceolatse, ad 2 mm. longa*,
fulvo-tomentosae : bracteae florum late ovato-acuminatEe, floris basin am-
plectentes, subglabrae : bracteola? similes, minores. Sepala ovata, acuta,
•5 mm. longa. Petala ovata, obtusiuscula, -5 mm. longa. Stamina 3,
sepalis breviora. Flores fasminei ignoti.

India. In collibus Chutia-Nagpurensibus, Orixensibus, Shevaroi.
Ad Rungarit et Biru in districtu Ranchi, (Cardon, 12 ! Kalka Pershad,
343891 34390!), Patharchaki in districtu Balasore, (Kalka Pershad]
34323!), Baripada in prtncipatu Mayurbhanj (Holmes, 34309! 33185 !

33825!). In montibus Shevaroi in districtu Salem (Perrottet, 1 ! 334!).
Z>. Kalkapershadii forsan hybrida sit inter D. pentaphyllam et D. tomen-
tosam.

45* D. Elmeri, Prain et Burkill, in Elmer, Leaflets of
Philippine Botany, v. (1913), p. 1594, A species of the Philip-
pine Islands, collected in Luzon in the latitude of Manila, and
in Negros.

Variat :

—

Var. vera. Folia coriacea. Capsularurn a'se ad 25 mm. longse.
Var. dubia. Folia admodum coriacea. Capsulce paululo minores,

densissime rufo-tomentosae.

Varietas vera in provincia Laguna reperitur (Alberto ! Elmer, 8265 !);
etiaraque in provincia Tayabas (Elmer, 9156!): varietas dubia in
provincia Laguna (Ramos, 13520 !).

46. D. sp. A fragment exists in the fvew Herbarium
collected in the Chinese Province of Kwei-chow (Esquirol, 970 !)
which certainly represents a new spaeies of the section Lasio-
phyton. It has capsules like those of D. incequifolia, but has
a dense tomentum on the back of the leaves.

47. D. incequifolia, Elmer ex Prain et Burkill in
Elmer, Leaflets of Philippine Botany, v. (1913), p. 1595.
Philippine Islands: Batanes Islands (Fenix, 3659 !), Mindoro
(Merritt, 6796!), and Mindanao (Elmer, 10654 !).
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48. D. Cumingii, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic Soe.

Bengal, iv. (1908), p. 459. Philippine Islands, rather widely
distributed in Luzon.

49. D. Blu.viet. D. pentaphylla, Blume, Enum. Plant.
Jav. i (1827), p. 20. Collected by Reinwardt in Java.

D. Blumei. Tubera ignota Caides glabri, parce aculeafci, sinis-

trorsim volubi'es. Folia alterna, 5-foliata, supra glabra, infra pilis

parcis in norvis majoribus induta : foliolum medium basi obtusum vel

subrotundatum, apice abrupte acuminatum, venis pinnatU, ad 12 cm.
longum, ad (j cm. latum : foliola externa asymmetrica 3-nervia, nervis
duobus parte externa versus medio currentibus : petioim 5 cm. longus,
sparsim hirsutus : petioluli ad 1 cm. longi. Flo es maris in paniculam
magnara bis et iterum r « mo-am dispositi : rami hirsuto-glabrescentes :

racemi spiciformes ad 2 cm. longi axibus ferrugineo-hirsuti : bractese in

pedicellorum apicibus insidentes, late triangulari-ovatae, extra dense
ferrugineo-pubescentes, acuminatiusculae, 1 mm. longae : bracteola1 similes
minores. Sepala ovata, obtusa, extra et mar^inibus pilis fulvo-rufis in-

duta, 1 mm. longa Petal* elliptica, breviora, obtusa. Stamina 3, brevi-
ora: staminodia S t petalis requilonga. Flores fveminei ignoti.

Java. Sine loco exacto, Reinwardt I Typus in Herbario Lugdu-
nense conservatur.

50. D. Scortechinii, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asia-

tic Soc. Bengal, iv. (1908), p. 465. D. pentaphylla, Ridley et

Curtis, in Journ. Roy. Asiatic Soc, Straits Br., (1902), p. 66,

in part. Through the Malay Peninsula and in Tonkin. More
material is wanted of it, of D. Blumei and of D. Cumingii, in

order to de6ne them better than we can do at present.

51. D. triphylla, Linn., Amoen. Acad., iv. (1754), p. 131:
Syst. Nat. ed. 13, ii. (1791). p. 581 ; Jacq. Collect., ii. (1788), p.

365 : Lam., Encyc. Meth , iii. (1789), p. 234: Jacq., Ic. Plant.
Rar., iii. (1790), p. 627. D. amoena, Wight (by error for D.
daemona), Icones, (1840), t. 811. D. altissima, Roxb. MS. in

Herb, propr. D. dcemona, Roxb., Hort. Beng., (1814), p. 72,

name only : and Flor. Ind., iii. (1832), p 805 : Hook, f., Flor.

Brit, Ind., vi. (1892), p. 289. D. dcemonum, Kurz, in Prelim. Rep.
Pegu, (1875), appendix p. xxii. D. hirsute, , Roth, Nov. Plant.

Sp., (1821), p. 370: Blume, Enum. Plant. Jav., i. (1827), p. 21.

D. hispida, Demist., Schltiss., (1818), p. 33. D. lunata, Roth,
Nov. Plant. Sp.,( 1821), p. 370: Kunth, Enum., v. (1850), p. 397.

D. macrocarpa, Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), No. 5100. D. mollissi-

ma, Blume, Enum. Plant. Jav., i. (1827), p. 21. D. pentaphylla,

Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), No. 50891. D. tomentosa, Kurz,
Prelim. Rep. Pegu. (1875), appendix p. xxii. D. virosa, Wall.,

Cat. Lith., (1832), No. 5099. D. trinervia, Roxb. ex Wall.,

Cat. Lith., (1832), No. 5099F. Smilaz altissima, Roxb. ex
Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), No. 50U9C. S. narcotica, Ham. ex
Wall.. Cat, Lith., (1832), No. 5099A. Helmia ? dcemona,
Kunth, Enum., v. (1850), p. 439. H. hirsuta, Kunth, Enum.
v. (1850), p. 438. H. dumetorum, Kunth, Enum. v. (1850),
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p. 436. India to New Guinea, occurring just within South-wes-

tern China, and in Formosa. Linnaeus in 1753 applied the name
c< triphylla

M
to a form of D. pentaphylla : in 1754 he applied it

as we use it here.

Variat :

—

Var. djemona. Planta pubescens.
Var. reticulata. Planta hispido-pubescens.
Var molltssima. Planta albo-tomentosa.

Varietas d^emona in India communis est, necnon in partibus
minime pluviosis insulse Javss. Varietas reticulata in peninsula in-

sulisque malaicis abundans. Varietas mollissima reperitur in Burma
orientali et au3trali, in regno Siamiensi, in insulis malaicis.

Section 6. Opsophyton.

52. D. bulbifera, Linn., Sp. Plant., (1753), p. 1035:
Lam., Encyc. Meth., iii. (1789), p. 232: Bailey, Queensland
Flor., v. (1902), p. 1615: Prain, Bengal Plants, ii. (1903),

p. 1066. D. crispata, Roxb., Hort. Beng., (1814), p. 72, name
only: and Flor. Ind., iii. (1832), p. 802. D. decemangularis,
Ham. ex Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), no. 5106B. D. heterophylla,

Roxb., Hort. Beng., (1814), p. 72, name only : and Flor. Ind.,

iii. (1832), p. 804. D. japonica, Thunb. in Herb propr., in part:

Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), no. 5107C and 5107D in part. D.
oppositifolia, Campbell, Econ. Prod. Chutia Nagpur sent to

Col. & Ind. Exhib., (1886), p. 7. ? D. papillaris, Blanco, Flor.

Filip., (1837), p. 552. D. pulchella, Roxb., Hort. Beng., (1814),

p. 72, name only: and Flor. Ind., iii. (1832), p. 801. D. sativa
9

Thunb., Flor. Jap., (1784), p. 191 : Kunth, Enum., v. (1850),

p. 340, in part : Benth., Flor. Hongkong., (1861), p. 368; and
Flor. Austral., vi. (1873), p. 460: Seemann, Flor. Vitiensis,

(1873), p. 626: Hook. £., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892), p. 295.

D. tamnifolia Salisb., Parad. Lond., (1806), t. 17. D. Tunga,
Ham. ex Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), no. 5107D. Helmiabulbi-
fera, Kunth, Enum. v. (1850), p. 35. From India to the remo-
test parts of the Pacific , ascending the Himalaya to 5000 feet

:

and in Southern China, in Southern Japan, and in Northern
Australia. Introduced into Tropical America and into Africa.

Variat:

—

Var. vera. Tuber etbulbillre acridse, breves. Folia supra nitentia.
Var. Simbha. Prsecedenti similis tubero bulbillisque . Folia longiora,

infra nitentia. Fl res maris magni.
Var. Kacheo. Tuber bulbillceque vix acridse. Tuber magnum, nee

elongatum, sparsim radicibus indutum.
Var. suavior. Prsecedenti similis tubero, Bulbillce admodum

verrucosa?, subnigraa.

Var. birmanica. Varietati suiviori similis ; sed tuber seve, came
album.

Var. sativa. Tuber poene deest. Bulbilhe magnae, fere l?eves,

viridi-fuscse. Folia magna.
Var. elongata. Tuber elongatum
Var. deltoidea. Folia triangulari ovata.
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Varietas vera ubique vulgaris. Varietates Simbha et Kacheo in

montibus sikkimensibus et in locis ab iis versus orientem tendentibus

reperiuntur. Varietas suavior in India colitur. Varietas birmanioa m
Burma et Assamia colitur. Varietas sativa in litonbus mans Pacihci

colitur, neenon nuper in India Varietas elongata in Australia crescit:

a clariss. Manson Bailey descripta, nobis parum nota est. Varietas

delt)Idea in insula Hongkong reperitur {Bodinier, 1310 !).

53. D. Bogbbsii. This species, like D. bulbifera, var.

elongata, has an elongated root. We think it possible that both

may be hybrids of D. bulbifera with species of the section

Enantiophyllum. D. Rogersii has been obtained in the Anda-

man islands.

D. Rogersii. Tuber elongatum, came album nee amarum. Caulis

glaber* lsevis, teres, purpureo-maculatus. Folia alterna, ovato-cordata,

acuminata, ad 13 cm. lon-a, ad 11 cm. lata, glabra, 9-nervia: venae

secundaria? plus minusve oblique trajectae. Flores mans vel in spicas

dependentes 1—4-nae ad axillas foliorum vel raicemosim in mflores-

centias ad 20 cm. longas compositi : axis angularis : bractea? naviculan-

ovatse, acuminata?, 1 mm. longae: bracteolae lineares, acuminatae, *5

mm. longae. Alabastra elliptico ovoidea. Perianthii maris lobi 6, basi

ipsa conjuncti, sequilongi, interiores exterioribus paululo angustiores,

crassiores. Stamina fi, tria aliis paululo longiora, in basi perianthii lobo-

rum inserta. Flos famine™ ignotus. .«. - * *. « <>~ ,

Insulje Andamanic^. Ad ripas fluminis Rablikchokal ,
Rogers, 61 l

Vix an ne vix D. bulbiferce hybrida sit. Typus in herbario Horti Regn

Calcuttensis conservatur.

54. D. Brandish. This appears to us to be a hybrid be-

tween D. bulbifera and D. glabra. It was obtained by the late

Sir Dietrich Brandis in some unrecorded locality in Burma.

D. Brandish. Tuber ignotum. Caulis glaber, laevis, teres, sinis-

trorsim volubilis. Folia alterna, glabra, hastata, acuminata, ai 18 cm.

ionga, ad 7 cm. lata, 7-nervia : venae secundaria trajectae, rectae, vix

conspicuae. Flores maris in racemos spiciformes in inflorescentiam ad

12 cm longam compositi: bracteae floris maris lanceolatae, acuminatae

:

bracteolae similes minores: pedicellus bractea paululo brevior. Peri-

anthii lobi 6, basi ipsa conjuncti aequilongi, obtusi, brunneo-maculati

.

Stamha 6: filamenta 1 mm. Ionga, in basi perianthii loborum inserta:

anthers subrotundatae. Flores fozminei ignoti.

Burma. In Burma inferiori, loco non indicato, Brandis ! Typus in

herbario horti botanici Calcuttensis conservatur.

55. D. punctata, R. Brown, Prod. Flor. Nov. Hoil.,

(1810), p. 294, in part: Kunth, Enum., v. (185)), p. 390:

Benth., Flor. Austral., vi. (1873), p. 46. Obtained in the nor-

thern part of Queensland more than a century ago, but not

since. It may be a hybrid of D. bulbifera with D. transversa ;

and if so, a comparison may be made between it and D.

bulbifera, var. elongata.

Section 7. Enantiophyllum.

56. D. Batatas, Decne., in Rev. Hortic, Ser. 4, iii.

(1854), p. 243, and iv. (1855) p. 69. D. decaisnmrm, Carriere,
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*

in Rev. Hortic, 1865, p. 111. D. glabra, F. v. Muell., Select
Plants for Extra-Trop. Countries, Ind.-edit. (1880), p. 100.
D. japonica, Pepin in Mem. Soc. Imp. et Cent. d'Agric. (1854),
reprint. ? D. opposita , Thunb., Flor. Jap. (1784) p. 191. D.
opposita, Siebold in Verhandl. Bat. Genootsch., xii. (1830),
p. 14. D. oppositifolia , Kunth, Enum., v. (1850), p. 390, in part

:

Kawakami, List Plants Formosa, (1910), p. 122. China from
Yunnan and Kwangtung to Pechili, generally cultivated; also
in Formosa, the Island of Quelpart off Corea, and in Japan to
41° N. It has been experimentally grown in Europe and in
India. Hackel has raised hybrids between it and D. japonica.

57. D. doryophora, Hance, in Ann. Sc. Nat., Ser. 5, v
(1866), p. 244 : C. H. Wright, in Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot., xxxvi
(1903), p. 91. D. Rosthornii, Diels, in Engl. Bot. Jahrb.
xxix. (1900), p. 261. D. Sivinhoei, Rolfe, in Journ. Bot., xx
(1882), p. 359. Formosa and the Chinese Provinces of Kwei
chow and Hupeh. It seems probable that it may be a depau-
perate form of D. Batatas.

58. D. japonica, Thunb., Flor. Jap., (1784), p. 51:
Siebold in Verhandl. Bat. Genootsch., xxii. (1830), p. 14:
Makino, 111. Flor. Jap., i. (1889), t. 22. D. Batatas, Pailleux
et Bois, Potager d'un Curieux, (1899), p. 231. Japan, com-
monly to Lat. 37° N., China in the south and west, and in the
Naga Hills of India.

Variat :

—

var. vera. Spicarum axes tenues.
var. tentjiaxon. Spicarum axes tenuissimi.

Varietatam tentjiaxon ex monte Omei in Provincia Szechuen attulit
Faber. Varietaa vera per regionem totam reperitur.

59. D. ltjzonensis, Schauer in Nova Acta Nat. Cur.,
xix. suppl. i. (1843), p. 444. ? D. divaricata, Blanco, Flor.
Filip., (1837), p. 797. Philippine islands: common in Central
and Southern Luzon, and found also in the island of Palawan.
A species well marked by the size of its flowers.

60. D. pbperoides, Prain et Burkill in Elmer, Leaflets of
Philippine Botany, v. (1913), p. 1597. Luzon and Tonkin. It
is closely allied to D. luzonensis ; but has much smaller flowers.
Better material from Tonkin may show that the plant which
we possess from thence, which we here call a variety of D.
peperoides, may be a different species.

Variat :

—

Var. vera. Folia exaete cordata.
Var. sagittifoija. Folia minora, ad 7 cm. longa, hastato-

sagittata.

Var. angtjlata. Folia cordato-sagittata.
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Varietas vera reperitur in Insula Luzon, provinciis Rizal et

Benguet (Loher, 1882! 7007! Merrill, 6512 ! Elmer, 63U9 ! 6400!).

Varietas sagittifolia in provincia Xueva-Viscaya {Itamoa, 8178!).

Varietas angulata in Tonkin (Balansa, 279 !).

61. D. bicolor, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic So<

liengal, iv. (1908), p. 449. China, in the province of Yunnan.
The shape of the capsule is very unusual.

62. D. aspersa, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic

Soc. Bengal, iv. (1908), p. 447. China, in the province of

Yunnan.

63. D. spicata, Roth, Nov. Spec. Plant., (1821), p.

571: Hook, f., Fior. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892), p. 291; and in

Trimen, Handb. Flor. Ceylon, vi. (1898), p. 227, in chief part.

Southern India and Ceylon.

Variat :
—

Var. parvifolia. Folia parva, circiter 5 cm. longa.

Var. anamallayana. Folia majora, ad 10 cm. longa.

Varietatam parvifoliam ex regione australi Zeylania? attulit

Thwaites! Varietas anamallayana reperitur in montibus zeylanicis et

Travancoricis et in districtubus Cochin Coimbatoreque Tinnevellique.

64. D. intermedia, Thwaites, Enum. Plant. Zeyl.,

(1864), p. 326. D. spicata, Hook, f., in Trimen, Handb. Flor.

Ceylon, iv. (1898), p. 277. in part. Ceylon, Travancore, and the

district of Malabar. This yam seems to be common in the

parts of Ceylon near Kandy, and all the Peradeniya botanists

have been familiar with it; but Trimen left notes on it in the
Peradeniya herbarium under the name of D. spicata which
were absorbed by Sir Joseph Hooker in his description of the

allied D. spicata.

65. D. Trimenii. D. spicata, var. ft, Thwaites, Enum.
Plant. Zeyl., (1864), p. 326. Collected in fruit by Thwaites in

Central GeyIon.

D. Trimenii. Tuber ignotum. Caulis glaber, tenuis, inermis.

Folia opposita, longe hastato-cordata, acuminata, siceitate nigrescentia,

auriculis rotundata, glabra, ad 8 cm. longa, ad 4 cm. lata, 7-nervia :

area media a nervorum lateralium primo pare terminata oblanceolata :

venae secundaria infra prominentes : rete distinetum : petiolus ad 4*5

cm. longus. Flores ignoti. Capsuke basi aeutse, apice acuminata, 35
mm. longse : alae semicirculares, 25 mm. longae, 15 mm. latae, colore

fulvse. Semina circumcirca alata : ala fusco-castanea.
In insula Zeyi^ania.—Ad Ambagaraowa, Thwaites, 3119! et sine

loco* Thwaites, 2872 !

66. D. Wightii, Hook, f., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892),

p. 291. In the extreme south of India in the district of Tinne-
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velli. This and the three preceding species are all closely allied

to D. oppositifolia, and may be regarded as sharing a common
origin with it.

67- D. oppositifolia, Linn., Spec. Plant, (1753), p.

1033, and earlier in his Flor. Zeyl., (1747), no 361: Hook,
f., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892), p. 292. D. coriacea, Wall, in

Herb, propr. D. elliptica, Thunb. in Herb, propr. D. ovata,

Thunb. in Herb, propr., in part. This species occurs commonly
throughout India south of the Ganges, and in Ceylon. It

varies in a way which makes it impossible to give to it a

single place in our key (see above after no. 66, after no. 80,

and after no. 89) ; for sometimes the inflorescence is pubes-
cent, and sometimes not; sometimes the male spikes are axil-

lary only, and sometimes in special leafless inflorescences. On
one hand it finds close allies in D. spicata, D. intermedia, D.
Trimenii and D. Wightii: on the other it approaches D. triner-

via, and more remotely D. pyrifolia. We define three varie-

ties.

Variat

Var. Thwaitesii. Folia pubescentia, lanceolato-ovata vel late
ovata, siccitate brunnescentia. Inflorescentice maris axis copiose
pubescens.

Var. Linn;ei. Folia glabra, late lanceolata vel ovata. Inflores-
centice maris axis elongatus, brunneo-pubescens.

Var. dtjkhunensis. Folia glabra, late ovata. Spicoz maris axillares

vel rarissime in inflorescenta aggregate, glabrae vel fere glabrae.

Varietas Thwaitesii zeylanica (Thunbergl Walker, 147! 219! Thwai-
tea 9 2303! Gardner , 8981). Varietas Linn^ei reperitur in Zeylania
(Walker , 4G ! Bottler I) et in districtu Malabar (Hohenacker, 597!) et in
distrietu Tinnevelli (Wight, 2824!). Varietas dukhunensis in omni-
bus partibus montanis humidis peninsulse Indiae reperitur.

68. D. obcunbata, Hook, f., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892),
p. 293. Ceylon, without precise locality. This species con-
nects D. spicata with D. oppositifolia. Unlike the local
varieties of the latter occurring in Ceylon, it is wholly glabrous.
Its elongated inflorescences are such as are often to be found in
-D. oppositifolia, and its obcuneate leaves are shaped as those
of D. spicata sometimes are : but the leaves of D. spicata are
much firmer. It has not been possible to give this species a
natural place in the key.

69. D. hastifolia. Nees in Lehm., 'Plant. Preiss., ii.

(1848), p. 33: Benth., Flor. Austral., vi. (1873), p. 461. Found
near the western coast of Australia between lat. 33° and 27°S.

70. D. transversa, R. Brown, Prod. Flor. Nov. Holl.
(1810), p. 295: Benth., Flor, Austral., vi. (1873), p. 460. ?D.
punctata, Thozet, Notes on roots used as food, (1866), pp. 7 and
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12. Found near the eastern coast of Australia between Lat.

34°S and Torres Straits ; and in northern Australia.

71. D. cirrhosa, Loureiro, Flor. Cochinch., (1790)

95, p. 230.

Tonkin to

625: Kunth, Enum., v. (1850), p. 401. D. rhipog

in Ic. Plant., (1889), 1. 1862: Henry, in Kew Bull
D. camphorifolia, Uline MS. in herbariis nonnulli

Hong-Kong and in Formosa. A very marked species, peculiar

in the colouring matter of its tubers. Loureiro' s name, were
it not for a specimen preserved in the British Museum, would
be unrecognisable.

72 D. Wallichii, Hook, f., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892),

p. 295. D. aculeata, Linn., Sp. Plant., (1753), p. 1033, in small

part. D. saliva, Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832) Nos. 5108A, 5108B,
5108F. India in the hills of the Malabar Coast, extending
thence inland near the River Tapti to Chota Nagpur and the

Circars, then occurring again through Burma and in the hills

south of the Brahmaputra Valley.

Variat :

—

Var. vera. Capsulce vix glauese.

Var. Christiei. Capsulce glauese.

Varietas vera occurrit in partibus Indiae petiinsularis orientalibus :

varietas Christiei in Burma.

73. D. pulverea. Yunnan, in south-western China. Per-

haps this may prove to be no more than a variety of the last :

but until more material is available, its oblique very glaucous
capsules and rather firmer leaves render it desirable to separate
it.

D. pulverea. Tuber ignotum. Caules robusti, glabri, inermes
parte superiori, glauci. Folia pergamentaeea, exacte cordata vel late
cordata, apice acuminata, flavo-marginata, ad 13 cm. lata, ad 13 cm.
longa vel pro ratione paululo angustiora, 9-nervia : area media a ner-

vorum lateralium pare primo terminata anguste obovata : venae secun-
daria rectae, trajectae : petiolus ad 12 cm. longus, glaber. Flore*
ignoti. Capsulce in rhachei rigido deflexo ad 20 cm. longo proferta*,

admodum glaucre, rigidae, apice retusae, ad 30 mm. longae : ala semi-
obcordata, 25 mm. longa, 12 mm. lata. Semina inaequaliter circum-
circa alata, ala castanea.

China Atjstralis. In Provincia Yunnan, ad Mengtze, alt. 4600 ped.
(Henry, 9288!).

74. D. decipiens, Hook, f., Flor. Brit, Ind.. vi . (1892),

p. 293. D. glabra, Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), Nos. 5105G,
5105H. D. rotundifolia , Wall. MS. in Herb, propr. In the

Naga Hills and through Burma to northern Siam and Laos

;

occurring just within the Chinese province of Yunnan.

75. D. orbiculata, Hook, f., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi.

(1892), p. 292: Ridley, Mat. Flor. Malay Penins., ii. (1907),
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p. 82. in Journ. Rov. Asiatic

Soc, Straits Br., xxxviii. (1902), p. 66, in part. D.sativa, Wall.,
Cat. Lith., (1832) No. 5108C. Through the Malay Peninsula to
Sumatra and Borneo. A species very well marked by the angle
at which the male spikes stand.

76. D. Zollingeriana, Kunth, Enum, , v. (1850), p.
384: Miq., Flor. Ind. Bat., suppL, (1860), pp. 229, 611.
Nicobar Islands , the south of the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra,
Java and perhaps in the Kei Islands. It is nearly allied

to D. orbiculata.

77. D. anguina, Roxb., Hort. Beng., (1814), p. 72,
name only: and Flor. Ind., iii. (1832), p. 293. D. Combilium,
Ham. in Herb. Wall, propr. D. pubera, Blume, Enum. Plant.
Jav., i. (1827), p. 21, very inadequately described. Z). spinosa,
Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), Nos. 5103G, 5103H. India, in the
Himalaya from Central Nepal eastwards; general where the
moisture is sufficient on the south of the Ganges as far as
Travancore (but not in Ceylon) ; Assam, northern Burma, Su-
matra and Java.

78. D. Listeri, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic
Soc. Bengal, vi. (1908), p. 452. Upper Assam and the ad-
joining hills. A species very close to D. anguina.

79. D. eolyclades, Hook, f., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi.

(1892), p, 294; Ridley, Mat. Flor. Malay Penins., ii. (1907),
p. 81. D. nummularia, Moritzi, Syst. Verzeichn. d. v. Zol-
linger gesammelt. Pflanzen, (1846), p. 92: Zollinger, Syst.
Verzeichn., (1854), p. 68. D. pubera, Prain et Burkill, ex
Koorders-Schumacher, Syst. Verzeichn. Lief. 9, (1912), genus
No. 1252. Malay Peninsula, Sumatra and Java.

80. D. trinervia, Roxb. MS. in Herb, propr., but not ex
Wall. D. glabra, Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832)

:
Nos. 5105D, 5105E.

D. oppositifolia Hook, f., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892), p. 292, in
part.

D. tbinervia, Roxb. Tuber alte descendens, ad 1 m. longum, carne
molle supra aurantiaca infra alba. Gaulis tenuis, inermis, basi glaber,
apice pubescens, dextrorsim volubilis. Folia alterna, vel suprema
opposita, glabra, vel lanceolato-ovata basi obtusa, vel ovata basi
rotundtita, fulvomarginata, apice acuminata, ad 15 cm. longa, ad 5
cm. vel ad 8 cm. lata, 5-nervia: area media a nervorum lateralium
pare primo terminata late lanceolata: venae secundaria oblique
trajectae, paucae, inconspicuae : petiolus 2 cm. longus, pubescens. Flores
maris 20—35 in spicas binas ad axillas bractearum oppositarum
in inflorescentias ad 30 cm. longas dispositi : spicarum axes ad 20 cm

.

longi, pubescentes, angulati: braeteae ovatae, acuminata, subglabrse, 1

mm. longas; bracteolse similes, minores. Sepala triangulari-ovata,
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obtusa, incmva, glabra, 1 mm. longa. Petala late elliptico-ovata,
se pairs brevmra, glabra. Stamina 6, brevia. Flores ft, minei 10— 15 in
pica plerumquo simplicos ad 15 cm. Ion gas dispositi: axis pubescms :

bractoae ovaUu, acuminata, fere glabrae. 1 mm. Ion e. Sepala Man-
-ulan-ova'a, obtuse, craasa, -75 mm. longa, glabra. Petala similia,
minora. Staminodi t minuta. Capvulce griseo-fDM8» , rufo-maculafci»,
slabrne, pedicello incluso 15 mm. longer: alee latiores quail) semirirni-
lares, 15 mm. longa* , 12 mm. lata-.

India orientalis : in montibus assamiois arakanenshu -te
In districtu Xowgon* ad Lumding, (Bttrkill, 35309 1 Kallca Pershad,
35575!). In district u Cachar ad Alni in ripis fluminis Barak, (Gagel).
In montibus Khasianis ad flnminein Bor-Pani, (Hooker /. & Thomson »).
me loco, (Mannl Griffith. 5549!). In montibus cacharicis ad Haflonp,
(Shmk Mokvm, 184! 273! Ballantine, 31830! Cra«6. 13! Burkill . 33011 !

33022 ! 33024 !). ad D uneherra, {Keenan I). In districtu Chittagong, sin.'
loco, (tfruce in Herb, Wall. 51<>5D!). In districtu Sandoway, sine loco,
[Mus. R.E.P. 15031!). Etiamque sine locis, (Booth in Herb. Nuttall '

florbunjh !).

81. D. PYRIFOLIA, Kunth, Enuin.. v. (1850), p. 384:
Miq.

f
Flor. Ind. Bat., iii. (1855), p. 571 : Hook. f. Flor.

Brit. Ind., vi (1892), p. 292: Ridley, Mat. Flor. Malay Pen.
ins., ii. (1907), p. 82. D. cornijolia, Kunth, Enuin., v.

(1850), p. 38: Ridley, Mat. Flor. Malay Penins., ii. (1907), p.
si, in chief part D. Diepenhorstii Miq., Flor. Ind. Bat..
suppl. (1860), p. 611. D. ferruginea, Thunb. in Herb, propr.
D.nummularia, Blume, Enum. Plant. Jav., i. (1827), p. 21 :

Hassk. in Tijds. Nat. Gesch., ix. (1842), p 136. D. ornata,
Wall, in Herb, propr. D. preangeriana , Uline ex Harms in
Herb. Lugd. D. repanda, Hallier in Herb. Lugd. The com-
monest Dioscorea in the Malay Peninsula : in Sumatra, Java
and Borneo ; and occurring also in Cambodia and Timor-laut

:

erroneously recorded as having been obtained in the Philippine
islands by Cuming. Cuming's plant came from Malacca.
Variat

:

Var. ferruoinea. Folia siccitate infra ferrn jinea, pterumque copi
fulvo-pubescentia.

Var. vera. Folia siccitate infra grisea, venis castaneis plerumque
copiose m lleo flavescentia.

Var. DiKi-ENH rstii. Folia siccitate infra grisea, pilis fulvis nisi ad
insertionem petioli absentibus.

Varietas fkrruuinea frequens est per regionem \ varietas orisba
rarior: varietas Dtepenhorstii reperitur in Sumatra et Borneo et
Timorlaut, et Cambodia.

82. D. Loheri. Found in the island of Luzon, in the
districts about the latitude of Manila.

D. Loheri. Tubera esculenta, a nobis baud visa. Gaules aculei-
armati, glabri. Folia opposita vel subopposita, glabra, hastata barbie
divergent! bus vel ha^tato-cordata, vel subovata, plus minus ve marginata,
ad 9 cm. longa, ad 2 cm. lata supra b\rba, sed ex barba ad barbam 4
cm. lata, 7-nervia : area media a nervorum lateralium primo pare
terminata oblanceolata : vena? secundaria? suboblique trajecta-, incon-
spicule: petiol us ad 4 cm. longus. Flores maris 40 in spicas paten-
tes ad 4 cm. long is dispositi ; spiea} ipgae vel in ramos aphvllos vel ad
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axillas foliorum composite : axis angulatus, glaber : bractese ovata?,
tenuissimae, reflexae, incurvatse, rufo-lineolatse, 1 mm. longse : bracteolae
minores, similes. Sepala triangulari-ovata, obtusa, margine hyalina, 1*25

mm. longa. Petala sepalis breviora, obovata, crassa. Stamina 6 : anthorae
breviter ellipsoidese, filamentis sequilongse. Flores fceminei in spicas
post anthesin ad 14 cm. longas compositi : axis glaber, angulatus: brae
teae ovato-acutse Sepala triangulari-ovata, crassa, ad 1 mm longa.
Petala similia, minora. Capsulce immature supra retusse : aire latiores
quam semieirculares.

Insula luzon philippinensium. Prope Mangilet in provincia
Bataan, (Curran, 5465 !). In provincia Rizal ad San Francisco del-Monte
haud procul a Manila, (Loher, 1885 ! 1886 !), atque ad Montalban, (Loher.
1899!). In provincia Morong ad Antipolo, (Ramos, 6!).

83. D. Soror, Prain et Burkill in Elmer, Leaflets of

Philippine Botany, v. (1913), p. 1598. A mountain species of

the Philippine islands, found in Luzon.

Variat

:

Var. vera. Capsulce, non glaucse.
Var glauca. Capsulce glaucae.

Varietatem glaucam collexit Foder haud procul a Nozogaray in

provincia Bulucan.

84. D. Foxworthyi, an ally of the two preceding
species and of the two following, which has only been collected
in the Lamao Forest, Luzon.

D. Foxworthyi. Tuber esculentum, non visum Caules 3—5 mm
longi, parte superiori inermes, glabri, teretes, virides. Folia oppowita
vel suboppoaita, ovato-hastata vel subovata, acuminata, glabra, parum
marginata, ad 13 cm. longa, ad 5 cm. lata et media parte et per barbas,
7-nervia : area media a nervorum lateralium primo pare terminata
oblanceolata : venae secundaria suboblique trajectae, ineonsp i cuse : petio
lus ad 5 cm. longus. Flores maris ad 25 in spicas pateutes dispositi :

spicae ipsae in ramos aphyllos ad 20 cm. longo3 composite : axis angula-
tus, glaber: bracteae ovate, acuminatae, tenuissimse, reflexae : bracteo-
lae similes minores. Alabastra conoidea ex basi triangulari. Sepala
quadrato-ovata, obtusa, rufa, nee marginibus tenuia, 1 mm. longa.
Petala obovata, sepalis minora. Stamina 6: anthers subrotundV,
filamentis aequilongae. Flores fceminei ignoti.

Insula Luzon.—In sylvis ad Lamao provincial Bataan (Foxvjorthv,
1558!).

*

85. D. Seemannii. D. nummularia, Seemann, Flor.
Vitiensis, (1873), p. 308. ?Z>. divaricata Naudeaud, Plantes
Usuelles des Tahitiens, (1864), p. 10. ? D. pirita, Nadeaud,
Enum. PI. Tahiti, (1873), p. 35. " Tivoli yam," F. v. Mueller,
Select Plants for extra tropical culture, Ind. Ed. (1880), p. 101

,

Fiji and perhaps Tahiti. Better material of this species is

required in order to ascertain exactly how far it differs from
D. nummularia.

D. Seemannii. Tubera esculenta, evlindrica, elongata, metralia
vel ultra, brachio hominis crassa. Caulis basi copiose armatus, ad 4 mm.
crassus, striatus, glaber. Folia opposita, glabra, ovato-cordata vel ovata,
vol infera sagittato-cordata, acuminata, ad 11 cm. longa, ad 9 cm. lata,
7-nervia: area media a Darenrimo nervorum lAtArAlinTn fArminnfa AllintioA.
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acuminata: venae secundaria* plus rainusve regulariter traject®, sed
parum conspicuae in rete : marlines tenues : petiolus glaber, ad 5 cm. longus.
Flore* maris in spicas aggregatas axillares 3—6-nas dispositi : spica)
ad 3 cm. long*, circiter 25- florae : axis slaber nisi basi, ubi pili perpauci :

bracteaeovafce, acuminata, deflexae, depressae, I mm. long83 : bracteol.
similes, minores. Sepala fere rotunda, mucronulata, 1-25 mm. longa.
Petala crassiora, elliptico-spathulatM, 1 mm. longa. Stamina ft, petal
a'quilonga : anthers fil amentia aequilong.-n. Flore* fceminei ignoti.

Insulae vitienses.—Frequens, (Seemann, 628! Oraeffel). ! orsan
etiam in insula Tahiti.

86. D. nummularia, Lain., Encyc. Meth., iii. (1789),
p. 231: Blume, Enura. Plant. Jav., i. (1827), p. 21 in part:
Prain et Burkill in Elmer, Leaflets of Philippine Bot., v. (1913),
p. 1599. D. glabra, Koorders in Mededeel. van s'Landa Plan-
tentuin, xix. (1898), p. 31J Celebes, the Moluccas, Philip-
pine islands, New Guinea, and across the Torres Straits to
Prince-of-Wales Island. D nummularia replaces D. pyrifolia
in Eastern Malaya, apparently being as common there as D.
pyrifolia is in Western Malaya. D. pyrifolia and D. nummularia
for the most part are distinguished without difficulty by their
leaves, having different venation.
Variat :

—

Var. vera. Capsules haud glaucae.
Var. glauoa. Capsulce plus minusve glaucae.

Varietas vera late repanda. Varietas olattca reperitur in Luzon (Elmer,
5638 I Hallier !).

87. D. Mebrillti, Prain et Burkill in Elmer, Leaflets of
Philippine Bot., v. (1913), p. 1598. A species of the alliance of
the preceding six, which has coriaceous leaves. It has been
collected by Merrill on Mount Halcon in Mindoro, and bv
Llmer on Mount Apo in Mindanao, Philippine islands.

88. D. grata. A slender species of the Philippine
islands, so far only collected by Loher at Montalban in Luzon.

D. grata. Tuber ignotura. Caulca tenuissimi, glabri, parum
striati, I mm. diametro. Folia alterna, lineari-lanceolata, sequaliter
versus apicem attenuata, ad 8 cm. longa, ad 8 mm. lata, glabra 5-
nervia

: area media a nervorum lateralium pare primo terminata lineari-
anceolataj venae secundaria} in rete indisincta*; petiolus glaber,
tenuis, 1-6 cm. longus. Flow man$ ad 20 in spicas foliis breviores
dispos.ti: axes rjse!, par. imangulati, glabri, ad 25 mm. lon? i : alabas-
tra rosea plus rmnusve t-iangulari-conoidea : bracteee parvae, 5 mm.
longse, reflexse, ovatse, acutse. Sepala crassa, roseo-tincta, ovata,
btusa, -75 mm. longa. crassa. oto n%na
petal is breviora: anthem filamentis ^equilongae. Flores fceminei in
spicas sohtarias dispositi. Capsulce apice truncate, basi attenuate,
ad 25 mm. longse:
mm. latae

datiB, 20 mm. lonsrse. 15

Insula Luzon- Philippiotsnsium. Ad Montalban in provincia
Kizal insulae Luzon, (Loher, 7012! 7017 !).

89. D. Wattii, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic Soc.
Bengal, iv. (190S), p. 457. A wide climbing species of the
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forests of Assam, and of the hills on either side of the

Brahmaputra valley, as far west as Sikkim.

90. D. gibbiflora, Hook, f., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892),

p. 294: Ridley, Mat. Flor. Malay Penins., ii. (1907), p. 82.

D glabra, Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), No. 5105B, in part. Malay.
Peninsula, Java, Celebes and the Moluccas.

91. D. Fordii, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic Soc.

Bengal, iv. (1908), p. 450. D. Batatas, Benth., Flor. Hong-
kong., (1861), p. 368, in part: C. H. Wright in Journ. Linn.
Soc. Bot., xxxi. (1903), p. 91. D. glabra, C. H. Wright, loc.

cit. Hongkong and adjacent mainland.

92. D. belophylla, Voigt, Horb. Suburb. Calc, (1845;,

p. 652: Prain, Bengal Plants, ii. (1903), p. 1067. D. deltoidea,

Stewart, Punjab Plants, (1869), p. 128, in small part. D. deU
toides, Baden-Powell, Punjab Products, i. (1868), p. 259, in

part. D. glabra, Hook, f., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892), p. 294
,

in part: Collett, Flor. Simlensis, (1902), p. 519. D. sagittate,

Royle ex Voigt, Hort. Suburb. Calc, (1845), p. 653. Z). sp. 9

Aitchison, Cat. Punjab and Sind Plants, (1869) p. 14s. A
species demanding less rain than most of the others : met with
along the Himalaya towards the west as far as the vale of

Kashmir, and found also in the Salt Range : eastwards its

distribution, as far as is known, terminates iti Sikkim: south-

wards it occurs on hill crests as far as the Nilgiri Hills : once
it has been obtained in the Khasia Hills.

93. D. belophylloides, Prain et Burkill, in Journ.
Asiatic Soc. Bengal, iv. (1908), p. 448. The eastern parts of

subtropical China.

94. D. Lepcharum. A curious species which the Lep-
chas of Sikkim value as food.

D. Lepcharum. Tubera 2— 1, divergentia, ex parte basali vix
1 mm. diametro 5— 19 cm. longa clavata, apice rotundata, grisea : caro
mollis, alba, esculents. Caules inerm9s, glabri, striati vel subteretes.
Bulbillce nuces Juglandis ®quantes. Folia glab a, nee marginata, oppo-
sita vel alterna, s®pe exacte cordata vel raro atiriculis extensia subcor-
data, tenuia, ad 13 cm. longa, ad 8 cm. lata (3®pis3ime 10 cm. longa,
o cm. lata) 7-nervia: area media a nervorum lateralium pare prime
terminata elliptico-ovata : venae secundaria* irregulariter suboblique
traject®, supra indistinct®, infra satis distinct® : petiolus ad 10 cm.
longus, s®pis9ime folio ®qui!ongus. Flores maris ad 40 in spieas
15—20 mm. longas bina8 ad axillas bractparum oppositarum dispositi :

pic® ips® in ramos aphyllos composit® : axis conspicue angulatus,
glaber : bracte® trangulari-ovat®, reflex®, acuminata-, long®:
bracteol® similes nisi breviores. Alabastra obovoidea. Sepala obovata
basi lata, crassa, 1*25 nrtn. longa, Petala obov ta, basi anguata, sepa-
lis paululo minora, crassa. Stamina 6 : anther® filamentis duplo mino-
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res. Flares fceminei ad 20 in spinas dependentes ad 2f> cm. lonj^aa

dispositi: axis angulatus. glaber : bracte;** late ovat;r, tenues. Sepalu
triangularia, crassa, obtusa, l."> mm. longa. Petala obovata, apict

rotundata. Staminoiia minuta. Capsuhv pedicel 1 o 8 mm. longo in-

cluso 22 mm. longa ^ apice retu&> : alaj niulto latiores quam semi-
circulares, 20 mm. longa . 18 mm. lata-, pergamentacese, subgrise;**.

^'ernina loculo conformia : ala rufo-fumea
India.—In montibus HimalaiYis orientahbus ad 3000 ped. alt., in

regionibus sub-montanis Bengalensibus Assamicisque Uirmanicisque. In

locia plurimis districtus Darjeding, e.g. Ryang (tft'&w ! Kali\ Russell \).

Hebong (Kalil), Silake (Ribul), Mungpu, (Hartless, 9 1 Gaffe. 342141
?4216! Ribu, 34207!), Sureil (Gage. 842071). Labdah [Russell !), Cielle
Kola (Russell \), Pashok (Lister !), Tunkling (Lister !), Mungwa (Lister !).

In montibus Aborum ad Sissin, Kekarm<»nnying, castra Rengging,
ad flumina Yambung et I ar (Burkill, 37680!). in planitie districtus
Jalpaiguri ad ft adarihat

,
(Burkill, 32362 ! Kalka Pershad, 33560 !). In

districtu Nowgong, Noncurhit (Simons !). Lumding (Burkill, 35304 '). In

district!) Lakhimpur, ad Niagaon prope Dibn arh, (Burkill, 32611 !), ad
Sadiya (Burkill, 35769! 326661), ad Saikhowa (Burkill, 357«»7 :), ad
Kobo (Burkill, 35905 ! 36906 !). In districtu Cachar prope Haflong
(Ballatitine, 318 8 !). In districtu Bhamo, prope Bhamo (Burkll, 22843 !

26638!).

Variat :

—

Var. vera. Folia tenuia. Alas capsularum aequaliter rotundata'.
Planta sicca sine colore rubra. Vide supra.

Var. bhamoica. Folia paululo firmiora. Ala? capsularum oblique

.

Planta sicca rufescens.

Varietas bhamoica adhur reperta est in districtu Bhamo, Burmae
boreali, prope Bhamo (Burkill, 22808! 22814 ! 22820! 22822! 22824
22825 1 22S28! 22829! 2.831 ! 22S42 !) ubi crescit cum D. Hamiltonii ;

et forsan ejusdem hybrida sit.

95. D. glabra, Roxb., Hort. Beng., (1814), p. 72,
name only; and Flor. Ind., iii. (1832), p. 803: Hook, f., Flor.
Brit. Ind., vi. (1892), p 291, in chief part. D. crepitans, Ham

.

in Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), No. 5105 F. D. gracillima, Ridley
in Engl. Bot, Jahrb., xliv. (1910), p. 528. D. laurifolia,
Curtis, Flowering Plants and Ferns of Penang, (1894), p. 83.
D. oppositifolia, Ridley and Curtis, in Journ. Roy. Asiatic
Soc, Straits Br., xxxviii. (1902), p. 66. D. mimmularia, Roxb.,
Hort. Beng

, (1814), p. 72
:
name only, and Flor. Ind., iii. (1832),

p. 72. D. solidfolia, Blume, Enum. Plant. Jav.,i. (182"), p. 23
inadequately described. D. Wallichii, Hook, f., Flor. Brit
Ind., vi (1892), p. 295, in small part. India, south of the
Ganges in the moister parts, the Himalaya from Central Xepal
eastwards, the plains of Bengal, and Assam, in Burma, Siam,
Indo China, the Malay Peninsula and the Malay Islands east
ward to Java.

Variat

:

Var. grisea. Folia ovata, siecitate infra grisea, velutina.
Var. SALiciFoiiiA. Folia lineari-lanceolata vel lanceolato-sagittata,

subcoriacea, siceitate infra grisea.
Var. hastifolia. Folia lineari-lanceolata, basi abrupte hastata,

subcoriacea.
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Var. vera. Folia ovata, tenuia, infra glaucissima, siccitate rufes
centia.

Var. longifolia. Folia lanceolato-ovata, ad 12 cm. longa, ad 4 cm.
lata.

Var. tenuifolla. Folia lineari-lanceolata vel lanceolato-sagittata
tenuissima.

Varietas grisea in Tenasserim, et per Peninsulam Malaicam et raro
in insulis Sumatra Javaque reperitur, ubi versus D. pynfoliam transitum
praebet. Varietas salicifolta est D. saXicifolia, Blume, et D. gracil-
lima, Ridley : in iisdem regonibus reperitur, nee non in Borneo.
Varietas hastifolia Andamaniea est (Rogers, 278 !). Varietas vera per
Indiam occurrit, nee non in Indo-China et regno Siam. Varietas
longifolia reperitur in China australi (Henry, 13540 !), et in Indo-China
(Balansa, 298 ! 301 ! Thorel, 287 !). Variety tentjtfolia burmanica est
(Kurz, 2G31 ! Burkill, 22656 !).

96. D. vexans, Prain et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic Soc.
Bengal, iv (1908), p. 446. Andaman islands where it gener-
ally replaces the common Indian D. glabra.

97. D. BRGviPEriOLATA. Apparently common in Indo-
China.

D. brevipetiolata. Tuber ignotum. Caules asperi, glabri, striati.
Folia ovata, acuminata, oppoaita, glabra, marginata, ad 10 cm. longa,
ad 3 5 cm. lata, 5-nervia : area media a nervorum lateralium pare
primo terminata anguste obovato « Uiptica : venae secundaria interrupte
trajectcB, parum conspicuse : petiolus brevis, 1 cm. longus. Flores
maris in spicas 1 cm. longas dispositi: spicie ipsse in ramos aphy-
llos longos composite: axis zigzag, glaber, angulatus : bractese ovatas
acuminata-, rufo maculatse : bracteolse similes, minores. Alabastra
ubglobosa Sepala ovatorotunda, obtusissima, 1 25 mm. longa, copiose
rufo lineolata. Petala multo minora, crasaiora, obovata, 75 mm longa.
Stamina 6, potalis aaqualia: antherse filamenta sequantes. Flores
fcernin i in spicaa singulas vel binas dispositi : spicse ipsse in ramos
iphyllos breves compositse: bractese ovato-lanceolatae, acutte. Sepala
triangulari-ovata, crassa. Petala suborbicularia, breviora. Staminodia
perminuta. Capsular parvae, glabra, breviter pedicellate, supra
cordatas: alse latiores quam semicirculares, 15 mm. longae, 13 mm late,
pallide rufo-asperse.

C chin-China inferior, et Camb >dia, et Siam. In provincia
Bienhoa Cochinchinensi ad Vri-an, {Lecompte & Finet, 1982!), ad Dayl-
ong, (Pierre, 7090 !), ad Tay-ninh, (Pierre, 6697 !)• In provincial Baria
monte Dinh, (Pierre, (5698 !). Ad Phanrang, (Lecompte & Finet, 1485 !), ad
Ou-yiem, (Lecompte & Finet, 1926!). In insula Pulu Condore, (Germain,
49!). In insula Phu-quoc Cambodiensi ad Dabac, (Ooiefroy, 849!). Ad
\a*ng-kaw, Sriracha, in litore siamenai, Kerr, 2047 !). Typi prsecipue in
herbario ad Lutetias Parisiorum, necnon ad Kew conservantur.

98. D. Bekthamii, Praia et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic
Soc. Bengal, iv. (1908), p. 449. Hongkong.

99, D. myriantha, Kunth, Enum., v. (1850), p. 382.
/>. filiforrnis, Blume, Enum. Plant. Jav., i. (1827), p. 22, very
inadequately described. D. salicifolia, Uline in Mededeel. van
s'Lands Plantentuin, xix. (1908), p. 312. Java, Celebes, the
Moluccas altid the Philippine islands.
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100. D. persimilis, Prain et Bui kill, in Journ. Asiatic
Soc. Bengal, i v. (1908), p. 454. S.mth-ueste.n China, south-
eastern China and Tonkin.

101. D. Hamiltonii, Hook, f., Flor. Brit, hid., i v. (1892)
p. 295, in chief part: Prain, Bengal Plants, ii. (1903) p. 1067*
D. acutangula, Hani, in Her!.. Wall. D. acutanguliflora, Stem!
in Herb. Ind. Or. Hohenacker. D. Hookeri, Prain in Records
Bot. Survey Ind., ii. (1902), p 143. In the moister parts of
India, e.g. Sikkim, Assam, northern Burma, Arakan. the Shan
plateau and Tenasserim, also in the Circars and Orissa and in
the Western Ghats from North Kanara to Travancore. In the
Flora of British India it has not been clearly distinguished from
the following species.

102. D. alata, Linn., Spec. Plant., (1753), p. 1033. D.
atropurpurea

,
D. globosa, D. purpurea and D. rubella, Roxb

mot Ind., iii. (1832), pp. 797-800. D. Bicantaca, D. Devipata,
I). Hurchusia and D. octangularis, Ham. in Herb. Wall Culti-
vated throughout the Tropics, wherever the rainfall is sufficient.
It is certainly of eastern origin and was perhaps derived from D
Hamiltonii. In the Western Himalaya races exist, here classed
under var. Tarn, which appear as if D. belophylla may possibly
enter their composition. A plant widely cultivated is com-
monly polymorphic as regards the parts subjected to man's
influence

; and D. alata is no exception : it shows a great
variety of forms of tuber. Roxburgh sub divided the species
by the shape of the tuber and by their colour, knowing only
those which are commonly cultivated in Lower Bengal: and
Hamilton followed Roxburgh's lead. Wider knowledge makes
it inconvenient to maintain Box burgh's and Hamilton's species
even as varieties. D. alata sometimes flowers and very rarely
fruits. It readily persists in a wild state in moist regions
atter the desultory cultivation of jungle tribes, maintaining
itself by means of its tubers : naturally it is the deeper rootin^
races which most of all persist, the others being soon grubbed
up by wild animals.

Variat :

—

Var. Tarri Vence in pagina inferiore foliorum conspieu*.
Var. vera. Vence minus conspicuse.

Varietas Tarri colitur in Kamaon et in parti bus adiacentibus mon-
tium Himalaicorum.

103. D. laurifolia, Wall., Cat. Lith., (1832), no. 4111 :

Hook. (., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892), p. 293. D. oppositifolia

,

Curtis, Flowering Plants and Ferns Penang, (1894), p. 83.
Malay Peninsula, being common in the island of Singapore.

104. D. Havilandii. D. cornifolia, Ridley, Mat. Flor.
Malay Penins., ii. (1907), p. 81, as regards the fruit only.
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Borneo, in Sarawak. A coriaceous ally of the preceding

species.
-

D. Havilandii. Tubera ignota. Caules glabri, nisi basi inermes,

obtuse angulati, viride3 vel rufo-vi rides, dextrorsim volubiles. Folia

alterna, glabra, satis coriacea, latissime elliptica vel fere orbiculata, apice

abrupte acuminata, basi plus minusve cordata, supra nitentia nervis

veuisque modice prominentibus, infra nervis modice prominentibus, ad

10 cm. longa, ad 7 cm. lata, 5-nervia: area media a pare primo nervorum
lateraiium terminata late obovata : venae secundaria trajectae, sed inter

rete parum conspicuse : petiolu* ad 3 cm. long us. Flores maris in

spicas erectas 6 cm. lungas fasciculatas dispositi : spicse ipsse in ramus
aphyllos dependentes ad 70 cm. longos producta3 : axis angulatus, glaber :

bracteae ovatse, acuminata, ad axin repressae, deinde ecurvata*

:

bracteolae similes, multo minores. Alabaatra subovoidea. Sepala

basi lata ovata, apice rotundata, rufo-brunnea, 1 mm. longa. Petalu

satis crassa, earinata, S3palis paululo breviora. Stamina 6, biseriatim

in basin floris inserta : filamenta 3 mm. longa : anthers paululo longi-

ores. Flores jozminei ignoti.

Insulje malaice oucide stales.— Borneo, baud procul a Kuchhu
in principatu Sarawak, (Haviland, 1816 !), et sine loco, ( Ridley i mercena-

rily, 154! Merr illii mcrcenarius , 310! 386! 8*2!). Billiton, {Riertel !)

Hanca, (Horsfield !).

105. D. Warburgiana, Uline ex Koorders, in Mededeel.

van s'Lands Plantentuin, xix. (1898), p. 313, name only:

Train et Burkill, in Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, iv. (1908),

p. 456. Celebes.

106. D. deflexa, Hook. £., Flor. Brit. Ind., vi. (1892),

p 293: Ridley, Mat. Flor. Malay Penins., li. (1907), p. 83. ? D.

repanda, Blume, Enum. Plant. Jav., i. (1827), p. 22. Malay

Peninsula, Sumatra and Java.

Section 8.

—

Stenocorea.

107. D. stenomeriflora. A curious species occurring
in the Malay Peninsula, with stamens showing an obvious
affinity to the genus Stenorneris. The only male plant seen by
us is preserved in the British Museum of Natural History,
South Kensington. Another bridge between Dioscorea and
Stenorneris seems to be found in the climbing species of the
latter genus described by Taubert in Engl. Bot Jahrb. Beibl.

no. 38 as of uncertain origin, but most probably obtained in the
Philippine islands.

D. stenomeriflora. Tuber ignotum. Gaulis glaber, inermis nisi
basi, crassiuseulus, striates, purpureo-viridis, scandens ad 80 ped. alt.,
dextrorsim volubilU. Folia alterna, coriacea. glabra, elliptica, apice
abrupte acuminata, infra modice cordata vel majora sagittata barbis
rotundatis, ad 23 cm. longa, ad 11 cm. lata, .Vnervia : area media.
a pare primo nervorum lateraiium terminata fere conformis folio ob
propinquitate nervorum ad marlines : venae secundaria* oblique trajectffi,
lere rectae : margines plus minusve indurati : petiolus crassus, supra
canaliculars, ad 6 cm. longus. Flores maris in racemos spithameo
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nunc axillares simplices solitarios vel binos nunc in raraos breves aphyl-
los producti : axis glaber : bracteae ovato-lanceolatae, 1 mm. long;p.
Penanthii maris tubus 1 mm. longus. Sep-da triangulari-ovata, obtusa,
rufo-maculata. Petala sepal is requilonga, ovata, obtusa, rufo-maculata.
Stamina 6 : filamenta supra basin multum incrassata, dein incurvata :

anthers introrsfiB, fere didymse. Flores fceminei in raoemos dependentes
30 cm. longos singulos vel binos vel ternos axillares dispositi : axis
glaber, conspicue angulatii3 : bracteae lanceolato-ovatae, scaria?, rufo-
brunneae, ad 1-5 mm. longi : pedicelli 6 mm. longi. Perianthium viridi-
luteum : tubus 1 mm. longus, externe 6-carinatus. Sepala 3 mm. longa,
anguste ovata, subacuta. apice patula rufo-maculata. Petala lanceolata,
sepalis paululo breviora, colore similia. Staminodia biseriatim in basin
floris inserta, majora ante petala, minora ante sepala: filamenta Infra
manifesto incrassata, apice supra antheras steriles in acumine breve
producta. Capsulrr in a>stivatione 5 mm. longre : loculi 2-ovulati.

Peninsula Malaica.—Perak, Larut ad 2000 ped. alt., (mercenaries
Kingii, 4160! 5152! 0693! 6746!). Selangor, Batu Tiga, (Ridley I).

Singapore Island, Changi, (Ridley \). Species distinctissima, propter
antheras cornutas inter genera Dioscoream et Stenomeridem quasi medians.
Perianthii tubus floris fceminei inter Dioscoreas orientales notabilis est.

UNPLACED.

Dioscorea deleteria, Noronha in Verh. Bat. Genoot-
sch., v. (1790) ed. 1, art. 4, p. 13

Dioscorea Goeringiana, Kunth, Enum., v. (1850) p. 402.
Dioscorea polystachya, Turcz. in Bull. Soc. Nat. Moso.

1837, No. vii., p. 158.

Dioscorea vilis, Kunth, Enum. v. (1850), p. 400.





3. The Localisation of certain Hymns of the Rigveda.

By Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhitsana,

M.A., Ph.D.

It is generally held that the hymns of the Rigveda were
composed while the Aryans, in the course of their south-eastern
journey, still lingered in Eastern Kabul and the Punjab. We
must modify this theory in the light of some verses of the
Rigveda which refer to the old kingdom of Videha comprising
the modern district of • Darbhanga. It is stated in the verses
that a certain natural well was bodily transplanted by the
Marut-gods and placed before a thirsty sage named Gotama.
The water gushing out from the well is said to have quenched
the sage's thirst, and formed itself into a river, the source of
which was the seat of the original well. One of the verses
referred to runs as follows :

fo^f 33^S3cf a"*n fewfrNijcr*f affaire asu%
i

"wn^^JT^HT f^THRV ^Tfl fasTBJ cnfa*fr ^Ti?fH' II ^
(Rigveda, mandala 1, sukta 85).

It has been translated by Wilson l thus :

They brought the crooked well to the place (where the

usly
sprinkled

, - . .- ._
, Ratifying

the desire of the sage with life-sustaining (waters).
In the commentary on the Rigveda (mandala 1, sukta 85,

verse 10), Sayana relates the story of the well i n a pas sage
quoted below:—

STTOTT^Tfinrr
I JITcW 3Kfa: iftintra r xftf^cT: **{ <R^<*

The passage may be translated as follows :

—

" The sage Gotama afflicted with thirst prayed for water
of the Maruts who raising aloft a well from a little distance
carried the same to the place where the sage resided. They
caused delight to the sage by preparing a reservoir which

1 Wilson's translation of the Rigveda, page 221.
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was filled with water flowing from the well placed before

him."
.

This natural well of the vedic verse tallies accurately with

an actual well called Gotaraa-kunda which is situated 28

miles north-east of the modern town of Darbhanga in Behar.

I visited it in October last. It feeds a perennial rivulet called

Ksirodadhi (generally called Khiroi) which issues from the

gorges in the Nepal terai. A mud-hill called Gotama-sthana, in

the vicinity of the well, represents the place where Gotama of

the vedic verse, resided.

Another verse of the Rigveda mentions four rivers, which

are Indra's special gifts to the sons of Gotama. The verse

runs thus :

zmzfc *t^;to ^fR^^s^W 'rarest n ^ H

(Rigveda, mandala 1, sukta 62).

'
' The deeds of that graceful Indra are most admirable

;

hi* ftY-nlnits a.r« tnnat, crlnrious. in that he has replenished the

four XXV w X %J KJX **7 TT V> \-S V » w t^v vv-* J. • k-i m+ ** ^rw ^-» *- *- - ^ — — —— — —— —— —— -

The four rivers mentioned in the vedic verse seem to

correspond to the KausikI, Vahmati, Kamala and Gandaka

which intersect the district of Darbhafiga.

It is further stated in the Rigveda that Gotama was the

priest a of the royal family of Kuru-srnjaya for whose victory

in battle he prayed to Indra. This statement harmonises well

with the account of a certain member of the Gotama family

named S'atananda,8 priest of the royal family of Janaka in

Mithila (Darbhanga).

1 Here "land " is substituted for "surface of the earth " in Wil-

son's translation.

(Rigveda, mandala 1, sukta 81, verse 3, Sayana's Commentary).

(Satapatha Brahrnana of the White Yajurveda, Kanda 1, adhyBya,
Madhyand

(Ramayana, adikanda, sarga 50).

*ftcT«i^ WffTf^ 5T«f^Tiff H^ff5?^' I
(Uttara-Ramacaritam).
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The fields waving with paddy plants which greet the eyes
of a modern traveller near and round Gotama-sthana in Dar-
bhanga bear testimony to Agni's gift of rice and cattle in
abundance to the family of Gotama described in the Rigveda. 1

The above facts lead me to conclude that the hymns of
the Rigveda continued to be composed even while the Aryans
advanced to the east as far as the river KauSikl at the eastern
boundary of Darbhahga included in the ancient kingdom of
Videgha or Videha with its capital at Mithila.

1
?r ^mr jfr?r»fT fam tt*j**t»tt ^sif* i jaSxf* sr ifrsj«: ii ^ ii

(Rigveda, mandala 1, aukta 78.1





4. A new species of JDiospi/ros from the Tinnevelly

Hills.

By M. S. Ramaswami, M.A. (formerly Government Postgraduate

Research Scholar in Botany, Presidency College, Madras)

;

Officiating Curator of the Herbarium, Royal Botanic Garden,

Calcutta.

[With Plates III-IV.]

In February 1913, in accordance with instructions from
Major A. T. Gage, I.M.S., Director of the Botanical Survey of

India, a Botanical collection was made by Mr. D. Hooper and
myself in the Tinnevelly hills. In working out this collection at

the Calcutta Herbarium, I had occasion to examine all the Herba-
rium specimens of Diospyros and discovered that two sheets
marked simply 'Diospyros' (Kannikatti, Tinnevelly. Nos.
2951, 2960, Barber) exactly matched one of my numbers in the
present collection. These sheets, as the records in the Calcutta
Herbarium show, were sent for comparison to Kew by Mr.
VV. W. Smith, formerly Curator of the Calcutta Herbarium, and
were declared there to be unmatched ones. As my specimens
contained only female flowers, and the two sheets were incom-
plete, I was anxious to obtain fuller material. I therefore

requested Mr. K Rangachari of the Madras Agricultural
College, Coimbatore, to send me on loan the original sheets

corresponding with the two duplicates above mentioned. He
very kindly acceded to my request. On examination of all these
sheets, I concluded that a fairly distinct and hitherto undes-
cribed species existed, a description of which I proceed to give
below :

—
Diospyros Barberi, Bamaswami, sp. nov. Species D.

foliolosa, Wall, et D. Ebenum, Koenig. affinis ; Calycis late

crateriformis, lobis subito-acutus in fructu late triangularis

distinguenda.

Arbor; ramuli teretes, juniores puberuli; Folia alterna,

densissima, oblonga vel oblongo-lanceolata, apice obtusa,
caudato-acuminata, basi cuneata vel rotundata, 3*17 cm.—8*25

cm. longa, 1*27 cm.— 2*22 cm. lata, margine integra, coriacea,

glabra, subtus puncticulata ; nervis primariis 6— 9 paribus, ob-
liquis, dirtincte reticulatis; Fl. & 2— 3 fasciculati, sub-sessiles,

pedunculi 51 mm.—63 mm. longi. Calyx campanulato-tubu-
losus, 3*2 mm —42 mm. longus, rugulosus sub-truncatus supra
sparsus; Dentes 4, breves, obtusi, ciliolati. Corollae tubus,
6-3 mm. longus, glaber; lobi 4, 3 mm. longi, carnosi, dextror-
sum contorti; Antherae geminae, 16, plus minus lineares glabrae,
filamenta breviora, connectivo apiculatae. FL 5 solitarii,
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pedunculi 9*5 mm.— 14*3 mm. longi , apice crasse articulati. Calyx
magnus, late crateriformis, lobi 4, late triangulares, 4-2 mm.
longi, 6*3 mm. lati. Staminodia 4, apice crasse. Ovarium 4-

loculare, 4-ovulatum ; stylus brevissimis stigmate 4-lobatus;
lobi calycis in fructu 16*9 mm. lati, 105 mm. longi. Pructus
imperfectus.

A tree. Bark greyish-black, rough. Young branches pu-
berulous Leaves alternate, close-set, oblong or oblong-lanceo-
late, apex obtusely caudate-acuminate, base cuneate or rounded,
l\ in. — 3J in. long, | in.—f in. broad, entire, coriaceous,
glabrous, under-surface puncticulate. Primary nerves 6 to 9
pairs, oblique, those of the upper half reaching the apex,
reticulations distinct on both sides, faint only on the under
surface in small leaves. Petiole \ in.— fa in. long, wrinkled.
Male flowers. 2—3 together, almost sessile, articulate
with and fascicled on, short axillary peduncles } in.— | in.

long. Calyx campanulate-tubular, 1 in.— J in. long, rugulose,
nearly truncate, 4-toothed, sparsely hairy without and on
the margins. Teeth obtuse, ciliolate. Corolla buds narrow,
tubular, } in. long, covered half-way by the calyx, glabrous.
Lobes 4, reaching half-way down, £ in. long, fleshy,

twisted to the right. Anthers paired, 16, more or less

linear, glabrous, filaments very short, connective produced.
Female flowers solitary, peduncled, peduncle g in.— A in.

long, thickened and articulate at the top. Calyx considerably
larger than the male one, broadly crateriform, 4-lobed, lobes
reaching half-way down, broadly triangular and abruptly acute,

i in. long, | in. broad. Corolla nearly as in cf . Slaminodes 4,

thickened towards the top. Ovary, when young, covered with
brown powdery excrescences, completely concealed by the calyx,
4-celled, cells 1-ovuled. Style very short. Stigmas 4. Fruit-

ing calyx much enlarged, lobes V, in. long, | in. broad.
Fruit imperfect.

Tin^evelly hills: Kannikatti , Nos. 2946, 2948, 2951
and 2960, 2500 ft., Barber; Kannikatti, towards Agastiyamalai,
No. 39438, 2650 ft., Hooper and Ramaswami.

This species appears to occupy an intermediate position
between D. foliolosa, Wall, and D. Ebenum, Koenig. It differs

from D. foliolosa, Wall, in the almost sessile, smaller male
flowers fascicled on short peduncles and in the broadly crateri-

form calyx with much shorter and broader triangular lobes
while it also differs from T>. Ebenum, Koenig, in its larger

pedicelled female flowers, 4-celled and 4-ovuled ovary and
in the form and disposition of the lobes of the fruiting
calyx.

So far as known at present, the plant appears to be
restricted to the Tinnevelly hills. The specific name is given
in honour of Dr. C. A. Barber who collected this plant in
1901. and who has made several botanical collections in Sou-
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thern India. My sincere thanks are due to Mr. C. C. Calder
Officiating Director of the Botanical Survey of India, for

having checked my Latin diagnosis, and also to Mr. K.
Rangachari, for having supplied me with the desired specimens.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES

Plate 111.

Diospyros Barberi, Ramas., sp. nov. <J

A. Part of plant, nat. size.

B. Flower-bud, x 2

C Calyx, spread out, x 3

D. Corolla, with stamens, x 3

E. & F. Stamens, x 3

G. A single anther, x 6

Plate IV.

Diospyros Barberi, Hamas., sp. nov., $
H. Part of plant, nat. size.

I. Ovary and Staminodes, x 2

J. & K. Fruiting Calyx, x 2

L. Transverse section of Ovary, x 4
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5- On a Demonstration Apparatus for determining

Young's Modulus.

By Gouripati Chatterjee.

This apparatus was primarily designed for showing quali-

tatively to a class the elongation of metallic wires when loaded.

Later on it was found to be sufficiently accurate for use as a

demonstration apparatus with which load-elongation curves

could be actually plotted before an audience, and values of

Young's Modulus obtained rapidly to within 1%, provided the

radius of the wire was determined with the usual precautions.

The use of an optical method for finding Young's Modulus

is not new and was used by Bottomley, 1 Ewing, and others, but

the apparatus designed by those observers was very much more

elaborate than the one here described and was intended for

accurate laboratory determinations.

Fig. L

1 Phil. I, Mag. 889, Vol. 28, p. 94
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Description of the Apparatus.

The rod AB (Fig. I) which is of greater diameter between
E and F is capable of turning with as little friction as possible

between two screw bearings S, S'. In the middle of the por-

tion EF is drilled centrally a hole through which passes a

glass rod which can be clamped by means of the screw P.

Between E and A is a collar which can be clamped in any posi-

tion, and carries a concave mirror which throws an image of a

spot of light on a distant vertical scale.

The left-hand portion of the apparatus (Fig. I) is the part

which is clamped to the experimental wire. It consists of two
brass plates C and D which can be fixed firmly to the wire

by means of four screws. The plate D carries at right angles

(as shown in the figure) a plate L. To the centre of the

plate C and at right angles to it is soldered a rod carrying a

sliding weight G which can be adjusted in any desired position

on the rod and serves as a counterpoise. On the inner surface

of the plate D is cut a very fine vertical groove in such a posi-

tion that when C is clampe 1 and G properly adjusted, the

centre of gravity of the whole system lies in this groove. The
groove is such that the wire passing along it is rigidly clamped
when the four screws are made tight, but on loosening the

screws the plates can be made to slide along the wire with just

sufficient friction to support them, the groove guiding the

plates vertically.

The glass rod is either clamped at a point some distance

from its centre or is slightly weighted at one end, so that

its centre of gravity lies to the right-hand side of P. Thus
it always presses against a steel knife edge fixed at the edge of

a slit t. W
plates descend, and the projecting piece descending vertically

* * * t 1 * * * * *-ih* ^n_*mm mi Am

rotat

m

the mirror M. The spot of light which is received on a verti-

cal scale is thus displaced upwards. (The magnification that
can be obtained is as much as 200).

Uniformity of Magnification.

Preliminary experiments were made, to test whether the
magnification was uniform over the scale. The clamped plates,

detached from the wire, were made to descend vertically by a
micrometer screw fixed relatively to the ground, thus turning
the rod as in the previous case ; the amount of descent being
read 08 from the graduations of the screw and the deflection

of the spot of light on the scale being noted, the magnification
of the instrument could be determined. It was found by this

method that when the scale is about two metres from the
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mirror the shift of the spot of light is nearly ' proportional to

the descent of the plates, through a fairly wide range of the

scale, say from 10 to 90 cms, as shown in Table I. This proves

that it "is legitimate to use the apparatus for quantitative

measurements so far as constancy of magnification is con-

cerned .

TABLE I.

Descent of the plate L Position of the

as measured by the spot of light Magnification,

micrometer screw. on the scale.

79
0484 15-0 1467

•0968 22-1 146-7

•1452 292 1467

•1936 36-3 146-7

2420 43-4 1467

•2904 50-55 146*8

•3388 57-60 146-7

•3872 648 1469

•4356 720 1471

•4840 791 1471

•5324 86-4 1474

•5808 93-8 147-8

Determination of the Magnification.

In determining the load-elongation curve for a metal and

finding the value of Young's Modulus from the curve, the

magnification of the instrument was found by a slightly different

process to that described in the preceding paragraph. A

length of wire is taken such that for the greatest elongation

to be plotted the spot of light remains on the scale. The wire

is suspended from a heavy rigid stand. At the other end ot

the wire is fixed a scale pan to carry weights, and vanes are

attached to a length of thick wire which in turn is fastened

underneath the scale pan, and dips into a vessel of water witn

the object of damping the oscillations of the system, ine

apparatus CD is lightly clamped to the wire, as described

above, and the rest of the apparatus adjusted. The position

of the spot of light is then noted, the plates made to descend

through a known distance by sliding them down the wire ana

the position of the spot of light again noted. This gives the

magnification which can be determined easily to 1 / -
±*

plates are then clamped tightly in their former poM^on, ™
readings of the spot on the scale taken for different loads in the

pan.

J 5hii« be ejected either by means of a reading microscope or by

.x * nWfh ft i-»flir nf dividers.direct measurement with a pair ot divid
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determining

88*5 cms.
-031 cm.

140.

Fig. II.

Example of an Experiment.

The following are the observations made in

the load-elongation curve of copper :

Length of copper wire No. 30 B.W.G.
Diameter of the wire

Magnification of the apparatus as arranged .

.

Elongation x 140 in cms.

20
2-8

3-6

4-4

5-8

7*8— (elastic limit exceeded)
9-8

105
115
131
149
18-2— (secular change begins)

The curve Fig. II shows the load-elongation curve for the

specimen of copper wire, as obtained from the above obser-

vations. From the straight portion of the curve it is found

that when the load is 200 grams the elongation is 3*3/140 cm.,

whence the value of Young's modulus is found to be equal to

94 x 10 ' * dynes cm. 2 The value obtained for the same speci-

men by the ordinary laboratory method (scale and vernier) was

.89 x 10 !i dynes cm. 1

Load in grams.
118
168

218
•J68
352
452
502
522
542
592
644
700
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In using the apparatus for experiments with a long wire,
the magnification can be diminished by making the length of

the rod between P and the edge of the slit t (Fig. I) sufficiently

long so that the spot of light may remain on the scale for the
greatest elongation to be plotted. Figures III and IV are the
curves for brass and steel respectively. They are plotted by
observations on lengths of over 3 metres of wire, the magnifi-
cation of the instrument in each case beinc 78.

Length of brass wire 333 cms. Diameter of the wire
•045 cm. From Fig. Ill it is found that when the load is

equal to COO grams the elongation is 9'4/78 cm., whence
the value of Young's modulus for the specimen is found to
be 10-2 x JO 11 dynes cm/2 The value obtained by the ordi-
nary laboratory method was 10*61 x 10 11 dynes cm.*

h of steel wire used 333 cms. Diameter '034 cm.
From the curve when the load is 600 grams the elongation
is found to be 8*4/78 cm., whence the value of Young's
modulus is found to be 20 x 10 11 dynes/cm. 4 The value
obtained by the ordinary laboratory method was 19*9 x
10".

This apparatus is described not because its value as an
accurate scientific instrument is emphasized, but because it

forms a very convenient arrangement for demonstration pur-
poses and is believed to supply what has long been wanted
among lecturers in Elementary Physics. Judging from the
degree of accuracy which it affords in determining Young's
modulus it appears that its use may not be altogether pre-
cluded in the laboratory, especially for the investigation of
those portions of the load-elongation curve for the soft metals,
which are beyond the elastic limit.

In conclusion, I take this opportunity of expressing my
gratitude to Professor E. P. Harrison who has given me the
necessary facilities in the Physical Laboratory of Presidency
College and has encouraged me with his valuable advice.

r \ f\*



6. Studies on the Leaf Structure of Zoysia pungens,

Willd.

By M. S. Ramaswami, M.A. (formerly Government Postgraduate

Research Scholar in Botany, Presidency College, Madras);

Officiating Curator of the Herbarium, Royal Botanic Garden,

Calcutta.

(With Plates V—VI.)

The subject of this paper forms really one of a series of

investigations on the comparative anatomy of the leaves of

South Indian grasses undertaken by me from 1909 onwards, at

the suggestion of Prof. P. F. Fyson, to whom I desire to ex-

press my thanks for the facilities afforded at the beginning

of this study.

Four species of the Natural Order Gramineae are known to

me as occurring on the sands opposite the City of Madra
within a distance of 150 yards from the sea. They are

—

1. Zoysia pungens, Willd.

2. Sporobolus virgin icus, Kunth.
3. Spinifex squarrosus, Linn.

4. Trachys mucronata, Pers.

Plants other than grasses noticed in this area were Ipomoea biloba,

Forsk, Launea pinnaiifida Cass, and Cyperus arenarius, Retz.

These were long known as maritime sand-binding plants on

account of the useful purpose they serve by the extensive and

interlacing nature of their shoot and root systems in protecting

lands from the encroachment of sand blown continually by sea

winds. Although the root system of Zoysia pungens is not so

extensive as to entitle it to be called a sand-binder, yet, when
we consider the smallness of its stem and leaves, we are at once

struck by the wonderful extensiveness of the root-stock and its

branches. We may, then, safely say that Zoysia pungens,

though not an effective sand-binder by itself, forms a valuable

aid to the others mentioned above, in accomplishing their

purpose. The four grasses enumerated above are not to be

regarded as the only ones of their kind found along the sea-

shore at Madras, but merely represent those species which are

almost always found exclusively growing on maritime sands

and which were collected and studied by me. I propose, in

this paper, to discuss some of the structural adaptation-

noticeable in the leaf of Zoysia pungens, due in great part to

the peculiar habitat of the plant. Zoysia pungens, Willd.,

is a native of the sea-shores of the South-Eastern Asia,

Australia and Mauritius. Before beginning to study the pecu-

liarities of its leaf-structure, it will be appropriate to give a
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Botanical description of the plant, as found on the Madias
Coast—special attention being paid to the leaf.

Zoysia pungens, Willd., is a small much-branched rigid gla-

brous grass with a very long, slender, wiry, creeping root-stock

usually 2 to 3 ft. long, occasionally even 5 ft. long, with
interlaced branches, giving off at definite intervals, short., stiff,

leafy stems 4 to 8 in. high above the ground, and long thin

filiform roots usually nearly a foot long below the ground.
Leaves f-l| in. long, spreading dorsally rounded, margins,
strongly incurved, subulate, pungent, glaucous-green, quite

smooth. Sheath very short. Ligule a very narrow, abun-
dantly ciliolate membrane. Racemes 1-1 J in. long, strict, erect.

Spikelets red brown, shining T^th in. long, erect.

In order to find out what exactly are the structural adap-
tations found in the leaf of Zoysia pungens on account of its

curious habitat, let us roughly examine the actual state of the

surrounding environment under which it has to maintain suc-

cessfully its survival in the struggle for existence. It will be
convenient to consider the nature of the surroundings under
the following heads:

Soil.—It is a matter of common knowledge that the soil

near the sea is sandy, dry and poor in humus. The subsoil may,
of course, be permeable and may also admit of being thoroughly
soaked to some depth at each fall of rain, but unfortunately
dries very quickly when the rain is over. In addition to this,

the soil of these sandy regions contain always an excess of

mineral salts derived from the sea in spray or by percolation.

These two factors, viz. scarcity of water in the soil and excess

of mineral salts in it, are quite enough to reduce considerably

the absorption of water by the roots. In fact, they render

absorption of water and food-material by osmosis extremely
difficult, How exactly then can our plant flourish in such
a place? It is clear that it must have armed itself with
certain devices, whereby it remains satisfied with the limited
supply of water and also counteracts the injurious influence
of the concentrated mineral solutions in the soil, managing
at the same time to take in its necessary food.

Temperature.—The influence of temperature on plants has
been recognized as a very important one from early days.
Every plant can live only at temperatures lying between two
extreme degrees which are termed respectively its maximum
and minimum points. The over-stepping of either of these
limits sooner or later results in the death of the plant. But
these two points vary for different species and even for different

functions. Consequently, it is not possible to give any abso-
lute figures for maximum and minimum points. However,
we may say approximately that the average points of minimum,
optimum and maximum temperatures in the case of meta-
bolism of plants are about 10 C

;
30 C and 50°C respectively.
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Ihe temperature of the sandy beach at Madras may be
taken as 90 F or 32°C roughly on an average. Wnen deal in

with temperature, we should also consider tha temperature of

the particular soil. Under tli3 influence of the sun's rays, the

temperature of at least the superficial layers of the soil rises t<»

somewhere near the maximum limit. This intense surrounding
heat is not altogether favourable to the well-being of the plant

Vegetable physiologists have experimentally proved that warm-
ing the soil is attended by an increase in the absorption of

water and transpiration. Protective contrivances are therefore

called for and an investigation show their actual existence.

Light.— This is one of the most important external factor

>

affecting plant form and structure. Whilst temperature has
no great influence in determining a plant s conformation, light

on the other lv-ind plays a prominent part in controlling the

structure of plants. The effects of light depend not on the

amount but on the degree of its intensity. For instance,

very intense light acts fatally on the protoplasm, while

subdued, diffuse light acts somewhat beneficially to it. In

vegetable organisms, death occurs from too intense a light

indirectly owing to the decomposition of pigments primarily

associated with assimilation, but at any rate land plants,

owing to intense illumination, suffer from a considerable dis-

integration of their chlorophyll. The importance of the

chlorophyll corpuscles to plant-life is too well known to be

mentioned here. These chlorophyll corpuscles are so extremely
sensitive to varying degrees of light that they frequently re-

arrange themselves. The slightest variation in the light affects

them considerably. On the sea-shore, the plant is actually

exposed to a glaring sunlight nearly throughout the day. How
then are the chlorophyll corpuscles carrying on their work ?

The answer is simply that there must be certain adaptive

true tu res playing the part of light-regulators.

Air.—The influence of the wind on plants is partly direct

by its stret hing action and by pressure and partly indirect by

increasing transpiration. It may of course be doubted whether
these will affect such small creeping plants as the present

one. The injury, in this case, will not be much by .stress, or

pressure, but the continuously blowing wind wi 1 cause an

excessive increase of transpiration. Again, the purely mechani-

cal disturbance of shaking, due to winds, stimulates the

protoplasm in such a way as to increase transpiration. On the

sea shore, continuous and violent winds are constantly occur-

ring. Consequently, the plants growing there freely should

possess some adaptations to combat successfully with the

above-mentioned injurious influences.

Peculiarities due to the action of the agencies indicated

above next claim our attention. Adaptations in relation to

the above environmental conditions are combined in the
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clearest manner in Zoysia pungens, Wil:d. I shall first very

briefly indicate the adaptations in the general configuration ol

the plant and then pass on to examine in detail the structural

peculiarities in the leaf.

To begin with, the prostrate attitude of the plant (Plate

V, Fig. A) appears to be solely due to the action of high

v/inds prevalent on the sea-shore. The presence of numerous

long adventitious roots with an interlacing system of rootlets

helps to anchor the plant firmly in the loose shifting substratum

and thus offers a protection against violent winds. The very

short, stiff, leafv stems do not offer much resistance to the

blowing wind. The growing tip of the plant (Plate V, Fig B).

is so finely pointed that it quite easily pierces the sand.

Moreover, as pointed out by Sohimper, these plants have the

wonderful faculty of again growing out of the sand after having

been covered by it. A tendency to diminish the evaporating

surface and to conserve the stock of water is also shown by the

rigid, subulate leaf, hard in consistency and with a spiny apex.

The du'l light green colour of the leaf is also an adaptation,

which this plant possesses in common with other sand plants,

to ward off the great intensity of light on the sea-shore.

Having briefly outlined the general adaptations 1 now proceed

to point out the various structural adaptations found in the

tissues composing the leaf of Zoysia pungens, Willd.

Epidermis.—Under this heading, we have to consider not

only the ordinary epidermal cells but also the "motor

cells" and the stomata. The epidermal cells appear more or

less square in transverse section, while in longitudinal section

they appear rectangular. They are, as usual, arranged along

the' long axis of the leaf. As regards their form, the outer

walls of the upper epidermal cells are conspicuously arched

outwards, while those of the lower are much flatter. In the

former, the arching of the outer walls has taken place to such

an extent, as to make the cells distinctly papillose. The purpose
of these papillae will be referred to later. Both the upper and

the lower epidermis are much thickened, but the difference

between them in the amount of thickening is very marked. The
lower epiderm s is much more thickened than the upper. This

is explained by the fact that the upper epidermis in these grasses

almost always remains protected by the rolling or folding of the

leaf, which not intrequently happens in grasses enduring along
season of drought. Consequently, the upper epidermis does

not stand in need of much thickening, whereas the lower

epidermis is constantly exposed and therefore requires to be

considerably thickened. This exceptionally strong cuticularisa-

tion of the lower epidermis, then, is an adaptation against

excessive transpiration and excessive light, as the layers forming
the cuticle are tilled with air and act as bad conductors between

the external atmosphere and the internal structures.
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Motor cells.—These bands of cells, as their name indicates,

serve the purpose of bringing about movement. They are

generally found in grass leaves at the base of each groove, if

the leaf is a ribbed one, or by the midrib, if the leaf is non-ribbed.
The leaf of Zoysia pungens is very faintly ribbed. We find the

motor cells here lying in layers at the bas j of each groove. They
differ from the ordinary epidermal cells in their greater depth.
A3 pointed out before, the leaves fold or roll themselves, when
dryness prevails. This folding or rolling is brought about by an
alteration in the turgUity of the motor cells, causing them to

contract and thus shortening the upper surface of the leaf.

When the motor cells contract, the ridges are brought closer

and the whole leaf becomes a little more closely rolled. In
this manner, the upper epidermis is completely shut off from
the surrounding air. This is clearly an adaptation to prevent
excessive loss of water by transpiration.

Stomata.—These are the respiratory organs of the plant
and are usually arranged in grasses in longitudinal rows
interspersed with the epidermal cells. Normally, stomata are

found on both sides of gra-s leaves. But in Zoysia pungens
they are entirely confined to the upper epidermis. This, in

itself, is a very powerful adaptation against excessive trans-

piration, as we have already found the upper epidermis to be
always protected. Even on the upper epidermis, they occupy
good sheltered spots, for instance, on the flanks of the

feeble ridges. We have already seen that these flanks contain
a number of papillae. Their action is to hinder excessive

transpiration by preventing a free circulation of air in the

groove—the sides of which contain the stomata and represent
the transpiring surface. Consequently, vigorous transpiration

is checked. We may then say that in the epidermis there exist

several protective devices purposely adapted to prevent excessive

light and excessive transpiration.

Vascular bundles.—The vascular bundles of Zoysia pungens,
in common with other grasses, enter the leaf separately and
run parallel from base to apex of the blade along the ridges.

Those met with in this leaf are of two kinds—one with two large

lateral vessels which are characteristic of the monocotyle-
donous type, the other without them. In both types there

are no intercellular spaces. In spite of the smallness of the
leaf, there are a good number of vessels. Probably these are

useful in conveying large quantities of water rapidly when
there is an occasional increase of water-supply (e. g. after a
sudden fall of rain) and thus fill the water cells which may
afterwards yield their contents to the assimilating cells when
the supply of water is reduced.

Bundle-sheaths.—In nearly all leaf-sections of grasses, each

vascular bundle is seen to possess at least two conspicuous

sheaths. The inner one is always thickwalled and the outer
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thinwalled. In Zoysia pungens, two sheaths can be easily

recognized. The inner sheath is not continuous in the smaller
bundles but surrounds only the phloem. In the bigger ones,
however, it is continuous. The function of this thiekwalled
inner sheath is simply that of mechanical protection to the
soft-walled phloem.

The cells of the outer sheath however are very large
and contain chlorophyll to some extent. In places where
the inner sheath is joined to the epidermis by a scleren-

chyma band, the outer sheath is nob continuous. It then
presents a V-shaped appearance. The function of this outer
sheath in grasses gener illy, is supposed by some botanists
to be conduction of water, serving as an auxiliary conduct-
ing system. But this view is negatived in Zoysia pungens
by the fact that there is no necessity for an auxiliary con-
ducting system. The vessels in themselves are more than
enough for this purpose. Consequently, I am disposed to regard
this sheath, which sometimes is called by the name of transfusion-
tissue, as a special sort of water reservoir. It is I think in
these cells that water is stored, which is sooner or later made
use of by the abutting assimlating cells. Here again, we notice
another adaptation in the direction of economizino- the water-
supply.

Mechanical tissue.—The mechanical tissue, or stereome.
consists in grasses, as a general rule, of sclerenchyma fibres.
These fibres are known to withstand wonderfully the strain
of flexure, traction or pressure. The sole function of these
fibres is support. Let us now consider how these band
of stereome are disposed in the leaf to the best advantage. On
both ends near the margins the two big vascular bundles are
girdered to the upper and lower epidermis by strong bands.
It is the lower band that is larger and stronger. Along
the two margins we also find a C3rtaiu amount of °mechanical
tissue. Moreover three small bundles are girdered to the
lower epidermis only. Thus the majority of the stereome is on
the lower side. It will be noticed then that there is a marked
tendency for the mechanical tissue to be stronger on the
lower than on the upper side. What is the purpose of this
arrangement ? These maritime sand grasses are, as already
stated above, constantly exposed to terrific storms and
winds. Therefore, a firm support is needed and this is supplied
by this greit development of mechanical tissue. I say great

'

in comparison with the smallness of the leaf. Under dr\
conditions, which is almost always the case with these plants,
the leaves remain rolled up and become cylindrical organs.
Physical experiments have shown us that the mechanically
best arrangement for supporting a cylindrical structure is to
have a strengthening band at the periphery. This is exactly
the case here. The bands of stereome are just below the lower
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epidermis and thus form the strengthening agency at the
periphery of the rolled-up leaf. Such is the nature of the
adaptation for withstanding and warding off the injurious
effects of storms and winds.

Chlorophyll-containing tissue.—This tissue is composed of
a mass of closely packed, irregularly shaped, cells with very
little intercellular spaces. By this reduction in the size of the
intercellular spaces, the transpiring surface becomes smaller and

.

as a necessary consequence, transpiration itself is reduced.
These cells lie between the vascular bundles, and the layers
of motor cells in most cases forming nearly a ring round
the former. This position is obviously of distinct advantage
and, in addition to storing the water-supply brought up by the
vascular bundles, serves to protect them from th? intense glare
of the sun. The chlorophyll tissue is also restricted in amount
and the corpuscles are few in number. This accounts for the
extreme scarcity of starch grains in the leaves.

To sum up, the leaf-structure of Zoysia pungens is
remarkably modified to suit the surrounding environment and
the main directions in which the adaptations have occurred
are, the economic utilization of a very limited water-supply,
the prevention of excessive transpiration, the withstanding of
mechanical strain due to winds, and lastly the shutting off of
rhe intense glare of the sun.

EXPLANATION OF PLATED

Plate V.

A. Part of Plant (Natural size).

B. Do. showing growing tip (Nat. size)

C. A leaf and leaf-sheath x 4.

Plate VI.

(The leaves were fixed in Absolute Alcohol and sections

cut by hand).
D. Transverse section of the leaf x about 100 diam.

(The crossed lines represent stereome, the circles with
dots vascular bundles, and cones with horizontal and
lateral lines, Motor cells.)

E. Transverse section of the leaf x about 300 diam.
(Ep 1

, Lower Epidermis;
Ep\ , Upper Epidermis ;

St., stomata; Ster., stereome.

C, Chlorophyll-containing tissue.

V. B., vascular bundles; I.S., inner sheath
;

O. S., outer-sheath; M. C. Motor cells.)
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7. Fr. Jerome Xavier's Persian Lives of the Apostles*

By the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

At the end of 1912, the Rev. Fr J. De Smet, S.J., drew
my attention to the folowing passage in Edmuri 1 Mitchell's

Guide Book to Calcutta, Thacker & Co., 1S90, p. 105 :
M Seram-

pur College . There i* a splendid Library, containing

some rare works, among them being an account of the Apostles,

drawn up by the Jesuits for the Emperor Akbar " I hastened

to communicate with the Principal, Dr. George Howells, who
at his next visit to Calcutta kindly brought the book with him
for my inspection.

The result was as gratifying as expected. The book
turned out to be a complete copv of J. Xavier's Lives of the

Apostles, about the history of which I had collected some data.

"While Fr. Figneiro was in the town of Agra [1602], Fr.

Xavier, who was also there, presented to the King a treatise in

Persian on the life, miracles, and doctrine of our Saviour Jesus

Christ, winch the King had himself asked, and which he longed

to see. Hence, he showed that he esteemed it much and he

had it often read by his great Captain Agiscoa ['Aziz

Koka], who took so much pleasure in it that he asked the

Father for another copy, and it was already so much talked of

among the Grandees that there was hope God would by fchia

means make known to those infidels and unbelievers His only

Son our Lord After this, the Kina asked the Father for another

feof i

The first life in the Serampur MS , that of St, Peter, is

identical with the one published in Persian, with a Latin trans-

lation and note3, by Lou's de Dieu, a Professor of Oriental

Languages at the University of Leyden, under the title :

Historia S. Petri
|
Persice

\
Conscripta, simulque myitis notis

rontaminata.
j
Latine

\
Reddita, & brevibus Animadversioni-

bus l nolata,
\
a

\
Ludovico de Dieu, |

Lvgdvni Batavorvrn,

Ex-ofiicina Elseviriana, A° CJD /OCXXXIX [IJ3V]

At p. 108, Louis de Dieu remarks that the Life of Christ.

written in 1602, had been preceded, two years before, by the

Life of St. Peter. He refers evidently to a passage in the text

1 Cf. dn Jarric, Hisioire des chases plus memorables .... III. 6ft-67 ;

J.A.S.B , 1896, p. 87; F. Guerreiro. BJ., Relagam Annual de

002 & 603 . ; Lisboa. 1605 (Moguor, Ch. Vi ).

* See it fully described in de Backer. Bibl. des Ecrivaim de la O. de

J.
9 Serie VII, Liege, 1861, p. 414: Sommervogel .

VIII, s. v. Xavier,

Jerome.
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of the Life of St. Peter at p. 94. " Usque ad hodiernum diem

qui annus millesimus sexcentesimus a Nativitate D Jesu,

<fc quadragesimus nonus sublimitatis Epochce srssionis Majes-

tatts Imperatorice [Akbar] est," i.e., "Until to-day, the year

1600 from the Birth of the Lord Jesus, and the 49th of the

sublime Era of His Imperial Majesty's enthronement.
There is an evident discrepancy between these two ways of

speaking, since the year 1600 makes the 45th, not the 49th, of

the Ilahi era The Ilahi year must be the correct one, no allu-

sion to the Lives of the Apostles being found in the Jesuit

Letters until 1602, when, as we saw, Akbar asked for it.

The Life of St. Peter may thus have been completed in

the 49th year of Akbar 's rei^n or A.D. 1604. A note sent

me by Mr. George Ranking would show that Akbar saw it

before his death (1605), together with the lives of St. x^ndrew,

St. James and St. Paul. The complete work was probably not

finished till two years after Jahangir's accession. From the

preface of the Serampur MS., kindly translated for me by Mr.
H. Bevei idge, we gather that the Lives of the A jostles was
undertaken at Akbar's request after the completion of the
Miratu-l-Quds or Life of Christ, that it was dedicated to Jahan-
glr, and translated by c Abdu-s-Sattar from the " FiringM,
by winch we should understand ''Portuguese."

A copy of the Lives of the Apostles, in the "National
Library" of Paris, is described as "containing the life and
the miracles of the twelve Apostles, translated from the Latin
into Persian by Fr. Jerome Xavier, of the Society of Jesus,

who ded ated it to Dgelal-Uddin Mohammad Akbar, Emperor
of the M ngols."* similarly, John Dry's fiibl. Bodl God.

MSS. Orientalium, Part I, Oxonii 1787, p. 270, No. VIII, de-

scribes one of J. Xavier's works thus: "Codex bombvcinus,
perita manu, folia 215 efficiens. Complectitur opus, Speculum
Sanctilatis inscriptum, ubi niinirum exhibentur vita et miracula
duo lecim Apostolorum, e Latina lingua in P* rsicam conversa,
auctore Patre Hieronymo Xaverio Societatis Jesu, qui opus
suura Gelaleddino Akbar, Mongolorum Imperatori nuncupavit.
Praemittitur quinque paginarum prafatio [Laud. A. 125]."

The title is given in Persian : M iratu-l-Quds . Tins description

-55

is partly wrong
•/

Q

IS, ;/ said to

contain their lives, and miracles; but, then, Ury mistook for

the title of it the words " Miratu-l-Quds
y

' mentioned in the

1 Compare with the date of Xavier's Historia Christ I edited by
L. de Dieu. p. 536: M [Hie liber] Anno millesimo sexcentesimo secundo
a Nativitate D. Je-u, atq: quadragesimo septimo sublimitatis Sancti
Imperaboris tinom accepit." 1602=47th year of the Ilahi era, is correct.

2 Cf. Sommervogel. Bibl. dt la O. de ./., VIII, col. 1340, No. 0.
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dedicated to Akbar.
7

The Serampur MS. bears no date ; but we find that a copy
of the complete work was presented to Jahanglr in 1607.

"The King returning from the Kingdom of Ctbul to the City

of Labor, the Fathers, hearing of his arrival, went to meet
and welcome him two leagues out of the city. He receive 1

them with a mild countenance, and saluted them very lovingly.

Stopping his horse for some time, he embraced them after his

manner, by laying his hands on their shoulders, and asked them
familiarly how they were. They also saluted His Majesty's

children, and the chief personages of his suite, who returned

the salute. Hereupon, they offered to the King a book in

Persian, composed by them, of the life of the Apostles, with

several remarks on different passages of it, which they had

inserted, in confirmation of our faith, and in refutation of the

sect of Mahomet." '

The passage Ave have just italicised was misunderstood by
du Jarric. Guerreiro, whom he follows throughout, notes that

the copy presented to Jahanglr was interleaved with a number
of paintings representing the Emperor's palaces, and that the

Emperor showed himself extremely pleased with the Fathers'

attention. " Apresentardo Ihe os Padres hu liuro em Parsio, q
tinhao ieito das vidas dos Apostolos, Co muitos registros de sens

passos antresachados nette, o qual mostrou estimar muito " *

We may conclude from the foregoing to a chionological

error in the Bibliotheca Marsdeniana, p. 305 (cf. J.A.SB..

1896, p. 113), where a copy of the Lives of the Apostles obtained

by Marsden is said to have been cl composed in- Persian, by P.
v — — — •— - - j_

- »-

Jeronimo Xavier of the C. of J. at Agrah, at the Court of the

Emperor Jahanglr in the year 1609." The date, if it was
correctly read, could mean only that a transcript of the work
was completed in 1609.

Both the copy of the Bodleian and that of the National

Library of Paris are said to have been dedicated to Akbar.

Mr. G Ranking's note about an incomplete copy once in

Akbar's library might be taken to prove that what had been

written until 1604, viz. 4 lives, was dedicated to Akbar. But.

what of the copies in the Bodleian and the National Library

of Paris ? If they contain all the lives of the Apostles, as we
suppose, we suspect a mistake in the description of them,
even though we are in presence of two different catalogues

describing two different copies. Our unpleasant experience of

library catalogues is that, when a book has once been described

in a catalogue, this description is generally transferred ,
mistakes

1 Cf du Jarric Hutoire ,111. 113.
2 Guerreiro, Relacam Annal de 606 & 607 Lisboa

MDCIX
f fol. 158 r.
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and all, to the catalogues of other libraries. We should judge

differently if a complete copy of the Lives of the Apostles con-

tained a clear, authenticated statement to the effeot that it was
dedicated to Akbar.

Again, we are told that the copy of the Bodleian and that

of the National Library were translated from the Latin. On
what is this based ? Has not the word Feringhi been misunder-

stood to mean Latin 2
. In the preface to his Life of Christ, as

published by Louis ds> Dieu, J. Xavier says in one place (cf.

Proc. A. S. B., 1870, pp. 141-142, or Louis de Dieu, Historia

Christi, p. 9) that on comparing the Persian translation cum
scriptis Latinis, with the Latin (Latin), he was repeatedly dis-

satisfied with Jus work, and kept polishing the translation until he

judged it worthy of Akbar's acceptance. The phrase " cum scrip-

tis Latinis would not nec?ssarilv mean that 'Abdu-s-Sattar, J.

Xavier's co-translator, who by Akbar' 8 order had learned Portu-

guese under the Fathers, but had, apparently, no knowledge of

Latin, was not given a Portuguese text to work from ; else, how
could he conveniently have assisted J. Xavier ? Among the

scriptaLaiina with which Xavier collated the Persian translation

there must have been the Vulgate. A copy of the Life of Christ

in the Harleian (Sommervogel, viii col. 1340, No. 8) is described

as translated "from the Portuguese," ] but, the point has per-

haps no other authority than a lucky (?) piece of guessing on the

part of La Croze (Hist, du Christian, des Indes, 1758, II, 77-78),

who sought to rob Xavier of the honour of knowing Persian.

The fact is that the Lives of the Apostles was not the only book
the original draft of which Xavier wrote in Portuguese. In a

letter to the General, Lahore, Augr. 1
?
1598, he announces his

return from Kashmir to Lahore :
" We return to the study of the

Persian language, and speak it still poorly (rnediocremente). I

take up again my work of translating into Persian a treatise

I had made in Portuguese • I mean that I make it again, for

the one I had made was stolen in Caximir, when they plun-

dered our house." (MS. letter unpublished). The work in

question must have been the Aina-i-Haqq Numa.
Fr. Jerome Xavier. during 20 years the mainstay of the

Mogor Mission, died at Goa (Rachol?) on June 17, 1617. His
compositions, worthy monuments of his learning, continued
to be sought after in the Mogor Mission and the Christians

copied them or ha 1 them copied by the best calligraphers of

the bazars.*

Pietro delta Valle, that scholarly tourist, who visited Persia

i Cf. de la Figaniere. Catalogo do§ MSS. Portugueses existente*

tio Museu BritannicOn 1853, p. 39.

4 A copy of the Speculum Vtritatis or Aina-i-Haqq Numa, dated 1678,

was found in an obscure cjrner of thn Kunawar Mts. , and s^nfc to Csoma
de Koros. Cf. Vh. Duka. Life and Works of A. C*om* de Koro*, London,
Triibner, 1885, p 96. Another copy of the same dated 1740 was trans-

cribed for Khwajah 'Abdu-1-Masih of Hamadan by Ramg'hosan of
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and India to satisfy his passion for Oriental studies, wrote that
he met at Surat on March 7, 162 5, a Jesuit lay-brother 1 who
was going to Agra. He handed him a letter for the Fathers of
Agra, reminding them that he had written to them a first time
from Persia to ask for a correct copy of the Persian books
written by the Fathers at the Moghul Court. His intention
was to get them printed in Rome. It would seem that his
request was not complied with. None of J. Xavier's writing
appears in the list of Persian books brought by della Valle from
India/2 ° J

I do not know of any other complete specimen of the Lives
of the Apostles than the copy of Serampur. Those in the
Marsden collection, the Bodleian (?) and the National Library,
Paris, are perhaps compbte, too.

The copy of the Life of St. Peter published by Louis de
Dieu contained two other Persian treatises: viz., the death of
Hussain, son of the Khalff 'All, and a fragment of Akbar's
Life. It had been brought from Mogor with 8 or 9 other
Persian books, one of which bore the note: " Emptus in Agra

:

Stuf loannps Romanus Roterodamo
Batavus." de Dieu concluded that John Romanus, a Doctor
and Oriental scholar, had bought the Life of St. Peter during
his travels in India. On his death, after his return to his

country, these books fell into other hands, the Life of St. Peter
and another passing into the possession of John Eligmannus,
de Dieu's friend. 3

Fourmont had already shown that de Dieu did not publish
the whole of Xavier's Lives of the Apostles, his Catalogus MSS.
BibL.Regiae, Codices Persici, No. Vr, pointing to a complete
copy in 4° " translated from the Latin/' in the " Royal Li-

brary" of Paris.*

Xavier's Life of St Peter, as published by de Dieu, was
placed on the Index, both on account of de D!eu's "heretical

"
notes, and certain unsafe or apocryphal sources made use of
by the author. 5

Description of the Serampur MS.

The Serampur MS., a volume bound in brown leather on
back and corners, measures >».30 x m.135 between the covers.

Saidabad, in the Dist. of Murshidabad, Bengal Cf. C. Rieu, Cat. of the
Persian MSS. in the Brit. Mua. 9 1870, p. 5.

1 Probably Brother Manoel Marquez, who went to Tibet with Fr.
A. de Andrade in 1624.

2 Cf. De' Viagqi di Pietro della Valle Parte III, Roma,
Maacardi, MDCLXIII, Letter from Surat, March 22, 1623, pp. 89-90. He
obtained at Ispahan a Persian-Italian Vocabulary of the words in the
Christian Doctrine composed by J. Xavier, as also a Christian Doctrine in

Persian, probably bv the same. Cf. Assemani. Bib!. OrUntalia. I. 590,
^os. 48 and 49.

s Cf. L. de Dieu, Historia S. Petri, pp. 120 121.

* Cf. Sommervogel, Op. at., VIII, Col. 1340, No. 9. * Cf. ibid.
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The title in gilt letters on the back is : Jesus
\
and

\
His

People
|
Persian

j
MS.

At the end, pasted to the cover : Serampore College I Li-
brary

|
Case G. Shelf 3. No. 6.

Condition of the MS. : complete ; fairly well preserved
;

the worm-eaten passages have been carefully strengthened with
tissue paper; legible throughout.

Wr
Number of

Material of

Nastallq, in a fine clear hand.
25.

country-made.
Pagination: pp. 262; the pagination, marked on recto

and verso, being correct throughout. Catch-words at the end
of each verso.

Contents : Preface
1. St. Peter
2. St. Paul
3. St. Andrew
4. St. James
5. St. John
6. St, Thomas
7. St. James the Less
8. St. Philip

9. St. Bartholomew
10. St. Matthew

11. 12. Sts. Simon & Jude
13. St. Mathias 1

• *

• *

Pages.

1-7.

7-57.

57-134.

134-146.

146-177.

177-206.

206-223.

223-231.

231-234.

234-242.

242-250.

250-257.

257-262.

Titles in red ink appear from the life of St. James. In
the beginning of the first three lives, a line has been left blank,
for the title.

t Age : No date can be found in the MS.
Pencil-notes

:

The MS. must have been carefully studied

marginalby an English scholar, as is clear from notes and
references to the scriptural texts quoted. Leaving aside the
scriptural references, I remark the following pencil 'notes : (p.

3) Nabuchadnasar (?) ; (p. 6) Judas Iscariot
; (p. 81) Tarsus;

(p. 121) Galatians; (p. 146) St. James; (p. 156) France; (p. 162)
Spain; (p. 177) St. John; (p. 178) Domitianus, (Petrus?); (p.
183) Rev.

; (p. 215) Krisnu; (p. 217) Brahmana.
My ignorance of Persian precludes my diving deeper into

the contents of the Lives of the Apostles. There would be little
utility besides. Xavier's manner and style can be studied in
The Life of St. Peter, and The Life of Christ published by L. de
Dieu, copies of which exist in the library of our Society. I

may refer in particular to the studies of Mr. Rehatsek (Calcutta
Review, Jan. 1886, p. 18), Dr C. Rieu (Catal. of the Persian

» Acta I. 26.
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lated, and a summary of Chap. I has been drawn up); Mr. H.
Beveridge (J.A.S.B., 1888, pp. 33-39); General II. Maclagan
and his son, Sir E D. Macla in (J.A.S.B., 1896, pp. 110-

113), who quote all the above references, and indicate two
other papers by Mr. A, Rogers, which 1 have not seen, viz.,
* the Holy Mirror or the Gospel of Father Jerome Xavier

"

(Asiatic Quarterly Review, July 1890), and <A Persian History
of Christ and St. Peter by Jerome Xavier, S.J.' read b fore
the Royal Asiatic Society on March 10, 1896. ' Other notices
are found in the Catalogues of Persian MSS. of the chief con-
tinental libraries.

Mr. George Ranking' s Copy of J. Xavier' s Persian Lives of the

Apostles.

Mr. George Ranking, who for many years was Secretary
to the Board of Examiners in Calcutta, has favoured me with
the following valuable note (Beech Lawn, Park Town, Oxford.
January 10, 1914) :

" It will, perhaps, interest you to hear that I am in posses-
sion of a copy of Father Jerome Xavier 's Persian Lives of the
Apostles. I have had it for many years. It is. unfortunately,
badly worm-eaten. It is 8vo.

It came, I believe, from Akbar s own library, as it bearv
his seal in several places, Muhammad Akbar, Padishah-i-
Ghazi, 1013. This would be 1604* the year before his death.

It contains the following lives, in this order :
—

L Life of St. Andrew (foil. I—12r ).—Foil. 12* and 13 r

are blank.

Foil. 13 V —24 v are occupied by a discourse which

begins ****; f
JaUu \*y*Mj* ^ and

ends - *VH)& *}j^> *fl toj*i©Ui«»l ^ jf tf *»*f li

Fol. 25' is blank.

2. Life of St. James (foil. 25* —50* ).—Foil. 60* and 51 r

are blank.

Foil. 5V - 65r contain a discourse which

begins \&t)& ijU &£ *£&U) >JUilj> ojVjj* <^l and

ends —^ Jj±s j V*t.±^ \yc ^j &*&* jjLfel <^U*

R a Q
^ heFe WaS this PLlblishpd ? J do not find it in the Catal. of the

5r, S
; Publications. I may also refer to Indo-European Correspondence.

Calcutta, 1*70, pp. 311.422.
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p jl
65v —72» contain philosophical reflections

translation.

TITLE

inning ^*~*-> f^
%K^^ cs 1

ending — *^l? Kj«*> <yal*~> ^ ^^^ <jfl

Foil. 72v is blank.

3. Life of St. Peter (foil. 73 1 —86v
; in another hand-

writing).

4. Life of St. Paul (foil. 86r
, lower half, to 109v

). Here

the MS. ends.

I have often intended taking this MS. in hand with a view

to its publication, but some other work has always prevented

me, and I fear 1 shall never do anything with it now, as I have

so little leisure and less eyesight, and part of the MS. is very

hard to read."

Hindostani Translation of the Lives of the Apostles.

The Lives of the Apostles is the only work of Xavier's

which I know to have been translated in another Eastern

language. I have lying before me a copy of a Hindostani

_,a-i Kitab-i barah Apustal
\

jis ka tarjunta

Italiyan zabdn se
j
Urdu zabdn mem kiyd giya.

\
Bi yazat-i

Archbishap Sahib-i Agra k% ma'rifat Padri \_
Anglu Sahib

Kapuchin n*' chhapwa,% \
Sardhana

\
Roman Kaiulik yatimom

ke chhape khdna mem.
\
San 1873 ' isawl.

|

[The book of the

Twelve Apostles, translated from the Italian into Urdu, and

published with the permission of the Archbishop of Agra by

the Rev. Father Angelo of the Capuchin Order. Sardhana.

Printed at the Roman Catholic Orphanage a.d. 1873].

(0
m

. 23x0'". 16); paper covers; Arabic characters; pp.

106 From p. 151 to 166 the first figure is a 2.

Contents: Preface pp. i-v, followed by 1 blank page.

1. St. Peter, pp. 1-38.

2. St. Paul, pp. 38-73.

3. St. Andrew, pp. 73-83.

4. St. James, pp. 83-107.

5. St John, pp. 108-128.

6. St. Thomas, pp. 128-140.

7. St. James the Less, pp. 140-143.

8. St. Philip, pp. 143-145.

9. St. Bartholomew, pp. 145-150.

10. St. Matthew, pp 251-257 [151J-[157].

11,12. Sts. Simon & Jude, pp. 257-262 [157J-[162J-

13. St. Mathias, pp 263-266 L163>[166].

The preface agrees in substance with the Persian original.
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Though the title of the Sardhana translation gives 1873
as the year of printing, we find it stated at p. 266 [166J that
the printing was completed on Dec. 1, 1894. The explanation
sent me about this anomaly by Mr. S. W. Butler (Sept. 26, an.

I

Oct. 19, 1910, Kothi Bhagwat Dayal, Sardhana) would reveal.
if correct, some primitive methods at the late Sardhana Press.

The Urdu translation, he writes, was not made directly
from the Persian; it was a re-rendering of a former Urdu trans-
lation made itself in Delhi, which had rema ned in MS. The
preface, however, was not rendered into Urdu at the time of
the first translation, but was added to the newer one of 1894,
when the book was really printed. A man, who was present
at the printing of the book in 1894, told Mr. Butler that tin-
Father in charge of the Press in 1894, not wishing to have his
name put down on the title page, asked the printer to ascrib •

the printing of the book to Fr. Angelo, in whose time, es-
pecially in 1873, many religious books were printed at Sardhana.
" But you should not think that this Urdu translation was
madefrom the Italian, us the title says.

The editor of the Urdu translation must have wrongly
understood the term Feringhi, used in the Persian text. He
translated boldly by " Italian." He may have been misled

5 5

published before 1853, in 1872," and 1882,~was a translation
from the Italian.

The an°»ia,ly of the double date would be minimized if the
MS. of the Urdu translation printed in 1894 had been found
among Fr. Angelo 's papers, after his death. He had collected
largely the writings of the old Missionaries, and had not seen
them all through the press before he died.

Mr
- Butler's explanations about the double date 1873 and

1894 may be correct. No earlier edition of 1873 is known to
exist. I have my doubts, however, about the re-rendering of
<*n earlier Urdu translation. If the preface was wanting to the
nrst translation, how was it obtained for the second ? The
Urdu preface in the Sardhana edition agrees with the Persian
of the Serampur MS. Must we suppose that the Persian
original usad for the first Urdu translation passed into the
hands of the second translator about 1894 ! In that case,
where is this Persian original, or where is the original of the
first Urdu translation? At Sardhana ? At Delhi ? Mr. But-
ler vainly searched for them in both places.

If there was a first translation made in Delhi, I fancy it

had the preface; and, if this translation was overhauled, this
may have been done under the instructions of Fr. Angelo, or
perhaps by Fr. William Keegan, who died at Delhi on May 1,

|885, after 28 years of missionary labaurs in the Agra Mission.
He left behind him a number of Urdu books in MS. Cf. Indo-
Europ. Corresv.. Calcutta. 1885. d. 434.
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For the material description which I made of The Lives of
the Apostles I am indebted to the help of Aga Muhammad
Kazim Shirazi, the Persian Instructor of the Board of Exam-
iners, Calcutta It is also he who passed through the press
the Persian text of the preface, and pointed out the textual
errors. (Cf Appendix B.)

As for the translation of the preface from the Persian (cf.

Appendix A), it was kindly undertaken by Mr. H. Beveridge
at my request. It is not the only service which Mr. Beveridge
has rendered me. His letters on a variety of historical subjects
connected with my researches have been accumulating to the
size of a volume during the past six or seven years, and they
will be invaluable guides to me in the future as they have been
in the past

/
Apostles^ he notes that the text is not always correct, and that
the transitions from one subject to another are rather abrupt.

APPENDIX A.

Preface of the Lives of the Apostles, translated
from the Persian by H. Beveridge.

Story of the Apostles of Hazrat Jesus, and description

of their virtues.

Praise be to God! My physical body and my mental
faculties have again become fit for service. In a fortunate
hour, I have commenced the good design. May Almighty God
grant its completion, and may the work find acceptance at His
glorious Court

!

Qads)
of Hazrat Jesus our Lord, taken from the Gospels and other
books. It happened, however, that though many wondrous
doings of His were recorded therein, one marvel^n'ch, per-
haps, may be called the greatest of all, was left unnoticed by
me. This was due either to shortness of time, or because the
lips of H.M. the Shadow of God (Akbar) were athirst for the
new Learning, 1 or because the marvel in question was, from
its greatness, deserving of a separate book. Now then, I desire
that by the Divine help and by the Fortune of H M. the
Shahinshah I may write of the marvel, and so complete " The
Holy Mirror." The marvel in question is that, at a time

1 [The new learning means, probably, the doctrine to be derived
from the Holy Mirror.' In that case, Akbar would be represented as 00
anxious to get a look at the " Holy Mirror " that the author had no time
to complete it as he intended.—H. H.]
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when the world was given over to idolatry, and mankind had
completely forgotten the sacred books and the sayings of the
Prophets, and was devoted to sensual pleasures, many of them
should have broken to pieces their idols, and have turned away
from their old customs, and seized hold of the Gospel, so that

they joyfully sacrificed kingdoms, and reputation, and property,
and life in order that they might hold fast to the Faith.

Our Lord chose out from among them twelve persons, poor
men and of low caste, unknown fishermen, and made them
Apostles and the shewers forth of the great marvel. They
entered upon their task without swords or other means of

warfare.

The Prophet Samuel has recorded in his book that a tribe

of Philistines, whose territory adjoined that of the children of

Israel, led an army against Saul, the king of the Israelites, and
that the children of Israel were terrified and unable to make
resistance. They took refuge in mountains and caves, and
disappeared. However much king Saul strove to encourage
them, and to protect them, it was of no avail. Indeed, he
himself became afraid and withdrew from the conflict. At this

crisis, the power of God wrought a marvellous thing. It

came into the heart of Jonathan, the king's son, that he should
go out against the host of the Philistines. So he joined to

himself one other person, and these two set out to slay the
Philistines. They wrought such deeds that the enemy became
«fraid and confused, and warred with one another. Many were
-lain, and the children of Israel were victorious. Samuel says
that on this occasion a wondrous thing was shown, namely,
that two men attacked a great host and got the victory. Now
what shall I say of the twelve Apostles? They, so poor and
weak, and ignorant, took courage and came into the lands of
the idolators, and were victorious over their men of power and
learning. They prevailed over them, so that with their own
hands they broke their idols, destroyed their temples and
erected places of worship in the name of the true God, and,
instead of their own idols, they set up the sacred Cross. In
truth, this marvel is greater than the other marvels. God be
praised! The poor attack, the rich oppose them; the fisher-

men rush on, and stand before princes; weak travellers and
ignorant strangers make the assault, the powerful come forth
to fight with them, and victory is on the side of the poor!

The Prophet Daniel says that Nebuchadnezzar, the Ruler of

Babylon, saw (in a dream) a great image which was made of

gold and silver, and other things, and, while he was beholding
it, there came a stone from a mountain, cut out without hand-
and it smote upon the feet of that image, and made it dis-

appear. The same Prophet gave the interpretation of this

dream. Now, I say that that image was idolatry, which is

tricked out with silver and gold and the like, and the stone
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was these twelve persons, who were weak and without power,

but who cast out idolatry from the Earth. The reason of this

was that, solely by the power of God, and without the help of

man, that stone came rolling down. Nor was it without signi-

ficance that Hazrat Jesus called Simon, who was the head of

the twelve, Peden (Peter), that is,
<c stone." James and John

were brothers, and they were called " Boanerges/ ' that is, sons of

thunder; that is, they were like lightning, and stones that fell

from Heaven, and they broke stones and cast down lofty edifices.

Thus did St. Peter and other vice-gerents (Naiban) throw down
in the city of Rome, which was the seat of the Caesars, idol-

worship, and the idols which had such power and such vogue.

They also drove away the Caesars from there, and made the

city their own seat, so that the true Faith prevailed there, and
the Gospel was established. These things were the result of

Hazrat Jesus' power. This, then, is the miracle which is

greater than all the other miracles which have astonished the

wise. In truth it is very wonderful to think by what weapons
these twelve men did these things. The power, it is clear, was
the armour with which Hazrat Jesus bade them be clothed,

viz., poverty, patience, meekness, love, and devotion. 1 So
also wrhen Saul the king sent Hazrat David to fight with
Goliath, whom they call Jalbut, 2 of whom the children of

Israel were sore afraid, David would not accept the royal

armour. On the contrary, he relied solely on the protection of

God, and was contented with a sling and five stones. With
these he put an end to the enemy, to the astonishment of

thousands who were present. So also Hazrat Jesus our Lord
did not wish that they should have any other armour except
that of poverty, meekness, humility, patience and love. He
said, "Go ye into the parts of the Earth." "I am sending
you. Take no money with you, and but one garment, for

that is necessary (?). And take a staff (?), and be hopeful, for

I am He Who shall defeat the enemies (?)." Provided with
this armour, they went out into the world, and conquered, and
made current the new Faith. The learned and far-seeing say
that the hardest of all things is to win hearts, and these men
so turned away mankind from their old ways and so enticed

them, that they came to recognize that the idols which they
worshipped as gods were devils, and that their belief in them
was vain, and that what they had considered the path to Para-

dise was really the path to Hell. They also embraced with
heart and soul the Way of the Cross, and the teaching of the

crucified Messiah, whom at first they had considered as a mad-

1 T'aasab, which, however, is generally used in the bad sense ot

bigotry.
2 Johnson's ed. of Richardson gives Jaliit t«*yJU» as the Arabic

name of Goliath,
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man, and joyfully gave their heads for the defence of this
Faith. Verily, this victory which Hazrat Jesus won through
the twelve over mankind is regarded by the wise as greater
than making the blind from their birth to see, or giving life

to the dead. Hence, I have judged it proper to adorn this
account of these twelve heroes with the blessed name of His
Majesty. 1 I relate this great marvel of my Lord, and I clearly
show to what tribe they (the Apostles) " belonged and what
deeds they did, and to what degree of greatness they attained
by their Faith in Christ.

As the story of Hazrat Jesus our Lord was written
in the reign of Hazrat 'Arsh Ashayani Jalalu-d-din wa daniya
Vkbar Badshah, and was designated by that Hazrat B&dshSh

Qads)
(Mirat

twelve Apostles of that mighty one (Jesus), who sent them
forth for the guidance of mankind, and for instruction in the
religion of the Gospel, and who chose them from out of all his
disciples and took them for His own children, should be in-

scribed with the name of that Hazrat who by auspicious For-
tune is seated on the throne, and who is the rightful heir of
that pardoned potentate who was the shining lamp of the
spiritual and material sovereignty of the Lord of Conjunction
[Timur].

Let it not be concealed that, at the time when Hazrat
Jesus our Lord was engaged in this world in teaching the
truth, H> chose twelve persons and called them His Apostles,
that is, Messengers. He also chose 72 persons and called them
disciples, and He said to the Twelve, H Ye are the salt of the
Earth, and the light of the World, and a city built upon the
summit of a mountain," that is, you are the joy and the light
and the ease of the peoples of the world, and He made His
power specially visible in them. When they were poor and
ignorant, of mean condition, and void of power, they brought
over mankind to their own side, so that all might know that
the works which they did were not done by their own power,
but rather by the power which that Hazrat delivered to them.

It is proper to know that Hazrat Jesus our Lord gave them
the title of Elis Apostles, that is " The Sent." In Arabic they
are called Hawari, that is, "regarded as friends.*' And there
is no doubt that they were also His friends. Accordingly,
from friendship and love to Him, they with all joyfulness
ave their heads for Him. and they were beloved by Him, so

that He gave them the power of working miracles, and sent
them among mankind and made them exponents of marvels.
Hence I in this book call them His Apostles. There were

1 Hazrat (Apparently what is meant is that the book was dedi-
cated to ,'ahangir).
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twelve of them and one of them was Judas Iacariot. He
*

became rejected, and made over his Master to the Jews, as

has been mentioned in the Miratu-l-Qads . After the Hazrat
had ascended into Heaven, another was, by His orders, ap-

pointed in the room of Judas, so that the number should be
complete.

One year 1 after our Lord had ascended into Heaven, He
one day descended and ordered that Saul, whose name was
changed to St. Paul, should receive the lofty title of Apostle,

as will shortly be stated. This man did such great things that

in our books his name is always mentioned next to that of St.

Peter. The word Saint is always prefixed to their names {Le.

the Apostles); this word means "Pure," and "Arrived at

God." Though in the Christian books not much is said about
the Apostles, either because the learned men of the Faith were
always encompassed with troubles, and so were unable to write

everything, or because what they wrote was destroyed in the

turbulence of strife and opposition, yet what remains is suffi-

cient to testify to the greatness which they had received from
Hazrat Jesus. I have regarded this as sufficient, and have
written accordingly. Prince Solomon has said that a wise son
is the glory of his father. Also an object of Hazrat Jesus

was that oue of His marvels should be the purifying and doing

good to His disciples. We have ascertained that H.M.
[Jahangir] is a lover of Hazrat Jesus our Lord, and is favourable
to the design of this well-wisher [the author]. So in the hope
that this account of the wondrous deeds of these twelve per-

sons, who were at once the children and the disciples of the

Messiah, will be favourably received by H.M. the Shadow of

God, I have ventured to write it, and hope that with the help

of Maulana 'Abdu-s-Sitar it mav be translated into a fortunate
hour, from Feringhl [i.e. Portuguese] into Persian, and may be
blessed by H.M. and other readers and hearers.*

1 U nlr u dah mah. Unintelligible. Is it one year and ten months f

* [This wish, that the book might be translated into Persian, was
natural in the Portuguese original, but it sounds curious after the trans-
lation was completed.

—

H. H.]
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APPENDIX B.

The Persian text of the Preface Edited by
Aoa Muhammad Kazim Shirazi.

j**3 <_*-»** e^.^ J-tJj^ dj^J^*

c**&£. a^y* y y- jj ^.iJrU wy j cfiy*
IJ& urU£ ' *? ^ Vj>v-*J|

• •

«SVj| - £.£ Ai^jLi ^-xi*>t ^j| ;Uf *I~*»^
cj'*!) J ^j*-*** ^xL* o * t>i*

A

y^ ^ _ ^ jiJyi U^ o>tfU> aSJ* ;.( ^ *UJ ^oty
l
£MSi*l ^^

4^)1 t-0 J^IA^ J^AC ig^-A* <XI^SL^ J|^J jjjfjd *f <j»*ftJf Sy3 }'

J** Jfjjj 2 ^3S^/C Jl^lo c>iy^:L jf*fcA* y**» i±J£$y*j VjM J V-'^

•

US' ^La aL&fi^J yf ^kLtULi o^ JUJI ^y,Ui j ^1 jJy

it) 3 ^ ^Hf^i' r*r°-> tfif-ji'^ t^^' *£ (&*

css^f «**** *-r£- c5
il^^ c^,Aj;;V [) *j*> **/ o*y°y <&*" \&j**H

1 Error in the text. 2

3 (<5) **»**
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c&oy, *' i ^^i; »^ «f »,>;,f lt^ wU;r
;i

^*a*j J*^*&

J*SL-»t ^w »tfab
r
u Jjl-^ c^* 1 ^ ^V' </* w*^ ^-^ ^'

>

3

bo jSij_p- i>*«wi ^'^-J j AJJ^ e^l** ^taa. ^1*^. j*
l.w aibk. cu^b)*

^j^x) 8iUT ^1*4 ^WBJ >i*-»'i yJ) ^AJjlA^ j <JJ,T ^ *U*> 8 ^••i^ efii

# >yS^ [^» vil^ $ f& )

7 u^Aj a c>t^b* ofcifcw
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*»»j gbtj ^f*** * yv j ^^ <^ d^f ^u? »(? c**3 *r a^^A 3
I

e^' * jif 3$<xjjjl^j .^T is ia^o e,^f ^^^% <r^° r^— j*'^ lP ^^j fj^ ^ I

I

1 j££ » Error in the text s ^ *>^T

^i*^ 6 Error in the text. 6 ;£>'<&
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y**U* ^ j\ ^ ^J)d
fjjQ ^IjJ^A j CU^U f»U3 ^jif j^ ^I^J J - lAMfifd

oo^

fruit <*I~j La* cJIj j - 4 fr&U) l+£ U c^J ^;j>y^ ^f *£ <*>cU ^ ^ij

&fj
»lj <tf (^ jjlyT ^ - fries' ^laJct Jilj ^ ^Ifcxi -vj^^j^ ^Ifriu ^

^1 «i^U ^j.x> ^^^ J
;
U* j*Uj ^ly^Jj »^tjJ i^Jl Jt^J Af ^->'»l^

V

^UMj 1$ iyoy U\m
{J^i^)

cu^.i^j ^jLoif ^\ » Alii
r>
^.

r^j? e»^u ^.'^ ^'y ^ ) M^ ^ J>^ »»3i>.» J"u^ J'^ 1
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INJB.]

Jyi ^yc j ^}
Z> *ijS)& dill Jt)Ki *it oty v^ 1" ey** <cy*°J

^1 J£ c^«. jl <**U*
f**; ^

<y>li flU>4* ^tj Alb *JjU

* **/ V**

a/ vlJa^ JtiUjjl tj gUjtj - H$f. b crr »^3'^ *i*^ Jj*^* o

I*(&a ^T ^ fj <^Uj| t *^*j£y ejjr^y a^ o^LiyU© J&*j ^yL &x*S

e)Uj| cJUjj
(^ i*>l&JUj *Jf 1^1 #»ylij ^i 1* jy^ cj'* 1* jy** 4f

u^* ^jr?' I; e/*M' ^° *^jt^ (^^i^ ciy^=^ */ 2 o.*Jf &jL

o-wl fclL*^* ^UJl* cJLy 8j>y** >£+*\£ ) <3)[^ cayoJJ lj ^Li^t &^l^

o^xS s vi—Ji,i joU s i5^ «i>j> *• *^iI?

Persian

* Error in the text : the expression **J *;^J is Urdu and not
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J» .1^ sS*i~> «*1^ /*>.*£ . J6
i i/*i (*& <j* ^i ttJV ^~ »*» M*

(_y
US',.\j*yb i^m')'

*
' *-v^ u*i'a cr?J) > ^i«-^ t^Stia ;j» ^jb I <!>•"' C?ui* ..c^r? &S

.1

(jw;)*» j^ d£ **>•£ Ai*y a^ * ^131 (j &i£»Uj (a
•»¥ «fc*A ^^ ^jJ

*y X^jU ^f Lef * ^^ &*!*> JUL <*J&w ^.A.* ^JUi«f j ,»,fa*

*«^~>

*4 3 J&H y isu *i
?>JI u£? ^ ^ J*4f-P -

!7 ^^ J

I

; L5

*£i| ^Xj^lj ^j -c:

aUj c*i!U ^.^ ^ it*** 1*)* L« j * ^Alj tl iJm*U ,^!7 fjl ^'O, iS)
• »

I ^j^jI ^^ ^Sbii ^j( «sU>oy U jjy* ^XC <&y&

(>* 3 *>' £i~" djri (***{&} fe)ljd ^1 uj^y* ^ lA;t< j ^^ Jl^
»^yf t-*f

1 - *

4 **'> ';^ (JJo \»>j*A $ e>'^

ArfC

cs~;
lib

S5^*j! *> *i*» ;j jUJ 0^- l*>/< Lfi
,*^H^ ^ *4*f ^

* dd/ wi';^>0 \J$te}& ) ^l&JJfji, jjl~» j 07 *J j *tf IjA^



8. A Forgotten Kingdom of East Bengal.

By Nalini Kanta Bhattasali, M.A.
Communicated by Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, Kt

[With Plate VIII.]

It is coppe
plate inscriptions of a Buddhist king named Deva Khadga,
with a small bronze chaitya, were unearthed at Asrafpur,—

a

small village some miles north-east of Dacca. One of the plates
was somewhat damaged at the edges, but the other plate was
in a perfect state of preservation. Dr. Rajendra Lai Mitra
published a reading of the first plate on pages 49-52 of the
Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1885. Short
notices of the second plate and the chaitya were published it

/, - , , ^. -*- c„v* «.«*, ?. »«. A photo-

?Si 'n°
°f the cIlait^a was published with the notice of

»yj. Jhe only serious attempt of publishing a correct
reading of the plates up to this time has been that of late
uaoga Mohan Lashkar, M.A., who in 1904 read a paper on
tne plates in the Asiatic Society of Bengal. But neither his
c rwcie nor those of his predecessors contain any attempt of
determining the historical importance of the plates, or of
uentiiying the city of Karmmanta from which the plates
were i^ued. Though Khadga dynasty was undoubtedly a

erves
tO wl I *f 1

'"' "'oa- ""CU'lCl IV UCSCIVKS LUC UW11V1UI1

forTV been consigned - Las fc year, while searching

fon, ill t i°
f antiquarian interest in and near the town ofumina, i chanced upon an inscribed image of Nataraj Shiva

tnLZ-
exan

]
ininS th« inscription I found that it was an

Katmm «.
°/ a king 0f Karmmanta,-no doubt the same

Dlar^n u? which the ^rafpur plates were issued. The
hetL ,

ch the ima8e was found is sti11 called Kamta. It

me I!
016 l

7 e miIes west of the town of Comilla. Impos-

amJrTn ancient buildings, temples and forts, large tanks

iaLaW ? ^VeraI h"udred years old and innumerable stone
of Buddhist and Shaiva gods and goddesses testifv

citx7^*
C

^?
SpiCUOUs1^ to the antiquity and past greatness of the

w mmanta-

rule? R
n did the Khadga dynasty of Karmmanta begin to

dvnl
tar dkI their sway extend? How and when did the

shall t

°0me t0 a cIose ? These are the questions which we

hands
t0 anSWer in the h^ht of the new materials in our

»p |
'
Lasbkar in his article on the Asrafpur plates says—

aieographic considerations would lead us to place these
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inscriptions in the eighth or ninth century a.d." Dr. R. L.

Mitra was also of the same opinion. But a careful comparison

with some of the inscriptions of the seventh century a.d.

would readily show that the plates must belong to that period.

The characters of the Shahpur image inscription of Aditya Sena

dated in the 66th year of the Harsha Era (672 a.d.) l
, and the

Apshad inscription of the same king 2 are much more developed

than the characters of the Asrafpur plates. Indeed, the charac-

ters of these plates are so akin to those of the Madhuban and

the Banshkera 3 plates of Harsha that these four plates must
belong to the same period. Further corroborations are not

wanting.
We know from the Allahabad Pillar Inscription of Samudra

Gupta that the kingdom of Samatata, Davaka, Kamarupa,
Nepala, etc., were on the border of his empire. So we see that

there were clearly defined kingdoms in East Bengal at this

early period. We cease to hear any more of the kingdom of

Davaka, but that the kingdom of Samatata continued to have

an individual existence is clear from the accounts of Hiuen-

Tsang, who visited the kingdom during his travels. It is to be

regretted that he does not mention the name of the king of

Samatata. From his description, it appears that there were

thirty or more Sangharamas at Samatata with 2000 priests.

The maintenance of thirty Sangharamas with 2000 priests

seems to urge that the king belonged to the Buddhist creed.

This is further corroborated by the assertion that Silabhadra,

the teacher of Hiuen-Tsang, belonged to the Royal family of

Samatata; moreover, It-Sing expressly mentions that the king

of Samatata was a devout Buddhist.
What was this Buddhist Royal Family of Samatata that

had given a principal to the University of Nalanda in the

person of Shilavadra ? We believe it was the Khadga family.

The only difficulty in the way of the identification is the

mention of Shilabhadra aa a Brahmin by Hiuen-Tsang. The
title of Khadga is avowedly a Kshatriya title. But Hiuen-

Tsang also calls Bhashkara Varman, king of Kamrupa, a

Brahmin. If Varman can be a brahmin, I do not see why a

cannot.
I have already pointed out the close resemblance of the

characters of the Asrafpur plates with those of the plates of

Harsha. This itself, as we have already said, is a proof that the

Buddhist Khadga family belongs to that period. The asser-

tions of It-Sing (673 to 687 a.d.) dispel the least shade of

doubt.
The first plate of Asrafpur states that it grants land to secure

i Fleet's 6 * Gupta Inscription," pi. xxix.
2 Ibid. . pi. xxviii.

3 Epigraphia Indica, Vol. I, p. 67, and Vol. IV, p. 210.
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the longevity of Rajabhatta, and we know from the second plate
that Rajabhatta was the son of Deva Khadga. In ths second
plate, Rajabhatta himself is the donor, and he gives land from
his own private estates for the Triratna. Fortunately, this

pious prince is mentioned by name by It-Sing. 1 It-Sing states
that Rajabhatta king of Samatata was an enthusiastic adherent
and patron of Buddhism, and that the number of the Buddhist
vlonks in the capital had risen from the 2000 of Hiuen-Tsang'
time to 4000 in his time, who were all maintained by the king.
Rajabhatta's munificence is apparent in his grant of land to the
Triratna from his private estates, even while he was a crown
prince, and we are glad to learn from It-Sing that he continued
his charity even after coming to the throne. That the Khadga
family was really a Brahmin family is apparent from the name
of Rajabhatta.

It-Sing stayed in India from 673 to 687 a.d. z Rajabhatta
therefore must have reigned in the last quarter of the seventh
century a.d. The names of only four kings of this dynasty
are known,—namely, Khadgodyama, his son Jatakhadga, his

son Devakhadga, and his son Rajaraja Bhatta. The first king
Khadgodyama therefore must have risen to power in the last-

quarter of the sixth century a.d., in the troubled period
following the dismemberment of the Gupta empire.

The capital of the kingdom of Samatata in the time of the
Khadga Kings was Karmmanta, modern Kamta near Comilla.
It was the town of Karmmanta, therefore, which Hiuen-Tsang
and It-Sing visited. The town was then nearly five miles in
circuit. There were thirty Sangaramas in the capital in which
nearly 2000 monks lived. Deva temples also were numerous,
numbering nearly 100, and they belonged to all sects. The
-Nirgrantha Jaina Ascetics also lived in the capital in great
numbers. In the suburbs of the city was a Buddhist Stupa
said to have been built by Asoka Raja. Near the Stupa was a
kangarama containing an image of Buddha in green jade
8 feet in height. The ruins of the Stupa and the Sangharama
may perhaps still be identified on a little search and excava-
tion, for Mahomedan devastation did never reach up to Karm-
manta I p3rsonally have never had the opportunity of taking
up the work seriously. 8

1 Watters' » Yuan Chwang," Vol. II, p. 188.
* It-Sing Takakusu's Translation, Introduction.
3 In December last I was deputed by the Dacca Shahitya Parisat

(a Literary and Research Society of Dacca) to exp'ore the site of the
ancient Karmmanta. The stupa mentioned by Hieun-Tsang still exists
in the shape of a big mound on the east side of the modern village of
l^amta. A mile to the north of Kamta lies the village of Behar mandal,
which contains many ruins, and which, I believe, is the site of the
sangharama with Buddha in gre3n jade mentioned by Hieun-Tsan^.
An image of the Buddhist god Jambhala is still worshipped in the village
and he is locally known as the Krishnadeva of Beharmandal. A very
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The kingdom of Samatata does not seem to have been a

small one. That the kingdom extended up to a pretty distance

westwards is shown by the grant of land by the kings of

Karmmanta at Asrafpur in the Narayanagunge Subdivision of

Dacca. The old Brahmaputra on which stands the Tirtha

of Langalbandha seems to have marked the western boundary

of the kingdom of Samatata. The kingdom seems to have

included the districts of Tipperah, Noakhali, Barisal, Faridpur

kingdom fell
and the east half of the Dacca District.

Who „

are at present wrapped in obscurity. A little light is thrown

as regards the state of Karmmanta after the fall of the KhacU

gas by the new Comilla inscription.

The inscription is at the pedestal of an eighteen-armed

image of the God Shiva performing the Tandava dance. The

inscription designates him as Nartteswara. The worship of

Nartteswara seems to have been very current in India from

the sixth century a.d. onwards. Images of the god are met

with all over India. Four of these images are preserved in the

Madras Museum, but all of them are four-handed. The images

at Elephanta, Ellora ' and Badami 2 have more than four hands
;

the Badami one in particular has eighteen hands and is quite

like the Comilla image.

We give below a transcript of the new inscription and a

translation of the same.

Text.

(1) Srimallayaha Chandra Devapadi I
ya Bijaya Rajye

Astai shna Chaturdasyam Tithau Brhaspati Bare

Pushya Nakashatrei Karmmantapala Srii

(2) Kushumadeva Suta Sri Bharudevai Karita Sri Nart-

teswara Bhatta | Ashadha Dine 1

4

Khanitancha RatokenaSarbbaksharah |
Kasbanitancha

Madhusudaneneti.

Translation.

(1) In the eighteenth year of the victorious reign of his

glorious majesty Layahachandradeva, on Thursday, in

the dark Chaturdasi Tithi and in the star Pushya.

fine image of Dhyani-Buddha was removed from this village to a

village near by where it receives worship as Basudeva. People around
consider the name of Beharmandal as inauspicious. They never utter

its name in the morning but always signify it by the terms,—east

village, west village, north village or south village as the case may be.

This is a curious remnant of the later Hindu hatred of Buddhism.
The site of the palace of the kings of Karmmanta lies nearby, surrounded
by a broad ditch.

1 Havell's *' Ideals of Indian Art." pi. xxvii and xxix.
2 Arch. Surv. of West India, Vol. I, by Burgess, pi. xvii.
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(2) Bharudeva son of Kushumadeva Lord of Karrnrnanta
made the Lord Nartteswara on the four-
teenth day of Ashadhara All the letters engraved by
Ratoka. Sculptured by Madhusudana '

In all probability the inscription had a date but the
inscribed portion in the beginning of the third section has been
broken away and lost, and some letters in the beginning of each
line have been rendered illegible by the peeling off of stone.
In spite of that the date might have been ascertained by
astronomical calculation from the data available in the inscrip-
tion. The question would be:—In what year did the dark
Chaturdashi Tithi, the Pushya Nakshatra, Thursday and the
fourteenth of Ashadha come together. We referred the ques-
tion to eminent astronomers like Babu Jogesh Chandra Ray,
M.A., of Cuttack and Babu Rajkumar Sen, MA. late
Irofessor of Dacca College, but they both assure us that
the coincidence of Chaturdashi Tithi and Pushya Nakshatra is

impossible. 1 am at a loss to account for this dilemma. On
paleographical grounds the inscription cannot be put earlier
than the tenth century a.d

It will be seen from the inscription that the kings of
Karmmanta had sunk to a very low position. The absence of
any royal titles shows that they were mere local chiefs by this
time and King Kushumadeva acknowledged the over-lordship
or certain Layahachandradeva.

Up to this time we know of only two Chandra dynasties
who might have acquired over-lordship over Karmmanta.
Ihese are the Chandra dynasty of Vikrampur and the Chandra
dynasty of Arrac

We came to know of the Chandra dynasty of Vikrampur
only the other day. 2 Mr. Rankin has published in the Dacca
Review of October, 1912, a note on the Idilpur plate of King

1 ^
ar
l~

ra
' vyhich was communicated to him some years ago by

late Gangamohan Lashkara, M.A. Nothing can be said about
Jt

definitely until the publication of this plate in full with
facsimile, but it is apparent from Gangamohan Babu's brief
observations that King Chandra was a Buddhist king and that
Jjhe characters of the plate are of the twelfth century type,
nree Chandra Kings of Vikramapur are known from this

P'ate. Namely, Subarna, Trailokya and Chandra, and there is
no Layaha among them. We must look to Arracan for this
^ayahachand

an

ra.

,
Ratoka was the engraver who engraved " all tiie letters. Madha

-

uaana therefore, must have been the sculptor. We are glad to learn

.2 P
man and Bitapal of Barendri had their rivals in East Bengal,

h u
ecen^7 a copperplate grant of Srichandradeva of Bikrampus

,
** be

f

9n published by Prof. R, G. Basak, M.A., in the Bengali Magazine
fchahitya."
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The history of the Chandra Dynasty of Arracan is very

imperfectly known. Mr. Phayre in his " History of Burma,"

p. 45, has recorded what little can be known of the kings of that

dynasty from the Arracanese chronicles. They reJate that King

Maha-taing-tsandra was the first king of the dynasty. He
ascended the throne in a.d. 788 and built a new Capital

Wethali, i.e. Vaisali, soon after his accession. Nine kings of

this dynasty reigned in this city in succession up to a.d. 957.

The names of these kings are given in full in " Numismata
Oriental*," Vol. II, Part I, p. 42, by Phayre, transcribed from

the original Arracanese. These names sound so strange that it

is difficult to say what their Sanskrit originals were.

Some coins of the Chandra Kings have also been found in

Arracan, but it is very strange that the names found on them

do not at all correspond to any of the names on the Arracanese

lists. The names of Barmina Chandra, Priti Chandra and Bira

an
resemblance to any name on the lists.'

Under these circumstances it is very difficult to identify

the Layahachandra of the Comilla inscription with any name of

the Arracanese list. But the last king Tsu-la-taing-tsandra
i C

who reigned from a.d. 951 to 957 may be Srilayahachandra or

the Comilla inscription, and the date of the king also is in

keeping with the evidence of paleography.

If the identification be right, it may be surmised that the

descendants of Rajabhatta continued to reign for 100 years

more in Karmmanta and were at last swept away by the rise

of the Chandra Kings of Arracan by the end of the eighth

century a.d. They placed their minion on the throne of

Karmmanta who began to rule as a vassal of the kings of

Arracan. Mr. Phayre has suggested that the Chandra Kings

were perhaps of foreign origin and that they brought about

changes in religion by discarding the popular Buddhism and

and embracing Shaivism as is shown by the couchant bull and

trident symbol on their coins. 51 We suspect that they came

from Vaisali of India from their naming the new capital

Vaisali, and the suspicion is confirmed by the fact that the

mother of Kyansittha, King of Pegu, was said to have been a

daughter of the King of Vaisali. 3 The north-western origin

of the Chandra King is also hinted at by their over-lordship

over the Kings of Karmmanta. The couchant bull symbol ot

the Chandra Kings is strikingly similar to the couchant bull

symbol of the Asrafpur plates, and this may point to some

unknown relationship between the two dynasties. The suppo-

sition that the Chandra Kings were Shaivas is corroborated

i " Numismata Orientala," Vol. II. Part I, pp. 28-29.

* «« Numismata Orientala." Vol. II, Part I, Intro., p. 1-

3 Phayre's 4i History of Burma/' page 88.
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by the Comilla inscription, which is on the pedestal of a

Nartteswara Shiva.

The country round Kamta is at present known as the

Purganah of Patikara. We learn from the Maharajaweng that

there was still a royal dynasty reigning in those parts in the

latter part of the eleventh century a.d. and in the beginning of

the twelfth century a.d. A prince of Patikara was united to

a daughter of Kyansittha king of Pegu, and king Alangsithu

(a.d. 1035 to a.d. 1160), the fruit of this union, married a

princess of Patikara. The existence of a royal dynasty in

these parts in the twelfth century a.d. is further attested by a

copperplate inscription of Ranabankamalla, which was found

in 1803 in the Lalmai Hills midway between Comilla and

Kamta and which was sent to the Asiatic Society of Bengal by

Mr. Elliot, the then District Magistrate of Comilla. A reading

of it was published by Mr. Colebrooke as early as 1807, in the

Asiatic Researches, Vol. IX, p. 398, and it has been reprinted

in Vol. II, p. 241, of his essays. A revised reading ought to be

published by this time if the plate be still in the possession of

the Society.
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9 The Nature of moksa in the nyTiya and vaiSesiktr

systems.

By Vanamali Chakravartti.

In an article headed M Optimism in ancient nyaya" which
I contributed to the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

December 1905, Vol. I, No. 10 (N.S.), it was pointed out that

the conception of moksa (liberation, salvation) in ancient nyaya
was to be distinguished from the vaisesika and neo-naiyayika

conception of it, inasmuch as the former contained an ele-

ment of pleasurable feeling, while the latter was utterly devoid
of every element of consciousness. I had to support this view by
a single passage * from the Samksepa Sankara Jaya of Madha-
vacarya. I have since come across three more passages to the

same effect, and these I propose to bring together in this short

note.

The first passage is from the nyaya section of the 9^s?T-

f^RTOW*, a work which is attributed to Sankaracarya

himself.

Chap. VIII, 41-43.

"In the condition of final release there will be the expe-

rience of eternal bliss without (any perception whatsoever of)

sense-objects. I choose to be a fox in the beautiful Vrindavana
in preference to that altogether blissless soul-deliverance, which
has been taught by the vaisesikas, who by means of sacrifices,

prescribed in the vedas, and by means of the grace of the

i ^W*fT«lT«- at m^jf^ if
'J
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Lord \ wishes to attain with great effort the altogether feeling-

less state of a swoon, a condition of existence similar to

that of a stone." (M. Rangacarya'a translation).

This passage not only states the naiyayika conception of

Hboksa as containing an element of agreeable feeling, it also

distinguishes it clearly from the vaisesika conception.

The second passage is from Gunaratnd* s Tarka-Rahasya-

Dlpika. It was originally brought to my notice by my revered

teacher Mahdmahopddhydya Haraprasada Sastrl , CLE., M.A.,

F.A.S.B. It runs thus (Dr. Luigi Suali's edition of

, p. 188).
^s

Translation :—A follower of Gotama (i.e. a naiyayika)

would not like to attain such liberation as_ is taught by the

vaisesikas. He would prefer living in Vrindavana [though this

might entail] living in company with [such creatures as] the

jackals.

This passage also makes a clear distinction between the

vaisesikas and the naiyayikas, with reference to the notion of

moksa or liberation.

The third passage is from the well-known Nyaya Sara.

It is avowedly a naiyayika work and its author Bhasarvajna

is mentioned as a leading authority on nyaya, along with

Aksapada, Vdtsyayana, Vdcaspati
y

etc., in Gunaratna's 'Varka-

Rahasya-Dipikd. The following extract will show that at least

one school of naiyayikas (including lihdsarvajna) allowed an

element of agreeable feeling in the notion of moksa.
rfet v v^^x^ x^^x*

a

Bibliotheca Tndica ed., pp. 39-41.

I I would prefer to translate thus :—' u who by means of the grace

of the Lord, obtained by the performance of vedic sacrifices."

* Mahamahopadhyaya Satischandra Vidyabhusan, M.A., Ph.D.,

F.A.S.B., reads **r^ JJ*>it\ '%*W *t' and f^rUBW^ I ^T**'-

I have accepted the above readings, however, on the strength of

Jayasimha Surfs commentary.
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Translation :
—What is [the nature of] this liberation ?

Some 1 describe it thus:—the perpetual existence of the soul,

with all its special qualities [such knowledge, pleasure, pain
etc.] extinguished, is called Liberation (moksa) ; it may be
likened to the existence of ether (akaia) after the dissolution
of the world.'2 How [is it possible that such an unconscious,
pleasureless state should be regarded as the supreme object of

human pursuit ?] [The reply turns on the recognition of the
fact that] pleasure is inseparable from pain, and hence it is not
possible to shun all pain and enjoy pure pleasure. Moreover,
pleasure is not the only object of human pursuit. Men are found
to exert themselves for removal of pain as well, e.g. when they
try to pull out a thorn from off their feet. [Here ends the
statement of the vaisesika and neo-naiyayika position. The
author now refutes this position and states his own, i.e. the
really naiyayika position and concludes] Thus we
have proved that when a person fully and finally rids himself
of all pain and gets into a state of perpetual pleasure, then he
is said to attain liberation or moksa.

These several passages will make it abundantly clear that

the naiyayika conception of moksa had not always been iden-

tical with the vaisesika conception, as is now almost univer-

sally supposed to be the case.

1 This "some " probably refers to a school of naiyayikas, who had

adopted the teaching of the vaiseaikas. According to the commentator.

some — the vaisesikas. *r% xfr( ^"WWI* I

2 An extract from the commentary will make the passage clear :

^ •





io. Edilpur Grant of Kesavasena

By R. D. Banbrji, M.A.

The discovery of this inscription was announced by Prinsep

in 1838, in which year it was presented to the Asiatic Society of

Bengal by Babu Conoy Lai Tagore (i.e. Kanai Lala Thakura).

The plate was dug up on a river bank in the Pargana Edilpu

in the Bakerganj district of Bengal. Prinsep published his read-

ing in the 7th volume of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal. 1 He read the king's name Kesavasena. About sixty

years afterwards Babu Nagendra Nath Vasu, when editing th

Madanapada grant of Vi6varupasena, observed that the king's

name should be read as VUvarupa and not KUava. 1 He relied

on the reading of the last words of verse 10

Etasmai kathamanyathd ripu-vadhuvaidhavya-vaddha-vrato

vikhyatah kshitipaldmaulir-abhavat Sri- ViSvarupo nrpah

which he correctly read as Visvarupo nripah. His views were
adopted by Dr. Kielhorn, in his list of Northern India In-

scriptions, 8 who states " This name was by Prinsep misread as

Kesavasena '

' *.

In 1907 Dr. Sten Konow, the then Government Ephigraphist
for India, enquired about the plate, and then the Society found
out that the grant was missing. Subsequent enquiries produced
no result. Some time ago I was engaged in studying the date
of Lakshmanasena and his successors. At that time I was
struck by Dr. Kielhorn's statement, and on examining the

facsimile found out that Prinsep
5

s reading of the king's name
is quite correct. In the absence of the original plate, which
seems to be lost beyond all hope of recovery, I am obliged to

rely on the facsimile published by Prinsep, which fortunately

enough is not a drawing but a lithograph from a mechanical

estampage. The lithograph is as good as that from which Dr.

Kielhorn published the Mungir grant of Devapala 5
, excepting

the spots retouched by Prinsep. 6

The subsequent discovery of the Madanapada grant of

Visvarupasena has facilitated the revision, as all of the verses

of the former are to be found in the latter. The king's name is

undoubtedly Kesavasena. The word Vi&varupa in the 17th line

1 Journ. Beng. As. tioc, Vol. VII, Pt. I, pp. 40ff

« lb d.
9
Vol. LX\\ Pt. I. pp. 8ff.

8 Ibid., Vol. V, App. p. 88, No. 640.
+ Ibid., note I.

5 Ind. Ant., Vol. XXI, pp 254ff.
6 Journ. Beng. As. Soc., Vol. VII, p. 40.
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is a surname and not a propername. If we take it to be aproper

name, we shall have to acknowledge that the word eiabhyam

in the 24th line refers toVi&varupa and Tadadevl. '
Consequently

in the case of the Madanapada grant we would have to admit

that Vi&varupasena was the son of king ViSvarupa andTada-

devi. Therefore it is quite certain that the word Viisvarwpa in

the 17th line is an epithet and not a proper name. The Edilpnr

grant contains several additional verses, consequently it might

be stated that ViSvarupasena was Kesavasena's predecessor.

They were not contemporary sovereigns, because both grants

mention the Vikramapurabhaga or division. One pecuharify

of the Madanapada grant of ViSvarupasena has been overlooked

by the learned Editor. The name Vttvaru'pa occurs twice, and

in each case it is evident that the engraver had run short or

space. In the present grant the name of the king has been

incised in the place of another name, which had been scratched

off. But the space is quite sufficient for the new name.

Evidently the former name consisted of three or more syllables.

The space in the plate was insufficient for writing the king s

name, ViSvarupasena, on it, and consequently the letters are

very small. It may be that some name with three syllables

was erased and Kefava incised in its place, while in the Madana-

pada grant a name with three syllables was erased and the

name ViSvarupa, with four syllables, substituted for it. The

genealogy of the Sena kings of Bengal would therefore be

:

Virasena.

Samantasena

Hemantasena

I

Vijavasena.

'I

Ballal^sena.

Lakshmanasena

.

i i

Madhavasena (?) VisVarupasena. KeSavasena.

The inscription records the grant of a village in the Pawj-

dravarddhana-bhukti and Vikramapura bhaga, by the Pararrtei-

vara pararnabhattaraka , the devout worshipper of the Sun god,

the Maharajadhiraja Ke&avasenadeva, who meditated on the

feet of the illustrious Laksmanasenadeva, who meditated on

the feet of the illustrious Balldlasenadeva , who meditated on

the feet of the illustrious Vijayasenadeva.

I This is clearly the reading of the plate, which, of course, should be

corrected into TaradGvi or Chandradevi as the case may be, because the

verse occurs in both grants.
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The grant was issued [1. 38J from the victorious camp ft1

Jamvugrama on the occasion of the king's birthday. 1

The recipient of the grant was a Brahmana, named Ifiv.ira-

devasarman, of the Vatsa gotra and a reader of the Ved;

(krutipathaka) . The term Sadasiva-mudraya ?nudrayilva requires

some explanation. All copperplate inscriptions of the Sena
kings of Bengal bear a small ten-armed seated male figure at the

top. Evidently this is the lanchana of the Sena dynasty, and the

words quoted above show that it was commonly known as the

Sada&ivamudra. It may, of course, be taken to mean the very

auspicious seal, but we find a description of Sadasiva, a ten-

armed form of Siva, in the Mahaparinirvana Tantra, and the

coincidence is so remarkable that we certainly have to explain

the expression SadaSiva-mudraya mudrayitva as meaning M sealing

it with the SadaSiva seal.

Text.

First Vide.

1. ^ff *iY *\irt *tk\*ww ii
^rcfa^^ra^wrT^TST-

2. £<n§3f f»!JrJT*TO II [%] q^'Wfe^n^^I WHeft f^

iw*-

1 The actual wording of the plate, 11. 49f., is iubhavarmvrddkau

dirghayusth [a] kamanaya. In Western Bengal, two words are used to

denote a'birthday

—

6ubhavarsapu?'a and janmatithi-piija.
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10. ^^UT3 <d^J*TTl£gTT3T*ftfa*raJW«lf*l feJlfaq

12. ?rt TfcTT.* *%9ife^m^W*H[T*rTC;"tej tftfw: ii [»]

i

15. JTUjlJ ^^Tnig^^r^fgqT^gqET^t: | *T9*

^*NP

J

16. fc fafif31^3^1W f=f*ag- 5fH: || [<] TJ* i**m?r¥

I Two letters erased after graf I
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22

**-

21. ^i^ fa^fa^ ^^fa^^Tig^iftfwTfsT I

=^ s>

f^£ ^t: ^Tsft JTTTSFsft sftTOJTtf} ^ (?) ^T flf^ft

25. *rfop ii [\*i] ff^^iRiT^Ttg fq^frsfj-w f?5TT«rt w-

^^p,

28. *Tfa^ffrt»3f*gf:^T^T I (\<| 3IT«!HljN«m<?l^T*

fafaH§-

~.

#T5 *WI5T f%ni ^T1W^*&JtH^*T ^WT ^f"

^nrrc^Tfa^i ^nwf* uTCtfa ^ctct^;: i

30. mfq^: qftiftf^%^ *fcsi ^T^^J^tift^ff^W^H^^t
?!>

****: HHT^: ^TCi: I
sTfaRTT-
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31. *««^4NcfwiT *ft*ta Sffii^ ihgraPte^mw*-

Second Vide.

32. WTJUfsW *WWt if^Tl^UfW^ qfW9 OTWISWT I

*rfH-

33. ^f<K9TlgT*fiT*l*fte^: i: (X°] faifelfefr f*W*Tffaa

s*

^€t f^ftfficTftCTSi: HWWl^TW I 31911*1 "Z-

31. Wtfrwi srfaa^fte^fsnift: *Hw*ww«*wini!

*1.^<V'

35. fq eft %H SSWWrWWT l| [^] HV&$VBff*TJZX-

f^ffl^f

^^9r?§t TO'tflfHi ^ft f^1"KcT: q^^JTf'fl'ftfW: |

=*><: <-. »>

36. ^rrtff cr«j *r*r3f%3 fa»w ^scs^r fg;T: *t^ ^r*ir

^ ^

38. 1%f[rf^ii^^w^^i?T: siflsT- ii [Xb] it *§«j qrcfltrw-

TTfW

39. v s^rsifrt1**: ^»rr^^^ m^g^m ^r*r^f gsrsi-

sqr*^ 1** ^tfl^nifli%*r ^qnsriguira *wa

-il. fjgaj^^cr ^'smfcf i\mifa 5?^f?r TT*^i*nfanfa"



ERRATA.

In Journal, Vol. X, p. 102.—Edilpur Grant of Kesavasena,

eighth line from the top :

Read

34. fan?tf*mi sfsm^^Jifsunt : *m *wwf stototw

instead of

34. faftfiwi gfWfcsJifa^ *JT*1 *raiwr q^^T^T |
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42. 3ffrir sranrawj* sreinTJm^qirc qr*^*: tow?i-

^ TOT*fc wreraifaw ^It^t^ *f-

fSfflWSOTU eTT^q^rqRTff

48. ^ ^ranftam* €mT ^fW *ifiMmi JfH%^%fw

*J'.
«bTT «tfa3* ^^t • • . SEJTITTO"* €t-

49. j?t ^^ ^j€tf%Tin^t ... WTT^sFfaT am ^sn yfani

50. £c^t ftefas; aRWTOi st^fata ^w srTOfa?f%w

51. ^t -q^ITH cfT^TT ^^^T«ff*llf^I%TT *W?*T?B%ill SW

^trt^jsji q^rc^i to** ^ra4m< srql^r-
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£*

*jf^sTOT^«T ciwaii^r^tfi^r 5j^TiT9iif*P
•NTs

58. tjtswtcj qTsiSN^nftw^ qT^^*? ii mfm ^T^

59 fqeTTflfT: «jffl^tS9?(^% *W switch nfasifeT II *if#

60. **rfaft f*i*ref ^rmnffrsft 11 TOfwsw ^st ^i^fK:

Sfq^J% I *f£ ^T ^l^Tffll ^ feUSfef *jfa? :
I

65. str^fa ii ^tflcr *OT?t I sf ^ *q



II. Kathkari.

By B. A. Gupte.
Communicated by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri.

Sir James Campbell, the editor of the Bombay Gazetteer,
to which work he devoted the best energies of his life, derives
the word « Katkari ' (Catechu-maker) from Kath (Catechu). But
K.C. M., writing in the July number of the " Indian Antiquary,''
page 206, states that the derivation is

u thoroughly untenable."
Mr. K. C. M. following Rajwade's Marathi essay derives the
word from the word ' Karaskara' used in Baudhayana, Kama-
parva of Mahabharata and Panini. He never gives any inter-
pretation of the word 4 Karaskara/ that is what Kara ' means.
But deriving 'Kathkara' from 'Karaskara' in the following
way (Karaskar-Karachkara-Kachkara-Katkara) . But the elim-
ination of "R" in this way is against all rules of Prakrit
Grammar. It is only in modern Marathi that "3" changes
into''C,'' but not in the Marathi Prakrit. His appeal to
Panini is of no avail to him, for that eminent Grammarian says
that '

' Karaskara

'

5 means only a tree. Even if it is not a Sutra
but a Gana, there too it means a " Vriksa " or tree. // it

meant a tribe or a country it would have been " Karakara." So
Panini's reference does not help either Mr. K. C. M. or Mr.
Rajwade. It seems that Panini knew no country or tribe as
" Karaskara." He knew only a tree of that name. Do these
scholars agree to derive the word "Kathkar" from "Kara-
kara " 1 If they agree, I would demand from them the rule of
Prakrit Grammar which they want to apply.

The reference to Karnaparva of Mahabharat and also to
Baudhayana as against Panini is but very weak. The use of
the word " Karaskara " in these two instances might be as an
adjective, meaning tree-like, hard, and so on.

Sir James Campbell's derivation however stands good, for
" Kath " in Marathi means " Catechu " and " Kara " means
< c

does
It was no business of his to indulge into antiquarian vagaries
about the derivation.





12. Grooved Stone Hammers from Assam and the Dis-

tribution of Similar Forms in Eastern Asia,

By J. Coggin Brown, M.Sc, F.G-S.

[With Plate I.]

Grooved hammers and axes are perhaps the rarest of the
numerous Neolithic stone implements recorded from Eastern
Asia. Only one specimen of this type appears to have been
described from India. It was found by J. Cockburn together
with a number of other stones under a sacred tree at Alwara,
two miles north of the Jumna, and thirty-seven miles south-
west of Allahabad, and described by J. H. Rivett Garnac as
a tough greyish quartzite implement, flat at both ends and
slightly curved on the upper surface, 350 " in length by 2*10*

in breadth and 1-80 "in thickness. A groove has been cut
around the centre and the base hollowed out in a gouge-like
form. The whole arrangement suggests that the hammer was
attached by a ligature to a wooden or withy handle, the liga-

ture being kept in place by the upper groove while the lower
groove held the hammer in position on the rounded haft.

Certain minute marks which the specimen bears, especially on
the lower groove, are believed to be the result of chipping
with a metallic instrument, and if this supposition is correct,
the implement must belong to a period in a transition culture
from stone to metal, when metal, though available, was scarce
Cockburn adds that he possessed several other haramerstones
of a less perfect form, bearing no trace of metallic tooling,
which appear to be waterworn pebbles grooved to admit of

being attached to a withy handle. (J. Cockburn, On Stone
Implements from the North-West Provinces of India. J.A.S.B.
1883, pp. 221-230).

The original specimen referred to above is now in the
British Museum, though a cast of it is preserved in the Indian
Museum. During an examination of the large collections of

prehistoric remains preserved in the latter institution, I have
met with two or three specimens of grooved hammerstones of

the same general type from neighbouring localities. One was
obtained by Major-General A. Cunningham from Tikari in

the Harimpur district and was presented to the Museum in 1883.

Others have been collected in the Banda district by Sir EL
Seton-Karr.

There are at least two belted stone hammers in the mag-
nificent prehistoric collection of the .Madras Museum which I
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had the privilege of examining last year. They were both

discovered by the late Mr R. Brace Foote—the first near Hosh-

alli, Kudligi Taluq, Bellary district; it is a broad, round-faced

hammer made of pink granite. The round face is much broader

than the butt end, and there is a very distinct constriction

round the middle of the hammer to enable it to be attached

to a haft or withy. The specimen is unfinished, and was evi-

dently rejected by its maker owing to a false blow which
smashed a large piece out of the edge of the striking face. The
second specimen was found on an old copper smelting site at

Rupavati, fifteen miles south-east by south of Damnaga,
Baroda. In its general shape it is very near the former one, but

it has been completely finished and polished, though after-

wards greatly injured by much usage. The deep and highly

polished belt groove remains nearly entire, and shows that

great care must have been taken in its manufacture. It is

fashioned from a grey gabbro.

In spite of the extended list of this type of belted

hammerstones now brought forward, the fact remains that such

implements are of the greatest rarity, and are only very occa-

sionally found amongst the thousands of other Neolithic

artifacts in which certain parts of the Indian Empire abound.
A commoner type of hammerstone from the United and Cen-

tral Provinces and from Central India, is not grooved at all,

though often covered with circular indentations, which may
perhaps have served for holding the weapon in the hand.

The specimens from Assam belong to an entirely different

type and are well worthy of a description here. There are

6 specimens in all, 5 of which are made from a fine, close-grained,

greyish, bluish or reddish-grey quartzite; one from a dark,

fine-grained, schistose diorite. Each specimen has been formed
by splitting an elongated, ovoid, water-worn pebble into two
pieces, across its transverse diameter, and then grinding down
the fractured end until it assumed a smooth, slightly convex
surface. The groove or belt is cut into the implement roughly
two-thirds of the distance between the face and the pebble butt.

In each case it is broad and well marked though not deep. In

two of the quartzite hammers the groove forms a complete
ring around the stone; in the other three, it is not con-

tinued round the edge which evidently faced the hand when
the implement was held in its withy. In the case of the dio-

rite hammer the belt is continued around one face and two
edges but not around the other side. The largest specimen
measures approximately 10 cms. long by 7 broad by 5 thick

;

The smallest, 6' 5 cms. long by 6 broad by 3 thick. The others

are intermediate in size though usually somewhat thinner

than the largest one. The specimens were found along with

others by Mr. W. Penny, a tea-planter of Bishnath, Tezpur
district, Assam, in digging a ditch on his estate. They reached
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the Indian Museum in 1908, through the Viceroy, Lord Curzon,
to whom they had been presented.

It is interesting for the sake of comparison to enumerate
briefly the occurrences of similar forms from other countries in
Eastern Asia. So far as I am aware, belted hammerstones
have not been found in Burma, Malaya, Borneo, Indo-China
or Yunnan. Only a single specimen is recorded from the
whole of the Chinese Empire, where it was discovered by
Mr. 8. Couling, a medical missionary of the English Baptist
Mission in Ts'ing-chou Fu, Shangtung Province, in the vicinity
of his station. It is described and figured by Berthold
Laufer (Jade, A Study in Archaeology and Religion, Field
Museum of Natural History, Publication 154, Vol. X, 1912,
p. 50), along with a grooved hammerstone found in a shell
mound north-west of Koraskoosk on the southern shores of
baghahn Island by Dr. Iijuina, (derived from the Journal of
the Anthrop. Soc. of Tokyo, Vol. XXI, No. 247, 1906), and
the oblong grooved maul, which is still a common household
utensil among the Chukchi to the far north-east on the Beh-
ri

.

n8 Strait. The shell mounds of Ainu origin in Japan have
yielded objects which are regarded by some writers as grooved
stone hammers and by others as net sinkers.

Grooved stone axes are common in North America and
seem to be very generally distributed through the United
estates. An excellent example is preserved in the Indian Mu-
seum collection, and figures are given by Charles Rau (Smith-
sonian Contributions to Knowledge. The Archaeological
collection of the United States National Museum in charge of
the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., 1876).

There is no evidence to prove that the grooved-stone axe
which only occurs sporadically in Eastern Asia, did not evolve
as an independent unit in the North American culture area,
out on the other hand, the lack of evidence in this particular
case, does not lessen the probability that in certain othei
archaeological types America borrowed from Asia.

** -*•-*. ^^^^^^x^^v.-" ^.** "** - -v. -
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13. On the Reproductive System of Atopos, Simroth.

By Ekendranath Ghosh.

[Read at the First Indian Science Congress, January 16, 1914.]

The genus Atopos was constituted by Simroth (5) in 1891

for the reception of three species of slugs included in the genus
Vaginula, Latrille, which forms the t}?pe-genus of the family
Vaginulidae. Later on, Heude established a new family,

Rathouisiidse, for the reception of the present genus and a few
others.

In 1900 Babor established a new subgenus Podangia
for Atopos schildii, which differs from the other species of th<-

genus in some minor details.

Since the establishment of the genus, a good number of

species have been described from time to time, but the anatomy
has been studied in a very few instances only. Simroth des-

cribed and figured the main anatomical features of the three spe-

cies he established, viz. A. semperi, A. leuckarti and A. strubelli.

Later on Collinge (1, 2) while describing some new species of

Atopos from Malaysia briefly described the gross anatomy
of A. maximus and A. sarasini and illustrated his descrip-

tions with figures of the digestive and reproductive systems.
Two years ago I described the anatomy of A. (Podangia)
sanguinolenta (Stolickza, MS), and last year the anatomy
of A. Jcempii (4) a new species from the Abor country and of

another new species from Tenasserim which has not yet
been published. Recently, I have studied the anatomy of

a big specimen (probably A. maximus or another species closely

allied to it) from Tavoy. I should specially mention that I

received all the specimens from the Indian Museum.
The reproductive system of Atopos consists of the following

parts

:

1. The hermaphrodite gland is a small lobulated body
lying on the ventrolateral aspect of the anterior end of the
digestive gland. Two types of hermaphrodite gland may be

recognized as follows :

(a) A distinct hermaphrodite gland separate from the al-

bumen gland. This type occurs in A. maximus, A. sarasini, A.
sanguinolenta and in another species (not named) mentioned in

the paper. In .4. sanguinolenta, the hermaphrodite gland is a
big lobulated body lying in contact with the albumen gland.
In A. sarasini, the gland lies embedded in the albumen gland,

although quite distinct from the latter.

(6) A compact gland inseparably connected with the

albumen gland so that the whole gland is divisible into two
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portions,—an acinar portion (or glandular portion) and an
albuminiparous portion. This type occurs in all the other
species.

The hermaphrodite gland consists of a large number of
acini held together by connective tissue. Each acinus consists
of a wall of thin fibrous layer lined by a single layer of flat-

tened fusiform epithelial cells. These cells give rise to both
ova and spermatozoa so that both the elements are developed
side by side in the same acini.

Collinge described the gland as ovary in his species, A.
maximus and A. sarasini. But in all the species I studied I

have found both the ova and spermatozoa after careful histo-

logical work.

2. The albumen gland, in accordance with the types of

the hermaphrodite gland, is also represented in two forms:
In the first type, it forms an elongated irregular mass sur-

rounding the hermaphrodite duct, which may be coiled in
various ways. The gland surrounds the duct, and is intimately
connected with it.

In the second type, the albuminiparous portion consists of

irregular masses of simple racemose glands which open sepa-
rately, sometimes at fairly long intervals, into the herma-
phrodite duct.

3. The hermaphrodite duct is a fairly stout tube which
passes forwards for a shorter or longer length to end in the ex-
ternal aperture on the right side in the groove between the foot
and the margin of the mantle at a little distance from the
opening of the combined tube of the penis and the right

Simrothian gland.
4. The receptaculum seminis is a pyriform sac opening

into the hermaphrodite duct by means of a narrow stalk.
The hermaphrodite gland has no connection with the penis.

Simroth described a vas deferens from the hermaphrodite gland
to the penis, but in all other species, described both by Collinge
and myself, no such structure was found.

5. The penis is a stout tubular body lying in a sheath
with which it is connected at the free end. The penial sheath
is fusiform and dilated at the proximal end, but is narrowed
down to a tubular structure opening into the exterior behind
the right lower tentacle in conjunction with the right Simrothian
gland

.

6. A fine tubular structure is always found opening into the
distal end of the penis. It passes forwards along the penial
sheath, and then curves backwards for some distance along
the base of the right Simrothian gland. This has been termed
vas deferens by Collinge (2), but it corresponds to the flagel-

lum described in Helix.

7. The retractor penis muscle is a fine strand which arises

from the posterior end of the penial sheath and passes back-
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wards over the hermaphrodite gland to be attached to the

body-wall behind the latter.

8. The Simrothian glands, one on each side, are two

tubular glands opening into the exterior at the base of the

lower tentacles, the right one being united with the penial

sheath just behind the external opening.

Each Simrothian gland is divisible into three portions in

all the species. They are as follows, starting from the free

proximal end :

—

,

(a) The free portion of the tube, which is much coiled

in some species but loosely so in others. It generally lies

beneath the buccal mass and salivary glands.

(b) A very narrow portion forming a fractional part of the

whole length. It is loosely coiled in all the species described.

(c) The stoutest portion forming the base which opens to

the exterior. This part of the tube invariably presents a small

process at its proximal end, and gives attachment to a muscu ar

strand which is inserted to the body-wall close to it. In A. {I )

sangutnolenta , this portion is not well developed, although the

process is present; the muscular strand, however, has dis-

appeared. Moreover, there is an additional stouter portion

intervening between the second and the third (last) portion of

the gland. ,

The arrangement of the generative organs and the ducts

in the present genus is closely similar to those in the Cephal-

aspida? (Opisthobranchia Tectibranchia) and corresponds to the

first tvpe of duct described by Lang.

It is an important point to note that, considering the

structure of the reproductive system, the present genus seems

to be far removed from the genus Vaginula, with which it was

formerly associated in the family Vaginulidae. It has rightly

been removed from that family and placed in a separate

one.
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14. Note on Leaf Variation in Heptapleurum v*nutosum3

Seem*

By M. S. Ramaswami, MA. (Cal.), B.A. (Mad),

Officiating Curator of the Herbarium, Royal Botanic Garden,

Calcutta.

[With Plates XII—XIV.]

The late Mr. C. B. Clarke in his account of the Natural

Order Araliaceae in the Flora of British India when dealing with

the genus Heptapleurum has put H. venulosum Seem, under a

section of the subgenus Euheptapleurum which includes plants

whose leaves are simply digitate and leaflets are 5 to 7 in num-
ber as distinct from another section of the same subgenus which

consists of those having twice digitate or digitately decompound
leaves.

Observations made on shrubs of this species growing in

the Royal Botanic Garden, Sibpur, tend to prove that this

distinction, at any rate as far as this species is concerned, cannot

always be relied upon. The leaves of Heptapleurum venulosum

Seem, vary very widely along several lines to such an extent

that on the same shrub we find all sorts of intermediate forms

between a compound leaf having two leaflets and a twice

digitate leaf containing 24 leaflets (i.e. 8 ternate leaflets). The
chief lines of variation, however, are:

(1) Frequent changes in the shape and size of individual

leaflets.

(2) Increase in the number of leaflets (from 2 to 24).

(3) A gradual transformation from a simply digitate to a

twice digitate arrangement.

The accompanying three plates were drawn from specimens

collected on two shrubs and show the more interesting varia-

tions. As nothing has been published regarding this wide

range of leaf- variability in this species and as it is desirable that

this should be on record for the use of Systematic Botanists

generally, I venture to present this small note for the considera-

tion of the members of the Society.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate XII. -The figures show the variation in shape, size and

number of leaflets.

Plates XIII and XIV.—The various intermediate forms found

between a compound leaf (consisting of two large

leaflets and a small one) and a twice digitate leaf

(consisting of 24 leaflets, i.e. 8 ternate leaflets).



IS. The M Shous " or Big-horned Deer of Tibet.

By Lieut.-Col. J. Manners-Smith, V.C., C.V.O., CLE.

[Presented at the First Indian Science Congress. January 16, 1914.]

[With Plates XV—XVII.]

In writing about the above animals I must disclaim at
once any pretension of being a Scientific Naturalist. In regard
to such points as relate to technical questions of species structure
and so forth, I must refer to the accepted authorities, who have
written and described the various species before, and shall rely
particularly on the accounts given by Brian Houghton Hodg-
son 60 to 70 years ago, and as recently as 1912 by R. I.

Pocock, F.R.S., of the Zoological Society's Gardens in London.
The name ' fc Shou ' * is I believe used by the Tibetans

indiscriminately for the 3 species of deer about to be described.
It has been my good fortune, owing to the interest taken by
my friend His Highness Maharaja Sir Chandra Shumshere Jang,
the ruling Prime Minister of Nepal, in these splendid creatures,
to have had the opportunity of seeing and examining live
specimens of each species besides a considerable number of
horns and skins belonging to the first named.

Taking the Shou in order the three kinds are

—

(1) The stag known to Natural History as "Cervus wal-

lichii."

(2) The stag named by Hodgson " Cervus affinis.

(3) Thorod's deer or " Cervus albirostris."

For a scientific description of these species it is only neces-
sary to refer to Mr. Pocock 's full and careful paper No 30 of
the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London, 1912.

The stag (Cervus wallichii) which is the principal subject of

his paper was imported into Nepal in 1909, and was kept at

large at an elevation of about 6000' from that time until

> ?

presented to His Majesty the King-Emperor in December, 1911,
with a collection of other Nepalese and Himalayan animals.
In this connection I would also refer to the notes by Brian

Hodgson No. 5 of the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society,

dated 1551, and No. 117, dated 1841. The earlier note was
written while Hodgson was still the British Resident in Nepal,
but the later one about 7 years after he had retired from
that post, and taken up his abode in Darjiling in order to

carry on his natural history and other scientific work.
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It will be seen that in the first instance Hodgson jumped

to the conclusion that in his specimen of stag's skull and

horns which he obtained in the Nepal Tarai, he had dis-

covered a stag which corresponded with the true Oervus elaphus

of Europe, and he promptly gave it the name of " Cervus

a/finis." Later on he discovered his error, but he was still

keen to establish the affinity of the Asian and European stags,

and when he received the ' abundant * spoils, through his

friend Dr. Campbell and the Sikkim Vakil in 1851 at Darjiling,

he came to the conclusion that the horns and skull of the stag

which he had seen when in Nepal was a similar " Shou "to

that the spoils of which had just come to his hand through Sik-

kim from Tibet. Hodgson did not see, or describe, the skin of

the Shou which he obtained in the Nepal Tarai ; and the only

Shou skins he ever seems to have described are those with a

small white caudal disk, and a dark mesial line running down

Antlers of Cervus wallichii.

from the back along the top of the tail. Hodgson indeed in his

earlier days of natural history work, to quote his own words,

appears to have relied on " the number and position of the

antlers especially the inferior ones" in distinguishing the

several species of Cervus—more than other distinguishing

characteristics.

The picture which he gives of his Shou the stag of

the Saul forest, in connection with his note No. 117 of the

B.A.S. Journal, 1841 , and the description of the horns of the

Shou or Tibetan stag (Cervus affinis) in his note No. 5 of 1851,

will I think be found on comparison to apply with equal ex-

actitude to a specimen in my possession of the Shou now known

to naturalists as Cervus wallichii (text-figure 1), and to that ol

the veritable Cervus wallichii sent home to the London Zoologi-

cal Gardens from Nepal and described by Mr. Pocock in 1912.

The left antler in that case is the normal one. I think, there-

fore, that it is quite possible that the skull and horns which
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Hodgson first saw and described while in Nepal came from

Western Tibet and belonged to a l( Shou " from that part of

the country, and that the specimen would have rejoiced also

in a large white caudal disk had the skin been present with the

other spoils.

Gervus affi

of Eastern Tibet extending westwards as far as Lhassa, and

perhaps beyond, as I believe I am right in saying that the

specimens of Shou obtained by Major Iggulden near Lhassa

during the Younghusband Mission were all of 'ervus affirms ,

and not of wallichii.

The last and third kind of Shou in Tibet is the brown
stag known as Thorold's Deer, or Cervus albirostris. The live

specimen now in Nepal, of which the photographs (pi. XV, fig. b ;

and plate XVII) give a good idea, corresponds fully with the

description of it in Rowland Ward's book '
' Records of Big

Game," 6th edition, pages 38-39. The caudal disk in this

species is larger than in Cervus affinis, but not so large as in

wallichii and is yellow instead of white. The animal is about

4 years old, and was also brought to Nepal via Lhassa and

is said to have been caught near Hokku Djong about 80 miles

to the S. E. of Lhassa.
Turning now to the second species of Shou or Cervus

a/finis of Hodgson. The three photographs (on plate XV,
fig. a; and plate XVI) give an idea of the appearance of a young
stag in his third year. He was imported to Katmandu for

Maharaja Sir Chandra Shumshere via Lhassa in 1912, with the

Thorold's deer, and is also said to have come from the vicinity

of Hokku Djong.
Except upon the living specimen in Nepal I have never

before seen in Nepal a skin of Cervus affinis, i.e. that of a Shou
with the small white caudal disk and dark mesial line dividing it

and the tail. All the skins that have previously been shown
to me by the Maharaja have had the big white caudal

disk and white tail of the Shou known to naturalists as

Cervus wallichii. My inference from this fact is that the Shous
found in Tibet to the North of Central and Western Nepal
are probably all wallichii and not affinis.
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(a) Cervus a{finis.

(b) Cervus albirostris.
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i6* The Belabo Grant of Bhojavarman,

By R. D. Banerji, M.A., Indian Museum, Calcutta

[With Plates XVIIl-XX.]

The copper plate on which the above-mentioned record is

incised was discovered by a Muhammadan cultivator in the
village of Belabo or Belaba in the district of Dacca. It was
purchased from him by Babu Pramatha Nath Dutta, B.A.,
Assistant Settlement Officer, Dacca, and brought to the town
of Dacca. A version of the text prepared by Pandit Bidhu-
bhushan Goswami, M.A., appeared in the Dacca Review for

August 1912, with a translation by Messrs. S. N. Bhadra, M.A.,
K. K. Sen, M.A., and N. K. Bhattasali, MA., a historical

introduction by Mr. Bhattasali, and a preface by Mr. F. D.
Ascoli, M.A., I.C.S. A small photograph of the inscription

appeared in the next issue of the Journal. An improved ver-

sion of the text and translation by Mr. Radha Govinda Basak,
M.A., Lecturer in Sanskrit in the Rajshahi College, appeared
in the Bengali monthly journal Sahitya for Srdvana and Bhadra
of the Bengali year 1319. Mr. Basak 's edition of the text is

not free from mistakes, and he was obliged to leave gaps in two
or three places in the metrical portion of the text. I ob-
tained a loan of the original plate through Mr. F. D. Ascoli,
I.C.S. , who kindly brought it over with him to Calcutta and
handed it over to me for examination. The inked impressions
accompanying this paper were prepared under my personal
supervision, and the photograph of the seal was taken by
Messrs. -Johnston and Hoffmann of Calcutta.

The inscription is incised on a single plate of copper and
consists of fifty-one lines of writing, of which 26 are to
be found on the first side and the remaining 25 on the
second. The royal seal is attached to the top of the plate.

The plate itself measures lOf " in length and 9|* in breadth.
The seal is round in shape with a row of round beads running
along its circumferences. There is a small rosette above the
topmost bead. The impression on the seal consists of two
concentric circles, the outer one of which is higher and thicker
than the inner one, and a circular sunken area inside. This
area again is divided into two equal parts ; the upper part

containing a wheel, with a thick axle, and spokes which are

thick in the centre but tapering towards extremities, and a
nude dancing human figure on each side of it. The lower partO —--—~" "&
evidently bore an inscription as faint traces of letters are still

legible. This part of the area bears signs of being recently

damaged. It seems that somebody has been trying to dig the
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surface with some pointed instrument. I have been told that

the Muhammadan cultivator of Belabo, who discovered the

plate, thought at first, that the plate was of gold and tried to

verify his opinion by removing the verdigris from the surface

and cutting away a portion from the bottom of the plate. The

height of the seal is 4" and the diameter of the impression is

3r. The diameter of the small wheel in the area of the seal is

/. The seal is referred to in the text of the inscription as

*A the seal of the wheel of Visnu " (L. 48). -

The text of the inscription is divisible into the usual

parts:
xr-

(i) The metrical portion giving the genealogy of the King \

(ii) the prose portion containing the names of the donee and

the object of the grant;

(iii) the imprecatory verses ; and
(iv) the date.

The metrical portion consists of fourteen and a half verses

and supplies us with the following account:

"The sage Atri was the son of the Self-existent-one.

The moon was born from the rays which issued from his eyes

(v. 1). From him Budha son of Rohini and from Budha,

Pururavas, son of Ila, who was the chosen husband of Urvasl,

was born. He procreated Ayus, and from him was born

Nahusa, who was equal to Manu and from him was born

Yayati. He received Yadu as his son. In the royal family

which spread out from Yadu, Vira^ri and Hari were born many

times (v. 3). In this family was born Hari who was a part

incarnation of the lover of the milkmaids, the stage manager

of the Mahabharata, the Great Krsna (v. 4). These Yadus

occupied a town named Simhapura (v. 5). Once upon a time »

man named Vajravarman was born whose presence was counted

as auspicious when the Yadava army started on a campaign

(v. 6). From him was born Jatavarman, who had married

Vfrasrl, the daughter of Karnna(the Cedi King), and spread his

sway in the Anga country, defeated the King of Kamarupa*

defeated Divya (the Kaivartta leader Divvoka), and Goyar-

dhana, and obtained paramount power (v. 8). V
T
Irasri gave birth

to Samalavarmman (v. 9). There was one named Udayl and

his son Jagad-vijayamalla, had a daughter named Malavyadevi

(v. 11), became the principal queen (agra-mahisl) of Samalavar-

man (v. 12). From them was born Bhojadeva (v. 13).

The inscription is written in protobengali characters of the

late eleventh or early twelfth century a.d. It refers itseu

to the reign of Para>ia-vaisnava-Parame4vara-Parama-bhat-
taraka-Maharajadhiraja S'ri-Bhoja (deva), who meditatea

on the feet of Maharajadhiraja Samalavarmmadeva, and

was issued from the victorious camp of Vikramapura.
records the grant of the village of Upyalika pertaining to the

Khandala of the eight gacchas of Kausambi, in the maridala ot
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Adhahpattana of the Paundrabkukti to a Brahmana named
RamadevaSarmman, tfantyagaradhihrta, of the Savarnna gottra,

a student of Kanva idkha of the white Yajurvveda, whost

pravaras were Bhrgu, Cyavana, Apnavan, Aurvva and Jama-
dagni\ and who was a great-grandson of PitamvaradevaSarm-
man, an inhabitant of the village of Siddhalain Northern Radha
(Uttara-Radha) who had emigrated from the middle country
(Madhya-De6a), grandson of Jagannathadeva&arinman and son

of Visvarupadevasarmman. The grant was issued on the

14th ] day of the month of Sravana in the fifth year of

the King's reign.

The principal importance of the grant lies in the bringing

to light of a new dynasty of Kings, and in exposing their

relations to the already known ones. Previous to the discovery

of this record it was not known that the Yadavas in their

migrations had succeeded in crossing the dominions of the

Palas and in carving out an independent principality for

themselves in the extreme East. They succeeded in maintain-
ing themselves for three generations at least. The following

^enealogical table shows the relations of the new dynasty with
the Palas of Bengal and the Kalachuri-Haihayas of Tripuri

:

Palas. Kalacuris. Yadavas.

Mahipala I, Gangeyadeva, :

Nayapala, Karnnadeva, Vajravarmman,

^ igrahapala III— m. Yauvanagfl, Yasahkarnna, Vlra^rl m.—Jatavarmman,

Mahipala II, Siirapala II, Ramapala. i layakarnna, Saraalavarmman

Besides this, the inscription proves that for three genera-

tions at least in the I lth or 12th centuries a.d., Eastern Ben-
gal was independent. It is also an important one for the

history of the Yadava tribe. The record mentions that the

Yadavas got hold of a strong place named Simhapura. This
place appears to have remained a Yadava stronghold for a

long time. It is mentioned in another record incised at the

instance of a Yadava princess; the Lakkhamandal prasasti.'
2

This inscription records the dedication of a temple of Siva by
a princess named Isvara, who belonged to the royal race of

Simhapura. It gives in detail a description of a dynasty of

Yadava king of Simhapura consisting of twelve princes in

eleven generations.

1 It should be noted that Prof. Radhagovinda Basak reads the date
as 19th Sravana.

* Ep. Ind., Vol. I, p. 10.
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YadU'Vahsa-bhuvam rajnam
Saingftapuram rajyam-ayugad dadhatam
S'ri-Senavammanamarajarsih
prakramen-astt, II—V, 2.

This shows that in the 6th and 7th centuries a.d. Singha-

pura or Sirhhapura was regarded by the Yadavas as their ances-

tral territory. The place has been ^identified by Dr. Buhler

with the Sang-ho-pu-lo described by HiuenThsang. ^ Siinhapura
is common as the name of towns in ancient India and we have
another "Singhpoor or Seehore" in Malwa.*

The inscription does not state definitely who founded the

kingdom of the Yadavas in the extreme East. The genealogy
of the family begins with Vajravarmman, but there is nothing to

show that he was a king himself. We have more definite

information about his son Jatavarmman who is said to have
had aspirations for Imperial power. The words vitatavan sarvva

-bhaumafriyam should be taken with great caution. The
phrase most probably indicates that he (Jatavarmman) acquired

independence. From the same verse (v. 8) we learn that

Jatavarmman married VlraSrl, the daughter of Karnna, so he

was the brother-in-law of the Pala Emperor Vigrahapala III

who had, according to the Ramacarita of Sandhyakaranandin,
married another daughter of the Cedi King, named Yauva-
nasri. 3 He (Jatavarmman) is also said to have made his power
felt in the Anga* country. So he must have taken part in

the long wars between the Kalacuri-Cedis Gangeya and
Karnnadeva on one side and the' Palas Mahipala I, Naya-
pala and Vigrahapala. A description of the war will be

found in detail elsewhere. 6 He is also said to have defeated a

chief named Divya. This Divya has been correctly identified

with Divvoka, the leader of the Kaivartta rebellion in the

time of Vigrahapala III. This Divya or Divvoka was a servant
of the king Vigrahapala III who had risen to power. His
nephew (brother's son) was the opponent of Ramapala and
was overthrown by him. Jatavarmman defeated another
person named Govarddhana. Two men of this name are to be
found in contemporary records

:

(1) A King of Kausambl whose name has been read

Dvorapavarddhana by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastri

and which seems to be the copyist's mistake for Govardhana/3

(2) A Brahmana general of the King of Southern Bengal

I Beal's Si-yu-ki, Vol. I, pp. 143-147-
* Forbes, "Rasmala," p. 348.
8 Mem. A.S.B., Vol. Ill, p. 22 (I. 9).
* Mr. Radha Govinda Basak felt uncertain about this word and

Mr. Nagendra Xath Vasu reads Pandresu (Paundresu) instead of yo-

zngvu).
6 Palas of Bengal in the Memoirs A.S.B., Vol. V.
« Ibid., p. 37 (II. 6).
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or Valavalabht . whose son, Bhavadevabhatta, was the minister
of Harivarmnian. 1

It should be noted that the King of KauSambi mentioned
in the Ramaearita of Sandhyakaranandin was not a king of
Kausambl in the MadhyadeSa (Kosam near Allahabad) but a
minor prince of Bengal, because the Belabo grant proves that
there was a Kausambl in the Paundra bhulcti. It is most
probably the modern Pargana of Kusumba or Kusambi in
the Rajshahi District."2

Jatavarmmanhadasonby ViraSrI, named Samalavarmmau.
At this point at least one new name is introduced. This is

Udayin. By a slip of the pen tasya instead of tatha has been
written at the beginning of the tenth verse. There are some
more mistakes or omissions in the verse which makes it very
difficult to understand it. Mr. Basak takes the word Udayin
in its literal sense and makes the other name Jagad-vijayamalla
an adjective of Manobhu (Kama) but he fails to interpret the

al connection between verses 9 and 10. Mahamahopadhyaya
Haraprasad Sastrl and Babu Nagendra Natha ,Vasu, who
has merely quoted the former's opinion, take Udayin and
Jagadvijayamalla as proper names, and relying on the name
M MalavyadevI M

assert that Udayin is the same as the
Paramara Udayaditya who defeated the Kalacuri-Cedi King
Karnna and identify Jagadvijayamalla with Jagaddeva or
Jagdeo, the youngest son of Udayaditya who served under
Jayasimha-Siddharaja of the Chaulukya dynasty of Anahila-
pataka. There is a good deal of truth in the their statement
and the tenth verse is not intelligible if "Udayi" is not
taken as a proper name. The word " Jagadvijayamalla
is more difficult. It can easily be taken to be an adjective
of Manobhu and at the same time it can be said that it is a
proper name. The last view is most probably the correct one
as Udayi's son is mentioned in verse 10 and so it is quite
natural to expect the name after it. The name Malavyadevi
has led Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastrl to place the
people named in these verses in the Malava country or modern
-Malwa. But the difficulty caused by the difference between
the names Jagaddeva and Jagad-vijayamalla cannot be so
easily surmounted. A name might be given arbitrarily or for

insufficient reasons. There are other name3 which approach
Jagadvijayamalla much more than Jagaddeva phonetically.
The name Jagadekamalla is a better approach to Jagad-
vijayamalla than Jagaddeva, and we find two kings of this

name in the Chalukya dynasty of Kalyani. But here we do
not find Udayi. The identity of Jagadvijayamalla, the father-

1 E P i. Ind., Vol. VI, p. 203.
1 W. W. Hunter. Statistical Account of Bengal. Vol. VIII, Rajshahi

and Bogra. p. 304.

5 ?
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in-law of Samalavarmman , must remain an open question so

long as fresh material is not available.

The name of the bhukti in which the village granted wa^

situated is Pundra, which is most probably the same as

Paundravarddhana of the Pala and Sena copperplate grants.

The name of the Mandala Adhahpattana is new to Indian

Epigraphy. The Kau&arnbi-asta-gaccha seems to have been

situated somewhere in the Pargana of Kusumba or Kusumbi
in the Rajshahi District. This seems to indicate that at this

period Sonargaon or Suvarnnagrama was included in Varendrl

and the Ganges met the Brahmaputra much lower down the

Delta than it does at present. The land granted measured 1

Pataka and 9£ Droiias. Among the names of officers we find a

new name Pithika-vitta. The name of the composer of the

verses of the grant is Purusottama. Two persons of this

name are known to have belonged to this period according to

Mabamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastrl. One is known from
the Sadukti-Karnamrta l and the other for his Supplement
of the Amarakosa* Haravali. etc.

The only other point of interest in this grant is the -itn

verse. Here the use of the term ainhavatara raises

doubts. Perhaps it contains a veiled reference to Harivarmman.
Devout Vaisnavas regard Krsna as a full incarnation and
would not style him ammvatara. But it should be noted that

the Visnu Purana refers to Krsna as the amiavatara.
The characters are Bengali characters of the 11th century

a.d. The principal peculiarity is the use of the Xagarl and
Bengali forms of ta side by side. The inscription has been

very carelessly incised. Some verses have surely been omitted

after the 9th in line 17. The 14th verse has been very care-

lessly written. Single letters have been omitted in many cases

Cf. Kastam in 1. 22 and bhavatam in 1. 37

some

• • — — — w

I edit the inscription from the original plate :

Text.

Obverse.

1. Om Siddhi [h] « Svayambhuvam-ih-apatyaih munir-atri

[r] divaukasam
| Tasya yan-nayanam tejas = ten = aja-

2. -yata Candramah n (1). Rauhineyo Vu(Bu)dhas = ta-
mad = asmad = aila-Pururavah [|] Jajne svayam-vrtah kirttya

3. e-Orvva§ya ca bhuva ca yah R (2). Sopy-ayurii samajija-

nan-manusamo rajnas-tato jajnivan [i] Ksma
4. -palo Nahasas s-tatojani maharajo Yayatih sutam [l]

S-opi prapa yandurh 4 tatah ksiti-bhu-

1 Notices of Skt. MSS., Vol. Ill, p. 138.
* Aufreeht Cat., Vol. I, p. 342. 3 Read Nahutas. * Read yad urn
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5. -jam vaih£-oyam-ujjambhate l

[|] Vlra-!Sris==ca Haris =
cayatra vad-bha&ah'2 pratyaksam-ev-aiksatu 3

n (3). S-op-Iha

6. Gopi-Sata-kelikarah Krsno mahabharata-sutradharah
L • * • • •

arghyah puman-aihsa-krt-avata-

7. -rah pradur-vabhuv-oddhita-bhumi-bhaiah II (4). Puiii-

sam-avaranarii tray I na ca taya hina na nagna iti

8. trayya [n]-c-adbhuta-sangaresu ca rasad-rom-odgamair-
varinminah

[|J varmman-oti-gabhlra-nama-dadhatah
9. &laghyau bhujau bibhrato bhejuh Simhapurarii guham-

iva ir.rgendranam harer-vandhavah [n] (5)

10. Abhavad-atha kadacid-yadavinam camunaiii samara-
vijaya-yatra mangalam Vajravarmma f ] S'ama-

11. -na iva ripunarii soma-vad = vandhavanam kavii-api

ca kavinam panditah panditanam ||
(ft). Ja-

12. tavarmma tato jato Gangeya iva Santanoh dayavra-.

tarn ranah krlda tyago yasya maho-
13. -tsavah || (7). Grhnan-vainya-prthu-sriyaiii parinayan-

Karnnasya Vira^riyam y-Ongesu prathayanchriyam pari bha-

vam
14. -stain Kaniarupa-sriyaiii [i] Nindan-DlVYA-bhuja-

sriyaih vikalayan-Govarddhanasya-sriyam kurvan srotriya-

15. -sacchriyam vitatavan = yam sarvabhauma Sriyam n (8)

.

Vlrasriyam-ajani Samalavarmmadevah
16. Srlmafi-jagat-prathama-mangala-namadheyah [i] kim-

varnnayamy-akhila-bhupa-gun-opapanno dosai

i7. -r-mmanag-api padam na krtah prabhur-mme II [9].

Tasy-odayi sunur-abhut prabhuta-durvvara-viresvapi sanga-

18. -resu
[|J

yaS candrahasa-prativimvitam svam-ekam
mukham sammukham-Iksate sman (10). Tasya Malavyadevy
= a

19. sit =kanya trailokyasundarl jagadvijayaniallasya

vaijayantl manobhuvah II (11) { 5rnne-py-a6e

20. -sa-bhupala-putrinam-avarodhane [i]_ tasy = asid =

agra-mahisl 3-aiva Samalavarmmanah II (12). Asi-

21. -t = tayoh sunur Mh-anurupah Sr!-Bhojavarmm-

obhaya-varii^adlpah [i] Patresu sarvasu daSasu ye-

22. -na sneho na luptas = ca hatam tama* = ca|| (13). Ha
dhik [kajstam-avlram-adya-bhuvanxm bhuyopi kam 5 raksasa-

23. Vm-utpat-oyam-u[pa]sthitostu kusall Sankasu lavdha

(?) dhiyah
|| (14) Iti yam guna-gathabhis-feust&-

24. '-va purusottamah [|J
majjayanniva vag-vrahma-may-

ananda-mahodadhau II (15)*Sa khalu Sri VlKRASiAFU-

25. -ra samavasita Snmarjjaya '-skandhavarat Maharaja-

dhiraja 7-Sjal Samalavaruma-devapa-

l Read °ujjrmbhate.
"2 Read vahuSah.

Read aikmta. * Read sunur
n

6 Read kith.
6 R©ad &nmaijay

7 Head Maha°.

o
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26. -DANUDHYATA-PARAMA-VAnNAVA-PARAME^ARA-PAR*-
MABHATTARAKA MahIr VJADHIRAJA S'rL\1AD-BH0JA[h]

Second Side.

27. SrI-Paundra-bhukty-antahpati Adhahpattana*man-
dale Kau6amvl-astagaceha-kha-

28. -ndala-sam[vaddha] Upyalika-grame guvak-adi-
sameta sapada-navadron-adhi-

29. -ka-pataka-bhumau samupagat-aSesa-raja-rajanyaka-
rajnl-ranaka-ra-

30. -japutra rajamatya purohita plthikavitta-mahadharm-
madhyaksa mahasandhivi-

31. -grahika mahasenapati mahamudradhikrta anta-
rahga vrhaduparika mahaksapa-

32. -talika mahapratihara mahabhogika maha-vyuhapati
mahapilupati niahaga-

33. -nastha daus-sadhika caur-oddharanika nauvala-hasty-
a$va-go-mahis-ajavik-adi-

34- -vyaprtaka gaulmika dandapasika dandanayaka
visayapaty-adln anyams-ca saka-

35. -la-raja-pad-opajlvino
[ z] dhyaksapracar-oktan-ih-

akirttitan catta-bhatta-iati-

36. -yan janapadan ksettrakaramS-ca vrahmanan vrah-

man-ottaran yath-arham-manayati
37. vodhayati samadiiati ca matam-astu bha [va] tam |

yath-oparolikhita bhilmir-iyam sva-
38. slmavacchinna trna-yuti-gocara-paryanta satala sod-

deSR samra-panasa sa-

39. -guvaka-nalikera sa-lavana sa-jalas ha [la] sa-gartt-
osara sahya-da4aparadha pari-

40. -hrta-sarvaplda acada-bhada-praveSa akincit-pragra-
hya samasta-raja-bhoga-ka-

41. -ra hiranya-pratyaya-sahita Savarnna-sagotraya
Bhrgu-Cyavana-Apnuvan-Au-

42. -rvva-Jamadagni-pravaraya Vajasaneya caranaya
Yajur-vveda-Kanva-^akhadhyayi.

43. -ne Madhyade&a vinirggata Uttara-Radhayam Siddha-
la-gramiya Pitamva (ba) ra-deva

44. Sarmmanah prapautraya Jagaiinatha devaSarmma-
nah pautraya ViSvarupadevaSarinma

45. -nah putraya Santyagaradhikrta Sft-RamadevaSarm -

mane i Srlmata Bhoja-
46. -varmmadevena punye ahani vidhivad-udaka-purva-

am krtva bhagavantam Vasudeva-bha-
47. -tt^rakam-uddi^ya mata-pitror-atmanas-ca punya-

yaSobhivrddhaye aeandrarka-ksi-
48. -ti-samakalam yavat bhu (Mw)-micchidra-nyayena

"rl-iaad-visnu-cakra-mudrava tamra-sa-
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49. -sani-krtya pradattasmabhih II Bhavanti c-attra

dharmmanusaiiisinah slokah l|

50. Sva-dattam-paradattam-va yo hareta vasundharam sa-

visthayam kri (kr) mir-bhutva pitrbhih sahapa
51. -cyate n Srimad-Bhojavarmma-devapadiya samvat 5

ra y anndine 14 [h] Ni Anu Mahaksa ni [h]St'ii
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17* Relics of the Worship of Mud-Turtles (Triony-

chidae) in India and Burma.

By N. Annandale, D.Sc, F.A.B.S., and Mahamahopa-
dhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE., M.A., F.A.S.B.

(Read at the First Indian Science Congre , January 17th, 1914).

[As my friend Haraprasad Shastri and I naturally regard mud-turtles
from entirely different points of view—he as a sanscritist, I as a zoologist
—I hare arranged these notes as a kind of dialogue in which the two
authors express their opinions quite independently.—N. A.].

I. Mud-turtles kept living in shrines at the present day.

The practice of keeping tortoises living in shrines as sacred
animals is probably one of wide distribution in the East and
is not now confined to any race or cult. Both land-tortoises
and aquatic species are thus honoured in China ; at Penang
there is a wrell-known Chinese temple in which chelonians of

different kinds, some of them brought from foreign countries,
are kept. In India and Burma the animals are usually, if not
always, mud-turtles of the family Trionyehidae. I have myself
visited three shrines, one of them Hindu, one Mahommedan
and the third Buddhist, at which mud-turtle3 of the genus
Trionyx live in a semi-domesticated state. The first of these
shrines is at Puri in Orissa, the second near Chittagong in

Eastern Bengal and the third at Mandalay in Upper Burma

;

they are thus distributed in districts in which Uriya, a dialect

of Bengali, and Burmese, are the respective languages of the
people and afford at any rate some indication of their race.

The mud-turtles of Puri belong to a subspecies of the

common Indo-Gangetic Mud-Turtle {Trionyx gangeticus, Cuvier)
to which the racial name mahanaddicus has lately been given, 1

because the form is only known to occur in the Central

Provinces and Orissa in the river-system of the Mahanaddi.
The large bathing-tank in which these animals are kept is

attached to a small Vishnuite shrine that is apparently not

connected with any of the larger temples for which the town is

famous. The tank covers an area of perhaps half an acre and
is surrounded by stone steps. For the greater part of its

periphery, however, its banks are free from buildings, and it is

probably possible for the mud turtles to leave it at night.

1 Bee. Ind. Mas., vol. VII, p. 252. Before this subspecies was dis

tinguished I thought that the Puri turtles might represent T. hurum (op.

<*#., p. 156), but I had not then had a clear view of them.
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The Brahmins attached to the shrines are in the habit of

inviting pilgrims and other visitors to feed the turtles with
sweetmeats made of parched rice and palm-sugar. To attract
them these men, having first sprinkled some of the sweetmeats
or even a little rice on the surface of the water, call out re-

peatedly, standing on the steps round the tank, " Gopal, ao!
Gopal, ao! " Sometimes the animals thrust their heads out
of the water, swim towards the edge and devour the food
provided ; but they often decline to make an appearance. They
are less shy in doing so at dusk than by daylight.

The Brahmins at the shrine tell a confused story of a man
called Gopal, who annoyed Juggernath by his laziness. The
god therefore turned him into a tortoise and made him carry
bricks (or stones) on his back. The actual mud-turtles living

in the tank are believed to be in some way identified with
Gopal, but the Brahmins confess that they breed regularly,
laying their eggs on the far side of the tank in the rainy
season.

Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri informs me that there is another tank
in Orissa in which tame Trionyces are kept. It is situated
near Sambalpur in the interior of the country. The Brahmins
refused him permission to take away any of the turtles on any
consideration, but they probably belong to the same race as

Puri ones, for this race is found in the river Mahanaddi at
Sambalpur.

The pool at Mandalay in which mud-turtles are kept is in

the famous Arrakan Pagoda. It is much smaller than the tank
at Puri and entirely surrounded by buildings. Many of

the turtles (all of which apparently belong to a single species,
Trionyx formosus, Gray) are deformed and some of them are
considerably larger than any specimens of their species pre-
served in museums. They come when called, and eat curry
and rice thrown into the water. They are tamer than those
at Puri.

From a zoological point of view the Mahommedan mud-
turtles of Chittagong are much the most interesting of those we
know to live in shrines, for they are the only living individuals
of Trionyx nigricans, Anderson that have been seen of recent
years, and H is quite possible that the species is extinct except
in a condition of optional captivity. The Chittagong Mud
Turtle, as Anderson's species may be called, was described by
him in 1875 and was then said to be found in " the Chittagong
tanks." It was almost completely lost sight of until I dis-

covered in the Indian Museum the skeletons of the specimens on
which the original description of the species had been based.
These I redescribed in 1912. ' As Anderson's account of the

I Op. tit., p. 164, pi. V, fig. 5.
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external characters of this species appears to have been based on
specimens either dried or preserved in spirit, and as nothing
whatever has hitherto been known of its habits, I give here some
notes on those I saw alive in 1912.

They live in a large pond attached to the shrine of Sultan
Bagu Bastan (a saint who is said to have lived in the eighteenth
century) about five miles from the town of Chittagong. The
Mahommedans will neither kill them nor permit them to be
killed ; they believe that they are in some way connected with
the saint. Their tank is surrounded by several flights of steps

leading down to a platform a few inches under water, and
the turtles are so tame that they come to feed when called,

placing their fore feet on the edge of the platform or even
climbing bodily upon it and stretching their necks out of the
water. The largest are tamer than the smaller ones. Some
even allowed us to touch them, and eat pieces of chicken from
wooden screwers held in our hands. They greatly preferred
the chicken to bananas, which as a rule (but not always) they
rejected. The only sound they emitted was a low hiss. When
undisturbed they remained at the bottom of the pond half buried
in mud. A man connected with the shrine told us that they left

the water every evening and climbed a small hill, on which they
slept. He said that they laid their eggs on the same hill

during the fl rains ". People sometimes found dead turtles and
buried them. The oldest individual were said to be about
150 years old.

The largest turtles had a carapace at least 3 feet long and
of extraordinarily massive appearance. This was greatly in-

creased by the fact that there was always a deep longitudinal

groove in the middle line of the dorsal surface, at any rate on
the posterior part. The skin above the base of the neck and
the fore-limbs was much wrinkled and swollen, especially in

old individuals, and as some of the wrinkles ran at right angles
to others, the stain had a markedly tubercular appearance.
The carapace itself was almost smooth, bearing only a few

indistinct prominences posteriorly. The heads of very large

turtles was much broader, and the snouts blunter, than those of

well-grown but not very large individuals.

The normal colouration of well-grown turtles was as fol-

lows ;—Dorsal surface of carapace copper-brown indistinctly

marbled with a darker shade and a little iridescent in some
lights when wet; ty.il, limbs and neck apparently dark clay-

colour but always covered with mud ; top and sides of head
bright glaucous green, taking a yellowish tinge above the eyes

and nostrils and boldly reticulated with black or very dark
green, the reticulation being as a rule closer on the vertex and
snout than between the eyes. The coppery colour of the cara-

pace was brightest in half-grown individuals. In some such

individuals the black markings of the head already predomin-
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ated over the green areas, and in all very old turtles this was

the case, so that the colouration of the head might be described

as black with small greenish spots, which tended to disappear

altogether with age. The smallest turtle seen had a carapace

rather over a foot long. It wa3 diversified above with black

and yellow vermiculations which formed an incomplete reticu-

lation; it bore traces of four large blackish ocelli with pale

margins. The markings of the head were more distinct than

in large individuals. It is evident, therefore , that T. nigricans

differs considerably in colouration from any other Indian

species, but resembles its ally T. phayrei in a general way in

this respect, as it does also in skull-characters. Many of the

turtles at the shrine had large white blotches on the skin of

the head, neck and limbs; but these were evidently due to

disease or injuries.
[N> AnnanDALE .]

//. Some instances of the use of mud-tvrtles in worship and icono-

graphy in Northern India.

(a) Altara(Fedt) raised for Vedic sacrifices are generally

built on bricks of various shapes, sizes and forms ;
but when

the ground is prepared for building an altar, they make a rather

deep depression at the centre of the area covered by the altar.

In that depression they put a mud-turtle and give it food to

last till the end of the sacrifice and the destruction of the

altar. If the turtle is alive, the sacrifice is regarded as auspi-

cious ; if it dies, inauspicious. There was such a Vedi (of

course without the tortoise) in existence at the house of the

Nepalese Pandit Siromani Bhattacaryya at Benares five years

ago, when I visited that place. They told me that after the

sacrifice the turtle was found living. The Vedi may yet be in

existence, for Siromani' s son told me that they would keep it

as a momento of the sacrifice. It was a Syena Ydga and the

altar was in the form of a hawk.
(6) At Visnupur in the district of Bankura sets of round

lacquered cards, a hundred and twenty in number, are used

both in play and in gambling. The hundred and twenty cards

are divided into groups of twelve, each group representing one

of the incarnations of Visnu. The first of the group is the

King, and when the incarnation is human it has two hands,

but when it is not human four hands, the lower half of the body

being represented by the lower part of the animal. The second

of the group is the Mantri or minister. He is of the same shape

as the Raja, but smaller in size and has two companions. The

other ten cards of the group contain one to ten of the emblems

of the appropriate incarnation. In the case of the tortoise

incarnation the emblem is a tortoise. So in the set of cards

there are fifty-five figures of tortoises and two more, but they
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are only lower halves. The tortoise represented is certainly a

mud-turtle and not a land-tortoise.

(c) In chapter LXIV of Vrhat Samhita of Varaha Mihir

(a Sanskrit encyclopaedia of the 6th century a.d.) kings are

enjoined to rear up tortoises and turtles with the following

auspicious signs :—The colour should be either like that of a

crystal or silver variegated with lines of blue. The shape

should be like that of a water jar, with a beautiful bridge at

its back ; or it may be of the rosy colour like that of the morn-

ing sun with spots (most likely black) like mustard.

If such a tortoise is kept in the house it increases the great-

ness of the king. The tortoise which has a body black like

eye-paint or like the bee, variegated with spots, which has no

defective limbs, and whose head is like that of a serpent and the

throat thick, increases the prosperity of the empire.

The tortoise which shines like lapis-lazuli, whose neck is

thick, which has covered holes at three points and which has

a good bridge at its back, is worthy of praise. [The variegated

colours mentioned, though the precise meaning is obscure, cer-

tainly point to Trionychidae being the tortoises intended. The
species which has '

' covered holes at three points
'

' is probably an
Emyda, the three points being the apertures through which
emerge the two hind limbs (separately) and the head and fore

limbs together.—N. A.]

{d) In the survival of Buddhism in Bengal which I identi-

fied in 1893 with the Dharmapuja in Western Bengal, the tor-

toise plays an important part. In some of the Dharma temples
the figure of the deity is exactly like that of a tortoise and he is

often represented in Bengali Mantras, with which he is wor-

shipped, as Kurmarupl or Kacchapakara. I may suggest the

following explanation for this iconography of Dharma. Dharma
is the second member of the Buddhist Triad, but Dharma is

always represented as a stupa or mound. The earliest stupas
were of a semi-circular shape, but in the course of time the

mound became higher and higher, with a top forming any seg-

ment of a circle. In the beginning they had no niches. In the

Kushan period they had one niche to the East ; but with tin

expansion of the Mahayana School the number increased till it

became four at the four cardinal points of the stupa, giving

resting places to the four Dhyani BuddhaS—Aksobhya, Ratha-

sambhava, Amitabha and Amoghasiddhi. The fifth, but the

first in order of merit, being supposed to reside at the very

centre of the stupa in the flagstaff which at the top held the

umbrellas
; but in one of the great stupas in India, the first

Dhyani Buddha has his niche located at the South-East. This

is at Svayambhu Stupa in Nepal. A stupa with five niches

would look like a tortoise with four legs and the head. There
is a small stupa of the kind in the Indian Museum. The wor
shippers of Dharma I believe associated the five-niched stupa
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with some totemistic form of tortoise-worship, and now as they

have forgotten that they are Buddhists, they worship the

tortoise-shaped deity as Kurmarupi Bhagavan.

[Haraprasad Shastri.]

777. Some general considerations.

Chelonia play an important part in Hindu iconography

mainly in two connections (if they are actually distinct),

viz. the Tortoise Incarnation of Vishnu and the myth of the

Churning of the Ocean. Both are frequently illustrated in

the stone-carvings of temples, in the wood-carvings of proces-

sional cars and in paintings of various kinds, more particularly

in South India. Haraprasad Shastri's note on the occurrence

of a tortoise-figure on playing cards in Bengal shows that

representations of the kind are also found in the northern

part of India. Since visiting the three shrines to which allu-

sion is made in the first part of this paper, I have examined

a large number of carvings, paintings and clay models both

of the Tortoise Incarnation and of the gods and demons
churning the Ocean by means of the great snake wound round

Mount Mandar, which rests on a tortoise. In many examples

of both subjects the tortoise is highly conventionalized and

cannot be recognized as a representation of any particular type

of chelonian. In every case, however, in which it is recog-

nizable, it clearly represents a Trionychid, with its round, flat

carapace devoid of any external plates, its very long neck,

comparatively small head and tubular nostrils. In some cases

in which the figure is unusually elaborate I believe that the

actual species that has served as a model is Ghitra indica.

This species is distinguished from ail other Indian forms by the

peculiar shape of the head and by the proximity of the eyes to

the tip of the snout. It appears to be represented even in

some sculptures from Madras.
Now, the larger Trionychidae are very scarce in Peninsular

India south of the Mahanaddi and, indeed, are probably absent

altogether from the greater number of the rivers of the Madras

Presidency. Ohitra indica is only known from the Ganges, the

Indus ' and the Irrawadi river-systems. The genus Emyda on the

other hand, to which the little soft-shelled pond-turtles of the

plains belong, is common both in the valleys of the Ganges and

the Indus and also all over the Peninsular Area properly so

called. It is to this genus that the mud-turtles placed in altars

in Northern India probably belong (p. 134). The people of

the Ganges valley distinguish clearly between the different

species of mud- turtles found in rivers and ponds in Bengal

|
Mr. Baini Pi lad of the Government College, Lahore, has recently

obtained a specimen from a -mall stream on the Indus system near

Frrozepur.—June 25th, 1914.
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and Bihar, because most of them are used as food and some
are more highly esteemed than others. 1 The largest and
most powerful species is Chitra indica. It is apparently the
species that is regarded as the " vehicle " of the goddess of the

Jumna,'2 just as the crocodile is the "vehicle" of Mother
Ganges.

Such evidence as i9 at present available would, therefore,

seem to suggest that the "tortoise" of Indian iconography is

not one of the land-tortoises (Testudinidae) but a mud-turtle
belonging to the family Trionychidae, and that the rever-

ence for the animal originated in Northern India. All

representatives of the family probably share or shared in

the respect due to the form assumed in an incarnation, but it

is possible that the actual species at one time reverenced
was Chitra indica, which may very well have been the totem
or the ancestral god of some particular clan or tribe. The
strength of these mud- turtles is very great and Chitra indica,

although it has not the powerful jaws of the species of Trionyx,
is said even to attack boats with blows. 3 Its carapace alone
may attain a length of at least six feet. It is, therefore, an
animal that would naturally attract both the attention and
the respect of a primitive people. [N Annandale.]

ADDENDUM.
Note by Mr. H. E. Stapleton on the Chittagong Turtles.

The correct name of the saint (not 'place' I think) known
to you as "Sultan Bagu Bastan" is "Sultan Bayazid of

Bastam." ' Bastam ' (or ( Bistam ') is a town in Persia, and
the saint is said to have visited Chittagong for devotional

exercises The mausoleum, which is some 5 miles out of Chitta-

* See Chaudhuri, Rec. Ind. Mm. , vol VII, p. 212. Various species
of tortoises are allowable as clean food for Hindus* There are Hindu-
who are absolutely vegetarian, but the majority of them do not object
to fish or meat. As regards tortoise-meat, that of some sped is con-

sidered clean and that of some unclean. The meat of that species of

tortoise which is called Dundi is allowable even for Brahmans. It has a
hard shell above and a hard cartilage below. It has a ridge on its back.
It is the species called Dhoor in Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri's note, i.e. Kachuga
dhongoka (Gray). The eggs are considered a delicacy. These are found
inside the tortoise in the form of a garland several yards long. There is

another species called Sundi, a small land-tortoise, which is also eaten
by the higher classes. Keto (that is, "wooden") is another species the

meat of which is allowable. But the big tortoises, all called Barkole. are

never used as food except by the lower classes. These are very big,

sometimes containing maunds of meat. In one of Asokas inscriptions he

prohibited the use of Dudis meat, that is, the meat of Dudr or Dhoor.

Haraprasad Shastri.
* Large individuals of this species may often be observed in the water

from the train as it passes over the railway bridge at Allahabad, a short

distance below the junction of the Jumna and the Ganges.
8 Chaudhuri, loc. cit.
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gong, has a tank close by which is full of turtles locally known
as Mdddris and fishes called Gajdris [large Ophiocephali—N'. A.].

I have not yet found out what these words mean, but Shah
Madar is the name of another Muhammadan saint and, per-

haps, Bayazid Bistami named the tortoises after his rival in

derision. It is locally believed that these tortoises were once

sinful men whom the saint metamorphosed into turtles as a

punishment for their wickedness. I have, however, recently

got hold of a Persian History of Chittagong which, I hope,

will give further information on the subject. The saint, I

believe, did not die in Chittagong. but is buried somewhereO CM
up-country. Probably, the shrine was formerly a Hindu or

aboriginal one which was taken over by the Muhammadans.
*

[H. E. S. 1-7-1914.]



18. A short account of our present knowledge of the

Cestode Fauna of British India and Ceylon.

By T. Southwell, A.R.C.Sc. (Lond.), F.L.S., F.Z.S.,

Dy. Director of Fisheries, Bengal, Behar and Orissa ;

Honorary Assistant, Indian Museum.

[Presented at the First Indian Science Congress, January 16th, 1914.]

The Cestoda ate a group of worms commonly known a-

Tapeworms. There are about 3,000 species known. They are
all parasitic, and the adult forms invariably live in the intes-

tine of the animals infected. They are introduced into carnivo-
rous animals by their prey, and into herbivorous animals by
means of water and plants.

Besides being of considerable scientific importance, they
are a group of animals not entirely devoid of human interest.

The orient pearl of Ceylon is, in reality a sarcophagus laid

round the dead remains of a cestode larva.

It is reported that in Abyssinia, owing to the practice of

eating raw beef, every human individual, whether male or

female, is infected with worms from the fourth or fifth year of
age. The same remark is, to a great extent, true of the Esqui-
maux, the Buratis, and of the late American slaves. Taeniasis,
or Taenia helminthosis, is very common in Germany. In India
human infection is much rarer, owing to the fact that the flesh

of animals is not extensively eaten. Indian animals generally

.

are, however, usually heavily infected, particularly sheep,
goat and poultry.

The range in size within the group Cestoda is remarkable.
Echinococcus granulosus (Batsch, 1786), Rudolphi 1805, a worm
inhabiting the intestines of the dog and other similar animals,
rarely measures more than 1 to 2 mm. in length, whilst Taenia
saginata, Goeze, 1782, a human parasite common in Europe,
occasionally attains a length of 10 metres (over 33 feet).

As all adult members of the group live in the intestinal

avity, they are in every case provided with hooks or suckers,
or both, to enable them to attach themselves to their host

From this head, a chain of segments or proglottides is produced.
These, as they mature, may drop off singly or in clusters. In

most cases each segment is hermaphrodite and contains a single

set of male and female reproductive organs.

In the genus Dioicocestus , Fuhrmann, 1900, recorded from a

stork (Plegadis guarauna), and a diver (Colymbus dominicus),

the entire strobila is either male or female.

Beddard has recently recorded (P.Z.S., London, December,
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1912) a peculiar asexual tapeworm (Urocystidium gemmiporum)
,

from the rodent, Fiber zibethicus.

Segmentation of the strobila is absent or indistinct in cer-

tain of the lower forms of Cestoda, and also in the following

genera :

Triplotaenia , Boas, 1902.

Parviroslrum, Fiihrmann, 1907.

Nematotaenia , Liihe, 1899.

The family Fimbriariidae, Frolick, 1802.

Tetracisdicotyla , Fiihrmann, 1907.

Typically, each segment possesses a single genital apertuiv

situated laterally. These pores may be unilateral, or regularly,

or irregularly, alternate.

Genital pores appear to be absent in the genus Aporina,

Fiihrmann, 1902.

In the genus Mesocestoides, Vaillant, 1863, the genital pores

are located in the ventral surface of the segment.
Within the order Pseudopkyllidae, Carus, 1863, external

segmentation may be present or absent, and three genital pores

are present. The uterine pore is always on one of the surfaces,

whilst the vaginal and cirrus pores may be on the same surface

as the uterine, or on the opposite surface or marginal.
In the genus Copesoma, Fiihrmann, 1907, the genital pores

are ventral in young strobila, and marginal in gravid segments.

Genital pores are duplicated in the following genera

:

Cittotaenia, Riehm, 1881.

Moniezia, Blanchard, 1891.
Thysanosoma, Diesing, 1835.

Cotugnia, Diamare, 1893.

Dipylidium, Leuckart, 1863.

Pancerina, Fiihrmann, 1899.
Stilesia, Railliet, 1893.
Diploposthe, Jacobi, 1896.

Amabalia, Diamare, 1893.

Triplotaenia, Boas, 1902.

The latter genus possesses 4 or 5 cirrus pouches in each

lateral half of the segment.
In the genus Diplothallus , Fiihrmann, 1900, and Amabalia,

Diamare, 1893, each segment contains a double set of male,

and a single set of female, genital organs.
In the genus Dioicocestus, Fiihrmann, 1900, where the

strobila is entirely male or female, the female reproductive

organs are single in each segment, whilst the male genital organs

are double.

In the family Fimbriariidae, Wolffhugel, 1898, neither the

strobila nor the reproductive organs are segmentally arranged.

Instances of other variations to be met with could be
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multiplied, but the preceding examples suffice to show the wide

range exhibited.

Of the genera mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, the

following are represented in the collection of the Indian

Museum :
—

Mesocestoides, Vaillant, 1863.

Cittotaenia, Riehm, 1881.

Moniezia, Blanchard, 1891.

Thysanosoma, Diesing, 1835.

Cotitgnia. Diamare, 1893.

Dipylidium Leuckart, 1863.

Stilesia, Railliet, 1893.

The topographical relation of the parts of the reproductive

organs to each other, and to the longitudinal vessel and nerves,

together with the nature and arrangement of the armature on

the head of the worm, are the details upon which, during very

recent years, an extensive and satisfactory system of classifica-

tion has been elaborated, principally in Germany and America.

The table on the following page gives the host containing

the adult worm, and the host harbouring the larva, for a

number of species of Cestoda, and will serve to emphasize the

food relationships existing between the hosts in question for

each parasite named.
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Most Cestode parasites have particular hosts and they will

not mature in any other. Amongst Elasmobranchs however the

same species of Cestode may occur in many species of this group

of fishes. The same is true of some parasites from birds and

mammals, both circumstances being partly explained by the

manner of specific feeding.

The hosts concerned in harbouring the cystic stages of by

far the vast majority of Cestodes have yet to be determined,

and in this connection nothing has been done as yet in India.

Up to a short time ago the number of species of Cestoda

in the Indian Museum did not exceed twenty. The attempt is

now being made to extend the collection so as to include at least

all the principal Indian forms. General field collecting is being

carried on extensively. Nearly all animals which die in the

Zoological Gardens, Calcutta, are examined, and the Veterinary

Colleges in the Punjab and in Madras have also promised to

supply specimens.
The following is a general summary of the Cestoda recorded

from India and Ceylon to date.

I. From Invertebrates. Nothing. Although larval stages

have been seen in Mytilus bullata by the writer

II. From Fish.

(a) From Ceylon. By Shipley and Hornell,

Genera 22, Species 56.

By Hornell, „ 1, >> 2,

By Southwell, „ 2, „ 19.

(6) ,, India. By Southwell, ,, 6, ,, 6-

Total ,, 31, „ 83.

Of the above, the following were new, genera 16 and species 74.

In addition to the above, about 20 cystic forms from Teleosts

have also been recorded.
The collection made in Ceylon by the writer, comprises the

major part of the genera and species tabulated above. Until

the material has been worked out anatomically it is impossible

to say precisely how many genera and species are represented

in the collection of the Indian Museum.
The principal forms obtained from fish which are worthy

of special attention are the following:

—

A. An Amphilina magna, Southwell, from the coelom ot

Diagramma crassispinum , Ceylon Pearl Banks. It measured

over 250 mm. long, the largest hitherto recorded being A.

liguloidea, 80 mm.
B. Ligula simplicitsima, from Bengal carp. It lives in

the body cavity and the adult form occurs in fish-eating birds.

It is reported that within recent years, carp brought to the

Calcutta market were occasionally so heavily infected that

people refused to buy them. The parasites often measure
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2 feet long. In certain parts of Italy and France, this larva is

sold in the public markets for human consumption.
C. Two adult parasites, Ophryocotyle bengalensis, South-

well and Bothriocephalus (Anchistrocephalus) polypteri (Leyd)
from Teleosts. The occurrence of adult forms of Cestoda is rare

in Teleosts Larval stages are, however, common, the adult

forms usually occurring in Elasmobranchs. Adult forms are

more common in freshwater Teleosts than in marine forms,

probably owing to the fact that such Teleosts are more rarely

devoured by their larger and more powerful brethren, in fresh-

water, than is the case in the sea.

It is fortunate that, up to the present, the larva of

Dibothriocephalus latus (Linnaeus, 1758), Liihe, 1899 ?
has not

been recorded from Indian fish. The adult worm measures up
to 10 metres and inhabits the intestine of man. In Europe,
the larva occurs in the pike, the ling, the p?rch, and several

members of the salmon family.
III. From Amphibians. Up to the present no Cestodes

(either adult forms or cystic stages) have been obtained from
Amphibians.

IV. From Reptiles. Only three species, comprising three

genera (Solenopkorus , Duthiersia, and Ichthyotaenia) have
been recorded up to the present from India. They were ob-

tained respectively from a python and from Varanus spp.

These are in the collection of the Indian Museum. Two other

species have been recorded from Ceylon by Von Linstow, but
are not represented in our collection.

V. From Birds.

{a) From Ceylon, by von Linstow, genera 10, species 13.

Of these genera 2, and species 9, were new. Three species of

the above (included in three genera), are in the collection of

the Indian Museum.
(6) From India. The preparation of a paper on Cestoda

from Indian birds is in progress. Up to the present 16 species

have been named, of which four are new. Ten genera are

represented. There are still 32 species to name in the collec-

tion, which is steadily growing.
VI. Mammals. The collection comprises 18 species only,

distributed in 9 genera, and excluding cystic forms of the genus
Taenia. Of the latter we have 5 species only. From Ceylon,
Citlotaenia bursaria has been recorded from a hare, by von Lin*

stow, and most of the usual human tapeworms have also been
obtained. Doubtless other parasites have been collected by the

Veterinary authorities in Ceylon, but of such I have been unable
to obtain anv account.

The rate of growth of some of the larger parasites is very
great. On November 29th, 1913, a four-horned antelope died
in the Zoological Gardens, Calcutta, and the carcase was sent

to the Indian Museum for examination. The animal was born on
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July 25th 1913. It was thus four months and four days old. or

127 davs. Moniezia expansa

in

in

measured roughly four feet long, £ inch broad, and J,inch thick

when preserved. When alive the parasite probably measured

over 5 feet. In the Zoological Gardens the antelope had been

fed entirely on grain, bran, crushed oats and green grass.

The intermediate host for this parasite is not known.

The rapid growth of the larger forms of Cestoda has how-

ever been frequently noted. Van Beneden referring to the

development of cysts in the final hosts remarked in 187b

(Animal Parasites and Messmates, London, 1876), that

less than six weeks we often find a tapeworm many metres

length." .

In conclusion, I beg to say that the Museum will welcome

any additions to its present collection of Cestoda. The study

of'Helminthologv may be interesting enough, but I am well

aware that the collection of material cannot at the best be

said to be a congenial occupation. But with a full inheri-

tance of the true scientific spirit, the work is possible.

In collecting, the intestine should be slit open longitudi-

nally, if very long, cut into suitable lengths, and then immersed

in water, preferably in a black dish. The water causes the

parasites to leave their attachments. They may then be pre-

served in 50% formalin, but if possible, it is better to preserve

them in corrosive-acetic for half an hour, wash well in water,

and then pass them through 30%, 50% and 70% alcohol up to

•900/

y ^ ^ ^ *-





19. Hot Springs in Raj Darbhanga, Khargpore Hills,

District Monghyr.

By C. Schulten.

[Presented at the first Indian Science Congress, January 15th, 1914.]

In India there are numerous hot springs, some of which

have been reported on, though the following list is not com-

plete. - . - „
, Dr. T. Oldham, Superintendent of the Geological Survey

of India, describes some hot springs in the Memoirs of the

Geological Survey of India, Vol XIX, 301 , but writes that this

list is not even approximately complete. He gives the situa-

tion, the source from which information has been obtained,

description, and, in many cases, the temperature of the springs

which vary considerably, the highest being 192°F.

Col. L. A. Waddell, Indian Medical Service (Vol. LIX Part

II, Journal of the Asiatic Society) gives an essay on "bom"

new and little known Hot Springs in South Behar " ,
in which he

describes 15 hot springs, 9 of which are not included in Dr.

Oldham's list. Of four springs he gives analytical data.

Sir W. W. Hunter gives a description of some hot springs

in Monghyr in Vol. V of the Statistical Account of Bengal.

As early as in 1838 Mr. Montgomery Martin published

some notes on hot springs in Monghyr in the History. Anwqu 1-

ties, Topography and Statistics of Eastern India, also Mr. h.

S. S. O'Malley refers to them in the Bengal District Gazetteer,

Monghyr. 1909. , .

As His Highness the Maharajah of Darbhanga was desi-

rous of having the hot springs of the Khargpore hills examined

,

I was instructed by his manager, Mr. Donald Sunder, -F.L.b.,

F.R.G.S., to visit the place, take samples and examine the

springs. .
'.

,

I proceeded to Haveli Khargpore at the beginning oi

August 1913, and visited Rameswar Koond, a hot spring

situated in the hills 5 miles west of Haveli Khargpore, and

about 4 miles from the village Santali. Hot water spouts out

on the slope of a hill at a temperature of 112°F, no smell ot

sulphuretted gas was perceptible, and by the application ol

chemical tests no traces of the gas could be detected Ine hot

water issues from white quartz debris and air bubbles accom-

pany it. Not having the necessary apparatus I could not

make a chemical examination of them, but I collected some ot

the bubbles, which did not appear to be inflammable. Most

probably they consist of air drawn out by the force of water.

Hardlv any deposit was formed on the stones. Some yards

away from the spring a mason.y cistern was built in 1904 bearing
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the inscription u Rameswar Koond 1904 '

' . Into this the water

can be made to run and pilgrims use it for bathing.

The water of the spring flows into the Mun river, which is

dammed up at Haveli Khargpore and forms a large picturesque

lake. A sample of the water was taken and later on examined
by me in Calcutta, the result obtained being given below.

The second well I visited was Karmanburi or Lachmi
Koond. W
miles from Karmanburi village on the slope of a hill consisting

of white quartz and siliceous hornstone and a laterite soil.

The temperature was 144-5°F, no smell of sulphuretted gas

and no chemical reaction for the gas could be obtained. Air-

bubbles appear frequently. The water flows into the Mun
river and a slight deposit was noticed. Samples were taken

for chemical examination, the results of which are given below.

The third spring, the finest of all, made of several small

ones, was then visited. It is situated 31 4 feet above sea-level,

16 miles S. W. from Haveli Khargpore and a mile from the

village of Bhimbandh. Its water also runs into the Mun river

and is practically its source. At this place there are several

springs along the slope of the hill, which latter consists of quart-

zite and siliceous hornstone. The highest temperature noted was

148°P and in some places slightly lower. Many air-bubbles

accompanied the hot water and the stones are covered with a

thin layer of a deposit which most probably is siliceous matter.

The air-bubbles had no smell and no sulphuretted gas could be

detected by chemical reactions. These springs have been visited

by several travellers who have recorded the temperature.
In the year 1809 Dr. Buchanan Hamilton found the tempera-

ture to be 150°F, Sterwell in September 1847 found 147°, and

Colonel Waddell in January 1890, 146-2°.

The natives of the place use the water of the spring after

it has cooled down for irrigating their rice-fields, which are

said to grow luxuriant crops. The analysis which is given

below does not show any special manurial value, but the still

warm water may account for it to some extent. Colonel

Cunningham has identified this place with one mentioned by

Hien Tsiang in the seventh century a.d. as the site where

Buddha overcame the Yaksha Vacula, but Colonel Waddell has

shown, however, that there are good grounds for doubting this

identification and that the natural features of the country do

not agree with the description of the Chinese pilgrims There

are no remains of a Buddhist temple.
As time was pressing I sent out men to sample the Richi-

kund springs which are situated 14 miles N. of Haveli Kharg-

pore, and 4 miles from village Jalirapore. It is 7 miles distance

S.W. from Bariarpore Railway Station. A fair is held at

Richikund every leap year and from 5000 to 6000 pilgrims

bathe in the spring during fehe fair.
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The results of the chemical analysis of the four hot springs

are so similar that 1 can discuss them together.

The waters are exceedingly pure, total solids ranging

from 54 to 7-5 in 100,000 parts of water. The siliceous

matter is the highest and represents more than half of the

solids, ranging from 28 to 5-1. The waters are very poor in

lime and magnesia and consequently the hardness is very low,

ranging from 0-88° to 116°.

Judging from the composition of the waters they would be

excellent for steam raising and other technical purposes. For

drinking purposes they are not as good as they contain less

lime and magnesia than is recommendable for daily use, a

little harder water being preferable. However the water of

the hot springs would be very safe to drink in case of epidemic

diseases prevailing in the country. They also would be very

suitable for the manufacture of aerated waters, provided the

necesary precaution is taken to avoid contamination ,
as they

themselves are free from bacteria. The waters have no medici-

nal properties.

The hot springs are perennial. According to local informa-

tion there is never a diminution in the outflow of water and

occasionally, as in Bhimbandh, new channels open out increas-

ing the outflow. The quantity of water in the dry season is

the same as in the rainy season.

The temperature of the Bhimband spring has been noticed,

as above mentioned, during the last 100 years several times,

and has been all this period and at different times of the year

about 148C
F.

Considering all these circumstances, the source of the

water must be looked for underground, otherwise a difference

in quantity would have been observed in the dry and rainy

seasons and also a difference in the temperature.

Buchanan Hamilton expressed an opinion that probably

"the heat is first communicated to some gas?ous fluid, and

this rising until it meets the water of a spring, heats it and

issues in part along with it ". I do not agree with this opinion.

Most probably the water is a juvenile water which comes out

of the depths of the earth. When the gases come to the colder

strata the water is condensed and is driven to the surface b\

pressure from below. The air-bubbles may have the same origin

or may have been carried from holes in the rocks, which after-

wards are filled with water. The pureness of the springs leads

to the conclusion that they are formed within the quartzite

area as their principal constituent is silicic acid.

I examined the water from an artificial well opposite Mr.

Sunder's bungalow and the figures obtained by analysis are

quite different to those of the hot springs. The well contained

4400 total solids in 100,000 parts and the hardness was

15-83O
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The hot springs of the Bhavnagar hills are situated in a

beautiful country, good roads are leading to the Bhimband
springs and to the lake formed by the damming of the Mun
river. The lake is surrounded by steep hills densely covered

with forest.

Rameswara Koond

Temperature—112°F

Parts per 100,000.

• •

• •

• «

• •

• •

* •

• •

• » • •

« •

• •

Total Solids

Silica

Iron

Alumina
Lime
Magnesia
Soda
Potash
Chlorine

Sulphates
Phosphoric acid

Nitrate

Nitrite

Ukalinity as Calcium Carbonate
Free Ammonia.

.

Albuminoid Ammonia
Organic matter.

.

Oxygen absorbed

Total Hardness.

.

Temperature

• «

* •

4 660

3-J60

0015
Traces.

0-475

320
0262
009

0177
0048
None

.

None.
None.
0-750

None.
None.
0-652

0-032

1 16°

112°F

Karmanburi OR L.A.CHNI Kooxd.

Temperature—144-5'F.

Parts per 100,000

Total Solids

Silica

Iron

Alumina
Lime
Magnesia
Chlorine
Sulphates
Phosphoric acid

Nitrate

Nitrite

7*520

5120
0010
Traces.

0*411

o-2oy

142

041
None.
None.
None.
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Soda
Potash
Alkalinity as Calcium Carbonate
Free Ammonia.

.

Albuminoid Ammonia
Organic matter. .

Oxygen absorbed

• •

• *

• •

151

0274
021

875
None.
None.
0-632

0032

Total Hardness .

.

Temperature
t •

0-88°

U4-5°F

Total Solids

Silica

Iron

Alumina
Lime
Magnesia

Bhimbandh.

Temperature— 14SF

Parts per 100,000.

% • • •

• •

* *

• •

Soda
Potash
Chlorine

Sulphates
Phosphoric acid

Nitrate

Nitrite

Alkalinity as Calcium Carbonate

Free Ammonia .

.

Albuminoid Ammonia
Organic matter.

.

Oxygen absorbed

• •

• •

t •

• •

• *

• *

• •

* *

4 •

• •

• •

• •

6 800
4 920
015

Traces.
0-281

324
0-249

0038
0106
0-017

None.
None.
None.
0-687

None.
None.
632
032

Total Hardness.

.

Temperature
• • • »

92°

MS F

RlCHlKOOND.

Total Solids

Silica

Iron

Alumina
Lime
Magnesia
Soda

Parts per 100,000.

• •

• •

• •

• «

5-400

2 880
015

Traces
0389
0-310

0174
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Potash
Chlorine

Sulphates
Phosphoric aeid

Nitrate

Nitrite

Alkalinity as Calcium Carbonate
Free Ammonia.

.

Albuminoid Ammonia
Organic matter
Oxygen absorbed

Total Hardness
Temperature

0033
0106
0-017

None.
None.
None.
0-875

None

.

None.
0-632

0032

103°

Warm

Well Opposite Bungalow, Haveli Khargpore,

In 100,000 parts

Total Solids

Silica

Lime
Magnesia
Sulphates

Chlorine

44-00

4-00

9-72

210
0-25

3-99

Total Hardness.

.

• •
1583



20. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. XXII.

-Vote.—The numeration of the article below is continued

from p. 485 of the u Journal and Proceedings M for

1913.

125. The Post-Mughal coins of Ahmadabad, or a Study

in Mint-marks.

(With Plates IX— XI).

Dr. Taylor in his admirable account of the coins of Ahmad-
abad to be found in J.B.B.R.A.S. No. 56, Vol. XX, has confined

his detailed treatment almost wholly to the coins minted, when
Mu glials In this note I propose

to discuss the coins struck after the first date on which the ad-

ministration of Ahmadabad city and its parganas ceased to be

in the hands of the Mughal Emperor's nominee and before the

date of the introduction of the British Imperial coinage. The
period between these two dates I have called the Post-Mughal

period. It was an epoch of transition during which Ahmada-
bad and its environs were the theatre of constant struggles,

negotiations and agreements between the Peshwa, the Gayak-
(Angl Mughal

at Dehli was still regarded as the suzerain of Gujarat, but only a

suzerain in the vaguest meaning of the word. He was respected,

even deeply respected, but only as a tradition. The newly
emancipated states felt towards the Emperor much as a boy
who has just left school feels towards his old head master—an
attitude of respect mingled with complete independence. And
as an M old boy " is wont to wear his old school colours, so did
the Marathas retain the name of the Emperor on their coins

and even titles which had been bestowed upon them from
Dehli.

The retention of the Emperor's name upon coins issued by
independent states has caused a serious difficulty in classifica-

tion. Various methods have been adopted and the Numisma-
tic Society of India has adopted a provisional system of includ-

ing under the name of Mughal all coins bearing the name of a

Mughal Emperor up to the close of the reign of Shah 'Alam.

This paper does not follow this system and will, I hope,

make it clear that the end of the reign of Ahmad Shah sees the

last of the iss

bad and that

ghal

Mughal

a.h. 1170 and possibly also of a.h. 1171, when Ahmadabad
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was for a last brief space in the hands of an Imperial Governor.

The proof of this statement must be left to the history of the

period and to the coins themselves.

History—(1) (General).

Authorities : Watson, Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I, Part

I (Mir'at-i-Ahmadi).

From 1707 till 1817 a.d., the City of Ahmadabad was in a

continual turmoil, except for short periods of comparative peace

during the Gaikwar's and the earlier part of the Peshwa s

administration. But up to 1738 a.d. the city, though

repeatedly plundered by the Marathas, remained still with part3

of the adjacent districts in the hands of a Mughal Governor.

In 1738 a.d. the Marathas were powerful enough to bring

about a division of the city between the Mughal Governor and

the agent of the Gaikwar, who represented their Peshwas in

Gujarat. The arrangements lasted with interruptions until

a.d. 1753, a.h. 1166. Then it was that the Peshwa and the

Gaikwar uniting their forces captured the city, a large part ot

the Mughal province of Gujarat having been in the preceding

year shared between them. The Baroda volume of the Bombay

Gazetteer of 1883 a.d. says, "From this time the Mughal

Empire in Gujarat practically came to an end and the country

was divided between the Peshwa and Gaekwar according to the

terms first settled in 1751-52 and elaborated in 1753."

The city was recovered in 1755 a.d., 1169 a.h., by Monnn

Khan, Nawab of Cambay, who took possession of it in the name

of 'Alamgir II early in 1170 a.h. For this exploit the

Emperor bestowed a dress of honour and the title of Bahadur

upon him. Watson (B.G., Vol. I, Part I, page 341) records an

interesting incident in this connection from the Mir at-i-

Ahmadi, which shows what respect was paid to the Imperia

suzerainty. When the envoys bearing the Imperial farman

granting the dress of honour and the title were reported to be

nearing Ahmadabad, the citv was being closely besieged by the

Marathas who had lost no time in trying to recover their

conquest of 1753 a.d. Momin Khan asked and actually obtained

permission from the besiegers to proceed from the city to mee

the envoys in accordance with the etiquette of the Mugha

court.

The siege terminated in a.d. 1757, a.h. 1171, with the sur-

render of the city by Momin Khan to the combined armies o

the Peshwa and Gaikwar The last efforts on behalf of the

Empire had resulted only in an occupation of less than two

years, and henceforward Gujarat was governed without refer-

ence to Dehli.

After their second conquest of Ahmadabad, the Peshwa

and Gaikwar divided the revenues of the city. The adminis-
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tration remained as formerly in the hands of the Peshwa, while

the Gaikwar to safeguard his interests held one gate and kept a

representative in the city. The surrounding districts were held

as before, partly by the Peshwa and partly by the Gaikwar.

For the next 20 or 25 years the Gaikwar was constantly at

loggerheads with the Peshwa and the quarrel culminated in

Fatehsinha Gaikwar calling in the aid of the British. General

Goddard captured the city in February 1780 a.d , 1194 a.h.

It was then handed over to Fatehsinha.

Fatehsinha remained in possession for nearly three years and

at the end of this period the treaty of Salbai 1783 a.d., 1197 a.h. ,

restored the status quo. The Peshwa administered the city until

1800 a.d., 1214 a.h., in which year the Gaikwar's general Babaji

attacked and defeated Abu Shelukar, the governor of the Peshwa.

The Peshwa had long been anxious to get rid of Abu Shelukar,

who had been troublesome, and made no attempt to restore him,

but leased Ahmadabad for four years to the Gaikwar This

transaction took place late in 1800 a.d. in the earlier half of

1215 a.h. The lease was renewed in 1804 ad. for ten more

years, but on the expiration of the latter period the Peshwa

fearing, no doubt, the rivalry of the Gaikwar refused to renew,

leased the city to a private individual.

The result was disastrous to the prosperity of the city and

in 1817 a.d., 1232 a.h., the Peshwa yielding to strong pressure

from the British Government let the farm of Ahmadabad in

perpetuity to the Gaikwar. The Treaty of Poona, which con-

tained among other provisions the above agreement, was signed

in May 1817 a.d. in the first half of 1232 a.h.

Later in the year the Gaikwar agreed to hand over

Ahmadabad with his rights in it to the British Government, and

in December 1817 a.d., in the first month of 1233 a.h., the city

was formally transferred Mr. Dunlop was appointed as the

first Collector.

History— (2) (Numismatic).

Watson, Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I, Part 1.

Campbell, Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. IV, Ahmedabad.

Bombay Government records, Ahmadabad, 1818-1835.

Major Watson in his History of Gujarat makes various

references to coinage, for which his chief authority is the

Mir'at-i.Ahmadl. Speaking of the first occupation of the city

by the Marathas in 1753 a.d., 1166 a.h., he says, "In the

Ahmedabad mint coin was no longer struck in the name of the

Emperor." The appendix to this note contains a list of known

Ahmadabad coins of 1165 a.h. and after. From it we see that

the last coin minted by Ahmad Shah is dated in the earlier

part of the year 1165 a.h. There is then a gap of some year

and Major Watson's statement is so far borne out, though it i-

incorrect in so far as it implies that the name of the Emperor

was not used on any subsequent coins. It is quite possible,
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however, and even probable, that the statement refers merely
to the stoppage of the mint for all coins.

During Momin Khan's occupation of Ahmadabad, 1756-

1757 a.d., 1170-1171 a.h., Major Watson records, "The copper
vessels of such of the townspeople as had fled were now
melted and coined into money and given to the soldiery."
Nothing is said about silver coinage, but it is d priori unlikely

that the mint should be opened for coinage of copper only.

And in fact Dr. Taylor has in his cabinet (see appendix Xos. 5

and 6) two coins of this period, i.e. 1170 and 1171 a.h.

To confirm the statement that copper was coined about
the time of Momin Khan's occupation, I have in my cabinet

(v. app. 2a) an Ahmadabad paisa of ' Alaragfr II dated either

2, 3 or 4 a.r. The right-hand extremity of the " Julus" year
is not on the coin, and on consideration of the evidence I feel

inclined to put the figure at 3 or 4. It occupies an earlier

place in the list of the appendix than I now consider it should
hold, because it was my first impression that the accession of
1 Alamglr would involve fresh coinage both of silver and copper
and there was a temptation to believe that the copper coin was
of the same date as the earliest silver coin of ' Alamglr.

A third and most interesting remark made by Major
Watson is as follows :

" On receiving the government of the city

(from Momin Khan) the Maratha general ordered new coin

bearing the mark of an elephant goad to be struck in the

Abmedabad mint," This was the second occupation of

Ahmadabad in 1171 a.h. by the Marathas and the first coin

(app. No. 7) known to be issued after' 1171 a.h. bears the

ankush or elephant goad, just as Major Watson states. But
this is not the first time the ankush appears on an Ahmadabad
coin. The rupees issued during the first Maratha occupation
also bear the ankush, and the quotation from Watson contains
a want of correspondence of dates easily accounted for, when
we remember that Major Watson is the earliest English

authority for the fact of the two occupations of Ahmadabad
by the Marathas. By previous historians the Marathas were

considered to have occupied the city continuously after its

first surrender to them until the time when the British Govern-
ment took it over. Probably the Momin Khan who recaptured
the city in a.h. 1169 was erroneously identified with the earlier

Momin Khan, Governor of Ahmadabad, who died circ. a.h.

1156.

The Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. IV, Ahmadabad, supplies cer-

tain information of value for our purpose. We hear (page 72)

that " in 1817 on taking over charge from the Gaekwar autho-

rities of the city of Ahmedabad, Mr. Dunlop found the mint
closed and the supply of circulating medium so low as seriously

to impede traffic. He soon administered relief by issuing a

large quantity of new sicca rupees."
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It is probable that the mint had not been closed for long,
as we have both Peshwa's and Gaik war's coinage for the year
1232 a.h., but the fact that the supply of currency was short,
need not be doubted.

Mr, Dunlop was then responsible for the issue of the silver

coins dated 1233 a.h. (181« a.d.) and onwards. The abandon-
ment by him of the ankush and the adoption of the conven-
tional rose in its stead need not be dwelt upon in this place,
as mintmarks are being dealt with under a separate and
subsequent section.

Government of Bombay records show how the standard of

sikkais were fixed. Mr. Dunlop mentions the standard fixed
by Shelukar (Abu Shelukar, the Peshwa's governor) expelled
by the Gaikwar in Samvat 1849 (1793 a.d., 1207-08 a.h.)

according to which we now coin." The Bomba^y Assay
Master in 1819 specially complimented the Collector of Ahmada-

bad (Mr. Dunlop) on the close adherence to a uniform standard
both of weight and purity. The mean standard which the
Assay Master accepts is of weight 181 grains and of touch
(percentage of pure silver) 85*25. It is interesting to notice
the amount of variation considered as reasonable, Mr.
Dunlop's heaviest average coin for one month weighed 1S2
grains, touch 85-25, and his lightest 180*25, touch 85'5—a varia-
tion either way of about 1 grain as regards weight and negligi-
ble as regards touch.

Mr. Dunlop also states that " the siccas of those days "

(m 1788 a.d.) " were worth intrinsically f% more " than those
following Shelukar's standard.

In addition to the silver coinage, Mr. Dunlop obtained
permission in 1818 to coin 100 maunds of copper. The shroffs
had been making a corner in copper coin and earning large
profits. A new issue was greatly in demand.

Mr. Dunlop ascertained that the normal rate of exchange
for copper coin was 60 pice to the rupee. He fixed the ex-
hange for the sake of convenience (for divisions into annas

apparently) at 64 pice to the rupee. The coins he issued are
obviously those dated from 12—1234 to 14—1236, which have
puzzled so many authorities.

The weight of the new coin was determined apparently by
weighing 60 or a rupee's worth of old pice, which were found
to amount to a seer of 40 rupees weight. The new pice were
therefore coined at 64 to the seer.

,
This gives the weight of the old pice at 120§ gr. and the

weight of the new pice at iI3| gr. But in point of fact, what
1 take Mr. Dunlop to mean by the old pice, i.e. the recently
ls*ued Maratha pice (type B, p. 159) weigh from 127—118 grs.

:

« grs. is, however, not an uncommon weight and great exacti-
tude in copper coins is not to be expected. The weights of the
new pice/ 5

i.e. those of type C (p. 160) range from 121
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116 grs. It is clear that they were meant to weigh less than the

old pice and the fact that none are known to weigh the pres-

cribed 113 grs. need not be made much of. It is possible that

a fall in the price of copper may have made rigorous exacti-

tude of weighment unnecessary.
Dr. Taylor suggests in his article upon Ahmadabad coins in

the B.B.R.A.S. Journal the descent of these " new pice " from
the Akbari Do Tank!. Their connection with the " old pice

"

is one step towards the working out of this idea.

There is no other historical evidence ready to hand. It

appears that the year 1835 a.d. which signalized the appear-

ance of the imperial coins of William IV marked also the dis-

appearance of the Ahmadabad sikkai mint. At any rate

records show that in 1835, there was some difficulty in finding

the ex-Daroga of the mint a suitable post and the presumption
i3 that the mint had been closed about that year.

The latest date on a rupee in my cabinet is 1249 a.h. or

1833-34 a.d.

The Coins. (1) Description of types.

I shall now give a description of the types of coin of the

period, which fortunately are not numerous.
Gold.—As far as I know, no gold coins were minted.

Silver.—The silver coins known are rupees and half rupees.

The weight of the rupee is 180 grs. more or less and that of

the half rupee averages 90 grs. I have in the preceding sec-

tion referred to the method of determination of the standard

weight for practical purposes. It does not differ from the

ordinary Mughal standard. The length of the diameter of the

coins is unimportant ; they exhibit the same variations as

similar Mughal coins. There is similarly no difference of type

of inscription. Dr. Taylor has described the stock inscription

of coins subsequent to Muhammad Shah's reign and for the

sake of convenience this is repeated below

:

Obverse. Reverse.

King's name date.

J

. f number.

There is however a variation in the coins minted in and

after a.h. 1242. On them we find the date below the ya of
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<*hazi instead of above and in the last years of the mint in the

middle instead of on the righUh&nd side of the obverse.

The half rupees were struck from the same die as the

rupee and bear almost always very fragmentary inscriptions.

The metal of which these coins are composed are of vary-

ing touch. Without having made any analyses, I may record

my impression from observation that the older coins contain a

larger proportion of pure silver than the latter, particularly

those minted during the British regime. But analyses were

made in the past by the Assay Office at Bombay and the Assay

reports seem to prove that the British minted rupees of

Ahmadabad were of higher touch than the Maratha rupees.

The rupees vary much as regards mint marks and this ia

important enough to be treated later separately and in detail.

Copper.— Copper coins are not numerous, but there are at

least three types minted at three different periods.

Type A~—Period 1170—1171 a.h. App. 2a.

wt. Ill OTS.

Obverse. Beverse.

j* u r

;
Ux

number.

rf°

Mubarak on the reverse is a ten-

tative reading, the stroke form-

ing base of the kaf being alone

visible.

Type £.—Period 1231— 1232 a.h. App. 47a. and 49«.6.

wts. 127— 118 grs.

Obverse. Reverse.

» »uyi S

date I ;**-

***** number

V
Uf **!
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Type C—Period 1234—1236 a.h. App. 53a-c.

wts. 121— 116 grs.

Obverse. Reverse.

date number.

w*li

uf **>»

v JBBRAS, Vol. XX,
No. LVI, p. 439 and
plate.

I know of only one specimen of type A and that is in my
cabinet. Specimens of type B are rare, but type C is not

infrequently met with. It may be said that type A may be

ascribed to Aurangzlb. But a comparison of the type with

similar types of Aurangzlb and 'Alamgir II will, J believe, un-

hesitatingly pronounce in favour of the second 'Alamgir. The

sizes of the coins are unimportant. They are very irregular

and vary from an imperfect circle to an uneven square. The

poins are rather smaller though thicker than the current im-

cerial paisa (pice). The mint marks to be found on the copper

pieces will be discussed later.

The corns (2) {mint marks and comments).

I now come to what perhaps is the most important part

of this paper. In the majority of expositions of coins, so

much information has been obtainable from other features,

auch as literal and pictorial inscriptions, that no attempt has

been made to deal at all systematically with the variations of

conventional marks. I do not claim that my selection of

subjects was due to any originality or thoroughness of treat-

ment, and in fact it was only the numismatic dullness of the

period which was in such striking contrast to the bustle and

action of its history, which directed my attention to the

remarkable variation of mint marks, as a mine which might

profitably be dug in. I was, in fact, forced to make my differ-

entiations by mint marks or not at all The immediate cause

of my attention being turned to the matter was the sentence

that I have quoted from the Bombay Gazetteer that Mr. Dun-

lop, the first Collector of Ahmadabad, finding the commerce
of the city much impeded by the want of coin

;

obtained per-

mission to reopen the mint at Ahmadabad. Coins of the period

subsequent to the British occupation were known to exist both

in Dr. Taylor's cabinet and in other collections, although

no definite ascription of them had been made to Mr. Dunlop s
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Mint. It struck the eye on looking through Dr. Taylor's

cabinet that some coins of the later Mughals bore the ankush

and others not, and it was a natural step forward to enquire

whether the presence and absence of the ankush corresponded

with any definite period of occupation by different powers. A

short examination showed that the British coins did not bear

the ankush . and this fact together with the knowledge that one

or two coins existed bearing thelettersnT (presumably for Gaik-

war) lay a wide field open to further inquiry. But the scar-

city of material presented difficulties and Dr. Taylor's cabinet

of ^Mughal coins, extremely helpful as it was, could not be

expected to contain coins which were obviously not Mughal.

I therefore made a special search among the so-called sikkais

of Ahmadabid, which are to be found in large numbers in the

silver dealers' shops. These sikkais I found to be struck with

extraordinary uniformity, so as to exclude the_date both of the

Hijrf years and of the Mughal Emperor's «

« julus." The result

was that onlv about one coin in a hundred yielded the requi-

site data, and it will be understood that a perfectly complete

series was hard to obtain.

A list of the known coins of the Ahmadabad Mint of and

after 1165 ah. is to be found in the Appendix, which to a

large extent explains itself. Its indebtedness for the years

between 1165 and 1200 a.h. to Dr. Taylor's cabinet will be

seen. The subsequent coins are mainly from my own cabinet.

The principal mint marks in this series appears to be in

the loop of the sin of julus on the reverse, and unless it is

stated to the contrary, all mint marks will be understood to

occupy this position. The last Mughal marks are those of

Ahmad Shah (v. app. No. 1) and of 'AlaniL'ir IT (v app. Nos 5

and 6). The former resembles a sprig of a tree and is chiefly

noticeable, because it appears to be reproduced on the copper

coins Nos. 47 a and 49 a and b of the Appendix. This mark

may. however, represent a glorified trisul, and in any case it

stands upright and not slantwise like the "sprig." A com-

parison mav be made with Wright I.M.C. Vol. Ill, Mint mark

No. 94.

The mark on coins Nos. 5 and 6 in the Appendix is not

especially distinctive. It bears a close resemblance to that on

British-minted coins, Appendix No. 51, though the two marks

differ in detail.

The next distinctive mark is the ankush of which our

earliest specimen is Appendix No. 2. It definitely replaces the

sprig in the sin of julus. Mention has been made of the

evidence, which leads us to believe that the ankush is purely

a Maratha sign. It seems conclusive enough. Upon the

origin of the sign light is thrown by the Hon'ble Mr. Justice

Ranade in his article on currencies and mints under Maratna

rule in J.B.B.R.A.S., Vol. XX, No. LV. He remarks on page
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199, u the Ankushi rupee, so called on account of the ankush

or elephant goad which it bore on the inscription, was issued

by the Hastes from their mint at Vai." I do not know of any

but the Ahmadabad rupees bearing the ankush. The quota-

tion, if it refers to them, is doubly interesting. In any case,

it provides another authority for the connection of the ankush

mark on coins with the Marathas. Mr. Ranade gives other

relevant information on page 19*8 id. " In the Peshwa's own

mints Malharshahi rupees appear to have been the standard.

They were called Malharshahi after Malharrao Bhicaji Raste

as stated above. This Raste family was at first a great banking

firm, and Malharrao was the brother of Gopi Kalbhai, wife

of Balaji Bajirao (Peshwa), When theKarnatic was conquered

from the Nawab of Savanur, the Rastes were appointed Sube-

dars and Malharrao opened a mint at Bagalkot about 1753 a.d.

1753 a. d., 1169 a.h., is the date of the first Maratha occupation

of Ahmadabad. It is quite probable that the Peshwa s

general adopted the sign of the chief Maratha mint master for

the new coinage, both because he was chief mint master and

because he was their ruler's brother-in-law. It is even just

possible that the Ahmadabad coins were minted by Malharrao

at Vai or Bagalkot, but I do not consider this very likely.

That the Rastes had a stake in Gujarat is shown by Grant

Duff , History of Marathas, Vol. Ill, page 386. One of the con-

ditions of the Treaty of Poona of 1817 was that the Jagir of

"Madhu Rao Rastia" forfeited years beforeshould be restored.

Whether it was the Rastes or others who were responsible

for the introduction of the ankush mark into Gujarat, the sign

was continued right up to the date of the British occupation.

In 1200 a.h. variations of the ankush are introduced. I can

only account for these by supposing that they are private

marks of mint masters. If so, changes of head of staff must

have been frequent. In 1215 a.h. the Peshwa leased Ahmad-

abad to the Gaikwar, and the latter was for the first time in

independent occupation recognized by the Peshwa. About

this time we see a corresponding change in the mint mark.

We have the regular Maratha ankush with the addition of WW
Nagri , which obviously stands for *to*WT¥. This mark is with

differentiations maintained in conjunction with the ankush

almost continuously until the termination of the Gaikwar s

lease in 1229 a.h. We should expect the symbol »t to have

been added first in the year 1215 a.h., when the lease was

made. But Nos. 32 and 33 App. show that the change oc-

curred in the year 39 a.r. No. 32 has the plain ankush and

No. 33 the ankush with *tt . The corresponding Hijri period i&

1211—1212. The discrepancy need not, however, detain us.

For the ten or twelve years previous to 1215 the julus year

was allowed to fall one or two years behind the proper figu*^*

For instance No. 26 should read 34 or 35—1207 instead of 3«J,
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and No. 34 should read 42 or 43-1215 for 40-1215 The

Hijrl dates wanting on Nos. 32 and 33 are more probably

1214 and 1215 than anything else.

J have said above that the mark jit was maintained aJmosJ

continuously until 1229 a.h. The exceptions are Nos. 38 and

39 Aim. which bear the word KT* in the place of jit. ThedaU-s

are 121 and 122, which seem to indicate 1219 and 1220. It

this is so, the connection of this change of mark with the

termination and the renewal of the original four years lease in

1219 a h. is probable. I have not been able, however, to hit

upon a plausible signification of TW. Can it be a disinclina-

tion to continue the use of jit from the fear of the Peshwa

thinking it presumption after the termination of the old lease .

This coupled with a desire to give a hint to the inhabitants of

Ahmadabad, that the Peshwa had not actually resumed posses-

sion, as the replacement of the simple ankush might be held to

show, may account for this curious variation. Is it to boot a

pious invocation of Rama to the end that Ahmadabad may

remain under the Gaikwar's sway ?
n , wt .. . ,

Whatever
50

a return to the old symbol, which is continued in the year

of the reign of Shah 'Alam II. A remarkable figure this, as

the Emperor died in the 49th year of his reign, but it shows

how careless was the Maratha at this period of the change ot

the name of his shadowy suzerain. On the com that bears tne

figure (No. 41) the ankush has a small mark of differentiation

due no doubt to the appointment of a new mint Daroga
.

.But

later a return was made to academical exactitude, ine

next coin (No. 42) the first of Akbar's reign has the julus year

to correspond with the Hijrl date, and further the correcter

svmbol JH (i.e. JIT + the abbreviation sign I ) is used instead ot JU

for the first syllable of the word jtt*i**i^.

In No. 44 we note an additional sign, which seems to read

* Its meaning is obscure. It is only possible to suggest

it may stand for Khan, which in Gujarati frequently is so

The resumption of the lease of Ahmadabad from the

Gaikwar is marked by the issue of No. 46 without the sign JIT.

In its place is a sign like the spectacles on a cobra s hood

Justice Ranade in the article referred to a few pages back

makes no mention of this mark, but it appears on a silver coin

in my cabinet bearing the date 1244 in Maratha figures Ihe

coin bears a very close resemblance to the Maratha Chhatra-

pati (v. Dr. Abbott's article in J.B.B R.A.S. ,
Vol. XX

,
No^ L\ )

and its main "lieude provenance " is Poona, although my

specimen was discovered in Ahmadabad. These facts, it is

true, do not throw much light upon the mark in question, but

are so far useful as to suggest that it denotes an issue of the

Pe3hwa rather than of the Gaikwar.
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The ankush persists on this coin. It appears also on sub-

sequent silver coins with the differentiation of two streamers
attached until 1232— 10. The "cobra's spectacles" are now
absent.

Omitting for a moment mention of the copper coin of this

epoch, we find No. 50 marking the restoration of Ahmadabad
to the Gaikwar by the return to the simple ankush and the

replacement of the symbol *it. There is nothing in the date to

contradict this view. In the first month of the next year
1233 a. h. Ahmadabad was formally transferred to the British

Government and the coins henceforth issued bear nothing but
a simple conventional rose in the sin of the Jul us. This bears a

very close resemblance to the mark on Nos. 5 and 6 and in fact

is identical with it save that it is somewhat more coarsely
delineated. The mark was evidently conceived by the British

mint master as the most suitable one for the purpose. It sug-

indicates the flower that is England's badge.

ghal

The mark on the copper coins, which, it is to be noticed,

comprise both the paisa (pice) and the pai (pie) is not a

conspicuous one and appears to be a mere ornament.
Henceforth the series proceeds more or less regularly to

the year 1249 a.h. The Jul us date is almost invariably
incorrect. In 1242 a.h. a slight change of type appears. This
has been already noticed.

From the fact that rupees and half rupees of certain dates
are found missing, it is probable that no coins were minted of

these dates. This does not mean that the mint stopped issuing
coins, but that no trouble was taken to change the dies. The
dates found are 1233, 1236, 1239, 1241, 1242, 1243, 1244, 1248
and 1249. Half rupees are listed in the Appendix of all these
dates except 1239. It is possible that Nos. 55 and 58 are not of

1236 and 1241, but probably these years were on the die, as after

the first two or three years of British occupation, not more
than one regular year was ever ascribed to a Hijri date, so far

as can be determined. And the existence of both rupees and
half rupees of certain dates and the absence of both denomina-
tions of others certainly supports the view that the change of

dates was made not regularly, but from time to time.

I have thought it wise not to break the thread of the

argument by the notice of a striking coin which interrupts the
series issued in the name of Shah 'Alain II. This is a coin
minted by Bidar Bakht in 1203 Ahad, and bearing a mint name
which looks remarkably like Ahmadabad. The best specimen of

which a plate has been made appears to be No. 2499 I.M.C
(Wright). There is a remote possibility that the mint name is

not Ahmadabad but something else, e*g. Muhammadabad, for
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why Bldar Bakht should have shown Ahmadabad as a mint

town and the only one besides the obvious Shahjahanabad is

far from clear. But whether the coin bears the name of Ah-

madabad or not, I feel perfectly sure from the style of it that

it was not minted very far from SJiahjahanabad. The type re-

sembles too closely that of its immediate predecessor No. 2498

of Bldar Bakht and its immediate successor No. 2500 of Akbar

II, for it to be possible that it is anything but a true Mughal

coin. It cannot therefore have been actually coined in Ah-

madabad, for as we have seen the Peshwa then in possession of

the city was minting a series of coins of a particular stamp.

The recognition of Shah Jahan III (v. app. No. 8 and 9) is not

on the same footing. In his case, the death of 'Alamgir the

second was accompanied by the actual proclamation of Shah

Jahan as Emperor. Shah "'Alain II, now reckoned as 'Alam-

gir's successor by historians, was then in Bihar and remained

there some little time before physically asserting his claim to

the Imperial throne. It was therefore doubtful for a while

which claimant would prevail, and it causes no surprise to find

that the Emperor actually proclaimed at Dehli was the one

recognized by the Marathas. The latter appear to have ceased

coining for some years subsequent to 1175 a.h. 1 and the

next coin known is dated a.r. 10 of Shah 'Alam, by which

date he had had ample time to become universally acknow-

ledged as Emperor.
For the coin of Bldar

I think, an exact parallel in Nadir S_hah's issue of 1152 a.h.

It is well known that Nadir Shah had no connection with

Gujarat. He conquered Dehli and imprisoned the Emperor.

Watson (B.G., page 322) says, " except that coin was struck in

Nadir's name the collapse of Mughal power caused little change

in Gujarat." It is probably just as true to say that the col-

lapse of Mughal power caused no change in Gujarat. Ahmada-

bad was in joint possession of the powerful Momin Khan and

the Maratha Rangojf.
"2 Neither of them was likely to recognize

a foreign invader to the extent of striking coin in his name.

Nadir Shah is said to have converted a portion of the plunder

of Dehli into coin at Shahjahanabad, and from the similarity ot

style of the Ahmadabad to the other pieces of the invader,

Bakht

1 Two coins have just (June 1913) come to hand one Shah Alam

II, a.k. ahad, and the other a.r. 4. both with the plain ankush mark

The Marathas did not therefore cease coining as I have supposed, Out

either issued coins under the names of the two rival Emperors at once or

antedated the Shah 'Alam issue, when the claim of that Emperor was

established Vide last remark in Appendix. ... ,

«
I venture here to differ from Dr. Taylor (Coma of Ahmadabad

J.B.B.R.A.S. 1901) who is of opinion that Nadir's com was *™* at

Ahmadabad. I do so with less diffidence as Dr. Taylor has not ad.
,

anced

the possibility of the coins being struck elsewhere than at Ahmaclaoaa.
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probability seems to be on the side of the Ahmadabad as well

as the coins with other " mint " names being all struck at one
time in Dehli.

mlam Qadir minted the

coin for Bidar Bakht from his plunder of Shah 'Alam's palace.

The desire to assert a claim over a wealthy and important city

like Ahmadabad, which was nominally under Mughal rule,

would appear to have been sufficient inducement for the strik-

ing of the coins referred to by Nadir Shah and Bidar Bakht.
I attach considerable importance to the differences of style

of execution in the coins from the normal Ahmadabad type, as

apart from these two exceptions, the Ahmadkbad mint keeps to

a uniform style for the century 1138 a.h. to 1237 ah. and a
few years after.

I cannot conclude this note without a word of thanks to

Dr. Taylor for his kind and generous help and warm encourage-
ment in my efforts to throw a little light upon a hitherto un-

investigated period of Ahmadabad Numismatics.
It will be seen from the appendix that I am almost entirely

dependent upon his cabinet for the description of the coins of

the earlier part of my period. By affording me opportunities
of access at all times to his cabinet and library as well as by
actual research and communication of his numismatic experience
he has rendered me most valuable assistance.

Surat, 1913. A. Master.
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POST-MUGHAL COINS OF AHMADABAD
(the numbers correspond with those in the Appendix).

("Note" refers to the last paragraph of the Note at end of Appendix)
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126. Gupta Gold Coins found in the Ballia District.

[With Plate II.]

During the past few years a number of gold coins have

been found by cultivators near a mound in the village of

Kasarwain tahsil and district Ballia. The fact having recently

come to the notice of the district authorities, seventeen of the

coins have been recovered and sent to the Government of the

United Provinces by whom they have been acquired for the

Lucknnw Museum.
All the coins are of the time of Samudra Gupta and are of

the following types :

—

«

» •

3

10

Aswamedha
Javelin, variety a

Javelin, variety y . .
2

Battleaxe .

.

.

.

1

Kacha .

.

1

. <

The classification adopted is that of Mr. V. A. Smith in

The Coinage of the early or Imperial Gupta Dynasty,'

J.R.A.S., 1889.

A&WAMEDHA.
Obverse. Reverse.

1. Horse standing left facing Female figure standing left on

a pole. The horse has a band or lotus , holding fly whisk over right

collar with a boss on the near shoulder. Post with small stream-

shoulder. The pole is adorned ers on both sides of its base,

with long streamers above and Legend Aswamedha parakramah.

small streamers on each side.
Si below the horse. There is no
pedestal and no sign of pave-
ment.

Right margin . . Rajadhiraja
pritiv . . .

Left margin . . t.v.j.mah.

AT -85 in., 117 grs.

This coin differs in general appearance from the ordinary

type of Aswamedha. The horse is shaped differently and the

collar is more on the shoulder than the neck. The female

figure on reverse is more attenuated than usual. I am unable

to suggest an interpretation of the obverse legend which is

7T ZK P

Mr. John Allan of the British Museum informs me that

Dr. Hoey, I.C.S., retired, has a similar coin, the legend of whicu

has

2. Horse as in the usual type. Female figure. The post ha^

Low pedestal under "#*." Le- streamers on one side only as

gend missing. usual.

A/ -8 in., 119 grs. (has been ringed).
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This coin has apparently been struck from the same die as

that figured as No. 3, Plate XIV of the Indian Museum Cata-

logue.

3. Similar to No. 2, but with Similar to 2.

a higher pedestal under the " si
"

and legend . ,ja prithivim in

right margin.

PJ -8 in., 120 grs. (has been ringed).

Javelin, var. a.

These ten javelin coins are of the common variety ;
but

they present a number of small differences in the arrangement

of the legend, the absence or presence of streamers to the

standard and javelin and in the dress of the king.

4. King left with javelin, Throned goddess and inscrip-

altar and garuda standard as tion parakramah as usual. Mon.

usual. Samudra under left arm. No. 8 of Plate XVIII of the Indian

The javelin is adorned with Museum Catalogue. Above cornu-

streamers. The standard has copiae A. The throne shows two

streamers and no staff. legs only.

Right margin . . Samara 6a.

Left margin . . vijayo j. .

N -85 in., 118 grs.

5. Similar but with sfcafi and Similar but Mon. No. <>.

no streamers to garuda standard.

Right margin . . Samara sata v. .

Left margin . .(a vijayo jit. .

PJ 8 in., 117 grs.

6. As No. 5. Am No. 4, but Mon. No. 2 and

Right margin . . Samara sata mark No. 47 of the same plate

vital/;. above cornucopias.

Left margin.

PJ 8 in., 116 grs.

7. As Xo. 5. but with stream- As No. 4, but the throne shows

mers neither to javelin nor stan- four legs and a back. Mon. Xo. 9

dard. The javelin head at base.of and no mark over cornucopiae.

coin is very clearly shown.
Right margin . . Samara sata

vit.

.

Left margin . .jayo j. .

N -8 in., 120 grs. (has been ringed).

8. As No. 4, but with long As No. 4, but the throne shows

staff and no streamers to garuda three legs and has a back. Mon.

standard and a crescent above. No. 29.

The ring does not show the usual

long ear-rings, but has a headdress

covering the
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Right margin . . Samara sata
vit. .

Left margin . . tar. .

AI -8 in., 115 grs. (has been ringed).

9. As No. 4, but with long
staff and no streamers to stan-
dard.

Right margin. . . Samara sata
ritata v .

Left margin. . .yo jitari puro. .

ru (?).

There is apparently a 4" above

the garuda, which does not fit in
any known legend

As No. 4, but the throne shows
four legs. Mon. No. 2 and no mark
over eornucopiae.

N -8 in., 117 grs.

10. As No. 4, but with long
staff to standard and the king
wears a long coat coming down
almost to his knees in front.

Right margin . . Samara sata
v%tata.

Left margin . . jitari.

As No. 4, but with mark ^ over

eornucopiae and a back to the

throne.

M '85 in., 117 grs.

11. As No. 4, but no stream-
ers to standard and with the
marginal legend beginning on the
opposite margin.

Left margin . . mara Sata vita.
Riffht margin . . ta vijayo ;. .

As No. 4, but Mon. No. 29

N 85 in., 117 grs.

12. As No. 5, but with legend
arranged as No. 1 1 . Javelin head
shown distinctly.

Left margin . . mara sata vitata
vijayo.

Right margin

As No. 4, but throne shows four

legs and Mon. is No. 29.

PJ -8 in., 118 grs.

13. As No. 12, but with long
staff to standard.

Left margin . . Samara sata.
Right margin . .vitata vijay. .

There is space for several letters
and apparently the remains of
one immediately before vitata.

As No. 12

N -85 in., 116 grs.
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Javelin, var. y.

14:. Usual type of standing
king with javelin at altar. Short
staff to standard. No streamers
to staff of standard or javelin.

Crescent or tail of a letter over
the garuda.
Samudra to left of javelin.

Gupta to right of javelin.

Left margin . . ara fata.

Right margin . . tata vijay.

Usual throned goddess.
Throne shows two legs and

back. Mark A over coniucopiae.

Mon. No. 2.

Al -8 in., 117 grs.

15. As No. u.
Left margin Samara sata vitata.

Right margin . .

As No. 14, but no mark over

cornucopiae.

N -75 in., 115 grs.

On 14 and 15 both in name and inscription the m takes

the form *T instead of "V"" as in variety a.

Bat i leaxe.

1(3. King left grasping battle-

axe in left hand. Right hand
on hip. Wearing a dagger on
left side. Small male figure and
crescent-headed standa I on left

*
.

• between the two figures. Sa-

mudra under left arm. Marginal
legend fragmentary.

Goddess on tour-legged throne

with cornucopiae. The footstool is

not the lotus as figured in J.R.A.S.

1889, Plate I, No. 11, but is more
like that of the javelin type,

Mon. Xo. 2. Xo mark over cornu-

copiae. Legend which follows the

margin is as usual kritanta parasu.

N 75 in., 117 grs.

The King also wears a dagger in the specimen figured in

the Indian Museum Catalogue and apparently also in the one
figured by Mr. Burn in "A Find of Gupta Gold Coins

Numismatic Chronicle, Fourth Series. Vol. X. The coins figured

by Mr. V. A Smith in his " Coinage of the early or Imperial

Gupta Coinage " show no dagger.

Kacha.

17. D final type of king at
altar with solar st andard. Kacha
under left arm.

Left margin Karmabhir atta-

mair.

Right margin. . .

Standing goddess with inscrip

tion trvarafochchhetta as usual.

Mon.

N -8 in., 119 grs. (has been ringed.)

W. E. M. Campbell.
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127. List Complementary to Mr. Whitehead's " Mint

Towns of the Mughal Emperors of India.
? ?

Since the publication in 1908 of Mr. Nelson Wright's

Volume III of the '-Catalogue of the Coins in the Indian

Museum '

'
, with its invaluable introduction, no more important

contribution has been made to Indian Numismatics, and none
could be more welcome than the list, recently issued by the

the Mint Towns of the Mughali iAsiatic Society of Bengal, of

Emperors of India." By the preparation of this list Mr.

Whitehead has laid all coin-collectors in this country under a

deep debt of obligation, for evidently he has spared no pains

to ensure that it should be as complete and accurate a list as

possible. The material to be explored in order to the produc-

tion of so extensive a Coin- Register, running as it does into a

hundred pages, was sufficiently formidable, but Mr. Whitehead
has fulfilled his self-appointed task with admirable courage and

patience.

The entries, as now arranged, reveal, and at a single

glance, for each mint the metals, gold or silver
,
or copper,

in which coins were struck by each of the Emperors, and also

indicate some one cabinet in which a specimen of each coin

registered is to be found to-day.
The list of twenty-seven Emperors (claimants included)

is noteworthy as containing for the first time the name of

'Azimu-sh-shan, son of Shall 'Alam Bahadur and father of

Farrukh-siyar; and all who have read Mr. Whitehead's con-;

vincing article (No. 103) in Numismatic Supplement No. XX
will, I am confident, approve of the inclusion of this name.

On the other hand, the name of Niku-siyar no longer has a

place in the list, and, inasmuch as no coin of his is known, the

omission is, for the present at least, free from objection. A
fortunate Wi

find " however, mav some day warrant the Re-

insertion of Niku-siyar's name, for KJiafl Kh
abu-1-Lubab definitely states, 'His accession was an-

nounced by peals of cannon, and coins of gold and silveri c

i< were struck in his name." !

The order adopted in the list of the Emperors is unusual,

and will, I fear, fail to win absolute approval. No. 9 Murad
Bakhsh and No. 10 Shah Shuja' should surely come before

No. 8 Aurangzeb 'Alamgir rather than before No. 11 Shah

'Alam Bahadur. Similarly both No. 12 A'zam Shah and

No. 13 Kam Bakjjsh should precede, not follow, No. 11 Shah

'Alam Bahadur. Also, even though the 'Azimu-sh-shan rupee

was in all probability struck by Farrukh-siyar's orders, it

should, chronologically considered, stand before rather than

after Jahandar's coins, and hence in the list Nos. 14 and H>

1 Dowaon's Elliot, Vol. VII, page 482.
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might with advantage change places. Then the Mints, too.
Sitpur and Sikakul, should come after Sahrind instead of after

Shergarh.

In the coin-entries I have noticed only one serious omission.
The well-known coins struck both in silver and in copper by
Murad Bakhsh at the Siirat mint have been overlooked. I

would, accordingly, suggest that B.M. be inserted in the A\

column, and I (Roman numeral) in the M column.
On Hie coins Mustafa-abad is written al-'t j&*ax> with

»>

not with e>. Bahadurpattan, China pattan, and Machhllpattan
should, all of them, when transliterated, have a " double t,

also Ujjain a "double j," unless the immediately preceding
vowel be lengthened.

Mr. Whitehead's list shows for each mint the reigns
during which it was active. It hence became a very simple
matter to prepare a Complementary List that should exhibit for

each reign its active mints and their metals. I have pleasure
in now supplying such a list, in the hope that it too may at

times prove of use to my fellow coin-collectors.

G. P. Taylor.

for each Reign its active Mints and their Metals

Mint.
Emperor.

£ M ' JE

1. BAB I K Urdu
Total number Agra Agra
of Mints : 7 : Tatta
of these the .faunpur
Mints issuing Kabul
coins— i Lahor
in gold were Lakbnau
nil, in silver

were 7 , and in

copper were i.

2. HUMAY0N !

Ujjain
Total : 9. 1 Agra Agra
Gold : nil. Jaunpur
Silver : 7. C hampanir (hampanir
Copper : 7. Dehll Dehll

«L M

Qandahc«r Qandahar
Kabul
Lahor 1

Lahor
Mandu

3. AKBAR 1

Afcak Banaras

Total : 78. !

Ajmer
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Mint.

Emperor.

N M .E

Gold: 18. Ajmer Salimabad
Silver : 39. Qjjain Ujjain
Copper : 00. Ahmadabad

•
Ahmadabad

•

Ahmadnagar
Ahmadabad

*

Udaipur
Urdu Urdu
Urdu zafar

*• Urdu Z. Q. Urdu Z. Q.

qarin.

Asir Akbarpur
Akbarpur Tanda Akbarpur Tanda

Akbarnagar Akbarnagar Akbarnagar
Agra Agra Agra

Alwar Alwar
Ilahabad

Ilahabas
Amirkot
Khita Awadh

Elichpur
Balapur
Bandhu

Budaon
Burhanpur Burhanpur Burhanpur

Bangala
Bandar Shahi

Bahraich
Bhakkar Bhakkar
Bairata Bairata

Pattan Pattan Pattan
Patna Patna Patna

. Tatta
Jaialpur
Jalalnagar

Jaunpur Jaunpur Jaunpur
Chunar Chunar

Chitor
Hajipur

1

Hisar
'

Hisar
• *

Hisar Firoza Hisar Firoza
• •

• •

Khairabad
Khairpur
Dogaon

Dehll Dehll
Dewal Bandar

Dehll

Sironj

Srlnagar Srlnagar
Salimabad
Sambhal

Surat (?)
Saharanpur

Sahrind Sahrind
Shahgarh Qanauj

Sherpur
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Emperor.

Mint.

N M M

Shergarh
4 Sltpilr

Fathpilr 1 Kathpur Kathpur
Kabul H abul
Kalpi Kalpi

Kashmir

Gadraula

K alanur
Kora
Kiratpur

Gwali ar
Gobindpur
CJorakpur
Gohad

Lahor Lahor Lahor
Lakhnau

Lahri Bandar
Malpur Malpur Malpur

JL

Manikpur
Manghar
Madan Kot

Mult an Multan
Mir t ha

Xarnol Xarnol

4. JAHANGIR Aj mer Ajmer Ajmer
Total : 30. Ujjain
Gold: 14. Ahmadabad 1

Ahmadabad
m

Ahmadabad
•

Silver: 27. Ahmad nagar Ahmad nagar Ahmadnagar
Copper : 9.

Urdu
Urdu dar rah-i-

dakhan.

j

Udaipur

Akbarnagar -
Agra Agra

Ilahabad
Agra

Elichpur

Burhanpur Burhanpur
Bairata Bairata

Patna Patna
Panjnagar
Tatta
Jalnapur
Jaler

Jahangirnagar Jah angirnagar
-^r^^ m * _».

Dehli Dehli Dehli

Ruhtas
Surat S ilrat

Zafarnagar
Fathpur Fathpur
Qandahar Qandahar

Kabul Kabul
Katak
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Mint.
Emperor.

N M M

Kashmir Kashmir
Lahor Lahor
Mandu

5. JAHANGlR, Ahmadabad
1 Ahmadabad

AND NUR • •

Akbarn igar
JAHAN

Total : 6. Agra
PatnaGold : *3.

Silver : 6. Surat Surat
Copper : nil. Lahor Lahor

6. DAWAR Lahor
BAKHSH

Total: I.

Gold : nil.

Silver : 1. 1

Copper : nil.
\

7. SHAH Aimer
JAHAN I

v

Total: 41. Ujjain Ujjain Ujjain
Gold : 23. Ahmadabad 1

• Ahmadabad Ahmadabad
Silver : 35, Ahmadnagar

•

Copper : 15. Udaipur
Urdu Z. Q.

Akbarabad Akbarabad Akbarabad
Akbarnagar jkbarnagar
Agra Agra
Ilahabad Ilahabad Ilahabad

Aurangnagar
Elichpur

Burhanpur Burhanpur
Balkh

Bhakkar
Bhilsa ! Bhilsa

Bairata
Pattan Deo Pattan Deo
Patna Patna Patna

Peshawar
Tatta Tatta

J unagarh
Jahangirnagar Jahangirnagar

Dos:aon
Daulatabad Daulatabad

o

Dehli Dehli
Surat Surat Surat
Shahjahanabad Shahjahanabad

Zafarabad
Zafarnagar
Fathpur

Shahjahanabad

Qandahar
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\s:\

Emperor

Mint.

•

S JR E

Kabul Kabul
Katak

Kashmir Kashmir Kashmir
Kambayat Kambayat
Gulkanda Gulkanda
Lahor Lahor
Lakhnau Lakhnau Lakhnau

Multan Multan
Narnol

8. AURAXGZEB Itawa Itawa

'ALAMGlR Aimer A'mer
Total : 72. I'iiain Ujjain Ujjain

Gold: 40. Ahsanahad Ahsanabad
Silver

:

70. Ahmadabad
m

Ahmadabad Ahmadabad
•

Copper

:

24.
#

Ahmadnagar

Islamabad

Ahmadnagar
Adorn
]s amabad
Islam Bandar
Azamnagar A'zamnagar

Akbarabad
j
Akbarabad Akbarabad

Akbarnagar Akbarnagar Akbarnagar
Ilahabad Ilahabad

Imtiyazgarh i

Aurangabad Aurangabad Aurangabad
Elichpur Elichpur

Burhanpur Burhanpur
Bareli

Burhanpur

Bankapur
Bhakkar
BhlUa

Bijapur Bijapur Bijapur
Bairata

Patna Patna
Purbandar

j

Tatta

Punch
Peshawar
Tatta

Toragal Toraeal
J inji

Jaunpur Jaunpur 1

Junacarh
Jahanglrnagar Jahanglrnagar
Chinapattan Chinapattan
Haidarabad Haidarabad Haidarabad

••

Khujista Bunyaci Khujista Bunyad
Khairnagar
Ranthor
Sambhar

Surat Surat
Saharanpiir

Surat

Sahrind
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Emperor.

9. MURAD
BAKHSH

Total : 3.

Gold

:

2.

Silver : 3.

Copper : 1

.

10. SHAH
SHUJA'.

Total

:

]

.

Gold: nil.

Silver: L
Copper

:

nth

11. SHAH 'ALAM
BAHADUR.

Total: 51.

Gold: 19.

Silver : 49.

Copper: 12.

Mint

Shahjahanabad
Sholapur
Zafarabad
Zafar pur
'Alamgirpur
'Azimabad
KSbul
Katak

Kashmir
Kambayat
-ulbarga
Gulkanda

Labor

Muhammadabad

Murshidabad

Multan
Malikanagar

Nusratabad

Ahmadabad

Kambayat

Itawa

i Ujjain

Shahjahanabad
Sholapur
Zafarabad
Zafarpur
'Alamgirpur
'Azimabad
Kabul
Katak
Karpa
Karimabad
Kaslirnir

Kambayat
Oulbarga
Gulkanda
Gwaiiar
Gutl
Lahor
L.ikhnau
Machhlipattan
Muhammadabad
Mahmud Bandar
Makhsusabad
Muradabad
Murshidabad
Mu'azzamabad
Multan

Mailapur
Narnol
Nusratabad

Ahmadabad

Kambayat
Surat

^E

Shahjahanabad
Sholapur

' Azimabad
KSbul
Katak

Gulbarg-

Lahor
Lakhnau
Machhlipattan

Multan

Mailapur
Narnol

Surat

Akbarnagar

Itavv H

Ajmer
U/jaln
Ahsan&bSd
Ahmadabad
Ahmadnagar
Arkat

Ahmadabad
Ahmadnagar
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Mint.

Emperor.

X M M

Akbarabad Akbarabad
Akbarnagar

. Akbarnagar
llahabad

•

Tmtiyazgarh
Ausa
Elichpur Elichpur

Burhanpur Burhanpur
Bareli
Bankapur
Bahadurgarh
Bljapur Bljapur
Purbandar

Peshawar Peshawar
Tatta Tatta
Toragal Toragal

J fin agar

h

Jabanglrnngar Jahanglrnagar
Chinapattan

Haidarabad Haidarabad
• Haidarabad

Khujista Bunyad Khujista Bunyad
Surat Surat Surat

Sahrind
Shahjahanabad Shahjahanabad Shahjahanabad

Sholapur Sholapur
Sikakul !

'Alamglrpur

L

'Azimabad 'AzTmabad
Firozgarh i Firozgarh

Firoznagar
Kabul
Karimabad
Kashmir

Kambayat Kambayat Kambayat
Guti

Labor ; Lahor
Lakhnau

Machhllpattan
Muhammad a bad

• Muhamraadabad
•

Muradabad
Murshidabad

m

Multan Multan
Mailapur Mailapur

Narnol
Nusratabad

12. A'ZAM Ujjain
SHAH.

Total : 6 Vhmadabad
Gold : 3. Ahmadnagar

•

Ahmadnagar
Silver : 6. Burhanpur

9 *—

1

Burhanpur
Copper: ml. \Khujista Bunyad Khujista Bunyad

Surat
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Mint.

"F^TnnfvrnTXj iLXyJyjl. kJL •

! £ /R M

13. KAM Ahsanabad
BUKHSH.

•

Total: 7. Biiapur
Gold: I. Toragal
Silver: 7. Haidarabad Haidarabad
Copper : niL Gulbarga

Gokulgarh (S.

India)
9

Nusratabad
*

14. JAHANDAR !

[tl wa Itavva

SHAH.
Total : 33. Ajmer
Gold : 9. I jiain
Silver: 30. Ahmadabad Ahmadabad
Copper : 4. Ahmadna^ar

Arkat
Akbarabad Akbarabad

Akbarpur
Akbj.rnagar
Elichpur

Burhanpur Burhanpur
Barell
Bahadurgarh
Bhakkar
Biiapur Bijapur

Peshawar
Tatta

I Haidarabad
|

Khujista Bunyad Khujista Bunyad
Surat Surat Surafc

Sahrind
Shahjahanabad Shahjahanabad

Fathabad Dharur i

#

Kabul
Kararabad

.

Kambayat !

Gulbarga j

Gwaliar Gwaliar
La' or

I

Lakhnau |

Murshidabad
Mu'azzamabad

Multan 1

15. 'AZlMU-SH- JahSngirnagar j

SHAN.
i

Total: 1.

Gold : niL
Silver : 1.

Copper : nil.

____———
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Mint.

Emperor.
1

N M

16. FARRUKH- It-awa Ttawa
SIYAR.

Total : 57. Ajmer A j mer
Gold : 28. Ujjain Ujjain
Silver ; 50. Alimadabfld

• Ahmadabad
Copper : 8. Ahmadnagar Ahmadnagar

Arkat ArkSt
Islamabad Islamabad

A'zamnagar
A'zamnagar Go-

kul carh
Akbarabad Akbarabad

A k barn agar
Akbarabad

Ilahabad Ilahabad
Imtiyazgarh Imti\ az_rarh

Aurangnagar
Ehchpur

Burhanpiir Burhanpur
Barell 1 I ar 11

Bankapur
Pahadurgarh
Bhakkar

•

Bijapur
Patna

Bijapur

Purbandar Purbandar
Peshawar Peshawar

Tatta
Toragal
Junacrarh

1

1 aha ngimagar
Chlnapattan

Haidarabad Haidarabad
Kliiij sta Bunyad Khujista Bunyad

Sirenj

Sa'dnagar
Surat Surat Surat
Sahrind 8ahrind
Shahjahanabad Shahjahanabad
Slkakul

'Alamglrpur
Sholapur

'Azlmabad 'Azimabad
Fat ha bad I hariTr

•

Farrukhabad
Kabul Kabul
K at ak
Kb arabad |

Kashmir Kambavat
Gulshanabad

I

Gwaliar

Gut I Labor
Labor Lakhnau i
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Emperor.

17. RAFI'U-D-
DARJAT

Total : 22.

Gold : 10.

Silver : 20.

Copper : 1

.

Mint

M 2&

Machhlipattan
Murshidabad
Mu'azzamabad
Multan

Ahmadabad
Akbarabad

Machhlipattan
Murshidabad

Multan
Mumbai

Itawa

Machhlipattan

Peshawar
Khujista Bunyad
Surat

Shahjahanabad
Kabul

Labor

Mu'azzamabad
MultSri

18. RAFl'U-D-
DAULA
(SHAH
JAHAN II).

Total : 25.

Gold : 9.

Silver : 22.

Copper : 2.

Vjmer
Ujjain
Ahmadabad
Ykbarabad
Burhanpur
Barell
Patna

Khujista Bunyad
Surat
Sahrind
Shahjahanabad
Kabul
Kora
Kambayat
Gwaliar
Lahor
Lakhnau
Murshidabad

Multan

Itawa
Ajmer

Surat

Ujjain

Arkat

Vkbarabad
Burhanpur

Haidarabad
Khujista Bunyad
Surat

Shahjahanabad

Ahmadabad

Islamabad
Akbarabad
Burhanpur
Bareli

Tatta
J unagarh

Khujista Bunyad
JSurat

Sahrind
Shahjahanabad
4 Azimabad
Kora
Kambayat
Gwaliar

Akbarabad

Surat
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Mint.

Emperor.
M

JS JR, M

Lahor Lahor
Lakhnau
Murshidabad
Mul tan
Mumbai

19. MUHAMMAD Shahjahanabad Shahjahanabad

IBRAHIM.
Total : 1

.

Gold: 1.

Silver: 1.

Copper : nil.

20 MUHAMMAD Itawa 1 Itawa

SHAH.
Total: 01. Atak
Gold : 35.

l

Ajmer
Silver : 50. Ujjain Ujjain
Copper : 10.

W W

Ahmadabad Ahmadabad Ahmadabad
• #

Arkat Arkat
Islamabad Islamabad

A'zamnagar Go-
kulgarh j

Akbarabad Akbarabad j

Akbarnagar |

Ilahabad Ilahabad
Imtiyazgarh
Akhtarnagar

^^^^^ *****

Akhtarnagar
Awadh

Aurangabad
Awadh

Ausa

Elichpur Elichpur

Balapur
Burhanpur Burhanpur

Bareli
Balwantnaoar

Banaras (Muh) Banaras (Muh)
X # /

Bhakkar Bhakkar
Furbandar

Peshawar Peshawar ]

Tatta Tatta i

Junagarh
i

Jahanglrnagar

Jaipur aipur
Chinapattan

j
Hafizabad

Haidarabad Haidarabad
9

Khujista Bunya< \ Khujista BunyadI

^P ^V b * ^^

Derajat
Zainu-1-bilad
Satara
Sironj
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Mint .

Emperor.

X M M

Sind
Surat Surat Surat
Sahrind Sahrind
Shahabad Shahabad Qanauj

Qanauj
Shahjahanabad Shahjahanabad Shahjahanabad

Sholapur
'AlamgTrpur

4Azim3bad
9

'Azimabad
Farrukhabad Farrukhabad

Firoznagar
Qamarnagar
Qandahar (S.

India)
Kabul Kabul Kabul
Katak Katak
Kashmir Ka8limlr E^ashmir
Kora Kora

Kambayat
Grwaliar Gwaliar
Lahor Labor

Lakhnau
Maehhllpnttan MachhJipattan Machhlipattan

Murshidabad
m

Murshidabad
Mu'azzamabad Mu'azzamabad» mm

Multan
* m m m

Multan
Mnmbai

Multan

1. AHMAD Itawa Itawa
SHAH Ajmer
BAHADUR

Total : 45. Ahmadabad
Gold : 15. Arknt
Silver : 42. Islamabad Islamabad
Copper : 2 Akbarabad Akbarabad

N kbarnagar
Hah ahad
Imtiyazgarh

Elichpur
BurhSnpur fturhanpur

Bareli

Balwan tin agar
BanSras (Muh) Banaras ( Muh)

Bhakkar
Peshawar

Toragal
1 dhpur

• bthangirnagar
^r m

Jaipur fnipdr

Khujista Bunyad
Dera Dera
Derajat Derajat

Surat
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Mint.

Emperor.X

N M M

Sahriad Sahrind
Shah abad Qanauj

Shahjahanabad Shahjahanabad
Sik&kul

Azimabad 'Azimabad
Farrukhabad Farrukhabad

KalpI
Katak
Kashmir
Kora
Kambayat
Gwaliar

Lahor Labor
Mujahidabad

MachhlTpattan
Muradabad

• Murshidabad
Multan Aiultan

Mumbai
Mahindrapur
Narwar

22. 'ALAMGlR Itawa [tawa
II.

Total : 52. Ajmer
Gold : 1

6

Ujjain
Silver : 60. Abmadabad

m

Copper : 6. Arkat Arfcat

Islamabad Islamabad
Akbarabad Akbarabad

.Akbarnagar
Ilahabad

Imtiyazgarh Imtiyazgarh
Aurangnagar
Ausa
Klichpur
Burhanpur

1 Bareli Bare I

Bikanir
Balwantnagar

Banaras (Mub) Banaras (Muh)
Bharoch
Jodhpur
.iahangirnagar

Jaipur Jaipur

Khujista Bunyad
Lnlshadabad

Harlzabad
• **

Dera
Sironj

S urat
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Emperor.

Mint

23. SHAH JAHAN
III.

Total

:

Gold:
Sil \ er

:

Copper

:

9.

8.

nil.

24. SHAH «ALAM
EL

Total : 87.

Gold: 19.

Silver: 75.

Copper: 36.

M

Sahrind

Shahjahanabed

Farrukhabad
(Ahmadnagar)

Kora

Lahor

Multan

Mahindrapur

Najibabad

Islamabad

Shahjahanabad
'Azlmabad
Farrukhabad

(Ahmadnagar)
Mahindrapur

Ajmer

Islamabad

Akbarabad

Awadh Sub

Sahrind
Shahabad Qanauj
Shahjahanabad
Zafarabad
'Azimabad
Farrukhabad
Farrukhabad
(Ahmadnagar)

Kabul
IvalpI

Kashmir
Kalkatta

Kambayat
Gwaliar
L&hor
Machhlipattan
Muradabad
Mur&hid5b&d
lultfin

Mumbai
Mahindrapur
Nagor
Najibabad
Xarvvar

Shahjahanabad

A hm ad abad

Ykbarabad
Surat
Shahabad Qanauj
Shahjahanabad
'Azimabad

mm

Farrukhabad
( \hmadnagar)

Mahindrapur

I tawa

A jmer
LTjjain

Ahmadabad
\rkat
I/lamabad
Iflma'Ilgarh
Akbarabad

IJahabad
Anupnagar

habad
ha-

Lahor
Machhlipattan

Mahindrapur

Najibabad

Ahmadabad
i

Arkat
Islamabad
Isma'ilgarh
Akbarabad
Akbarpur
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Emperor.

Burhanpur

Banaras (Muh)

Bahadnrpattan

Jaipur

Surat

Mint.

/Ii M

Orchha
Aurangnagar
Anwala

Balanagar^adha
Braj Tndrapur
Baroda
Burhanpur
Bareli _
Bareli Asafabnd
Bisanli

Balwantnagar
Banaras (Muh)

Hindraban Mu-
min&bad

Bharatpur
Bhopal
P Snipat
Jammun
Jodhpur

Jahanglrnagar
Jaipur
Chhatarpur

Hasanabad

Orchha

Elichpur

Baroda
Burhanpur
Bareli

Banaras (Muh)
Bindraban

Bharatpur

Jhansi

Jaipur

Chhachrauli
Hasanabad
Dadar
Darala
Dilshadabad
Daulatabad

Shajahanabad
Zafarabad
\zhnabad

Farrukhabad
(Ahmadnagar)

Dil-hadabad
Daulatabad
Deogarh
Ravishnagar

Sagar
Sironj
Srinagar (in Garh-

wal)
|

Stirat
Saharanpur Saharanpur
ShahabadQanauj
Shahjahanabad Shahjahanabad

'Azimabad
Farrukhabad
Farrukhabad
(Ahmadnagar)

Firoznagar
Kalpi

Katak

Farrukhnagar

KanSn
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Mint
Emperor.

E

25. BEDAR
BAKHT.

Total : 2.

Gold : 2.

Silver : 2.

Copper : 1

.

26. AKIUR II

Total : !

Gold : 1

Silver : 1.

Copper : 1

.

Mathnra Isla

mab-1d

Murshidabad

Mumbai

MahindrHpiu

Najafgarh
Najibabad

Ahmadabad

Shahjahanabad

-

Kalkatta
Kora
K Cinch

Cwaliar
Gokulgarh
Gohad
Mathura Islama-

bad
M irhfilipattan

.M i i 1 i ammadnagar
Muradabad
Murshidabad
Mustafa- abSd

i • *

Muz d'farna^ar

kfulhSrnaigar

Minnbai
\landisor
Munglr
Mahindrapur
\b«hi8or

Nagor
Najafgarh
Najlbnbad
Narwar
Nasrullauagar
Hathras
Hansl Sahibabad
Hardwar

Ahmadabad

Shahjahanabad

Kalkatta

Gwaliar

Gohad
Mathura Islama

bad
Machhlipattan

Mahindrapur

^Jaiafgarh

Najibabad
Narwar

Ahmadabad

Shahjahanabad Shahjahanabnd Shahjahanabad

27 BAHADUU II

Total : 1.

(J old !

Silver :

Copper :

nil

1

nil.

Shahj.diannbad
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Appendix showing for each reign the total number of Mints

known to have been working, also showing how many of

these Mints issued coins in Gold, how many in Silver, and

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

II.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

how many in Copper.

Emperor.

• •

Babur
Humayun
Akbar
Jahangir
Jahangir and Nur Jahan
Dawar Bakl>h
Shah Jahan I .

.

Aurangzeb 'Alamgir
Murad Bakhsh
Shah Shuja'
Shah *Alam Bahadur
A'zam Shah
Kara Bakhsh . .

Jahandar Shah
'Azlmu-sh- shan

•

Farrukhsiyar .

.

Pafi'u-d-darjat
Rafi'u d-daula Shah Jahan
Muhammad Ibrahim
Muhammad Shah
Ahmad Shah Bahadur
'Alamgir II

Shah Jahan III

Shah *Alam II

Bedar Bakht . .

Akbar II
""""

Bahadur II

f

Total.

• •

• *

ft •

• •

• •

• *

• 9

• *

• m

• •

• •

* »

9 t

7

9
78
30
5
1

41

72

3
1

51
(i

7

33
1

57
22
25

1

61

45
52
9

87
2

1

I

3

23
40
2

1!)

3
1

9

28
10

9
1

35
15

16

5
!9

2

1

7

7

39
27
6
1

35

70
3
1

49

7

30
1

50
20
22

1

56
42
50
8

75
2
1

1

M

1

7

GO
95

15

24
1

12

• •

4

8
1

2

io

2

6

3

I

128. Nepalese War Medals.

[With Plate II.]

1 recently received in a parcel of coins from Katmandu the

following medals which possibly have not been published

:

1 Obverse. A small shield with four bosses, surrounded

by the inscription :
" Sri 3 Maharaja Jang Bahadur,

Rajdal Paltan."

Reverse. A trisul formed of the sword fkhadg) and

skull necklace (mundmal) of Kali surrounded by

the inscription "1912 sal ma Gurkha Sarkar bata

Bhotfateh."
2. Obverse. As No. 1 but " Chhass Kamini Paltan.

Reverse as before. ,,

3 Obverse. As No. 1 but " Kali Bahadur paltan.

Reverse as before.
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The campaign against Tibet was undertaken by Maharaja
Sir Jang Bahadur in the spring of 1855 ostensibly only to ob-
tain redress for continuous outrages on Nepalese traders : but
really also to recover territory to the south of the trade
centres of Kerang and Kuti, which it was alleged the Chinese
had taken from Nepal in former times.

After some hard fighting the Tibetans were forced to sue
for peace. A treaty was concluded on the 24th March, 1856.

Prisoners were exchanged, the trade and other grievances of

Nepal were redressed, and Tibet agreed to pay an annual
tribute of Rs. 10,000 : but ceded no territory. Nepal had
found that to insist on the cession of territory would embroil
her with China, whose suzerainty both countries recognized
in the treaty.

According to the life of the Maharaja written by his son
General Padma Jang Bahadur, Jang Bahadur held a review
of the victorious troops on the 20th April, 1856, and granted
two months' leave to each soldier and officer. On their return
to duty medals and rewards were bestowed.

The pieces described show that different medals were struck
for each regiment. The regiments named still exist in the

Nepalese army. The " Rajdal " is - The King's Own" ;
the

other two are named after their patron goddesses.

W. E. M. Campbell.

129. On Two Finds of Bahmani Coins.

I recently examined for the Central Province^Government
two find:* of Bahmani copper coins from the Bhandara District,
one consisting of 196, and the other of 600 coins. In the
ormer cnly ten coins were indecipherable; of the remaining
186, 184 were of the reign of Ahmad Shah II and of no parti-

cular interest. One new date,' 839 AH. for I.M.C, No. 29
was among them. The remaining two coins were, curiously
enough, of Nizam Shah—one dated 867 was Codrington Num.
Chron., 1«98, No. 2. and the other was Codrington Xo. 4.

The find of 600 coins was more interesting but in far worse
preservation, the coins being largely corroded together. Two
hundred and six were quite worthies. Among the remainder
were example of all the i ahmani Kings from Ahmad Shah I to

Kahm-uliah, with the exception of three, whose coins are probably
unknown. The coins must therefore have been concealed in the
troublous times when the last Bahmani was a puppet in the hands
of Amir Band, who shortly afterwards assumed the sovereignty
otBidar. The different kingg are represented us follows:
Ahmad Shah I (2), Ahmad Shah II (102), Hun.ayun Shah (25) ;

w ?
r
m
n ?

h5h (1) ' Mul?ammad II (99), Muhmud II (127)
VVali-ullah (5), Kallm-ullah (:il), doubtful (2). No new types
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were among these, but the following appear to be unrecorded

dates :—Muhammad Shah bin Humayun (B.M.C. Xo. 474)—869

and 870 (1st size), for the second size of the same 877, and

Kallm-ullah (F. J.Thanawala. Xum.Supp. No. XI, No. 12)—933.

The coins of Kallm-ullah and Wali-ullah were in particularly

good preservation. The coins have been distributed among

the various Indian Museums.
C. J. Brown.

130. On Four Rare Mughal Coins

[With Plate VII].

1. Shah 'Alam Bahadur.

K Obverse.

Mint A'zamnagar t_c}'-
e

Date 4 R. *• ~-v

Wt, 173 yX$ fJU Ij

S. -95 *<—

Reverse .

u-yu

M l^Jk-C

*±

ji.'i >Jait e u-^=!-

J* LUCKNOW MUSEUM

This is the first A'zamnagar coin published of Bahadur.

It conforms to the type of rupees of Aurangzeb and Farrukh-

siyar of this mint with the exception of the last line on the

reverse which is quite unlike that on the Aurangzeb coin pub-

lished by Mr. Whitehead (Num. Suppl. xv, 89, No. 10) or the

Farrukhsiyar rupee published by Dr. Taylor (N. S. xiv, 84,

No. 11). For the latter coin Dr. Taylor suggests Gokulgarh,

and this reading is supported by No. 3 in this article. But

in the present coin I see no resemblance to this name. The

figure t*. though indistinct in the cast, can be read without

difficulty on the coin. The provenance of the coin was Lar-

khana District, Sind, and was acquired in 1912.
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2. A'zam Shah.

JR Obverse.

Mint Daru-1 fath Ujain *l£ ^i <JUL-*

Date ahd *l

—

*
MC

Wt. 174 & »U , oJ,^

S. -95 iS *P

isAt* ;^ ^3

Reverse

^ w^.j»\ cr_

I £x**

t^ri^i lidf ^ Lucknow Museum.

This unique coin has I believe never been published before

3. Farrukh-siyar.

J& Obverse.

Mint A'zamnagar •** ^ ^3 ^j ^ »j

Date 6 R. *l - ^

Wt. 176 db%it*fc~

S. -95 * . J

»i f*» y. &

)i o\ *c

Reverse.

u*y>iA)

ax**

^ rti:
' 1 cr^1

r d*V Lucknow .Museum

I publish this coin because in the first place it seems to
confirm Dr. Taylor's conjecture Gokulgarh for the last line of
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the reverse ; and also because of the two dots under
f&*|

in

which alone it differs from Dr. Taylor's specimen and that in

the B.M., No. 936. This I think must be a die-cutter's error.

A'zim is an impossible form, and the only other possible sug-

gestion is that the long stroke is not the w of w^i but a o and

part of the mint name, but this again is unlikely. This coin

came from the Bljapur District and was acquired by the

Museum in 1907.

4. Farrukh-sivar.

A! Obverse.

Mint Firozgark [j*<« ±j* ] j+ jj^i

Date 3R. *l

Wt. 169 jb »;
' »3 r^j1

S. -8 ii

[&*] ^2 *3

- -

Reverse.

i* ix)

wj-U r *i

.jc

Gold and silver coins of this mint of Bahadur are in

the Lahore Museum and were published by Mr. Whitehead

in Num. Suppl. XV, 89, Nos. 20-21. No coins of any other

Emperor are recorded.

The casts of coins for this article were kindly

by Babu Prayag Dayal of the Lucknow Museum.
made

C. J. Brown.

131. Silver Coins of the Chandella, Madanavarman.

In September last a find consisting of 48 silver coins was

found in a village named Panwar of the Teonthal Tahsil of the

Rewah State. It consisted of 8 large and 40 small silver coins

of Madanavarman of the Chandella dynasty. Gold coins of

Madanavarman are fairly well known. One copper and two

gold coins were described by General Cunningham. 1 The
"—

" II ^Hfc II II
'

I Coins of Meduzva! India, p. 79, pi. VIII, li*.
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Cabinet of the Indian Museum contains three gold coins, two
large and one small. 1 Several private collections are also

known to contain Chandella gold coinage, especially those of

Madanavarman and Paramarddin. But silver coins of tin

dynasty are very little known. Cunningham has referred to a
single silver coin of Jayavarman, 5 son of Sallaksanavarman and
cousin of Madanavarman *

Like the gold coinage, the silver coins also are divided into
two classes:—(1) the larger and (2) the smaller. The larger
coins vary in weight from 60 to 62*75 grains Troy. The
smaller also vary in weight from 1417 to 16-07 grains. They
are exact copies of the larger and smaller issues in gold, the
obverse having the legend

(1) S'riman-Ma-

(2) *dana-varmma

in two lines instead of three and the reverse the seated goddess
as on the coins of Gangeyadeva.

R. D. Banerji.

1 V. A. Smith, Cat. of , the Coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta,
Vol. I, p. 253.

2 Coins of Mediceval India, pp. 77-78.
3 Epigraphia Indica, Vol VIII, App. I, p. Hi.



21. The Evolution and Distribution of certain Indo-
Australian Passalid Coleoptera i

By F. H. Gravely, M.Sa, Assistant Superintendent
in the Indian Museum.

(Read at the First Indian Science Congress, January Kith, 1914.)

[With Plate XXIV.]

In a previous paper in the Journal of this Society 2 I
gave a preliminary account of the taxouomic results of some
investigations which 1 have recently been making on the Ii.do-
Australian Passaiidae. In the present paper I propose to des-
cribe, as briefly as possible, certain facts connected with the
evolution and distribution of these beetles, facts which have
come to light as a result of the same investigations and of the
modifications in classification advocated in that paper.

Of the six subfamilies of Indo-Australian Passaiidae there
recognized, two—the Aceraiinae and Unaphalo.neniinae—are
remarkable in that many of the species belonging to them
are more or less highly asymmetrical; and a s'udy of the dia-
gram on pi. XXIV, and of its explanation, will be sufficient to
show that the asymmetrical condition has been t volved separ-
ately, not only in the two subfamilies as a whole, but aLo in
different groups of the (Jnaphalocneminae. For it will be
noticed that five different types of asymmetry occur, wnicli
show separate lines of evolution diverging from some sym-
metrical or almost symmetrical ancestor.

These five types of asymmetry may be termed the Acera-
tus, Protomocoelus, Gnaphdocnetms, Piestkenus and Gonatas
types respectively, alter the genera in which they severally
attain their fullest development; and each is characteristic of
a different group of genera, 5 capable, wita one exception, 4 of
complete separation one trom another on the characters afforded
by the mentum and antennae, as well as by those of the struc-

l Published with the permission of the Trustees of the Indian
Museum.***A preliminary account of a revised Classification of the Indo-
Australian Passaiidae," J.A.S.B. (N.S.), viii (1912), pp. 403-7.

The Plestttenus group contains only one genus Piestkenus. The
precise relation of the genus Tortus to the other genera of the Gonatas
group has yet to be determined.

Trie distinction between the Gnaphalocnemis and Plesthenxis groups
rests solely on the structure of the anterior margin of the head.
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tures (the mandibles and the anterior margin of the head) which

are apt to be asymmetrical.

It is evident, therefore, that the degree of asymmetry

which any species exhibits cannot be regarded as an indication

of affinity to asymmetrical species of another type ; but that

it is to be regarded rather as an indication of the degree of

specialization which has been attained.

The Aceraiinae are found in the Oriental Region only ;
and

this Region may be divided, with reference to them, into three

principal parts—Ceylon, the Indian Peninsula, and the countries

east of the mouths of the Ganges, including the Eastern Hima-

layas and everything south and east of them as far as the

Straits of Macassar. Not a single species belonging to this

subfamily is found in more than one of these tracts; and in

the tracts between them l no Passalids of any kind are known
to exist.

In the countries between the mouths of the Ganges and

Straits of Macassar, three genera are found. One of these

(Tiberioides) is symmetrical and includes only three species,

none of them very common, and all practically confined to the

Eastern Himalayas and the Naga Hills. Both the others are

highly asymmetrical, and so complete a series of transitional

forms exists between them as to leave no room for doubt that

one has been derived directly from the other. Both these genera

are larger as regards number of species, more plentiful, and

more widely distributed than the first mentioned ;
and one of

them {Aceraius), in which alone the mandibles are asymmetrical

as well as the anterior margin of the head, is much larger, more

plentiful, and perhaps more widely distributed, than the other

(Ophrygonius) . Further, one species of the former of these two

genera stands out from all others of both genera by reason of its

extraordinary asymmetry, its abundance, its occurrence over

the whole of the area they inhabit, its gregarious habits,* and

its variable dimensions—which are often as great as if aot

greater than those of any other species of the genus. It is quite

evident that at present this species, Aceraius grandis, is the

dominant species of the subfamily all over the countries east ol

the mouths of the Ganges.
Similar characteristics distinguish the dominant species

of the Indian Peninsula and Ceylon respectively from the

other species of Aceraiinae living there. Only two species

of Aceraiinae are found in each of these areas. In the Indian

Peninsula the two are almost equally asymmetrical and almost

» i.e. (1) the Gangetic Plain, and (2) probably the dry low country be-

tween the hills of S. India and Ceylon, as well as the Straits between thena.

* Of very few other species of the genus are the habits yet definite }

known and I suspect that a few of them will prove to be gregarious m
some degree.
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equally abundant and widely distributed. But one of them
(Episphenus 1 indicus) is much more variable in size than the
other (E. neelgherriensis), and usually much larger; it also
appears to be slightly gregarious and the other not * ; and besides
having, if anything, slightly more highly asymmetrical man-
dibles than the other, it differs from it in having the anterior
angles of the head produced forwards, a character found in
few species of the genus Aceraius, and in an especially pro-
nounced form in the dominant species of that genus.

In Ceylon the parallel is even closer. The dominant and
only asymmetrical species {Episphenus comptoni), which is again
of much more variable, and usually of larger, dimensions than
the other (E. moorei), is far more abundant. It is also
markedly gregarious. Nothing definite is known about the
habits of the other species ; but it is sufficiently evident, from
the absence from collections of any considerable series from a
single locality, that specimens do not live together in large
numbers. With regard to distribution, the data are probably
insufficient for any generalization as regards either species.

I have not been able to study the Gnaphalocneminae in
such detail as the Aceraiinae: but it is already evident that
they present phenomena of at least a similar nature. Thus in
the Gnaphalocnemis group—the only group of the subfamily
that has established itself in the Oriental Region—species be-
longing to the genus Gnaphalocnemis are moie numerous, are
much better represented in collections, and attain a much
larger size than those of the less markedly asymmetrical genera
1 rapezochilus and Parapelopides; and the symmetrical or almost
symmetrica! genus Parapelopides is the rarest of the three,
similarly in the Gonatas group also, species of the genus
Gonatas are more numerous, larger, and better represented in
collections than those of the genus Omegarius.

Another point which is brought out in pi. XXI V is the way
in which the degrees of asymmetry, severally attained by
the three dominant species of Aceraiinae, are related to the
distribution of these species. Thus Episphenus comptoni in
Oeylon is less highly asymmetrical than E. indicus in the Indian
peninsula; and E. indicus is itself less highly asymmetrical
than Aceraius grandis on he other side of the Gangetic Plain.
Ihe dentition of even the dominant Indian Peninsula form
is, indeed, less highly asymmetrical than that of the great
majority of the species found beyond the Ganges ; and both
the Peninsular forms are more highly asymmetrical than

in ,„
Incl

* Chilomazus (part) 4- Basilianus (part), see Mem. Lad. Iks.
"I, 1913-1914, pp. 316-8.

1

both species, of course, the two parents live together with their
aryai offspring, as is usual in the Passalidae. Gregariousness, as here
ncterstood, implies the association together of several such families.
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V

even the dominant form in Ceylon. Moreover, although one

symmetrical genus of Aeeraiinae

—

Tiberioides—is found in the

northern parts of the area dominated by the genus Aceraius,

a comparison of the structure of the upper surface of its

head with that found in the other genera of the subfamily,

seems to show that this genus is a lateral offshoot from the

main trend of evolution, and is related to the other genera only

through the one symmetrical species found in Ceylon

—

Epis-

phenus moorei—which must therefore be regarded as the most

primitive existing species of the subfamily.

From this it appears that the species of Aeeraiinae inhabit-

ing Ceylon are less highly specialized than those inhabiting the

Indian Peninsula; and that those inhabiting the Indian Pen-

insula are less highly specialized than are those found on the

other side of the Ganges taking these as a whole
In the Gnaphalocneminae the three most primitive genera

are confined to Australia, except for one species (Episphenoides

pectinigera. Heller) from New Guinea, tlie remaining genera

being distributed over the East Indian Archipelago and Malay

Peninsula, one species penetrating into Bui ma as far as Tavoy.

The line of demarcation between the Oriental and Austra-

lian Regions separates, almost completely, the Aeeraiinae and

the Gnaphalocnemis group of the Gnaphalocneminae from the

other groups of the latter subfamily, the only transgressors of

the line yet recorded b ing two sp /cies of the genus Gonatas,

and one of the genus Gnaphalocnemis.
In order to explain the geographical separation of the

primitive symmetrical and closely related forms found in the

two regions, by the more highly specialized and less closely

related allies of ea^h, it must be supposed that conditions on

either side of
;

' Wallace's Line" are for some reason peculiarly

favourable to the evolution of highly specialized forms ;
and

that these have migrated outwards, driving before them trie

less highly specialized, which have rarely survived to the pre-

sent day except where they have been able to establish them-

selves behind zoogeographieal barriers that the more recently

evolved forms have not yet been able to cross.

This is further supported by the fact that of the less highly

asymmetrical forms which are not un< ommou in the Australian

half of the East Indian Archipelago, one whole group at least

(comprising the genera Hyperpb sthenics, Labienus, Kaupiolus

and Aurehus) shows a high degree of specialization, in struc-

tures which are perfectly normal in most of th more highly

asymmetrical forms among which they live. -

There is a curious similarity between the relation ot

specialization to geographical distribution found in the asym-

metrically inclined Passahdae, in the Thelyphonidae (see

Gravely, J.AS.B., VII [8], 1911, Proceedings, pp. exxiii-exxv)

and in the Crinoidea ^see Clark, Echinoderma of the Indian
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Museunr Pt. vii, Crinoidea ; Calcutta 1912; pp. 18-19). That
so close a similarity should exist between groups so widely-

separated in the animal kingdom is sufficiently remarkable to

suggest that the phenomenon may be one of more widespread
occurrence. Louis Agassi z. in his "Essay on Classification"
(Boston 1S57, London 1S59), devotes section xxviii to the "Re-
lations between the Structure, the Embryonic Growth, the
Geological Succession, and the Geographical Distribution of

Animals p
'

; and Cope has considered the question from an evolu-
tionary standpoint in his essay on 'The Origin of Genera,"
and in his notes on this essay in the introduction to his volume
of collected essays entitled "The Origin of the Fittest' ' (New
York, 1887, pp. vi-vii and 112-123). But neither of these
authors appear to have been aware that the relation of distri-

bution and structure is ever so detailed as it can be shown to
be in the groups noted above. These are the only additional
references to the subject that I have yet been able to find. It

is, however, less easy to trace the scattered literature of a
question of this kind, than it is to trace that of systematic
zoology, and I shall be greatlv indebted to anyone who will

give me references to any other published work on these
lines.

With regard to the Thelyphonidae only a preliminary note
has yet been published (loc. cit.), and the details have not yet
been fully worked out. The work of Austin H. Clark on Crinoids
is, however, most interesting in this connection. In discuss-
mg the relative ages of the recent crinoid faunas of different
seas (loc. cit.), he bases his conclusions on the degree to which
the centrodorsal plate differs from its primitive form, in adults
of species of Comasteridae found in different regions. He
finds the greatest difference in the majority of Australian and
East Indian forms (especially the former), somewhat less

difference in African forms, and least difference of all, in
the same geographical direction, in West Indian. In other
geographical directions relatively " young" {i.e. primitive)
faunas are found in Japan, in the Antarctic and thence north-
ward along the American coast, and in the Arctic. He says,

moreover (p. 18) :
" This [the connection between distribution

and structure] holds good regardless of the subfamily or genus
to which the species may belong, and exactly the same thing
may be worked out in regard to other characters in this family,
and with other chara ters in other families."

Another point brought out alike by the study of Crinoids
and of Passalids is the existence, in differ nt groups of species,

of one particular species which greatly exceeds all others both
in its geographical range and in its variability. But both
here, and in the relation of distribution to specialization, the

conformity of the two groups seems to be less deep than the

striking character of this conformity would lead one to
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expect Clark says {loc. cit., p. 15): " There is one zoologi-

cal principle well brought out by the crinoids of the East
Indian region which I cannot remember to have seen stated
anywhere, though it is equally well shown in many groups,
both terrestrial and aquatic, and that is, that in all natural
genera which are adequately known and sufficiently well repre-

sented in the present fauna, there exists typically a single

species which covers the entire range inhabited by all the other
species of the genus collectively. This species is always the
most variable, individually, of all contained within the genus
and, if the species of the genus be arranged according to the

development of the specific characters in them, this species typi-

cally falls midway between the two extremes. In each family also

there is typically to be found a genus which in every wav cor-

responds to this species." The italics are mine, and indicate
the feature in which the Passalidae differ from the Crinoideaand
from the other groups to which Clark refers In the Aceraiinae,
the only asymmetrically inclined group of Passalidae which
has been sufficiently worked out for comparison, the most
variable species is Aceraius grandis, which occurs throughout
the region inhabited by the genus Aceraius ; but this is, with
the single exception of the very rare and closely allied A. occuli-

dens, the most highly specialized of its genus. And I can
hardly regard it as a mere coincidence that in Ceylon, if not
in the Indian Peninsula also (in each of which areas only two
species of this subfamily occur), it is the more specialized
that is the more variable. On Clark's hypothesis of the

9 »

"Ontogeny of a Genus" (see Amer. Nat. xlv, 1911, pp
372-4) the reverse would rather be expected.

Similarly, the rich and highly specialized Aceraiine fauna
towards the centre of the Indo-Australian area, most of which
belongs to the genus Aceraius, cannot be regarded as senescent,
like the highly specialized Crinoid fauna of Australian waters.
For senescent genera are " characterised by having but few
species in widely separated localities, each widely different
from the others" (Amer. Nat. xlv, p. 374)—which is emphati-
cally not the case in this instance.

This fauna must rather be looked upon as a 'mature
genus with .4. grandis as its species " whose range is coterminal
with that of th« genus as a whole " and " the most variable of

any in the genus '

' (Amer. Xat xlv, p. 373) . although this species

does no: come in the middle of the series formed by the species

of the genus arranged " according to the proportionate value of

their specific characters," and is (with the one rare exception
noted above) the furthest from instead of " probably very close

to the original stock."
The essential difference between Clark's hypothesis, and

that put forward above to account for the distribution of the

asymmetrically inclined groups of Indo-Australian Passalidae,
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lies in the nature of the conditions postulated towards the

centre of distribution in each cas3. Clark says, speaking of a

potential genus as yet scarcely distinguishable from a species

(Amer. Nat. xlv, p. 373): "There is somewhere within the

range of this young genus, normally at or near the centre, an
area of optimum conditions, where life is easy and there is no
severe struggle for existence." And again (Indian Ocean
Crinoids, p. 18): " The crinoids of Australia came from the

northward, from the great East Indian Archipelago ; but here

continual changes in the distribution of land and sea have con-

stantly rejuvenated the fauna so that none of its component
species has been permitted to drift into the peaceful old age so

obvious in almost all of the species along the Australian

shores."

In the case of Indo Australian Passalidae, on the other

hand, I have been forced to regard the centre of distribution

as the site of keen competition among forms well adapted
for survival; resulting in a radial pressure of more, on les<

highly specialized species—the latter surviving chiefly when
cut off from the former by some barrier which gives a check,

probably oi a more or less temporary nature, to the distribu-

tion of the newer forms.
Clark does not find it necessary to point out the radial

character of the relation between the structure and distribu-

tion of Crinoids, although it exists, as deduced above from his

data ; but that he recognizes its frequent occurrence, and also

the occurrence of a certain amount of radial pressure, is shown
by the following passages from " The Ontogeny of a Genus "

(loc. cit., p. 373):—" Here [in the central ''area of optimum
conditions "] various more or 1

kss aberrant types arise and are

able to perpetuate themselves, spreading out in every direction

as did the orginal stock, but never so far, as they are not so

well prepared to encounter adverse conditions/' And fl The
forms occupying the limits of the range of a genus as a whole
(geographical or bathymetrical) are continually trying to colo-

nize new territory, both from their own initiative and as the

result of pressure from behind."
Clearly the two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive ; for

the initiative of the relatively primitive forms living on the

limits of the range of the " genus" as a whole may in some
groups be as nothing compared to the pressure from behind,

while in others the reverse may be the case [

. Each may be true

of certain groups ; or possibly, when a £i mature ' ? group reaciies

a certain maximum of vigour, a temporary increase in competi-

1 The exceptional richness of the fauna of the East Indian Archipelago

indicates the presence there, of conditions which may well be responsibl

for a very great increase, in the Tndo-Australian area, of this pressure

from behind.
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tion at the centre of distribution results in conditions such as
are now found in the Indo-Australian Passalidae, a condition
which might well accelerate the advent of senescence in the
same area, with its accompaniment of "curious and eccentric
species" and the " great development of certain characters at
the expense of others, which usually leads to prompt extinc-
tion "—characters ' * which, so far as wo can see, serve no useful

purpose " (Amer. Nat. xlv, p. :*74). Some of the most highly
asymmetrical Passalidae might well bo termed curious and
eccentric ; nor is their asymmetry known to serve any useful

purpose
The occurrence both among Passalids and among Crinoids,

to which the two hypotheses seem respectively to apply, of

single species having a geographical range coterminous with
those of all the species closely allied to it ; and tne occurrence
in the same groups of a well marked correlation, radial in

character, between distribution and specialization, suggests
that some connection between the two hypotheses is likely to

exist, in spite of apparent differences.
Some of these differences are probably differences of inter-

pretation only
; for the two hypotheses have been worked out

quite independently. I had already noticed the radial dis-

tribution of the Thelyphonidae before the publication of Clark's
"Ontogeny of a Genus." And although this paper attracted
my attention at that time, my recollection of it lay dormant
throughout the whole period of my work on the Passalidae

:

and it was only when searching for references in connection
with the preparation of the present paper that I recollected it,

and discovered, not only its important bearing on my work, but
also that o, its author's zoogeographical notes in " Crinoids of

the Indian Ocean." In view of the separate origins of our
respective hypotheses, and the many differences there must
have been in the facts noticed in connection with each, differ-

ences of opinion are almost certain to have arisen, and to have
resulted in our interpreting other facts, not essentially differ-

ent in themselves, from different points of view.
Especially, t seems to me, have our points of view been

influenced by the difference in position in its group, of the single

variable and widely distributed species of each of the groups
with which we have respectively dealt. This difference is even
greater than appears at first sight from what has already been
said about it above. For although this species " typically falls

midway between the two extremes" in the instances from
which Clark's conclusions were drawn, it does so not because
it stands in the middle of the now existing sftction of a single

line of evolution in its group; but because it stands at the

base of two or more divergent lines and "is probably very
close to the original stock." Its genealogical position, con-

sequently is as widely removed as it could possibly be from the
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position in which this species stands—at the top of the most
progressive line of evolution in its group—in the Passalidae.

Evidently, then, the existence of this species in many
groups, both terrestrial and aquatic, to which Clark calls atten-

tion, is a fact which calls for further investigation, with a view

to determining in which cases it stands at the bottom, and

in which at the top of the evolutionary series of the group or
M genus " to which it belongs ; and whether it is ever situated

between the two. For this is bound to have a considerable

bearing on the interpretation of the geographical distribution

of that group.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXIV.

Muse

nae
locneminae, and all known species of the genus Episphenus, 1

are here figured diagrammatically , in a manner designed to show
the evolution of the five different types of asymmetry found
in the two subfamilies, and their geographical relations. All
forms connected by arrows with Episphenus moorei from
Ceylon, belong to the Aceraiinae, of which that species appears
to be the most primitive survivor; and all connected with the
Australian genera Pharochilus. Mastochilus and Episphenoides

,

belong to the Gnaphalocneminae. In the former subfamily
only one type of asymmetry is found ; in the latter there are
four types, one of which is here indicated as derived directly
from the genus Kaupioloides and the other three from the
genus Hyperplesthenus. It should, however, be pointed out
that the genera Kaupioloides and Hyperplesthenus, with their
allies Aurelius.. Kaupiolus, and Labienus, although transitional
between the forms shown above and below them as regards the
characters at present under consideration, cannot be regarded
as representing actual ancestral types, on account of their
specialised metatsterna and certain other characters. But the
actual ancestors of all forms now living are clearly to be
sought for only as fossiLs ; and no fossil Passalids yet appear
to be known.

The only known exceptions to the distribution shown
are

: (I) a species of Episphenoides from New Guinea
; (2) one

or two species of Gonatas from the Sunda Islands
; (3) a pecies

of Gnaphalocnemis said to be found in Amboina ; and (4) the
genus Plesthenus whose anomalous distribution (in Australia
and Celebes) calls for further study.

1 The species of this genu- from the Indian Peninsula and Ceylon
appear to have much the same zoogeographical value as the genera found
in other parts of the Indo-Australian area.
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Presence and Absdnce of the Gall-bladder in certain

Rodents.

y R. E. Lloyd, Major, I.M.S., Professor of Biology
in the Medical Golleae. Calcutta.

[Read at the First Indian Science Congress, Jan. 16th, 1014.]

A short time ago my attention was drawn to the fact that
there was no gall-bladder in the rat.

Reference to Owen's Anatomy of Vertebrates and other
works showed that the fact had long been known, though it is

omitted from certain standard works on comparative anatomy,
in most of which the absence of the gall-bladder from the
horse is noted.

Owen writes that "the gall-bladder is absent from Mus
y

Cricetus, Lemmus, Echimys, Ereihizon, Synetheres, also that
Cuvier did not find it in Sciurus maximus and in a species of

Pteromys, but in that dissected by Hunter (Pt. volucella) it

was present, as also in Sciurus cinereus and the common
squirrel. The porcupine (Hystrix) has a small gall-bladder
and the common Jerboa (Dipus sagitta) has one of the usual
size. The Cape Jerboa {Helamys) had it not. In all other
Rodents the gall-bladder is present."

In Flower and Lydekker's well-known work on the Mam-
malia we find in the chapter devoted to the Rodents the
following statement—"The gall-bladder though present in most
is absent in a few."

In Max Weber's large work on the Mammalia. 1G04, we
read, under the heading Rodentia, "The gall-bladder may be
absent (Muridae)."

The subject seemed interesting as bearing on the question
of the utility of the gall-bladder, and as a number of Rodents,
preserved in alcohol, were available in the Indian Museum, I

examined them in order to ascertain whether the gall-bladder
was present or absent. The cases observed were as follows :

—

Muridae.

Number
Species. examined. Locality. Gall bladder

Hub rattus . 2 Calcutta Absent.
Mus decuman us .. 2 Calcutta Absent.

Mus mettada
3 Etawah Absent.

1 Madras Absent.
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Species.

Number
examined. Locality

'Gmiomys bengalensis . . <
2

I

Bandicota nemorivaga . . 1

Gerbillus indicus • •

Gerbillus meridionalis .

.

Calcutta

Purneah
Calcutta

Poona
Berhampore
Travancore
Turkestan

Gall bladder

Absent.

Absent.

Absent.

Present.

Present.

Present.

Present.

Rhizomys pruinosus

Spalacidae.

1 Ponsee
Khakhyen Hills

Present.

Present.

Dipus blanfordi

Dipodidae.

1 Persia Present.

Sciurus palmarum

Sciurus macclellandii

Sciurus atridorsalis

Sciurus caniceps

Sciurus locroides

Sciurus carolinensis

Sciuropterus pearsoni

Sciuridae.

3

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

Calcutta

Mouimein

Present.

East of Irrawaddy Present.

Present.

East of Irrawaddy Absent.

East of Irrawaddy Absent.

Absent.

Absent.

Present.

Absent.

Preparis Isle
i
•

?

Yunnan

Lagomys rufesens

Lagomys roylei

Lagomyidae

2

2

Persia
?

Present

Present

Hystrix leucrurus

Hystricidae

I 2 Present

In the above classification I have followed Blanford. but it

is necessary to note that the genus Sciurus lias quite recently

been sub-divided. S. palmarum now appears in the genus

Funambulus. while S. macclellandii is in the genus Tamiops.
I have not had the opportunity of consulting this new classi-

fication of the squirrels. It would be interesting to know
how far it is in agreement with the condition of the gall-

bladder.

On looking through these observations it will be noticed

that though the gall-bladder is absent from the genus Mus
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and its close allies, it is not absent from all the Muridae, since
it is present in the genus Gerbillus.

But perhaps the most interesting fact is the curious dis-

tribution of the organ among the squirrels. It is present in
some species but not in others.

It is surprising to find that the gall-bladder may be pre
sent or absent within the narrow limits of a single genus ', since

this organ has been established in the vertebrate series for a
longer time even than the limbs, if we are to believe the evi-

dence afforded by the Cyclostomata which have a gall-bladder
but no limbs.

Most explanations of organic phenomena that have hitherto
been given have started from the idea of utility. Both Teleo-
logy and the Selection theory have this common origin. It i-

therefore worth while to consider any observations that bear
on this subject.

It seems obvious that within the same genus the presence
and absence of the gall-bladder cannot both be advantageous
at the moment. It is however possible to imagine that there
was a time in the past history of the squirrels when absence of
the gall bladder might have been of advantage to onu branch
of the genus. It has been shown lately that the gall bladder
has a pathological importance. Major E. D W. Greig found
that both the typhoid and the cholera bacilli persisted in the
gall-bladder long after they had otherwise been eliminated
from the body. The ascertained fact that two distinct kinds
of bacilli have a special predilection for the gall bladder suggest
that in certain circumstances it might be advantageous to a
race ot animals to lose this organ.

Having demonstrated that the absence of the gall-bladder
might be of advantage, the Selectionist regards its absence as
thereby explained. In regard to that explanation we may say
definitely, that it is satisfying to some but not to others.

But let us leave this problem and return again to the
facts. It must be admitted, 1 think, that the gall-bladder has
dropped out of the Rodent series on more than on * occasion
and perhaps on several occasions. If we were to believe that the
loss had occurred on one occasion only we should have to believe

that the genus Mus was derived from one branch of the squirrels,

that which had lost the gall-bladder, and there is no reason
for making such an assumption on general anatomical grounds.
It seems evident then that Seiurus and Mus lost their gall-

bladder on oifferent occasions and more facts would probably
show that the organ must have been lost on several occasions

among the Rodents alone. Tue loss of the organ In other

pans of the vfirtahprate series, in the horse and the saw fish

1 Seiurus carolinensis is still left in Seiurus by Miller. See U. S. Nat.

Miw. Bull. 79. p. 332 (1912).
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for example, must of course have been quite independent in

time and place of occurrence though due no doubt to a like

cause. What that cause may be is, I believe, quite unknown.
In conclusion I must express my thanks to Dr. Annandale

for permission to examine the collection of Rodents in the

Indian Museum, and also to B. Pranaba P. Sen Gupta, one of

my students who first drew my attention to the subject and
dissected a number of our local Rodents, at my suggestion, in

order to ascertain the state of the biliary apparatus.



23. An Improved Method of using Oil Gas, 1

By Kenneth Somerville Caldwell, B.Sc., Ph.D., F.I.C

[Read at the First Indian Science Congress. January 15th, 1914.1

One of the great difficulties met with in carrying on
scientific work in India is connected with the question of gas
supply. In most mofussil laboratories oil gas is used and is

prepared in the well-known apparatus manufactured by
Messrs. Mansfield & Sons. This apparatus is simple in con-

struction, requires little attention and no skilled labour. The
gas is prepared by dropping ordinary kerosine oil into a red

hot iron retort, and after washing with water is collected in a
gas-holder. The one drawback to such a gas from a practical

point of view is the fact that it is very much richer in

unsaturated hydrocarbons than coal gas and requires in

consequence a far larger quantity of air for its complete
combustion (Table I). If used with the ordinary Bunsen and
allied types of burners a large percentage of gas escapes
complete combustion, resulting in considerable waste and
rendering the gas unsuitable for laboratory work. This diffi-

culty is in part overcome by adopting a specially made burner
and by supplying the gas at a higher pressure. The arrange-

ment however cannot be regarded as satisfactory for two
reasons; firstly, because burners with such small nozzles more
easily get out of order than the ordinary burner, and secondly,

because it is impossible to use with the gas the various other
types of burners so necessary in chemical work. To one
accustomed to work in Physical and Chemical laboratories

these points are obviously of great importance.
It was with the object of overcoming these difficulties

that the following investigations were undertaken

;

The gas under consideration was prepared in the manner
indicated above and the following may be taken as a typical

analysis of the same. For purposes of comparison figures for

an analysis of purified coal gas are also given.

Table I.

Volume per cent.

Oil Gas. Coal Gas

Hydrocarbon vapours .

.

8-2

Unsaturated hydrocarbons ..31*0 4

I Indian Patent Xo. S78 of 1913.
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Volume per cent.

Carbon Dioxide
Oxygen
Carbon Monoxide
Methane
Hydrogen
Nitrogen (by difference)

Oil Gas

0-0

o-o
0-2

48-9

0-8

10-9

Coal Gas.

1

8

34

49

4

1000 1000

On exploding the _
volume of gas required for its complete combustion 1 '3 vol-

umes of air, whereas the coal gas found to be most useful for

domestic, industrial, and scientific purposes and for internal

combustion engines is one of such composition that one volume

of gas requires 5 to *5 volumes of air for its completegas requires

combustion. (B Works A lec-

ture delivered in December, 1912, before the Institute of Chem-
istry, London). 'Close conformity in character with such

a gas presents the advantage that burners and apparatus

applicable for use without re-adjustment or modification are

readily obtainable." It occurred to the author that such a

gas might be obtained by mixing air with oil gas in bulk in

the gas-holder, and in order to determine the extent to which

of explosion the rate of

propagation of progressive combustion in mixtures of the gas

measured. This was done

this might be done without danger

ons
by allowing the gas mixtures to flow through tubes of known
area of cross-section with a velocity just sufficient to prevent

the tiame from travelling against the current. (Bunsen, Gaso-

metrische methoden 1877, p. 317: Michelsen, Zeit. phys. Ch. 3,

493).

The results are shown in the following table :

Table IE.

Volume per cent of oil gas
in mixture.

5-8

71
A. 7-5

B. 8-2

8-7

92
10-

1

12 1

160

Rate of propagation of

combustion.

21-5 cm per sec

260
28-5

335
315
30-0

202
10-8

0-3

99

»?

99

91

91

>J

11

91

11

•1

J9

11

91

* »

19

99
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The mixture A contains exactly the amount of air necessary
for complete combustion, and it is interesting to note that this
is not the mixture in which the rate of combustion has reached
its maximum value. (Cf. Michelsen, Zeit. phys. Ch. 3, 493)
As the quantity of oil gas in the mixture increases bevond

/c

%
and beyond this limit progressive combustion does not take
place and the mixture is non-explosive

A comparison of the values found for mixtures of oil gas
and air with those given by Michelsen (loc. cit.) for mixtures
of coal gas and air and hydrogen and air is instructive.

In the following table n = the volume per cent of combus-
tible gas in the mixture and u = rate of propagation of com-
bustion in centimetres per second.

Table III.

Oil gas and air. Coal gas and air. Hydrogen and air

n u n u n u
5-8 21-5 11 28 15 40

71 260 12 38 20 65
7-5 28-5 13 48 25 140
8-2 33-5 14 57 30 235
8-7 31-5 15 64 35 270
9-2 300 16 68 40 277
101 202 17 70 45 270
121 10-8 18 71 50 250
16-0 03 19 68 55 222

20 62 60 172
21 53 65 105

22 43 70 74

23 33

24 24

25 16

26 11

It will be observed that the maximum rate in the coal gas
air mixture is more than twice that of the oil gas-air mixture
and that the upper explosive limit in the former is much
higher than in the latter. The high percentage of hydrogen
in coal gas, Table I, is obviously the cause of the difference in

yo of air with oil

behaviour between these two gas mixtures.
It is possible therefore to mix up to !

gas without danger of forming an explosive mixture. Now as
one volume of oil gas requires about 123 volumes of air for its

complete combustion, it will be necessary to mix with it

about 1-2 volumes of air in order to get a gas mixture which
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shall require for its complete combustion five times its volume

of air. Actual experiments show that when oil gas is mixed

with an equal volume of air a mixture is obtained which

can be used with all types of Bunsen and allied burners and

blow pipes such as are used with ordinary coal gas with

entirely satisfactory results.

By regulating the air supply at the burner in the usual

way a perfectly colourless flame is obtained which leaves no

deposit on crucibles and which can be used for quantitative

and blow pipe work in exactly the same manner as coal gas.

As such a mixture contains only 50% of air and as

an explosive mixture must contain over 80%, the margin

of safety is ample.
The calorific value of coal gas is about 600 B. T. units,

wrhereas undiluted oil gas has a calorific value of .some 1350

B.T. units. A mixture of oil and air in equal volumes will

therefore have a calorific value of approximately
675 B T. units, i.e. a value about the same as, or rather

greater than, that of ordinary coal gas.

Jt is clear from the above that not only do we obtain a

gas far more useful for laboratory and industrial purposes, but

that a very considerable saving in expense is involved. It is

only necessary to half fill the gas holder with oil gas and to

complete the filling by the addition of air. Only half the usual

amount of kerosine oil is required and the gas holder is filled

in about half the usual time with consequent saving in

furnace fuel. Oil gas dilute 1 in this way with an equal volume

of air has been in use in the Patna College Laboratory for nearly

a year, and not only has it proved to be entirely satisfactory

with all types of burner but the expenses in connection with the

1 3_5
2

as
i
^

Experimental Details.

Analysis of oil gas.—This was carried out in the usual

manner
the fact that it is impossible to estimate the oxygen in a mixture

of this gas and air by absorption with phosphorus. The

hydrocarbon vapours present (considerable quantities of Benzene

were isolated from the tarry distillate) entirely prevent the

absorption of oxygen by phosphorus.
in one experiment phosphorus was actually heated above

its melting point in a mixture of oil gas and air containin

28% of the latter and the resulting diminution in volume

measured only some 02%.
For the estimation oi oxygen it is necessary to use some

other absorbent such as an alkaline solution of pyrogallol.

Measurement of the rates of propagation of progressive

combustion in mixture of oil gas and air

:

—The gas mixtures
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were delivered from a graduated gas-holder of two litres capacity,

to which was attached a barometer and regulating valve

capable of fine adjustment for the admission of water.

The areas of cross section of the combustion tubes were
measured by means of a Vernier Microscope. A capillary tube

wide tube
and the gas holder was found to be an efficient safeguard for

the prevention of explosion in the experimental gas-holder.

The stream of gas was so adjusted that the flame was just

prevented from travelling against the current and remained
steady at the particular point in the tube at which the area of

cross section was afterwards measured.
In the following tables V — reading of the water level in the

gas-holder in cubic centimetres. (After correcting the gradua-

tions of the gas-holder for the volume occupied by the tube

delivering the water each u 100 cc." = 98*7 cc).

T = time in | seconds.

R = Rate of the stream of gas in the combustion tube when
equilibrium is established.

a = area of cross section of the combustion tube.

Experiment I.

Volume per cent of oil gas in mixture = 5*78

a =00945 sq. cm.
V 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500
T 790 1030 1266 1504 1745
T per " 100 cc." 240 236 238 241

Average time for 98-7 cc. = 47*8 sees.

Hence R = 21 -5 cm. per sec.

Experiment II.

Volume per cent of oil gas in mixture = 7'14.

a=00935 sq. cm.
V 1400 1500 1600 1700
T 207 411 610
Tper"100cc." 207 204 199

Average time per 98*7 cc. = 40*6 sees.

Hence R = 260

Experiment III.

Volume per cent of oil gas in mixture= 7*53.

a= 00935 sq. cm.
V 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200

T 186 371 559 — 926

Tper " 100 cc." 186 185 188 184

Average time per 987 cc. = 37 sees.

Hence R = 28*5 cm. per sec.
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Experiment IV.

Volume per cent of oil gas in mixture = 8*14

a =00945 sq. cm.

V 1700 1800 1900 2000 2100

T 155 310 465 618

T per 100 cc.' ' 155 155 155 153

Average time per 98*7 cc. = 31 sees.

Hence R = 335 cm. per sec.

Experiment V.

Volume per cent of oil gas in mixture = 873
a =00935 sq. cm.

V 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300

T 171 339 — 671 838

T per " 100 cc." 171 168 166 167

Average time per 98*7 cc. = 33 5 sees.

Hence R = 31*5 cm. per sec.

Experiment VI

.

Volume per cent of oil gas in mixture = 9* 15

a =00935 sq. cm.

V 800 900 1000 1100 1200

T 179 364 548 728

Tper "100 cc." 179 185 184 180

Average time per 98*7 cc. = 36*4 sees.

Hence R = 29 cm. per sec.

Experiment VII.

Volume per cent of oil gas in mixture = 10*14

a =0-0 45 sq. cm.

V 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900

T 255 517 776 1035 1288 1543

T per " 100 cc." 2,^5 262 259 259 253 255

Average time per 98*7 cc. =51*8 sees.

Hence R = 20 2 cm. per sec.

Experiment VIII.

Volume per cent of oil gas in mixture = 12*06

a =0 683 sq. cm.

In this experiment a much larger combustion tube had to be

used. With the smaller combustion tube the gas could not be

driven off slowlv enough to balance the rate of combustion.

V 2000 ' 2200
T 133

Tper"100cc" 665
Average time per 987 ce.= 133 sees.

Hence R= 109 cm. per sec.

*
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Experiment IX.

Volume per cent of oil gas in mixture = 16*02

a = 1814 sq. cm.
In this experiment it was found necessary to use a still wider

tube with a diameter of over 1*5 centimetres.

V 820 920
T 845
Tper" 100 cc." = 845

Average time per 98*7 cc.= 169 sees.

Hence R = 0*3 cm. per sec.

Summary.

1. "Oil Gas" requires 123 times its own volume of

air for its combustion, whereas coal gas requires only 5 to 5*5

times its volume of air.

2. It is owing to these facts that oil gas cannot be used

satisfactorily with ordinary Bunsen and allied types of burner, a

large percentage of the gas always escaping complete combus-

tion.

3. A mixture of oil gas and air in equal volumes requires

for its combustion about the same volume of air as ordinary

coal gas and can be used for all purposes in the same way
as the latter with the various types of coal-gas burners.

4. The calorific value of such a gas mixture is slightly

greater than that of ordinary coal gas.

5. It is perfectly safe to mix this and even much larger

quantities of air with oil gas as the explosive limit is not

reached until over 80% of air has been added.

6. By using the gas diluted in this way its complete

combustion is assured and not only do we get a gas far more

convenient for laboratory and other purposes but a very

considerable saving in expense is effected.

7. A simple method of mixing air with gas has been

devised and Messrs. Mansfield & Sons are prepared to fix the

necessary attachment to their older form of apparatus.





24. The Date of Chashtana.

By Ramesh Chandra Majumdar.

The scholars almost unanimously hold that the Western
Kshatrapas (excluding Nahapana and Bhumaka) belong to the

Saka tribe, and Chashtana is the founder of the royal dynasty.
We also know from a passing remark of Ptolemy (" Oozene, the

royal residence of Tiastenes") that Chashtana was a famous
king and had his capital at Ujjayini. His grandson Rudra-
daman is known from the famous Girnar Inscription to have
certainly ruled in a.d. 150, All these agree so very well with

the Jaina tradition that the Sakas conquered Ujjayini in

a.d 78, and established their era, that we may be naturally

led to assume that Chashtana wa* the first regal Viceroy (for

he calls himself as such in his coins) of the Saka king on whose
behalf he conquered and ruled Ujjayini about a.d. 78. But
the scholars have not accepted so early a date for Chashtana.
The remarks of Ptolemy have been interpreted to signify that

Chashtana was a contemporary of Ptolemy, i.e. was living at a

time when Ptolemy received his latest information about
India, say about a.d. 130. It is obvious that though such a

presumption is not unnatural it is not certainly inevitable, i.e.

it does not ne< essarily follow from Ptolemy's remark that

Chashtana was his contemporary. But almost all theories

have been built up on such a supposition. Pandit Bhaga-

banlal Indraji at first held that Chashtana lived considerably

earlier than a.d. 130, being to some extent contemporary
of Nahapana (latest known date ad. 1*4) (J.R.A.S. 1890).

But when writing the Bombay Gazeteer he mentions Chash-

tana as a successor of Nahapana (B.G. Vol. 1, p. 20ft'.). Prof.

R. G. Bhnndarkar also brings him down to about a.d. 132

'E.H.D., p. 21). 01denberg~ (LA. Vol. X, 1881), Burgess

(A.S W.I., Vol. IV, p 37), and V.Smith (''Early History," p.

200 not only hold Chashtana as posterior to Nahapana but they

regard him as viceroy of the Andhra kings Gautamiputra and

Pulumayi who defeated Nahapana and totally destroyed his

family. Lastly Rapson in his recent book ••Catalogue of

Indian Coins (Andhras and Western Kshatrapas)" has, after

weighing all evidence, come to the following conclusion.

"AH that is known as to the duration of Chashtana's reign,

both as Kshatrapa and Mah a kshatrapa, is that it must be

included, together with the reign of his son Jayadaman as

Kshatrapa in the period limited by the years 46 and 72, i.e.

a.d. 124 and 150"
It is with great diffidence that I maintain against this
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brilliant array of formidable opponents that Chashtana cer-

tainly did flourish before Nahapana and as such was not the

viceroy of the Andhra Kings, who conquered the latter, and that

there is every reason for the belief, and none against it, that

he flourished as early as a.d. 78. I give my reasons below. In

page 35 of the " Progress Report of the Archaeological Survey
of W. India for 1905-6, Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar describes six

very old inscription stones at present situated at Bhuj in

the stores of the Engineering Department. "Five of these

stones," says he, " are on the whole, well preserved and belong

to the time of the W. Kshatrapas .... Of these lour refer

to the reign of Rudradaman and all bear the same date, viz.

the year 52 on the second day of dark half of Falguna.
This inscription conclusively proves that Rudradaman ascended

the throne some years (call it x) before a.d. 130. We also know
that the latest inscriptional date of Nahapana is 46 (a.d. 124);

he must therefore have ceased to reign some years (call it y)

after that. We further know that Chashtana and Jayadaman
both preceded Rudradaman. If therefore we assume that

Chashtana succeeded Nahapana it follows that:

Chashtana' s reign (both as Kshatrapa and Mahaksha-
trapa) + Jayadaman's reign + x + y — 6 years (i.e. 52 — 46).

Assuming x and y to be each even equal to 2 years, the

two reigns of Chashtana and Jayadaman are comprised within

only two years. This is obviously impossible as Chashtana

cannot certainly be held to be an ephemeral king in view of

the honorific mention of his name by Ptolemy in connection

with Ujjayini. Such a mention unmistakably shows that Chash-

tana ruled for sufficiently long time to have his name closely

associated with the city which had once been his capital. It

may of course be argued that Ptolemy mentioned his name
because he was the reigning king at the time Ptolemy wrote

his accounts and hence such a mention does not indicate

anything regarding the length or importance of the reign But

I shall hereafter show that Chashtana was not the reigning

king at the time of Ptolemy.
Rapson assigns Chashtana to the "period between Saka

46 and 72 = a.d. 124 and 1 50." It is not a little strange that a

scholar of his type should have failed to notice the important

inscriptions which push back the date of Rudradaman by 20

years. These inscriptions were made known at least two

years before the book was published, and yet we do not find

any allusion to them in the book.
Mr. V. Smith has of course noticed the inscriptions but

then he seems to have clung to his old opinion still. A simple

statement of his chronological scheme, will, I believe, throw

the whole of it into discredit

In the year a d. 126 the Andhra King Vilivayakura II• >

utterly destroyed the power of Nahapana."
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"After the destruction of Nahapana the local government

'of the west was entrusted to oneChashtana who seems to have

been a Saka and to have acted as viceroy under the Andhra

conqueror."
Rudradaman

Chashtana, had assumed the government of the western

provinces."

V. Smith makes no mention of Jaydaman, but we

know from coins that he certainly ruled between Chashtana

and Rudradaman (Rapson, ibid., p. 76). Chashtana ruled both

as Kshatrapa and Mahakshatrapa, his son ruled as Kshatrapa,

and all these are comprised within two to three years. I be-

lieve every impartial mind would at once reject this scheme

as wholly improbable.

If then Chashtana is not the successor of Nahapana what

would be his probable date ? It is generally assumed that four

generations of kings cover one century. We may apply this

with more confidence in this case as we know that the three

generations of kings, viz Rudradaman, his son Damajadasri and

his grandson Jivadaman, ruled between the years 52 and 120

of Saka years, i.e. for about 70 years. If we hold the first

three kings also to have ruled for 70 years Chashtana's accession

falls about the year 2 of the Saka era. The last date of

Damajadasri, fourth in descent from Chashtana, is 100 Saka

era. This also places Chashtana at the beginning of the era.

Again the two lineal successors of Rudradaman ruled from a.d.

72 to 120 or 48 years. period

two predecessors the accession of Chashtana falls about the

year 4 of the Saka era. Lastly as the beginning of Rudrada-

man's reign almost coincides with the end of Nahapana's,

Rudradaman's two predecessors' may be held to be contem-

porary with Nahapana and his predecessor Bhumaka. Now
these two are known to have reigned for about 46 years. This

also agrees with the other conclusions we have arrived at

regarding the date of Chashtana.
Thus we arrive at a probable date of Chashtana within

2 to 4 years of the era uniformly used by the W. Kshtrapas.

Bearing in mind that Chashtana is described in all the

genealogies of the W. Kshatrapas as the founder of that

dynasty the conclusion is almost irresistible that he should be

held to be contemporary with the foundation of the era.

That era has unanimously been taken to be the Saka era and

the most probable date for Chashtana is therefore a.d 78.

I have already answered to some extent the objection that

will possibly be raised that Chashtana is thus made consi-

derably earlier than Ptolemy. I have said that the statement

in Ptolemy " Oozene, the royal residence of Tiastenes " does

not necessarily signify that Tiastenes was a contemporary of

Ptolemy. I shall now prove this beyond all doubt. Now
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Ptolemy, mentions Siro Polemaios (King Pulumayi) in the
same way as he does Chashtana. Ptolemy's account must
therefore have been written after the accession of that prince.
This took place some years after a.d. 131 (V. Smith gives the
date 138, Rapson gives the date 131 + x, where x may be
taken to be any number less than 10), whereas Chashtana must
have ceased to reign some time before the year 130, »s we find his
grandson ruling in that year. Chashtana therefore cannot have
been living at the time when Ptolemy wrote his book. It follows
further from this deduction that it is not legitimate to take
Ptolemy to mean that the kings whom he associated with some
distinguished cities were necessarily his contemporaries. The
only cer ain and legitimate conclusions from Ptolemy's state-
ment regarding Chashtana are

:

(1) That Chashtana must have flourished before and not
after the death of Ptolemy, which event probably took some
years after a.d. 161.

(2) That he was a famous king of Ujjayini, with the
name of which city his name was very familiarly associated.

Both these conditions are satisfied by our assumption that
he conquered Ujjayini and founded a royal line there about
a.d. 7S

Thus we see that the historical evidence corroborates the
Jaina tradition that 135 years after Vikrama the Sakas again
conquered Ujjayini ; we need only add c under the leadership
of Chashtana."



25. Improvements in Measurements with Quadrant

Electrometers.

By V. H. Jackson, M.A., and A, T. Mukerjee, M.A

[Read at the first Indian Science Congress, January 15th, 191 4.

J

[With Plate XXIII.j

The difficulties connected with the use of quadrant elec-

trometers in India are well known. It would be hard to suggest

a more unfavourable climate for accurate electrostatic work

than that e.g of Patna, where a period of two or three very

hot months during which everything becomes covered with

dust is succeeded by another of three or four months in which

the air is practically saturated with moisture and the labora-

tory temperature usually remains between 28° and 34 C.

Even if it were worth while for special reasons, the older type

of Kelvin quadrant electrometer could scarcely be concerted

under any circumstances into an instrument which would work

satisfactorily under such conditions, owing to the troubles

connected with its glass insulation. Though electrometers

of the Dolezal k type are much more simple in use as well as

more sensitive, they do not give satisfactory results in India

without special precautions, and we believe that for this reason

their use in physical laboratories in t us eountry is more limited

than is desirable in view of the increasing importance of electro-

static measurements.
We have been workii w

of the Patna College at intervals extending over more than

four years, and the object of this short paper is to show that

a few comparatively simple additions to the electrometer are

all that are necessary to render it capable of very accurate

work even during the dampest weather of the monsoon. These

additions are required (I) to secure greater accuracy in the

observations, and (2) to maintain high insulation under all

circumstances. These may be discussed separately.

(1) Improvements in accuracy of measurement.

It is unnecessary to elaborate the point that no measure-

ments can be trusted unless all keys and connections which are

used are efficiently screened from electrostatic disturbances.

In electrometer work as in many other electrical measure-

ments it is advisable, especially in India, to depend as far as

possible on air for insulation and solder for contacts.

• The most serious practical difficulty is the slight shift ot

the zero of the electrometer which is usually noticed when one
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pair of quadrants is insulated after being earthed. As this

varies from time to time, and may amount to two or three

scale divisions or even more, it is impossible to obtain any-
thing like accuracy in measurements, such as those on capacity,
in which a knowledge of the true deflection is required. Of
course the zero-shift hardly matters when ionisation currents

are being observed.
This defect can usually be traced to the fact that the wire

which makes connection with the quadrants is supported on
some insulator, and that this has become electrified by some
accidental disturbance. When this insulator consists of paraf-

fin with the usual mercury cups let into it, the shift of zero is

sometimes very marked, and on several occasions we have found
that after a key of this type has been merely moved from one
place to another it has had to be kept with all its cups earthed
for more than twenty-four hours before the effect disappears.

For measurements such as the ionisation of gases due to

radioactivity, the only essential key is a simple one to connect
the quadrants to earth. For general work, however, it is con-

venient to use a key which will give all the connections required.

If this key is made up as a separate apparatus it requires its

own and a more complicated type of insulation, thus increas-

ing the liability to accidental electrification.

In all measurements it is desirable to have some means
for ascertaining the capacity of the electrometer and other

apparatus used in connection with it, at any time, since the

capacity of the quadrants depends to a large extent on the

potential of the need.e. The number of connections which
should therefore be arranged on the key is five, namely :

—

(1) To one pair of quadrants (the other pair always earthed).

l2) To one pole of a standard cell, the other being earthed.

(H) To earth.

(4) To a condenser of known, preferably variable, capacity.

(5) To the ionisation or other apparatus used in the

measurements.

The only special device necessary is one to prevent a short-

circuit of the standard cell by accidental connection between

(2) and (3).

The following arrangement which we have adopted secures

these requirements, and at the same time reduces the amount
of insulation required to a minimum :

—

A stout brass wire is screwed underneath the electrometer
to the terminal of one pair of quadrants. This carries at its

other end four small brass rings, through each of which a brass

cylinder, kept in metallic connection with the wire by a sol-

dered spiral, can be pulled in the usual way by means of silk

loops, the insulation of the latter being further improved by sul-

phur on the hooks. The pointed and amalgamated ends of the
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cylinders are adjusted so as to dip when necessary into metal

cups containing mercury, which are carried by stout wires,

entirely in air, or through small sulphur plugs, from the other

parts of the apparatus. The key thus amounts to an ordinary

four-way key in permanent connection to one pair of quadrants,

with lateral and diagonal connections which can be operated

from a distance by threads. Practically the whole of the insula-

tion of this key is thrown on the ambroid insulators of these

quadrants, and as it can be enclosed in the same case as the

electrometer no separate drying agent is necessary

Simple adjustments are added to centre the points of the

cylinders in the mercury cups, and to prevent breaking the

suspensions by sudden jerks.

The connections are shown in the diagram.

•a

A

T
V
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If an ordinary cylindrical air-condenser is used as the
standard capacity, it is convenient to enclose it in the elec-

trometer case. The standard cell may also be shut up in this

case, but if the silk were to break it would be short-circuited,

so that it is preferable to take the wire which supports the

mercury cup connected to it through the wall of the case by
means of a sulphur plug. A similar plug is necessary in any
case in order to establish connection between the quadrants
and the testing vessel outside.

On the table which carries the lamp and scale, arrange-

ments are made so that the observer can easily operate the

threads to charge, insulate, or discharge the quadra. its and
any other apparatus connected to them on the key. It is thus

possible either to check the capacities at any time or to keep

the condenser connected in parallel with the quadrants when it

is desirable to increase the capacity of the latter.

Provided that the points of the cylinders which make
contact with the mercury are well amalgamated, the trouble

caused by zero-shift on insulating the quadrants disappears.

The capacity of a key of this kind is small, between five

and ten electrostatic units.

(2) Improvements in insulation.

Using a key of the type just described, a series of observa-

tions on the insulation of the various parts of the apparatus

was made from July to October, 1913, i.e. at the most un-

favourable season.

In electrometer work, it is usually considered that the

insulation is satisfactory when the rate of leak from the

quadrants which after being charged to about one volt are

then insulated does not exceed -01 volt per minute l This is

a reasonable standard to accept, and it will be seen that with

the arrangements adopted by us there is no difficulty, even

during the monsoon, in Keeping the leakage at less than half

this amount for many days
The capacity of the air-condenser used in our measure-

ments was about 80 E.S.U., or at least three times as large as

that of tue quadrants and attached key. Hence when the

quadrants and condenser are connected in parallel, the rate

of leak

iasulation
00

— — — — — — —w -^ ***** ^-^ *w^ «

The surface of the ambroid insulators of the quadrants

must of course be carefully cleaned. A point often overlooked

is that these insulators are hollow, and the wails oi tne cavity

are usually more in need of cleaning than the exterior.

When no drying agent is used, the leak from tue quad-

* e.g. Makower and Gei
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rants, except perhaps in very dry weather, is usually two or
three times as large as the maximum defined above, and in wet
weather becomes still greater. The tubes of the air-condenser
were insulated from one another by ebonite. This substance is

extremely sensitive to moisture, and the leak without the use of

drying agents was from ten to more than a hundred times its

proper value.

Table I.

Electrometer and condenser enclosed in teak case. Quadrants

charged to 1*018 volt before insulating Front of case

opened only for the measurements. No drier used.

Date
1913.

April 3rd

„ 4th
July 31st
August 7th

8th
13th

Leak after in VTING (VOLTS PER MINUTE

)

Quadrants only Quadrants + Condenser.

0*032
0-023

039

-090

• •

025
0-025

032

Calcium chloride was introduced into the case on August 9th.

Table 11 shows that this had no effect four aays later. It

also shows tnat when the case was kept open for some hours
ou a very damp day the increase of the leak, especially on the

ebonite of the condenser, was very iapid.

Table II.

August 13th, 1913. Raining. Front of case kept open

from 1 1 a.m.

Time.

Leak afteb insulating (volts per minutj-.

Quadrants only.

11-0 a.m.
11-20 a. m.
11-45 a.m.
11-50 a.m.
2-30 p.m.
'2-40 p.m.

Quadrants -+- Condenser.

070

0-160

0300
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DIAGRAM I

Volts/min

0*025

Lean of Quadrants

0'020

0'015

O'OIO

0-005

Hours after closing case.

As it was obvious that no improvement could be expected so
long as the electrometer case had to be kept open during a

series of measurements, modifications were introduced so that

it became unnecessary to open the case at all. The glass front
was rep aced by teak, with a mica window for the ray of light

to the mirror, and with four very small holes through which the
threads passed to connect with the key. As the needle was
suspended by a quartz fibre, an arrangement was added so that
when necessary it could be charged from the outside of the case,

by connecting the phosphor bronze strip to one terminal of a

battery and then screwing it up, against a spring, into connec-
tion with the suspension.
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DIAGRAM JL

Vol ts Im i n Leak of Quadrant sand Condenser

OOIO

008

0006

O004

002

O 40 80 120 160

Hours after closing case

After this alteration, calcium chloride was again introduced

into the case, which was then closed. It will be seen from Dia-

gram I, which shows the quadrant leaks under various condi-

tions, that calcium chloride is unsuitable. Though the leak

immediately after the case was closed fell to near the standard

value of 001 volt per minute, it rapidly increased to double this

value aftftr lfi hours, after which it remained more or less

steady.
„ 16 hours, after

On the ebonite of the condenser the improvement
The resultslasted rather longer, as is shown in Diagram II.

ease

ized in Table III

:
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DIAGRAM nr

Volts/min

0025

Lean of Quadrants & Sulphur PIu^.

0-020

0015

0010

0005

Hours after closing case.
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Table III.

Drying agent, calcium chloride* Teak case. August 2Qth to

September 4th.

Hours after

closing.

Leak after insulating (volts per minute).

4
12

24

30
48

60

Quadrants only. Quadrants + Condenser

0012
0-016
0-021

0-020

019
0-019

0-0082
0-0073
0-005!

»

0-0074

• •

When strong sulphuric acid was substituted for the calcium

chloride, the improvement of the insulation was very marked
at first. After about six hours the leak from the quadrants

fell to a minimum value of about 00025 volt per minute, or

only one quarter of the maximum allowed. The insulation of

the condenser also greatly improved. The effect, however, was

merely temporary. After forty hours the quadrant leak ex-

ceeded 0-01 volt per minute, and continued to increase until

after three days it reached more than double that value.

In Table IV, which shows these results for the first sixty

hours, a third series of values has been added, which gives the

leak when the quadrants were connected to the sulphur plug

through which the connection with apparatus outside the case

was made. The outer surface of the sulphur was necessarily

exposed to damp air. Before the measurements were made, it

was lightly brushed to remove spider webs, which are frequently

formed on all insulators not protected.

Table IV.

Drying agent , sulphuric acid. Teak case. September 6th to 11th.

Hours after

closing.

Leak after insulating (volts per minute).

4
12
24
36
48
60

Quadrants only.

0O026
0-0044
0-0065
0-0095
0124
0178

Quadrants and
sulphur plug.

Quadrants and
condenser.

0-0092

0100
0-0127
0-0140
0-0156
0-0195

00014
0-0018
0-0032
0*0041
0-0054

0O066
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These observations made it clear that moisture gradually

entered the case, so that the sulphuric acid became more and

more dilute until it ceased to produce any effect. It was

thought that this moisture probably entered by diffusion through

the teak, so that this was soaked in paraffin to protect it from

direct contact with moist air. This merely retarded the deterio-

ration of the insulation. A leak of 0-01 volt per minute from

the quadrants was not reached until sixty hours after the case

was closed. These measurements, made from September 11th

to 16th, are shown in the diagrams*

In order to test whether diffusion of water vapour through

the wood was the cause of the failure of the insulation, the

whole of the case was protected with a zinc cover, soldered at

all edges so that moisture could only reach the interior through

the small holes left for the passage of the threads to the key. Ob-

servations made after this alteration showed that a satisfactory

solution had been obtained, as although the wood was damp
when first enclosed the leak of the quadrants remained below

0-01 volt per minute for nine days after the case was soldered

up. For the first sixty hours the measurements are shown in

Table V

:

Table V.

Drying agent, sulphuric acid. Sealed zinc case. September

18th to 26th.

Leak after in

Hours after

closing.

NG (VOLTS PER MINUTE).

Quadrants only.

4

12

Quadrants and
sulphur plug.

Quadrants and
condenser.

24

3G

48

0-0018

0-0027

0-0044

0-003

0-0048

0-0081

0058

0052

60 0-0055

0034

0055

0047

0020

0-0012

0O014

0-0014

0-0015

0-0018

When the wood inside the zinc cover had become thoroughly dry,

the improvement of the insulation became still greater. In the

final series of observations, the first part of which is shown

in Table VI, the quadrant leak remained below the standard

value for more than fifteen days, although the weather was very

unfavourable owing to heavv rain from October 13th to 16th.
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Table VI,

Drying agent, sulphuric acid. Sealed zinc case. October bth

to 22nd.

Hours after

closing.

Leak after insulating (volts per minute).

Quadrants only.

4 0015
12 0-0013
24 o-oois
36 -0028

48 -0035

60 0-0038

Quadrants and
sulphur plug.

Quadrants and
condenser.

0*0043 *000< f

0-0039 0-0004

1 ) -0035 -0006

1 1 -0045 0008
0-0057 0010
0-0062 00012

In all the above measurements the rate of leakage observed

was slightly greater than the figures given in the Tables, on
account of the diminution of deflection due to the gradual loss

of charge on the needle. This was found to be practically

independent of the drying agent used. The apparent leak did

not exceed the true leak by more than 0*001 volt per minute in

any case, and was usually about 0*0008 volt per minute in

excess.

(3) Increase of accuracy obtained.

A few examples are added to show that with a constant

zero and the high degree of insulation already secured, the

accuracy of measurements of capacity by the ordinary method
of mixture is much increased.

(a) Effective capacity of the electrometer.

Consecutive tests with a condenser of known capacity gave

the following results for capacity of the quadrants and attached

key, when the needle was charged to 16 volts :

February 17th, 1910

526
565
60-9

57-6

53-8

55*6

547
545

January 8th, 1914

2625
26-20
26-24

26-19

26-22

26-42

26-32

26-29

Mean
Probable error of a

single observation

55-8 26-27

1-75 004
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In the earlier series the electrometer needle was of the original

paper type, and the key was separate, its capacity together with

connections being about 21 E.S.U. In the later measurements

an aluminium needle and the later type of key were used, the

capacity of the latter being about 8 E.S.U.

Measurements of capacity by the method of mixture prob-

ably do not reach as a rule a higher standard of accuracy than

that of the earlier series quoted above. For instance, the figures

given by F. C Brown, 1 in a recent paper on " A practical elec-

trical method of measuring the distance between parallel con-

ducting planes" show that the values of consecutive measure-

ments varied by several electrostatic units

:

45-1

36-1

329

31-2

357
300

96-6

100-9

99-1

Mean 38-0 323 98-9

s
(b) Variation of the effective capacity of the quadrant

with the potential of the needle.

In February 1898 Prof. Clifton at the Clarendon Laboratory,

Oxford, first noticed that the effective capacity of the quad-

rants of an electrometer depended very largely on the charge

given to its needle. By increasing the charge on the needle of

his modification of the Kelvin type of instrument, from a value

which gave moderate sensitiveness to one at which the limit ol

stability was almost reached, Clifton found that the effective

capacity of the quadrant system was increased practically five-

fold. The capacity of the parallel-plate air-condenser, which

was kept constant during the measurements, and the potential

given to the needle, were not measured, but a summary of his

results shows the effect very clearly:

Date, 1898.

February 2nd
2nd
4th
5th

* *

9 f

Capacity of quadrants

(Air condenser = !)•

51
2-54

1 -62

1-30

Owing no doubt to the very high values of the charge on the

needle, the sensibility was not proportional to its potential,

and the true connection of the latter with the variation of the

capacity was not apparent.
The measurements summarized in the followin Table

2nd
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show that in accordance with the theory first given by Sir J. J.

Thomson, 1 andsince developed by Stewart,* Beattie, 8 and others,

the effective capacity of the quadrants, as determined by the

method of mixture with a known capacity, varies as the square

of the potential given to the needle. The figures in the third

column of this Table have been calculated from the equation

C = 245 + 0-0114 V 2
. In order to make the initial deflection of

the electrometer approximately constant, the potential applied

to the quadrants was varied, but in no case exceeded 10ls

volt.

Table VII.

Needle charged to

2-0 volts
5-8

15-6

197
23-8

26-0

29-6

34 8
37-4

414
46-5

49-4

Capacity observed Capacity calculated

24-6 E.S.U
24 <>

27 3
28*9

30-0

32-2

34 5

38 3
40-5

44-0

49-2

52 5

Allowing for the capacity of the key, that of the quadrant

system with an uncharged needle was therefore about 16 E.S.U.

(c) Observations of the insulation resistances of the arrange-

ments described in this paper, made from November 11th to

18th, 1913, gave the following results :

Quadrants + key
Ebonite of condenser

Sulphur plug

0-4 to 0*6 x 10* megohms.
2-0 to 6-0 x 10

»

0-2 to 0-6 x 10

»

7 moisture, its insulationThough ebonite is much affected by moisture, its

resistance is extremely high in a thoroughly dry atmosphere.

The arrangements described in section 2 of this paper

cannot be regarded as entirely satisfactory, as moist air is

still allowed free access to the inside of the electrometer case,

through the four small holes left for the passage of the threads

to the key. Temperature differences amounting to four or five

degrees are set up when the laboratory doors are kept open.

As the capacity of the case is about forty litres, a difference of

five degrees at a mean temperature of 30° C would set up a flow

1 Phil. Mag.
a Phys. Revi
3 Electrician

1898.

XXI, 4; Oct. 1905; p. 22'!

;
Aug- 12, 1910 ; p. 729.
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of about 600 c.c. of air in or out of the case, and this, if saturated,

would carry about 002 gm. of water with it. In course of time

the sulphuric acid would become too dilute to exert any influence

on the insulation. It is evident from the diagrams that this

actually takes place. About twenty-four hours after fresh acid

has been introduced and the case sealed, the insulation com-

mences to deteriorate, and in damp weather it would be neces-

sary to reopen the case after about a month in order to

renew the acid.

It would of course be easy to make arrangements to renew

the acid without opening the case. As we wish to test the effect

of more powerful desiccators than sulphuric acid, such as phos-

phorus pentoxide (or metallic sodium), we think that it would be

better either to make the case absolutely airtight, or to allow

the free circulation of air to continue, whilst ensuring that any

air which enters the case is thoroughly dried. By passing the

threads through small U tubes containing mercury, direct com-

munication with moist air can be prevented. This point is

now under investigation.
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26, Jhalrapatan Stone Inscription ot Udayaditya

[Vikrama] Samvat 1143 (1086 a.d.).

By Sahityacharya Prof. Pt. Bishweshwar Nath.
Shastri, Jodhpur.

[With Plate XXII.]

This stone inscription lies in Sarvasukhiyakothi at Jhal-

rapatan. It contains ten lines of writing which cover a space of

8" (in breadth) by 6£" (in height.) It is well preserved. The
characters are Nagarl. The letters in the first seven lines are

bigger than those in the last three. 1 The language is Sanskrit

and the whole of the inscription is in prose.

The inscription is dated the 10th of the bright half of

VaiShakha in the [Vikrama] year 1143. It is mentioned in

this inscription that Janna a teli Patel built a temple of Siva

and dug a vapi (tank) in the reign of Udayaditya. Two praSastis

(eulogies) of Udayaditya, dated Vikrama Samvat 1116 and 1137,

have already been published. From this inscription it appears

that Udayaditya Paramara reigned till 1143. How this prince

was related to Paramara Bhoja has not yet been known. But

his inscriptions show that he was related to Bhoja. A copper-

plate of Paramara Jayasinha I, dated Vikrama Samvat 1112

(a.d. 1055), published in Epigraphica Indica, vol. Ill, page 48,

shows that Bhoja was succeeded by Jayasinha and afterwards

by Udayaditya. A detailed account of these has been pub-

lished by me in the issue of January 1914 of the Saraswati

Magazine.

Text. 2

wards.

» It is probable that the last lines may have been engraved after-

kh
symbol

fBn?r 6 Read inf*^

8 Read qsfW I
7 Read *T*T^Slj nm*
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8 cr^^i^in^f^i^TfT^icTT^f^^W^si ii

^res-

9 ^fnf^<$
i ftijt^q^grq^ JNs gqif wW° ssjt sW l

10 >S> ef » S || flJIW SRI
-

l^t II
«*_

5ff^T ^Of^^T-

Text. 1*

1. Om 13 namah Sivaya n aaihvat 1143 Vaisa(sa)kha S'udi

10 a-

2. dyeha S'rlmad-udayadityadevakalyanavijayarajye I Tai-

3. likanvaye PattakilaCahilasutaPattakilaJanna-[ke]-

4. na Sambhoh prasadamldam 14 karitarh 16
1 Tatha Cirihil-

latalecha- .... -

5. da-ghausha-kupikavruvasakayoh antaralevaplcha ll

6. utkirnn-eyamPadita 16 Harsukeneti 17
II
*

II
Janasatkama-

7. ta Dhainih pranamati n Sri Loligasvamidevassa

kerim 19

8. Tailakanvae *° PattakilaCahilasutaPattakilaJannake-
» •

na ll Sri Sendhavadevapara
9. -va 21 nimityam 22 dipateilya 23 catuhpalam-ekam muda-

kam 2 * kritva tatha varisam 25 prati savi-[jna]-

10. o tam 26
H w II Mahgalam MahaSrI ll <f

13

1 Read T[V*$t\
|

a Read *V%*« I

8 Read ^*^r

* The meaning is not clear : perhaps STn is meant.

6 Read wf^W 9
I

6 Read XTff^^f I

7 Read qjf^^f |
8 Read ^faf^i? I

9 Read **° j

u Read ^sf
I

item -^tmi

M From an ink impression kindly supplied by Mr. O. H. Ojha.
!S Denoted by a symbol. 1* Read prasSdoyarh.
1* Readkaritah. 1« Read Pandita. " Read Harsukeneti.

13 Read Devasya. 18 Read krite" *° Read Tailikanvaye.

2» Readparva. 22 Read nimittam. 23 Read taila.

5* Read Modakam. 55 Read varsarh. 26 Read Samvijnatata.
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Translation.

L Om! Reverence to Siva.

In Sanvat 1143 on the 10th of the bright half of the

month VaiSakha.

2. To-day in the prosperous reign of Udayadityadeva.

3. Taili Patela Chahila's son Patela-Janna.

4. Erected this temple of the god Siva and also in

Chirihilla.

5. Between Chadaghansha Kupika and Vruvasaka dug) a

Vapi (tank).

6. This inscription is engraved by Pandita Harsuka,the

mother of Janna.
7. Dhaini bows. For Sri Loligasvamideva.
8- Taili Patela Chahila's son Patela-Janna at the cere-

mony of Sendhavadeva.
9. Promises four pala (a measure) oil and a ball of sweet

to be offered every year.

10. Prosperity! Great fortune

!
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27- NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. XXIII.

Note.—The numeration of the article below is continued

forfrom p. 200 of the " Journal and Proceedings ff

1914*

132. An Unissued Rupee of Edward -VII.

It gives me pleasure to submit the following description

of a noteworthy rupee which I have had an opportunity of

seeing. It is of standard weight and diameter, and with
straight milling.

Obverse : Broad rim with inner fringe of small semicircles.

Crowned bust of King to right ; the crown
surmounted by an orb and cross : embroidered
collar and tippet : star at throat : sash-bow on
right shoulder : two chains pendent on breast.

^J . 4.* l^Ci- ~£ L.,~4. (( T^J 3 TTTT J 5 aLe to left of bust, " Edward VII to

right of bust, €t King and Emperor. ? 5

Reverse

:

as

Interior to fringe of rim two linear circles.

Area : Circle

One
Rupee
India
1910

*8to lJj

Margin containing wavy line, and enclosing

at top : side view of lotus
;

at bottom : lotus viewed from above
;

to right: rose and shamrock and thistle, each

with leafy stalk ;

to left : same as to right-

It is matter of common knowledge that the design adopted
for the rupees that were struck as currency during the reign of

Edward VII did not in this country meet with popular appro-

val. The bust on the obverse was not merely uncrowned, it

was emphatically bald-headed, and to the Indian mind bald-

ness does not comport with the majesty that should attach to

a personage so exalted as a "King and Emperor." The
arked

suggest a certain innate strength, was lacking in those ele-

ments of richness and luxuriance which the Oriental deems
of the essence of royalty. It is thus not surprising that the

mint authorities at Calcutta decided to impress a new design.
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In due course fresh dies were prepared, and all the material

necessary for a new issue was collected. On the eve of the

fateful 6th of May, 1910, everything was in complete readi-

ness, when alas ! further action was stayed, for the mourn-

ful intelligence flashed across the wires that our beloved King

dead. It would seem, however, that a dozen or so rupees

were struck, but none were issued as currency. The new coin,

had it been issued, would, I am confident, have won immediate

acceptance, inasmuch as the blemishes which in popular esti-

mation had marred the earlier rupee had all been happily

avoided. On the obverse King Edward appears as a King

indeed, royally robed and crowned.
The new design is for the numismatist of special interest

,

since clearly it was adopted, mutatis mutandis, for the later

struck rupees of George V. Of both the reverse is identical,

save that on the Edward rupee the date is 1910. We have

the same circular area with the same legend, and the same wavy

margin, exhibiting at the top and at the bottom the Indian

lotus, while on either side come a rose, a shamrock, and a

thistle.

On the obverse the bust of King Edward is to right,

facing thus the bust on the rupees of the immediately preced-

ing and succeeding reigns. The rim is broad and slightly raised,

and the legend reads to the left of the bust 'Edward VII,

and to the right "King and Emperor " (not the "King
Emperor" of our present coin). With these exceptions

the unissued Edward rupee is but an " advance copy " of King

George's. Both exhibit the same imperial crown surmounted

by a Maltese cross, both the same ermine tippet, both the same

two chains distinctive of the Orders of the Star of India and

of the Indian Empire, and on both we find that same diminutive

representation of an elephant which, curiously misapprehended,

was to become the storm-centre of so much hostile criticism.

Geo. P. Taylor

133. A New Coin of Shah

[Plate XXI.]
Mint: Muradabad.
Metal : Copper.
Size: •8 inches =21 mm.
Weight : 290 grs. = 18*8 grms.

Obverse :

fJU »l
A

jU jjUjL

S

^Ivc eS-^
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Reverse

:

cr.•M

lj W&V l«M** -«£>

o (m. 91. I.M. Cat., vol. 3, p. 359) to the left of r.

in the ^ of <j*^l*

Provenance : Amroha, District Muradfibad.

No. 2441 in the Indian Museum Catalogue, vol. 3, is a
Muradabad rupee of the same king. Rupees of this mint are

also known of Aurangzeb, Shah 'Alam Bahadur, Ahmad Shah
Bahadur, and c Alamgir II, but a copper coin seems to be a

novelty.
Panna Lall, I.C.S.

134. A New Type of Audambara Coinage.

[Plate XXI.]

Thirty copper coins were made over to me for examination

by Dr. A. Venis, CLE., of the Queen's College, Benares,

which he had received from Mr. Nelson Wright, I.C.S. Subse-

quently Mr, Nelson Wright sent a batch of 333 coins to me from
the same find. They were found in the village of Irippal in

the Dehra Tahsil, Kangra District, Punjab. They belong to a

very little known variety of the tribal coin of the Audumbaras,
which has never been described before.

The earliest notice of a type of Audambara coinage

approaching this type was made by Cunningham. 1 He estab-

lishes definitely that the Odumbaras or Audambaras were a

North-Western tribe because they have been twice coupled by

Varahamihira with the Kapistholas, who were the Kambisthioli

of Arrian's Indica, and with the Traigarttas and Kulindas in

Markandeya Purana. He then proceeds to describe this particu-

lar type of coinage :

coins are thin pieces of copper, either square or

oblong, with a temple on one face and an elephant on the

other. Beside the temple are the Buddhist symbols of the

Swastika and Dharmachakra, and beneath it, a snake. Before

the elephant there is a tree surrounded by a Buddhist railing

,

with an Arian legend on two sides, of which one-half reads

distinctly Odumbara. I conclude therefore that the tree

represented is an Udumbara"*1

I Arch. Survey. Sep., Vol. XIV, p. 116. * Ibid., p. 117.
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In his " Coins of Ancient India
55

Sir Alexander Cunning-
ham has dwelt on the tribal coins of the Audumbaras at

length. 1 In his account he has described only one coin which
bears some resemblance to the variety which is being described

in this paper. But even in this case the specimen was in such

poor condition that the author was obliged to publish a

drawing instead of a photograph a from a cast. The following

are the points of resemblance between the type published by
Cunningham and that under discussion :

(1) On the obverse, we have in each case (a) a sacred

tree inside a railing, (6 ) an elephant walking towards it, and (c)

below these two a snake. The only points of difference are

the position of the KharosthI legend Odumbarisa which is

placed under the snake in Cunningham's coins, but which is

to be found to the right of the elephant in the new variety,

and the figure of the elephant. In Cunningham's drawing the

entire body of the elephant is to be found, but in the new

variety, the head, trunk and the fore-legs only are to be found.

The entire body must have been absent even in the die as the

word Odumbarisa in KharosthI is to be found to the right of

the elephant's forepart.

(2) On the reverse we have in each case a temple. The

one in the new variety appears to be a three-storeyed one, and

slightly different in shape from that in Cunningham's coin.

To the right of this we find a trident (trisula). It differs from

Cunningham's drawing in two respects; (a) we find a shaft

surmounted by a wheel instead of the trisula, and (6) we find a

svastika on a pillar to the left of the temple.

One hundred and three coins out of this find of three

hundred and sixty-three bear names of three of the rulers of

the tribe, viz. Dharaghosa, Sivaddsa and Rudraddsa. Out of

these three the coins of l>haraghosa have been described before ,

d

but the other two names are new to Numismatists. Cunning-

ham has included coins of Rudravarman, Ajamitra, Mahimitra,

Bhnnunritra, Vlrayasas and Vrsni among the coins of the

Audumbaras, but none of these seem to have had any connec-

tion with that tribe. The coins of Dharaghosa described

by Cunningham expressly mention the name Odumbara along

with that of the King. So on the coins of Dharaghosa,

S'ivadasa and Rudradasa, belonging to this find, we invariably

find that the name of the tribe is associated in the legend with

that of the King. Consequently the attribution of coins

which do not bear the name of the tribe to the Audumbaras,

must be very doubtful. All of these coins bear legend both

in Biahmi and KharosthI and the complete legends run as

follows

:

India, p. 66. * Coins of Ancient India, pi. Iv »
*•

B Ibid.,?. 67.
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Obv. : Mahadevasa Raria Dharaghosasa Odumbarisa (Kha-

rosthI).

Rev. : Mahadevasa Raria Dharaghosasa Odumbarisa (BrAh-

mi).

In the coins of Rudradisa and Slvadasa, the names of

the king3, spelt Rudradasa and S'ivadasa, are introduced into

the KharosthI and Brahml legends without any further change.

The Brahmi letters belong to the 1st century B.C. when

angular forms had taken the place of the more cursive alpha-

bet of the inscriptions of ASoka. The letters of the KharosthI

legend would also point to the same date. In the legends the

use of long vowels such as a, u ai and an seems to have been

avoided both in KharosthI and in Brahmi, so we have

S'ivadasa for S'ivadasa, Rudradasa for Rudradasa, Odumbarl for

Audumbari and even Mahadevasa for Mahadevasa in Brahmi.

As the names of these princes are very often incomplete I have

illustrated eight coins.

I. Dharaghosa.

I. Obv. : Sacred tree within railing, and front part of

elephant ; traces of KharosthI legend to left.

Rev /Trident with banners and traces of temple to left.

Brahmi legends: on top, Mahadevasa ra (na), to right,

(Maha)
Dharagho {sasa).

2. Obv. ; Sacred tree. Kharosl

(hvosa rana ; to left Dharagho (sasa).

Rev. : Brahmi legend to left (Dha) raghosasa.

3. Obv. : Sacred tree within enclosure ; front part of

elephant to right. Kh. Jegend ; on top raria, to left Dhara-

ghosas(a).

Rev. : Illegible.

II. Sivadasa.

4. Obv. : Kh. legend Odumbari (sa).

Rev. : Temple and trident, snake below. Brahmi legend to

right. S'ivadasa

5. Obv. : Sacred tree within enclosure ; front part of ele-

phant to right. Kh. legend to left. Sivadasasa,

Rev. : Three-storeyed temple and trident. Fragmentary

Brahmi legend on top (Maha) devasa.

III. Rudradasa.

6. Obv.: Sacred tree and front part of elephant Kh.

legend to right Odumba (?isa); on top Mahadevasa rana; to

left Rudrada (sasa). n _. - f *

Rev. : Three-storeyed temple and trident Brahmi legend :

to top. Mahadevasa rana : to right, Budra (dasasa).
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7. Obv. : Sacred tree within enclosure and front part of

elephant. Kh. legend, on top, (Ma) hadevasa.
Rev.: Three-storeyed temple, trident, with banners, below

snake. Br. legend: on top (Ma) hadevasa ra (Ha); to right

Rudradasasa.
8. Obv. : Sacred tree inside enclosure and front part of

elephant. Kh. legend : on top Mahadevasa rana ; to left

Rudradam (sa).

Rev. : Three-storeyed temple, below snake. Traces of Br.

legend on top ; to right Odu (m) barisa.

R. D. Banerji.

135. Bairata or Barar ?

[Plate XXI.]

Some time ago M. Muhammad Abdus-Saboor, who is en-

gaged in cataloguing the coins of the Nagpur Museum, sent me
a cast of a rupee of Akbar of the type hitherto supposed to have
issued from the Bairat Mint, He expressed some difficulty in

reading the mint name as Bairat and suggested that the word
looked more like " Barar."

Appreciating his difficulty, I corresponded with some of

the members of the Numismatic Society of India on the sub-

ject and eventually by the kindness of Mr. Framjee Jamasjee
Thanawala was able to procure two other rupees of the same
mint on which the terminal letters of the mint name were
more clearly visible than is usual on coins of this type. An
examination of these coins satisfied me that there was good
reason to prefer the reading Barar to Bairat or Bairata. This
view was strengthened by the comparison of the coins with
rupees of Akbar of Elichpur, the capital of Barar (Varhad).

The fact that Barar was the name of a subah and not of a

town need, I think, be considered no obstacle to the acceptance
of the proposed reading. We know that there are rupees
of Akbar assigned to the subah of Bangala, whereas in later

times there are instances of coins *^ &.*> w> (struck in the

subah of Awadh).

Mughals by treatv in 1004
i

the 41st year of Akbar's reign, and as far as I know there are

no so-called " Bairata " rupees which bear an earlier date
than 42 Ilahi.

On the other hand fulus from the Bairata mint are known
with dates as early as 971.* I have myself two of 979 and 980
a.h. in these coins the <fcj at the end of the mint name are

quite distinct and bear no resemblance to the terminal letters

of the mint name on the rupees in question. Further the

1 Burgess, Chronology of Modern India, p. .IS.

* I.M.C., Vol. Ill, No. Mi9.
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"ye" of jm is also clearly present, whereas on the rupees
there is no separate stroke for that letter. The similarity of
the "Bairata" rupees in type and lettering with those struck
at Elichpur is most striking.

There is also a coin of Jahangir's first year 1014 a.h.
which Lieut. -Col. Vost has ascribed to " Bairata." ' The coin
is in the Lucknow Museum, and I have recently seen it with the
result that 1 am satisfied that on it too the mint name can
unhesitatingly be read " Barar." In this case also the type
and lettering— even the rather unusual position of the date—are
identical with the earlier coins of Jahanglr of the Elichpur
mint.

Taking all these facts into consideration the arguments
appear to tell strongly in favour of the reading 'Barar.
The matter was brought up for discussion at the recent annual
meeting of the Numismatic Society of India and the result
was that an unanimous resolution was passed adopting the
reading " Barar " in preference to "Bairata 9

' on the rupees
of Akbar hitherto ascribed to the latter mint It is suggested,
therefore, that Bairata be excluded from and Barar be included
in the list of silver mints of Akbar and Jahanglr.

H. Nelson Wright.

136. Note on the dates of the Mauludi Era of Tipu
Sultan of Mysore.

t*

The coinage of Tipu Sultan is in many respects so interest-
ing that it has received a large share of attention from numis-
matists, yet in spite of this there has been a good deal of

confusion with regard to the question of dates. As is well

known the coins issued during the first four years of the reign
bear the Hijrl date, while those from the fifth year to the year
of Tipu's death, are dated in accordance with his special Mauludi
era, which, as the name indicates, takes its origin from the
birth and not from the flight of the Prophet. In the coins of

the second period the dates read from right to left. While the
coins of the fourth year are dated 1200 a.h., those of the
fifth year bear the date 1215 a.m., and it appears probable that
the commencement of a new century influenced Tipu in

making the change at this time. The Hijrl years are lunar

ones of twelve lunar months each, but those of the Mauludi
system are luni-solar of twelve lunar months, with an inter-

calated or adhika month added to the year at certain intervals.

Tipu's new calendar, as was pointed out by Kirkpatrick in

1811, was simply the Hindu one in common use in Mysore,

with a cycle of sixty years, Arabic names taking the place of

Hindu ones for the cyclic years and months.

* Num. Supp. to J.A.S.B., No. XI, art. (35.
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Several writers puzzled by the difference of fourteen years
between the two systems at the time the new one was
introduced, have supposed that the term Mauludf was used in

a figurative sense, and that the era originated in the commence-
ment of Muhammad's mission, or had reference to the time
when he first announced himself as the Messenger of God.
The true explanation was, however furnished by Marsden
{Numismata Orientalia, Part II, p. 701, 1825) who pointed out,

that if the year of the Prophet's birth in the Christian
reckoning be subtracted from the Christian year in which the

innovation was introduced, the result is 1215.
* For this purpose

Marsden takes tha date of Muhammad's birth as 571 a.o.,

and the first year of the new era as 1786 a.d. (1786—571 = 1215)

;

but as we shall see, Tipu Sultan, for some unexplained reason,

appears to have assumed that Muhammad was born in 572 a d.,

as the first year of the new era certainly commenced in 1787
a.d. The correct formula is, therefore, 1787—572 =1215.

All writers on the subject since the time of Marsden have,
so far as I know, without a single exception, assumed, not

unnaturally
5

that because the fourth regnal year terminated
in 1786 ad., the year 1215 a.m. also commenced in the same
year, but this, as I shall proceed to show, is an error, and the

year 1215 really commenced in 1787. In certain of Tipu's
letters referred to in Kirkpitrick's Select Letters of Tippoo
Sultan (1811), Beatson's View of the Origin and Conduct of

the War with Tippoo Sultan (1800), and Wood's Review of

the War in Mysore (1800), the complete MauludI date, and
the corresponding Hijrl one, were both noted at the time the

letter was written. At my insiance these dates have been

examined by the Hon'ble Diwan Bahadur L. D. Swamikannu
Pillai, MA., LL.B., author of Indian Chronology (Madras,

1911) and a well-k own authority on the subject. He reports

that_ they completely establish the facts that the months of

Tipu's new system were Indian lunar months, that the days
of the month were simply lithis continuously numbered from
one to thirty, the fortnights being omitted "and further that

Tipu's extra months were without a single exception the

Indian adhika months. Mr. Swamikannu Pillai finds that the

MauludI year began regularly at the same time as the Indian

luni-solar year, i.e. on Chaitra Sukla pratipadd, or the first titht

of the bright fortnight of Chaitra, and that the serial numbers
of Tipu's cyclic years, recorded on many of his gold and silver

coins, are exactly the same as those of the South Indian
cyclic years.

To take an illustration which is of more than ordinary
interest, the date on which Tipu Sultan signed the preliminary
articles of the treaty framed after the capture of Seringapatam
by Lord Cornwallis, is recorded by Kirkpatrick (appendix p. ")

as follows

:
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28th of Jamadussany, 1206 a.h.

1st of Rubbany, year Zuburjud, 1219 a.m.

22nd February, 1792 a.d.

Mr. Swamikannu Pillai finds that of the three dates thus given

=is equivalent, the first and third correspond, but the second,

which was the one recorded by Tipii himself, was really 23rd

February, 1792. The 22nd February was amavafya or new-

inoon day, the tithi ending about 3 a.m., i.e. before sunrise on

23rd February, while 1st Kabani commenced at sunrise on 23rd

February and ran until sunrise on 24th February. Mr. Swami-

kannu Pillai added that Tipu from his well-known superstitious

views and belief in Hindu astrology, would be unlikely to sign

the articles on amavcteya day, which was inauspicious for such

a transaction, and that he probably signed after 3 a.m. on

23rd February. He wrote subsequently to say that his suppo-

sition was confirmed, for in Major Dirom's Narrative of the

Campaign in India which terminated the War with Tippoo

Sultan in 1792 (1793), p. 226, the following statement

occurs:—"These were the terms, which after different con-

ferences with the vakeeJs, were dictated by Earl Cornwallis

to Tippoo Sultan, and to which he found it necessary to

submit. They were sent to him on the 22nd, and returned by

him, signed and sealed, the night of the 23rd February."

An examination of these dates shows conclusively that the

Mauludi year 1219 corresponds to 1791-92 a.d., and not to

a year In the
1790-91 , as has so often been assumed.

While „ _
Christian reckoning all the earlier coins with Mauludi" dates,

yet in referring to the Nagar paim dated 1227, the only coin

known to have been struck by i'lpu in the last year of his

reign, he records the year correctly. With reference to this

coin he states (Numismata Onentana, part II, p. 724) :— "This

is probably the latest specimen of his coinage that has been

preserved, and must have been struck within about a month

of his death; the year 1227 of his era having begun on the

6th of April 1799, and the storming of Serintiapatam, on which

occasion he fell, having happened on the 4th of May of that

year, being the anniversary of his accession." So firmly,

however, had the other dites been established, that the late

Major Tufnell, in his Catalogue of Mysore Coins tn the Collec-

tion of the Government Museum, Bangahre (1839), actually

corrects Marsden in regard to the Nagar coin, and points out

that the year should 'be 1798 and not 1799. It will be seen

that the acceptance of the latter date affords the only satis-

factory explanation of the fact that, whereas in the year

1226 a.m., coining was in full operation at Seringapatam and

two other mints, in 1227 a.m., which commenced less than

a month before Tlnu's death, only a single type of coin was
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struck, and that at a remote mint, lying outside the sphere
of the military operations which terminated in the capture of
Seringapatam.

If, as appears certain, the Mauludi year 1215 commenced
on 20th March, 1787, the first day of the Indian luni-solar year
which was numbered 41 ' " _\_ "_"_ " ""

calendar, the question arises were „
Sulfcan in the period amounting to nearly five months,*

7

which
elapsed between the last day of the Hijri vear 1200 (23rd
October, 1786), and the first dav of the Mauludi year
(20th March, 1787). It is hardly likely that coinage was
suspended during this period, and the coins were probably dated
1215 in anticipation of the new era. It is, however, possible
that the coins dated 12ul, of which at least four varieties are
known from the Seringapatam and Nagar mints, were issued
during this intermediate period. These coins, which are now
somewhat rarely met with, have been hitherto supposed to
have been dated in error, owing possibly to the die engraver
being unaware of the introduction of the new era.

The following table, which shows the date according to

i
e
rr.
Cb

:
risfcian reckoning of the commencement of each year

of Tipu Sudan's reign, will make clear some of the foregoing
references

:

i

2
3

4

5
6
7

8
9
10

11

12

13
14

15

16

17

U

JO

37
38
39
40

41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
41*

50

51

53

u

!

12

03

1 215

1216
1217

1218
1219

1220
1221
1222
1 223
1 224

122-

1226

1227

First day of

Mauludi year
(Hindu New
Year's day).

• •

• •

20th March.
7th April,

27th March,
16th
4th April,
23rd March,
13th ,,

1st April.
21st Marcli
8th April,

1787
1788
1789
1790
1791

1792
1793
1794
179r>

1796

29th Marcli. 1797

I h 99 1798

6th April, 1799

1

M

1197
1198
1199
1200

1201

1203

1204

1 20$

1206

1207

1208

1209

1216

1211

1212

12

1214

First day of

Hijri year.

7th Dec.

,

26th Nov.

,

14th
4th

99

•>9

Oct..24lh

13th

2nd

21st Sept.,

!»

99

Ausr.,

99

10th

31ft

lyth

9th „

29th July,

18th

7th

f >

2»>th June,

15th

51 h

»

!•

1782
1783

1784

1785

17*6

1787

1788

1789

1790

1791

1792

1793

1704

1 795

1796

1797

1798

179'.'

Notes. first

letters of the Arabic alphabet are found on the coins The
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column showing the commencement of each Mauludl year is

taken from p. xcv of the Indian Calendar, by Sewell and
Balakrishna Dikshit (1896).

Haidar 'All died on 7th December, 1782 (1st Muharram,
1197 *a.h.). Tipu Sultan died on 4th May, 1799 (28th Dhu 1-

qa'da, 1213 A.H., or 29th Ahmadi, 1^27 a.m.).

In conclusion, I desire to thank the Hon'ble Diwan Bahadur
Swamikannu Pillai for the assistance which he so generously

rendered in clearing up the question of dates and thus enabling

me to state that the year 1 21 o a.m. of Tipu Sultan commenced
inl787A -D - J.K.Henderson,

SupdL, Madras Government Museum.

137. The Legend of Samudragupta's A6vamedha Coin

Type.

The legend of Samudragupta's ASvamedha coin type has

survived only in fragments. In the Catalogue of Gupta Coins

in the British Museum I was unable to illustrate coins giving

the complete legend. The portion there given from the coins

illustrated

Rajddhiraja (h) prthivim vijitya (or vimavitvd) Divamjayaty

is sufficient to show that the legend is an Upajati couplet.

On PI. V. 10, two aksaras follow the tya of which the second

is certainly t ; thinking of expressions like apraiiratha and
aprativaryavirva , etc., 1 read the fir^t of these two charac-

ters as pra and suggested the latter epithet to complete the

couplet. Dr. Venis has recently examined the coin and pointed

out to me that the first aksara is really hr (with Eastern h as

on PI. V, 1-7). Having established this reading he suggested

vocalising the following consonants v-j-m on the Ballia coin, a

cast of which I owe to Mr. W. E. M. Campbell, I.C.S., as

vajime We still require a syllable to complete an Upendravara
line. Dr. Venis calls my attention to Thomas's statement in

Records, p. 22, that the restored _ legend of the ASvamedha
type is navamajamadhah rajadhirdjah prthivim jayatya. The
misreading na for ta is readily explained and there is no

reason to doubt that Thomas saw a coin, unfortunately not

illustrated anywhere, which ended t-v-m dh. This supplies the

missing dh, and we need have no hesitation in agreeing with

Dr. Venis that the epithet is ahrtavajimedhah, to be translated

as a Bahuwhi, " he who has restored the horse-sacrifice."

Although not as common as aivamedha its synonym vajimedha

is well established ; it is hardly necessary to recall the cirot-

sannasvamedhdhartr , "the restorer of the ASvamedha long in

abeyance/' of Samudragupta's Allahabad inscription, and it is

aiornifinanf tViof. fVio a*™* rnrkt, tuhr is used in both cases. It
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was quite a common occurrence for the Gupta engravers to
have exhausted the space at their disposal before they had
completed the legend. It is to be hoped however that a
specimen may be found with dh like the coin seen by Thomas.
The Ballia coin is not unique in containing the latter part of

the legend, for there is a duplicate of it in the collection of Dr.
William Hoey, I.C.tf. (retired), of Oxford. The ending of the first

line presents some difficulty. The last word on the coin in the
Bodleian library and on one in Dr. Hoey's collection is vijitya :

one form of the legend therefore is

Rajadhirdjah prthivim vijitya

Divam jayalyahrtavajimedhah .

The king of kings having conquered the earth
Wins heaven, hfiin.or f.hfi rpstoror nf t.hft ASvfl.mprlhR.

On the majority of coins however the last aksara is clearly

tva; vijitva is of course an impossible form, and as on some
specimens like B.M. PI. V. 14 the aksara before tva is certainly

not j but seems to be v, I have suggested prthivimavitvd as one
form of the legend. It is poss ble that other coins have jitva

preceded by some synonym of prthivim. There can be no
doubt however that Dr. Venis has established one form of the

legend with certainty.
J. Allan.

PS.—Dr. Venis asks me to add that his pupil Pandit

Hariramachandra Divekar, M.A., drew his attention to the use

of the root a hr in connection with Asvamedha in the Allahabad
pra&asti, and that he owes the reference to Thomas to Mr.

W. E. M. Campbell.
j A



28. Spirit Belief in the Jataka Stories.

By Nilmani Chakravakti.

In this paper an attempt has been made to give a brief
account of spirit belief as can be gathered from the Pali Jataka
stories which form the oldest and largest collection of fables in
the world.

The origin of the belief in spirits can be traced back to the

rrU t ., Pan-Indian Soul theory of the Upanishads,
1 he origin ot the *. , u . ,

J ,. r _ Ti
belief. according to which every being, whether

rational or irrational, possesses a soul,
which never dies but passes from one body into another.
Even the tree is not without a soul; when the soul leaves the
tree it dies.

Of the various Vedic gods only the following names are to

v ,. be found in the Jatakas, viz., Sakka—

a

^teft™^™* counterpart of the Vedic Indra Pajjunna >

or the rain go 1, and Aggi'1 or the fire god.
Of these, Sakka comes in every now and then. He is the pro-

nu , . a ..

.

tector of the righteous and scourge to the
Character of Sakka. •

i j T4.-i.u- j a.i^«7-*wicked. It is at his order that Vi4va-
karman, the celestial architect, comes down to the earth for

constructing a hermitage for righteous men renouncing house-
hold life. Sakka is not however an eternal god like the Vedic
Indra. He was originally a righteous man, raised to that
eminence in his next birth, through his merit. According to
the Dadhivahana Jataka* there were once four brothers who
were ascetics in the Himalayas. The eldest of them became
Sakka and used to come to attend on his brothers. In the
Bilara Kosiya Jataka we find that righteous men after their

death became Sakka, Canda (the moon-god), Suriya (the sun
god) and Paficasikha Devaputta.* It is curious to see here

Pancasika Devapatta.
Pancasikha mentioned as a god He is

widely known as a teacher of the Samkhya
philosophy. He is the fourth in succession from Kapila, the

founder of the system. He has been mentioned also in the

Culladhanuggaha Jataka 5 and as a gandhabbaputta in the
M ihagovindasutta of the Dighanikaya. If Paficasikha of the

Samkhya philosophy is the same as Pancasikhya gandhabba-
putta of the Nikaya or Pancasikha Devaputta of the Jatakas,
we have some data for ascertaining his time. Unfortunately

1 Jataka, Vol. I. p. 331. 2 Jataka, Vol. I, p. 235.

3 Jataka, Vol. II, p. 101. 4 Jataka, Vol. Ill, p. 222.

6 Jataka, Vol. Ill, p. 222.
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there is no other means of establishing the identity. The rain-

god and the fire-god have been mentioned once only.

Coming to the world of spirits we have a host of them,
both good and evil. The evil spirits are

goodTnde^r
;

c*Hed Yakkhaa, while the others go by
the name of Deva or Devata. The lord

of the evil spirits is Vessavana Kuvera. They have to attend

on him by turns and they have to live on whatever is enjoined

on them by (the order of) Kuvera. They are supposed to live

principally on human flesh, but occasionally we find that when
they are instructed by the Bodhisattva, they abstain from the

practice and some of them continue to be worshipped by the

villagers like good spirits. In one place l we find that a Yakkha
obtained, in return for the service rendered to Vessavana, the

privilege of eating any men entering a certain house, provided

they failed to utter the word " jiva " (live) immediately after one

had sneezed, and likewise those who would not say u Patijiva,"

i.e. "live on your turn," being told" Jiva" after sneezing.

The practice of saying "Jiva " after sneezing is still prevalent,

but the significance of it cannot be clearly given. In another

place * a Yakkhini used to devour the babes of a king while

they were still in the lying-in room, and to prevent her from

doing so the mother was placed in an iron room and palm
leaves were placed there. Fortunately that time the Yakkhini

died while serving her turn of service to Kuvera and so the

child was safe. There was a belief that the Yakkhas are afraid

of palm leaves and iron. Even in these times on the sixth day

of childbirth a palm leaf is placed in the confinement room, and

it is seldom left alone without a piece of iron on the bed. Nowa-
days however people believe that on the sixth day the Ordainer

of destiny comes to write the fortune of the child. In another

place we find a Yakkhini detected in the act of stealing a child

for the purpose of eating, but at last desisted, being influenced

by the teachings of a wise man. In many places Yakkhinis have

been described, disguised as beautiful women, beguiling ship-

wrecked merchants as well as men passing through forests.

Turning now to the good spirits, who used to be called

The good spirits
Deva8 OV Devatd

>
we find thafc their^^lF

is very large. When the Buddha preached
the Mahasamaya Suttanta the gods were present in myriads,
also at the time of his parinirvana. They are not spirits of

Three classes of
heaven. They are inhabitants of this

spirits. earth. They generally form three classes,

viz., (1) spirits dwelling in towns, houses,
etc.; (2) spirits dwelling in trees; (3) spirits of rivers, the
sea, etc.

1 Jataka, Vol. II, p. 15. * Jataka
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First about the spirits living in houses and cities, etc. We
s

. .

d lr
. find in the introduction of the Khadi-

P1
houses

,

e

etc
g m rangara Jataka 1 that a spirit lived in

the portal of the 4th gate of the house of

Anathapindika. The house of the merchant was constantly

visited by the Buddha and his followers. Whenever thev

passed that particular gate the god had to alight from h\>

place and to stand on earth. It was extremely troublesome,
and he tried a remedy. Anathapindika nearly exhausted his

wealth in his liberality towards the Buddhist monkhood.
The god thought of advising Anathapindaka not to spend any
more on the monkhood to save himself from penury and thus
to put an end to the constant visits of the monks. So one night

while Anathapindika was sleeping in the chamber he appeared
before him assuming a bright radiant form. The banker awoke

asked He said

that he was the god dwelling in the 4th gate of the house and
he came there to advise him not to spend any more on the

monkhood, for by doing so he would bring ruin on himself and
his family. At this the banker was highly incensed and ordered

him to quit his house at once. One peculiar characteristic of

_ . . .. . the gods is this, that thev are always

the epTc gldl
t0

afraid of the Buddha andhis blowers.

In this respect they are similar to the

epic gods who are in constant fear of men practising austerities.

Now the banker was a follower of the Buddha and reached the

first stage of perfection. The god became highly afraid of him
and had no other course but to leave the house. Holding his

children by their hands he went out of the house and not
finding retuge anywhere thought of appeasing the anger of the

banker. With this object he went to the guardian deity of the

town and requested him to intercede on his behalf. But he

was not bold enough, so he went to the four Maharajas, the

guardian deities of the quarters. They too dared not, and he
went to Sakka, who pointed out to him the way in which he

could appease the wrath of the banker. In the Mugapakkha
Jataka 2 and in the Vidhurapandita Jataka, there is mention of

deities dwelling in the royal umbrella.
P£fl1n

U
K
g
n

the
These deities were in their previous births

Royal Umbrella. ^^ Qf ^ kingg> Tfa are

presented as ~.~&
In the

Vidhurapandita Jataka, 8 the king «»lays dice with a Yakkha.
He is being guided by his guardian deity. The Yakkha per-

ceiving this easts threatening looks at the deity, whereupon she

fled to the top of the Cakkavala mountain and stood trembling

there. Besides these domestic spirits we meet with another

1 Jataka, Vol. I. p 227. * Jataka, Vol. VI, p. 4.

3 Jataka, Vol. VI, p. 255.
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body of theni, viz., the guardian deities of a town. They
watch over the towns and look after the doings of the inhabi-

tants. TWy dwell in the city gates and offerings are made to

them. In the Takkariya Jataka l we find that a new gate of a

town was to be constructed, the former gate being abandoned
as inauspicious, and that the new one was to be consecrated

by offering a human sacrifice to the great deity presiding; over

that gate. In the Matanga Jataka'2 we find the guardian

spirit of a town tormenting the inhabitants for insulting an
ascetic. In addition to these there was a belief that there were

Guardian deities of

kings.

guardian deities of kings. When the

kings engaged themselves in fighting with

one another their guardian de.ties too

used to fight. In the Cullakalinga Jataka 3 mention is made of

a battle between the Kings of Kalinga and Assaka The
Assakas had a settlement on the Godavari and their capital

was Potana. In this battle the guardian deities of the kings

allappeared as two great bulls, one all white and the other

black. There was a fight between the two deities and the

victory fell to him whose guardian deity was victorious.

We now come to the second class of spirits, the spirits

in the trees. These spirits are more

important than the others and their

number is very large. Not merely the big

trees are the abodes of spirits, but even the cas or tree has its

In the Kundaka puva Jataka* and in the Anta Jataka 6

we come across spirits in the castor trees. In th^ former there

The spirits in the
trees.

spirit.

is a very interesting story of a tree-god. In one of his previous

Dur-births the Bodisattva was born as spirit in a castor tree.

ing a festival men were making offerings of flowers and scents

and eatables to the tree gods. It must be noted here that every

individual had his own god to look after. A poor man wanted
to take charge of a tree-god and for that purpose he went with

cakes made of scum of rice and water to the castor tree in

which the Bodhisattva was born. But Hearing the tree he began

to think: " The gods live on celestial food; my god will not

accept this cake of scum. What is the use of wasting these?

Rather 1 would eat them myself." Thinking thus he was

turning his back, when the Bodhisattva seeing that his devotee

was going away, appeared in a visible form, and calling the

man said that as he was not rich there was no harm in his

offering the coarse cake. He too had no other alternative but

to receive the offering. The details of a

worship
^^

tree- worship have been given in the Palasa

Jataka. 6 The foot of the tree used to be

l Jfttaka, Vol. IV, p. 246.
3 Jataka, Vol. Ill, p. 3.

* Jataka, Vol. II, p. 44* >.

t Jataka, Vol. IV, p. 383
4 Jataka, Vol. I, p. 423.

6 Jataka, Vol. Ill, p. 23.
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cleared, the grasses removed and the ground levelled. The
tree used to be surrounded by a fence and sand scattered
round the tree. Offerings of flowers, garlands, and sandal
pastes were made and flags hoisted. Lamps were placed near
the tree and food used to be offered. According to the Dum-
medha Jataka l men used to kill goats, lambs, pigs and cocks and
offer their flesh and blood to the gods. In the same story there

Tx .. is reference to human sacrifice before aHuman sacrifice , j rr»u xr* i.u j.

before tree-gods.
tree-god. The King m the story promises

to sacrifice a man if a certain desire of
his is fulfilled. In the Dhonasakha Jataka* and in the Maha-
sutasoma Jataka 3 we find the details of human sacrifice before
tree go Js. After killing the victim thev used to wash the
trunk of the tree with the blood flowing from the neck and
marks of five fingers used to be made with the blood. The
tree used to be surrounded by the entrails of the victim and
the five sweet parts from the victim's body used to be offered
to the tree-gods. Ths five sweet parts or " fleshes,

5
' as I have

been told by a modern Tantrik. are those from the head, the
two sides, the breast and the neck respectively. In modern
times there is the practice of performing a homa with the five

sweet "fleshes," according to the tantrik rites, whenever the
victim offered to a god is not killed by a single stroke. Kings
used to have in their gardens Mangalarukkhas or auspicious
trees and worshipped them with offerings.

Whenever a tree grows up a spirit comes and takes its

rp. . . .
, , abode there. These spirits are in con-

lneir fear of the des- , r r a.u j i. r ±u i

truction of abodes.
stant fear of the destruction of their

abodes. In the Bhaddasala Jataka 4
* as

well as in the Kusanali Jataka, 5 we have accounts of the god's
discomfiture at the proposal of cutting down trees. In the
Hatthipala Jataka 6 a king's priest threatens a tree-god with
cutting down the tree for not giving a son to the kirn* in spite
of his getting annual offerings worth a thousand coins of the
realm The god in great difficulty goes from place to place
and at last succeeds in persuading Sakka to grant sons to the
king. In the Rukkhadhamma Jataka 7 we find thit the Bodhi-
sattva was born as a tree god. He warned his kinsmen not to
take their abodes in the trees growing near human habitations.
Some of his kinsmen took his advice, but others thought that
they would be gainers by taking their abodes near human
habitations. They would be worshipped and respected and
would receive offerings, and accordingly they took their

abodes near houses. One day there was a heavy storm and

1 Jataka, Vol. I, p. 259. 2 Jataka, Vol. Ill, p. 159.
s Jataka, Vol. V, p. 472. * Jataka, Vol. IV, p. 154.
6 Jataka, Vol. I, p. 441. * Jataka, Vol. II, p. 474.

7 Jataka, Vol. I, p. 327.
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all those trees that stood singly near human habitations

weie destroyed and the spirits dwelling in them were without

shelter. They went from one kinsman to another, holding

the hands of their children, begging piteously for refuge.

In the Bhaddasala Jataka a tree-god says, " Our exis-

tence terminates with the existence of the tree/' This is

rather peculiar. Most probably the spirit residing in the tree

has to transmigrate as soon as a tree is destroyed. In the

Vyaggha Jataka, 1 it has been said, that in a certain forest there

were a large number of tree-spirits, and Boddhisattva was one

of them. In that forest there were lions and tigers. Men
clearing jungles for cultivation could not approach that parti-

cular forest for fear of the animals and so the spirits were safe

in their abodes. One day, however, one of the gods not being

able to endure any longer the stench of putrid flesh assumed a

terrific appearance and scared them away. After some time

men not finding any trace of those animals began to clear the

forest. The gods were in a sorrowful plight. They went to

their former protectors, the lions and tigers, to request them
to come back to the forest and to save them from destruction.

But they did not come back, and to the great grief of the gods

the whole forest was destroyed.
The gods had a great dislike for unclean places. This

appears from the Vyaggha Jataka referred

to above. IntheSamuddavanija Jataka,

we find that a number of men being

troubled by their creditors left their country in a boat and

arrived at an island in the sea. There they lived happily on

the fruits and roots, and the sugarcane and paddy which grew

there of themselves. But they were warned by a man who
had arrived there before them, not to make the place filthy but

to cover up the filth. They continued to dwell there happily

for some time. But subsequently some of them disregarded the

advice and committed nuisance in the place. The gods were

angry seeing the filthy condition of the island, which was their

favourite haunt. They made up their mind to take revenge

by flooding the island with sea-water, one of the gods, how-

ever, out of compassion, warned the men to leave the place.

Some of them took his warning and left the island while those

who remained perished in the flood.

The spirits are occasionally revengeful as will appear from

above. In the Mahavanija Jataka we
Ch6y
r"'L™a% find that a number of merchants in course

of their journey, came to a desert, inere

they found a banian tree. In utter distress for want of water,

they cut off a branch of the tree and there came out a stream

Their dislike for

unclean things.

I Jataka, Vol. II, p. 356. * Jataka. Vol. IV .p. 161

* Jataka. Vol. IV, p. 351.
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of water from the trunk. Then the merchants cut off another
branch and got savoury food. They cut off a third and fourth
branch and got beautiful women * and valuable jewels, etc.
Then they wanted to cut down the tree itself in hope of getting
more. But the spirit (here called a Nagaraja) was wrath, and
as soon as the trunk was cut down there came out a large
number of armed warriors who killed all of them except a
righteous merchant who had tried to dissuade them from
cutting down the tree.

We now come to the third class of spirits. These are the

Tho ™„;* £
spirits of seas and rivers, etc. The spiritsine spirits of seas J± .,. 1 * i • * i

and rivers. °* tbls class are of less importance and
less numerous than the former ones. In

the Samuddavanija Jataka, it has been said that the four great
rulers of the four quarters appointed a goddess named Mani-
mekhala to watch over the ocean and to rescue those ship-
wrecked persons who were righteous and who were believers in
the three jewels of Buddhism. In the Silanisamisa Jataka l the
sea-god appears before a righteous man and a believer who being
ship-wrecked took shelter in an island, and the sea-god and
the Nagaraja in that island assuming respectively the shape of
a vessel and a pilot carried him safely across the ocean. In the
Sammudda Jataka * the sea-god is represented as angrily scar-
ing away a crow who wanted to drink the ocean dry. In the
Kimcchanda Jataka, 8 a river-god appears before a man who was
sitting for seven days without taking any food or drink, look-
ing at its water, to have his desire fulfilled. In the Macchud-
dana Jataka 4 there is the story of a virtuous man offering rice
to the river Ganges and to the fishes living in her. The river

goddess was pleased with him. One day the virtuous man's
brother wanting to cheat him of a purse containing a thousand
coins threw it into the river. The purse was swallowed by a
big fish. But the grateful Ganga-devata took the fish out of

water and in the guise of a fisherman went to his house with
the fish and sold the same for seven Kahapanas. In many
places in the stories we find that lakes are inhabited by spirits,

but they are seldom good spirits. They are generally Yakkhas
or rakkhasas. They used to drag into the lakes the animals
that would touch the water, and eat them up.

* Jataka, Vol. II, p. 111. * Jataka, Vol. II, p. 441.

s Jataka, Vol. V, p. 3. * Jataka, Vol. II. p. 423.
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Published with the permission of the Director, Geological

Survey of India.

In the year 1868, John Anderson was the first to discover
stone implements in Yunnan, or, indeed, in China itself.

Noticing a stone implement exposed for sale on a stall in the
Teng-yueh bazaar, he purchased it for the equivalent of a few
pence. No sooner was his liking for such objects known,
than he was besieged by needy persons who willingly parted
with them for small sums. In this way about one hundred
and fifty specimens were procured by different members of the
expedition which he was accompanying in the capacity of
medical officer and naturalist. Most were obtained in Teng-
yueh, and a few in the Santa Valley. 1

Following in Anderson's tracks in 1909, I was able to
procure numerous specimens of the same kinds of implements
in Teng-yiieh, and I have described and figured a representative
series of twelve of these artifacts. Nine of the specimens
were f ishioned from various varieties of jadeite, the other
three being cut from a slate-like rock, a fine-grained white
quartzite and a basaltic rock.*

During extensive travels through Yunnan in 1909 and
1910, I succeeded in making a large collection of stone imple-
ments from other localities. These I propose to describe here,
after which I shall discuss the bearing which they have on the
vexed question of the stone age in China as a whole.

Figure 1 represents one of the largest specimens in the
collection, a heavy, broad axe of polished basalt from Hsia-

1 An account of the travels of this expedition is to be found in the
following works: (a), A Report on the Expedition to Western Yunnan,
via Bhamo, by John Anderson, M.D.. Calcutta, 1871; and (6) Manda-
lay to Momein,—a narrative of two expeditions to Western China of 1868
and 1875, by the same author. London, 1876. Appendix C. pp. 410-415
of Anderson's 1871 report is entitled, The Stone Implements of Yun-
nan, with the description of a bronze, axe-like weapon from the Sanda
Valley.

F

2 J. Coggin Brown, Stone Implements from the Teng-yueh District.

Yunnan Province, Western China, with a short account of the beliefs of
the Yunnanese regarding these objects. Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal.
Vol. V, New Series, No. 8. 1909, pp. 299-305.
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kuan near Ta-li Fu. It measures 19 cms. in length by 9 in

breadth, at the maximum point just above the cutting edge.

Its thickness is about 5 5 cms. The sides which are smoothly
rounded to meet the two faces, are parallel in the lower half of

the specimen and then taper gently to a broad and somewhat
broken butt. The edge is crescentic and meets the two faces

symmetrically at rather wide angles. It is worn and bears the
marks of use. Long continued exposure has resulted in the
formation of a tinting or patina over the surface, but this does
not entirely hide the beautiful polish which it bears.

Figure 2 represents a large elongated celt from Mi-chih,

Yunnan Hsien district, which resembles very nearly certain

Indian Neolithic types from the United Provinces and the

Shevaroy Hills. It is abnormally long for its width and thick-

ness and measures 23 x 7 x 6 cms. The front face of the speci-

men is distinctly convex and the back one much flatter.

The sides are very broad and well rounded in to the faces.

They taper gently to both edge and butt, the broadest point

being just below the middle of the specimen. The edge takes

the form of an unequally disposed crescent, and is continued to

the same extent on both faces. The surface was undoubtedly
polished originally but has now a pecked appearance due to

weathering. The material appears to be a trap rock of some
kind.

Figure 3 shows a smaller implement of the same general

type, from Ongkong, in the Mekong Valley. The plano-convex
character of the two faces is still very evident, but the sides

are thinner and bevelled off to meet the faces at much acuter

angles. The polished surface bears a light reddish aeonic

tinting under which the light grey decomposed rock is visible.

I am unable to state its nature without seriously injuring the

specimen. Dimensions, 16 x 55 x 4 cms.
Figure 4 represents a large, roughly cylindrical ham*

mer-stone or pounder with sides flattened for convenience
in holding. Both ends of this remarkable specimen bear marks
of much usage, otherwise it is in good condition. Its dimen-

sions breadth
across the middle of the flattened sides, 5 cms. The flattened

sides commence close to one end, where they have their

maximum development, and extend fully three quarters of the

total length of the stone, tapering gradually outwards. A
slight flattening of one of the faces is also visible. The imple-

ment still retains traces of a fine polish, and is made of some
tough volcanic rock, probably of an andesitic nature. It was

purchased in Lao-niu-kai, a village between Mung-hua Ting and

A-lu-shih.
•

Figure 5. Small cylindrical pounder or pestle. The speci-

men bears an excellent polish, though somewhat pecked in

places by weathering. The ends are well flattened. Dimen-
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sions, 8 x 4 x 3 cms. The stone is not perfectly cylindrical

and the flattening may have been intentional for convenience
in holding.

Figure 6. Large stone hammer, with rounded butt, and
broad, flattened cutting-edge. This specimen appears to
agree very closely with the one found by S. Couling near Tsing-
chou Fu in Shantung and figured by B. Laufer l Three parts
of the hammer are perfectly cylindrical, after this the sloping
off which produces the flattened edge commences, rather
lower down on one face then the other. All corners and edges
are bevelled off. Dimensions, total length— 16 cms., breadth
5*5 cms., greatest width across flattened cutting edge— 1*5 cms.
The hammer is fashioned from a coarse diorite and has been
excellently polished. Purchased in Lao-niu-kai.

Figure 7. Stone hammer, of the same general type as
figure 6 with the following minor differences. An oval instead
of a cylindrical section, and more symmetry in the angles be-

tween the faces and the flattened edge. The latter is worn and
broken. The sloping of the faces to the edge commences
from one quarter to one half of the total length of the stone
from the butt, so that the general appearance of the hammer
is more wedge-shaped. It is made from a coarse diorite and is

well polished. Dimensions, length—1T5 cms., width across
edge—6 cms., shorter axis of oval section—4*5 cms. Purchased
in Lao-niu-kai.

Figure 8. Stone hammer, very similar to figure 7. The
section is still more ovoid, and the sides have more tendency to

taper to the rounded butt. The specimen is damaged near the
butt and the edge, though sufficient of the latter remains to

show that it was intentionally flattened as in the previous two
examples. Fashioned from a basaltic rock and polished.

Dimensions, length— 12*5 cms., longer axis of oval—6 cms.,
shorter axis—4*5 cms. Purchased in Mi-chih.

Figure 9. This broken hammer from Mi-chih exhibits a
more strongly arched edge, sharper than that in any of the

preceding examples. It is ovoid in section. The butt is

entirely missing. Dimensions, breadth across top of edge—

6

cms., length of short axis of sectional oval—5 cms. Material,

a coarse dolerite?

Figure 10. In this form we have a transition from the

cylindrical or slightly ovoid stone hammers with broad rounded
butts, flattened edges and more or less parallel sides, to the

commoner, polished stone, axe-like celts, with smaller, more
pointed butts, sharper edges and more tapering sides, the type

in fact which is so prevalent in Indian Neolithic finds.

1 Jade, a study in Chinese Archaeology and Religion by Berthold

Laufer. Field Col. Mus., Pub. 154, Anthrop. Ser.. Vol. X, Chicago, 1912.

P* 40, plate xi.
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Although the specimen still retains the large flattened butt of
the hammer, its ovoid section is more pronounced, and the
sloping off of the faces to produce the cutting edge commences
low down at a greater distance than three-quarters of the
total length. The edge although worn and broken was evi-

dently fairly sharp originally. Dimensions, greatest length
10-5 cms., greatest breadth just above the edge—5 cms., thick-
ness—3-5. Origin 11 v polished the surface of the stone is now
weathered and decayed. It is cut from a fine-grained , basaltic
rock and was obtained in Shun-ning Fu.

Figure 11. A celt in which the peculiar characters of the
one shown in Figure 10 are still more pronounced. The edge is

sharp and forms the same kind of angles with the faces The
sides are more tapering and the general outline more triangular.
The butt is small and rounded. General section, a well deve-
loped oval. Dimensions, length— 1 1-5 cms., greatest breadth

6 cms., least breadth 3*3 cms., shortest axis of oval section
at centre of specimen, i.e. thickness—35 cms. A polished sur-
face pecked by weathering. Material basaltic. Purchased in

Mi-chih.

Figure 12. In this specimen the same characters are
carried to a still further degree, resulting in deliberate flattening
of the lower halves of both back and front faces, so that the
section of the stone just above the edge is rectangular with
bevelled corners. The upper half is of the usual tapering
character. The cutting-edge was sharp, and the faces which
form it start at a still lower point. Originally polished the
surface is now indented and pecked by weathering. The
material appears to be doleritic. Dimensions, greatest length
— 12 cms., greatest breadth—6 cms., greatest thickness—3-5

cms Obtained in Mi-ehih
Figure 13. to be unfinished witl

the exception of the sharp cutting edge. The sides are thick
and meet the faces in slightly rounded angles. Partly pecked
and partly polished, it bears a bright tinted su face and is

probably manufactured from a fine-grained basalt. Dimen-
sions, length— 13 cms., breadth across the edge—5-5 cms. Pur-
chased in Mien-ning Ting.

Figure 14. This and the following specimen are the most
remarkable forms which I have obtained in Yunnan. In gene-

ral outline they greatly resemble certain specimens collected
by YersinandGuerlach'from the Bahnars,Sedangand Reungoas
territories in Indo-China. 1 They recall vividly the bronze
hoes found hnt.h in f.Kaf »niInf.n nnA ; n VKnnnn 2 a nA fhev

' Mission Pavie, Indo-China. Vol. Ill (Anthropologie), 1904, pp
27-38, pi. vi.

this

^J £-H« VI.

2 I hope to describe a series of bronze implements from Yunnan in
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exhibit a distinct family resemblance with the spade or shoul-
dered celt of the Mm- Hkmer country in Burma, indoChina and
Chota Nagpur. Their general shape is best appreciated from
the photographs, and it will suffice to say that they commence
with a well marked st >ck or handle and then suddenly splay
out into a broad, semi-circular cutting-edge I obtained both
specimens from a Chinese family in Chen-pien (Ma-kai), Mekong
Valley, and as they had formed part of the domestic pharmaco-
poeia for several years, they are both badly damaged, though in
b )th cases the beautifully polished surface still partially remains.
The rock used in the manufacture of this the larger specimen
is a greyish quartz porphyry Its dimensions are, greatest
length— 15*5 cms., greatest breadth across the edge— 10*5 cms.,
average diameter of stock—5*3 cms.

Figure 15. Fashioned from a brownish volcanic rock.
Dimensions greatest length— 10 cms., greatest breadth, across
edge—7 cms., average diameter of stock -33 cms The
latter measurement is taken before the stock commences to
swell out to form the shoulders. The questions which present
themselves to my mind are, have we here a prototype o the
common form of the Yiinnanese bronze axe, or a copy of the
latter in stone, belonging to some later period ?

Figure 16. Rectangular stone hammer remarkably like a
specimen in the Couling collection from Shan-tung. According
to B. Laufer this type is particularly interesting as reveal-
ing the stone prototype of the carpenter's iron hammer com-
mon all over China On tne front face the blade starts from

TO
shorter and more abrupt sloping away of the back face. The
rounded butt shows signs of much use The stone is a fine
grained quartzite and bears a high polish. Dimensions, length

li cms., breadth—5 cms., thickness—3 cms. Purchased in
Shih-tien.

Figure 17. Thin, elongated, rectangular chisel, identical
with forms collected by Massie l in the Luang Prabang and
Black River regions. The edge is completely broken away.
Dimensions of remaining portions, length—10*5 cms., breadth

2*5-3 cms., thickness—*75 cms. Made from an indurated
slat6 and finely polished. Locality, Shih-tien.

Figure 18. Rectangular chisel, with short well- polished
blade, formed almost entirely from the front face. The sides
ar* flat and the angles which they make with the faces

only slightly bevelled. Considerable fracturing has taken

w s and butt, which appears to have resulted
from the fissile nature of the material, a hard, dark greyish-

blue, siliceous slate. Dimensions, length—9 cms., breadth—

4

Missio: Loc. tit., pp. 10-27, pi. i
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9

cms., thickness— 1 cm. The blade is slightly convex. Pur-

chased in Shih-tien.

Figure 19. Chisel, formed by obliquely grinding away one

end of an elongated pebble of siliceous slate. On the convex

back surface there is a scratched outline which bears a remark-

able resemblance to the form of a double-shouldered or spade-

shaped celt, similar to one figured in the illustrations of the

Massie collection. Dimensions, length—8*5 cms., breadth

across edge—3 cms., thickness— 1*5 cms. Purchased in Shun-

ning Fu.
Figure 20. Broad chisel with sloping sides, the edge is

formed by bevelling off the front face and is only slightly

curved. The flat sides, slightly bevelled off where they meet

the faces, slope towards an irregular butt. Both faces are

very slightly convex. Material, a brownish, siliceous slate with

a fine polish. Dimensions, length—8 cms., breadth across

edge—5 cms., across butt—4 cms., thickness— 2 cms. Pur-

chased in Shih-tien.

Figure 21. This example so closely approximates figure

20 that a separate description is unnecess try. The onlv note

worthy differen3e is found in the sharp edge made by the side

with the back and front faces, near one corner of the edge.

Material, a drab, siliceous slate; somewhat broken. Dimen-

sions, length—8 cms., breadth across the edge—5 cms ,
across

the broken butt—4 cms., thickness—1*5 cms. Purchased in

Shih-tien.

Figure 22. Chisel celt with rounded sloping sides meeting

in a straight butt. The portion of the sharp edge which re-

mains is straight. Material, a fine-grained basalt. Dimensions,

length —9 5 cms. , breadth across edge—5 cms., across butt

—3-5 cms. The slight conchoidal fractures which this speci-

men bears are attributed not to accidents after its manufac-

ture but to the pecking which preceded the polishing of the

stone. Locality, Wa-tou-tien.
Figure 23. This polished stone chisel represents a type m

which both back and front faces are ground down to produce

the blade. The sloping of the front face commen es at three-

quarters of the length from the butt, but that of the back face is

done at a high angle and only proceeds a very short distance

above the edge. The result is a straight, remarkably sharp

blade. The remaining portions of both faces are Hat, though

slightly bevelled off to meet the flat sides which taper a little

towards the butt. Material, a light, bluish grey, siliceous lime-

stone with a high polish. Purchased in Shri-tien. Dimensions,

length—6-5 cms., breadth across blade—4 cms., across butt —*,

thickness 1*5.

Figure 24. Another example of the same type with a

still broader blade One of the sides of this specimen appears

to b* a natural joint plane. The back face is slightly convex.
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Material, dark, indurated, siliceous slate. Purchased in Shih-

tien. Dimensions, length—5*5 cms., breadth across blade—3*5

cms., across butt—25 cms., thickness— 1-5 cms.

Figure 25. A polished stone chisel with the same type

of edge particularly well marked. The sharp edge has been

ground down and replaced by a flat surface. The flat sides

are bevelled off to meet the back and front faces which in this

case slope towards the butt, so that the thickest part of the

stone is just above the blade. The butt is partly polished

and convex. Material, hard, dark slate. Dimensions— o cms.

,

breadth across blade—3 cms., across butt—2 5 cms., thickness

near blade—1*3 cms., near butt— 9 cms. Purchased in Yung-

chang Fu
Figures 26, 27 and 28. Chisels of the same general type.

The photographs show their natural sizes. They are made of

the usual kinds of rocks and come from Yung-chang Fu, Shih-

tien and Shun-ning Fu respectively.

Figure 29. A broken rectangular chisel in which both

faces partake equally in the formation of the blade. Locality

Wa-tou-tien. Photographed in natural size.

Figure 30. Thick rectangular chisel, with convex back,

sloping to both edge and butt. Sharp straight edge. Mate-

rial, sil.ceous slate. Locality Mi-ti. Natural size.

Figure 31. Thick chisel with fiat sides tapering to a flat

butt. Material, banded siliceous slate. Locality Yung-chang

Fu. Natural size.

Figure 32. Large, thick chisel with slightly convex sides

bevelled to meet the faces, except along the steeply sloping

edge. Flat butt. Material, brownish-grey, fine-grained quart-

zite?. Locality, Shun-ning Fu. Dimensions length—7 cms.

,

breadth across edge—4 cms., across butt—3*2 cms., thickness at

top of edge 2 #

2, at butt somewhat less.

Figure 33. Polished chisel celt with rounded hatchet

edge and butt. The convex faces almost meet in a slightly

flattened side. Material, brown, aeonic tinted basalt. Locality,

Shun-ning Fu. Dimensions, length—10 cms., breadth across

top of edge—5-5 cms., thickness across centre of specimen—
2*5 cms. The specimen is much chipped and injured.

figure 34. Broken celt, similar to figure 33, though

somewhat thinner. Locality Wa-tou-tien. Dimensions, length

+ 6-5 cms., breadth—5 cms., thickness— 1-5. The sides do

not taper as rapidly as those of the previous specimen.

Figure 35. Very weathered celt of the same general

type. Locality, Western Yunnan (exact locality lost). Mate-

rial, shale. Dimensions, length— + 8, breadth across edge 4"

5

cms., thickness—2 cms. ,

Figure 36. Broken celt with crescentic edge, flattened

sides shghtly tapering to a broken butt and very slightly con-

vex faces. Dimensions, length— + 7-5 cms., breadth across
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edge—6 cms., across top—4 3 cms., thickness—2*5 cms. Mate-

rial, weathered porphyrite, originally polished. Locality, Wa-
tou-tien.

Figure 37. Large polished celt with flat sides bevelled

to meet slightly convex surfaces, tapering towards a flat,

truncated butt. The edge is much broken. Material hard,

laminated, siliceous limestone?. Locality, Wa-tou-tien. Di-

mensions, length—10*5 cms., breadth across edge—65 cms.,

across butt—4*5 cms., thickness through middle of the speci-

men—2 5 cms.
Figure 38. Broken celt with crescentic edge and thin,

tapering sides. Material, indurated slate with well-marked

cleavage which has resulted in considerable injury to the

specimen. Locality, Wa-tou-tien. Dimensions, length— 10

cms., breadth across top of edge—5 cms., near butt—-3*5 cms.,

thickness—1*3 cms.

Figure 39. Small polished celt, with straight edge meet-

ing flat sides in sharp corners. The latter are bevelled to meet

the slightly convex faces wuich terminate n a crescentic butt.

Material, indurated slate. Locality Shih-tien. Dimensions,

length— 5 cms., breadth across edge—4 cms., across butt—

3

cms., thickness— 1*5 cms.
Figure 40. Hatchet edged celt in polished grey and

brown jadeite. This specimen is of beautiful design and

finish. The sides are flat and barely rounded otf to meet the

faces, which are convex. The butt and sides form one conti-

nuous uninterrupted band of equal width, which terminates in

sharp angles with each end of the crescentic blade. The

latter bears no sign of use though it is slightly injured in one

place. Locality, Mien-ning Ting. Dimensions, length—*'5

cms., breadth across top of blade—5*5 cms., thickness across

centre of specimen— 2 cms.
Figure 41. Polished hatchet celt in streaked black and

dark grey jadeite. In general outline this remarkable example

is slightly broader than the preceding one. The sides too are

well rounded into the faces while the butt is thinner. Each

face bears a convexity, ridge or collar crossing it from side to

side at half its length between butt and angles of the edge.

This is unmistakably meant for some handle or fastening.

The edge is perfect in symmetry and quite sharp. Locality

Mien-ning Ting. Dimensions, length 8-5 cms. , breadth across

top of blade—6-5 cms., across base of butt—4-5 cms., thickness

across centre of collars -2*5 cms.
Fiauie 42. Broken celt used as a polishing and sharpen-

ing stone. The celt itself is of the elongated chisel variety

with thick, flat and very slightly tapering sides. Both edge

and butt have been completely broken away. Both faces bear

hollows and grooves due to polishing or sharpening opera-

tions. Locality Wa-tou-tien. Material, slate. Dimensions,
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length— + 11, breadth at bottom—2*5 cms., at top—3*6 cms.,
thickness— 2*5.

The relation of these to other Chinese Finds.

The list of stone implements hitherto discovered in China
is a small one, which may be briefly summarised

—

1. Anderson's specimens.
2. E. Colborne Baber in 1886 reported the discovery of

polished axe-heads and chisels from stone coffins in Chung-
king, Ssu-ch'uan.

3. In 1884 J. Edkins described a stone hatchet found by
Williams in a grave mound near Yu-Chou, 110 miles west of

Peking.

4. Descriptions of two flint arrow heads found by Armand
David in Mongolia were published in 1886.

5. Giglioli has published an account of a stone imple-

ment found in 1896 by Coltelli near Yen-an Fu, in Shensi.

6. In the Bishop collection there are a few jade imple-

ments which Bushell has described.

7. My own first collection.

8. Laufer has collected and described 15 jade implements

from Sin-ngan Fu in Shensi, where they were obtained from

ancient graves of the Chou dynasty (1122 b.c-249 b.c), and

has also described Couling's collection of 12 surface finds from

Tsing-chou Fu in Shantung.
Our new specimens show the intermingling of two groups,

one containing forms similar to those from Shan-tung in North

China, and the other very like certain Indo-Chinese implements.

It is practically certain that they were produced rather by an

aboriginal non-Chinese race than by a Chinese one.

From a study of the available evidence Laufer » has sum-

marised our present knowledge of the Chinese stone culture,

and as our collections help to prove his conclusions still further

they mav be brought forward here.

1. All stone implements so far found in China are

polished, and they therefore belong to that class which so far

as prehistoric India, Egypt or Europe are concerned, is

termed Neolithic. _, ,

2. The finds can be divided into two groups. Those from

the surface and those from graves. The former are rougher and

more primitive than the latter, which are often of perfect

design and exquisite finish. Whether there is any chrono-

logical difference between them is still an open question

3. The prevailing types so far discovered are chisels,

hammerstones and hammer-shaped axes and mattocks.

4. No stone workshops, implement factories, or traces ot

• Loc. cit. , pp. 54-55
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an extensive industry in stone, carried on by, and for the bene-
fit of a large local population, have been found. It is there-
fore not justifiable in the present stage of knowledge to speak
of a stone age for China or still less of a stone age of the
Chinese.

5. The burial of jade implements was much practised
during the historical period of the Chou dynasty (1122 B.c -

249 B.C.) and continued down to the spoch of the two Han dynas-
ties (206 b.c.-a.d. 221), but this only shows that in these
early days a pronounced symbolical cult had gathered around
these objects, which were probably then regarded as relics of

a forgotten past.

The conventional forms of the Chou dynasty mortuary
finds undeniably proves that they are directly traceable to
immensely older forms of a more realistic character, but with
the evidence at our disposal in China to day, this primeval
period can only be artificially reconstructed. From the archaeo-
logical standpoint, the Chou implements are very recent pro-

ducts and are contemporaneous with a period when the Chinese
bronze age, after an existence of several milleniums was near-
ing its end, and being gradually replaced by iron.
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30. Note on the Application of the Principle of Isostatic

Compensation to the Conditions prevailing*

beneath the Indo-Gangetic Alluvium.

By H. H. Hayden, CLE., D.Sc.

The appearance last year of a paper by Colonel S. G. Burrard
on the " Origin of the Himalaya " has drawn a considerable
amount of attention to a theory put forward by him to the
effect that the depression in which the Indo-Gangetic alluvium
lies is of the nature of a deep rift or crack in the surface of the
earth, and that similar cracks occur beneath the Himalaya.
The most recent contribution to the question is a note by
Colonel G. P. Lenox-Conyngham 1 in which he comments
adversely on certain suggestions made by me in a paper dealing
with the subject of the postulated rift and designed to show
that there is at present no valid reason for discarding the
generally accepted hypothesis that the Indo-Gangetic trough
is a perfectly normal phenomenon, being merely a wedge-shaped
depression, having a sloping floor and a depth varying from
zero at the edge which corresponds with the northern border of
the Peninsular rock-mass to perhaps 20,000 feet at the moun-
tain foot.

Colonel Lenox-Conyngham's note reached me a few days
ago, and, as I am now and shall probably be for several
months completely cut off from all literature, I should have
preferred to allow the matter to stand over until I was once
more within ieach of libraries. This, however, I cannot do, in

consequence of the imputation conveyed in the third paragraph
of the note, to the effect that in acknowledging my indebtedness
to the Trigonometrical Survey, I had given cause for the
inference that my results were accepted by that office. I need
hardly remark that nothing was further from my intention

;

in conformity with the etiquette observed by most writers on
scientific matters, I acknowledged to the best of my ability

any indebtedness for such help as I had received, and I had no
reason to imagine that my readers, who would naturally be
expected to be familiar with the ordinary practice, would
attribute to my remarks any such designs as that implied, or

would mistake them for more than the usual acknowledgment
demanded by scientific etiquette.

The hypothesis usually accepted with regard to the nature
of the Indo-Gangetic depression was not discussed by Colonel

1 Records of the Survey of India, Vol. V.
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Burrard in his paper, but was tacitly dismissed in favour of his

new theory of a deep rift, a theory based on the fact that
certain anomalies had been observed in the deflection of the
plumb-line and in the attraction of gravity, which could not be
accounted for on the assumption that isostatic compensation
occurred at a depth of 113*7 kilometres everywhere beneath
India and the Himalaya, while the postulated rift was regarded
as capable of producing these anomalies.

The summary rejection of the generally accepted hypo-
thesis without any attempt to discuss or combat the results

derived from the extensive work of some of the foremost
geologists of the nineteenth century, led me to examine the
results on which such rejection was based, although it must be
admitted that they had no apparent connection with the
hypothesis itself. The results in question were those obtained
by Major H. L. Crosthwait from the application of a certain
aspect of the principle of isostatic compensation to India.

Major Crosthwait confined himself to the assumption that such
compensation occurred at a depth of 113-7 km., an assumption
which had been found to eliminate most of the geodetic anoma-
lies in the United States, when applied to observation made in

that country. It seemed to me that the condemnation of the
hypothesis of isostatic compensation on the mere ground that
the assumption of its occurrence at a depth of 1137 km.
beneath India failed to explain observed geodetic anomalies
was not justifiable and savoured of that commonest of all

fallacies, the deduction of the universal from the particular. I
made an attempt therefore to investigate the effects for depths
other than 1137 km., as had been done by Messrs Hayford
and Bowie in America. In publishing the results I pointed
out that they were on the whole more favourable for other
depths than for 113*7 km. and that, therefore, if the occurrence
or otherwise of isostatic compensation is under investigation,
it is not fair to dismiss the hypothesis merely because it

happens to be found inadequate if compensation be assumed to
occur at one particular depth. To this suggestion Colonel
Lenox-Conyngham appears to take exception on the ground that
the depth of compensation must be one and the same every-
where

; he regards my conclusions as based on a misconception
of the theory of isostasy generally and as resting on no " con-
sistent

^
theory of the distribution of matter in the earth's

crust/ With regard to the first criticism, I can only say that
my conception of the theory of isostasy is based on the
original idea as enunciated by its author, Dutton, and that any
difference in our respective points of view may be due to the
fact that Colonel Lenox-Conyngham has restricted his consi-
deration of the question to one particular aspect, circumscribed
by his own convictions as to a suitable arrangement of the
materials composing the earth. So far as my own views as
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to the distribution of those materials are concerned, they
certainly appear to differ from Colonel Lenox-Conyngham's,
but I did not attempt to express them in my paper, nor do 1

propose to do so here, since the matter is not germane to the

real issue, which is the probability or otherwise of the presence

of an immense rift along the foot of the Himalaya. I may
say, however, that my views are based partly on my own
observations and partly on those recorded by geologists and
physicists generally. When we realize the highly complex
nature of such portions of the crust— extending probably to no
greater depth than twenty miles— as the operations of natural

forces have laid bare to our observation, few among geologists

at any rate would have the temerity to dogmatize with regard
to the exact distribution of matter below the surface and
stigmatize as impossible the suggestion of the possible occur-

rence of conditions other than those that they themselves

believe to exist. For mvself , I must confess that I have not
the faculty of being able, undeterred by the extreme paucity
of the information available, to marshall the component parts

of the earth with the meticulous precision of a drill-sergeant.

In making the suggestion that the results of my calculations

indicated the possibility of isostatic compensation occurring at

one depth under India and at another under the United States,

I was not unaware of the probable form of an ideal equipoten-

tial surface, but I was nob satisfied that in the case of the

earth it must of necessity coincide with an ellipsoid of revolu-

tion. I hold no brief for the principle of isostasy and am by
no means convinced that it will prove, in its more restricted

aspect at any rate, to be the panacea for all geodetic ills, but I

endeavoured to plead, and do plead still, that it is premature
to reject on a partial discussion of the evidence for and against

it, while it is still more premature to reject the accepted

hypothesis as to the nature of the Indo-Gangetic depression

with no discussion of the evidence at all. If isostasy is to be

judged by the rigid standard that Colonel Lenox-Conyngham
appears to demand, it must fail even for the United States,

since I think I am right in saying that Hayford has suggested

that there may be local variations in the depth of the surface

of compensation under the area that he has dealt with.

The sum total of what is known as to the distribution of

matter at considerable depths beneath the surface is so small

that it would require no little hardihood to say what conditions

are or are not possible. What one generation of scientific

enquirers has declared to be impossible has become to the next

a household truth. pported

long series of careful investigations merely because it does not

fall in with certain views of our own, based on analogy and

supported by no direct evidence, is to disregard the experience

of past generations ; and the comparatively recent instance of
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the discovery of the properties of the radio-active minerals and
consequent vindication of the claims of historical geology to an
age for the earth which was asserted by a certain section of the
scientific world to be impossible, emphasizes the danger of
claiming to possess the one and only true view as to the physi-
cal constitution of the earth. I am still disposed to agree
with Major Crosthwait, who is not only a geodesist but a
geologist also, that the difference in geological age between
most of the tectonic features of the United States and the
Himalaya should lead us to expect some difference in their
respective conditions of equilibrium.

Colonel Lenox-Conyngham rightly points out that a table
by means of which I attempted to compare the effects of
isostatic compensation in adjacent areas at different depths is

of no real significance. He omits to mention, however, that
we had some considerable correspondence on this as well as on
most of the other points with which he deals, and that I

agreed with him that the table in question, as it stood,
involved a fallacy, a fact which had already been pointed out
to me by Mr. R. D. Oldham, immediately after the publication
of my paper. The elimination of this table, however, has no
effect on the general conclusion at which I arrived, namelv that
the application of the principle of isostasy to India had not
been so exhaustive as to justify its wholesale condemnation.
Nor would the omission of the table in any way affect the
validity or otherwise of the prevailing hypothesis as to the
nature of the Indo-Gangetic depression. Whether we assume
isostatic compensation to take place at a depth of 113-7 km. or
not to be operative at all, the anomalies in the observed force
of gravity at a number of stations on the alluvium—at all

those with which I had the opportunity of dealing—entirely
support that hypothesis, based on geological observations, as
to the form of the depression. I gave in my paper certain
figures, deduced in two separate ways, for the depth of the
alluvium

: these figures were based on calculations for which
some of the data were derived from the published work of Colo-
nel Lenox-Conyngham himself, but lest I should be suspected
of a design to imply that he agrees with the results observed,
1 hasten to add that I have no reason to suppose that he does
agree. In his note he has not made any reference to this
aspect of the question, presumably therefore he is not prepared
to show that my results are incorrect, I should mention,
However, that from the correspondence to which I have al-
ready referred, I gather that he is not satisfied with the figure

feel that I owe mm an apology for mentioning this fact without
nis permission

; I must plead as my excuse the improbability
ot my being able to receive answers to correspondence during
the next five months.
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The probability of the approximate correctness of the
results arrived at by me with regard to the form and depth of

the Indo-Gangetic depression has recently been most strikingly

confirmed by Mr. R. D. Oldham, who had taken up indepen-

dently an investigation into the effect on the plumb-line of a

depression of the above type filled with alluvium : in a paper
published in a recent number of the Geological Magazine, he has
pointed out that such a phenomenon is capable of producing
the observed anomalies. The rift postulated by Colonel Burrarcl

thus becomes superfluous.

With reference to Colonel Lenox-Conyngham's last criticism

on my paper, namely that in dealing with the deflections on
the basis of isostatic compensation occurring at a variety of

depths, I ought not to have employed the algebraic sums of

the residuals in the respective groups, but the sums of their

squares, it ought not to be necessary for me to repeat the

reason for the course that I adopted, since it was stated clearly

not only in my paper, but at greater length in the correspon-

dence with Colonel Lenox-Conyngham, to which I have already

referred and which he seems to have overlooked. Not only
did I realize, but I stated in my paper, that the sums of the

squares would probably give a more accurate result ; I pur-

posely refrained
f
however, from employing that method in

order that <my results might be derived in an identical manner,
and be therefore directly comparable with those of Major
Crosthwait. The sole object that I had in view, so far as my
calculations were concerned, was to ascertain how the effects of

isostatic compensation occurring at depths other than 113*7

km. would compare with those given by Major Crosthwait for

that particular depth. Such comparison would not have been
legitimate if I had deduced my results by a method different

from that employed by him. Even apart from this, the fact

that the algebraic sum had been employed in the most recent

publication on the subject issued by a body of geodetic experts

would seem to show that it had been deliberately employed as

being the most suitable method and therefore worthy of adop-

tion by others dealing with the same subject. Colonel Lenox-

Conyngham's endeavour to justify its use in that particular

instance does not appear to me to be very convincing, since

he bases such justification on the predominance of sign in the

individual groups. If my figures are examined, I think it will

be found that the percentage of variation compares not un-

favourably with those quoted by Colonel Lenox Conyngham
from Major Crosthwait's paper. Thus in one region, out of

four figures, two have a positive sign and two a negative,—

thus producing the maximum variation possible, fifty per cent

each way. In another region out of 17 figures two have no

sign at all, while of the remaining fifteen 20 per cent have one

sign and '80 per cent the other. In yet another region the
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corresponding figures are respectively 66 6 and 33*3 per cent.

In certain cases no doubt all the figures have the same sign,

but I think—I cannot confirm this, as I have not the paper

with me— that similar groups will be found among my figures.

But in neither case— that of Major Crosthwait's results or that

of mine—would my temperament be sufficiently sanguine to

allow to me to say, as Colonel Lenox-Conyngham does of the

former, that " there was a very strong tendency to persistence

of sign."

In my discussion of the ' rift hypothesis,' I purposely

avoided confusing the issue by any detailed consideration

of Colonel Burrard's further ingenious suggestion as to the

occurrence of other " subcrustal " cracks. So far as its ori-

ginal purpose is concerned, the suggestion has now probably

become unnecessary, since the more usual hypothesis as to the

nature of the Indo Gangetic depression appears capable of

accounting for the various geodetic anomalies. The new hypo-

thesis is undoubtedly a convenient one, since it is capable of

infinite adaptability, any individual anomaly being removable
by the postulation of a suitable crack: unfortunately, it is

unsupported by other evidence and until the accepted hypo-

thesis, which is based on solid foundations in other respects as

well, has been shown to be inadequate on geodetic grounds, it

would be difficult to justify the introduction of a new one. At
the same time Colonel Burrard's interesting application of his

idea to tectonic processes cannot fail to attract attention and
will no doubt receive careful consideration. His suggestion

that the opening of a crack may result in the folding of the

overlying material and so produce mountain ranges is difficult

of investigation to the extent required to remove it from the

realm of conjecture. Subterranean cracks are of course fami-

liar phenomena
; those that would seem of sufficient importance

to produce the required effect are always found to contain

intrusive igneous material, which is believed with good show
of reason to have been injected contemporaneously with the

formation of the crack. The problem thus becomes an ex-

tremely complicated one and will require very extensive investi-

gation before it can hope to supplant the elaborate structure

built up by Professor Joly with such ingenuity and detail and
based on such extensive observations of mountain structure.



31. Sirhind or Sehrind.

By H. Beveridge.

The Indian Gazetteer says, xxiii, 20, that the spelling

Sirhind is modern and due to a fanciful derivation. But Khafi
Khan I, 402, Bib. Ind. ed., says that Sirhind is the old name
and that Shah Jahan, early in his reign, changed it to Sehrind.
He adds that the style Sirhind was applicable in the time of

Grhaznavi princes because their kingdom extended as far as

Sirhind, or the Head of India, but ceased to be appropriate
when the Indian Empire included Afghanistan.

Khafi Khan can hardly have been mistaken, and he is

supported by the fact that in the earlier Persian histories, such
as the Tabaqat Nasiri, the Akbarnama, and the Persian trans-

lation of Babur's Memoirs, the name is commonly written
Sirhind. The Badshahnama of 'Abdul Hamid is a remarkable
instance. In the first volume, Bib. Ind. ed. 65, in recounting
the events of Humayun's reign, the word is twice written
Sirhind, but in the second volume, which contains Shah Jehan's
reign, it is Sahrind. See the Indices ; see also the quotation from
General Cunningham in Jarrett's translation of the Ayin Akbarl
II, 281. Blochmann also seems to regard Sarhind or Sirhind
as the proper spelling. It is quite likely that Sahrind was
the old Hindi name, and that this was why Shah Jehan
adopted it, but it does not seem correct to say that Sirhind is

modern and of a fanciful derivation. I might add that the
alteration might be found useful as a means of tracing the ages
of undated MSS. Thus if we find Sahrind written in a Persian
MS. it cannot be older than Shah Jahan's reign. Thus it

seems to show that the Ilminisky MS. of Babur Turk! Memoirs
is older than the Haidarabadi one, for the former, p 332, writes

Sirhind whereas the corresponding passage in the Haidarabad
MS., viz. 257, has Sahrind. I have, however to acknowledge
that at p. 289 of Ilminsky, near the top, it is written Sahrind,

just as in the Haidarabadi, p. 225&. The latter invariably

has Sahrind (see Index II), whereas Ilminsky oscillates between
Sirhind and Sahrind.

NOTE.

On reflection, it seems to me doubtful that Shah Jahan
would revive a Hindu name for the city of Sirhind. It is

also doubtful if there ever was a Hindu city called Sahrind or
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Sirhind. Is it not more probable that the change was like that
which converted Purushpura into Peshawar ? Sihra means a
chaplet or garland and is used by Khali Khan, I, 126, to
designate a row of pearls, and Shah Jehan may have thought
that as the name Sirhind, or Head of India, was no longer
appropriate, it might, by a slight change, be converted into
Sirhind, " the chaplet of India," in allusion to the gardens for
which the city was famous. Whatever was the reason of the
change, it was not long effectual, for the city soon became
known again as Sirhind, and it is still so called.

H. B.



32. The Date of the Death of Shah Beg Arghun, the

ruler of Sind.

By H, Beveridge.

It is curious that there should be any doubt about the
exact date of Shah Beg's death for he was a distinguished man,
a conqueror and a man of letters, and his death occurred in a
well-known part of Sind and so late as the first quarter of the
sixteenth century. But there is a conflict, and one that
extends to years, and not to days and months, for Ferishta
and Erskine say he died in 1524 (930 a.h.), whereas the local
historians, and Elliot (vol. I, Appendix 502), and Aitken in the
new Gazetteer of Sind, hold that he died in 1522 (928 a.h.)

On looking into the sources we find that the earliest
authority for the date 1524 is Nizamu-d-dln Ahmad in his
tabaqat Akbarl. Near the end of his history he has a chapter
on Sind, and at p. 637 of the Newal Kishore edition he gives
the date of the death as 930. He does not mention where
it took place. His history was completed in 1594 (1003 a.h.),

Elliot V, 183, and is thus a few years earlier than the work
of Mir M'asum Bhakharl, the local historian of Sind, which
was completed in 1600 But Mir M'asum had long meditated
his history, and had collected materials for it for several years,
though he only finished it in his old age. He was Nizamu-d-
dln's contemporary and assisted him in writing his history.
See the Maasiru-1-Umara which speaks, vol. Ill, 327, of the
association of the two men. Nizamu-d-din Ahmad also mentions
in his preface the Tarikh Sind as one of his sources, and this

can hardly be any other book than M'asum's. It follows that
as regards date of information M'asum is as good an authority
as Nizamu-d-dln, and he had a far better opportunity of
knowing the truth, for his forefathers had been for some gene-
rations in Qandahar, and he himself was born and bred in

Bhakkar. He is also far more circumstantial than Nizamu-d-
din for he gives Shah Beg's last words, ani he tells us where
he died, and gives the day and the month as well as the year,

and adds a chronogram.
Ferishta, it is true, gives 930 a.h. as the date, but his

statement adds nothing to the authority of Nizamu-d-din for

he merely copies him, and is equally vague about the place

and date of the death. He is also a later writer than M'asum.
Elliot is clear for 928 (1522), saying " under these conflicting

evidences, we may rest assured that the chronogram is correct,

and that Shah Beg Arghun, the conqueror of Sind, died at
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Agham on the 23rd of the month of Sha'ban, 928 a.h. (18 July

,

1522)." Curiously enough, Elliot has, by a clerical error, over-
stated the extent of the conflicting evidence for he quotes the
Tarkhannama as giving the date of 926 whereas MSS. show,
and Elliot himself tells us at p. 312 of the same volume, that
the Tarkhannama gives the date as 928.

As a fact, all the local histories (they are, apparently, four
in number), except the Tarlkh Tahiri, give the date as 928,
and the authority of this last is destroyed not only by
its being a comparatively modern work, but by its giving
the impossible date of 924. > It is remarked by Elliot that
the author of the Tuhfta-1-kiram gives satisfactory reasons
why the statements of the Tarlkh Tahiri should not be
accepted. On referring to the Tuhfat'l find that the author
says that the Tarlkh Tahiri in one place says that Shah Beg
died in Qandahar, and in another that he died in Multan.
"Both statements," he continues, " are far from the truth, for
Babur had taken Qandahar from Shah Beg, and the latter had
taken Shal and Sibui; how in so short a time could Shah Be?
go back to Qandahar? " To Elliot's authority may be added
that of Major Raverty, who though always ready to find fault
with Elliot and Dowson, saysin his Notes on Afghanistan, p. 587,
note, that there is not the shadow of a doubt that Shah Beg
died in the seventh_month of 928. Erskine, rather inconsis-
tently, accepts M'asum's date for the day and the month, but
rejects it for the year, and makes no mention of M'asum's
chronogram, Shahr Sha'ban, which yields 92*.

The only real ground for doubting the date 928 is one
which is not taken by Erskine, and is the circumstance that
the date appears to conflict with the Hablbu-s-siyar and the
Qandahar inscription. Khwandamlr certainly seems to imply
that fehah Beg was in Qandahar in 928, and he quotes a passage
ot a letter, or an oral statement of Babur's, to the effect that
he hoped to take Qandahar and to send Shah Beg in chains to
Herat. But Khwandamlr does not say in so many words that
bhah Beg was in Qandahar in 928, and there is no mention of

926-932
m Babur '

s Memoirs for there is a gap in these from

QK-i^
W
^
ndSmir is

'
no doubt

> » valuable writer, and he is

JJiah Beg s contemporary, but his subject was not Afghanis-
tan, but Persia, and Shah Ism' all. He does not give details of
the sieges of Qandahar, and does not even mention the fact

l /i£f ^g
Senfc the key8 of Qandahar to Babur in 923 by

ms (JUiwandamir's) grandson Ghlasu-d-dln. If he indeed
thought that Shah Beg was in Qandahar in 928, he may have
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alS

^->
giveS the chronogram KharSbThis v;«lir oof j

wm cnronogram Kharabi Sind for the conquest of Smd-

Shah Beg
' °ther authorities say that the conqueror was
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been mistaken. That he was there, is exceedingly unlikely, for

he had given up the keys and said farewell to the place in 923.
and in 926 and 927 he was at Tatta in Southern Sind and a
long way from Qandahar. He may very well have encouraged
the Qandaharis to resist Babur, without being there himself.

As regards the Qandahar inscription which says that the place
was taken on 13 Shawwal 928, it has to be stated that this differs

from Khwandamfr's account which makes Babur report tbe
capture earlier in the year.

Erskine considers M'asum's chronology as confused, and
Malet's translation makes Shah Hasan (Shah Beg's son) be
present in Qandahar in 921, whereas he seems to have been
with Babur at that time. But the Persian original places Shah
Hasan's presence at Qandahar in 922, and one MS. of the
Tarkhannama says, Shah Hasan was two or three years with
Babur. 1 do not tind Masum's dates confusing. He gives

them year by year from 913 when Babur first conquered Qanda-
har, and I do not think that they conflict with Babur 's

Memoirs. He mentions how the Arghuns recovered possession
of Qandahar, and how Babur tried for successive years to

recover it. In 922 the Arghuns were hard pressed, though
Mehtar Sarnbhal contrived to get supplies of food into the
citadel. In 923 Shah Beg went to Shah and Sibul, and endured
great privations there for two years. Then he went further

south and fought two battles with the Jam and his son. In 928
Payanda Moghul was put in charge of Bhakkar by Shah Beg,
and the latter went on to take Gujarat, but died on the way at

Agham in the Hyderabad district. There is not a word in any
local historian about his going back to Qandahar in 927 or 928.

It may be remarked here that though Abul Fazl puts the con-

quest of Sind (by Shah Beg) into 929, Ferishta agreeing with
the local authorities, and the chronogram Ivharabf Sind, puts
it into 927.





33 The Action of Nitric Oxide on Metallic Peroxides
suspended in Water. Part I.

By Barun Chandra Dutt and Surya Narayan Sen,
Scottish Churches College Laboratory.

[Read at the First Indian Science Congress on January 15, 1914.1

In a previous paper (Proc. Chem. Soc, 1913, 29, 235
one of the present authors in collaboration with two others,
discussed the reaction which takes place when nitric oxide
is passed through a neutral solution of potassium permanga-
nate in an atmosphere of hydrogen. It was pointed out that
a nitrate is formed and that there is no intermediate forma-
tion of nitrous acid. We accordingly thought that milder
oxidizing agents might bring about the formation of nitrites,
and with a view to ascertain whether this is really the case,
we decided to study the action of nitric oxide on metallic per-
oxides suspended in water. Sabatier and Senderens (Compt.
Rend., 114, 1476-1479) have shown that when the gas is

passed into water containing lead dioxide, manganese dioxide
and silver oxide, appreciable quantities of nitrite are formed,
even when air is entirely absent. The reaction is most distinct
in the case of the lead compound so that a solution containing
four grams, of lead nitrite per litre can be obtained; if the
passage of the gas is prolonged, or if the liquid is concen-
trated, basic lead nitrite is formed. It was thought desir-
able to repeat the experiment with lead dioxide before study-
ing the action of the gas on other peroxides.

2. The nitric oxide was prepared by dropping a solution
of sodium nitrite into a saturated solution of ferrous sulphate
in strong hydrochloric acid. It was stored up in gas-holders,
and before being allowed to come in contact with the mixture
of lead peroxide and water it was washed thoroughly by bub-
bling through caustic soda solution contained in two wash
bottles. A small quantity of lead dioxide with about 50 cc. of
water was introduced into a flask which was placed in connec-
tion with a three way stop-cock. Of the two free-ends of the
stop-cock one was connected with a hydrogen generator and
the other with the gas-holder containing nitric oxide. The air
in the flask was first displaced by a slow stream of hydrogen
and the contents were then heated to boiling to expel dis-

solved air. After cooling to the ordinary temperature (29°-30°)

of th§ laboratory in a current of hydrogen nitric oxide was
bubbled through the mixture of lead peroxide and water for

several minutes with constant shaking. The whole of the
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lead compound was not allowed to react with the gas, and after

displacing the nitric oxide by means of a current hydrogen
the contents of the flask were vigorously shaken to facilitate

the oxidation of the dissolved nitric oxide by the lead peroxide
left over. The cork closing the mouth of the flask was then
removed and the liquid filtered, when a pale yellow solution
was obtained. This answered to the metaphenylene diamine
test for nitrites and gave a white precipitate of lead sulphate
with dilute sulphuric acid. The nitrous acid was removed
completely by heating with an excess of ammonium sulphate
as long as the liquid gave a colour reaction with Griess's re-

agent, the precipitated lead sulphate was filtered off and on
now applying the brucine test for nitric acid a distinct red
colouration was obtained. It, therefore, appeared that both
lead nitrite and lead nitrate had been formed. Ray Dhar and
De(T. Chem. Soc, 1912, 101. 1185), however, are of opinion
that when ammonium nitrite is heated for the preparation of

nitrogen, a small portion breaks up according to the
equation

3NH4N02 = NILNO, + 2NO + 2NH, + ILO.

They were led to this conclusion by the result arrived at

by Lord Rayleigh and Prof. Ramsay while endeavouring to

prepare "chemical nitrogen" from a mixture of ammonium
chloride and potassium nitrite. It was pointed out that the
crude gas from this source always has an ammoniacal smell.

If, however, potassium nitrite be dissolved in water contain-
ing ammonium chloride the solution should, according to the
laws of chemical equilibrium, contain the four substances—po-
tassium chloride, ammonium nitrite, ammonium chloride and
potassium nitrite—so that we are not justified in assuming
without experimental proof, that the ammonia in the above
instance is a product of the decomposition of ammonium
nitrite. If, on the other hand, ammonium nitrite, actually de-

composes on heating into ammonium nitrate, nitric oxide and
ammonia, the colour reaction obtained with brucine, as indi-

cated above, is inconclusive. We, accordingly, proceeded to
study the action of heat on a solution of ammonium nitrite.

3. A strong solution of the salt was prepared by dissolv-
ing freshly prepared silver nitrite in boiling water and adding
barium chloride as long as a precipitate separated out. The
silver chloride was filtered off and to the solution of barium
nitrite thus obtained ammonium sulphate was added slightly
in excess. The precipitated barium sulphate was removed by
filtration and the clear solution of ammonium nitrite boiled
as long as it gave a yellow colouration with a solution of meta-
phenylene diamine hydro-chloride in dilute hydrochloric acid.
On now applying the brucine test for nitric acid no red coloura-
tion was obtained. It, therefore, follows that by the action
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of nitric oxide on a mixture of lead peroxide and water both
lead nitrite and lead nitrate are formed.

4. This fact was further confirmed quantitatively. Twen-
ty-five cubic centimetres of the yellow solution obtained by
passing nitric oxide through water containing lead peroxide
were precipitated with sodium sulphate, and after filtering off

the lead sulphate the clear liquid was diluted to 100 cc. in a
measuring flask. Five cubic centimetres of this solution
shaken with concentrated sulphuric acid over mercury in a
Crum mitrometer gave 3-30 cc. of nitric oxide measured over
water at 30*5 G and 756*2 mm. pressure (tension of aqueous
vapour at 3050 C = 32*463 mm.). Ten cubic centimetres of
the solution similarly treated gave 6-8 cc. "of nitric oxide.
The total weight of nitrogen present, therefore, in 10 cc. of the
diluted liquid = -0036 gram.

5. For the estimation of the weight of nitritic nitrogen
present, the Rupp method was employed. Twenty-five cubic
centimetres of N/10 potassium permanganate solution were
added to 10 cc. of the diluted liquid and a few crystals of sodium
carbonate dissolved in the mixture. The solution was warmed
on the water bath for fifteen minutes, cooled, acidified with
dilute sulphuric acid, and excess of potassium iodide then
added

; the liberated iodine was titrated with N/10 sodium
thio-sulphate (reduction factor 101) of which 20*6 cc. were
required. As the deci-normal solution of potassium perman-
anate employed had been lying unused for some time it was
decided to redetermine its strength by titration. Twenty-
five cubic centimetres of the liquid were found to be exactly
equivalent to 24-6 cc. of N/10 sodium thio-sulphate (reduc-
tion factor 1-01). The volume of potassium permanganate
solution, therefore, used up in oxidizing the nitrite = 101
(24-6-20-6) cc. or 4'04 cc. 1 cc. of N/10 KMn

4
= 00345

Na N0
2 . Consequently the weight of nitritic nitrogen present

•0028 gram. It will be seen that this is less than -0036
gram., the total weight of nitrogen contained in 10 cc. of the

6. We
0008

lead nitrate are formed by the action of nitric oxide on a
mixture of lead peroxide and water. The former is evidently
obtained according to the eauation :

PbO £ + 2NO==Pb(N02 ) 2

The formation of lead nitrate is not so easily understood. If
the passage of the gas through the mixture is prolonged and
the whole of the lead compound allowed to take part in the
reaction a yellow powder insoluble in water is left behind.
This dissolves in dilute acids without evolution of nitrous
fumes and the clear solution gives a white precipitate with
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unc
agent. It, therefore, appears that during the formation of lead
nitrite and lead nitrate a part of the peroxide is reduced to
lead monoxide.

7. If a little of the yellow solution obtained by the action
of nitric oxide on lead dioxide in presence of water is shaken
up with the peroxide, its colour becomes fainter and after fil-

tration the residue on the filter-papar is found to contain lead
monoxide which may be readily separated from the unchanged
dioxide by treatment with dilute nitric acid. It, therefore,
follows that lead nitrate is formed, partly at least, by the
oxidizing action of lead peroxide en lead nitrite. 1

Barium Peroxide.

The apparatus used was the same as that employed in the
case of lead dioxide. On filtering the liquid in the flask after
passing nitric oxide through it a colourless solution was
obtained. This answered to the metaphenylene diamine test for
nitrites and gave a white precipitate of barium sulphate with
dilute sulphuric acid. On exposure to air it became turbid
on account of the presence of barium hydroxide which was
tormed when the mixture of barium dioxide and water was boiled
previously to passing the gas through it, and which uniting
with the carbon dioxide of the air formed barium carbonate.
After removing the nitrous acid with ammonium sulphate in
the usual way no red colouration was obtained on adding a solu-
tion of brucine in strong sulphuric acid. It, therefore, follows
that when nitric oxide is passed into water containing barium
peroxide

Quantitative

Ba0
2 + 2NO = Ba(NOa),.

to confirm this result.
Five cubic centimetres of the liquid obtained by passing nitric
oxide through water containing barium peroxide gave, on shak-
ing with concentrated sulphuric acid over mercury in a Crum
JNitrometer, 5-5 cc. of nitric oxide, measured over water at

nfirrned in the following: mannerrp , .
~—• ^^*"J-«.xxiC«j. ill wit) 1U1IUW1IL'4 IllfcUillOl I

len cubic centimetres of the yellow solution were diluted to 50 cc. after
precipitation with sodium sulphate and filtration. The nitrite present in

of To- \ dlluted Mquid was oxidized with N/10 potassium permangan-
ate (Jo cc.) containing free alkali, and after adding excess of potassium

!r^i *• I fated iodine was titrated with N/10 sodium thio-sulphate
(reduction factor 101).

'

Aff™ u i

y°lume of ^a-2 S*
3 solution required-2 15 cc.

fewiSn f

akm« UP 10 <*. of the yellow liquid with lead peroxide for a
lew minutes, and trasi.t-.inr, ;* ;~ +u~ * .i »__J_ _* iki„_«,l.manner
St; fa squired was 22 1 cc. This was evidently due to the
oxidation of a part of the lead nitrite into lead nitrate bv the peroxide.
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30-5°c and 765 mm, pressure (tension of aqueous vapour at
305c = 32*46 mm.). It will be seen, therefore, that the total
weight of nitrogen present = 003 gram, nearly.

For the estimation of the weight of nitritic nitrogen pre-
sent the same method was employed as in the case of lead per-
oxide. Ten cubic centimetres of the solution of barium nitrite,
obtained as described above, were precipitated with sodium
sulphate and diluted to 50 cc. After oxidation with 25 cc. of
N/10 KMn 0^ (reduction factor 101) containing free alkali,

10 cc. of the diluted liquid were titrated with N/10 Na, S 8.

Two experiments were made, the volumes of Na,, S
2
O solution

required being 2255 cc. and 22*6 cc. (mean 22-57 cc. respec-
tively). From these data it follows that the weight of nitritic

nitrogen present in 5 cc. of the original liquid = -0047 gram.
It should be noticed that this is slightly greater than the

total weight of nitrogen obtained by the nitrometic method,
but considering the greater accuracy of the Rupp method, the
agreement between the two results is, in our opinion, pretty
close.





34- Notes on the Fat of Garcinia indica, the so-called

kokam butter.

By Harold H. Mann and N. V. Kanitkar.

Some very interesting data, contributed by Mr. D. Hooper,

with regard to the fats of various species of Garcinia appeared

in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1907 ', and

the present note is "intended to supplement the information

contained in that article as far as it concerns the kokam butter

of Western India, obtained, as is well known, from the seeds of

Garcinia indica.

Full details with regard to this tree and the method of

extraction of the oil will be found in Watt's Dictionary of the

Economic Products of India 2
, but we may supplement that

account with a few additional facts. The kokam trees are

found chiefly in the two southern talukas (Malvan and Ven-

gurla) of the Ratnagiri district. Thirty-two villages in the for-

mer taluka and at least half the villages in the latter are

known to grow the tree. They are not cultivated or specially

planted but grow naturally on the so-called varkas or high, dry

land in these talukas. They are found particularly on the

slopes of, and in the valleys among, late rite hills. The extrac-

tion of kokam butter is a purely cottage industry, and no fac-

tories exist. The extracted butter, however, is chiefly taken

to Bombay.
We examined two samples of the butter, one of them extrac-

ted in the laboratory and the other purchased in the bazaar.

These gave the following constants, which we place side by

side with those given by Hooper for the sample (from the

Indian Museum) which he examined

:

Mann & Kanitkab.

Sample pre-

pared in

laboratory.

Sample
bought in

bazaar.

Hoopeb.

Specific Gravity at 50°C.
Melting point
Acid value
Saponification value
Iodine Value
Reichert Meissl value
Percentage of fatty acids

•826 •910

43°C 43°C
24-8 413
194 191 5

35 3 25-0
•7 •98

94-2 i 93 5

1 The Fats of Garcinia species by Dav
Society of Bengal, Vol. Ill, page 257 (1907).

2 Vol. III.

Hooper. Journal, Asiatic
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There is little difference in the figures except with regard

to the acidity, and this is obviously due to the fat turning

rancid on keeping. Our freshly extracted sample was hardly

acid at all, and the fresh product we bought in the bazaar was

much less acid than Hooper's museum sample.

We separated the non-volatile fatty acids, and these gave

the following constants

:

Iodine value

Mean Molecular weight
• •

• *

27-1

278

Our results confirm those reached by Heise l (1897) and Hooper

(loc. cit.) that the fat consists almost wholly of oleodistearin.

The presence of volatile fatty acids in kokam butter has

been denied (vide Watt's Dictionary), but from the high saponi-

fication value, there was reason to suppose that volatile or

soluble fatty acids were really present. On saponifying and

distilling with forty per cent sulphuric acid in a current of steam,

a quantity of acid was obtained in the distillate equivalent to

084 per cent of acetic acid. On standing, this distillate separa-

ted giving an oily layer in very small quantity, probably Laurie

Acid (vide Heise, loc. cit.)> and a watery layer containing a

much larger quantity of the soluble fatty acids. These proved

to be free from butyric acid,—and on examination by Duc-

laux's fractional distillation method, the proportion distilling

with each fraction is shown in the following table :

Lower Volatile Fatty Acids.

Figures actually

obtained.

Figures required

for a mixture of

equal quantities

of Acetic and
Propionic Acids.

1st &
1st to

1st to

1st to
1st to
1st to
1st to

1st to

1st fraction
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th

1st to 10th

• •

• «

• •

%
9-8

18-4

27'8

39-5

48-1

56 5
651
74-9

86 9
100

%
9-7

19-6

29 3
39-1

48-8

58 6
68-4

78-4

88-7

100

The volatile and soluble fatty acids in kokam butter are

mixture
mately equal proportions.

and propionic acid in approxi-

Arbeiten Gesundheitsamte
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the Cochin Castes.

By L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer.

[Read at the First Indian Science Congress, January 17th, 1914.]

i

In encyclopedical and philosophical works, several differ-
ent definitions of the word ' marriage ' are met with, and most
of them are of merely juridical or ethnical nature, compre-
hending either what is required to make the union legal or
what in the eye of an idealist the union ought to be. Broad-
ly defined, marriage is nothing else than a more or less durable
connection between male and female lasting beyond the mere
act of propagation till after the birth of the offspring. This
excludes all loose connections, which, by usage, are never hon-
oured with the name of marriage.

Marriage and Celibacy.—So indispensable does marriage
seem to man, that a person who does not marry is looked
upon with contempt or is at any rate disdained. Among the
Hindus, celibacy is regarded as an impiety and misfortune

;

" an impiety, because one who does not marry puts the happi-
ness of the manes of the family to peril; a misfortune be-
cause he would receive no worship after his death." A man's
happiness in the next world depends upon his having a con-
tinuous line of male descendants whose duty it is to make the
periodical offerings for the peace of his soul. Hence it is that
marriage has become a religious duty, the twelfth samskara
incumbent upon all 8 Until he finds a wife, a man is only half
of a whole : and among the Hindus of the present day, a celi-

bate is considered to be a useless member of the society ;

c and
is looked upon as beyond the pale of nature,' and all women
without exception are bound to marry. Mahomedans also

consider marriage a duty both for man and woman. It was
declared to be an institution ordained for the protection of

society, and in order that human beings may guard themselves
from foulness and unchastity.* Among the Hebrews also celi-

bacy is unheard of, and marriage is, as among the Brahmans,
looked upon as a religious duty. According to the Talmud,
the authorities can compel a man to enter into wedlock with a

woman of the race, and he who lives single at the age of 20,

is accursed by God, as if he were a murderer. There is a

Jewish proverb which says, that he who does not marry is no

1 Source Book for Social Origins : part iv, Sex and Marriage, page 455.
2 Laws of Manu, ch. ix, verse 137.
8 I bid

. , ch . ii , verse 66.

* Islam by Ameer All Syed, page 29.
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man. The desire for offspring, particularly sons, had its root
in the religious belief, and is the outcome of the idea that the
spirit of the dead would be made happy by homage received at
the hands of the male descendants. 1

It must be noted that the number of celibates in all Hindu
castes is very small ; and this is a marked contrast to the in-
creasing number of them, in European and other countries,
where the growing difficulties of supporting a family is keenly
felt. The same difficulties, though existing in the former case,
is not here properly understood. It has been observed that
the frequency of marriages is a very sensible barometer of the
hope which the mass of people have for the future This state-
ment is true among the very low castes, in which more wed-
dings take place after a good harvest, and very few in the
absence of it. In the higher castes marriages are compulsory
before girls come of age.

The Liberty of Choice.—In all the castes of the State from
the Nambuthiri Brahmans down to the Pulayans, the liberty of
choice in matrimonial alliance is seldom allowed to the con-
tracting parties. As early marriage is the rule, the parents of
the bride and bridegroom along with the maternal uncle and
their nearest relatives make all the necessary arrangements
preliminary to the wedding. This custom prevails in all

Hindu castes without exception. Even when the parties are
of age, the same functions are exercised by the parents. This
is probably on account of the exclusive right and control which
the father has over his children.2 Among the Hebrews, accord-
ing to the Talmudic law, a marriage to be valid must be con-
tracted with the voluntary consent of both the parties con-
cerned.8 According to all the Mabomedan schools, a son is free
to enter into conjugal union without the consent of his father,
after his fifteenth year. The Hanafis and Shiahs grant the
same privilege to a daughter, whereas according to other
schools, a woman is made free from paternal control only
through marriage. A Mahomedan father has a right to get his
sons and daughters married alike during their minority, but the
law takes care that this right shall never be exercised to the
prejudice of the infant. Any act of the father prejudicial to
the rights of the minor is considered illegal, and entitles the
judge to prevent the completion of such an act or, if com-
pleted, to annul it.*

Prohibition of Marriage between Kindred.—As a rule, the
selection of persons for marriage is guided mainly by two rules

:

nrst, that they must be outside the family; secondly, that

9 Su ™- Tnbe3 and Castes, vol. ii, pages 407-408.

i i 4 Tu'?
ry of Huraan Marriage, ch. x, pages 225-231.

Note
Page 235

'
Maine '

'

Early Law and Cu3tom '' P*Se 2 "U '
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they must be inside the caste. According to the Hindu Sis-
tras, persons who are related as Sapindas J cannot marry.
This relationship extends to six degrees, where the common
ancestor is a male ; but there is a difference of opinion as to
the rule when the common ancestor is a female. To this res-
triction is also added another rule, that the parties to the
marriage should not be of the same gotra or pravara, i.e., they
must not be of the same family, nor invoke the same ancestor.
Conjugal relationship between the first cousins is seldom
allowed/ Among the Nambuthiri Brahmans, the members of a
vedic family avoid matrimonial alliances with those of anon-
vedic; but among their various sections, intermarriage is

generally in vogue, and marriage among the various sub-divi-
sions of the non- vedic community is endogamou^. Among the
Tamul and Konkani Brahmans also, the same gotra and pravara
restrictions prevail Among the latter, a young man may
marry the daughter of his maternal uncle or paternal aunt.

Among the high caste Sudras (Nayars), marriage is hyper-
gamous, while among the low caste Sudras it is endogamous.
This is the general rule, though exceptions may sometimes be
found. A Nayar is allowed to form matrimonial alliance with
a woman either in his own sub-division or one lower in the
social scale than himself, but his womenkind in the latter
case are prohibited from exercising the same liberty. This
is called Anulomam and Pharthilomam. Dr. Gundert derives
Anulomam, from Anu with lomam or romam, hair, going
with the hair or grain. According to this usage, a Nayar
woman consorting with a man of the higher caste, follows the
hair, purifies the blood, and raises the progeny in social esti-

mation. By cohabiting with a man of lower sub-division, clan
or caste, she would be guilty of Prathilomam ; and if the differ-

ence of caste were admittedly great, she would be turned out
of her family to prevent the whole family being boycotted. In
many cases, the Nambuthiris, Embrans, Pothis, and Tamul
Brahmans, Kshatriyas and Ambalavasis form alliances with
Nayar women; but the latter and their children cannot touch
their husbands and fathers without polluting them. Children
of this union belong to the mother's family. In the clan sys-
tem, descent was at first reckoned in the female line; uterine
ties alone constituted kinship. The father was not regarded as

related even to his children, nor was he considered as a mem-
ber of the family. In this system, all the children bear the
clan name, and the clan name becomes the test of blood rela-

tionship. Among the Nayars, Ambalavasis, and Malayali

1 Beginning from the bride or bridegroom, and counting exclusive of
both six or four degrees upward according as the relationship with the
common ancestor is reached, with the aforesaid degrees

—

od both sides,
the person so related are known as sapindas.
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Kshatriyas, the same customs are in force, and kinship is

reckoned through the female line. " The womb dies the child."
Marriage is endogamous among the low caste Sudras ; it is

strictly prohibited even in the case of two persons belonging to
the same family or whose relationship cannot be traced to its

origin, but it is only traditional. A man cannot marry the
sister of his deceased wife, nor from the family of his deceased
wife. These customs are slowly changing.

The marriage custom above referred to is applicable to

the Izhuvans also. The best form of marriage among them as

among the Nayars is, where a man marries the daughter of his

maternal uncle over whom he has preferential claim. Mar-
riage of cousins which alludes to a matrimonial custom prevail-

ing among the Dravidians of Southern India, is more wide-
spread, and on the whole more deleterious than the custom of

premature marriage. This is the Dravidian custom by which
a man marries his mother's brother's daughter, his sister's

daughter, or father's sister's daughter. The custom is not

confined to any particular caste, and is creeping into Brahman-
ism. 1 Speaking broadly, marriage among the fishing castes

(Valan, Arayan, Mukkuvan and Marakkan), the Kammalans
(Asari—carpenter, Musari—bell-metal worker, Kollan—black-

smith, Tattan—goldsmith, and Thol-kollan -leather-worker),
Panan, Velan, and Kaniyan— astrologer—is exogamous as

regards illam or kiriyam (house) which corresponds to gotram.
In certain parts of the State, the Pulluvans marry in the same
family, and this custom is also dying out.

The agrestic serfs follow the customs of their landlords

,

those serving the Nayars and Izhuvans observe the marriage
prohibitions of the Nayars, while those under the Brahmans
observe the exogamic rule of illam and kiriyam already re

ferred to. Among the jungle folk , the Kadars donot marry a girl

related to him on the male side. As a rule marriage between
persons descended in a direct line from the same parents is

forbidden if the relationship can be traced to any extent. The
same custom prevails also among the Konga Malayans.
Among the Jews and Jonakan Mapillas, cousins of all degrees
intermarry.

Prohibitions of intermarriage between kindred are based
on the fear of complicate relationship, concentration of affec-

tion within too narrow a circle, inducement to keep the pro-

perty within the family, violation of God's law as they outrage
natural modesty, incest and the injurious results to the off-

spring.* In this connection it is interesting to note that the
result of many frequent consanguineous marriages of the Jews
of Europe and elsewhere has been an exceedingly large num-

J

Census of India, 1911, vol. xii, part 1, page 107
* Cochin Tribes and Castes, vol. ii, page 407,
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ber of physical and mental defectives among them. Many
writers on the pathology of the Jews say, that the excessive
proportion of the deaf, mute, blind, insane, idiotic, imbecile
and diabetic persons among them is the result of breeding
in-and-in, which has been going on for centuries among tl

Jews of Europe. 1 The same facts are observed in some of the
members of the South Indian castes. Dr. Nayar states, that
in a large number of deaf mutes that come under his observa-
tion, an appreciable percentage are children of consanguineous
marriages. 2

Age of the Contracting Parties.— Religious compulsion to
marry, the obligation to marry girls before the attainment of

puberty, and the prohibition of the marriage of widows, which
are so characteristic of the majority of the Indian population,
are in force in the Cochin State, only among the Tamil, Kon-
kani and other foreign Brahman* and also among some Tamul
Sudras. The Nambuthiris are the only indigenous Brahmans
among whom child marriage is absolutely unknown. The
early age at which the girls are married, and the great pre-

ponderance of widows over widowers are features sufficiently

prominent in Cochin as elsewhere in India. Nearly 20 per
cent of the population of the State follow the Marmnakkatha-
yam law of inheritance, and among them marriage is not com-
pulsory from a religious point of view as it is among the
several other classes of the Hindus. Child marriage in the
form of irrevocable betrothal is unknown among them, nor is

the remarriage of widows prohibited. In these latter respects,
the Kammalans, the fishing castes (Valans, Kadal Arayans,
Mukku-vans and Marakkaans), the Izhuvans, Kaniyans and
other indigenous castes, though to a certain extent governed
by the Marumakkathayam law, follow the lead of the Nayars,
while the Christians and the Jonakan mapillas, who form a
third of the population, marry their girls only after they come
of age (though exceptions are often met with), and freely allow

remarriage of widows. Tamul Brahman girls and those of th<

Konkanis are married before they come of age. Even among
them the marriagable age is gradually rising. Among the rest of

the people, girls are seldom married before they attain the twelfth

year, the average age, when all sections of the population, in-

cluding Christians and Muhammadans, are taken together , being

about 14. In the case of males the average is about 20;

though these ages are quite early when compared with most
parts of India. The different religious communities of the

State present somewhat different features in regard to early

marriage. Christian males marry earlier, and Christian females

later than their Hindu brothers and sisters, while in the case

The
% Census of India, vol. xii, part 1. page 146.
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of Muhammadans both males and females marry later than the
followers of other religions. No Jew male under 15, and only
31 females between 10 and 15 in a thousand of each in that
age period are married. 1 In this respect the various castes
present marked differences. Of a thousand girls of the ages
between five and twelve, 120 are married among Kudumichet-
ties, 85 among Tamul Brahmans, 52 among Konkani Brah-
mans and 32 among foreign Kshatriyas— all non-indigenous
castes. The proportion is much smaller among the Izhuvans.
Valans and Kadupattans who have only three girls in a thou-
sand of that age period, while the Nayars, Pulayans, and
Valans have only four each. Considerably over a hundred
males in a thousand between twelve and twenty are married
among Devangas, Tamul Brahmans, Kudumichetties and Kusa-
vans

; while considerably less than thirty of the same age period
are married among the Nayars, Malayali Kshatriyas, Izhuvans
and Ambalavasis. Early marriage of males obtains compara-
tively to a large extent in some of the lower castes, the propor-
tion of married men between twelve and twenty in a thousand
being as high as 508 among Arayans, 186 among Valans and
151 among Parayans.

Origin of the Infant Marriage.—The vedic mantrams recited
at the various stages of the wedding ceremonv, other portions
of the yedic texts *—early Grihya and Dharma Sutras of Sankha-
yana Aswalayana, Jaimini, Bauddhayana, and others, 8 as also
the Smrithis of Manu, Narada and Puranas,* bear unmistak-
able evidence to the fact that Brahman girls were married
after puberty durinor the vedic ase. Instances are found of

young women who enjoyed the right to exercise the choice of

husbands for themselves. Marriage then was as optional with
the female as with the male sex, and there are instances of
young women who remained with their parents unmarried,
either rendering filial service or doing penance and speculating
on the absolute. 5 But towards the end of what Mr. Dutt calls

the Epic age, the practice of marrying girls before puberty began
to make its appearance. Gobilla, Vasishta, Gautma and others
advocated the marriage of girls either before puberty or with-
in the first three years thereafter, which was subsequently
modified into three ritus 6

; if left unmarried beyond that time

1 Census of India. 191
1 , vol. xviii, part 1, pages 40-42.

* Marriage after Puberty, by V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, pages 24-27.
8 Ibid., pages 28-37.
* Ibid., pages 36-37, 72, 70-74.
* damage after Puberty, by V. S. Srinivaa Sastri, pages 24-25.
Kitus. (a) Vedavyasa, ch. ii, verse 7. If owing to neglect of her

guardian, a maiden attains puberty, he incurs the sin of embryo murder at
eacn ntu and becomes a patita (fallen from puberty). (6) Yaraa, ch. in,
verses 18-82. If a girl remaining unmarried in her father's house attains

lo^fi!

v

7,
c o

n™rs the sin of embryo murder, she is a surda. (c) Vide
fcamnitas of Sankara. chap. 15. Angir as verses 126-128.
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they might themselves arrange a marriage with a suitable

young man. The whole question, however, is one of conjecture.

It is said that during later times, an influential sect had
grown up who approved of early marriage. The view that the
girls should be married before puberty developed partly from
the fear of their defilement, and paitly because of the belief

that the neglect of parents to provide husbands for their

daughters who were fit to conceive, and who, being eligible for

marriage, was tantamount to an embryo murder at each ritu

Considerations such as these began to assert themselves, and
were laid hold of by the later Smrithi writers, who began to
lay down elaborate rules regarding matrimonial alliances

before puberty, and the idea of the embryo murder, already
referred to, was much exaggerated. The custom of post-nubile

marriage was not yet condemned wholesale, but gradually
owing to the altered conditions in the later periods the view
that marriage should take place before puberty became gener-
ally held. Yama, Parasara, Samvartha and other writers pro-

hibit the custom of post-nubile marriage, showering curses
upon the delinquent parents for their negligence and proclaim-
ing all of them to be out -castes. They also mentioned the
rewards that went to parents who gave their daughters in mar-
riage before they reached puberty and emphasized the gifts of

them before puberty as producing great merits, the principal

motive being not their conjugal happiness, but the father's

spiritual gain. The religious idea of the time, such as the im-

portance of the purity of birth, and the chastity of the mother,
grandmother, great-grandmother, whose names a Brahman
has to pronounce on the Sradha day, favoured this change.
Thus, the gradual lowering of the position of women from
the standard of the vedic times, and the distrust of their vir-

tue induced by the example of prematrimonial license set by
the Dravidian races, must have had its effects. These facts

are not obscurely hinted at in the literature of the subject, and
girls were, as at present, married before puberty in order to

avoid the possibility of causing scandal later on. 1 When once
the custom of infant marriage had been started under pressure

of social necessity by the families of the highest groups, a

fashion was set which was blindly followed by other groups.

The practice of infant marriage has spread much further,

and had more deeply taken root among the lower castes than
the prohibition of widow marriage. Both customs appear to

have been borrowed from the higher castes, and are now
regarded as steps leading to social distinction. To marry a girl

sufficiently early causes her parents no particular inconven-

ience, and confers on them some consideration which may
attach to religious orthodoxy and social propriety. Among the

l Marriage after Puberty, pages 75-89
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primitive " Animists " and low caste peoples, the practice of

early marriage is probably a lingering survival of the ancient

promiscuity.
Child or premature marriages have their own advantages

and disadvantages. The validity or propriety of a marriage
is solely determined by the standards of society to which the

contracting parties belong. The extremely Brahman ideal of

marriage safeguards the female chastity ; and must necessarily

involve certain individual and social evils. In respect of the

individual woman, the physical effects of the early sexual inter-

course and premature maternity, which in most cases are the

natural sequence of immature marriage, are obvious to all

;

although theoretically immature marriage on the male side is

not a necessary compliment to that on the female, practically

it must be so to a large extent. The physical and mental
quality of a community, made up to an extent of the offspring

of immature parents, must necessarily deteriorate. The above
remark requires strong verification. Considering the unions
of the contracting parties to turn out happy, as they do in a

large number of instances, a too early consummation of the nup-
tial troth, the breaking down of constitution and the ushering
in of disease are the necessary results. The giving up of

studies on the part of the boy-husband, the birth of children,
the necessity of feeding too many mouths, poverty and depen-
dence, in fact a disorganized household leading to sin, in short a
wreck of two lives which might otherwise have attained to a

happy old age are also its other evils The customs relating to

the evils above referred to were denounced by Mr. Malabari in

1884 with his usual vigour and earnestness, which created a
lively and permanent interest in the subject, and this led to
the Act on the Age of Consent, by the Government of India,
under which sexual intercourse by a man with his own wife
under twelve years of age is an offence. About twenty years
ago Mr. Manomohan Ghose, a renowned lawyer of this pro-
vince (Bengal), put forward a proposal regarding the passing
of a general law for British India to the effect that no mar-
riage should be valid, if the contracting parties at the celebra-
tion of marriage were below twelve years. This proposal
was based on the main argument that there was nothing in
the Hindu scripture to make it obligatory upon a Hindu to
marry his daughter before she is twelve. 1

Social Reform by Legislation.—The views above set forth
were taken advantage of by the enlightened State of Mysore
for the introduction of a regulation to prevent infant marriages
m its territory. The main provision of the Mysore Act is that
any person who causes the marriage of an infant girl or aids

h*i!
PaPers /elating to Infant Marriage and Enforced Widowhood in

India, pages 5-8.
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or abets such a marriage is liable to be punished with imprison-

ment up to six months. No restriction is placed upon infant

marriages between the age of eight and fourteen. The law ifl

mainly intended to stop the practice of aged widowers from
marrying child wives. Any man who has completed 55 years

of age marries a girl who has not completed fourteen years

of age, is liable to be punished with fine or imprisonment,
which may extend to two years, or with both. 1

Ten years after the passing of the above regulation in

Mysore, a similar legislation was enacted in the progressive

State of Baroda, according to which the age limit of girls was
fixed at twelve as against eight in Mysore. But there is a

clause in the Baroda Act authorizing the marriage of girl

between nine and twelve after obtaining exemption from the

Government of His Highness the Maharaja. The Act shows
that the present legislation in Baroda is much more advanced
than in Mysore, and is far ahead of the current notions and
practices among the people at large.'

2 There is at present a

general feeling among the Hindus of all castes in the State, as

in other parts of India, to defer the marriage of their daugh-

ters to as late as possible, and avoid the danger of a life-

long misery.

Fortunately in the Cochin State, the marriage of Tamul
and Konkani Brahmans is mostly between twelve and fourteen

and gives no room for comment. Among the Nambuthiri

Brahmans there is a large percentage of unmarried girls at

the ages of 12 and 20, and this illustrates two peculiarities of

their social system. The first is that the women marry after

puberty ; the eldest alone of a Nambuthiri family marries in

his own caste, while the junior members form Sambandham
alliance with the women of other castes. Consequently, the

difficulty of procuring a husband for the daughter of a

Nambuthiri is very great. He has to pay a heavy price for

securing a bridegroom. In other cases he either allows an

exchange of daughters in matrimonial alliances between two

females, or takes two or three wives in exchange to get rid of

his superfluous daughters. Further he possesses a singularly

efficient safeguard of morality in their custom of outcasting

all men, implicated by a fallen woman, whose statements as to

her lovers are conclusive. 3

The necessity of early marriage and difficulty of its early

accomplishment being more urgent on the side of the bride

than that of the bridegroom, the question may be viewed

from the standard of a parent anxious to marry his daughter.

(1) The girl must not have attained puberty; (2) the horo-

scopes of the bride and bridegroom must have already agreed;

* & * Census of India, 1911, vol. xvi, part I, page 153.

* Cochin Tribes and Castes, vol ii, pages 308-309.
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(3) the bridegroom should be older than the prospective bride;
(4) they must be of the same caste and sub-caste, but of different
gotras, and pravaras; (5) he must be prepared to pay a lump
sum and presents of cloth, which the bargaining ability of the
bridegroom can command in the matrimonial market. On the
last the enlightened opinion is unanimous, and yet the prac-
tice does not follow theory.

Marriage Ceremonies and Bites.—Among primitive men,
marriage was celebrated without any ceremony whatever,
and this is still the case with many uncivilized people in vari-
ous parts of the world. Marriage ceremonies arose by degrees
and in various ways. The ceremony often indicates the new
relation into which the man and woman enter. Sometimes it

symbolises sexual intercourse, but far more frequently the
living together or the wife's subjection to the husband: but
the Brahman ideal of marriage according to Hindu shastras
falls under two main sub-divisions viz., Dharma Vivaham
or canonical marriage, and Kama Vivaham or marriage for
the sake of enjoyment. Under the former are included
Brahmam, Daivam, Arsham, and Prajapatyam ;* and under
the latter, Asuram, Gandarvam, Rakshasam, and Paisacham. 3

The first class of alliance or canonical marriage is a form
of social marriage, the primary object of which is to
enable a man to perform certain appointed duties (dharmas)
to society, and to provide for the discharge of those duties
in the family even after his death. Hence the married life

or the Grahasta stage of life is considered a very important
one, on which alone vitally depend the other stages, Bramachari,
Vanaprasta and Sanyasi. For the purpose of this alliance,
the selection of suitable partners is an essentail pre-requisite.
The husband and wife have also to exercise different functions;
the former in addition to his social duties is the guardian of
the wife's interests, both temporal and secular, and the latter
holds herself responsible for all the domestic functions. The
bond of interdependence connects the two in permanent
union, and protects it against danger from the possible effects
of time on the body and mind of either partner. These
advantages are absent in tl

Kama Vivaham in whiMi
nown

seeks
or her personal taste and happiness. Here the children are
the by-products of a " conveniency alliance." The question of

f

e °w*ershiP of the offspring has to be judged from the history
of the human marriages, which have often arisen as a separate
question. 45

The marriage customs of the Cochin Hindu castes may,

fe*4-t

I Cochin Tribes and Castes, vol. ii. pages 210-214.Laws of Manu. chap, in, pages 27-30. 3 Ibid3 Ibid., pages 31-34
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at first sight, appear to be different, but on a closer examina-
tion, it may be seen that most of the customs of the Nam-
buthiri and Tamul Brahmans which do not vary in the shas-

traic details, are grafted on the Malayali and Tamul non-
Brahman communities; but the recitation of the vedic mar-
riage hymns are studiously avoided in the case of sudras and
other lower castes. The formal advent of the bridegroom
with his party after clue invitation to the house of the bride,

the waving of lamps and vessels of water round the heads of

the bride and bridegroom to avoid the potency of evil eye,

the gift of the bride to the bridegroom (Udakapurva Kanya-
kadanam) with the recitation of the appropriate Vedic hymns,
clasping of the bride's hand (Panigrahanam) . worship of the
sacred rire (homam) with oblations of ghee (clarified butter),

invocation of the blessings of gods, tying of the tali (marriage
badge) round the neck of the bride by the bridegroom, going
round the sacred fire (pradakshinam) , the bridegroom taking
in hand the right foot of the bride and placing it on a mill

stone (Saptapadi) which is the essential and binding portion of

the wedding ceremony, looking at the Ursa major are common
both to the Nambuthiris, the Tamul and other classes of

Brahmans. Among the former the tali-tying is done by the

father, while among the latter, by the bridegroom alone.

Consummation (sekam) takes place among the Nambuthiris
on the night of the fourth day; while that among Tamul
Brahmans, on an auspicious night after the bride comes of

age. A Nambuthiri returns to his illam (house), if it happens
to be near to that of his bride, on the same dav for adoration
of the sacred fire, while a Tamul Brahman youth, on an aus-

picious day after four days' feastings in the bride's house.

The above rites are more or less being adopted by the

Tamul Sudras, Ambattans, Chakkans (oil-mongers), Devangas,
Kaikolans, Kudumichetties and Pandarams, for whom the

sacred fire is prepared by an inferior class of Brahman priests.

They are not directed to recite the vedic text, but are given

specific directions regarding the performance of each act in the

programme. The joining of the hands of the bride and bride-

groom, taking the bride by the hand, is an important function

in the programme. Sometimes the little finger of the right

hand of the bridegroom is joined to the left hand of the bride

Sometimes the bride and the bridegroom eat from the same
dishes. The bridegroom is accompanied by the best man, who
seems originally to have been the chief abettor of the bride-

groom in the act of capture.

The religious ceremonies connected with marriage are not

limited to prayers, sacrifices and other means of pleasing the

gods. Efforts are made to ascertain their will beforehand.

Among the Hindu castes, astrologers are often consulted before-

hand as to their agreement of the horoscopes; auspicious
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days, even hours, are selected. Among the Hebrews, marriage
was no religious contract, and there was no trace of a priestly

consecration of it, either in the scriptures or in the Talmud.
Yet, according to Ewald, it may be taken for granted, that a

consecration took place on the day of betrothal or wedding,
though the particulars have not been preserved in any ancient

description. Among the Muhammadans also, marriage, though
a civil contract, is concluded with a prayer to Allah. " Chris-

tianity gave back to marriage its religious character. The
founder of the Christian Church had not prescribed any cere-

monies in connection with it, but in the earliest times, the

Christians on their own accord asked for their pastor's benedic-

tion. This was not indeed a necessity, and for widows,

sacerdotal nuptials were not even allowed. Though the dogma
was recognized in the twelfth century, marriage was consi-

dered valid without ecclesiastical benediction till the year 1563,

when the Council of Trent made it an essentially religious

ceremony, Protestants do not regard marriage as a divine

institution." Hence the sacerdotal nuptial remains as indis-

pensable as ever. 1

< The Nayars who follow the inheritance in the female line

observe matrimonial customs different from those above
described. There are two forms of marriage in vogue among
them, viz. the Thalikettu Kalyanam (te«-tying ceremony) and
the Sambandham (the customary nuptial union of man and
woman); the first of which is performed for every Nayar girl

before puberty, and the second, the real adult marriage, is

celebrated after she comes of age. The teK-tying for every
girl is compulsory before she attains maturity; and the omis-

sion or neglect of it will place her and her family under a

ban
; for it is considered a religious impurity for a girl to attain

puberty before the performance of this ceremony. There is

however a tendency for these restrictions to be overlooked
nowadays.

The main features of this ceremony are the following :—(1)

the performance of this ceremony (tali-tying) in the family for all

the girls down to the cradle for the sake of economy ; (2) the

fixing of an auspicious day and hour for the ceremony by the

village astrologer (Kaniyan) after consulting with the horoscopes
of the girls

; (3) information to the friends and relations in

the village, and also to the local chieftain or to their landlord
regarding the performance of the ceremony; (4) Ashtaman-
galyam vekkal (procession to the marriage pandal to place the
eight auspicious things, viz., rice, paddy, tender leaves of

cocoanut trees, an arrow, a looking-glass, a well-washed cloth,
lighted fire and a small wooden box called cheppu, which is

427-42?
iSt0!7 °f Human Marriage, by Westermarck , chap, xix, pages
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the formal beginning of the ceremony; (5) a feast during the

previous night (athazham); (6) the worship of the Sun on the

next morning; (7) tali-tying for each girl by a separate

member of the caste, or by a Thirumalpad for a number of

girls, or by the mother before the deity in the nearest temple

or on the onam day in front of the clay image Mahadevar:

(8) certain formalities indicative of the wife's duties, viz.,

giving the bridegroom betel to chew, giving him water to

wash his feet; (9) the feast during the next three days; (10)

their bath on the fourth day, worship of the deity in the

temple close by; {11) their eating together from the same

dish, and (12) their formal separation.

Some are of opinion that this is a sacrament similar to

that which prevails among the Brahmans, but looking on

this form of marriage now in vogue, it is not regarded as con-

stituting a religious ceremony, or a samskara or sacrament in

the Hindu or° European sense of the word. " There is no

officiating priest in attendance, there is no formula to be

repeated, there is no vedic, puranic or religious chant or

exhortation and there is no formal benediction. The essen-

tial elements of a Brahmanical marriage, viz., taking the

bride bv the hand, or Panigrahanam , the walking of seven

steps or Saptapati, and the homam or sacrifice to the fire,

are not to be found among its details. Therefore the marriage

customs among Marumakkalhayam Hindus have no connec-

tion with their religious observances, such as exists under the

ordinary Hindu law, though several of the details bear a

resemblance to a portion of the marriage ritual of the

Nambuthiris." '

The second or the real marriage of the Nayar girls is the

Sambandham (the customary union of man and woman) which

is the principal word denoting the conjugal relations among

the Nayars. The customs connected with it vary in different

places, but the main features are the same all over. The

best form of Sambandham is that between the daughter of

a maternal uncle and his nephew ; but, as a rule, the girls are

grown up, and they enjoy very much freedom in the choice

of their husbands than other classes of people. As in the

tali-txing ceremony the consent of the Karnavar. parents

and maternal uncle of the contracting parties, the selection

of an auspicious day in consultation with the village astro-

loger, the departure of the bridegroom with a few of the

castemen of the village and friends to the house of the bride-

elect, the perusal of the Ramaynam or other sacred book refer-

ring to marriage and the happy conjugal life attending it,

a sumptuous dinner in the house of the bride, the presen-

tation of cloth to the bride at the auspicious hour, and the

L Malabar Marriase Commission Report ,
page 87
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gifts to the Brahmans who pronounce their benediction upon
the conjugal pair, and their cohabitation during night, and the
departure of the bridegroom to his house next morning are the
chief characteristics. 1

The orthodox view of this union is that it is not a marriage
in the legal or sacramental sense of the term. It is said that
the Nambuthiris consort with Nayar women by sambandham,
and precisely the same ceremony is gone through, and yet
they do not look upon it as a marriage, because the husband
cannot eat with his sudra wife, and is t.hfirfifnrfi nimhla fn inin

with her in the wedding feast. It is the same case with
other classes of Brahmans also. The aristocracy of the
District of Malabar, the Rajas who are admittedly the heads
of the Nayar caste, and the Nambuthiris who are the expoun-
ders of religion, opine, that chastity is not 1

one of the duties pre-

scribed for the Nayar community, and slokas (verses) are quoted
to prove this. This view is not held in the Cochin State.

It is also said that either party to the union may terminate
it at any time from wantonness, caprice or any other reason,
and that if the couple joined together by the presentation of

cloths (Pudamuri), were satisfied with one night of hymeneal
bliss, there is no legal impediment to prevent their separating
without any formality on the following morning. Some are of

opinion that some formality is necessary, and that parties
should not separate without the approval of the Kamavans or
of their relatives or of their caste people. Under the Marumak-
kathayam law, he is no way responsible for the maintenance of

the children whom he has begotten upon her. Further, the
person that begot a child in a Marumakkathayam female was
originally regarded as a casual visitor and the sexual relation
depended for his continuance on mutual consent.* 1

The views expressed above are those of the landed
aristocracy, and the rulers who were admittedly of the Nayar
caste—Nambuthiris of Malabar, who, to gratify their selfish

ends, quote chapter and verse of their own creation in support
of the custom and teachings, which the Nayars of these days
will never submit to. All or nearly all of them cling to one
wife for life, and with them sambandham is the real marriage,
de facto and de jure. This is the real state of affairs in Cochin
and Travancore, as well as in British Malabar. The present
and growing tendency in nearly all cases, in which a man,
whether a Nambuthiri or a Nayar, consorts with a Nayar
woman, is to look upon her as the true wife, and the children
of such unions are looked upon as theirs and duly provided
for, so far as their means permit.

Nevertheless, the existing state of

ft \?i K°
Chin TribeS and C?s*es >

vol. ii, pages 30-38.
mmission Report, pases 38-44.
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things in the community did not quite satisfy the sentiments
of the educated public. There was a loud cry for reform
and legislation in British Malabar. The Madras Government
appointed a commission which, after its protracted labours,

enacted a permissive law, Act IV of 1896. The main provi-

sions of the Bill are, that, when a sambandham has been
registered, it shall have the incidence of a legal marriage;
that is to say, the wife and children shall be entitled to

maintenance by the husband or father respectively and to

succeed to half his self-acquired property if he dies intestate,

while the parties to such a sambandham cannot register a
second one during its continuance. The law does not extend
to the State. The fewness of the number of marriage registra-

tion shows how little the Nayars, as a community, have
availed themselves of it. The principal objections urged against
it are:

—

(1) that it ignores caste and customary restrictions on
marriage and thereby interferes with caste

; (2) that it sanctions
what according to social usage is deemed to be incestuous

marriage
; (3) that marriage before the Registrar is obnoxious to

the people, and that no one has any scruples about going
through the customary form; (4) that the provisions relating

to divorce are ill-adapted to the present state of Society in

Malabar, and that revelations of conjugal infidelity in public

courts are the most repulsive to the people
; (5) that the

provisions relating to the giving of the whole of the self-

acquired property to wives and children amount to violent

interference with the customary law.

The mass of the people continued to regard the marriage
law with aversion and suspicion, and even the educated
members of the communitv who are in favour of the measure,
shrink from taking advantage of it from fear of offending
the elderly members of their tarwads (families), and all the

powerful Nambuthiris and other great landlords. The Regis-

trar of Calicut also points out, that the power conferred by
the marriage law, to make provision for one's own wife and
children, has hitherto acted as some inducement to persons
to register their sambandhams , but as Act V of 1898 enables

the followers of the Marumakkathayam law to attain this

object without registering their sambadhams, and " unneces-

sarily curtailing their liberty of action, and risking the chance
of divorce proceeding," he thinks it unlikely that registration

under the marriage law would increase in future.

Polygamy.— Among Hindus, though the Shastras allow

polygamy, BrahmaDS, as a rule, are monogamous; but the

custom is still in force among the Nambuthiris of Malabar,

Cochin and Travancore ; and a Nambuthiri can have as many
as four wives. He resorts to this either when the first wife is

barren or sickly or to dispose of the superfluous daughters

and sisters. Among the Tamul Brahmans and other higher
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castes, a second wife is allowed not as a luxury at the mere
caprice of the husband, but only when the existing wife

either proves barren, or is afflicted with some loathsome or

incurable disease or is guilty of immoral conduct. How much
polygamy is discouraged may be judged from the fact that

the first wife alone, except when cast off for immoral conduct,
is entitled to join the husband in religious ceremonies, and
that the second or subsequent wife has no status here except
with acquiescence and consent of the first wife. Thus the

first wife is the real mistress and the rest are little better

than handmaids or superior class of concubines, like those

of the Jewish patriarchs.

Hindu law books do not restrict the number of wives

whom a man is permitted to marry. Undoubted cases of

polygamy are found in the hymns of the Rig Veda, and
several passages in the law of Manu provide for a plurality of

wives without any restriction. 1 Tradition shows that poly-

gamy and concubinage were customary among the Jews
during the patriarchal age. Esau married Judith and Base-

meth, Jacob married Leah and Rachael.* In later times,

we read of Solomon who had "700 wives, princesses, and

300 concubines, and of Rehoboam who took 18 wives and
three score concubines." According to the Talmudic right

also, it was permitted no longer, though the number of legiti-

mate wives was restricted to four. The Cochin Jews are now
mostly monogamous.

The Koran allows a man to have four legitimate wives,

and he may take as many concubines as he likes. Between
a wife and a concubine, the difference is indeed not very

great. The former has her father as her protector, while

the latter is defenceless against the husband. 5

Polygamy is very much in vogue among the Jonakan
Mapillas of the State, as well as amongst those in the Ernad
and Valluvanad taluks of South Malabar. It may be stated

without fear of contradiction that a very large number of these

people are polygamists, having more than two wives, and some
amongst them have even four. The wives all stay with him
in the same house, and disunion amongst them is a perennial

source of uneasiness to the husband, and frequently leads to

divorce. Disparity in age is never considered objectionable.

It is evident that Islamism arose amidst the full polygamic
regime. Its founder could not dream of establishing any other.

Polygamy was therefore established by divine right among the

faithful, and as at the bottom it is in accord with primitive

instincts of man, it has maintained itself in Mussalman

l Code of Manu, chap, ix, verses 149-151.
* Genesis, chap, xxvi, verse 34: chap, xxiv, verses 23-28.
3 Westermark's History of Human .Marriage, chap, xx, page 442
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countries from the time of Muhammad to our own days. 1 It is

absolutely unknown among the Syrian Christians.

Polygamy was at one time the privilege of the princes and
the great, and now the custom tolerates a second wife only in

the case of sterility of the first.

Polyandry.—Among the Nayars of ancient times in Mala-
bar, Cochin and Travancore there was polyandry of the matri-

archal type, with the primitive family form—matriarchate
which corresponds to a system that takes no account of pater-

nal filiation and leaves the children to the family of the

mother. Another form of polyandry prevailing in the Nor-
thern parts of the State among the Thandans, Kanyans, and
Panans is the fraternal polyandry, in which the eldest brother

takes a woman of the caste as wife, and allows his younger
brother a share in the wife, who must otherwise have had to

live unmarried. As the first married wife in polygamous
families is the chief wife, so the first husband in the poly-

androus families of the fraternal type is the chief husband

;

while the younger brothers have the position of, if the term
may be used, " the male concubines." Fraternal polyandry
is said to be superior to the polyandry of the Nayar type

;

because the paternal filiation assures them a sort of collective

paternal parenthood, since the fathers are of the same blood.*

The custom is prevailing to a certain extent in a few low
castes.

The very striking coincidence of polyandry with the

poverty of the people among whom it prevails has to be care-

fully noted. It was a most polite measure for a set of poor
people who could not get sufficient food for their maintenance.

Another cause of polyandry is the desire to keep the common
patrimony from being distributed among the number of

brothers.

Leverite is the name given to the obligation imposed by
custom or law on the brother of the deceased husband to

marry his sister-in-law when she became a widow. The custom
of the leverite, which for a long time has been thought pecu-

liar to the Jews, is very widely spread, and is found among
races most widely differing from one another. The custom is

in vogue among most of the primitive tribes all over the world.

The code of ivfanu imposes the leverite even on the brother of

a betrothed man who dies : when the husband of a younger

girl happens to die after the betrothal, let the brother of the

husband take her for wife. The object of this legal precept

in India is to give the posterity to the deceased brother, but

a verse seems to limit the duration of the cohabitation with

1 Islam by Ameer Ali Syed, pages 29-30.

4 The Historv of Human Marriage, chap, xxi
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the widowed fiancee, and it seems that all commerce is to
cease after the first pregnancy.

The leverite among the Hebrews is twice alluded to in the
Bible.*

It was a sort of obligatory and fictitious adoption of a
nephew by the deceased uncle. It was rather a moral than
a legal obligation with them, and a brother-in-law could even
refuse it, but in doing so, he had to submit to a degrading
ceremony. And if the man did not take his brother's wife,

the latter would go up to the elders, and say that the husband
refused to raise up unto his brother a name in Israel, and that
he would not perform the duty of her husband's brethren
unto her. Then the elders would call him and speak to him
about the matter, and then in the presence of the elders,

would remove his shoe from his foot and spit in his face. The
elders would then approve of her act, and the matter would be
made known among the people. The principal object of the
Hindu leverite was to furnish the dead man with a fictitious

son, who could perform for him the offerings of the manes,
while the Hebrew leverite had only an earthly object of keep-
ing up the name or family of the deceased and all that belong
to it.

3

Among the Izhuvans, Thandans, Valans, Kaniyans,
Panans, Pulayans and Parayans the custom of leverite is still

in vogue. The woman after the death of her husband mates
with the brother-in-law next to him. Leverite is undoubtedly
a widespread custom, and some sociologists too much given to
theorize, say that the leverite was a remnant of polyandry;
and that they tried to prove that it was practised under a
polyandric regime, but polyandry has never been more than an
exceptional mode of marriage among the Hindus, Hebrews,
and other nations. Where women were regarded as property,
they were of course inherited like other possessions. In many
cases the brother, or in default of him the nearest male relation,
wag expressly stated to be entitled to have the widow, and if

he did not marry her, he had the guardianship over her, and
he might give her away or even sell her to anybody.

Marriag
mans
Malayali castes there is no such restriction. It prevails in a
few Tamul castes. The ceremony relating to the performance
of a widow marriage is never so elaborate as that of a first

marriage. It is generally celebrated at night. The widow
neatly dressed in her best, remains in her house, and the hus-

with

A Code of Manu, chap, ix, page 69.
9 Genesis, chap, xxviii, verse 8

pages
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the appointed hour, and gives her necessary clothes. Rice is

sprinked over the newly married couple, who in company with
a few. friends partake of sweatmeats. A Tuesday or Sunday is

generally selected for solemnizing a widow marriage. No cere-

monies are performed among the low caste men for the marriage
of a widow. Her dress and other expenses are defrayed by the

husband, it is only a loose marital connection—a kind of con-

cubinage. Among the Kadars widow marriage is unknown,
but widows may live in a state of concubinage. Among the

Eravalans a widow can mate with a widower only with the

consent of her castemen. There is no formal ceremony what-

ever for the marriage of widows among the Nayadis. A Parayan
widow is never allowed to marry her husband's brother; but

a Pulayan widow may form conjugal relations with any mem-
ber of the caste except her brother-in-law. A Vettuvan widow
may marry her own brother-in law or anybody she likes.

It is said that the prohibition of widow marriage was un-

known in Vedic times. The Mahabharatha furnishes several

instances of widow marriage. Ulupi, the widowed daughter of

the King of the Naga Tribe, was given in marriage by her father

to Arjun. The Padma Puran refers to the marriage of the

widowed daughter of the King of Benares who was married

twenty times, the reason being her peculiar misfortune to lose

her husband immediately after her marriage.

It is difficult to trace the motives which induced the

Brahuians of a later age to prohibit widow marriage, but the

causes which favoured the growth of the custom which prevents

the widows of the highest castes from marrying again have been
thus summarized by Sir Herbert Risley in the last Census
Report

,
page 428 :

" In the first place the anxiety of the early Hindu lawgivers

to circumscribe a woman's rights to property would unquestion-

ably tend to forbid her to join her lot to a man whose interest

would be to assert and extend those rights as against the mem-
bers of her husband's family. At the same time the growth of

the doctrine of spiritual benefit would require her to devote her

life to the annual performance of her husband's sradha.

Technical obstacles to her remarriage also arise from the

Brahmanical theory of marriage itself. The ceremony being

regarded as a sacrament ordained for the purification of women,
and its essential portion being the gift of the woman by her

father to her husband, the effect of the gift is to transfer her

own gotra or exogamous group into that of her husband's."

*

" Some influence must also have been exerted in the same

direction by the competition for husbands resulting from the

action of hypergamy. Widows certainly would be the first to

be excluded from the marriage market, for in their case the
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interest of the individual families would be identical with those
of the group. The family would already have paid a bride-

groom's price to get their daughter or sister married, and
would naturally be indisposed to pay a second, and probably
higher price to get her married again. The group, in its turn,
would be equally adverse to an arrangement which tended to

increase the number of marriageable women."
Adultery and Divorce.—It is in regard to adultery that the

cruelty and injustice of men are most strongly shown. As for

the adultery of the husband men have been very slow in admit-
ting that it was a wrong of which the wife might complain, the
reason of this revolting partiality being very simple. Diderot
says that the tyranny of man has converted the possession of a
woman into a property. In all legislations she is more or less

openly considered as the property of the husband, and is very
often confounded with things possessed. To use her, therefore,

without the permission of the authority of the owner is a theft,

and human societies have never been tender to thieves. In
adultery, the object of the larseny, the wife, is a sentient and
thinking being, i.e., an accomplice in the attempt on her hus-

band's property in her own person. The husband has her in

his own keeping ; he can chastise her freely and satisfy his rage
on her without any harm being raised for her defence. When
the latter does not take on herself the punishment of the guilty

one, the husband will always have the public opinion and law
on his side. The code of Manu gives us a very complete infor-

mation in regard to the penalty for adultery in ancient India. 1

It is understood that the adultery of the husband ought not to
trouble the wife at all; although the conduct of her husband
may be blameworthy in such matters, the wife ought constantly
to revere him as a god. The adultery of the woman is natur-
ally quite another thing. To pay little attentions to a woman,
to send her flowers and perfumes, to frolic with her, to touch
her ornaments or vestments, to sit with her on the same couch,
are considered by wise men as proof of an adultress love. 1

In human marriage, every degree of duration is met with
from unions which, though legally recognized as marriages, do
not endure long enough to deserve to be so called by others
which are only dissolved by death. Among high castes, death
alone separates husband and wife. In some castes, a man
repudiates his wife on the slightest provocation and mar-
ries again. Generally speaking, among members of various
castes, custom or law has limited the husband's power to dis-

pose of his wife permitting divorce under certain conditions.
Generally, the chief offence for which a wife can be divorced
is adultery. There are also other reasons for divorce—barren-
ness, lascivousness, loquacity, thievishness, and inveterate

* Code of Manu, chap, v, page 154.
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infirmity. According to the laws of Manu, a wife who drinks

a spirituous liquor, is of bad conduct, rebellious, mischievous, or

wasteful, may at any time be superseded in the eighth year,

one whose children all die in the tenth, who bears only

daughters in the eleventh ; who is quarrelsome without delay.

Divorces are common among the lower castes, but they are

rarely practised among higher classes of Sudras. 1

Among the Brahmans cases of adultery are condemned.
The woman and her paramours are generally outcasted. 2

Among the Sudras and other castes, when a woman is charged

with criminal intimacy with a member of the lower caste,

she is placed under a ban and is eventually outcasted ; but, when
it is with a member of her own caste the woman is severely

punished, and prevented from resorting to the same act.

The adulterer is either heavily fined or excommunicated.
In the absence of serious reasons, the Mussalman law justifies

divorce in the eye of religion or the law. If he abandon his

wife or put her away from simple caprice, he draws down
upon himself the divine anger, for the curse of God rests on
him who repudiates his wife capriciously. Practically, how-
ever, a Muhammadan may, without assigning any reason, say,
" Thou art divorced," and she must return to her parents or

friends.

Among the Christians, the indissoluable nature of marri-

age was early vindicated by many fathers in accordance with

the injunction, € What God hath joined together, let not man
put asunder/ came into full force by degrees.

Conclusion.—From the foregoing account of the matri-

monial customs prevailing among the various Cochin and
other foreign indigenous castes, it may be seen that a few

which necessitate social reform are: (1) the intermarriage

between the various sections or subdivisions of the same caste

or community
; (2) the abnormally enhanced price which the

bride's parents among the Brahmans and other higher castes

have to pay to secure suitable husbands for their daughters ;

(3) the heavy expenses for feast and other items in the

ceremony which they are put to. Reforms on the lines of

the Walterkrit Rajaputra Hithakarini Sabha of Rajaputana

is more desirable. Unless the rich and other gentlemen of

light and leading set the example by following the old

shastraic ideals and put an end to the recently developed

customs above referred to, and societies be also organized

in all important centres, to condemn the practice, and thereby

to elevate the moral tone of the people in these matters, worse

evils may be anticipated, i.e., only girls whom their parents

can afford to marry can survive.

1 Code of Manu, chap, ix, pages 80-81.

2 Cochin Tribes and Castes, vol. ii, pages 210-214





36. Notes on Ancient Anga or the District of Bhagalpur

By Nundolal Dey.

CHAPTER I.

The Country of Anga.

Anga is one of the most ancient countries of Northern
India. The people who lived in it are

Derivation of the mentioned in the Atharva Veda 1 by the
name of Anga. r a • j -x. • n 1name of Angas, and it is well known

that a country was then generally called after the name of

the tribe which dwelt in it. The Angas are mentioned there

along with the Magadhas, and they appear to have been the

most eastern nation known when the Atharva Samhlta was
composed. Both the Angas and the Magadhas have been

spoken of there in terms of contempt.
It is, however, related in the Ramayana that Madana,

the god of Love, incurred the displeasure of Mahadeva. He
fled from the hermitage of the latter to escape his consuming

anger, and the region where " he cast off his body (Anga) '\ or

rather it was reduced to ashes, has since been known by the

name of Anga, and the god of Love has since been called

by the name of " Ananga " (without body).'2 Since that event

the hermitage of Mahadeva also has been known by the name
of Kama£rama 3 or the hermitage of Kama: the Raghuvamsa
likewise calls this place by the name of Madana-tapo vana.* The
Ramayana further relates that the hermitage of Mahadeva was

situated at the junction of the river Saraju and the Ganges,

and Bi&vainitra Rsi's hermitage was situated on the southern

side of the river Ganges just in front of the confluence.6

Local tradition points out to Karon (KamaSrama) as the place

where Mahadeva performed asceticism and destroyed Madana
with the fire of his third eye. Karon is eight miles to the

* Atharva-samhita , v, 22, 14.

< t We to Gandharis, Mujavans, to Aiigas and to Magadhas

Hand over fever as it were a servant and a thing of price
»j

Translated by Ralph T. H. Griffith in his Hymns of the Atharva

Veda.
* Ramayana, Bala-Kanda, ch. 23.

8 Ibid., ch. 23, v, 22.

* Raghuvariisa, xi, 13.

* Ram., i, 28, 29.
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Korantedinorm or korantedi in the district of Balia on the opposite
side of Buxar across the Ganges, and Buxar is the reputed
hermitage Rsi Visvamitra. Karon contains a temple of Maha-
deva called Kamesvaranath and also Kaulesvaranath. Two
facts may be deduced from this story : 1st, that at the time
of the Ramayana the river Saraju joined the Ganges in front
of Buxar in the district of Shahabad, whereas the former
has now receded to the east and joins the Ganges near Singhi,
eight miles to the east of Chapra in the district of Saran; 2nd,
that the northern portion of the country of Magadha along
the southern bank of the Ganges was then included in the
country of Aiiga.

The Mahabharata and the Puranas, however, do not admit
the derivation of the name of Anga as given in the Ramayana.
lhey mention that Bali, one of the descendants of Yaykti
through his son Anu, had five Jcsetraja sons Anga, Bahga,
Kahnga, Sumha and Pundra, who" founded five kingdoms in
the east after their respective names.' Thus Anga founded the
kingdom of Anga and his descendants reigned over It. Hiuen
Tsiang also, while he visited the country of Campa (^wjT or
Anga), confirms this Pauranic tradition and speaks of a Devi
having given birth to four sons who divided among themselves
the government of Jambudvlpa, and each founded a capital,
built towns and marked out the limits of the frontiers. He fur-
ther says, " this (town of Champa) was the capital of the country
ot one of them and the first of all the cities of Jambudvlpa".2

tified

Its identification.
Monghir, and a portion of the district

.
of Santal Parganas. Its limits, how-

ever, varied at different periods. According to Sir George
airdwood Aiiga included also the districts of Birbhum,
Murshidabad, and Manbhum. Its northern boundary has
always been the Ganges, though its extent was not always
the samfl.

According to the Saktisamgama Tantra, Anga extended
trom Baidyanatha to Bhuvanesa,* which latter has been identi-
fied with Bhuvaneswara in Orissa.* The limits thus assigned
to tne country are imperfect and misleading. If Baidyanatha
oe the northern limit, then it has the effect of excluding
^ampa winch, according to all accounts, Hindu, Jaina and

MahabhMatLnr-ua
',o
Ad

l
Par™> ch

- 1U4
; Vianu Pur5n, pt. iv, ch. 18MatayoPuran ch. 48 ; Bhagavata, Bk. ix, ch.* 23.

s ?
6
L-

: Record9 °f Western Countries, Bk. x,-Chenpo.8 baktisamgama Tantra, ch. vii :—

t^sruj ^*?tt«i ¥*3«rrwni fart i

* BiSvakom, s. v. Afiga.
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Buddhist, was the capital of Ariga and which is situated far

to the north of Baidyanatha. Then, again, in the same

Tantra " BhuvaneSa " also appears to be the southern boun-

dary of Gauda. 1 " BhuvaneSa" or Bhubaneswara evidently

could not have been the southern boundary of both the coun-

tries of Ariga and Gaudi at the time when the Tantra was

composed, and there is no authentic record to show that Anga
ever extended to Orissa. If we may hazard a conjecture,
'•" BhuvaneSa" as the southern boundary of Ariga is evidently

a mislection for " BhuvaneSl M which is another name for

Kirltesvarl.'2 whose temple is situated at Kirltaknona, three

miles from Murshidabad city, and which is one of the fifty-two

Pithas where Sati's Kirlta (crown) is said to have fallen, and it

will be remarked that the Saktisamgama Tantra described the

extent of Ariga from one celebrated temple to another. The
substitution of "Bhuvane^i" for "BhuvaneSa" does not at

all violate the metre.
In the Ramayana we find Ariga mentioned as a kingdom

. .,. M .
A1 under the sway of its monarch Roma-

c^untTy pSda called also DaSaratha, who was

an ally of DaSratha, king of Ko6ala
(Oudh). Romapada averted the calamity of a dreadful

drought and consequent famine by performing a sacrifice

presided over by Rsi RsyaSririga. 3 The people of Ariga are

mentioned in the work along with those of Videha, KaSl,

Kosala and Punclra.* Romapada it appears from the Puranas

was the fifth or sixth in descent from Ariga, the founder of the

kingdom. 5

At the time of the Mahabharata Ariga appears to have

been a feudatory kingdom under the Kurus of Hastinapur,

for when Arjuna refused to fight with Karna as not being a

person of equal rank with him, Duryodhana at once installed

him as king of Ariga in the very arena of the tournament. 6

This exercise of sovereign power was only possible on the part

of Duryodhana if it be considered that Ariga had been con-

quered before by Pandu along with the neighbouring kingdoms,

though it has not been expressly mentioned among his con-

quests. 7 Karna was the foster son of Adhiratha, and all the

1 S'aktis. Tant. , vii

:

wt^st wttwt *j^sn^f fat i

* Tantrachudamani

3 Ram., i, 9. Ibid., iv, 40. 6 Vish. Puran, iv, 18

« Mbh., i, 138; Santi P., eh. 5. 7 Ibid., I, 113.
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Puranas agree that the latter was a descendant of Romapada
of the Ramayana, though they differ as to the degree of his
descent. Adhiratha was a charioteer of the Kauravas. 1 In
his expedition to secure tributes for the Rajasuya sacrifice of
Yudhisthira, Bhlma after the conquest of Magadha fought
with Karna (king of Ahga), defeated him and brought him
under subjection."

The 6th century before the Christian era forms one of
the greatest epochs in the history of the religious ideas of the
Hindus. Mahavlra, the last Tirthankara of the Jainas, and
Buddha, the founder of a new sect, flourished during this
period. The theories of salvation and doctrines of morality
as propounded by them prevailed over those of other reformers
who arose at that period. The kings and nobles at that time
rolled in riches and revelled in luxury; parricide, 3 murder and
deception were not deemed as offences; morality was at its

lowest ebb
; Brahminism was reduced to a mere form,* liberation

of the soul was associated with the performance of sacrifices and
merit was considered to depend upon the number of animals
sacrificed; 6 priestcraft was in the ascendant, the people were
steeped in superstition and self-enjoyment was the order of
the day. There was a reaction: self-culture, self-restraint,
kindness to all living creatures and elevation of thoughts were
promulgated as the only means of liberation from re-birth.
The Tirthankara and the Tathagata were contemporaries:
Mahavira was older than Buddha by eighteen years. The
former died m 569 b.c. at 72 years of age, and the latter died
in 543 b.c. when he was 80 years old. 6

Ahga was then one of the sixteen great kingdoms of
India. At the latter end of the 7th century and beginning of
oth century B.C., the country was governed' bv Dadhivahana,

1 Mbh.,i, 137.1 -Moi., l, 137. 2 ibid., ii, 30.
3 Kautilya's ArthaSastra, ch. xvii (Protection of Princes): Bharad-

aja quoted. v '
• quoted.
* Kassapa-sihanada Sutta (Dr. Rhys Davids : Dialogues of the Bud-

„<>< -l I
66 IF" t

.
ad<inta Srtia. Though this Sutta is a sarcastic travesty,

yet it describes the ordinary practices and rituals at real Vedic sacrifices

:

And lurther, O Brahman, at that sacrifice [of King Maha-Vijita]
neither were any oxen slain, neither goats, nor fowls, nor fatted pigs,
nor were any kinds of living creatures put to death. * * * And the
Slaves and messengers and workmen there employed were driven neither
oy rods nor fear, nor carried on their work weeping with tears upon
tneir taces In another place it is said :

" And a hundred bulls and a

h^K 1* j?d a hundred heifers, and a hundred goats, and a
hundred rams had been brought to the post for the sacrifice.''

n ij .t.
,

COr
,

dmg to the Ceylonese f*- •-—
' ---- T —

Uoldstucker s Panini, pp. 231-233-
^'Z-W-.S.b.E., xvii, 146 note.

Mamdhft kw^ /rat kingd°ms (Maha-Janapadas) were: Ahga

U^'^^^h^h^^^^ Vamia, Kuru, P*»eh«la
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whose daughter Candana or Candravala was the first female

who embraced Jainism shortly after Mahavira attained the

Kevaliship and afterwards became the head of thirty-six

thousand nuns. S'atanlka, king of Kausambi, attacked Campa,
his capital, and in the confusion which ensued she fell into

the hands of a robber, but all along she maintained the vows of

of the order. 1 Magadha was then a small kingdom. A great

struggle for supremacy was going on between Anga and

Magadha.2 The Vidhura-Pandita Jataka 3 describes Rajagrha

as a city of Anga, which evidently points to the prevailing

relations between the two countries. Sri Harsa speaks of

a king of Anga named Drdha-Varmma (Drirha Varmman)
being restored to his kingdom by Udayana, king of KauSambi
and contemporary of Buddha.* Brahmadatta, king of Anga,

defeated Bhattiya,—Ksatraujas of the Puranas,—king of Maga-

dha. But when his son Bimbisara called also Srenika, or Sreni-

ya, then a prince, grew up, he invaded Anga , killed Brahmadatta

and took his capital Campa. He resided there as viceroy till his

father's death when he returned to Rajagrha, the capital of

Magadha. 6 This is corroborated by the Sonadanda-Sutta,

from which it appears that Bimbisara granted some lands in

Campa as a royal fief to a Brahmin named Sonadanda.6 Dr.

Rhys Davids perhaps refers to Bimbisara when he says that at

the time of Buddha, Anga was governed by a u wealthy

nobleman " who granted a pension to a particular Brahmin. 7

Brahmadatta was the last independent sovereign of Anga, and

according to Spence Hardy it never recovered its independence

but remained subject to Magadha. The conquest of Anga
took place when Buddha was yet a boy Thus from a very

remote period down to the time of Ksatraujas, Anga retained

its independence, but the Matsya and other Puranas give only

the names of kings who reigned there, from Anga, the founder

of the kingdom, to Prithusena, the grandson of Karna of the

Mahabharat.
The country of Anga, however, did not merge into the

kingdom of Magadha, as it was always governed as a separate

province under a governor with Campa as its capital. Bim-

bisara was its first viceroy while his father Ksatraujas was

alive, and when he himself ascended the throne of Magadha,

1 Dr. Jacobis Jaina Sfdras, p. 267 ; Dr. Stevenson: Kalpasutra,

p. 93 ; Barodia's Hist, and Lit. of Jainism.
* Jataka (Cam. Ed.), vol. iv, p. 281 —Champeyya-Jataka.
B Ibid.,vi, 133.
4 Priyadarsika , Act iv.

* Duffs Chronology of India, p. 5; Csoma Korosi: Dulva; fepence

Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, p. 166 note. _ ., .

6 See also Mahavagga, u 19; v. 1 (note by Dr. Rhvs Davids m
S.B.E., xvii, 1).

7 Buddhist India, p. 24.
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his son Ajatasatru, called Kunika or Kuniya by the Jainas,
became governor of Ahga, where he plundered the people to
such an extent that they were obliged to complain to the king. 1

According to the Jaina authorities Kunika made Campa, his
capital after the death of his father, and after his death his
son Udayin transferred the seat of government from Campa to
Patahputra.2 The Buddhist works, however, do not mention
that Ajatasatru removed the capital from Rajagrha to Campa :

on the other hand, it appears that he reigned all along in
Rajagrha. 3 It is possible that he might have resided at Campa
at different times, for we find that he persecuted his brothers
Hala and Bihala, who fled from Campa and took refuge in the
court of their maternal grandfather Cetaka at Vaisalf, the
capital of Videha (Tirhut). On Cetaka's' refusal to surrender
them, Ajatasatru led an army against him from Campa and
killed him in battle. Thus he annexed Videha to his domi-
nion. His two brothers escaped and took refuge into the
holy order of Mahavira.* Udayin, who according to the Bud-
dhist and Jaina works was the son of Ajatasatru and according to
the Puranas his grandson, like his predecessors became governor
ot Anga, 5 and after Ajatasatru 's death removed to Pataliputra
(Patna) which henceforth became the capital of Magadha.

The influence of Mahavira after he attained the Kevali-
ship extended over Videha, Magadha and Ahga, as the rulers
ot these kingdoms were his relations. Cetaka, king of
Vaisah, was his maternal uncle; Bimbisara, king of Magadha,
was Cetaka s son-in law, having married his daughter Cellana
called also Videha-devi, and Ajatasatru, ruler of Ahga, was
the son of the latter." Bimbisara became a convert to the
teachings of Mahavira, and Ajatasatru also befriended the
iNigrantnis as the followers of Mahavira were called, Mahavira
being known to the Buddhists as Nigantha Nataputta, because
he belonged to the family of Jnata or Nata of Kundapura.
ivianavira spent three pajjusanas (or rainy season retirement)
in Campa the capital of Anga, and its suburbs (Prstha-
campa) and two pajjusanas in Bhadrika (Bhaddiya) in Ahga.7

tfuddha also visited these two principal towns * and converted
the people to Buddhism. Buddha went to Anga from Sravastl
at the instance of Subhadda, a daughter of the celebrated

ift?,

r
'p
B
24!

ler : Hemachandra's Sthaviravali, vi ; Rockhill'a Life ofBuddha

wrmasutrapatha
- vamanna-phala Sutta ; Mahaparinibbana

I R t°.
: i^ SUtm8

'
Infr°- PP- Xii-Xiv
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Buh er : Sthaviravali, vi.

™
7 Si? k'

:
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n^'an Sect °f the J™nas, p. 27.

8 i^n 1 1 J?ma Satras
> P- 264.

Jainism
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,

Utta ; Ml'9- ix
" K 2 > for Bhaddiya see

y >v,z, vi, 34, Kern : Manual of Indian Buddhism, v. 29.
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Anathapindika, who was married there in a family who were
the lay devotees of the Jaina religion. The whole family was
converted and Buddha came away after leaving Anuruddha to

complete the work of conversion in that country. 1 The
religion of Mahavira had spread over Vaisali, Rajagrha and
Campa, the three chief cities of three of the most powerful
kingdoms of the time , but the geni us of Buddhism prevailed over
the doctrines of Jainaism. Siha, the Lichavi general of

VaiSall,—an influential personage and a follower of the
Nigranthi sect,—embraced the Buddhist faith, notwithstanding
that he was prohibited by Niganthi Nataputta himself to visit

Buddha.* Bimbisara became a convert to Buddhism out of

conviction, and Ajata^atru became a follower of Buddha, as

Dr. Jacobi says, out of policy 8
; but the qualms of conscience

that he felt on account of murdering his father, which found
solace in the teachings of Buddha. 4 and the disconsolate

condition to which he was reduced when he heard the tidings

of Buddha's death, 6 clearly indicate that his conversion was
not dictated bj^ policy simply to spite a rival sect for giving

shelter to his recalcitrant brothers.

The subsequent history of Anga since its conquest by
Bimbisara is bound up with that of Magadha. In the 4th

century before the Christian era, Candragupta (321-297 B.C.)

subjugated the whole of Northern India and became a Cakra-

vartl or emperor of India, 6 and his extensive dominion com-
prised "the kingdoms of Ivosala and Benares, as well as

Anga and Magadha proper." 7 But it is difficult to ascertain

how the administration of the province of Anga was carried

on. It is, however, certain that in the 3rd century B.C., during

the reign of ASoka (273-231 B.C.), the administration of his

vast empire was, as may be gleaned from his rock-edicts,

carried on by viceroys or governors who were either princes of

the royal house or near relations of the monarch, and the

whole empire for this purpose, so far as it appears, was divided

into four provinces, the headquarters of which were at Taxila,

UjjayinI, ToSall and Suvarnagiri. 8 The eastern territories were

under the governor of ToSali, which has been identified by

James Prinsep with To^ala-Kosalaka or simply Kosala of the

Brahmanda Puran, in which the Dhauli or Durvala (Dubla)

1 Kern: M.I.B., 37, 38.

a Mvg., vi, 3.

8 Intro., Jaina Sutras, p.
4 Samannaphala Sutta.
5 Spence Hardv : MB.,.-,--
« Kautilya's Arthasastra, Bk. ix, where Candragupta s dominion is

mentioned as •• ^vrv^fiN "
;

Vimu Puran, xxiv, iv, L

• ft

1 Mr. V. Smith : Early Hist, of India
8 Smith's Asoka. 44 : the Dhauli and
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monastery was situated not far from BhuvanesVara in the
district of Katak. 1 Dr. Fleet has identified Suvarnagiri with
Sonagiri, one of the hills at old Rajgir. If this identification
is correct, then Anga was possibly administered by the governor
of Suvarnagiri.

From the Hathigumpha inscription of Kharavela, king of

Kalinga, it may fairly be concluded that in the 2nd century
B.C., after the death of Asoka, his vast empire lost all the
outlying provinces, and it consisted " only of the ancient
kingdoms of Magadha and Campa, together with the eastern
portion of Kosala."*

During the next three centuries after the death of Asoka,
Buddhism spread rapidly and steadily, notwithstanding the

encouragement which Samprlti, the grandson and immediate
successor of Asoka according to the Jaina authorities, 3 and
who perhaps was identical with Dasaratha of the Puranas,
gave to the Jaina religion and the Brahminical faith. In the

1st century of the Christian era Nagarjuna, the promoter and
expounder of the Mahayana system of Buddhism, flourished at

the time when the third Buddhist synod was convened by
Kaniska. The Mahayana system, according to Dr. Waddell,
" substituted for the agnostic idealism and simple morality of

Buddha a speculative theistic system with a mysticism of

sophistic nihilism in the background." As it laid much stress

on the practice of fervent devotion and active compassion,
it found an echo in the heart of millions of people and enlisted
their sympathy.* Anga, Bariga and Magadha at once welcomed
and adopted the new doctrine, and many images of gods and
goddesses belonging to the Tantric system, which was the later

development of the Mahayana creed, maybe found abounding
in various parts of the district of Bhagalpur.

In the 3rd century of the Christian era, the Sakas, taking
advantage of the weakness of the later kings of the Andhrabhrtya
dynasty, must have attacked Anga and ruled over it, as is tes-

tified by a silver coin of " Mahaksatrapa Svami Rudra Sena
"

found with a coin of Candragupta Vikramaditya, 5 that is

Candragupta II of the Gupta dynasty, at the bottom of a
stupa at Sultanganj in the district of Bhagalpur. The succes-
ses and victories of the Sakas under Rudradaman, the founder
of the Western Satrapy, at Surastra or Kathiawad in the 2nd
century, must have encouraged them to extend their conquests
to the east during the disorder that prevailed at the latter part
of the rule of the Satakarnl princes. Though Samudragupta

l J.A.S.B.,m8, pp. 136, 138.
4 Rhys Davids: B.I., 310.

I
^aviravalichanta (Jacobi's Ed. ) , canto

* xx "AA~" Buddhism —
-

Arch. Surv. Rep., xv, 29 ; see also J.A.S.B.,' xxxi'ii, 361.
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does
that he was able to oust the S'akas from their possession in
Anga. His son Candragupta II (Vikramaditya) at the latter

end of the 4th century a.d. conquered Rudrasimha II, son of

Satyasena, annexed Surastra and Malwa to the Magadha empire
and wrested Anga from the hands of the S'akas, which remained
under the sway of the Guptas 4

till the 8th century a.d. Tin
coin of the " Mahaksatrapa Svami Rudrasena," which was
found in the Sultanganj stupa, must have been the coin of

his immediate predecessor Rudrasena IV, son of Simhasena.8

Satyasena could not have been the father of Rudrasena, as it

has been supposed by General Cunningham * : lie was the father
of Rudrasimha, who was perhaps the last of the Western
Ksatrapa dynasty. 6 The passage in the Harsacharita 6 which
alludes to the slaying of the profligate king of the S'akas

by Candragupta in the guise of a woman at the " enemy's
', evidently means the assassination of Rudrasena bvtown

oes

refer to the conquest of Patallputra by Candragupta- 1 as has
been supposed by some.

At the beginning of the 5th century a.d., Fa Hian who
travelled in the Magadha empire during the reign of Candra-
gupta II from a.d. 405 to 415, visited Anga. His account of it is

very meagre. He says that the country was situated on the
southern bank of the Ganges. He saw some memorial towers
and some Buddhist priests. He, however, speaks of Anga as
1

' the great kingdom of Chen-po [Campa].' ' 8 It should be here
observed that the country was promiscuously called cl Anga
and u Campa M from its capital. Barahamihira and Dandin,
who flourished in the 6th century a.d., call the country both
by the names of Anga and Campa. 9 Hiuen Tsiang who visited

it in the 7th century, calls it by the name of r< the country
of Chenpo." Bana Bhatta, who also flourished in the 7th cen-

tury, does not name Anga, but calls its king as u King of Cam-
pa.'" 10 The Yoginl Tantra, which is a work of modern date,

mentions the name of Anga. 11

y>

1 The Allahabad Pillar inscription of Samudragupta : Corpus Ins.

Ind., Ill, 67; J.A.S.B. (1837). vi, 978.

* Vayu Puran, pt. ii, ch. 37, v. 379.
3 See the List of Mahaksatrapas of Kathiawad-Malwa in Dr. Bhan-

darkar's Peep into the Early History of India.
* Arch. S. Rep., xv, 29.
* Duff: Chron., 29. • Ch. vi. 7 Dr Bhandarkars Peep.
8 Beal: Buddhist Records of the Western World, Intro., p. lxxi.

9 Brih. Sam., chs. 14, 16; Dasakum., Madhyakh., i, p. 63 (Bom.
ed.).

*0 Harsa-ch., vi : " ^sgifM^W^^T- ^TS^fat- W^- *TWT*f

3*5W 99

» Yoginl Tan., p. 148: « TT^T^T (| ^T%
"
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The kingdom of Karnasuvarna could not have been founded
earlier than the latter end of the 5th century a.d. Local
traditions as recorded by Captain Layard and others ] as well
as the architectural remains that still exist associated with
the name of Karna lead to the conclusion that the kingdom
was founded by Karna Sena. Though as yet we have not got
the advantage of any epigraphical evidence, yet the discovery
of Gupta coins at its capital of the same name now called Raii-
gamati, six miles below Berhampur, and the fact that its last

king bore the name of Narendra Gupta (SaSanka), go to es-

tablish that Karna Sena must have been a prince belonging to

the royal house of the Guptas charged with the administration of

the eastern provinces as viceroy under the regning sovereign.
The decline of the Gupta empire after the death of Skanda
Gupta, already weakened by the frequent inroads of the

Hunas, afforded a suitable opportunity to Karna Sena like

others to throw off his allegiance and carve out an independent
kingdom for himself, consisting of the district of Murshidabad
which was gradually extended over to Ariga and it is very
probable that the kingdom was called Karnasuvarna after the

name of the founder. Major Wilford places Karna of Sultan-

ganj-Karnagar in the 3rd century a.d.,* but according to

tradition as recorded by Buchanan this Karna was identical

with Karna of Campanagar-Karnagar, and traditionally he was
a contemporary of Vikrama as the Gupta kings were generally
called. 3 Hence considering all circumstances he could not be
placed earlier than the 5th century a.d. No mention of the

name of Karnasuvarna appears before the 7th century a.d.

Hiuen Tsiang was the first to mention the name, and he
states that S'aSanka, the murderer of Rajyavarddhana, the
elder brother of Sri Harsa of Kanouj, was king of Karnasu-
varna. It is generally believed that Bana Bhatta does not

mention the name of the murderer of Rajyavarddhana, but
as a matter of fact he does mention his name. He says that

the murderer of Rajyavarddhana was king of Gauda, who
is described as the "wicked Narendra" * in one place and

* J.A.S.B., xxii, p. 281 ; Martin: East. Ind., voJ. ii ; Rev. J. Long:
Banks of the Bhagirathi (C. R., vi). Capt. Layard say8 : "The city of

Kansonapuri [Karnasuvarna or Rangamati] is said to have been built

hundreds of years ago by a famous Maharaja of Bengal named Karn Sen,
who resided chiefly at Gour. He erected also a country palace about four
miles distant, which was called after him Gowkurn from the circumstance
of his ears being of gold and shaped like those of a cow."

2 Asia. Res., ix, 108.
3 Martin : East . Ind. , i, 32, SB.
Harsa-ch. (Calcutta ed.), pp. 436, 438: the compound word

" vK«%rtW?qijWl| m means " enraged at the discomfiture sustained from

the wicked Narendra ". It should be remarked that Bana uses the prefix

"Duh" (wicked) before the word "Narendra," punning upon every
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"Gupta'' l in another. Bana would not have certainly applied
the complimentary epithet of "Narendra" to the murderer
of Rajyavarddhana, the elder brother of his patron, had it

not been his real name. The discrepancy about the country
he governed may be reconciled by the supposition, which is

not an unreasonable one, that Narendra Gupta—the S'asfihka

of Hiuen Tsiang—had extended his dominion over Gauda.
though he was still known as king of Karnasuvarna.

Karnagarh or the fort of R^ja Karna in Cainpanagar near
Bhagalpur, Karnachaura in Monghir, and a high mound also

known as Karnagarh on the west side of Sultanganj in the dis-

trict of Bhagalpur said to be the remains of a fort, are all as-

sociated with the name of Karna who was either the founder of
Karnasuvarna or a prince of his house sent to govern the pro-
vince of Ahga. That Anga was under the sway of the kings of

Karnasuvarna is further confirmed by the tact that the con-
struction of the ruined fort on the Kherhi hill in the same dis-

trict is ascribed to Sa4anka, the last king of Karnasuvarna.
The governors were called by the dynastic name of Karna and
their administrative headquarters was at Karnagarh near Cam-
pa where the remains of a fort still exist. These Karna kings,
as they were called, were traditionally not less than seven in

number. 2 It is curious that the names of all Karnas of Anga,
whether a king or a nobleman, were associated with riches and
benefactions, and all of them had a valuable ornament for the
ear [karna)'6 This tradition and that of the raining down of

gold by Bibhisana indicate that the kings of the Karna dynasty
did not lack in riches, resources and influence, and they would
have perhaps extended their dominion to the west had not
their career been checked by the superior military genius of

Klrttivarman or Harsavarddhana of Kanouj.
In the latter part of the 6th century a.d., there being no

paramount power, it was easy for Klrttivarman I, son of Pula-

kesi I, to conquer Ahga, Banga, Kaliriga and other countries

of Northern India, Ahga being then under the sway of the kings

word of the pa-sage of which this word forms a part. Compare

" ^T^STfwvre^ftfaw n mA *' ^S^rfe^^T n ^ the same chapter at p.

1 Ibid., ch. vii, p. 603: " %Wf$ Jit ft ^I«WW* *yWTW ^ *zft%

(Kanouj)."

* Martin: East. Ind., ii ; Asia. Res., ix.

2 Mbh. 9 hi, 305; Arch. Surv. Rep., x\ . 16, 17; J.A.S.B.. xxii,

282: Sruta-virhSati-koti or &rona-koti-virh6a, a nobleman of Hiranya-
parvata (Monghu ) had an ear ornament worth 20 kotis : Sruta or Srona
means Karna or ear (see Beal : Records, 186) : another nobleman was
Srona-kot'-karna, whose karna (ear) ornament was worth a koti or crore

(Avadana-kalpalata. ch. 29, v. 5).
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of Karnasuvarna. But it was not so easy for the Calukya king
to govern these countries from so long a distance as Badami,
his capital, and hence it is not probable that he retained pos-

session of Aiiga for a long period after his conquest.
Dandin in the 6th century speaks of a king of Anga

named Siiiihavarmma. whose capital Campa was besieged by
Canciavarrnma, the regent of Darpasara, king of Malwa. 1 Sim-
havarmma is said to have been a contemporary of Naravahana-
datta, king of Vatsya. But it does not seem that Siniha-

varmma had any real existence, though Naravahana-datta
was a real personage, being the son of Udayana or Udena of

the Buddhists, a contemporary of Buddha * and Canda-pradyota,
king of Malwa,—the Candavarmma of the Da&akumara-cha-
rita. Anga had then already been conquered by Bimbisara
and had become a part of the Magadha kingdom.

In the 7th century the splitting up of the vast Gupta em-
pire into several petty principalities, enabled Harsavarddhana
or S'iladitya II of Kanouj to wrest the kingdom of Magadha
along with that of Anga from the hands of the weak princes

who governed them. He extended his conquests and ulti-

mately becam • the paramount sovereign of Northern India.

Hiuen TViang who visited Anga in the second quarter of

the 7th century a.d., describes the country as being 4000 li or

800 miles in circuit with its capital on the south bank of the

Ganges. There were many Sahgharamas or monasteries mostly
in ruins, with 200 priests who followed the Hina-ySna sys-

tem of Buddhism. There were also twenty Deva temples. He
does not mention the name of its king, nor does he mention
it as a separate kingdom. He visited India during the reign

of Harsavarddhana, the country being then governed by
that monarch.

The dismemberment of the empire of Harsavarddhana
after his death made Adityasena, a scion of the royal house
of Guptas, independent sovereign of Magadha in the middle©" v* "*~&
of the 7th century, and the excavation of the Papaharini
tank at the foot of the Mandara hill in the district of Bhagal-
pur about thirty miles to the south of Campanagar, by his wife

Konadevl or Kondadevi as mentioned in an inscription/ shows
that Anga still formed a part of the Mauadha kingdom. There
is no record to show when Anga passed out of the dominion
of the Karna kings ; most probably when Sas mka was
defeated and Gauda was conquered by Harsavarddhana. It

appears that from the latter end of the 5th" century to the

middle of the 8th century two dynasties were reigning side

by side in Magadha, East Magadha being under the ''later

Guptas," as they were called, and West Magadha under the

1 Dasakum., Mjidhya-bhaga, eh. i.

* Katha-sarit-sagara. 8 Corp. Ins. Ind., iii, p. 211.
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Maukharis called the Varmma dynasty including Purna-
varmma mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang, who restored the Bodhi-
tree after its destruction by Sasanka. 1 Anga was governed
by Adityasena and his three successors Deva Gupta, Visnu
Gupta and Jlvita Gupta II, who asserted claims to para-
mount sovereignty till the first quarter of the 8th century.

Since then we do not hear anything about the Gupta
princes of Magadha : they gradually disappeared into ob-
scurity. But it should be noted that before its conquest by
Gopala, the founder of the Pala dynasty, towards the exul
of the 8th century, Anga was conquered by Jayadeva II
of Nepal, the successor of ^'ivadeva II of the Lichchhavi
dynasty, and Bengal was also invaded by him/2 On account
of the frequent inroads of foreign princes and internal dissen-
sions, Bengal in the 8th century became a scene of confusion
and anarchy, and before the close of that century Gopala, a
native of Varendra,. was elected king. He gradually ex-
tended his conquest over Magadha and established his capital
at Uddandapura, the modern town of Bihar, Pataliputra being
then in ruins. But it appears that the capital of the Pala
kingdom was shifted, from time to time, to different places
according to the whims and caprices of the monarchs. It is

very probable, as may be inferred from a copperplate inscrip-
tion found at Monghir, that this town was the capital of Deva
Pala Deva, the grandson of Gopala, i4 whither so many mighty
chiefs of Jambudvlpa resort to pay their respects that the
earth sinks beneath the weight of the feet of their atten-
dants.'

'

3 There can not, however, be the least doubt that
Anga formed a part of the dominion of the kings of the Pala
dynasty, 4 and there is abundant evidence to show that it was
governed by a prince belonging to the royal house or some re-

lation of the reigning monarch. Rama P da appointed Mahana,
the maternal grandfather of KumaradevI, wife of king
Govindachandra of Kanouj, as governor of Anga at the latter
end of the 11th century or beginning of the 12th century. 5 In
a Jaina work called Campaka&'esthT-kathd we find the name
of Samanta Pala as king of Campa, whose minister was
Brddhadatta 6 We do not find the name of Samanta Pala
in the list of the Pala kings : he must have been a prince

1 Beal: Records, Bk. viii, p. 118 ; Arch. S. Rep., xv. p. 166.

2 Ind. Ant., ix : ^ ^^fo^T xjixflfft fWMJTflW '* (stone inscription

of Jayadeva II).

Monghir copperplate inscription of Deva Pala Deva : Ind. Ant.
,

vol. xxi, p. 25-k.

* Narayana Palas copperplate inscription of Bhagalpur : Iwi. Ant.,
vol. xv, p. 305.

5 J. A. S.B., li>08.
6 Cata. of SmisJc. Manuscripts, 1892, bv M. M. Haraprasad Sa-tri,

M.A., CLE.
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connected with the reigning monarch sent to govern the

province, but we are not aware who that monarch was or

when he flourished. It is therefore evident that from the time
of Bimbisara to the time of the Pala kings, Anga was always
considered to be an important province to be administered
by a governor who was connected with the royal house of

Magadha, and therefore it seems that he was called a " King"
by courtesy.

In the latter part of the 8th century and at the beginning
of the 9th century, Anga, Banga, Kalinga and Magadha were

invaded by the most powerful of the Rastrakuta monarchs,
Govinda III called Prabhutavarsa and Jagattunga 1 (794-814);

and his son Amoghavarsa I, called also Xrpatunga (814 877),

invaded the same countries while Dharma Pala and Deva
Pala were reigning in Magadha; but it appears that these

invasions were either simply predatory raids undertaken
with a view to exact tributes or they were repulsed by the

powerful kings of Magadha : hence we find that the Sirur in-

scription skips over the expedition of Amoghavarsa by stating

that he was worshipped by the lords of Anga, Banga and
Magadha. It is, however, certain that Dharma Pala married
Ranna Devi, who was the daughter of the Rastrakuta king
Vallava, who was evidently the powerful king Govinda III

called also Prthvi- Vallava.a

In the latter part of the 9th century or in the first

quarter of the 10th century, Amoghavarsa's son Krsna II, called

also Akalavarsa (877-915), invaded Anga, Banga ," Kalinga and
Magadha during the weak reigns perhaps of some of Narayana
Pala's successors, and the kings of these countries are

represented as honouring his commands by waiting at his

gates, and Dr. Bhandarkar believes that the account given of

this invasion may be relied upon as true. 3 But it appears
that the king of Magadha must have shortly recovered the

countries from the Rastrakuta kin^. From the Khajuraho
inscription which records the' exploits of the Candelia king

Dhanga Deva, who reigned in Jejubhukti (Bundelkhand) from
a.d. 950 to 999, it appears that he invaded Anga and other

countries, and he was "so successful in his wars that the

wives of the kings of KancI, Andhra, Radha, and Anga
lingered in his prisons."* The inscription magnifies the war-

Ind
* Bhandarkar: Early Hist, of the Dekkan . p. 51. But Dr. Kielhorn

thinks that Dharmrna Pala married thedauchr* r of Parabala not Yalla-

bha. B

3 SeetheKarhad Plate Inscription of Krishna III in Ep. Ind. .
iv,

PP. ±78-290: ^^rrr^Rnwr^^^^f^y,,^^ QifTOi*Tr*w:^^
"^ta^OTlwr; utoj ;• i See also Ep. hid., vol. v, v» 13; vol. ii, p. 1*>.

• Khajuraho Inscription no. iv : Ep. Ind. y i. 138, 105; v. 46.
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like exploits of the king. As a matter of fact Anga had no
independent king, but it was then under the sway of Gopala II

or Vigrnha Pala II of the Pala dynasty of Magadha.
In the first half of the 11th century Rajendra Chola Deva I

(1011-1059) invaded Banga and Magadha and overran the
neighbouring countries. 1 A dark period followed this expedi-

tion. Disorder and misrule prevailed during the nominal
rules of the later Pala kings and before the rise of the Sena-

dynasty of Bengal. The Varmman kings wrested and ruled

over a portion of Bengal, and it appears from tradition record-

ed by Dr. Buchanan that a colony of the Colas lived in the

district of Bhagalpur and built the temples in Baidyanath and
the neighbouring places, though the expedition is wrongh

ascribed to one Aditya Sena, king of Cola.'
2,

It appears from the Balagamve inscription/' which is con-

firmed by the Vikramankadeva-charita,4 that Tribhuvana
Malla, afterwards Vikramaditya II of the Calukya dynasty,
subdued Anga, Banga, Kalinga, .Magadha and other countries

during the reign of his father Ahavamalla or Somesvara
(1040-1069), who founded the city of Kalyana and made it his

capital ; and it seems that lie was satisfied with the tributes

he obtained from the conquered princes. Karnadeva (1042-

1093) of the Kalachuri dynasty of Cedi also attacked Gauda,
Banga, Kalinga and other countries.

These frequent invasions considerably weakened the

powers of the kings of Magadha. But the conquest of the

eastern provinces of the kingdom including Gauda in the

second half of the 11th century by Vijaya Sena, the founder

of the Sena dynasty, gave a new turn to the history of Anga.
It seems that Anga was conquered either by him or his son

Ballala Sena and annexed to the kingdom of Gauda. Though
we do not find definite statement to that effect, yet the fre-

quent invasions of Udantapura (the modern town of Bihar)

by Ballala Sena and his repeated repulses,6 indicates that

Anga had already become a part of the kingdom of Gauda,
otherwise he would not have dared to invade Kikata

5

1 Ep. Ind., ix, p. 232.
* Martin: East. Ind., ii, 23.

8 Balagamve Stone Inscription dated a. d. 107 (Lewis Rice: Mysore
Inscriptions, p. 45).

* Ch. iii.

* Karanbel and Bheraghat inscriptions.

6 Ananda Bhatta: Ballala-charitam , pt. ii, ch. 2, vs. 1,2:
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(Magadha) 1

, leaving the rear exposed to the attacks of his

enemies. Hence it is that Murari Pandit, the author of the
Anargha Raghava, who flourished about this period, goes so

far as to say that Gampa was the capital of Gauda. 2 We are

not aware from any other source that Campa wa^ ever the
capital of Gauda, but there can not be any doubt that all

along it maintained its importance and supremacy as a town.
It appears therefore from the inscriptions of the 11th

century and the Harihara inscription of Jagadekamalla II of

the 12th century, that the eastern kingdoms of Northern India
including Ariga were peculiarly exposed to invasions from the

Deccan, the object of the invaders being plunder and exaction
of tributes; but they likewise prove the declining powers and
weakness of these kingdoms. The frequent inroads took
away their vitality and left them prostrate

:
thus paving the

way for the easy conquest of the Mahomedans and the

establishment of their dominion at the latter end of the 12th

century. The ethical bond of Buddhism was gone, giving rise

to sacerdotal influence without that sense of duty which
individuals owed to each other and to society, and the result

was disunion, rupture, sects and social disorder. The Palas
were Buddhists and the Senas were of the Brahminical faith.

So it was easy for the Mahomedans to walk over and conquer
the country. The last king of Bengal was Laksmana Sena,
and the last of the Pala Kings who was conquered by Bakh-
tiyar Khiliji, as may be inferred from epigraphical evidence,
was Govinda Pala who, according to his Gaya inscription,
ascended the throne in ad. 1161. 3 But Dr. Buchanan say-
that Indradyumna was the last monarch of the Pala dynasty,
who being unable to contend with the Mahomedans retired

with his army and family to Jagannath.* General Cunning-
ham, however, is of opinion that he retired to Javanagar near
Kiyul after he was defeated by Makhdum Maulana Nur, a

general under Bakhtiyar Khiliji. 6

1 Ibid., v. 5.

» Act VII, 124, p. 312: «w_^ ^ g^r^r^tsf^ jwvmw*

TT^rei^t
i

f '

8 Arch. S. Rep., xv, p. 155.
* Martin: East. Ind.< ii, p. 23.
* Arch. 8. Rep., in, 159.
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CHAPTER II.

Principal Towns.

All authorities, whether Hindu. Jaina or Buddhist, agree

«. .. that Campa was the capital of ancient
Champanagara. . . nS wr ., _ ., . ,& Anga. The Katha-sant-sngara, how-

ever, says that the capital of Anga was Vitankapura, 1 but it

cannot be identified with Campa, as it was "situated on the

shore of the sea" : it is evidently a fictitious name. But the

name of Campa does not appear in the Ramayana, at least in

the Bengal recension. According to this work Romapada
was king of the country of Anga. The name of Campa
appears for the first time in the Mahabharata, and it was the

capital Karna. From the Puranas it appears that the town of

Campa was founded by Carapa, the great-grandson of Roma-
pada of the Ramayana.'2 Its ancient name was MalinI, 8 and
hence to distinguish it from the towns of the same name
it was called Campa-Malinl. In the Jataka stories it is also

called Kala-Campa, 4 but it is difficult to trace the origin

of this name. Its present name is Campa nagara. and
it is situated at a distance of about four miles to the

west of Bhagalpur. It gradually rose into importance, became
celebrated as an emporium of commerce on account of

its situation on the Ganges, and at the time of Buddha's
death it was considered as one of the six great cities of India,

the other five being Rajagrha, SravastI, Saketa, KoSambi and

Benares, so that Ananda asked him to have hi9 parinirbbana

in one of those cities instead of at an insignificant town like

KuSlnara 5 Pataliputra had only recently come into existence

as a fortified frontier town of Magadha to repel the attack of

the Vajjians. Campa increased in wealth, and traders sailed

from it to Suvarnabhumi (Burma) for trading purposes. 6

Emigrants from Carapa to Cochin China named their settlement

after this famous town of India. 7 The celebrity of the capital

1 Tawney: Katha-sarit-sagara, ii, ch. 82, p. 272: i, ch. 25. pp. 206,

207; ch. 2<>,p. 225.
2 Matsya P.. ch. 48 : Visnu P., Pt. iv, ch. 18.

8 Matsya P.. ch, 48, v. 97: " ^«HI 7£ V^t ^*JT W *F

* Jataka (Cam. Ed.), vi : Maha-Janaka Jataka (No. 539), p. 20

;

Vidhura Pandita Jataka (No. 545), p. 127. Perhaps it was called kala or

black Campa in contradistinction to Campa of the snow-clad Himalaya, the

ancient capital of Kumaun, now called Champauti (Campavati of the

Mahabharat).
* Mahaparinibbana Sutta, ch. v; Mahasudassan Sutta, ch. i.

6 Jataka (Cam. Ed.), vi, No. 539, p. 20; Rhys Davids: Bud. Ind.,

9f>.

^ Im.d. Ant., vi, 229; I-tsing, 58.
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became so great that its name superseded that of the country,
and in the 5th and 7th centuries the Chinese travellers called the
country of Ahga by the name of Campa (Chenpo), and
Campa was rightly designated as the capital of Eastern India
Campa continued to be the capital of the new province of
Ahga under the Magadha king after its conquest by Bimbisara
The governors resided at Campa, Bimbisara being its first

governor.

Mahavira, after he became a Kevalin, passed three rainy
seasons at Campa and its suburhs, and made many converts
to his faith. It became a stronghold of the Jaina religion.
Campapurl is held very sacred by the Jainas as Basupujya,
their twelfth Tirthankara, lived and died at this place. A
beautiful temple at Nathnagar, which is a Mahalla or quarter
of Campanagar, marks the site of his birth and consecration.
The temple is said to have been built by a chief of Jaipur

'

named Sungri Sri Dhata and his wife Sungviri Sri Surjai in the
Yudhisthira era i'559.* Basupujya was the son of Basupujya
and Jaya, and his symbol is the buffalo. His name is men-
tioned in an inscription of the 12th century discovered at Ajmir. 8

In Campa existed a temple called Caitya Punnabhadda where
Mahavira resided and where Sudharman, one of the eleven
disciples of Mahavira, who succeeded him as head of the Jaina
hierarchy after his death, recited the Uvasagadasao, the
seventh Ahga of the Jainas, when he visited the town while it

was governed by Kunika or Ajatasatru.* This temple is men-
tioned in the Ubbai Sutta 5 as Punyalabdha Caitya (•• Punyalat-
va Ceyiya"). Basupujya's temple belongs to the Digamvara
sect. There is another temple at Campa which belongs to the
fevetamvara sect. The Caitya which existed outside of Campa
was called Ahgamandira Ceiya. 9

Buddha made frequent excursions to Campa, 7 and resided
on the bank of the Gaggara lake, which was excavated by

*r^? ,

(
.'
aS^ar^- On its bank were groves of Campaka trees

(Mtcheha Champaka) under which wandering mendicants

Jaipur is situated in the sub-division of Banka in the district of
Bnagalpur (Martin's East. Ind., ii, 60). Prabhava, who succeeded
Jambu_ as the head of the Jaina Sect, was the fourth patriarch from
Jiahavira and was the younger son of Vindhya, king of Jaipur (Jam-
bu8vami-Charita). ' 6

2 Major Franckhn : Site of Ancient Palibothra, 10, 17, where the
inscription is given.

» J.A.S.B.. 1838, p. 5.

* Dr. Hoernle: Uvasagadasao, chs. 1, 2, where the temple is men-
tioned as «5*«,j ^ -

;
Sthaviravali.

Col Lib
1

?
ln ASB-

; see al*° Jnatadharmasutrapathu (MS. in Cal. Sans.

s Rockhill ; Buddha, 154.
' Ibid. 70.
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resided. 1 It is curious that the Mahabharat* also says that

Campa was surrounded with Campaka trees. This lake may be

identified with the large silted-up lake now called Sarovara

situated on the skirt of Campanagar, from the depth of which

Buddhist and Jaina statues were recovered when partially

re-excavated from time to time.

Campa was also a sacred place to the Hindus. It is

described in the Mahabbarata 3 and the Padma Puran*as a

tirtha or place of pilgrimage.

Asoka's mother Subhadrangi was born in Campa Her
father was a poor Brahmin who took her to Pataliputra and

presented her to Bindusara, called also Amitraghata, king of

Magadha (297-272 B.C.), in consequence of a prognostication

that she would be a great queen. The jealous queens, how-

ever, employed her in menial works, but she attracted the

attention of the king who made her his queen. She became

the mother of Asoka and VitaSoka. 5

Dandin in the 6th century a.d. describes it as a wealthy

town.6 Hiuen Tsiang, who visited Campa in the 7th century,

says that it was situated on the southern bank of the Ganges

and that it was 40 li or 8 miles in circumference. There were

many Buddhist monasteries in a ruinous state belonging to

the Hinayana system with about 200 priests and some 20

Deva temples. The town was surrounded by a brick wall many
feet in height, and the "foundations of the wall were raised

on a lofty embankment, so that by their high escarpment,

they can defy the attack of enemies." The remains of the
11 embankment " on which the surrounding wall of the town was

raised, may still be seen in the scooped-out and worn-off wall-

like heaps' of earth close to the Xathnagar Railway station,

though the brick superstructure has long since disappeared.

TheMaha-Janaka Jataka also says that Campa was surrounded

by walls with gates and watch-towers. 7

Campanagar is traditionally the abode of Cand Sadagar,

the story of whose son Xakhindhara and his wife Behula is so

graphically described in the poem called Manasara-bhasan.

The place where Nakhindhara was bitten by a snake and the

Ghat where the raft containing his dead body was launched are

still pointed out. The Ghat is still called the Behula-Ghat and

is situated at the junction of the Ganges and the Candan,

whence Behula is said to have carried the raft to different

places till her deceased husband was miraculously restored to

life. A fair is held here every year in the month of Bhadra in

l Sonadanda Sulfa with Rhys Davids' note ;
Mvg., ix. 1.

* xiii, ch.42, v, 1<> : -?f^T 5TJIT* g^W **fi ^*OT»Tfa*tl[ I

3 iii, chs. 84. 85. • Svurga kh.. ch. 19.

6 Asoka Avadana. 6 Dasakum., ch. 2.

1 Jataka (Cam. Ed.), vi, 20—No. 539.

yy
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honour of Behula. The Ganges flowed by the side of the town,
but within the course of the last fifty years it has receded about
a mile to the north. Of all the places that claim the honour
of being the residence of Cand Sadagar, as Campanagarl on the

Damuda in the district of Burdwan and Candnia or Candmaya
in the district of Bogra, about four miles to the north of

Mahasthanagarh, Campanagarl in the district of Burdwan
has the most preferential claim, inasmuch as it is situated near
the Damuda on which the story and the tradition place the

Campanagar of Cand Sadagar.
The Ubbai Sutta, a Jaina work, professes to give a des-

cription of the town of Campa at the time of Kunie or Ajata-
satru, who is mentioned there as its " king." l It was then
thickly populated and was in a flourishing condition : it should
be borne in mind that it had recently been conquered by
Bimbisara. It was then quite a picturesque town with its

sringataka (junction of four roads), caukka (squares), cacchara

(courtyards), caumuka (platforms for seats), ceyiya (temples),

tanks and avenues of trees on the road-sides. Its prosperity
did not diminish by the lapse of time : even at the time of the

Pala kings it was in a flourishing condition. From the

Campaka-sresthl-katha,'2 another Jaina work, which enumerates
the castes and trades of the town, we can glean the nature of

the principal professions and industries which were carried on
and make some inference as to the condition of the people.

There were perfumers, spice-sellers, betel-sellers, sugarcandy-
sellers, jewellers, leather- tanners, garland- makers, carpenters,
goldsmiths, weavers, etc.

Campa was the birthplace of many celebrated authors
who flourished during the Buddhist period and before it.

Patakapya Muni, the author of the Hastyayurveda , a treatise

oil the disease of elephants, flourished at the time of Roma-
pada, king of Campa, » and he has been referred to as " Sutra-
kara"

J>y Kalidasa*; Sonakilvisa, the author of one of the

Theragathas, who was a contemporary of Buddha, was a resi-

dent of Campa 5
;
" Biraja " Jina, the author of the Lankava-

tara Sutra, was also born at this place 6
;
Sayambhava, the

1 H *wre wit* $f<u*- *uT«TT*?r ^n;**^, P- 6 ka.

r v
See Catal °f San8

- Manuscripts by M. M. Haraprasad Sastri.
« .I.K., 1892; Notices of Sans. Manuscript*, vol. iii. p. 176, by Dr. R. L.
A? I 1 L T0L .

« Xakula s A acikitsitam, ch. 2.

njr
* R<*9liuvam4a

9 vi, v. 26—Commentary bv Mallinatha ; Refutation of

I'm
Th€0ry by M

"
M

' HaraPra^d Sastri in J.A.S.B., 1910,

J
Mrg v, 1—see Dr. Rhys David's Note, p. 1.

wo d " R-
Lan

^
avathra Slitra

> ch. 10. It is difficult to say whether the

sinless.
an
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fifth Patriarch of the Jaina Church, who succeeded Prabhava,

lived at Campa where he composed for his son Manaka the

Dakavaikalika Sutra containing in ten lectures all the essence

of the sacred doctrines of Jainaism l in the 4th century b c.

The town next in importance to Campa in the country of

Ariga was Mudga-giri or Monghir. It
ong lir '

was the Modagiri of the Mali abh a rat,*

which was conquered by Bhima. Mudgalaputra or Maudgalya,

a disciple of Buddha, converted S'rutavimsatikoti, a rich mer-

chant of this place, into Buddhism.^ Hence it was called

Maudgalya-giri. Buchanan says that it was the hermitage of

" Mudgala Muni who lived long ago/' 4 The tradition still

exists that Mudgala Rsi lived on an eminence which is now
submerged in the Ganges in front of Kastaharana Ghat. In the

Monghir copperplate inscription of Deva Pala it is called

Mudgagiri. 5 The town was visited by Hiuen Tsiang in the

7th century ad. : he calls it by the name of I-lan-na Po-fa-to,

which lias been rendered as Hiranya Parvata, but according

to General Cunningham it is a transcription of Harana

Parvata or Kasta-Harana Parvata as the town, which is situated

on a rocky eminence, overlooked the sacred bathing place called

Kasta-Harana Ghat. 6 This ghat is said to have derived its

sanctity from Ramachandra having bathed in it to expiate his

sin for having killed Ravana, who, though a Raksasa, was

nevertheless a Brahmin, being the son of Rsi Pulastya. This

story does not find a place in the Ramayana, or the story of Sita

having undergone the ordeal of fire at the place called Sita

Kunda, a spring of hot water, four miles to the east of Monghir.

The priests, however, say that the sanctity of the ghat is

mentioned in the Kurma Purana, though we could not trace it

out in any of the published work.

Monghir was no doubt under the sway of the Karna

kings whose governors had their head-quarters in Campa, at

the^plaee called Karnagarh, as the tradition about Karracaura,

the highest peak of the Monghir hill, is associated with Raja

Karna.
Bhagalpur is a modern town, but eight miles south of it

there is a large village called Bhada-
Bhadanya.

rfy
-

whJch jn the gth century BX ,

was called Bhadarika, where Mahavira, the last of the Jaina

Tirthankaras, spent two pajjusanas or rainy season retirement

after he attained the Kevaliship. 7 It must have been a very

wealthy and populous town at that period, as it was also

visited by Buddha, and in the Buddhist works it is called by

1 Dr. BuhJer : Sthaviravali or Parisistaparvan.

* ii, ch. 29. 3 Beal: Records, u, 18b.

* Martin": East Ind., ii, 45. * Ind. Ant., vol. xxi.

6 Arch. S. Rep., xv, 15, 16. T Dr. Jacobi :
Kalpasutra.
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the names of Bhaddiya and Bhaddiynagara. Buddha resided
there for three months in the Jatiyavana when he visited it,

and converted Bhaddaji, son of a very rich merchant. 1 The
town, though situated in Ahga,'2 appertained at that period to
the kingdom of Magadha, as Anga had already been conquered
and annexed to the Magadha dominion. It was also visited
by Bimbisara, king of Magadha. Bhaddiya was the birth-
place of the celebrated Bisakha, who became the chief of the
Upasikas or lay disciples of B iddha. She was the daughter
of Dhanafijaya and granddaughter of Mendaka, both of
whom were treasurers to the king of Aiiga.

' The people of

Bhaddiya were Jainas before, being believers in the Kriya-
vada doctrine, but Bisakha and Mendaka appear to be the
first converts to Buddhism in that town. 3 Her father removed
to Saketa, where she was married to Purnavarddhana or
Punyavarddhana, son of Migara, the treasurer of Prasenajit,
king of Sravastl. She, like Sumagadha, the daughter of

Anathapindada,4 was the means of converting her father-in-
law Migara, who had been a follower of Nigrartha-natha-putra
(Mahavira), to Buddhism, and hence she was called Migaramatft
or mother of Migara 5 She constructed the Purvarama-vihara
at Sravastl and gave it to Buddha; it is now called the Ora
Jhar mound, about a mile to the east of Jetavana.

Rohinnala, now called Rahuanala, must have been an

Rehuanala. important pUce in ancient time. It

.
is the Lo-in-ni-lo of Hiuen Tsiang.

-Buddha is said to have resided here for three months, and a
stupa of A4oka existed at the time when Hiuen Tsiang visited
the place in the seventh century. Vivien St. Martin restores
Lo-in m-lo to Rohinnala, but General Cunningham was not sure
of his own identifications, and considered Rohinnala of Vivien
bt Martin to be quite imaginary. 8 Nevertheless Rehuanala,
which is evidently a corruption of Rohit nala or Rohinnala,
exists and is five miles to the north-east of Kiyul and five
miles to the north-west of Urain. There are many Buddhist
and other ancient remains at Rehuanala and also at Urain
which was formerly called Ujjayini. That Rehuanala was an
important place may be gathered from the saying still

extant among the people that "One Rehuanala is equal to
twelve Bhatis of Bangala (Bengal)." It was perhaps situated
on the Ganges when it was visited by the Chinese traveller.

ii, 22

l

9.

3f^!7" , V
'
8; V'' 34: Mah«-p<*nad<* Jataka, in Jut. (Cam. ed.),

* Kern: M.I.B., 29.

88- U2fl
9'' V

'' 3*' 50
'
12

'
13; for K"yavada doctrine see ibid., vi, 31.

* Avadana-Kalpalata. ch. 19.

« Arch'^'R^'' ^'.-V Speace Hardy : M.B.,226.Arch. S. Rep., n,, lo2, 156; xv, 14.
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Rehuanala was in the dominion of Indradyumna who is

supposed to have been the last king of the Pala dynasty,

defeated by the Mahomedans. 1

At a remote period, Anga was considered to be a holy place,

and three celebrated Rsis [Rishisjlived
Rsyasrnga-asrama.

fa
.

fc The herm itage of R>i Ksya-

srhga was situated at Rishikunda, twenty-eight miles to the

west of Bhagalpur and four miles to the south-west of Bariar-

pur, one of the stations of the East Indian Railway. It is men-

tioned in the Rarnayana that Romapida, king of Anga, in

order to avert the calamity of a severe drought which lasted for

several years, wheedled away this young ascetic of miraculous

birth from the hermitage of his father Rsi Bibhandaka. and

caused him to perform a sacrifice which brought down rain to

the country. The success which atten led the sacrifice induced

Romapada to send Royasraga to Ayodhya at the request of

his ally Dasaratha to' perform an Asvamedha sacrifice in

order to enable him to get a son. This also was crowned with

success. The hermitage of the Rsi was situated in a circular

valley formed by the Maira hill which is a spur of the Kharak-

pur range : it is evidently the Maruk hill of Captain Thuillier. 2

The valley is open only on the northern side. It contains a

series of seven springs issuing from the foot of the western

hill, five being of hot water and two of cold, at the extremities.

The combined water of these sptings is collected in a tank

or pool called Rishikunda, the superfluous water flowing out

through the northern side in a small stream called Abhi-nadI

falls into the Ganges at a distance of five miles; but it is

evident from the existence of a dry bed that the Ganges for-

merly flowed very close to the north of the valley. A small

space enclosed with broken stones on the south bank of the

reservoir is pointed out as the place where the Rsi and his

lather Bibhandaka used to sit in meditation. To the south

of these are some temples containing the phallic images of Kiva.

A fair is held here every third year in honour of the Rsis.

There are, however, other places in the district of Bhagalpur,

as the Singi-rik hill, about 8 miles to the south of Kajra,

Sinphesvar in the subdivision of Madhipura and Singhol hill,

about 7 miles to the south of Rehuanala, which also claim to

be the hermitage of the Rsi. But the position of the Rishi-

kunda to the Ganges, which afforded facility to the women

sent' by Romapada to entice away in their boat the young

hermit from his seclusion, and the statement m the Mahabharat

that the hermitage was situated not far from the river Kusi

(ancient Kausikl) 8 which has now receded some miles to the

1 Martin : East. Ind., ii. 86. * J.A.^B.. 1852, p. 204

i iii.ch. 110, vs. 21, 22.
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east, 1 and that its distance was three yojanas or twenty-four
miles"2 from Campa where the houses of the women were
situated, make it highly prohable that Rsyasrnga's hermitage
was at this spot rather than in any other.

Just in front of Sultanganj, which is about 15 miles to the

Jahnu-aSrama. west OI Bhagalpur, the rocky hill of
Jahngira stands out boldly from the

middle of the Ganges which here takes a northerly course. It
is said to have been the hermitage of Jahnu Muni. According
to General Cunningham Jahngira is Jahnu's grha or house,3 and
according to Dr. Rajendralala Mitra it' is Jahnu s gin or hill.*
Whether Jahnu's grha or Jahnu's gin, the' name has now
been corrupted to Jahngira which, however, has no connection
with the Emperor Jahangir as is supposed by some. It consists of
neaps of irregular masses of granite forming ledges and terraces,
and surrounded at the base with blocks rounded by the action
ot the water and weather. The whole face of the cliff is
covered with the the images of Nrsimha, Surya, Gahga and
other deities of the Hindu pantheon cut in high relief. On the
top it la surmounted by a temple of Mahadeva called Gaibi-
natn. Jahnu s place of meditation is pointed out in a cave
cut in the rock which is reached by a flight of stairs leading to
the temple of Gaibinath. The river Gahga (Ganges) on her
way to the ocean to relieve the sons of Sagara, was drained off
in a draught by Jahnu Muni who was disturbed in his worship
and meditation by the rush of the water, but owing to the
intercession of Bhagiratha who was leading the way? he re-
lented and let her out from his ear,* or according to some
account, from his thigh: hence the Ganges is called Jahnavi or
the daughter of Jahnu. Evidently in times past, this hill was
connected with a rocky bluff in front of it on the bank of the
rivet called Baiskaran, also carved with sculptures and crowned
with a mosque of the Pathan style. The inscriptions on the
Jahng,ra rock are in Gupta character, and therefore it
appears that the whole place belonged to the Hindus and not
to the Buddhists, and there can be no doubt th.it the sculp-
tures were executed in the 3rd century a.d under the early
uupta Emperors as supposed by General Cunningham,* though
Duitanganj itself contains many sculptures and remains of a
monastery which belonged to the Buddhists.' But I should

nZ .? m
Ve la

,

the he«nitage of Jahnu Muni is also pointed

tion of ^
aiFm aghAti bdow Gan8°trl in" Garhwal at the junc-

tion ol the BhagirathI and the Jahnavi, and also at Gour, Sib-

also !oL°xliv!
e

pTVement
° f th

" riveF Kusi s,!e JAS - l! -
' *»P **'

Arch- S. Bep., xv , 24. 7 JASB xxxiii (|s<54 361 .
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ganj and Jahanagar near Nadia, where the Ganges is likewise
said to have been drunk u*p by the R»iJ Jahnu is an allegorical

representation of a change in the course of the Ganges.
The hermitage of Rsi Durvasa is pointed out on the highest

^ , peak of a hill called Khalli-pahar or

Khadi-pahar, a limestone rock which
is now worked for chalk. A temple of Mahadeva occupies th«

site of the hermitage. The hill is situated on the bank of the
Ganges, 23 miles to the east of Bhagalpur and two miles to
the north of Kahalgaon (Colgong) or Kalahagrfmia, a sobriquet
which the place has received on account of the irascible temper
of the Rsi. The hermitage of DurvasS, however, is also shown
at Dubaur in the sul>-division of Xowadah in the district of

Gaya.*
There are two famous shrines in the country of Anga : one
^ - , «,, is the temple of Baidyanatha at Deo-
-Baidvanath. . .

r
x . .,

J
A

. . .

garh, and the other the temple of

Madhusudana on the Mandara hill. The former contains a
Jyoiirllnqa of Mahadeva, and the other an image of Visnu.
The phallic image of Baidyanatha is said to have been estab-
lished by Ravana, king of Lanka, at a place which was
variously called by the names of Citabhumi, Briksa-Khanda, 8

Jhada-Khanda,4 Paraligrama corrupted into Palu-gaon, and
Pampapurl. 5 It is described as a place of pilgrimage in the
Padma Puran. 6 The sanctity of Baidyanatha as containing
one of the twelve great Lihgas of Mahadeva is very great, but
its sanctity is further enh-m^ed by the fact that it is also one
of the fifty-two Pithas. Sati's heart is said to have fallen at

this place and therefore it is called Harda Pitha. The temple
of Parvatf faces that of Baidyanatha, and the pinnacles of the
two temples are connected by a piece of cloth stretched from
one to the other to indicate their union. 7 According to a local

tradition recorded by Dr. Buchanan, the temples are said to

have been builr by a Raja of Chola. 9

The Mandara hill is situated in the Banka sub-division,

two or three miles to the west of Bari-

and thirty miles to the south of

Bhagalpur. It is an isolated hill about seven hundred feet

high with a groove all round the middle, the chisel marks of

which are still visible, to indicate the impression of the coil of

the serpent Basuki which served as a rope for churning the

Mandara Hill.

4 I

' Fraser: H imala Mountains, 476.

2 Grierson's Notes on the District of Gaya.
3 Siva P., Pt. i, chs. 38, 55. 4 Maha-Lrhg> >are Tantra,
t> Uttara P., quoted by Francklin in his Ancient Palibothra, p. 21.

fi Uttara-Khanda, ch. 59. _ t

7 For description of the temples of Baidyanath see Dr. R. Mitra s

On the Temples of Deoghar
r

'' in J.A.S.B., 1883, p. 164.

* Martin: East. hid., ii. 23.
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ocean with the hill as the churn-staff, the gods holding at the

tail and the Asuras at the mouth of the serpent, the hill itself

resting on the back of the tortoise, a form which Visnu had as-

sumed. The hill is sacred to Madhusudana. There are two

Jaina temples on the highest peak of the hill. On a lower bluff on

the western side of the peak was the original temple of Visnu

Madhusudana now in ruins; but the idol is now kept at

BaaSi, the Balisa of the Mandara-mahatmya, whence it is

brought every year to a temple at the foot of the hill on the

last day of Pons. On the western side of this is a dark low

nave containing an image of Nrsimha carved in the rock, and

near it are situated a colossal image Vamana Deva, a huge but

rude sculpture of Madhu Daitya, 1 and a cave containing some

limpid spring-water called AkaSa-GangS. At the foot of the

hill and on its eastern side are extensive ruins of temples and

other buildings, and among them is an old building called

Nath-than which was constructed in a.d. 1589, Flights of

stairs carved out of the rocks lead almost to the top of the

hill, which at various parts contains ruins of buildings. These

ruins are said to belong to the time of the Chola Rajas, especi-

ally of Raja Chhatar Singh-* At the foot of the hill, there is a

tank called Papaharinl which is considered to be very sacred.

As stated before, it was excavated by Konadevi, the queen of

Aditya Sena who became independent sovereign of Magadha

in the 7th century a.d. The Hindus consider it to be an act

of great merit to see Madhusudana on the Mandara hill
3 like

Vamana on the car, and therefore its sanctity has been ex-

tolled in many Puranas.^ The Mahabharata, 5 however, does not

recognize any other Mandara Parvata except the Mandara of

the Himalaya range. The Varaha Puran 6 and the Mandara-

mahatmya, which is a portion of the Skanda Puran, mention

that Mandara is situated on the south of the Ganges and in the

Vindhya range.

The Pala Kings were Buddhists. Their powerful and

u i ,,- . judicious administration put an end
Bikramasila monastery. f tl ,, . **.•*. t~ ^ on-J

to all dissensions and the state ot an-

archy which prevailed before their time, and their strong arms

repelled the invasions to which Eastern India was frequently

subjected. They restored peac* and encouraged learning.

Literature and the arts flourished, and the Buddhist religion

took a definite shape and developed into Tantric mysticism.

Their kingdom comprised the ancient countries of Magadha,

Anga and Gauda. There existed three universities in these

I For a description of the figure see ./. A.S.B., xx, 272.
* Martin : EuhU Ind. . ii.

'

6 " *?«STT *tt(93[i!" (Garuda Puran. ch. 81).

* Varaha P., 143; Nrsimha P., 65; Skanda P., Yor/inl T., pt. ii, 4 -

* xiii. ch. 19; iii. 162. 6 Bk. Hi
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countries when they were governed by the Pala kings : namely
the universities of Nalanda, Bikramasila, and Jagaddala res-
pectively. They encouraged the Nalanda university situated
near Rajgir, the ancient capital of Magadha , which had been
founded long before Gopala ascended the throne. Dharraapala
according to the Tibetan historian Taranath, founded the cele-
brated university at Bikramasila in Ahga, and a third univer-
sity existed at Jagaddala in Varendra. one of the provinces
of Gauda. Bikramasila has been identified with Patharghata,
which is 24 miles to the east of Bhagalpur and 6 miles to the
north of Kahalgaon. The vast remains of the monastery

,

which contained the university, still exist. Instructions were
given there in religious literature, arts and sciences, including
medicine, grammar and logic, and also in the Madhyamika and
Yogacharya doctrines* of the Mahayana system, and other doc-
trines of philosophy. The Tripitaka was taught and the doc-
trines of the Sarvastivada school were principally followed. As
the Bikramasila university was a later institution, it must
have followed in its instructions the course adopted by the
Nalanda university, an account of which we get from I-
tsing's work. 3 The Bikramasila university became a renowned
centre of the Tantric doctrines, whence they spread over
all parts of India, especially to Tibet. Its superintendents
were all Mantra-Vajracharyas.* The sculptures which adorned
the place were perhaps the works of the celebrated Dhlmana

moms
and his successor Devapala. Dr. Tytler rightly suspected
from the similarity of construction of the " Chambers,'
that is, the rock-cut caves at Patharghata with those at
Brambanan in Java dedicated to Buddha, that similarity of
worship obtained in the two places. 5

1 See my article on The Vikrams'ila Monastery in J.A.S.B. , 1909, p. 1.
2 The Madhyamika and the Yogacharya schools were idealistic ; the

Madhyamika is a Buddhistic form of the Vedanta philosophy and the
Yogacharya agrees with the Yoga system The Yogacharya school was
founded by Aryasahga or Asanga who lived in the latter part of the 4th
century a. d. (Monier-Williams : Buddhism, 157; Bhandarkar's Peep : xx,
J.B.B.R.A.S., 406).

8 Takakusu : Bee. Bud. ReL, chs. 33, 34 ; Intro, xxiii, xxiv.
* Prof. Kern: M.I.B., 133.
6 Francklin : Tenets and Doctrines of the Jainas and Buddhists.
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CHAPTER III.

Miscellaneous.

We have stated that at the time of the Atharva Veda the

^ , . - , .. , people who lived in the country of Anga
Early inhabitants. i i ,1 c a •

were known by the name of Angas.

The contemptuous manner in which they have been spoken

indicates that they were an aboriginal tribe and did not belong

to the Aryan race. Though we are not aware by what name
their descendants were called, yet from the tradition of the

Santals l we know that they were the aborigines of Campa or

rather of the country of Anga, as the Cherus were the aboriginal

inhabitants of the neighbouring country of Magadha. It appears

that Rsi Dirghatama was the first to colonize Anga and the

neighbouring countries with Aryans and introduce Aryan civili-

zation into them. 2 The name of Campa is associated with Campa
trees (Michelia Champaka) which evidently grew wild in this

country. Even in the 4th century B.C., the country in many
parts abounded with forests, and the elephants of Anga were

the most famous. Canakya, who set up Candragupta on the

throne of Magadha, says that the elephants of Anga, Kalinga,

Karusa and the eastern countries were the best in India. 8

There can be no doubt that with the increase of population

forests were cleared and converted into culturable lands. The
Ganges, the Candan and the Campa, the three principal rivers

of the country, favoured cultivation with copious supply of

water and rendered the lands highly productive. The Candan,
which is also called the Andhela 4 from one of its two principal

branches, is the Andomatis of Arrian, which he describes as a

tributary of the Ganges. It falls into the Ganges near Campa.
The Campa river is mentioned in the Champeyya-Jataka a-

forming the boundary between Anga and Magadha. 6

Anga was always famous as a rice-producing country. 6 A

A rice-producing country.
8C»* <* rice

^
aS SrOWn ln thiS "^"H

which for its fragrance was secured ior

the table of Bimbisara, king of Magadha, and for Buddha
himself. According to the Buddhist legend, the rice was

1 Mr. C. H. Bompas : Folklore of the Santal Parganas, 406, 447, but
Mr. Bradley-Birt places this Campa to the north-west corner of Hazari-

bagh (Story of an Indian Upland).
2 Visnu P., pt. iv, ch. 18; Max Muilers Hist of Ancient Sanskrit

Literature, p. 57.

Arthasaatra

* Martin : East. Ind., ii ? 12 ; McCrindle : Ptolemy, 98 and Arrian.
6 Jataka, iv, no. 506 (Cam. Ed.). a Ram., ii, 10.
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grown in Campa by Sona, 1 a rich nobleman of that place, who
from the description appears to be no other than Sona Kolivisa,
the reputed author of one of the Theragathas,* whereas Hiuen
Tsiang says that the rice was grown by Srutavimsatikoti, a
rich householder of Hiranya-parvata or Monghir. 8 The story
related by Hiuen Tsiang is almost the same as related in the
Avadana-Kalpalata, the only difference being in the name
which is mentioned as SronakotiviihSa in the latter work in-

stead of SrutavimSakoti, and also in the locality in which he
lived, which is mentioned there as Campa instead of Monghir.
and it should be observed that Sona is the Pali form of Srona
aa the nobleman was called.4 Bimbisara is said to have visited

Sona at Campa, and Mudgaliputra or Maudgalyayana, the
celebrated disciple of Buddha, himself came to Anga to procure
the rice for the sage when the latter was ill.

From the Buddhist works we get a glimpse of the reli-

Religion gious practices followed by the people

of Anga at and before the time of

Buddha's attaining Buddhahood. The stories of the Jatila

Uravela Kassapa and the Brahmin Kutadanta clearly prove
that the people performed the Vedic rites and sacrifices and
followed the four Asrama systems as laid down in the Grihya-
sutras. We find that those who adopted the Banaprastha
system, that is, the Jatilas or Rsis with matted hair on the
head, kept up the sacred fire in the fire-room, performed the
Astaka festivals as laid down in the Grhya sutras, celebrated
the Agnihotra sacrifice and recited the mantras at sacrifices. 6

Rich householders also performed the Vedic sacrifices. 6 The
people of Anga also followed the religious practices that
prevailed at the time, and it is related that they went with
the people of Magadha with customary offerings to help the
Jatila Uravela Kassapa in performing a Vedic sacrifice ; and
it is mentioned in the Ubbai Sutta that Banaprastha ascetics

lived on the banks of the Ganges at Campa. 7 In most part
of Anga, Brahminism gave way to Jainism by the powerful
influence of Mahavira himself who was related to the royal

house of Magadha, Bimbisara and Ajatasatru being his early

disciples ; and the hold that he obtained upon the people was
kept alive by the revival of the memory and worship of

Basupujya, the twelfth Tirthankara, at Campa, the capital,

where he lived and died. But the superior genius of Buddha,
who personally visited Anga and made frequent excursions to

Campa,8 served to a great extent to establish his system and

1 Hardy : M.B., 254. * Mvg.< v, 1.

S Beal : Records, ii, x. * Ch. 27, vs. 3, 6 ; Rockhill, 72

* Mvg., i, 15, 20, 22. 6 Kutadanta Sutta.

T " T^ «*i£<0«T mirrormw iwfwr

;

"

3 Mvg. 9 vi, 34 : Rockhill, 70.
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contributed much to the decline of Jainism in that country.
Buddhism gave a turn to the thoughts and ideas that pre-
vailed at the time, shaped the character of the nation, and
sent Hindu civilization running through a new channel. A
new era dawned, which lasted for five hundred years or so, as
predicted by Buddha himself; and then it was replaced by
new thoughts, new rites and new philosophy,—an admixture
of the past and the present. The improvement which Nagar-
juna introduced into original Buddhism in the 1st century
a.d., and which was known by the name of Mahayana system,
assumed a new phase on the revival of Brahminical doctrines
during the early Gupta period, and gradually developed into
Tantrism from the 8th century when the Pala kings began
to rule over Magadha and Gauda. The worship of the images
of Buddhas and Bodhisvattas with their female energies
(iaktis) and other Buddhist gods came into vogue, which
during the continuance of the rule of those monarchs still

further developed into mysticism and sorcery. The Mantra-
yogacaryas maintained the popular propensity for magic rites

and mystic practices by the performance of marvellous feats.

Hinduism also imbibed the spirit of the time, and the
Buddhist Tantric rites were absorbed in its system. The
tide of Buddhism, however, was checked when Sankaracarya
visited the country of Anga. 1 But it appears that Krsna
cultus was introduced in Ariga by Satyajit, son of Amrtajit,
who was an unbeliever before, but whose faith and devotion
to Krsna grew up by listening to the JanmastamI story.* In
the Mahabharata,

8 the people of Anga have been described as

Sujati or of good birth, but in later times we find one of the
Saihhitas interdicting journey to Anga, Banga, Kalinga,
Saurastra and Magadha without doing penance except for the
purpose of pilgrimage.4 Baudhayana also is to the same
effect: he describes the people of Anga, Banga, Kalinga,
Saurastra and Magadha as of mixed origin, and prescribes
the penance of Punastoma or Sarvaprstha for those who visit

these countries. 5 There cannot be 'the slightest doubt that
the prohibition to visit the countries named above was due
to the people having abandoned the Vedic rites and adopted
the Jaina and Buddhist doctrines, and we are confirmed by
the fact that according to Manu the Brahmans and Ksatriyas

* Ind. Ant, vi, 170—On the Krishna]
8 ii, 52.

4
wtv*flriN<ihcig

6 Pras. i, ch. i, Khands I, 2, vs. 13, 14 {S.B.E., xiv)
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of Pundra, Odra, etc., who gave up the Brahminical rites and
doctrines became Sudras and were called Dasyus. 1

The Angas had the peculiar custom of abandoning their

„ , . dead and selling their wives and
Manners and customs. i-u ^ j-^i uri-

children, as mentioned in the Maha-
bharata.'2 This was evidently a survival of the old primitive

practices, which confirms the idea that they were originally

the aborigines of the country, as it appears from the Atharva-
samhita which speaks of them in contemptuous terms, but
were subsequently absorbed into the Aryan stock. Hence the

Angas are said to be of mixed origin by Baudhayana. Not-
withstanding the frequent predatory inroads to which Ariga

was subjected, it appears that it was a very flourishing country
up to the 11th century, and its capital Champa all along main-
tained its importance and dignity as one of the principal

towns of Eastern India. Prosperity brought luxury in its

train with the concomitant vices, and accordingly we find

Campa described in the 6th century ad. as a resort of

gamblers, swindlers, rogues, roughs and footpads. 8

1 Manusariihita, x, 43-45. 2 viii, ch. 46.

8 Dasakumar. . ch. 2.





37- Magic and Witchcraft on the Chota Nagpur Plateau

By Sarat Chandra Roy, M.A., B.L.

[Presented at the First Indian Science Congress, January 17, 1014.]

Although among the Chota Nagpur aborigines, I have not

yet come across Sbiiy term equivalent to the rnana of the

Melanesians or the orenda of the Iroquoian tribes, the idea

of a mysterious impersonal force connoted by such terms is

fully recognized by the Mundas and the Oraons. It is this

mysterious energy or mana that, for the Oraon and the

Munda, gives the leaves of the mango-tree or the twig of the

pictl. (buchania latifolia) its fertilizing influence, which gives the

bheloa (semicarpus anacardium) twig its power of averting the
' evil eye,' which gives the small perforated rati-jara stone its

power of curing fever by its contact, which gives the vegetable

love-charm or hate-charm, sometimes used by the Oraon youth,

its magic potency, which gives the Dhora snake its supposed

magnetic power of harming people who may happen merely

to look at it, and which gives the Chandi stone, sometimes

carried as a fetish by an Oraon hunting-party, its power of

bringing luck in the chase.

The means adopted by the Chota Nagpur aboriginal, as by

other peoples of the lower culture, for securing alliance with

the helpjul impersonal powers, has been Sympathetic Magic—
through contact, direct or indirect, and through imitative

suggestion. The means adopted by him to avoid the harmful

impersonal powers has been either to keep at a distance from

them, or to divert their attention to other objects, or to con-

trol or repel them through the help of some beneficent power

or through the superior force of man's own mana. These are

the modus operandi of Magic. And thus Religion and Magic

are the two methods adopted by the man of the lower culture

in his dealings with the supernormal and the mysterious. As

to whether the one preceded the other or was evolved out of

the other, or whether both were independently evolved, autho-

rities are divided in opinion. Among the aborigines of Chota

Nagpur, however, we find the two methods often combined in

practice.

I shall now proceed to give a few illustrations of the

different kinds of magic proper as practised by the Mundas

and the Oraons of Chota Nagpur.
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I. Beneficent Magic and the Principle of Sympathetic
Alliance.

(a) Beneficent Contagious Magic.

As typical instances of contagious magic in Chota Nagpur,
1 may mention the practice, though not very general now, of
an Oraon hunter eating the eye of a hare to get the hare's keen
vision, and that of an Oraon singer eating the liver of a fox to
acquire musical voice. The use of amulets of various kinds
turther exemplifies the same principle. Thus, the charred
remains of fuel with which a corpse has been burnt are worn
on the neck by the Oraons as a remedy for fever ; and a shred
torn out of the cloth which a man had on while being eaten
by a tiger, is tied to the tail of an ox, cow, or buffalo,
as a cure for cattle-disease. The strong hand of death and
the powerful jaws of the tiger have in these cases imparted
their mysterious energy to the charcoal and to the rag respec-
tively On a similar principle, rings and bracelets made of
iron which had been laid out in the open during an eclipse of
the sun

,
are worn by the M undas and the Oraons to avert

lightning-strokes. Among other instances of beneficent con-
tagious magic I may refer to the various customs relating to
purificatory baths, expiatory drinking of sacrificial blood, and
nre-lustration or rather purification by fumigation, in vogue
amongst the Oraons and the M undas.

Water, fire, and sacrificial blood are beneficent powers,
and contact with them is believed to counteract the evil
influences of harmful powers.

Beneficent

Of beneficent imitative magic, the rain-making ceremony
ot Uraon women is an interesting illustration. In a season of
drought on a day appointed beforehand, the women of an
uraon village, after ablutions, proceed in a body to a certain

carrying

spring t the village. Arrived at the tree, they all simultane-
ously pour the water of their pitchers over the foot of the tree.
it is believed that after this ceremony has been duly per-
iormed, the needed show ens of rain are not long in coming.

As another instance of mimetic magic I may mention the
am which requires the women of every Oraon family to
a MVP f>rah in+n +K~:_ 1

•
i .,

J
., • „ ~f

custom
, -. _

-j ~~~ " uiuou KJl C*C1V \JLiXULL LaillLi-J »~
put a live crab into their burning hearth, on the occasion of
cue spring festival known as the sarhul. As the crab crackles

pLI ?r
e

' ?he women exclaim, "May our urid (Phaseolus
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II. Evil Magic and the Principle of Avoidance.

From a fear of the mischievous effects of contact with

vague and indefinite evil powers arose the various tabus im-

posed by primitive communities on their members. The idea

of pollution through eating food or drinking water touched by

a man of another tribe or caste is not a monopoly of any one

race or tribe, but is widely prevalent among peoples of the

lower culture. Although the idea has been greatly improved

upon by the Hindu with his higher culture, it is among such

peoples of the lower culture as the Mundas and the Oraons

that the original motive behind the practice may be seen in

its naked simplicity. In fact, these tribes have carried the

idea to its utmost logical limits. Thus, the Oraon or the

Munda not only deems it a pollution to take cooked food at

the hands of a non-Oraon or a non-Munda, but he even believes

that should he chance to walk across a plate or a cup from which

an alien has taken food, he is sure to get pain in his gullet.

The evil power residing in an alien is, in such a case, believed to

have imparted part of its energy into the plate or the cup

through contact, and this imparted energy is further t

ferred, on the principle of sympathetic magic, to the gullet of

the unfortunate person who may have chanced to walk across it.

The idea of tabu, however, is not always the avoidance

of evil powers ; in some cases, it is the fear of harm through

unskilful or untimely handling of the mysterious and the sacred.

This is illustrated by an interesting custom in vogue amongst

the aborigines of Chota Nagpur. An Oraon of a village in

which the annual sarhul ceremony has not yet been celebrated

always avoids entering the houses— and, if possible, the

limits—of a village where the sarhul has been already cele-

brated. Even if unavoidable necessity takes him to such a

village, he will on no account eat, or drink, or even smoke, or

chew tobacco with a person of that village, nor sit on the

same mat with him , nor touch the springs or wells of that

village. But an Oraon in whose village the sarhul has been

celebrated may take food or water at the hands of people in

whose villages the festival has not yet been celebrated. The

celebration of this festival is believed to arouse all the deities

into activity, and this is why Oraons who have not yet-

renewed their alliance with the gods by celebrating the sarhul

ans

in their villages, are afraid of approaching a village where the

' gods are up '— 4 deo uthlak
9--a& they put it.

Maleficent contagious magic is further illustrated by vari-

ous practices of the witch and the sorcerer of Chota Nagpur.

Superior spiritual energy or mana, partly natural and partly

acquired through occult practices, the help of a familiar spirit,

and the mysterious force of the maniram or magic spell,—these

account for the occult powers of the witch and the sorcerer.
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It is believed to be a common practice with the witch or the

sorcerer to injure a person in health by secretly mixing with

his food a bit of a bone or a nail-paring over which some magic

spell has been pronounced. This bit of bone or nail is believed

to grow in bulk inside the stomach of the man who swallows it

unawares, and finally to kill him unless he secures the timely

aid of some other magician.

Again, the soul of the Chota Nagpur witch is believed to

be able to quit the body and walk about at night in the shape

either of a black cat or of a pigmy, no bigger than the size of

a man's thumb Such a cat enters the houses of people and

licks up the saliva trickling down the corners of the mouths of

sleeping persons, or bites off their hair, with the result that

they fall dangerously ill. While walking about in the guise of

a pigmy, the Chota Nagpur witch is believed to carry a dim-

inutive banghi pole made of the twig of a castor-plant. To

each end of this banghi-ipole is attached a proportionately small

carrying-net or sika made of human hair. With this magical

sika -baitinga ^ the pigmy enters people's granaries and carries

off their grain. Although the grain thus taken away be no

more than a mere handful, the magic touch of the witch soon

exhausts the granary in question; and, through sympathetic

magic, even the fields of the owner of the granary cease to

yield their wonted produce.
Although the Chota Nagpur magician or mati has always

his sadhak-bhut or familiar with whom he has entered into a

secret compact to enable him to effect his mischievous designs,

yet, when in a case of spirit-possession he has to exorcise an

evil spirit, he must invoke the help of all the good and benefi-

cent gods—indigenous and foreign—that he can think of:

Even Kalihata Kalimai (the famous goddess of Kalighat)—and

Mecca- Medina (the holy places of the Aluhammadaiis)— are not

overlooked. When the evil spirit has been exorcised by magic

spells and magnetic 'passes', two mechanical contrivances

known respectively as the iihli and the singhi, are employed to

confine the exorcised spirit and transfer it to some other

person. The tikli is a very small thin circular bit of metal

about one-third the size and thickness of a two-anna bit, and

the singhi is a small tapering iron tube. Just when an evil

spirit is expelled, the spirit is compelled by the mati to enter

either the tikli or the singhi, or both. Subsequently the mati

goes to some market or fair with the tikli concealed in his

clothes, and secretly manages to throw it on the garments of

some unmarried girl who thereupon becomes obsessed with the

evil spirit. Sometimes the tikli is affixed to a copper-corn

which is then left on a public thoroughfare in the belief that

whoever takes up the pice will be possessed ' by the spirit.

Sometimes, again, the tikli is attached to the wings of a

pigeon or other bird in the belief that the evil spirit win
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go to the house where the bird first goes or is taken to.

As for the singhi, after an evil spirit has been confined in

it, the singhi is secretly carried at night and buried in the
compound, or stuck into the mud-wall of the house of an enemy,
so that the evil spirit may thenceforth trouble such enemy by
bringing disease to himself or his people. This sort of traffick-

ing with the devil' is, however, held in as much abhorrence
and detestation by savage and barbarian societies as by the

civilized man. And the Mundas and the Oraons of Chota
Nagpur believe that a witch and a black magician, though
they may prosper in the world for a while, are sure to end
their lives in misery as a divine punishment for their nefarious

practices.

The principle of Avoidance by diverting the attention of

an evil power is illustrated by the use of certain amulets such as

cowrie- shells worn on the neck or waist of a child. The Chota

Nagpur aboriginal believes that such striking objects divert the
1 evil eye ' of the sorcerer or the malice of an evil spirit from the

child to the amulet. Avoidance of evil powers through mimetic

repulsion may be illustrated by various practices in vogue on

the Chota Nagpur plateau. A typical instance is the ceremony

of driving cattle-diseases. By previous appointment, the young
bachelors of the village and the village-cowherd assemble at the

village dancing-ground or akhra at dead of night. A tharki or

wooden cow-bell is tied to the neck of the cowherd. Thus

arrayed, the cowherd has to run towards the boundary of an

adjoining village, and the young bachelors, with all their clothes

stripped off and with wooden clubs in their hands make a show
of chasing the cowherd. The latter on reaching the boundary

of the adjoining village drops down the cowbell , which is appa-

rently meant to represent the disease -spirit, and beats a hasty

retreat. His pursuers, too, go up to the spot where the cow-

bell has been dropped, leave their own clubs on the same spot,

apparently as a threat to the disease-spirit, and return home
in the conviction that their village is now rid of the spirit.

In such a case, it is not the fear of physicaHorce but the

pressure of the cumulative spiritual force or mana of the batch

of naked bachelors that compels the disease-spirit to take flight.

Such are a few illustrations of the principles and practice

of Magic and Witchcraft on the Chota Nagpur Plateau. It is

evident that it is the intellect and not so much the heart of

the man of the lower culture that is at fault. He too is in

quest of the good,—the good as he vaguely and sometimes

erroneously understands it. And thus amongst these younger

brethren of humanity, as amongst their elder brethren of the

higher culture, we meet with the same ceaseless striymg after

what they consider to be the good ,—the arduous striving which

commenced when Time began and will continue till Time shall

be no more.
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38. Hydrophiiidae from the Lake* of Tiberias.

By A. d'Orchymont.

{Communicated by Dr. N. Annandale.)

The insects captured by Dr. Annandale at the Lake of

Tiberias in October 1912, comprise a few Hydrophiiidae,
represented only by two genera and six species, sixteen speci-

mens belonging to the tribe Hydrobiini in all. Little is known
of the geographical distribution of the Palpicornia in Syria,
and most of the papers published on the subject are fragmen-
tary. It seems therefore advantageous, although the material
now under examination is very scanty, to publish the following
notes as a further contribution in addition to the lists of

Syrian Hydrophiiidae given by Regimbart and Sahlberg {Revue
biol. Nord France V, 1893, p. 364 and Ofvers Finsk Vet. Soc.
Forh. XLV, 1902-1903. n°18, p. 8).

Enochrus (subg. Methydrus) ? nitidulus, Kuw.

Syn. Philydrus (subg. Agraphilydrus) nitidulus Kuw.
D.E. Zeitschr. 1888, 280 , 290; Verh. Naturf. Ver Brunn.

xxviii, 1890, 59.

Two <$ (f seem to belong to this very little species. They
were captured at the edge of Lake Tiberias and on that of a

small spring on the shore three miles north of the town of

Tiberias. The example from the latter locality is less punctured
on the pronotum, so as to make its surface more polished.

In this species the antero-external and medio-external system-
atic rows of the pronotum are very conspicuous under a

binocular microscope, on account of the smoothness of the

surrounding punctuation. These rows occur also more or less

in the more strongly punctured European species of Methy-
drus, but they are of course not so easily observed. As the

absence of these rows is the only characteristic given by
authors for the subgenus Methydrus, this group may perhaps

not be a valid one. Several exotic species belonging to the

subg. Lumetus (Philhydrus, Sol.) are besides of the same
small size as most of the Melhydrus. The two specimens

under examination are provided with the little ciliate emar-

gination, independent of sex 1

,
at the extremity of the fifth

* cf. H. C. Fall, California Acad. Sc. Occasional Papers viii, 1702, 219.
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ventral plate. Nothing of this is said by Kuwert. T have not
been able to see typical examples.

Enochrus (subg. Lumetus = Philhydrus, Sol.) sp.

A single 9 from W. es Seinakh looks, judging from the
description, very like Philhydrus tetraspilus, Reg from Mahe
(India) and Calicut. It is of the same small size as that
species (338 mm.) and seems to be of the same coloration,
punctuation and structure. Yet, as Regimbart did not state
the presence of the little ciliate emargination on the posterior
margin of the fifth abdominal ventral plate, which does not
occur in all the species of the genus, and taking in considera-
tion the occurrence of the unique specimen under examina-
tion in a very different faunistic region, I consider it necessary.
no typical specimen of Regimbart being at hand, to leave it

undetermined for the present and only to point out its

peculiarities for future studies. The prefront of the Syrian
example is deeply emarginated on the fore side and the yellow
clypeus very conspicuous in the emargination, the lateral
prefrontal yellow spots limited backwards by the deep black
coloured antenno-frontal suture and the antennal sternite
or narrow space between this suture and the eyes 1

, is
yellowish (individual variation?). The black labrum has a
transverse row of systematic punctures. The maxillary palpi
are wholly yellow, the four little dark spots on the disc of
pronotum are very conspicuous, the middle of the latter is
very laintiy mfuscated, the yellow scutellum is narrowly
margined with black and the shouldeis of the elytra
are marked with an infuscated spot. The systematic rows of

H vf?
ar
u

pre3ent
- Fr°m the European quadripunctatus

rierost 9 ,
the Syrian specimen is readily distinguished by

us small size, not so strongly impressed punctuation, not

2f!£ Jj£ n6d
,
middle of Pronotum and the ciliate notch

ot the ntth ventral plate. Nothing of this emargination is to
be detected m quadripunctatus.

Laccobius {s. sir.) revelieri, Perris, var. leucaspis, Kiesw.

Berl Ent. Zeitsch. xiv, 1870, Beih. 68; Rottbg., ibid, xviii,

1874, 323; Rey, Ann. Soc. Linn. Lyon xxx , 1885,
297 nota; Kraatz, Deutsch. Ent. ZeiUchr. 1888, 176;
Kuw. Verh. Naturf Briinn. xxviii, ls90, 75.

byn. elongatus Tourn. Mitt. Schweiz. Ent. Ges. v, 1879, 437.

wti
STn 8Pe

4
cime

1

ns from W. es Semakh were captured. This
oeetle has not. T V>aI; q «t„ i , , , ^ . , .^-_4.„

pnoiogie der Hydrophihden " in Entom. Mitteil! IT. roia n I0i.Mitte.il JI, 1913, p. 104.
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It is well known by the yellow colour of the scutellum and
of the underside of the prothorax and ventral plates, by the
purple spot on the disc of the pronotum and by the distinctly
punctured surface of the latter >. The discal spot is nar-
rower than that on North African examples (Nefich) belong-
ing to the same variety in my cabinet The antennal stern-
ite is quite entirely yellow, not or very slowly infuscated
near the median spot of the head, so that the yellow colour
of the sides of the prefront reaches the eyes and that the
antenno-frontal suture is drawn through it. Nothing of the
specula or goggles discovered by D. Sharp on the underside
of the labrum in the tf of several European species of Laccobius
is to be detected on leucaspis.

Laccobius (s. str.) gracilis, Mots.

Stud. Entom. IV, 1855, 84: Rey Ann. Soc. Linn. Lyon
', 1885, 306; Kuw. Verh. Naturj. Ver. Brunn.

xxviii, 1890, 72; Ganglb. Kiif. Mitteleur. IV, 1, 1904,
254.

Syn. : viridiceps Rottbg; Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. xiv, 1870,
23, xviii, 1874, 312.

intermittens Kiesw, op. cit. xiv, 1870, Beih. 69.
subtilis Kiesw ibid.

Three specimens captured in a small pool at the edge of
Lake and one at that of a small spring on the shore three miles
north of Tiberias belong to this chiefly mediterranean beetle.
The antennal sternite of this species is dark on the whole and
the little yellow lateral spot on the prefront is placed immedi-
ately before the antenno-frontal suture. No specula seem to
be present under the labrum of the <? of gracilis.

Laccobius (s. str.) sp.

A single Laccobius from W. es Semakh, closely allied to
gracilis, Mots., is not sufficient in itself to identify the species
accurately. It seems therefore better to leave it undeter-
mined for the present, the more as it is represented only by a
2 specimen. From gracilis it may at once be distinguished
by the finer and sparser punctuation of the head, faintly
indicated metopico-sagittal suture and distinctly alutaceous
interspaces. The pronotum is also much more feebly punctu-
ated and very obscurely alutaceous under a good microscope;
the discal spot instead of being transverse is rounded, being
only a little broader than long and triangularly emarginated

J The specimens at hand are blackish here and there, but this is due
to the manner wherein the beetles were mounted on card.
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on its front side. The montum is dark with sparser and finer
punctures, less ribbed on its fore and side edges. L. roseiceps
Reg., from Annam , seems, judging from the description, to be
the nearest ally, but I am not acquainted with this* species.

Laccobius (s. sir.) syriacus, Guillebeau.

Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1896, 228.

Dr. Annandale met with a single tf , taken on the Plain
of Gennesaret, that agrees almost perfectly with Guillebeau's
description. The punctuation of the postfront seems only to
be a little more dispersed than on the prefront, the punctua-
tion of the mentum mixed with any larger punctures, and the
base of intermediate and posterior thighs of a light colour,
that of the anterior femora being infuscated only. The specie
belongs to the nigriceps-series having the not alutaceous head
and pronotum and the not very regular disposed rows of
punctures of the elytra known in that group. From nigriceps,
1 horns, especially it may be separated at a glance by the cf

specula of the labrum being about twice as wide as long, and
by the absence of a patch of yellow pubescence on the under-
side of the middle femora in that sex. From sinuatus, Mots.,

T'av, ' J
]d

1

ward8 l
>
certainly its nearest ally, it is differenti-

ated by the broadly, well marked lateral yellow spots of the
pretront before the antenno-frontal suture, by the softness of
tne punctuation of mentum (approaching scutdlaris, Mots.
ttanglb., m this respect) and finally bv the dark transverse
discal spot, which does not quite reach the base of the
pronotum.

in Svril m TfY d^'**' Mots -< of ™y cabinet has been captured

IcuieUaX AW Zu
e
r
tter

-
U was Awarded to me by Bodemeyer as

Shnlll i

T
-

he L
- 8cutellari* var. albescens of Sahlberg's List ma?pernap:, belong to smuatus, Mots.
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39- Amphipoda and Isopoda from the Lake of Tiberias.

By Walter M. Tattersall, D.Sc, Manchester Museum.

(Communicated b;/ Dr. N. Annandale.)

I am indebted to Dr. Annandale for the opportunity of
examining a small collection of Amphipoda and Isopoda made
by him in October, 1912, in and near the Lake of Tiberias.

Dr. Annandale's immediate purpose was an investigation
of the fauna of the lake itself and consequently no special
attention was paid to the terrestrial fauna. As a result, but
one specimen of a true terrestrial woodlouse is contained in
the present collection. The latter comprises otherwise three
species of Amphipoda and three of Isopoda, all of which
are either completely or partially aquatic in habit. Our
knowledge of the Amphipoda and Isopoda of Palestine is

derived mainly from the collections made there by Dr. T.
Barrois and described by Dollfuss, 1892 (Isopoda) and
Chevreux, 1895 (Amphipoda). A small collection of Isopoda
collected in the same country by Dr. Festa and described
by Dollfuss (1894) practically confirmed that made by Barrois,
only one species not being found in the latter collection.
Dr. Festa does not appear to have collected any Amphipoda,
at least I am not aware of any published account of them.
Lortet (1883) recorded the first Amphipoda found in the lake
and described them as a new species of Orchestia, 0. tiberiadis,
but later research has shown that his name must be regarded
as a synonym of the earlier species, 0. platensis, Kroyer.

Dr. Annandale's collection contains nothing new but
adds one species, Philoscia couchii, to the fauna of Syria. Other-
wise it serves to confirm the earlier collections of Barrois and
Festa and, as far as the aquatic and semi-aquatic Amphipoda
and Isopoda are concerned, it does not seem likely that any
new forms remain to be discovered.

The collection comprises the following species :

Amphipoda.

Gam/marus pungens, M.-Ed.
Gammarus syriicus, Chevreux.
Orchestia platensis, Kroyer.

Isopoda.

Asellus coxalis, Dollfuss.

Philoscia couchii, Kmahan.
Leptotrichus, sp.

Metoponorthus swammerdami, Aud. & Sav
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Of the Amphipoda, the two species of Gammarus are
truly aquatic while the Orchestia is more properly a semi-
aquatic form, since it was found under stones above but
near the margin of the lake. Asellus coxalis is the onlv
truly aquatic Isopoda in the collection, Philoscia couchii and
Leptotrichus

, sp., being semi-aquatic, and Metoponorthus swam-
merdami, terrestrial.

Of the species in the collection, one Amphipod, G. syria-
cus, and one Isopod, A. coxalis, are endemic and have not so far
been found outside Syria. The remaining species are distinctly
"Mediterranean" in character though one, Orchestia platensis,
is known also from the Atlantic coasts of America. Philoscia
couchii, though not recorded from Syria hitherto, has an
extensive distribution on the shores of the Mediterranean basin
and on the Atlantic shores of Europe as far north as the south
of England and the west of Ireland. It has, up till now
been found only near the sea, so that its association with
comparatively fresh water in Syria is a new factor in its ecology

AMPHIPODA GAMMARIDEA.
Family Gammaridae.

Gammarus pungens, M.-Ed.

Localities: Wadi Semakh, h. Tiberias, under stones at
edge of lake, 13th October, 1912-eighteen. Mejdal. L. Tibe-
rias, lower surface of stones in small brackish spring—ten.
Lake Tiberias, under stones at the edge of the lake, on the
south and west side—common. Et Tabghah, L. Tiberias,
among grasses and water plants—thirty.

These records show that this species is abundantly and
regularly distributed round the entire margin of the lake.
Chevreux (1895) who is the only previous recorder of this
form from the Lake of Tiberias, likewise found it to be abun-
dant on practically all the shores of the lake The species is

known otherwise from Italy, Sicily and Cyprus and represents,
tneretore, in L. Tiberias a mediterranean element.

Gammarus syriacus, Chevreux.

Localities: R. Barada, Damascus- twenty three, up to 10
mm. in length. Spring at Ain-et-Tineh L. Tiberias, under
stones, October 1912— two.

This species is readily distinguished from G. pungens by
the form of the third pair of uropods. In the latter species,
the inner ramus of these appendages is quite short, shorter
than the peduncle, whereas in G. syriacus the inner ramus of
the uropods is at least two-thirds of the length of the outer.

G. syriacus is at present only known from the fresh
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waters of Syria. It was first obtained by Dr. T. Barrois and
described by Chevreux (1895), who records it from several
places in Syria, but not from the L. of Tiberias itself. Curiously
enough, Dr. Annandale's specimens confirm this distribution.
Though found in the fountain at Ain-et-Tineh I have not detec-
ted a single specimen among the Amphipoda collected on the
shores of the lake itself.

Family Talitridae.

Orchestia platensis, Kroyer.

0. tiberiadis, Lortet, 1883.

Localities: Lake Tiberias, under stones at the edge of the
lake on the west side, and just above the water-level of the
lake, on the south side, under damp stones— common.

The females were carrying young at the time of their
capture, October. This species was first recorded from
L. Tiberias by Lortet under the name of 0. liberiadis. Chev-
reux (1895)^ in recording the species again from Syria showed
that Lortet's species was synonymous with the earlier species of
Kroyer. It is a very widely distributed form, known from the
Atlantic shores of North and South America, Bermudas, and
the shores of the Mediterranean.

ISOPODA.

Tribe ASELLOTA.

Family Asellidae.

Asellus coxalis, Dollfuss.

A. coxalis, Dollfuss, 1892 and 1894.

Localities: Ain-et-Tineh, L. Tiberias, under stones in small
pool—fifteen. Mejdal, L. Tiberias, under stones—twelve.
Under stones at the edge of the lake, near Tiberias—three.

Dr. Annandale obtained no specimens from the south and
west shores of the lake, but on the north-eastern shores it is

apparently quite abundant. A- coxalis is a small species, the
males reaching only 5 mm. in length and are, on the average,
larger than the females. It was first described by Dollfuss
(1892) from specimens collected in Palestine by Dr. T. Barrois
and again recorded by the same author (1894) from the mate-
rial brought home from the same part of the world by Dr.
Festa. It is not known outside Syria.

It appears to me to be very nearly related to the common
species, A. aquaticus, differing mainly in its smaller size and
the less pronounced sexual difference in the form of the first
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I figure the distal jointsgnathopod of the male and female.
of the first gnathopod of an adult female ^bearing eggs, and an
adult male, to show the amount of difference between the
sexes. The males are, on the average, larger than the females.

in thisresembling. respect, A. aquaticus. A large male

Fig. 1.

„ 2.

Lsellus coxalis, Dollfuss. distal joints of first gnatnopod of

female.
« t* Dollfuss

,

(

distal joints of first gnathopod of

male.
* i 9 t Dollfuss , second pleopod of the male.

measures 5 mm., an egg- bearing female, 4 mm. I also figure
the sexual appendage of the second pleopod of the male, for
comparison with that of other species. There is only one
coupling seta on the inner margin of the basal joint of the
first pleopod of the male.

Tribe ONISCOIDA.

Family Oniscidae.

Metope northus swammerdami, Aud. et Sav.

Locality
: In a house at Tiberias-one specimen.

k -n ill
species has been recorded previously from Syria

by Dollfuss and is a fairly common species in the Eastern
Mediterranean region. The single specimen here recorded is
the only true land species obtained by Dr. Annandale in Pales-
tine. All the other woodlice collected are semi-aquatic forms.

Philoseia ccuchii, Kinahan.

the

7 -.* --WW---

Locality
: Common under stones at the ed^e and just above

tnarsnn of tho T. 'r;k™:„„margin of the L. Tiberias.

specimens considerable
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trouble, but after a comparison with specimens in the Biidde-
Lund and Norman collections in the British Museum and with
Irish examples kindly lent me by Mr. Nevin H. Foster, I am

xI°* *• Philoscia conchit, Kin., distal joints of first gnathopod of female
distal joints of first gnathopod of male,

inner ramus of first pleopod of male,

second pleopod of male.

9*

—
6,

9 9

9 9

> 9

9 9 9 9

convinced that they belong to this specie i. I rely mainly on
the form of the first gnathopods in both sexes and the struc-

ture of the pleopods of the male. The first gnathopod of the
male differs from that of the female in having the carpus and
especially the propodus much more swollen and expanded. I

figure here the distal joints of the first gnathopods in both
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sexes to show this difference. The figure of the male gnatho-
pod here given agrees closely with that given by Dollfuss (1897)
for this species. I am not aware that so marked a sexual
difference in the gnathopods exists in any other European
species of Philoscia, though, as Dollfuss points out, analogous
differences between the sexes are found in some of the Ameri-
can species, e.g. Philoscia bermudensis , Dahl. The inner
ramus of the first pleopods in the male is also characteristic.
Compared with that of P. muscorum, the distal end is more
expanded and truncate, with a prominent spine at the outer
distal corner. British specimens of P. couchii agree exactly
with those here dealt with. I give, herewith, figures of the
inner branch of the first pleopod and the second pleopod of
the male, taken from the present specimens.

Dollfuss (1897) identifies Philoscia longicornis, Budde-Lund,
with this species, but Budde-Lund (1909) does not a»ree with
this opinion. He suggests that P. couchii is identical with
P. cellana, Dollfuss, and that P. longicornis is a distinct
species. Moreover, he would appear to suggest that P. couchii is
an Atlantic species not found in the Mediterranean region. I
would point out that the habitats of P. couchii and P. cellar ia
ate quite distinct. The former is alwavs found under stones
quite near to water, whereas P cellaria\s a much more terres-
trial species, characteristic of caves and grottoes and gardens.
On Budde-Lund's own showing, P longicornis is found in close
proximity to the sea and therefore in similar situations to
f. couchii. I, therefore, accept Dollfuss' opinion that P. couchii
and P. longicornis are synonymous.

P. couchii lias not before been found in Palestine, nor,
indeed, m the neighbourhood of fresh water. Hitherto it has
onjy been found near the sea, but if Dollfuss' opinion on
the identity of this species with P. longicornis be accepted, it
has been found at Alexandria, in Egypt, and there seems to me
to he no inherent reason against the eastward extension of its
geographical distribution implied by the present record from
the shores of L. Tiberias. The habitat in which it was found,
under stones at the edge of the lake, is exactly the kind of
situation in which one would expect it to occur.

Leptotrichus, sp.

Localities
;
Under stones near the margin of the lake—eight

specimens
Three species of Leptotrichus are known from Syria,-

L.panzen
,
Aud. &. Sav., L. tauricus, B.-L., and L. pulchellus,

uoiltuss. The present specimens do not belong to the first of
these species specimens of which I examined in the British
-uuseum i have, however, not been able to see specimens
ot the other two species. I, consequently, do not feel certain
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of the identity of the present specimens and prefer to leave
the matter until I am able to compare them with authentic
specimens of L. tauricus or L. pulchellus.
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40* Chironomides du Lac de Tiberiade.

Par J. J. Kieffer. Dr. Phil. nat. (Bitsch).

(Communicated by Dr. N. Annandale.)

Les especes mentionnees ou dec rites dans ce petit travail,

out ete recueillies en Palestine, au Lac de Tiberiade, en Octobre
1912, par Mons. N. Annandale, Conservateur a 1' Indian Mu-
seum de Calcutta.

Pelopia eygnus, n. sp.

d1

. Blanc ; flagellum brun, 4 bandes raccourcies sur le

mesonoturn, et le metanotum roussatres, un faible anneau
avant Pextremite des femurs brunatre, bord posterieur des

segments abdominaux brunatre au moins sur les cotes.

Antennes de 14 ou 15 articles. Ailes poilues et tachetees de
brun, une tache bien distincte sur la transversale et une
autre sur Pextremite du radius, une 3e sur le bord posterieur

vis-a-vis des transversales, une trace de tache a Pextremite
alaire, cubitus non depasse par la costale. Pattes anteri-

eures seulement pubescentes, leur tibia d'un tiers plus long

que le metatarse. Abdomen brillant, a poils blanchatres

;

articles basaux de la pince a poils dresses, tres longs et

denses ; articles terminaux ayant la forme du cou et de la

tete du cygne. L. 3,5 mm.—Lac de Tiberiade.

Pelopia monilis, L.

Cette espece existe dans toute P Europe et au Sud de
PAfrique. Une 9 a ete capturee au lac de Tiberiade.

Trichotanypus tiberiadis, n. sp.

<S 9 . D'un brun sombre ;
pattes blanchatres comme les

balanciers, sans tache, bord posterieur des segments

abdominaux, blanchatre. Antennes du <? de 15 articles,

dont le 2 et le 3e sont transversaux, i4fl un peu plus long

que 2-13 reunis. Antennes de la 9 blanchatres, sauf

Particle terminal. Ailes blanchatres. poilues avec une tache

d'un brun noir sur les transversales, partie distale depuis la

bifurcation de le posticale jusqu a Pextremite de Paile

legerement enfumee ; cubitus longuement depasse par la

costale, tige de la posticale aussi longue que le rameau

inferieur, radius bifurque ; les ailes de la femelle sont

conformees comme chez le male, sauf que, le long du bord

posterieur, sous les transversales, se trouve un grand espace

enfume. Tarse anterieur brun. Articles basaux de la
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pince gros, articles terminaux greles, plus courts, graduelle-

ment amincis de la base au sommet, finement pubescents.

L. c? 2 mm. 2 1,5 mm.—Lac de Tiberiade.

[This is the species I referred to in a note on a former

paper (J.A.S B. (n.s.) IX, p. 45 : 1913) as being a troublesome

blood-sucker at Tiberias.

—

N. Annandale.~)

Polypedilum genesareth, n. sp.

c? 9. Brunnoir; antennes blanchatressauf,chez la fern elle,

le e article qui est assombri ; mesonotum ayant de chaque

cote, dans la moitre posterieure, une bande longitudinale

grisatre ; balanciers et pattes blancs, femurs assombris sauf

le quart distal. Antennes du male composees de 14 articles,

dont le dernier est deux fois aussi long que les 12 precedents

reunis, articles 3-13 environ deux fois aussi gros que longs,

poils du panache gris, formant 2 rangees sur les articles 3-13,

disposes sans ordre sur le 14° article. Antennes de la

femelle de 6 articles, dont le dernier est subcylindrique.

presque deux fois aussi long que le 5e
, muni d'une longue

soie a son extremite ; article 4e conforme comme le 3e
,
avec

un col ayant les deux tiers de la longueur du renflement,

verticille tres long, atteignant T extremite du 6e article; 5'

article fusiforme, a col plus courb que ohez les articles 3e et

4°, verticille depassant de beaucoup V article terminal. Ailes

blanches, ciliees, avec des taches petites, brunes et irrisees,

dont trois entre le cubitus et la discoidalc
;
a savoir : la plus

petite situee a la base de la discoid ale,une 2° , en ellipse, situee

vers le milieu de la discoi'dale. la 3e allongee, la plus

longue, bifurquee au tiers proximal, situee pres de 1' extre-

mite distale de la discoidale ; trois autres taches se trouvent

entre la discoi'dale et le rameau superieur de la posticale,

Tune sur la base de la discoi'dale, V autre sur le rameau
superieur de la posticale, au tiers distal, la 3e entre V extre-

mite de ce rameau et celle de la discoi'dale ; entre les deux

rameaux de la posticale se voient trois taches, dont la plus

grand est proche de la bifurcation, la 2e contre le milieu du
rameau superieur, la 3e au bord posterieur de l'aile; une

derniere tache est situee entre le milieu de la tige de la posti-

cale et le bord posterieur de Taile; bifurcation de la posticale

situee sous la transversale. Metatarse anterieur du maximum
de moitie plus long que le tibia, tarse anterieur non barbu, les

4 pulvilies aussi minces et aussi longs que rempodium.
Lamelle de la pince arrondie en arriere sans pointe; article

terminal de la pince presque d'egale largeur partout, non
argue, pubescent jusqu' a l'extremite, le tiers distal parte au
cote median quelques longs poils alignes mais pas de soies

pointu, n'eitteig-

appendice mferieur

rigides; appendice superieur mince, arque,
nant pas r extremite de Particle basal; a
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lepassant faibleinent Particle basal, n'ayant que la demie
largeur de Particle terminate. L. tf 3 5 mm., 9 2 mm.—
Lac de Tiberiade.

Polypediluin tiberia.is, n. sp.

9. Blanchatre; article terminal des antennes brun
;

quatre bandes raccourcies du mesonotum, metauotum, et

mesosternum ainsi que Tabdomeu bruns, extremite des femurs
et des tibias sombre ; un exemplaire a le thorax brun en entier.

Antennes de 5 articles, dont le 2 est retreci au milieu, son
col transversal, le 3€ et le 4° ovoi'daux, avec un col ayant un
col qui atteint les deux tiers de leur longueur, verticilles trois

fois aussi longs que 1' article avec son col; 5e article compos*
d'un renflement basal, ovoidal, portant un verticille tres long

et deux appendices sensoisels comme les articles precedents,

et d'une piece distale, cylimlrique, fendre lateralement, plu>

de deux fois aussi longue que le renflement basal mais plus

mince et couronne de quatre soies aussi longues qu'elle. Ailes

blanches, longuement ciliees, avec des taches brunes et peu
grandes, dont une allongee reliant le cubitus a la discoidale,

et distante de Torigine de la discoidale d'environ toute sa

longueur, la 2e situee sous la l e
,
plus etroite mais presque

trois fois aussi longue, longe le bord inferieur de la discoidale

et depasse de chaque cote la 1°
; une 3% situee sous la 2e

, se

trouve dans Tangle forme par les deux rameaux de la posticale

et ne depasse pas le milieu de ces rameaux ; une 4e , situee sous

la 3e
, est adjacente au bord inferieur de Taile, contre l'extre-

mite du rameau inferieur de la posticale; une 5e, transversale,

relie le milieu de la tige de la posticale au bord inferieur de

l'aile; la 3° et la 4° taches sont parfois reunies en une seule,

en forme de bande transversale; nervures jaunes, bifurcation

de la posticale notablement distale de la transversale. Meta-

tarse anterieur deux fois aussi long que le tibia, celui-ci bien

plus court que le femur, les 4 pulvilles aussi minces et aussi

longs que Tempodium. L. 1,5 mm.—Lac de Tiberiade.

Tendipes bethsaidae, n. sp.

? . D'un jaune pale; antennes blanches, article terminal

brun
; mesonotum parfois avec une trace de trois bandes un

peu plus sombres; tarses assombris. Yeux reniformes, tres

amincis au vertex ou ils sont rapproches, distants seulement

de deux fois leur largeur terminale. Articles 3-5 des antennes

ellipsoidaux, a col pas plus long que gros, le 6e article de

moitie plus long que le 5e
. Ailes hyalines, nervures pales

;

bifurcation de la posticale un peu distale de la transversale.

Metatarse anterieur presque de moitie plus long que le tibia,

articles 2 et 3 subegaux, 5 e egalant la moitie du 4% pulvilles

lanres. L. 4,5 mm.—Lac de Tiberiade.
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Tendipes galilaeus, n. sp.

9. D'un jaune pale; antennes blanchatres, 6e article

assombri; trois bandes raccourcies de mesonotum, metanotum
et mesosternum brans; pattes blanchatres, tibia anterieur
assombri. Yeux ovalaires, non amincis superieurement, ou
ils sont distants de toute leur longueur. Antennes de 6
articles, dont le Vernier est de moitie plus long que l'avant-
dernier, articles :*-5 en ellipse courte, depourvus de col Ailes
tres finement pointillees, cubitus a peine deux fois aussi ion^
que le radius, trans versale presque nulle, bifurcation de la

posticale un peu distale de la transversale, radius avec des
soies alignees et espacees. Prothorax couvrant la tete. Meta-
tarse anterieur de moitie plus long que le tibia, les quatre
tibias posterieurs avec le peigne caracteristique des Tendipes,
pulvilles larges. L. 1,5 mm.—Lac de Tiberiade.

/



41- A Scheme for the Bardic and Historical Survey
of Rajputana*

By Dr. L. P. Tessitori.

Introduction.

When, in consequence of my appointment as an editor of
the Bardic and Historical Literature of Rajputana by the
Government of India, I arrived in Calcutta on the 11th April,
1914, and presented myself before the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
which for the last nine years had been in charge of a prelimi-
nary survey of the work now entrusted to me, I naturally
began by inquiring how far things had proceeded ; and I was

wn
nary Report on the Operation in Search of MSS, of Bardic
Chronicles (Calcutta, 1913), and a heap of foolscap-copies of
Bardic and Historical works made by the Bardic Office in
Jodhpur and presented by the same State to the Asiatic
Society of Bengal. This was all that had been done, and the
funds (Rs. 2,400 only) placed by the Government of India at the
disposal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal had been thereby
exhausted, and the necessity was felt of immediately asking for
a grant from the Government, so that the work might proceed.
A Scheme, in which an annual grant of Rs. 9,000 was demand-
ed from the Government, had been submitted by Mahamaho-
padhyaya Hara Prasada Sastrl in his aforementioned Prelimi-
nary Report, but it had not been passed by the Council of the
Society, nor did it seem Jto be satisfactory. In Mahamaho-
padhyaya Hara Prasada Sastri's idea I was to work in Cal-
cutta, on the foolscap-copies presented by the Jodhpur State,
and therefore no arrangements had been made by the Society
for my stay in Rajputana. Under such circumstances, what
with my applying to the Society to be allowed to go to Raj-
putana and what with the Society asking the consent of the
Government of India and the delay necessarily involved in

these proceedings, it was only on the 22nd July I was able to
leave Calcutta for Rajputana on a preliminary tour of about
three months to make myself acquainted with local conditions
in regard to bards and manuscripts and to enable jnyself

properly to criticize Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasada Sastri's

Scheme and to prepare a new one. The three months I

was detained in Calcutta were almost entirely wasted for my
work, as I had neither helps nor materials to work upon there.

The foolscap-copies sent from Jodhpur were found to be
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absolutely worthless for any philological purpose, having evi-

dently been prepared by half illiterate and careless copyists.

After three months' stay in Rajputana, partly spent in

touring and partly in studying Dingala and Marwarl manu-
scripts in Jodhpur, where I established my headquarters, I

am now able to submit a Scheme for the Bardic and Historical

Surveij of Rajputana, which I am confident will answer the
purpose of the Government of India. Besides the Scheme,
I have also been able to prepare for the press the first fasci-

»/ MSS
and to collect materials for the edition of the Vacanika

9

Rathora Rava Ratana Singhaji r% Mahesadasota rl, a bardic
poem of the seventeenth century referring to the battle of

Ujain between Jasvant Singh of Jodhpur and Aurangzeb (a.d.

1658). Specimens of both the Catalogue and the Vacanika, as
well as of the Bulletin, a quarterly publication, the object
and nature of which is described in the following pages, have
been prepared in illustration of the Scheme and are given
in Appendix to the same. Many years have been wasted in

sterile talks and fruitless attempts, and it is time to set to

work in earnest and destroy the feeling, which has begun to

prevail in Rajputana, that the Government of India's Scheme
for the publication of the Bardic literature is nothing more than
a mere show and will never lead to any practical results.

The sum involved by the following Scheme is Rs. 12,000
a year. Deducting from this sum Rs. 2000, it may possibly
be 3000 or more, which will be contributed by the Jodhpur
State, the annual sum to be contributed by the Government
of India is Rs. 10,000. If the plan of work described in the
following Scheme is agreed upon, the Government should
sanction the first yearly grant of Rs. 10,000 for the official

year beginning with 1st April 1915. The work and publica-
tions of the Survey, however, should begin from the 1st

January, 1915, and therefore an additional further non-recur-
ring grant of Rs. 1000 necessary for starting the Survey and
continuing it for three months, exclusive of the editor's stipend,
which has been already paid as far as April, 1915, will have
to be sanctioned for the period 1st January to 31st March.

Preliminary Observations.

It is obvious that without a clear knowledge of local
conditions in Rajputana, and especially of the languages, manu-

to
can

prepare a Scheme that will work and bring results. The
hrst problem I had to meet before drawing the outlines of the
proposed work, was connected with the three subjects just
mentioned, and it was only after coming to definite conclu-
sions in regard to them, that I was able to realize the course
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and means to be adopted. These conclusions have not only
a certain interest for themselves, but actually form the basis
of the present Scheme and contain the reasons for all techni-
cal points and items in it. I therefore think it necessary
briefly to explain them, before entering into the discussion
of the plan of the work.

It is well known that there are two languages used by the
bards of Rajputana in their poetical compositions, and they
are called pingala and Pingala. These are no mere ' style of
poetry" as held by Mahamahopadhyaya Hara PrasadaSastrl,
but two distinct languages, the former being the local bhasa
of Rajputana, and the latter the Braja bhasa, more or less

vitiated under the influence of the former. Sir George
Grierson in his Linguistic Survey of India, Vol. IX, Part II

(1908), p. 19, has given the following clear definition:
" Marwarl has an old literature about which hardly anything
is known. The writers sometimes composed in Marwarl
and sometimes in Braj Bhakha. In the former case the
language was called Dinged and in the latter Pingal", a
definition which would have given the Sastrl a good clue if

he had not overlooked it. Leaving aside Pingala, on which
it would be superfluous here to make any remarks in
addition to the statement made above, I will confine myself
to a few considerations in regard to pingala, which I think
necessary in order to eliminate the prejudice current in Raj-
putana that Dingala is an artificial language invented by
the bards , and to show its real nature and relationship to the
other languages of India,

In my " Notes on the Grammar of the Old Western Raja-
sthani with special reference to Apabhramsa and to modern
Gujaratl and Marwarl '

' , which are being published in the
Indian Antiquary, I have tried to prove the common deriva-
tion of the vernaculars of Rajputana and Gujarat from a unique
stock, which I have termed "Old Western Rajasthani ", and
have explained as the immediate offspring of the Saurasena
Apabhramsa. This language had been explained as simply
Old Gujaratl, but from the fact that it contains many
peculiarities which nowadays are not found in modern Guja-
ratl, whilst they are common in modern Marwarl, and also
that it seems to have been in use over an area including a
great part, if not most, of Rajputana, it is clear that it is to be
considered as the parent of Marwarl not less than Gujaratl.
I have fixed a.d. 1200 and a.d. 1600 as the approximate
limits of the Old Western Rajasthani, and shown that the

differentiation of this single language into Gujaratl and Mar-
warl began long before the sixteenth century. I have also

shown that in the later stage of the Old Western Rajasthani
the differentiation is so marked that it is always possible to

say whether a work is written under the influence of the
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Gujarat! or the Marwari tendency. It has seemed to me that
as far as Old Western RajasthanI goes, the difference between
these two currents of speech is not so important as to justify
the classing of them as separate ; otherwise I would have dis-

tinguished in the later Old Western RajasthanI stage two
different dialects to be named Old Gujarat! and Old Marwari.
With the latter , whether we call it Old Marwari or simply Old
Western RajasthanI, Dingala is to be identified.

Dingala is therefore in origin Old Western RajasthanI,
i.e. the old local speech of Western Rajputana, and conse-
quently identical with the language so well preserved to us in
the works of Jain commentators and poets of the fifteenth and
sixteenth century and described in my "Notes" mentioned
above. It is, however, the Marwari side of the Old Western
Rajasthani, and it is partly for this reason and partly also
because of its having been somewhat modernised in orthogra-
phy during the four or five centuries in which it came down to
us, that the bards nowadays ignore and deny its identity with
the knguage preserved in Jain works, which they call " JatiyS
rl boh ", and attribute its invention to themselves. The term
Dtngala, which has nothing to do with Dagara nor with any
other of the fantastic etymologies proposed by the bards and
pandits of Rajputana, but is a mere adjective meaning prob-
ably « irregular ", i.e. " not in accordance with the standard
poetry ' or possibly " vulgar ", was applied to it when the
use ot the Braja Bhasa (Piiigala) as a polite language of the
poets was in general vogue. Dingala is therefore the old
vernacular of Rajputana which, though long a dead language,
has survived in the songs of the bards, a fact which, however
strange and inexplicable it may appear at a first sight, yet
is quite natural in the case of professional poets, whose oral
patrimony—art, style, language and manuscripts—is transmitted
trom father to son. But this should not be taken to mean
that Dingala has been transmitted qualis talis and that there
are no differences in it. It is obvious that the Dingala poetry
composed during the Old Western RajasthanI period, i.e.

betore the seventeenth century, must necessarily partake of all
the Old Western RajasthanI peculiarities of which the most
characteristic is the hiatus in the vocalic nexus ai and air,

whereas the Dingala poetry composed within and after the
seventeenth century, i.e. after the development of modern
31arwari, must to a certain extent have undergone some modi-
fications under the influence of the latter language. Thus in
the later Dingala ai and aii cannot be expected to remain in
hiatus but they are contracted into ai (e) and au (o) after the
example of modern Marwari. We shall have therefore to dis-
tinguish, in the Dingala literature, two stages, namely Old
pmgala, included in the Old Western RajasthanI period, and
Later Dmgala, included in the modern Marwari n«riod. The
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difference between the two stages is more in points of phone-
tics and morphology than lexicography, and the unintelligi-

bly of Dingala largely depends on the use of obsolete words,
which are no longer understood by the people. The same
modernising influence which has been exercised on Later
Dingala, has not been without an effect on the poetry com-
posed during the Old Dingaja stage, which has therefore come
down to us in an incorrect and uncritical form, and this
accounts for the modern bards ignoring its very existence.
To restitute Old .Dingala into its original form must now be
one of the tasks of the editor, and it can be accomplished
through the analogy of the Old Western RajasthanI of Jain
writers, of which numbers of good and reliable manuscripts
are available, and also through searching for very old bardic
manuscripts, which, though I have never seen any to this day.
yet are sure to be found.

Besides Dingala and Pingala, which are the languages
used for the poetry, the editor of the Bardic and Historical
Literature will have to consider the various modern vernacu-
lars of Rajputana, which are used for the prose, and chiefly
in the composition of khyatas, vatas, genealogies etc. It is

certain that some of these works were composed during the
Old Western RajasthanI period, and in course of time under-
went the same modernising process as Old Dingala, Should
any of these works in prose be found of such an interest as to
deserve to be edited, it is clear that the text should be restitu-
ted to its original form. Prose-chronicles written in modern
Marwarl or in any other of the modern vernaculars of Rajpu-
tana present no particular difficulty. The practical conclu-
sion to be drawn from the above considerations in regard to
our Scheme is that Dingala is no artificial jargon, but an old
dead language, the key to the understanding of which cannot
be attained through guessing at random, but only through a
critical study of all the factors in its derivation and develop-
ment, made according to the principles of modern philology
and on all the available materials. These materials are the
manuscripts.

Bardic manuscripts are, as a rule, very incorrect. Hence
the necessity of obtaining many manuscripts for each text
that is to be edited. Happily they exist in large numbers, so
that in the case of famous works different copies can easily be
procured. Of the Vacanika Rava Ratana Singhajl ri, I was
able to collect a dozen manuscripts from Marwar only, in less

than a month. The search for a sufficient number of manu-
scripts is therefore the first step preliminary to the editing.

Bardic and historical manuscripts are found with Caranas,
Bhatas and inferior classes of bards, Sevagas, Pancolis, and,
though not necessarily, with Rajput Jagirdars and Jain
Jaiis. Most of these people, and especially those who keep
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genealogies and live on them, will never part with their books,
and some go even so far in their jealousy as to conceal their
books from any inquirer, out of fear they might be taken from
them. But, fortunately for us, concealment is not very
frequent, and generally those who are not willing to sell their
books have no objection to showing them and even lending
them for a time. In Jodhpur I have examined some bardic
and historical collections of Caranas, that have been found to
be very rich and to contain most valuable materials. I have
also been borrowing books from them and have started a
Descriptive Catalogue, the commencement of which I hope may
be published shortly, and specimens of which will be found in
the Appendix to the present Scheme. Bardic and historical
manuscripts are also necessarily found in the Darbar Librarv
of each Rajput State. It is only after the most important of
such collections have been explored and the manuscripts in
them described and classified, that a fairly adequate idea of
the vastness of the Bardic and Historical Literature and also
of the importance of these materials for the history of Raj-
putana as well as of India, as a whole, can possiblv be attained.
INIanuscripts in large collections are, as a rule, carefully kept
by their possessors, and freely shown to anybody who takes
interest in them, and so in their case there is no need of trying
to secure them lest they might get lost or destroyed, nor of
making copies of them. They are kept ready for us anv time
we need to refer to them, and all we want is a Descriptive
Catalogue that will tell us where they are. The case is different
with small collections and scattered manuscripts, which are
not much cared for, and might possibly fall into fresh hands.
In the case of these, efforts should be made to secure them, in
order to save them from neglect or destruction, and when pur-
chasing is not possible, pains should be taken to obtain them on
loan so that they may be examined and studied and, in the case
of very important manuscripts, copied in a critical way. As
a rule scattered manuscripts, when thev are sold at all, are
sold very cheaply, and it will always pay to buy as many as
possible. I have bought for one rupee manuscripts of which

apart from their intrinsic value—the mere copying would
now cost ten or twelve.

Turnine now to the bards, I must point out that Mahamaho-
padhyaya Hara Prasada Sastrl in his afore-mentioned Preliminary
Meport has given an Appendix on the bards, in which of the
two chief classes of them, Caranas and Bhatas, the former are
rather diminished and discredited, whilst the latter are dignified
beyond what they actually are. The reason for this is simply
that the Sastrl derived most of his information from a Bhata,
JHo naturally enough availed himself of the opportunity of
discrediting his rivals, the Caranas, before him. The fact is

that by far the most influential class of bards in Rajputana,
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with the exception of some places in the South-East, are the

Caranas, and the proof is in the number of villages they still

enjoy as sasanas. In the Marwar State, where their influence is

most felt, they continue to enjoy not less than about 350
villages, whilst the villages of the Bhatas are only seven or eight.

And their superiority is not less in literary achievements.

Whilst the Bhatas are nowadays generally confined to keeping

genealogies and possess no literary education, Caranas are still

found who are good composers, and besides having a com-
mand of both Dirigala and Pingala, have also some knowledge
of the Sanskrit language and literature. An example is the late

Kaviraja Murara Dana of Jodhpur, the author of the Jasavanta
Jaso Bhusana. The Caranas generally are no doggerel verse-

makers, nor mere repeaters of oral songs, they are lettered

poets and their works have not only an historical and ethno-

logical value, but also a literary one. Titles like kaviraja and
kavisvara are common amongst the Caranas, and that these

titles are not lavishly conferred upon them is shown by Tod, in

the xth chapter of his Annals of Marwar, where the Carana
Karani Dana is introduced to the reader, and an allusion is

made to the studies requisite to form a kavisvara and the

difficulties that make his path to Parnassus a most thorny one.

By this I do not mean to say that the poetry, genealogies etc.

of Bhatas and other inferior bards are of little account ; I only

mean to impress the idea that it is from the Caranas we can
expect most. A pity that their activity is decreasing nowadays,
and this for the reason that chiefs and nobles hardly take any
interest in them and do not encourage them with rewards and
honours as their forefathers did. The profession of a Carana
has ceased to be a remunerative one, and many of these

Homers of the Rajput bravery now lead a miserable life in the

villages, which formerly were a rich sasana, but nowadays are

hardly sufficient to support their numerous progeny.

Plan of the Work.

In formulating a plan for such a vast work as the Bardic

and Historical Survey of Rajputana we cannot ignore one

principle, and it is that we cannot do all at one time. If the

Snrvey is to be in any way uniform and exhaustive, it must be

undertaken methodically and carried on systematically. It

must be started at one end and brought forward step by step

till the other end is reached. It is an analytical, not a syntheti-

cal work, and the synthesis will, if at all, be possible only when

the analysis has been brought to bear on all the extant mate-

rials and these have been made known in their entirety. I

have already spoken about the necessity for the editor to settle

down himself in the centres of bardic and historical activity

and to have access to the original sources. It goes without
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saying that he cannot be in different places at the same time,

nor make a contemporary study of works belonging to distant

and different States. Rajputana, even without including Malwa

and other parts of Central India and Gujarat, which also possess

some bardic and historical literature, is a very vast country

and each State in it has a separate history of its own. Even

if manuscripts could be contemporaneously supplied from all

the States, it would be a foolish attempt for the editor to try to

master all their different histories at one and the same time,

and the results, if any, would be most imperfect and defective.

He must do one State at a time.

By this I do not mean to say that the other States should

be completely left to themselves till their turn comes. Some of

them are deeply interested in the Survey and eager to help the

Government of India in their undertaking, and in this case

advantage should be taken of their spontaneous offers of

services. The State that best of all has been alive to the impor-

tance of the work and shown its thankfulness to the Govern-

ment of India for an undertaking that will bring to light

unknown pages of the Rajputs' glorious history, is Jodhpur,

which since 1910 has been budgetting a yearly sum of Rs. 2,000

to supply the Government of India with materials for the Survey

,

and if results have not been equal to the efforts made, it is

simply for want of proper instructions and a directive mind
with the requisite philological knowledge. Second comes Bikaner

,

which has also been keeping a Bardic Office and would have

done much if rightly advised what to do. Other States have

been showing their interest in the Survey and have offered to

assist the Government in their task, and these are Bundi,

Jesalmer, Sirohi, Kisangarh, Partapgarh,Dungarpur and Bans-

wara. These States would be greatly disappointed if their offers

of services were not readily accepted and appreciated, and on

the other hand it would be an incomparable loss for the Survey
if the enthusiasm of these States were allowed to cool down,
and possibly it would be difficult to rouse it again. It will be

therefore necessary to profit by the offers of all the States that

are willing to help, and to organize in each of them a Bardic

and Historical Office, with the scope of exploring them for in-

formation about the manuscripts scattered in the villages and

towns in its territory. The results of such a preparatory search.

if conducted systematically, will be of great help to the editor

when he is ready to settle down in these States and take to

publish their bardic and historical literature.
On what State should attention first be concentrated ?

Practical as well as political and moral reasons combine to show
that the first to be made the object of the Survey must be

Jodhpur, the State that has been already spending some
thousands of rupees for the work and is walling to give all

assistance possible, not in empty words, but in facts, for the
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success of the Survey. Indeed the help that will be derived
from the Jodhpur Darbar is the utmost we can ever expect,
and it will be a magnificent example for the other States,
which, when their turn comes, will do all in their power to
emulate it. Besides this, the Jodhpur State is the richest, as
far as I can guess at the present moment, in bardic and
historical productions, and its history is perhaps the most im-
portant, not only for its grand warlike deeds, but also for its
bearing on the history of a number of other States, Bikaner and
certain minor ones, which are connected with it in blood and
origin. Up to the sixteenth century there is only one history
of all the Rathora States of Rajputana, and this is the histor'v
of the Rathoras that founded Jodhpur. It is logical that afte'r
finishing with the Jodhpur State, the Survey should take up
Bikaner, the oldest and biggest of all the offshoots of Jodhpur,
and then by turn Kisangarh etc., all of which, fortunately, are
ready to give help. This Survey of the Rathora States will
take eight to ten years at least to complete, and we cannoi
foresee now what circumstances will make it advisable to do
at that time. But this much we can say, that, for practical
reasons, the preference shall be given to that State which,
besides being rich in materials, will also be most willing to give
assistance in the work. It may be Bundi and Kota, or it may
be Jesalmer, or it may even be one of the few States, whose
leaders, handicapped by exaggerate orthodoxy and obscuran-
tism, have as yet failed to realize the benefit the Government
of India is ready to confer upon them by means of the Bardic
and Historical Survey, provided they awake from their slumber
and take up their position by the side of the glorious Rathoras.

What will be the object of the Bardic and Historical
Survey and what the means to attain it ? In entrusting the
preliminary survey to the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1905.
the Government of India stated that their object ultimately
was to have manuscripts of Bardic Chronicles searched for and
properly edited, translated and annotated. Here the term
" Bardic Chronicles " is rather an obscure and improper one,
but it is clear that by it the Government of India mean bardic
poems and songs and prose chronicles. Now these are two very
different things, and though they can be treated together in the
search, they must be kept separate in the editing and publish-
ing. The fact is that whilst bardic poems, when they have
any interest at all, always deserve to be critically edited and
translated, on account of the literary form in which they are
couched; prose chronicles, with very few exceptions, would
never pay the pains and cost of editing and translating. They
are no finished historical works and have no literary claims :

they are simply a source of historical information, a rich mine
of rouorh ffems, which will onlv shine after thev are nolished and
arranged in a necklace. They are no histories, but simply
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materials for the history. In the case of them, therefore, if

they are to be taken into account at all, as they certainly ought
to be, an altogether different method should be adopted from
that in the case of bardic poems. Thsy should be searched
for and classified by means of a Descriptive Catalogue, so that
they may all be ready for reference , and their contents critically
examined and compared with a view to ascertaining their
historical value and discarding doubtful and fictitious matter
from authentic information. It is only authentic information
that deserves to be published, and it should be given in the form
of a connected History. In the particular case of Jodhpur,
prose-chronicles are exceptionally faithful and reliable and their
dates correct from the time of Rava Jodho (first half of the
sixteenth Samvat century) to the present day, but as regards the
antecedent period traditions are doubtful and dates wrong. Two
important dates, the one referring to Rava Slho (Samvat 1330)
and the other to his son Dhuhara (Samvat 1366} have been
fixed from inscriptions recently discovered, and it is evident
that it is only from inscriptions we can now derive the means
for checking and correcting the chronicles of the earlier period
in the Rathora history. That inscriptions referring to all the
descendants of Siho as far as Rinamala are in existence, can
hardly be doubted, and if a proper search is made in the histori-
cal localities where they are most likely to be found, many new
materials are sure to come to light. I shall return to this point
later on, when treating of the search for bardic and historical
manuscripts, and will show that both the search for manu-
scripts and that for inscriptional records can and should be
carried on together.

Bardic poetry includes poems of some extension {vela,
jhulana, raso etc.) and small historical songs (gita, kavitta etc.),
of which rich collections have been preserved in manuscripts
and go under the general name of phutakara gita. A good
number of these are anonymous and some", no doubt, very old,
though they have been much modernized in form, as might be
expected. As regards the publication of bardic poems, it is

™?as that
'
when important and interesting, they should be

published separately as literary texts, and their historical value
examined and discussed in introductions to each of them.
They should also be accompanied.by English translations and
notes, without which they would be of very little help even to
the average Hindi scholar. As regards the publication of the
small songs, there are some distinctions to be made. Songs
referable to a single poet, of whom the name has been preserved,

u^ u
eollected and

> if sufficient can be obtained, they
should be published together as one body, under the name of
the author, and this in view of the fact that literary composi-
tions by one author are his property, and whatever their
contents may be. reflect, hia r.Arao« Q i,fxr anA +v,^ .,n;G„*tinn of
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an author's personality is more important than any classifica-

tion according to contents , form , etc. If these songs are not in a

sufficient number to make a separate publication, they can find

place in the Bulletin, of which I shall speak presently. Anony-

mous songs, which cannot possibly be unified nor referred to

any author or definite period, should be grouped together

according to their contents under the name of the historical

personage to whom they refer, and in whose lifetime they have

possibly been composed. Many of these songs are real histori-

cal documents and the oldest of them form a most valuable

supplement to the accounts in the prose-chronicles and should

necessarily be taken into consideration in the compilation of the

History.

In addition to the special publications above advocated,

viz., a Descriptive Catalogue of Bardic and Historical Manu-

scripts, and a Series of Bardic and Historical Texts, a publica-

tion for matter of a more miscellaneous nature will obviously be

required. This is the Bulletin, which has just been mentioned.

It should be a quarterly journal containing—besides the

necessary information concerning the work and administration

of the Survey , like progress reports, annual balance, etc., notices

of the most important discoveries, both literary and insc op-

tional, brought to light by the search, articles on bardic and

historical arguments, editions of small scattered songs that

< ould not be published separately, in short all that minute and

multiform information which cannot be given except in a

periodical and is important enough to be given out as soon as

at hand.
Let us now turn to consider the means by which the

objects before described can be gained. The chief object of

the Survey being that of editing, it goes without saying that

most, if not all, of the responsibility of the work will fall on the

editor, and it is therefore reasonable that the editor should

have the power of controlling all other officers in the Survey,

who should work under his supervision, for it would be absurd

to make him responsible for the work of people beyond his

control. That the search and, in part, also the publishing are

subordinate to the editing is plain enough when we think that

the ultimate scope of the search is to supply the editor the

proper and sufficient materials on which to work, and nobody

except him can judge of the value of these materials ;
whereas

the scope of the publishing is to give his work a permanent

form, and nobody better than him can see that the execution

is correct.

The editor should, of course, be a European scholar or a

native scholar trained in Europe, for he will have to deal with

almost virgin languages, whereof grammar and lexicon, as well

as origin and connection with the other old and modern Indo-

Aryan vernaculars, are only to be ascertained and fixed accord-
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ing to the strict principles of modern philology. And he

should reside in the very country, whereof the bardic and

historical literature is to be searched into and published, so that

he may be able to make himself acquainted with local condi-

tions and utilize all the helps that can be derived from local

scholars and manuscript collections. He should have two assist-

ants : a Marwari Pandit and a Carana, the former to help him

in the reading of prose chronicles, in the study of modern

Marwari and general matters, and the latter to help in the read-

ing of bardic poems and the interpretation of Diiigala. Since

the assistance of the Carana will not be required continuously,

the editor should manage things so as to have him on assist-

ance-duty on certain days, say about fifteen days in a month,

and free during the remaining days when he could be sent on

tour to make a search for the manuscripts with the Caranas

in the villages. He would thus work both in the editing and in

the searching department, but in the latter his sphere of work

would include only the Caranas, his fellow-brothers, who
could never be successfully approached except by a Carana

himself. For similar reasons the task of approaching the

Bhatas and all other kinds of bards and possessors of manu-

scripts, should be imposed on a Bhata or other inferior bard,

and since he will have to carry on the exploration village by

village and be permanently on touring duty, this man must be

considered as the chief travelling agent in the search. He should

also be entrusted with the search for inscriptions, copper-plates

and any kind of antiquarian remains that may be of help to

history,—a task which he can easily carry out contemporaneously
with the search for manuscripts. The results of the search as

carried on by these two travelling agents
5
the Bhata and the

Carana, cannot be expected, of course, to be anything definitive,

but only preliminary to a more careful investigation to be made
by the editor into the materials thus brought to his knowledge-
In the case of rich and important collections, he would go to

see them himself, in the case of small ones he would try to

obtain a loan. The first object of the search will be the

publication of a Descriptive Catalogue, in which all manuscript
materials are collected and classified, and the purchase of as

many manuscripts—in no case very many—as can be secured.

The discoveries of antiquarian records should be made public

in the Bulletin , as suggested above. One more employee
will be necessary for the searching department, namely a

copyist. Manuscripts of great philological value or unique

manuscripts, which cannot be secured and might get lost in

the course of time, should be copied to preserve them from

possible destruction. The copyist need not be a scholar, on
the contrary must not be a scholar, as a scholar generally makes
the worst copyist, but should be well acquainted with old

manuscripts and be directly trained by the editor to work on
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the proper lines. As a rule, be will have to work in the
editor's office, though exceptionally he may be sent into the

mofussil to copy manuscripts which are not allowed on loan.

This much as regards the work and staff under the editor,

who so far is the highest and only responsible person here.

His proper designation would be fl Editor and Local Superin-
tendent of the Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana."
ow, whoever he may be, it is obvious that some sort of

control must be exercised on this man, who, as will be seen
further on, is to be the sole arbiter and manager of a survey
costing about twelve thousand rupees, and on whom all the
-uccess of the work depends. Though it is not for me to

point out the person who is to exercise this control, yet it

may not be out of place here to make some considerations
in regard to a point which is of no small importance for the
success of the survey.

The work has so far been entrusted to the Asiatic Society

of Bengal since 1905, when the Government of India placed
Rs. 2,400 at its disposal for a preliminary survey. The first

four years passed without anything being done, as the Society
could not find a man for the work. In 1909 Mahamaho-
padhyaya Hara Prasada Sastrl was appointed and spent the
Rs. 2,400 in making three tours in Rajputana and publishing
a Preliminary Report containing the scheme alluded to above.
This preliminary report took four years to prepare and
yet has little real value ; and the foolscap-copies prepared
by the Jodhpur Bardic Office under the Sastri's directions

are worthless for philological purposes. In fact, eight years
have been wasted without any practical results, and one,

possibly the chief, reason of the failure was the impossibility
for the Asiatic Society of Bengal to realize the actual need-
and conditions of a work that was to be carried on in so

distant a country as Rajputana. In 1914 the Government of

India appointed me to edit the materials so far collected by
the Society. They were possibly misled by Mahaniaho-
pfuihyaya Hara Prasada Sastri's report, in which it was
stated that materials for the editor had been collected; for

no one could have suspected that these materials were
absolutely useless. My appointment was therefore made
under the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and I was enjoined to

proceed to Calcutta. Seeing that there was nothing to be
done there, I applied at once to be allowed to transfer myself

to Rajputana, but since my application had first to go before

the Council of the Society and had then to be communicated
to Government through the Society, about three months
elapsed before I was able to start. If the present Scheme is put

into execution, the situation will be an altogether new one.

The central office will be permanently transferred from

Calcutta to Rajputana, and both the searching and the editing
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will be coordinate and localized. Under these new circum-
stances will it still be convenient to keep the Survey under
the control of the Asiatic Society of Bengal ?

There are three sides to this question; a practical, a moral
and a political one, and they should all be taken into consi-
deration by the Government of India and also by the Asiatic
Society of Bengal. The first is the distance of Calcutta from
the field of the work, which means an impossibility on the part
of the Society to judge of the adaptability of the plan followed
by the editor to the local conditions and needs of Rajputana,
a retardation in the progress of the work, if the editor and local
superintendent is to communicate with the Government
through the Society, and lastly a certain waste of time and
money which will necessarily be involved in the editor's
periodical visits to Calcutta and in all his dealings with the
Society. The second or moral side of the question is the
diminution in prestige that will be suffered in a country like
Rajputana if the Survey is represented as the undertaking
of a private society of which most of the inhabitants have
never heard, instead of that of the Government of India, and
the consequent diminution in efficiency. The Asiatic Society
of Bengal is a name without meaning to most, if not all, of the
native people with whom the Survey will have to deal, not to
say an hostile one, in so far as it indicates an alien province
with winch Rajputs and bards keep no connection and which
they would not like to interfere in their affairs. The third
point is a political one. The Bardic and Historical Survey of
Rajputana is a work such as cannot be done except with the
consent and co-operation of the States concerned. In the
States that are hostile and diffident it would be both vain and
dangerous to undertake even a mere search. In the States
that are willing to give help, the work should be organized
and earned on in agreement with the political circumstances,
and the editor and local superintendent should keep in con-
tinuous touch with the various Darbars, submit to them
periodical reports, plans and suggestions, consult them on the
means to be adopted in particular cases, make inquiries as to
how they approve of his work, and keep their interest con-
stantly awake. Now, all this cannot be done through nor in
the name of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, but only through
the political agents to the Government of India, who should
be consulted as to the advisability of adopting any particular

tT 3
!,' ?l PuttinS bef°re the Darbar any particular question.

Indeed the very plan of the Survey is to be drawn in accor-
dance with political conditions, and the proof is in the present
beneme which is especially made for one particular State, in
which political conditions are most favourable.

Ihe three points discussed above combine to show, in my
opinion at least, that if the control on the Bardic and His-
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torical Survey be transferred from the Asiatic Society of

Bengal to the dependence of the Agent to the Governor General
in Rajputana—who might take the title of Honorary Superin-
tendent—the Survey would gain both in local prestige and in

efficiency. The control to be exercised by the afore-mentioned
Political Agent would be, of course, chiefly administrative
and political ; the scientific criticism of the publications being
left to the scholars in the world that are specialists in the
subject. The services of the Asiatic Society of Bengal will be
chiefly useful in the matters of printing and publishing, and of

preserving the manuscripts that are collected.

There are two points in the Survey which are not taken
into consideration in the present Scheme. One is the Bardic
and Historical Literature of Gujarat, and the other the oral

bardic songs. As regards the former, I need hardly say that
the reason for not taking it into consideration is simply the
impossibility of carrying on the exploration of Gujarat at the
same time as that of Rajputana. I have shown that the work
niu?3t be done gradually and systematically, State by State,
village by village. After finishing with Rajputana, the turn of
Gujarat may come, and we shall possibly have a separate Sur-
vey of this country too. As regards the oral bardic songs, I

think their importance has been much exaggerated. There
is no doubt that there are oral songs recited by illiterate

bards and transmitted from father to son, but how many of
these are actually extant only in oral tradition and never were
committed to writing, nobody can say. The search only will

tell. It goes without saying that, should any valuable oral
song come to the knowledge of the editor, he will try to put
it into writing with a view to editing it, a task which he will
be able to carry out himself with his ordinary means and the
help of his assistants. Under no circumstances should the
taking down of a song be entrusted to a common scribe,
nor to a literate bard ; for in both cases the results would be
most fallacious. In the case of oral songs the reciter plays
the role of a manuscript—the most recent manuscript pos-
sible—and should be referred to directly.

Let us now turn to the consideration of the details and
figures in each of the three departments of the Survey : the
editing and local superintending, the searching, and the pub-
lishing.

The Editing and Local Superintending Department.

This department includes three officers : the editor and
local superintendent, and his two assistants in the editorial

work—a Pandit and a Carana. The former is appointed
by the Government of India, whereas the two latter, as well

as all other officers in the Survey, are selected by the former
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from amongst the persons he thinks best qualified for the work.
The editor has a full control over all his subordinates and can
dismiss them and put others in their place whenever circum-
stances may seem to require it. A changing of the subordinates
will be particularly necessary whenever the central office shall
be transferred from one seat to another, as people of one State
cannot be expected to be intimately acquainted with the
bardic and historical literature of another State, though in the
particular case of States connected in blood, language and
history, as for instance Jodhpur and Bikaner, the same men
may perhaps be successfully utilized. The services of all
subordinate officers being accordingly required only for a
certain time, their employment will be considered as a tem-
porary one.

As regards the nature and conditions of the appointment of
the editor and local superintendent, I hardly like to make any
suggestions, lest I might be accused of writing in support of
my own interests. But it may not seem too much to ask that,
since the Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana is such a
vast work that it can never be hoped to be completed in one's
lifetime, the appointment be made a permanent one and
considered as an appointment under Government. I am only
twenty-six now and am ready to spend all my life in the service
of the Government of India, for a work that is a labour of love
with me. I have been called to India on a trial appointment
for one year on a stipend of Rs. 500 per mensem. If the
present Scheme and specimens of publications are a sufficient
testimony to my being qualified for the work, my appointment
might be made a permanent one from the first of April 1915,
and the stipend of Rs. 500 a month be considered as an initial
one to be increased according to the Indian Educational
service Regulations.

The stipend of the Marwarl Pandit and of the Carana would
be Rs. 600 and Rs. 420, respectively'. For the former I would
appoint Pandit Rama Karna of Jodhpur, a Dahima brahman,
aged 55, who has made a particular study of the history and
antiquities of Marwar as well as of inscriptions, and is versed
in Sanscrit as well as in Hindi and Marwari. His designation
would be " First Assistant to the Editor etc.

'
' For the Carana

or «< Second Assistant", I would appoint Kisora Dana of
Lolavas in the pargana of Jodhpur, a Baratha Carana, aged
about 40, who is by far the best learned bard I ever came
across in Marwar. As noted above, the latter assistant would
work half time in the editing and the other half in the searching
department, but his appointment should be considered as pro-
perly belonging to the editing, where his services are more
urgently required.

•ii 1
hG

?Jf:
°f theEditing and Local Superintending Office

will be Jodhpur, as long as the Sufvpv h*« tn ,W1 with the
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history and literature of this State, which means a period of
time certainly outreaching the five years for which the present
techeme is made and a grant is asked from the Government of
India. At the end of each year a detailed report, giving an
account of the progress of the Survey as well as annual balance
eto., will be submitted to the Government and copies sent of
aU publications made during the year. The building for the
office will be freely given by the Jodhpur Darbar. The editor
and local superintendent should be given the use of service
stamps and letter paper for his office correspondence, the send-
ing of books etc., and the privilege should be extended also to
the two travelling agents in the searching department. Put-
ting down Rs. 36 (Rs. 3 a month), as the annual cost of office^i1

!?' ^eluding registers, foolscap-paper, ink, etc., and
Ks. 48 (Rs. 4 a month; as the cost of stamps and letter-paper,
the figures in the editing and local superintending department
would be the following:

Rs.
Stipend of the editor and local superintendent 6,000

>» ;, first assistant .. .. '(J00
»> ,, second assistant .. .. 420

Office stationery .

.

3g
Service stamps and letter-paper . . ,. 48

Total Rs. .. 7.104

The Searching Department.

As remarked above, the search is to be carried on first by
sending round two travelling agents, a Bhata and a Carana,
and then by the editor and local superintendent visiting
himself the places, which are so rich in materials or so impor-
tant as to require it. The search will be carried on in this way.
JJirat a circular letter from the Mehkma Khas will be sent to

if u
hief autQority in tne villages that are to be visited,

whether he be a Hakim or a Jagirdar, informing him that an
oracer of the Bardic and Historical Survey will pay him a
visit on such and such a day and enjoining him to have
previous enquiries made as to who are the Caranas, Bhatas,
tjancolis, Sevagas etc., living under his jurisdiction and see
that all these people are found in the village on that day.
Much cannot be expected from this circular letter, but it will
serve at least to prepare the ground for the visit of the
travelling man, and if any enquiry at all is made, it will be so
much gaining of time. About eight or ten days after the
circular letter, the Bhata shall visit the place, and, if notuing
has been done, shall have enquiries made immediately, see all
private collections of manuscripts, with the exception of those
with the Caranas, make a rough list of the manuscripts in each
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collection, and enquire about antiquarian remains, inscriptions

and copper-plates in the village and neighbourhood. The

reason for which he should not be allowed to interfere with

nown
between Bhatas and Caranas, but also the impossibility for a

single man to carry on all the searching work and the conse-

quent necessity of having the work divided with another. On

receiving the Bhata's report, the editor will be able to judge if

the places in question deserve to be visited by him or not. In

case they do, the editor shall visit them taking with him his

first assistant and, if Caranas are reported to be there, his

second assistant too. It is obvious that only in case of very

rich collections or very important antiquarian remains, a visit

of the editor will be required ; in the case of small collections,

it will be sufficient to send over the Carana, or second assistant,

who shall visit the Caranas left out in the first visit, and try

to procure, whether by loan or purchase, such manuscripts in

the list submitted by the Bhata as may seem important.

Important manuscripts that cannot be purchased, but can be

obtained on loan, shall be copied by the scribe in the office

;

and only manuscripts that cannot be had on loan, which will be

very rarely the case, shall be copied on the spot.

It is a fact that possessors of Bardic and Historical manu-

scripts in Rajputana generally disdainfully refuse to part with

them, and therefore a very rich collection of manuscripts can

never be expected from the search. But I have shown that in

our case there is not so much need of collecting manuscripts,

as of compiling a Descriptive Catalogue. Some original manu-

scripts, however, can be collected, and most, if not all, can be

borrowed and copied, if necessary. To avoid distrust, for any

manuscript that is asked on loan, besides a regular receipt, a

sum corresponding to the value of the manuscript should also

be given as a pledge, on the understanding that it be refunded

when the manuscript is restored to its proprietor. In this way

borrowing may become a means for securing manuscripts,

inasmuch as in many cases lenders, who could never be

induced to sell directly, when asked to refund the sum and

take back the manuscript, will prefer to keep the former and

renounce the latter. In fact the sum that is given as a pledge

is soon spent and when the time of the refunding comes, the

lender is very likely to view the thing in the light of a purchase

and possibly think that his manuscript is not worth the money.

Another device for securing manuscripts, which may be

successfully used in some cases, is to offer the proprietor a new

and accurate copy in exchange of the old and worn-out

manuscript in his possession. All these means, of course,

should be used only in the case of important
that deserve to be preserved.

Now, as to the charges in this department. The first

manuscn
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travelling agent—for whom I propose to appoint Bhata Nanu
Rama of Jodhpur, his age about forty, a very keen explorer,
to whom we owe the discovery of both Slho's and Dhuhara's
inscriptions—shall be given a pay of Rs. 300 (Rs. 25 a
month). He will be on permanent travelling duty, and will

therefore get travelling allowances for 365 days, which, at the
rate of Re. 0-4-0 a day, make the annual sum of Rs. 91-4-0.

The travelling expenses of this officer may be calculated at
the average of Re. 0-8-0 a day—the cost of hiring a camel

—

which comes to Rs. 180 a year. This sum will also cover
occasional use of railway. The second travelling agent, i.e.,

the Carana, gets his pay from the editing and local superin-
tending department. He will have to tour 15 days in a month,
i.e., 183 days in the year, for which he will get Rs. 68-4-0 as
annual travelling allowances, calculated at the rate of Re. 0-6-0

a day. His travelling expenses would theoretically come to half
those of the Bhata, i.e., Rs. 90 a year, but since, owing to his

being an assistant in the editor department, he will have to
make a larger use of railway to go from Jodhpur to the field of

research and from this back to Jodhpur, an additional provi-
sion of Rs. 3 a month, i.e., Rs. 36 a year, should be made for
him, which added to the Rs. 90, representing the cost of enter-
taining a camel for half the period in the year, make Rs. 126.

The editor and local superintendent will have to spend
about 6 days in a month in touring, i.e., 72 days in a year.
To save time and money, he will arrange his tours so as to make
them as few and at the same time as comprehensive as
possible. He will go by railway—when railway is available

—

olose to the field of research, and thence by camel to each
village in the neighbourhood that deserves to be visited.

Supposing that out of the 72 days in the year, he has to travel
by camel 36 days and when travelling by camel makes about
12 miles a day, and out of the other 36 days has to halt 12 and
travel by train 24, his mileage allowances for the 36 days will

be Rs. 216, and his halting allowances for the 12 days Rs. 60.

He will always be accompanied by his first assistant who will

get Rs. 27 as mileage allowances for the 36 camel-days, and
Rs. 6 as halting allowances for the 12 halting days. When
travelling by camel, the editor and his assistant will require
four camels, which mean an expense of Rs. 2-0 a day,
i.e., Rs. 76 for the 36 days. When travelling by railway
the editor will incur the average expense of Rs. 6-9-6 a day
(first class), which doubled comes to Rs. 13-3-0, i.e., Rs. 316-8-0

for the 24 days. The railway expenses of the first assistant

will be Re. 1-2-6 a day (intermediate), i.e. Rs. 27-12-0 for the
24 days, which doubled is Rs. 55-8-0. The above railway
charges are calculated on an average distance, equal to half the
number of miles from Jodhpur to the farthest station in

Marwar (Jasvantgadh, 149 miles).
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The editor and local superintendent will also have from
time to time to visit the capitals of the States that are willing

to start a Bardic and Historical Office and help the Survey by
making a preliminary search of the materials in their territory.

Visits to other States will also be necessary in particular cases

and chiefly in the case of places that possess some materials

connected with the history of Jodhpur, or places in which
some very important discovery is reported to have been made.
For such visits to places out of Marwar an annual sum of

Rs 500 should be given as a travelling fund. Two other funds

will be necessary to the Survey and these are a fund for

purchasing and borrowing manuscripts, say Rs. 300 yearly,

and a reward fund, say Rs. 200, for giving rewards to the

travelling agents for any important discovery made by them
in order to stimulate them to action. It is only by tempting
them by the lure of a reward that they can be made to work
so as not to leave anything unexplored, and this is the reason

for their stipends being kept rather low in the present Scheme.
Under the searching department fall the pay of the copyist,

Rs, 180, and the cost of writing paper for him and the two
travelling agents, which may be calculated at Rs. 3 a month,
i.e., Rs. 3t3 a year.

The following is a prospectus of the figures covering the

charges in this department :— -d a s p
Stipend of the first travelling agent . . 300
His travelling allowances for 365 days . . 91 4
His travelling expenses in 365 days . . 180
Travelling allowances of the second travel- 68 4

ing agent for 182 days.
His travelling expenses in 182 days . . 126
Mileage allowances of the editor and local 216

superintendent for 36 days.
His halting allowances for 12 days . . 60
Mileage allowances of the first assistant 27

for 36 days.
His halting allowances for 1 2 days .

.

6
Travelling expenses of the editor and local 392 8

superintendent in 72 days (including
camel-expenses of the first assistant >.

Railway expenses of the first assistant in 55 8
24 days.

Travelling fund for visiting bardic and 500
historical centres out of Marwar.

Fund for purchasing and borrowing MSS. 300
Reward fund 200
Stipend of the copyist .

.

. . 180
Stationery .

.

mm . . 36

Total Rs. . . 2,738 8
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The Publishing Department.

Wh
concerning the proposed dependency of the two former depart-
ments on the Agent to the Governor General in Rajputana
may be, it is certain that in the publishing department the
expert advice and help of the Asiatic Society of Bengal will

be very useful to the Survey. The Government of India
ought, I think, to take advantage of the Society's willingness
to help in the work and have all publications of the Survey
printed at the Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta, under the
auspices of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Again, the Society
might be made the depository of the publications of the
Survey and be entrusted the sale of them. Bardic and his-

torical manuscripts collected by the Survey might also be
committed to the custody of the Society and so, when the
Survey will cease to exist after having fulfilled its task, the
Society would remain as the custodian of all the wrork done
and all the materials collected, except epigraphic records (stone-

inscriptions and copper-plates) which may be sent to the Raj-
putana Museum in Ajnier.

Three kinds of publications of the results of the Bardic
and Historical Survey have been advocated above, and it is

advisable that all the three should be printed on the same
paper and size so as to form a uniform and unique collection,

though divided into three sections. The size that seems to be
the best suited for all the three purposes, is that adopted for

the Indian Antiquary and Epigraphia Indica, and also the new
series of the Billiotheca Indica published by the Asiatic

Society of Bengal. The three publications are the following :

—

(1) The Bulletin of the Bardic and Historical Survey, a
quarterly publication, containing, besides progressive reports
of the Survey etc., notices of important discoveries in regard
to manuscripts as well as historical remains, editions of small
bardic songs, articles on bardic and historical subjects, and
similar multiform and minute information which cannot be
given except in a periodical. Each number will eonsist of two
forms for 16 pages, which will make 64 pages in the year.

The tirage will include 500 copies and the annual cost according
to the estimate of the Baptist Mission Press, Rs. 3 a page, will

be Rs. 200.

(2) The Descriptive Catalogue of Bardic and Historical Manu-
scripts.—This publication will be divided into three sections :

one containing descriptions of manuscripts of prose chronicles

including Khyatas and general historical information, another

containing descriptions of manuscripts of bardic and histori-

cal poems, and the third containing descriptions of collections

of miscellaneous bardic songs (phutakara kavitd). They will

be printed separately, though, as far as possible, contempo-
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raneously, and each section will include a series of fasciculi

issued in succession and forming a whole. Supposing 200
pages can be printed yearly, which is quite reasonable, the

cost for 500 copies would be Rs. 600.

(3) The Series of Bardic and Historical Texts.—This series

will include works large enough to be printed by themselves
and having both an historical and a literary interest. Each
work will make two parts or volumes : one containing the text

with philological introduction and critical notes, and the other,

the English translation, with historical introduction and ex-

planatory notes. The first part will be presented in the light

of a literary work, the second in the light of a historical

document. The number of copies will be 750 as a rule, but in

particular cases, and chiefly in the case of very popular poems
which can be sold very largely in Rajputana, it will pay to

have some four or five hundred more copies made of the part

containing the text. Putting down 350 as the average number
of pages, inclusive of both text and translation as well as

introductions, that can be printed in the year, the cost at the

rate of Rs. 3-6-0 a page would be Rs. 1,181.
To sum up, the figures in this department would be the

following

:

Rs.

Cost of the Bulletin, 64 pages yearly . . 200
Ccst of the Descriptive Catalogue, 200 pages 600

yearly.

Cost of the Series of Bardic and Historical 1,181
Texts, 350 pages yearly.

Total Rs. .. 1,981

The khyatas or prose-chronicles, as remarked above, will

neither be edited nor translated, but first collected and classi-

fied into a Descriptive Catalogue and then utilized for a History

of the Jodhpur State. For the printing of this History, when
ready, there will be no need of asking for any special grant
from the Government, because the Jodhpur Darbar, who are

taking a very deep interest in the matter and have been
keeping—though without any practical results—an Historical
Office for about 30 years, are very likely to take the charge on
themselves. Vatas, when found to be interesting, can be

published in the Series.

Putting together the charges in the three different depart-
ments, and adding Rs. 200 as a fund to meet contingencies,
the total amount necessary for the bringing into execution of

the present Scheme is the following :
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Rs. As. P.

Editing and Local Superintending De- 7,104

partment.
Searching Department .

.

.

.

2,738 8

Publishing Department .. .. 1,981

Contingencies Fund .

.

• • 200

Total Rs. .. 12,023 8

Rs. .. 12,000 O

APPENDIX I.

Specimen-pages of the Series of Bardic and Historical
Texts.

(a) pihgala Text.

n ¥^t i

*ire Ctr sfev. *:% *it rii Cfafo II £ II

^cfi mi tffe*ft siif *rffrwn?f *fa i v II

jj^r?: Tax* w* sift" ^n?t cftfcr ^rw i

jrtS ^ wsife^ mr tat ma^r? n \\ I

W ^sft *nnt f?^«fft ^*T ^Jiffl I

^
^rfr^^f sms^nc m fare; ^rfa w n \^ t

f&£ ^n T^Tfr^n ftte5T*^ siftfa i

• 3^ -s S5i

fai^T f^r fjOT 3W* % t<T ^isf&r I \* I

^fa*F#t wt 35W * srfr^ w*nf% i\
^

^9iT fe*r 3Tf«H ?rf*r f5T «TT ^tt I

TTtcTT *T§ HKfeft ^* ^" uf»HTT « ^ I

«ff**lT?f fws *tg*T *^f 9WT «HHWT I
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W^ g^'flt II

*WTW ^tsTfcsr? wft #Nf II ^*= It

^TST JT^? sri^IT JffPST f^T^T I

5«£ «far W^r «t^" war I

Jlt^t "llf^ JlfalT ^% tj^ J155T I

(6) Variae lectiones.

9. SNIGDD «* ; R tm , SD TT*r; I ^r ; T «^ ; R **;

G *% (?) ; D WWt, S gif%5T?f j DR srefsret; D *nfw ;
TSIR

Wtt; N f^; D fhgffi; T tfw* ; IGDDR *m ; SIDR

fW(forfta); Rw*; T?fc?c; S*f*; Girfl.

10. SGw ; Tip ^ ; T s* ; DRw; I ^ ; ND s«ft ;

S w ; D sf%T , IGR ^ ; T s^te ;
NIDDR 3*3 ; S s*3 ;

D

^num^fa (sic ! for *m f^tt ) ; TG «rf (for wf ) ; N *tt (
for

aitj ; DfiRt; T*iWh N^
;
TG «if; Nfsrff; D«rftwr*f

for ifk

.

11. TIDR ™sn;: SG »mK; D ^sttt ; IR *rs; ND *f*;

TSIGDR ?fW; DD ft*ft; (for 50 ; N WgiH ^; I «wm;

P «fornw ; SR ^N ; IG s* ;
NIGDR vwws .

12. TDR: ^h N fw ; T cNm^ (for Wlfarif)

^*tt G *rt ; R 5*1* ; D SKI ; TG «f| itSr (for *™ ).

13. TGDR <ffe ;
XIDD m\M ; TG *Tf*f*raV; I
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N mm; NR *«*: N *t; I %; R tit; ND «M«s TGR

14: T ^; TGR %*rc; NID %^c; TIG **r; SD ^r N

fl* ; R w ;
TIGDRwr; SND vrf*; NIDR w ;

TNGD
t

wft ; D <fa ; TG wt ; D *^f^t ; TIGR vm* ;
SNDD -^rf*i

.

15: TG Wt; N Q^ ; D TO; TG Sftft *faf; I t (for

*far) ; N ^5jft, ^aire S *Tfa }
N «*r NIGR v*°

.

16 : TSGD ^ (for ft*) : D ^s wfrotf *t« ; S *rig% ;

TNIGDR *jH*; D ^Wt; S ^f««; ND *f*«ft ; TIGDDR wr°

.

17 : TG iir^N ; T t; TGD ft^; DR ^; TGD ^5%. ;

S 3^0 ; NIDR ^^^wfr ; ND ^*« ; 1 ^w* ; DR ^rro ; N vw

;

TG ^m eitm

.

18: TG ^ijitj IGDDR **; TGDDR wtf; DD «w^f;

TNG ^; DD *4 ; R *§*r ; TIG f*» , N wfx° ;
NID VI* #t*f

(for ^nfr «#faf) ; SDR *frr ^tvf

.

19: TNGDR mm*; SID sir^T; I to*tt T W; I wiN ;

Rf^; SNIGDDR wi*; TS1GDR <«, TGDR *m ;
I -far;

R 'Htf: TSIGR •«.

(c) Critical and Philological Notes.

9 : f^S is evidently < f^ffmf?r (cf. ^JR < ^iRVfil in ver*e

2), a compound whereof the meaning seems to have been

obscure to some later copyists who substituted f%# ^ (N) and

f*it ^ (D) for it.

TTfff. A Carana will say that this form is wrong and

should be corrected into TTO . But lTf?T, from Ap. rf% < Skt.

Ktfri, is the regular form in Old Western RajasthanI and

Old Dingala, and only in the Modern Marwarl period the termi-

nal ?;'has been dropped, according to a general law that seems

to have been in force in the beginning of the modern period in

the Neo-Indian vernaculars. In the Old Baiswari of Tulasi

Dasa the \ is still retained.

10 : irf% is for <t«, the form for the 3rd singular present; in-

dicative. Examples of ** ( > $) being simplified into T are

very common in the Old Western RajasthanI (see Notes, §10 (1) ).

In this case too, the Caranas would nowadays write q^ .
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11 : *f%, the feminine form of the past participle passive,
with t shortened to T for the sake of prosody.

fftf%, a conjunctive participle, in which the weak termi-
nation ^ is still retained. Modern Dihgala has now WW . One
of the characteristics of Marwari, in comparison with Gujarat!,
is the preference for the weak form of the conjunctive parti-

w X

12 : ^mgqr^ is a poetical modification of ^rcrfwh evident-
ly introduced to create a contrast in meaning with the ^Jifw in
the preceding half-verse.

13: ^fejris one of those words, whereof the etymological
meaning is no longer clear to the Caranas. I feel inclined to
take it as <*ft f«3im^T^"T. i.e., " pusher back of foes," an ety-
mology which is in perfect agreement with the sense in which
the word is employed.

14: t^. Here the anunasika is inorganic, the word
being from Skt. m. but it is supported by the evidence of

the equivalent form %*c in which the w cannot be explained
unless by admitting an antecedent «f. It therefore appears
that the word <?w had come to be considered as a single
word, instead of a compound. Cf. the analogous case of

15 : The form g;5i, which is found in the MSS. N D,
to an influence of the Thaji. Cf. *f** (S) in the next
and ^t*t (TG) in verse 18.

m
16 : The reading ^ for f*» is an evident modernii

§

Western Rajasthanf form. See Notes,

graft

^ ^STC ^inrTwt-

17 : i^f%«f"f . The substitution of ^ for * in open syl-
lables is one of the characteristics of Marwari. Cf. fw < Skt.

w. Hit* < Skt. <*nrrs. Hr*}j < Skt. *^t, etc. It is reason-
able that in the old poetical language, where w in open syllables
is never quiescent as it is in the modern spoken vernacular,
the substitution of t for ^ must have a much larger application
than in the latter. The bards and pandits of Rajputana ignore
this fact and consider all forms, in which a quiescent W is

turned into f, as wrong and attribute them to an influence of

**f ^ **ft

(d) English Translation.

9. Being half alive and half dead, Sah Jahan, the Sultan
lord of Dilll, remains night and day in his inner apartments,
and never holds council
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10. Disturbances arise over the whole earth and a clam-
our breaks up in the city of Dilll, [as] the [three] princes by
their [simultaneous] march [from their respective provinces]

prepared to use force there.

11. Murad, the brave one, weighing his sword, took the

country of the Gujaras, started having the royal parasol [held]

on [his] head, [and] set up himself as a sovereign.

12. [In the same way] Sujo (made himself] lord of the

Eastern country, [and so did in] the Southern [country] the

actually athwart [Aurangzeb]. Then Sah Jahan and Dara
Siko got angrv with them.

13. Then [Sah Jahan] called the Hindus Jasavanta
Singha and Jai Singha, and dismissed [them both]—the Kurma
as well as the Kamandha—these two repellers of foes.

14. [And he] gave [them] promotions, by granting land

,

horses, wealth, and elephants, and [he], the emperor, thus said

[to them] :
" [My] empire depends on you."

15. Against Sujo having made ready Jai Singha, a second

Mana [Singha] in bravery, the emperor sent with him his

nephew, to the Eastern country.
16. [But] to face both the [other] princes, Jasavanta

alone, the invincible one [was sent, and thus], to establish the

emperor [on his throne], the descendant of Jodho made war.

17. Having entrusted [to him] an army of [both] Hindus
and Mussulmans, the emperor sent Jasavanta, the god Yama
as it were, to make war.

18 Then Jasavanta moved from Agra, having behind all

the emirs of the emperor, taking with [him] the great Kaman-
dhas and Kurmas, and having behind the Slsodiyas, pillars of

dignity.

19. Hadas, Gauras, Yadavas and stubborn Jhalas [are]

with [him], and also 'other] great [representatives^ of the thirty-

six [Rajput] families. Carts, guns, balls, troops and elephants

march on, and between earth and skv banners wave.

APPENDIX II.

Specimen-pages of the Descriptive Catalogue of

Bardic and Historical Manuscripts.

(a) Prose Chronicles.

No. 6. TT^gf fl" %&6t 5>1%aT **TT *3TcT «fo *fffiS3f

A MS. in the form of a vahi, or account booL,

leaves, of the size of 32J" to 11"; accurate and beautiful hand-

writing. Each page generally contains 26 lines, and each

line from 30 to 35 aksaras. The MS. contains :
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(a) ^?fcr ^ %z^ ^f^T> from p lb tQ p 96> A coUe(j_

tion of miscellaneous songs recording some historical persons or
tacts. The first is a somewhat disconnected series of verses
referring to Prithiraja Cahuana and Jai Canda. It begins :

Next follow miscellaneous songs on the Rathoras of Marwar
trom Cudo to Ragho Dasa Dvarakadasota.' The first one is
by Carana Barahata Dudo, and it begins :

The songs are not given in due order. After a series of 27
duhas on Gaja Sihgha by Carana Khiriyo Narabada (p.
Ja), the songs come of Karana Ramota, Jalana Si, Dvaraka
JJasa Khangarota, and Ragho Dasa Dvarakadasota.

^^g'crf^g^t af^

5T?T Cf 3*TT3^t cT^T ^SJTcT ?T^jr ^ *?fT*:T5T

In the beginning
it is a mere list of bare names, but from Siho the vamsdvaU is
enlarged into a real khyata, illustrated by frequent quotations
of phutakara kavita. It begins

:

*> tj^ <= ittow d *?& i c ...etc.

The khyata ends abruptly p. 45& with Jasavanta Singha's
marriage at Slrohi, Samvat 1715:

WTTT wm\£ 1%^ n$ |r ft *Vi<«ft rctw ii

Probably the khyata was composed about that time or shortly
afterwards.

Between this part of the MS. and the next (c), some dis-
connected information is inserted, namely :

(1) An account of the Bhati Mago having married the
daughter of the Carana Varasaro Mavala, her name Jhima, and
having had a son, by name Canda, from her. And :

(2) An account of the feud between the Bhati Goyanda
l>asa, a subject of Sura Sihgha, and Kisana Singha, and of
Hura, Singha's taking revenge on Kisana Sihgha (Samvat

^ 1THT Ct Tftfe^f, from p. 46a to p. 1236.
A'genealogy of the Rathoras, according to their different
fchapas, from Rinamala down to about the end of the Samvat-
century 1600. It begins :

1671).
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ftismsr^ iyw3 3R«faif*nj TT^-^t si^w irt!

1 t: mz^ *rc

f*«m«r
*l jttN*; ^jh 5^^ ^ . . . etc

.

{d) ^Z^t: ^TeT ^t ^r^f, p. 1286. A few notes on differ-

ent historical subjects, i.e. the sons of Tido and Salakho, the

date of SIho's killing Lakho PhulanI (S. 1209), of Cudo's tak-

ing Mandora (S. 1438) and Nagora (S. 1456), the Panwara and
Parihara rule on Navakoti Maravara, the founding of Mandora
by Parihara Nahara, the descendants of Nahara, etc.

The MS. belongs to the collection of the late Kaviraja
Carana Murara Dana of Jodhpur.

No. 4. ^srii;*; 3CT ^retl?f €t ^JTcT . The same work as

that contained in the preceding MS. (No. 3), complete in three

volumes, leather-bound, in the shape of a vahi or Marwari
account book, each leaf measuring inches 32J to 7f f and includ-

ing from 40 to 60 lines of 16-23 aksaras. The MS. contains

the same and identical text as the preceding and, being some-
what older, appears to be the original from which the latter

was copied. It is itself a copy of an older original, of which
no mention is made.

The first volume consists of 118 leaves, of which the first

two were originally left blank, and therefore are not included

in the original numeration, though afterwards these were also

filled with some subsidiary information, and all the leaves were

numbered afresh. The volume contains :

(a) *j^t* ^T srak, p. 16. A very short description of

Mandora, in Hindi, not going beyond 29 lines of writing. It

begins

It states that the first inhabitants of Mandora were Nagas

and supports the statement by quoting the word Nagadart,

the name of the torrent which flows at Manclora in the rainy

season, and the Ndgapancaml festival, which is still held there.

(6) fwt* *iof *hwn «iW & wl *TT fc!^

frwft, p. 2a and 3a6, i.e. some subsidiary information to be

added to the following text of the Khyata. It comprises three

notes: one on Jai Canda and Prithiraja to be inserted p. 5

one on Salakho to be inserted p. 10, and one on the ancient
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history of Marwar. This is written in Hindi. The note on Jai
Canda begins :

X\^t ih^ *rsis fan fmv\ fa[*D] ft mTj T.mj sh^jt ^mm
fasfteiw i^t mi4\

(c) TTaTft ^t ^T*U3*t% from p. 4a. to p. 5a. A genealogy

of the Rathoras from the creation to Bharatha—the 123rd in
descent from Narayana—who is represented as having installed
himself on the throne of Kanauja, after killing its Pamvara ruler .

Ajaipala, in the year Samvat 516 or shortly afterwards. The
first lines are in a kind of Hindi, corrupted by Marwar]
peculiarities

:

^rartT trffr mm ^<jt «irori* 3*r^ ttct ^t...

(d) ^T^ff ft *W3ffc s^t ^m, ^f^rrerem it

^t^^ctf^^t aft In the beginning

it is a mere genealogical list of names, borrowed from the
Puranas, with occasional biographical notes, which become
more and more diffuse as we go on, till with rava Siho—the
131st in the genealogy—the vamsavali takes the form of a real

khyata. The origin of the Ra'thoras is traced to KalyanI, in
the Karanataka, and thence to kanauja:

Leaf 9 is blank. For Jai Canda two dates are given, viz.

Samvat 1132 and Samvat 1181, the former being the date of
Ins accession to the throne, and the latter the date of his death.
He is represented as having had a son by name Varadai Sena,
who, at his turn, had two sons, Setarama and Thirapala. The
former of these was the father of Siho. The account of the
exploits of Malinatha, son of Salakho and step-brother of Vlra-
made, which is one of the most important omissions in Tod's
Annals of Marwar, is given p. 10a. ff. Here Malinatha is

represented as having made himself king of Khera, in Mahevo,
Samvat 1431. Of his eldest son Jagamala, it is said that he
helped Ghara Si of Jesalamera against the Mussulman invaders.

\xr
te °f the death of V!ramad5 is given as Samvat H40.

With p. 17a begins the khyata of Cudo, the' first episode
related being the well-known legend of the hospitality granted
him by Carana Alho at Kalau.

ffc*^ iffarefe ft mx\m at \&m\ tt *n wwfirei*fr

V 1^T^ *nai? ft *|T^ *TT *ff% ft JIR ^T^T35 W«U
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etc.

The particulars of the death of Cudo are not related, and
it is simply stated, as also remarked by Tod, that he died in

battle together with one thousand Rajputs:

^5fK ^W^cTT ^ ftfl ^t^ (p. 186).

The history of Cudo's successors proceeds in chronological
order, and particulars become more and more ample as we come
down with the times. The last reign described in this volume
is that of Jasavanta Sirigha (1), whose account begins from
p. 776. After the figures of the income of the then jagir of

Marwar, drawn up by the Pancoll Manohara Dasa, the narra-
tive begins as follows :

^ I*TO^* ^f^t It ^ifw *facr ^£_\ Cf «w ^ i 3n*r*?t*:

^rc: ^rrie .... etc.

After the Jchyaia of Jasavanta Singha, which comes to an
end on p. 105a, we have:

(e) *T3 ^J^R^f^f^^t **t ^JTcT, from p. 106a to p. 110a,

namely a biographical account of Amara Sirigha, Gaja Sirigha's

eldest son, who was excluded from the succession to the

throne. It begins :

*r?RT5T Jim 3 ^tot ^t Tens ^ wrefaWt *r 3*taff ^ ^r

^\m *fafr 1 3«* . . • etc.

(6) Bardic Poetry.

No. 1. qfe TTTWT^t ft ^f^cfT ^t *h3W . A MS. consist-

ing of 178 leaves, about 10 to 6 inches in size. Thirteen leaves

in the beginning and 20 at the end are left blank, and some

other blank leaves are also left in the middle of the book
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between one poem and another. The MS. is apparently about
two hundred years old, and in many parts the paper has
become crumbly so that some leaves are broken into pieces and
margins have broken away. Each page comprises from 9 to
15 lines of writing, and each line from 20 to 28 aksaras. The
writing is generally accurate and clear.

The MS. contains a collection of the poems of Sadu Malo,
a Carana who lived at the time of Akbar. These are the
following

:

(a) *F<jTwr »fRr^r 5?kT*Tfafwr TT, from p. 15a to p. 22b,

in 15 stanzas. It begins :

and ends :

fNnr itm sftertT *k 5i>5rTiit
i

Uf^t TT« Ht^ sHrt *TTtfh?r I! ^ «

The eponymous hero is the well-known king of Bikaner.

(&) WJTfln X\m sr("cTrqf*=rg^t *i"), from p. 27a to p. 356, also

in 15 stanzas. Five lines at the top of the first and second
page are broken into pieces and partly lost. It ends :

ftT ^reret wft *? sffaro *nn^

The subject of the poem is evidently the famous rana of
Mevara, also contemporary with Akbar.

(c) *pnr ^^^ ufc^n^ ^ from p 37a t0 p m> in

8 stanzas. It begins :

,and ends :

^JT^r^T^cT fdircf^IJI *K ^t <j? ,

^^t: ^sft \mifc WW® *faT B
^

n

(d) snfa, from p. 47a to p. 746. A collection of 48 gitas,

beginning :

and ending :

^TJT«T ^ wt? irf jr=r sftm;
j

WTftcT f^Of %« 35^ ^rr JTJTT ** II

stanzas. It begins :

^ *Ct, from p. 75a

f<T<T HJIcT Xl*f*H KJlcT U^ ^ ,
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and ends :

^

(/) jftcT apn W?^T, from p. 97a to p. 156a. The first gita

begins

:

g*:*rc: nw f^?t wtst wir wlrr
and the last

:

-

As it may be argued from the title, the above collection
does not contain gitas by Sadu Malo only, but besides these,
which are a good many, contains also old anonymous gitas as
well as gitas by other poets.

In addition to the above compositions, which, with the
aforesaid restriction, are positively by Sadu Malo, the MS.
contains

:

ig) after *T*9ST ^t iftfe^t TJ, from p. 90a to p. 966. It is

a series of 24 gitas, celebrating the Rathora rulers of Jodhpur
from^Slho to Vijai Singha. They are all* anonymous, except
the gita of_ Maharaja Udai Singha, which is stated to be by the
same Sadu Malo. The gita of Slho begins :

*J*T SR5TTCT TfTfa^ *P|% i

(h) VR^tJBJ W^t lifaf^T*^ XT, from p. 406 to p. 41a.

Anonymous and apparently incomplete, as it does not go
beyond the second stanza. It begins :

The MS. is in the possess

Jodhp

Jodhpur.

APPENDIX III.

Specimen Pages of the Bulletin of the Bardic and
Historical Survey.

Epigraphical Records of the Twelfth Century A.D., in Pala

(Jodhp ur) .

There are two localities in the neighbourhood of Pala, a

village about 6 miles to the west of Jodhpur, which contain

interesting epigraphical records of the twelfth century a.d.

The onfi is th* snot where there formerly stood a Jain temple,
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now almost entirely rased to the ground and its remnants in

great part removed; the other is the locality called Dugelava,
where there formerly existed a tank, which has since dried up
and the depression been levelled by the sand of the desert.

In the former place there are seven inscriptional records, and
in the latter twelve, of which two, however, are illegible.

The Jain temple above mentioned was dedicated to Maha-
vira and built in the first half of the Samvat-century 1200.

Probably the shrine was completed some years before the ante-

chamber, which, it seems, was being executed in the Samvat -

years 1244-48. The temple was destroyed in some Muham-
madan invasion, and its scattered remnants were in course of

time utilized for some construction in the neighbourhood. To-
day it is only a part of the antechamber that is still standing,

and it consists of six columns in red sand-stone, surmounted
by lintels most of the figures in which have been mutilated.
Of the two remaining columns one is lying on the ground and
the other is not found. The few other remains that are scat-

tered on the spot seem to have no particular interest, except
a lintel on which ten tirihakaras are carved, one seated in the

middle and the others at both sides of him.
All the inscriptions are incised on the columns of the ante-

chamber; the three longer ones on the two central columns in

the front, and the others on the four columns in the back.
They are the following

:

(1) An inscription incised on the right central column in

the front, comprising 9 lines of writing, covering a space of 10"

broad by 7f" high. It opens with the date [Vikrama]—Sam-
vat 1241, Vaisakha sudi 7, and refers to the reign of Kelhana-
deva, when his son Sodhaladeva was enjoying the jagir of Ghah-
ghdnakapadra

, apparently included in the territory of Maiida-
vyapura. The object of the inscription is to record a permanent
monthly provision of g dramma, made in the Mandavya-
puramandapikd by the Bhandari Yasovira—who is qualified as
a lord of Palla and a gunadhara—to the temple of Gharighanaka
for the annual expenses for the god Mahavira.

Kelhanadeva is obviously the Cahamana king of Naddula,
of whom six inscriptions have been found by Mr. D. R. Bhan-
darkar (Ep. Ind., XI, pp. 26-79) with dates ranging from
Vikrama-Samvat 1221 to 1236, and one has come to light at

Paladi (Slrohi) bearing the date Vikrama-Samvat 1249. Ghan-
ghanaka is the modern Ghanghana, Mandavyapura Mandora,
and Palla Pala, the village near which the temple is situated.
The meaning of gunadhara is not very clear. The same word
occurs in the Jalora inscription of Samantasimha (V.S. 1353,
Ep. Ind., XI, pp. 60-62), and was taken by Mr. D. R. Bhan-
darkar as a proper name, but in the present inscription it

seems to be used as a title. I would explain it as ganadhara,
and all the more so as there are other instances of initial gana°
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changed to guna° in Dingala and Marwari (e.g. Gunapati), and
in the afore-mentioned inscription of Samantasimha the word
is used in connection with samghapati, another title of a similar
meaning.

The chief interest of the inscription, in regard to the his-

tory of Marwar, lies in the fact that it proves that at the time
in question Mandora was under the rule of the Cahamana
Kelhanadeva of Naddula, and had been assigned as a jagir to

his son Sodhaladeva, a name which has remained unknown to

this day. Sodhala probably was a younger brother of Jayanta-
simha, who succeeded his father Kelhana on the throne of

Naddula. The third inscription below shows that Sodhala
continued to enjoy the jagir of Mandora at least as far as

[Vikrama-] Samvat 1250, when his father Kelhana was prob-
ably dead. In the time of Udayasimha, for whom we have
dates covering the period [Vikrama-] Samvat 1262-1306, Man-
dora still continued in the possession of the Cahamanas, thougli

it had been possibly lost to them for a time after the invasion
of Qutub-ud-Dln.

3. ^Tfrsr ^^T^^^irfafrfHT* wt-

6. xfeTsrr
5 ^RcT it

6 tr^fnl^T gar i ^T^rfW;

7

.

*r[irJ^Tf^fir: i *t^t *^t ^t *$r i
ct??j

7
<*

^

(2) An inscription comprising 16 lines of writing, covering

a space of 9\" broad by 16f" high. It is incised on the left-

central column in the front, and is so weather-worn that a good

part of the letters are quite illegible. The date itself is not

1 Expressed by a symbol. * Read ^TWt''

3 Read °T^ 4 Read p *j-

* Read HV$° 6 Read **^°

* Read l|j%«^J s Read • ^

* Read ift ,0 Read «*T

" Read *mfk »« Read •!?**
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clear, but it seems to be [Vikrama-] Samvat 12[50] Vaisakha
sudi 7, the 9th anniversary of the date of the first inscription.
It records a permanent provision, the nature whereof it is not
possible to make out, granted, for the annual expenses of the
temple, apparently by the assembly of the Meharas, Vamks
and Ksatriyas of Ghanghanakapadra. The provision was to be
defrayed from some income (utpatti), which cannot be deter-
mined.

The importance of this inscription lies chiefly in the men-
tion of the Meharas, the modern Meras, who are here repre-
sented as one of the elements in the local assembly. The same
in the inscription following. It is evident that Ghanghanaka
must have been a place in which Meharas settled in great
number, and at the time in question they were exercising not
a small influence. Another settlement of Meharas in Marwar
was at Sacora, as proved by the inscription of the Cahamana
Samantasimha, dated [Vikrama-] Samvat 1345 (Ep. Ind., XI,
pp. 57-9). The most important settlements of Meharas, as it

is well known, were in Kathiawar and Merwara. See J. F.
Fleet's note to the Hathasnl inscription of the' Mehara chief
Thepaka, in Ind. Ant., XV, pp. 360-2, where reference is made
to three other inscriptions, also containing some mention of
the Meharas. It is significant that in the present inscription
no mention of any king or jagirdar is made.

1. *ff
l

D ff^cr \
t

*[f (?)] t[gr]resfc *> U-

4. *jjf*w[ ]frot(?)w-

5. ffwi*jT<r
[ ] ^ftr(?)HT8(f

)

6. ^*«re (?) sj^ri: n *nfei* wmcf

7. *s*?twiM>: - - w]fei n[ - -

10. tT 5T «Srrq%cT
|| [^fHl^^T ^[f&T l] *T-

11. Sffif: s^Tfcfa: , ^^ ^T j-^.j

fT*T q>sf
|| 1$^ U^t! 3

[qj ll
1?. fir *?J hto

1 Represented by the same symbol
2 Read .<?«>- T^TJ
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13. ^rwt *ft Ot]s* i ^few^Tsriffr l

16. if sR^f* ||
xj

3 SfiwiN D

(3) An inscription incised on the back of the left central
eolumn in the front, comprising 12 lines of writing, covering a
space of 91" broad by 11" high. The writing is very much
injured by the weather, and a good many of the letters are
hopelessly erased. The inscription opens with the date
[VlKRAMA

Sodhaladeva. It then records

Maha

number of virnsopakas. made by the same Tasovira of «, ***,

inscription, who is here stated to be the son of Jehada. The
grant was made in the presence of all the Meharas.

w" "Vaniks
as

4*. fwzm^ CTTwf Ptt-
5. ^cr5raCte

7

[
ft-fajri

10. *^T 5I^T »if*T I

U
a[^J 9W TO Tf]«f

I *K-

l Read °^Tfw 2 The phrase, as it stand

£ Annoi»anfltr +Vio rncnrintlOn HftS 1 TM •

sym
being

«Read*fil* ' IRead^WTlk 9 Read f^» » Read

10 Read -fa: I
" Read *?TO .

M Read °^Tfa
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The four inscriptions incised on the four columns in the

back have no particular interest. Tbey simply record the
names of the benefactors that caused the columns in question
to be made. Two columns were caused to be made by a
certain Sthiradeva, son of Yasodhavala, and presented to the

temple in the year [Vikrama— ] Samvat 1244 Magha sudi 10
(somavare) Yasascandra and
his daughter Dudi, in the year [Vikrama—] Samvat 1248,
Vaisakha sudi 4 (sukradine). The two inscriptions on the
back of the two former columns are identical, and so are the
other two, so that we have practically only two inscriptions.
Under each of the inscriptions the figure of a sankha is incised.

From the evidence of these inscriptions it is clear that the

antechamber of the temple was not completed till at least the
year [Vikrama—] Samvat 1248. It follows that the first

inscription of Sodhaladeva, which records a grant made in the
year [Vikrama—] Samvat 1241, must have been engraved on
the temple some time after this date.

4«. %«r 8
fa*[t%]«i *g-

5. H-5T[jl<jf]
3 s^tM*

1. WT A
\*s*= g-3ir^

5

if^

2. mf& n
6
fferc$*g-T ^pfsj'jTT-

II

1 Read !T«fW

5 Read HWm
f«*rc:°

fWK° T Read m^ J

S Read W[^( *r



42. The Evolution and Distribution of Indian Spiders

belonging to the Subfamily Aviculariinae. i

By F. H. Gravely, M.Sa, Assistant Superintendent in the

Museum

[With Plate XXXI].

On pp. 201-210 of the last volume of this Journal, atten-

tion was called to the correlation of distribution with pro-

gressive specialization in Passalid beetles of the subfamily

Aceraiinae, in whip-scorpions and in crinoids. I have now
obtained evidence showing that a similar correlation exists in

the case of certain spiders. The evidence is, unfortunately,

less complete, as the material available for reference in

Calcutta is almost entirely Indiau, Assamese and Burmese.
But it is so strong as far as it goes that a record of it seems

desirable. Specialists dealing with material from other parts

of the Indo-Australian area will no doubt be able to com-
plete it later.

The Aviculariinae are a subfamily of Mygalomorph spiders,

and include the largest of these spiders found in India, where
they are popularly called Tarantulas.

The special interest of Mygalomorph spiders from a

zoogeographical point of view has already been emphasized
by Pocock (1903, pp. 341-2). He points out that "owing to

the relatively large size and great weight of the newly hatched

young of the Mygalomorphae, coupled with the reduction in

the number of spinning appendages and the greater simplicity

of the silk-glands, it seems probable that aerial sailing is not

practised to any great extent by the members of this sub-

order." In a footnote he adds, "The young of the only

British representative of this group, namely Atypus, have

been seen to scatter over small areas by this method of travel-

ling (F. Enoch, Tr. Ent. Soc. 1885)" and notes that the distri-

bution of this genus is exceptionally wide.

Of the eleven groups into which Simon divides the Avi-

culariinae (1897, pp. 918-9) five are characterized by the

presence of stridulating organs between the chelicerae and

palps. All but one of these five are exclusively Indo-Australian,

the exception being the Harpactireae from Africa. In the six

remaining groups stridulating organs of this nature are found

only in the genus Psalmopeous (group Avicularieae).
1*7:*l% *u ~With

1 Published with the permission of the Trustees

seum.
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exception of the Ischnocoleae, which occur all round the
world, these six groups are confined to Africa and America.

Five of the eleven groups of Aviculariinae are found in the
Oriental Region. Three of these—the Ischnocoleae, Thrigmo-
poeeae, and Poecilotherieae—are confined to the Indian Penin-
sula and Ceylon

, with the exception of one or two species of
Ischnocoleae. The Ornithoctoneae extend, according to Pocock
(1903, p. 354), from Burma to the Moluccas; and the Seleno-
cosmieae from Ceylon to Australia.

With the exception of the Poecilotherieae, which live in
trees and in the thatch of houses, all these spiders appear to
live on the ground. The Indian Ischnocoleae live under stones
and logs of wood, and are so closelv related to the Thrigmo-
poeeae (see three following paragraphs) that, in the absence of
any contrary information, the same may be assumed for them.
At least one species—Cyriopagus minax l—of Ornithoctoneae
lives m silk-lined burrows in the ground. Chilobrachys is known
to Uveon the ground in burrows or in natural crevices, and
probably this is equally true of other Selenocosmieae . The rela-
tion of the Poecilotherieae to the other groups, though somewhat
uncertain, is not without interest and will be discussed later.

____ -__-- -A ___-___. ______ II __________ I ___ ^ V __ ___.

with
does

therefore be left out of account where the results of competi-
tion among the others are being dealt with.

Of all the Oriental Aviculariinae, the Ischnocoleae, which
lack the stimulating organ developed in the other groups, are
clearly the least specialized, as has already been recognized
by Pocock 2

(1903, p . 354). The Indian species of this group
torm a series leading from the smaller forms of the senus Plesio-
phnctus

sternum

and the first legs of the male have a tibial apophysis—to the
larger and stouter forms of the genus Phlogiodes—in which the
posterior sigilla are large and submedian, the legs are less
extensively armed, and there are no tibial apophyses on the
nrst legs of the male.

Three points in this series have been regarded as generic
limits, but the series is so complete that I have found it by no
means easy to determine into which genus some of the new
species m the Indian Museum collection should go.8 Species of
tne genus Phlogiodes, moreover, resemble the Thrigmopoeeae

- TW6^ing the &eneric na«ie of this spider see Gravely, 1915
J^ocock s nomenolatnp« rtift^c t ,u_x _j._x._i _. c.:adopted

as Av.onl_-;.„ o- " ,°F0tti"> °i me iscnnocoleae ot the present paper

family^S^ 8 SUbfamil>' Aviculariinae corresponds to Pocock's

• For descriptions of these new species see Gravely, 1915.
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very closely—much more closely than they do those of the

genus Plesiophrictus. The Thrigmopoeeae are, indeed, distin-

guished from them only by the possession of a stridulating

organ, sometimes of a very rudimentary nature, between the

chelicerae and the coxae of the palp (see pi. xxxi, figs. 1, 2) ;

and they appear to represent a further stage in the progressive

series of genera which comprises the Indian Ischnocoleae.

There can therefore, I think, be no doubt that in the

Thrigmopoeeae and the Indian Ischnocoleae we have a single

line of evolution, related to the Ischnocoleae found outside the

Oriental Region only through its most primitive genus Plesio-

phrictus. In Simon's arrangement the Indian genera are, it

is true, dispersed among genera from other parts of the world,

but there is no reason to think that Simon's classification is

a natural one. It is based on characters of the same kind as

those by means of which he separated the groups of Avicularii-

nae defined in the first volume of his "Histoire Naturelle des

Araignees," characters which he gladly abandons as diagnostic

of groups, in his "Supplement General" at the end of the

second volume of that work, saying " J'avais classe ces

Araignees a 1'example de Ausserer, presque exclusivement sur

des caracteres artificiels et souvent quantitatifs ....". It is

unfortunate that characters of greater value seem to be far from

numerous in spiders; but it is to be hoped, now the unity of

the Indian Ischnocoleae has been pointed out, that some charac-

ter of real phylogenetic significance may be found by which they

may be separated from Ischnocoleae from outside the Oriental

Region.

The Selenocosmieae have evidently been derived, through

forms with a stridulating organ of the rudimentary type

found in the genus Neochilobrachys (pi. xxxi, fig 3), from forms

without any stridulating organ at all—perhaps, therefore, from

the Burmese Ischnocoleae—and they must first have appeared

somewhere beyond the Ganges [
, in the countries where all the

forms of Selenocosmieae with primitive or transitional (and most

of those with the most highly specialized) stridulating organs

are found to-day. That the specialized forms found in the

Indian Peninsula and Ceylon have entered from across the

mi
and have not originated in those countries, is proved by the

fact that, although the transitional forms between the primitive

Ischnocoleae and the higher Selenocosmieae are all trans-

gangetic the Ischnocoleae themselves, which should be the first

to suffer from competition with higher forms, are almost entire-

ly confined, in the Oriental Region, to Western and Southern

India and to Ceylon.

1 i.e. from the point of vieW of an inhabitant of Calcutta whiclv

,

i ., , . ,
r -^ ,, •_ .. iu« T> rtM^oniaT» ciHp! nt the main stream.
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It is unfortunate that so little is known about the Burmese
Ischnocoleae. Two species have been described, and both have
been doubtfully referred to the genus Ischnoc.olus—a. genus that
should probably be confined to species from the Mediterranean
and Ethiopian Regions as pointed out by Simon (Nat. Hist. Ar.
II, p. 925). These two species are the only Ischnocoleae, apart
from those found in the Indian Peninsula, that have yet been
recorded from the Oriental Region. But there is in the Indian
Museum collection an immature specimen from the Darjeel-
mg District which must also, I think, be referred to this
group

The occurrence of these three species of Ischnocoleae
in the Oriental Region north and east of the Gangetic plain
seems to indicate that such primitive forms once inhabited the
whole of the transgangetic area, but have now, with these

options

descendants which compose the Selenocosmieae and perhaps
also the Ornithoctoneae. The possibility, therefore, suggests
itself that they may be more closely related to the less special-
ized forms of Selenocosmieae than to the Indian Ischnocoleae,
in spite of the presence of rudimentary stridulating organs in
the former.

In addition to its characteristic stridulating organs, the
Selenocosmfeae are distinguished from all other groups of
Aviculariinae found in the Oriental Region by a character
which has not hitherto received as much notice as it seems
to deserve. I refer to the somewhat fine and extremely close
granulation of the anterior part of the labium, which is
strikingly different in appearance from the coarser and sparser
denticulation of this surface found in the other groups.

Ut the three transgangetic Aviculariinae in which no
stridulating organ occurs, one, « Ischnocolus" brevipes, appears
from Thorell s description (1896, pp. 170-173) to possess this char-
acter

;
and it is further separated from all Indian Ischnocoleae

except some of the higher forms, by the reduced armature of
its legs and by the absence of the tibial apophysis of the front
legs of the male. When a species shows affinities with a

oKi TflM- 1S ormously ^st to keep it with the former if suit-
able definitions can be framed. This can be done in the pre-
sent instance by basing the definition of the Selenocosmieae

SUr?
"tructure of the labium instead of on that of the

stndulatmg organ
.

• < Ischm>colus ' • brevipes may then be referred
to the genus NeocUlobrochys by a slight widening of the limits
or this genus

;
or a new genus may be established for it. Since

unnecessary-

able, I prefer the former course.

tincrt.L i^mzMuing transgangetic forms without stridula-
ting organs (« 1schnocolua » ornatus, Thorell, and the specimen
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from the Darjeeling District in the Indian Museum collection)

are unfortunately known from immature specimens only.

Their genus cannot, I am afraid, be determined with certainty ;

but the structure of the labium and the armature of the legs

seem to ally them more closely with the Indian Ischnocoleae

than with even the most primitive Selenocosmieae, and they

will probably have to remain in the former group.

In the transgangetic part of the Oriental Region we have,

then, one or two species of Ischnocoleae, known from immature
specimens only, and evidently very rare ; one species of Neochilo-

brackys, also apparently very rare, resembling them in the

absence of any stridulating organ ; and one species of the same
genus, apparently confined to the Nicobars, in which rudimen-

tary stridulating organs are present between the chelicerae and

the coxae of the palps.

From the rudimentary type of stridulating organ present

in this species (see pi. xxxi, fig. 3) the more striking type found

*

w Lyrognathus
w

ing Phlogiellus, see Hirst, 1909, p. 384), Coremiocnemis, and
Selenotypus has presumably been developed. Of these genera

the first contains only three known species and appears, to be

confined to Assam and perhaps the Himalayas ; the second is

only known from one species from Australia; the third is a

much larger genus and extends from Assam to Australia ; the

fourth is only known from one species from Penang and one

from the "East Indies" and the fifth is only known from

one species from Australia. These genera are separated by

characters which are so slight as to be of very doubtful phylo-

genetic significance and may be considered here as one.

The type of stridulating organ found in all of them is

figured on* pi. xxxi, fig. 4. It consists of a number of more or

less slender spines, more or less mixed with hairs, on the cheli-

licerae, and of an oval group of very numerous bacilli on the

coxae of the palps. Many of these bacilli are more or less dis-

tinctly claviform, especially those towards the middle of the

ventral margin of the group, but the whole depth of both

ends of the group consists of small hair-like bristles only.

Although much commoner and more widely distributed than

the transgangetic Ischnocoleae or the genus Neochilobrachys,

the genus Selenocosmia appears to be much less common in Con-

tinental Asia at least—I am unable to judge with certainty of

other parts of the Oriental Region—than is the genus Chilobra-

chys, in which the remaining stages in the increase of specializa-

tion of the stridulatins organs are found. Chilobrachys ,
to

which the r
same relation as the small genera associated above with Sdeno-

cosmia bear to that genus, is certainly the dominant repre-

sentative of the group in the north-western part of the trans-

gangetic Oriental Region, as well as being the most highly

noecus
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specialized and it appears to be the only one which has spread
into the Indian Peninsula and Ceylon.

* ,,
W
5f

fcher
j*

is also dominant in the south-eastern parts

\
Oriental Region I cannot say with certainty ; but further

east still, in the Australian Region, it has never been recorded,
although^Selenocosmia and some other genera of that type occur
there. This may be due to inferior migratory ability in Chilo-
brachys which is not, I think, very likely; or to its having
originated after the appearance of a more complete separation
cl the Oriental and Australian Regions than was in existence
when Selenocosmia passed from one to the other. In either
of these cases Ghilobrachys should be at least, and Selenocosmia
at most, as commonm the eastern parts of the Oriental Region
as it is in the western.
There is also however, the possibility that Chilobrachys may

have originated in continental Asia, and not in the Archipel-
ago, m which case it may still be spreading slowly eastwards as
opportunity offers. Although the Archipelago is clearly themam centre of evolution in the Indo-Australian Thelyphonidae
ana i*assalidae,in the former group the numerous species of the
almost exnlllsi^lTT T*tl ,.™,>„~ rr .

r
. *-*.-

Hypoctontis
a secondary centre in Burma, whose secluded valleys are, in
aaaition well known to have favoured the evolution of innumer-
able small tribes from the various ancient stocks of the human
race which have from time to time migrated and settled

n-i\ [
Ur™a has been and 8tiU ia ^e centre of evolution of

c^/o6mc%5 this genus will be less abundant in the Archipelago.

«™L?'* « ,'
mosfc ProbaWy the case, for Simon does not

record it from the Sunda Islands at all.
Several stages in the increasing specialization of the stridu-

uting organs are to be found in Chilobrachys. The form which
most closely approaches that found in Selenocosmia is found
in o assamensis and C. fumosus > figured on pi. xxxi, fig 5.

m,,!^
Spe

?
16
!
the structures borne on the chelicerae are still

rntS?Ty
sp'mfTm '

tbough not mixed with hair as in Seleno-
cosma

;
and, although the bacilli on the coxae of the palps

^ rL
C
°i!

e
u
a 1*°*% oval area, those of the whole length of the

a,iH 5 /
th

,

e ventral row are more or less sharply distin-
guished from the others by their greater size and strongly
^avitorm shape, this being especially marked in three or four

The «S.lXpe °[.this sPecies is a dned female of uncertain locality-

Hirst am, pp s^\
°Pply this name is thafc identified with it by

and r
1
?,!!?*

in
-

S h
f
malayana

, which is exactly like the C. assamensis

does an! „T'cm,

thu reSpect
- Tt aIso resembles them more nearly than

bacilh L thl
Sele™>co™™ known to me in the structure of the group of

more tvSca? ^
OX

-

°f *^e Palp- It is, in fact, transitional between themore typ,cal species of Selenocosmia and Chilobrachys.
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of them situated a little on the outer side of the middle of

the whole row.

The highest type of stridulating organ known to me is that
found in C. stridulans (pi. xxxi, fig. 6)- In this the palpal por-
tion of the organ consists almost entirely of the ventral row
of large claviform bacilli, the largest of which in this species
are on the inner, not the outer side of the middle; and the
portion situated on the chelicerae consists not of spines but of

stout denticles.

In all other species known to me the organ is of the
stridulans type, or intermediate between this and the assamensis
type. The portion of the organ situated on the chelicerae
always consists of denticles, not spines, but the extent of the
relatively small dorsal bacilli on the coxae of the palps differs

in different species. The position of the stoutest bacilli also
varies in different species, and may possibly indicate a poly-
phyletic origin for the genus ; but in the present state of our
knowledge it is not possible to discuss this further.

There still remain the Ornithoctoneae and the Poecilo-
therieae to be considered. In neither case is any clear evidence
of their origin available. The t}7pe of stridulating organ found
in the Ornithoctoneae resembles that found in the Thrigmo-
poeeae; but there is no evidence to show that the latter ever
existed north or east of the Indian Peninsula, or that the
former ever existed north or west of Burma. So it is probable
that the two originated independently.

The stridulating organ of the Poecilotherieae, a group
consisting of the single genus Poecilotheria, somewhat resembles
that of ChilobrachySy but could only be derived from it by
a considerable degeneration of the claviform bacilli. It could
be more directly derived from Selenocosmia; but there is

no evidence that Selenocosmia ever occurred in the Indian
Peninsula, or that Poecilotheria ever occurred out of it.

Indeed, if the former genus had ever entered this Peninsula
it might be expected to occur there more abundantly than
further east, just as the Ischnocoleae do ; and if the latter had
originated further east it is difficult to see, in view of its

peculiar habits, by the competition of what other group it

could have been exterminated there. The labium of Poecilo-
theria, moreover, is sparcely denticulate, not closely granular.
Most probably, then, Poecilotheria originated from the Ischno-
coleae or Thrigmopoeae (or both) in the Indian Peninsula
itself, the modified habits of its earliest arboreal ancestors
having been in some way correlated with an increase in the

potentiality of these ancestors to give rise to forms more
highly specialized than themselves. This increase has carried

the group far beyond the stage reached by the highest of the

Plesiophrictus-Thrigmapoeus series, in a direction largely paral-

leled, so far as the stridulating organ is concerned, by the evo-
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lution of the ground-dwelling genera of Aviculariinae centred in

the transgangetic area.

In comparing the distribution of the Aviculariinae des-

cribed above, with that of the Aceraiinae described in my last

communication to this Society, the first point to be noted is

that the evidence in the present case does not relate to forms
found south or east of the Indian Empire and Ceylon, and that
whether the Aviculariine fauna of continental Asia beyond the
Ganges has originated there or in the Archipelago must be
left an open question.

Secondly, it must be pointed out that in the Aviculariinae
equally primitive forms—as far as I am at present able to
judge—are found in both sides of the Ganges and on both
sides of the Palk Strait. Forms sufficiently primitive to

connect the faunas found on either side of the Ganges are not,
as in the Aceraiinae, confined to Ceylon, nor do they appear
to be more common in Ceylon than in India. But they are far

more common in West
Southern India, than in the countries beyond the Ganges.

In dealing with the Aviculariinae it is evident that no dis-

tinction can be drawn between the faunas of India and Ceylon.
When this has been allowed for the similarity between the dis-

tribution of the Aviculariinae and Aceraiinae is very close. The
gradual increase in specialization seen in the relatively primitive
Indian and Ceylonese Ischnocoleae and Thrigmopoeeae finds its

parallel in the gradual increase in specialization seen in the rela-

tively primitive Indian and Ceylonese genus Episphenus. And
the much higher degree of specialization reached in the essen-
tially transgangetic group Selenocosmieae than in the Ischno-
coleae and Thrigmopoeeae, finds its parallel in the much higher
degree of specialization reached by the genus Aceraius than by
the genus Episphenus.

With regard to the latter parallel, however, certain differ-

ences must not be allowed to escape notice. Firstly, al-

though the derivation of the genus Chilobrachys from Sele-

nocosmia can be paralleled by the derivation of the genus
Aceraius from the genus Ophrygonius, the transgangetic Avi-
culariine series can be traced back to a primitive group, the
Ischnocoleae, which, though very much rarer in the countries
beyond the Gauges than in India and Ceylon, are not extinct
there

; whereas the most primitive existing representatives of

the Aceraiine series are confined to Ceylon. ^Secondly, the most
highly specialized genus of the former series has already spread
into the Indian Peninsula and Ceylon; whereas that of the
latter series has not. Thirdly, the Poecilotherieae, which appear
to be derived from Indian or Ceylonese ancestors as a result of
a change in their mode for life, find no parallel, so far as I can
see, among the Aceraiinae. The position of the Ornithoctoneae
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is doubtful, and perhaps also without a good parallel among
the Aceraiinae.

The evolution of the Aviculariinae is thus correlated with
the distribution of that subfamily in a more complex manner
than is that of the Aceraiinae. But, excluding groups whose
habits take them out of competition with the other groups of

their subfamily, we find in each subfamily that the evolu-

tionary process has progressed further in the groups centred

beyond the Ganges than in those centred on this side of it.

The correlation of evolution with distribution is quite as marked
among the Aviculariinae as it is among the Aceraiinae, but it

is somewhat obscured by the extension of the range of the
most highly specialized transgangetic genus Chilobrachys into

India and Ceylon, and by the appearance in these countries of

the highly specialized genus Poecilotheria with arboreal habits.

With regard to the distribution of other Oriental Mygalo-
morph spiders I have nothing to say at present. Their smaller

average size must make aerial distribution easier among them
than among the Aviculariinae ; and this will presumably be
a factor tending to obscure very considerably any correlation

that might otherwise be seen between their evolution and
distribution. They are, moreover, very imperfectly represented
in the Indian Museum collection, and consequently I have
little personal knowledge of them.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXI.

The stridulatinq organs of some Indian Spiders.

Fig. 1.

—

Haploclastus kayi, Gravely (type).

, 2.

—

Thrigmopoeus, sp. juv.

,
3. — Neochilobrachys subarmatus, Thorell ( <y )

.

, 4.

—

Selenocosmia , sp. 1

,
5.

—

Chilobrachys assamensis, Hirst ( <J cotype).

p
6.

—

Chilobrachys stridulans , Wood-Mason. ( cf type). 1

1 Some of the bacilli have been broken in these specimens; they

have been restored in the figures.

*^"N ^ ^ *
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43- A Note on the Floral Mechanism of Typhoniu
trilohatuni.

By Maude L. Cleghorn, F.L.S., F.E.S.

Communicated by the Hon. Mr. W. A. Lee, F.R.M.S.

(With Plate XXXII.)

Typhonium trilobatum, Schott, the Ghet-Kachu, is a tuber-
ous rooted plant found growing among grass in thickets in
most parts of tropical India. It is easily recognized, when
in flower during the hot weather and early rains, by its broad
dark reddish purple spathe about nine inches in height, and
the carnon-hke odour given off at dusk. It has three or four
rather large 3-lobed leaves, with long petioles, which raise the
Jeal blades well above the grass among which it usually grows.

The erect spathe, which partly encloses the spadix, "stands
close to the ground with its base half buried in the soil. It
varies much in size. In small plants it is sometimes only three
mches high, while in a large specimen it may attain a height of
about twelve inches. The upper part of the spathe unfurls
completely into the broad reddish purple limb of the spathe,
which tapers otf into a fairly long slender tip. The margins of
the spathe in the lower portion, below the constriction, do not
unroll, but remain overlapping, to form a short barrel-shaped
cavity (the tube of the spathe) opening above at the constric-
tion (Fig. 1).

The erect spadix, which is shorter than the spathe, has the
lower part enclosed in the tube. The upper exposed part,
which stands out of the spathe above the constriction, consists
of (a) the long smooth reddish purple appendage which forms
the greater part of the exposed portion of the spadix, and which
tapers to a blunt point, and (6) a pale reddish purple cylin-
drical portion, about a quarter of the appendage in length,
bearing numerous closely packed minute staminate flowers.
At the constriction, and a little below it, enclosed within the
tube, the spadix is very slender and quite bare; this slender
portion is about equal in length to that of the staminate por-
tion and so allows of a clear passage into the lower part of the
cavity of the tube, where the pistillate flowers are situated.
Low down in the tube, near the base, the spadix bears, (c) a
tangled mass of long thread-like bodies (rudimentary neuter
flowers), which partly hang over (d) the green pistillate flowers
situated at the bottom of the tube The pistillate flowers are
a little larger than the staminate ones. They are considerably
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fewer in number , and the portion of the spadix occupied by them
is about half that taken up by the staminate flowers (Fig. 4).

On examining a spathe at sundown, when the strong un-

pleasant odour is being given off, it will be found that the

narrow constricted part is open, forming a passage down into

the lower chamber, where the pistillate and thread-like neuter
flowers are concealed (Fig. 1).

The margins of the spathe at the constriction are wide
apart, and the slender portion of the spadix stands close

against the spathe, leaving a clear passage down into the tube.
At this, the first stage, the stigmas are very sticky and the
strong carrion-like odour is given off from the pistillate flowers:
but the staminate flowers will be found to be still immature,
with no pollen shed. If examined on the following morning,
when in the second stage, the spathe will be found to present
a very different appearance. There is no disagreeable odour
and the beautiful upper portion of the spathe is hardly recog-

nizable, having faded into a dull pale purplish colour and fallen

back, away from the spadix, with the tip dangling on the ground
(Fig. 2). The opening leading down into the tube is also closed
by the margins of the spathe having overlapped tightly round
the base of the staminate portion of the spadix (Fig. 2 and
plant to left in Fig. 3). In the afternoon the opening will

still be found closed ; but on closer examination the staminate
flowers will be found to have started shedding their pale pink
pollen. On the following morning, when in the third stage,
the spathe will be found in a still more faded condition, and
the whole of the exposed part of the spadix, consisting of the
appendage and staminate portion, also fallen back, and the pas-
sage into the tube again wide open, but not quite as fully open
as on the evening of the first day. At this stage the stami-
nate flowers have matured and have shed all" their pollen.
The pollen collects at the mouth of the tube and on the
spathe. The upper part of the spadix, having fallen back
over the spathe, prevents the pollen from falling into the tube
(Fig. 4).

On cuttting open the tube of a spathe in the second stage,
when the passage i3 tightly closed, a number of small brown
Lamplhcorn beetles (belonging to the dung-frequenting sub-
family Coprini) will be found imprisoned inside. The\ had
evidently been attracted into the spathe by the strong disagree-
able odour during the first stage, when the passage was wide
open, and they were being kept prisoners till their release in
the third stage.

It is clear that the floral mechanism of the spathe is of th<
nature of a trap, and by this ingenious method the plant
ensures cross-pollination, for the beetles carry the pollen from
on? spathe to another.

Observations made by me on the opening and closing of
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the passage into the tube of the spathe in a potted Ghet-Kachu
are as follows :

—

May 12, 3 p.m. Spathe begins to open.

1913. 5 p.m. Spathe completely open.

6 pm. Has started giving off a strong unpleasant

scent, and the constriction is open

forming a passage into the lower part.

9 p.m. The constricted part appears to have

widened still more, and the slender

bare portion of the spadix, below the

staminate flowers, is resting against the

spathe and so the opening is as little

blocked by it as possible.

11-45 p.m. Lobes of the spathe begin to wrap round

the spadix at the constricted part.

11-55 p.m. Scent not strong, lobes more closely

wrapped round and the opening is

almost completely closed.

May 13, 2 p.m. Completely closed; no space for even a

very small insect to pass up or down at

the constricted part.

8 a.m. Spathe still closed.

5 p.m. Remained closed all day.

8 p.m. The margins of the spathe at the narrow

part have begun to unfold and the pas-

sage is reopening.

Midnight. Opening is almost as wide as it was in the

first stage, and there is a collection of

pollen at the mouth of the opening.

On examining other Ghet-Kachus, in various stages of

flowering, I found that the time of opening and closing of

the spathe is, on the whole, very regular, and that the spathe,

in its first stage, captures quite a number of beetles by about

9 p.m.

Unfortunately beetles seldom came to potted Ghet-Kachus
kept in an upper verandah, but when the plants were taken

down into the garden, the beetles were soon captured.

The beetles remain among the pistillate flowers during

their term of imprisonment in the jjpcond stage, but by the

evening, when the spathe has reopened in its third and last

stage, the beetles are most anxious to make good their escape,

and soon crawl out of the mouth of the tube and up the lower

staminate portion of the spadix, and so become covered with

pollen before flying away, only to be deceived and recaptured,

by another spathe in the first stage. While among the pistil-

late flowers of the fresh spathe the pollen with which they are

covered adheres to the sticky stigmas, and thus cross-pollina-
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tion is readily effected. The thread-like neuter flowers appear
to keep the beetles among the pistillate flowers after the dis-

agreeable odour ceases, for they seem to like going in and
out under them during the day, in the second stage of the
spathe.

The trap-mechanism of the Ghet-Kachu resembles that of
the Cuckoo-pint {Arum maculatum) in the entrance and exit,
being above through the same opening at the constriction of the
spathe, but it differs from it in the deliberate opening and
closing of the passage leading down into the tube of the spathe,
and in the staminate flowers being situated on the exposed
upper part of the spadix and not within the tube.

The floral-mechanism of the Ghet-Kachu differs much
from that of the common Kachu (Golocasia antiquorum), in
which the entrance for the flies is formed by the margins of
the spathe opening slightly only in front below the constric-
tion, and the exit by the spathe opening only partly above.
However it resembles that of C. antiquorum by having no
neuters at the constriction and bv the closing " of the con-
stricted part of the spathe after the first stage, but again
differs from it by the constriction reopening in the second
stage.

The floral-mechanism of the Ghet-Kachu does not seem
to be so perfect as that of 0. antiquorum, the common Kachu,
but it appears to be an advance on that of the Cuckoo-pint.
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Fig. 1. First stage taken by flashlight

at 10-45 p. m.

Fig. 2. Second stage showing passage

closed

'&• 3. Plant to right showing- soathe opening
at about 5 p.m.

Plant to left in second

passage closed.

Fig. 4. Third stage showing passage

reopened and pollen shed.

stage with

Inflorescence of Typhonium tnlobatuni.

on

From Photographs by author.





44- Four Forged Grants from Faridpur.

By R. D. Baxerji, M.A.

In the July number of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic
Society for 1913 Mr. F. E. Pargiter has said that ''both Dr.
Bloch and Babu R. D. Banerji have pronounced this fourth
grant to be spurious, but they had not the advantage of seeing
the three other grants, whereas I had the advantage of reading
ail four before pronouncing any opinion on any of them. '

' When
I wrote my first article on the subject of these plates, entitled
"The Kotwalipara Grant of Samacaradeva," l I had not the
advantage of examining all the plates, and so a considerable
number of mistakes and defects crept into it. But my second
article on the subject of these plates, entitled "The Evidence
of the Faridpur Grants," was written after a long examination
of the plates, which had then been returned to the Asiatic
Society of Bengal by Dr. Hoernle. I find to my regret that I

have not been able to express myself clearly on the subject
of the genuineness of these copper-plate grants from Eastern
Bengal. In my opinion, all of these four grants are ancient
forgeries. Mr. Pargiter has already observed that " these
grants a,re of a somewhat new kind. They are not Royal
Deeds, but are grants of lands by private persons to Brahmans."
In fact, this set of four plates differ in the nature of their
contents from any other copper-plate or sets of plates dis-

covered up to date in India. I am rather astonished to find
that the learned editor of these plates has not dilated on this

point sufficiently. In my second article I gave a summary of
the contents of these plates For the convenience of the readers
I am repeating them briefly :

I- First Plate

—

Inscription of the time of Dharmmaditya
of the year 3.

In the third year of the reign of the Emperor Dhartn-
anlditya, while one of his vassals named Sthanudatta, who
had been raised to that dignity by the Emperor, was still

reigning, an officer (Visayapati) was holding charge of the
Mandala or Province of Varaka. At that time a Sddhanika
named Vatabhoga approached certain officials and common
people with the request that he should be allowed to buy a
parcel of land from them and to bestow it to a Brahmana.

' Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, VoL VI, p. +29.
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The land was consequently measured out and the price of it

paid.

The second part of the same grant records that this Vata-

bhoga bestowed the land purchased by him to a Brahmana
named Candrasvamin. The boundaries of the village or land

are then given at length, and the inscription ends with the usual

imprecatory verses and the date.

II. Second Plate

—

Undated Grant of the time of
Dharmmaditya.

During the rei^n of Dharmmaditva when a certain officer
****** ^ +_

(Mahapratlhara-uparika) Nagadeva was governing Navyava-
ka&ika, and when his deputy Gopalasvamin was in charge of

the affairs of the Varakamandala, a certain person named
Vasudevasvamin approached certain officers and the leading

men of the district and stated that he wanted to purchase a cer-

tain piece of land from them in order to bestow it on a Brahma-
na. The land was sold and the price of it paid. The second
part of this plate contains details of the boundaries of this land,

and says that the land was sold to, and was bought by Vasudevas-
vamin, but it does not contain anything about the land being
granted to the Brahmana Somasvamin, who is mentioned in

the first part of the inscription as the future donee.

III. Third Plate

—

Inscription of the time of
GOPACANDRA—OF THE YEAR 19.

In the reign of Gopacandra when the Mahaprafihara
Vyaparandya-dhrtamula-Kumaram Nagadeva was
ruling, his deputy Vatsapalasvamin was in charge of the pro-
vince of Varaka, somebody, whose name appears to have been
lost, approached the officers, etc. with the request that he may
be allowed to buy a certain piece of land in or to bestow it on a
certain Brahmana. The second part of the inscription records
that the land was sold and the price of it paid. We also come
to know that the purchaser of the land was the very same
Vatsapalasvamin, who had been placed in charge of the affairs
of the Varakamandala, and the donor of the land. The land
purchased by him was bestowed on Bhattagomidattasvamin
ywith the right of succession to son and grandson/' The
details of the boundary of the land granted are given, which
is followed by the imprecatory verses and the date.

IV. Fourth Plate

—

Inscription of the time of
SaMACARADEVA—-OF THE YEAR 14.

According to Mr. Pargiter's version when the Emperor
bamacaradeva was reigning and the Uparika Jivadatta was the
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Governor of Navyavakasika and his deputy Pavitruka was in

charge of the Varaka Province, a certain Brahmana named
Supratikasvamin approached the officials and begged for a
piece of waste land. The officers conferred together and gave
away the land wanted. The remaining part of the inscription

contains the boundaries, the imprecatory verses and the date.
It is now evident that these four copper-plate inscriptions

differ in their nature from all other copper plate grants dis-

covered up to date. They are neither Eoyal Grants, nor was
the grant approved by Royalty. Jn grants 1 and 2, a
private person approaches the officers of a district with the
request of being granted permission to purchase a piece of

land in order to grant it to a Brahmana In the third grant,
the officer in charge of the affairs of the district approaches
a number of officials his own subordinates, for permission
to purchase a piece of land and to grant it to a Brahmana.
The fourth grant is peculiar. According to the inscription on
it, a certain Brahmana approaches the district officers with the
request of being given a piece of waste land. In my humble
opinion these four inscriptions, whether they be genuine or
not, are not grants, but merely deeds of transfer of land. 1

am much obliged to Mr. Pargiter for the improvement made
by him on my reading of the fourth plate, but I am unable to

agree with him about the correctness of some of them.
The word Anumoditaka in line 4 means sanction, and

need not be translated " which is cause to rejoice." Anta-
ranga and Uparika are names of different officials which were
held by one and the same person Jivadatta in this particu-
lar case. Several instances have been found of the sepa-
rate use of these official titles. Antarariga in one case at

least has been used as the title of a Royal Physician. J The
word Jyesthadhikaranika cannot be translated " the District

Government," because if the word Adhikarana be taken to
be the name of an office and Adhikaranika that of a Govern-
ment, then the word Karanika in line 15 should also be
taken to men" a Government" or "a Department," and
not a single office, which is simply impossible, because the

officers are mentioned by name.
The identification of the Mandala of Varaka with modern

or ancient Varendri does not carry conviction, the forms
of the names are widely different, and though there may be

a common root in both, there is nothing to show that they

were one and the same; moreover, in the copper-plate grants

of Sena Kings of Bengal the name is usually found to be

Varendri and not Varendra The form of Varendra is found
in later records, principally in genealogical works, none of

1 Cakradatta, edited by Jasodauand m Sarkar, Cal utta, U.S. LV>2.
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which can be called ancient. Mahapratihara in the second
and third plates should not be taken to mean " the Chief
Warden of the Gate." The office was a much higher one
and should be translated as '

' Chief or Prefect of the Guards '

'

Ihe word Mahattara cannot be taken to mean "the leadingman of the village," which is also the name of an official
Mr. i'argiter s conjecture about its extant form (Matabbar
.*^) is unnecessary. The word Mahattara is always used

to denote the name of a separate office, and Mr. Pargiter
will 1 have no doubt, find many instances of this amon*
Northern Indian inscriptions. There is nothing in this inscrip-
tion to support the following statement "that under him
local administration continued to be, as in the grants B and

wUTduc.ted by a Board of Officials, in which the Chiefwas the oldest official named Damuka." Supratikasvamin
seems to have approached the entire body of officials at this
Particular locahty of which Damuka was not the oldest, but
the chief official Jyesthadhikaranika means the chief Adhika-
-anika Similarly the word Jyestha Kayastha should not be
taken to mean the • • Oldest Kayastha," but "the Head Clerk
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at Bod h-Gaya and Ganjam with which he compares this grant."
The fact is that in these four grants characters of two or three
different centuries are found to be used side by side. In out-

of-the-way places it is often found that archaic characters are
still being used when a much later form of the alphabet is

found to be current in busier and more populous localities.

But nowhere will be found that characters used in two or
three different centuries are used in one and the same inscrip-

tion. I shall now take each of these inscriptions one by one.

1. The Grant of Dharmmaditya—the year 3.

In a previous paper I have already shown that two forms
of Ha and La have been used in this inscription. 1 The first

form is the Eastern variety of the early Gupta alphabet and
the other the Western variety. In the Dhanaidaha Grant of

Kumaragupta I of the Gupta year 113 we find that the Wes-
tern form of the Gupta alphabet was already being used in North-
Eastern India with forms of the Eastern variety. So it mast
be taken for granted that at that time the older Eastern form
of the alphabet was gradually dying out in North-Eastern Pro
vinces and the Western form taking its place. So it is not
likely than the same admixture of Eastern and Western forms
would be found in an inscription which is at least 150 years
later than the Dhanaidaha Grant. Mr. Pargiter's analysis of my
treatment of the characters of the fourth inscription is very
faulty. He asserts that my proposition about the changes in the
alphabet of North-Eastern India in the first decades of the 5th
century a.d. " must be revised in the light of the three grants
edited by him." His arguments are curious in the extreme.
He goes on saying M in the grant A of 531 a.d. both forms of

H are used, the Eastern 9 times and the Western 6 times."
The first point is the date of the grant A. Mr. Pargiter arrives
at 531 a.d. after assuming that Dr. Hoernle's assertion

about Dharmmaditya's identity with Ya^oclharmman is cor-

rect and that the latter began to reign in 628 a.d. In his pre-

vious article on the subject he says ki He (Dr. Hoernle) thinks
that the Emperor Dharmmaditya is the Emperor YaSodharm-
man." I would like to enquire whether Dr. Hoernle can cite

^ny reliable proof in support of this assertion. I am sure that

among the published records of Indian antiquities there is noth-

ing whatsoever which can be cited in support of this pro-

posed identification. The three inscriptions of Yasodharmman
published by Dr. Fleet are the only sources of information

about him and they contain nothing about the identity ot

Dharmmaditya and YaSodharmman, or anything that will

1 Journal of the Asiatic So ety of Bengal. Vol. VII, p. 290.
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help us in fixing the year of Yasodharmman' s accession.

Mr. Pargiter should not have accepted Dr. Hoernle's con-

clusions beforehand, but should have waited for the appear-

ance of the proofs, which Dr. Hoemle may be holding in

abeyance in support of his proposed identification. Yaso-

dharmman may have had the Biruda of Dharmmaditya,

but this again requires proof. Consequently, it must be taken

for granted that Dr. Hoernle's proposed identification of

Dharmmaditya with Yasodharmman is not correct ,
and his

proposal for accepting the year 528 a.d. as the initial year

of Yasodharmman is not based on facts, In fact, there is

no sufficient ground to hold that the date of the grant A is

531 a.d. and his treatment of my analysis of the eharae

ters of these four grants cannot be accepted. The genuineness

of all these inscriptions is to be doubted because he used

obsolete forms in conjunction with forms of much later date.

The same thing must be said of his next statement: "and it

appears they (the Eastern and Western form of H) were used

indifferently because both are used in the same words." On

the other hand, this will have to be taken as a conclusive proof

of the fact that the writer or writers of the inscriptions were

not aware that he or they were using characters which were

impossible when used in the same inscription. This fact is

further proved by the characters used in the seals. Mr. Pargi-

ter has himself admitted that in one ca3e at least the form

of a character used in the inscription is earlier than that used

in the seal. Usually a seal, the impression of which is placed on

a grant, is older than the grant itself, for one and the same seal

is used to seal a number of documents. I believe Mr. Pargiter

would not admit that in the ancient days people made a

separate seal for each document and sealed the document some

decades after it had been drawn up. It may be asserted that

the seals were made in the Western Provinces of Northern

India, while the documents were drawn up in the East; but

this explanation cannot be accepted because the practice itself

is unusual. We find another unsupportable assumption in Mr.

Parser's date of second inscriptions, which he avers is "567

at the latest/' I fail to understand what reason there can

be to place Yasodharmman's death in 588 a.d. and what

connection Yasodharmman may have with Dharmmaditya.
Mr. Pargiter based his final conclusion upon premises which

have not yet been proved to be true, and states "Those grants

show clearly that the two forms (of H) were in use side by side

in this region during the 6th century." Fresh comment is

unnecessary, because these grants prove nothing beyond the

fact that the characters used in them belong to two or three

different centuries. He continues to state that the Eastern
variety of the early Gupta alphabet was used in Eastern India

at least a century and a half than my estimate. Having come
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to these conclusions, Mr. Pargiter proceeds to state "the fact

then that in this grant the Western form is used generally and
the Eastern once uncompounded and twice in HM is in full

agreement with other grants and has no indication of falsity,

but rather a local characteristic of genuineness." (Page 493).

The evidence based on the use of two varieties of H when
compared with the same evidence derived from the Dhanai-

daha grant tends to prove distinctly that either these four

inscriptions cannot be placed in the 6th century and must
be assigned to the 4th or 5th century a.d., or that they are

forged. The evidences supplied by the characters used in

the seals of three of these inscriptions prove that records

were incised several centuries after the preparation of the

seals when the public had forgotten between the forms of

characters used in previous couturies.

Mr. Pargiter proceeds to examine my analysis of the

characters of the fourth inscription. While treating of the

medial form of the long I, Mr. Pargiter admits in the first

place that its form " tended to vary considerably/'—a statement

which serves very well to prove my own conclusions. Among
the instances quoted by Mr. Pargiter, it may be pointed out

that the medial I in the word Grhitva, in the eighth line of

inscription No. 1 (Grant A of Mr' Pargiter) is really Grhotva.
If it be taken to be a medial I it will have to be admitted that

the form is an abnormal one of the Eastern variety of the

early Gupta alphabet. The use of this form in these inscrip-

tions and the Eastern variety forms of Sa, La and Ha along

with the scroll like form of medial I found in all other in-

stances cited by Mr. Pargiter would alone be sufficient to prove
that there is something fishy about these records. In the fourth

inscription the form of the medial I is that of the Eastern

variety of the early Gupta alphabet with a very slight modifi-

cation. Mr. Pargiter states "there is a tendency to reduce

the size of the inner curl of this vowel sign, and in these last

two words and in Vikriya (Grant B, line 14) it has practically

degenerated into a dot connected with the outer curve. To
separate the dot and the curve would be a natural modi-

fication, as we find in this grant; and here the I sign always

consists of a dot or a small stroke, and a curve on its right,

except in Supratika (line 17) where their position is reversed."

This statement is sufficient to prove that the form of the

medial I in this inscription was something different from the

curl which is usual in other inscriptions of the 6th century

a.d. The form used seems to be a development of the two

curved strokes of which the Eastern variety of the early-

Gupta form consisted and which again was a very slight modi-

fication of the Asoka-Brahmi form. The form used in the

word Supratika (line 17) serves to prove that the left half did

not consist of the dot but was really a curve, which in many
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cases had become a dot or a small stroke owing to the igno-
rance of the scribe. In fact, he or they did not perceive that
unwittingly a slight modification was being made. Conse-
quently, Mr. Pargiter's conclusion that "the form of I then
in this grant is no indication that it is spurious " is erroneous.
If Mr. Pargiter wants to prove that the form of medial I in
North-Eastern epigraphs of the 6th century a.d. was almost
the same as that of the Eastern variety of the early Gupta
alphabet, he must base his conclusions on records other than
these four inscriptions, otherwise there will be a case of begins
the question.

,.a
Thoinitial 1, as I have already stated, presents a further

difference in form. On the first side, in line 9, it consists of two
dots, one above the other, and a straight vertical line to the
right Ihis is the form peculiar to the Eastern variety of the
early Gupta alphabet, and it is to be found only in the Allaha-

fo. f
npt,0n ° f Samudragupta and Kahaum Inscription

of bkandagupta. When we compare the other form of the
initial I, which is to be found in the first letter of the word
[^hato in hne 14 on the second side, we find that it is really
the 6th century form. The word as it stands cannot be any-
thing but Icchato. Mr. Pargiter may take it to be anything
in order to render it. But here the form is that of 6th cen-
tury and of later inscriptions, consisting of two dots or circles
placed side by side above a short horizontal straight line.
Mr. Pargiter says: - There is nothing suspicious in this form,
because ,t is used in the same word in Grant A." As I have
said above, the evidence of the characters of any of these
plates cannot be taken to prove either the age or validity of any

th* d/.

r

*P
af

"! ?
r aS next tried t0 Prove that the form of Ma in

f Lti \
8

-

not abnormal, because the same form is to be
ound in inscriptions Nos. 2 and 3 and so are not open to distrust.

L^rini /TW6r that the evidence of the characters of all four

nnTnY/r
3 g qu

f
8tionable

>
the forms of characters in any

one of them cannot be cited to prove the regularity of those

mnnLT J*6™- His treat^nt of the form of Ya is more

WrinK «?,
e 8ayS that the form of Ya used in the 4th

former
1

T
thVnstances here present three stages in its

r^5*\V ^ .

earlieSt °f these the left Perpendicular
reaches the bottom horizontal stroke, as shown in the second

this slfZ
( ?M' Vl

-
aya (line 4

)
and Yogaya (line 11); and

four 1
COnst

;

fcu

1

te
f,
a connecting link with the second form

otthl i f f

my aFt
i
Cle

- His i^cnious treatment of the forms

that hJ l,

^ T\ be examined in detail. I regret to find

ao tl F^ the f°rCe °f ^ a^nent. Sa, La and

b^n found ^Km VTety °f the GuPta alPhabet
' has never

except in 1 f
US6d aI°ng with the biPartite form of Yaexcept in these four inscriptions-a fact which alone would
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serve to raise grave doubts about the genuineness of these
records. He has again committed the fallacy of citing the
forms found in some of these inscriptions in support of the
genuineness of the fourth record.

In his examination of the next letter La, Mr. Pargiter has
tried to prove that the occurrence of the Eastern and Western
forms of the letter La should not be wondered at, because
they occur side by side in the other inscriptions. He says it

thus appears that both the Eastern and Western forms of La
were in use in this region in 531,—the date of Grant A.
His whole argument depends for its validity upon the identi-
fication of Yasodharmman with Dharmmaditya and upon the
assignment of the date of his coronation to 528 a.d. It might
be stated in reply that as the identity of YaSodharmman and
Dharmmaditya still remains to be proved, and as there is

nothing to prove that YaSodharmman began to rule in 528 a.d.,
so nothing can be definitely affirmed of the date of any of the
inscriptions bearing the name of the Emperor Dharmmaditya :

consequently Mr. Pargiter fails to prove that the Eastern and
Western variety forms of La were used side by side in a 6th
century epigraph in Northern India. In conclusion we find
that the whole structure of his arguments at once fall to the
ground. The forms of the letters used in the word Parkkatti
in line 17 of the second side of the 4th inscription come next
in order. Here also I find to my regret that I have utterly
failed to make myself understood. Mr. Pargiter has tried to
prove that there is nothing abnormal in the forms of these
letters. Take for instance, the first letter Pa. Mr. Pargiter
goes on to argue that it has the same shape as that in Pravart-
taniya (line lOj, Nrpasya (line 14) and Pisaca (line 18) ; if Mr.
Pargiter had examined the forms of Pa in the words quoted
above carefully, he would have come to the conclusion that in
the majority of cases the form of Pa is that of the Northern
Indian epigraphic alphabets of the 4th or 5th century a.d.,
having a clearly pronounced acute angle at one end of the
base. In some cases the other angle, that is, the obtuse angle,
makes way for a slight curve. This curve is very well pro-
nounced in the word Pisaca (line 18). There is a further
difference between the form of Pa in the word Pisaca and
Parkkatti. The common element between these two forms is

the existence of the curve and the acute angle at its lower
extremities, while the differentia is the elongated form of the
letter in the latter word. This elongation of the form is to

be found in no other case and is a clear indication of the fact

that the letter belongs to the Nagarl alphabet and cannot in

any way be taken to be connected with the earlier forms of

the Northern Indian epigraphic alphabet.

The Bodh-Gaya Inscription of Mahanaman of the Gupta
year 269 should never be taken to be the prototype of the
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Eastern variety of the Northern Indian epigraphs of the 6th

century a.d. It is doubtless that though this record was
incised in North -Eastern India in or about the vear 588-89

a.d., it cannot be said that the characters represent the

ordinary epigraphic alphabet of North-Eastern India of the

6th century.. The characters have much more advanced forms
than those of the Mundesvari Inscription of Udayasena of the

Harsa year 30,' or the Patiakella Grant of S'ivaraja of the
Gupta year 283

,*2 but it should be noted that the form of Pa
used in the inscription of Mahanaman is in no case like that

of the word Parkkatti in the fourth inscription from Faridpur ;

the pronounced curve of the lefthand side vertical and the
elongation of the letter are altogether wanting there.

It is quite true that in the next syllable of the word both
the Kas are not looped and that the same form of the com-
pound is to be found in the first line of Bodh-Gaya Inscrip-
tion of Mahanaman. It might be stated in reply that the
letters of the Bodh-Gaya Inscription cannot be taken to be the
representatives of the 6th century alphabet of the North-
Eastern India. If Mr. Pargiter will take the trouble to ex-
amine the form of the same compound in the seventh line of

the Mundesvari Inscription of Udaysena, he will have to admit
that its form is really abnormal. Moreover, he will find no
inscription in Northern India where such late forms occur side
by side with letters which decidedly belong to the Eastern
variety of the Gupta alphabet, and consequently his remarks
cannot be taken to be decisive. My former statement about
the form of Ka in the fourth inscription from Faridpur still

remains to be refuted and needs no modification as yet.
At the end of this palaeographical examination, Mr.

Pargiter proceeds to sum up : "I have now considered all his
criticisms on the script in this grant, and have shown that the
features which he distrusts are to be found in other almost
contemporaneous inscriptions which are genuine; so that as
regards the script, there is nothing suspicious in this Grant." I
have stated at length that the peculiarities of the character?
used in these inscriptions are so varied and unprecedented that
no one would venture to pronounce these four grants from
Faridpur to be genuine records of the 6th century a.d. All of
these inscriptions show forms of characters which belong
partly to the Eastern variety of the Gupta alphabet and partly
to the Western,—a conjunction which cannot be expected in a
genuine record of the 6th century. The Dhanaidaha Grant of
Kumaragupta I of the Gupta year 113= 43:2-33 a.d.3 is an
undoubted proof of the fact that in the earlier decades of the

l Epigraphia Indies, Vol. IX, p. 289. « Ibid., p. 287.
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Hen J, Vol V. pp. 458-59.
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5th century a.d. the Eastern variety of Gupta alphabet was
already dying out in North-Eastern India and its place had to a
very large extent been already occupied by the Western variety.

Consequently, either the first three inscriptions from Faridpur
will have to be assigned to the 4th or 5th century a.d., or

declared to be forgeries. The evidence of the fourth inscrip-

tion is conclusive on this point. In this inscription we find

that the Eastern variety of the Gupta alphabet is being used
along with the Western variety and certain other forms, which
cannot be taken to have been used in North-Eastern India

earlier than the 7th or 8th century a d. The result I believe

is apparent and does not need a fresh statement. In the first

three inscriptions from Faridpur we find certain forms of the

Eastern variety of the Gupta alphabet which are altogether

new to Indian palaeography. The form of Ha in the word
Himasena in line 23 of inscription No. 1, is an example of the

above statement. The letter does not resemble any form of

Ha of the Gupta alphabet, but is more akin to the Ra of the
8th or 9th century alphabet of Northern India. This peculiar

shape of the letter Ha is a result of a man's attempt to copy
a form of a letter which is altogether unfamiliar to him.

Mr. Pargiter is of opinion that the fourth grant at least

is "not a royal grant, but a grant by the business men of

S'antha of a part of the common land of their village," l

and consequently he proceeds to reject my second ground for

discrediting the fourth grant, viz. that it differs from the

formula found in the majority of copper-plate grants. If this

statement be correct, then we shall have to admit that Mr.
Pargiter has discovered a new class of grants,—private grants,

which are to be distinguished from the majority of known
copper-plate grants which are royal grants, Mr. Pargiter

does not seem to be aware that even a private grant needs
royal confirmation. " According to the Law Books (Jolly,

Recht um Sitte) all S asanas must bear the royal seal."'2

This statement is fully borne out by the discovery of the

Kamauli Grant of the Singara Prince Vatsaraja of the reign

of Govindacandra. 3 the plates of the reign of the Caulukya
Prince Ajayapala, recording the grant of his officer {Maliamand-

ale&vara) Vaijalladeva. 4 the British Museum Plate of the

Maharanaka Salakhanavarma leva in the reign of the Kalacuri

Maharajadhiraja Vijayadeva, 6 etc. Numerous inscriptions have

been found in Northern India which illustrate this principle,

and consequently Mr. Pargiter's assumption may be rejected

1 Above, Vol. VI 1. |>. 49(3.

•2 Bnhlers Indian Palaeojiraphy , English Edition, p. 92.

Epi. hid., Vol. IV. p. 131.

* Ind. Ant., Vol. XVIII. p. 82.

* Ibid.. Vol. XV N. p. ±2S
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Mr. Pargiter thinks that "a poor brahman of no posi-
tion, who wanted only a parcel of waste land for his per-
sonal occupation, foisted himself into this village by forging
a copper-plate grant for a piece of char-land as having been
given to him by the business men of the village" i3 in-
credible. Mr. Pargiter's position seems to be very strong and
unassailable, but he has left one little thing out of his con-
sideration, which is that the inscriptions were manufactured
hundreds of years after its reputed date, most probably by
powerful landholders whose interests were at stake and who
claimed to be either the descendants or owners by transfer from
the descendents of the poor Brahmin mentioned in them.
Lastly, Mr. Pargiter is obliged to state that " there are
certainly some words which are not proper Sanskrit, but their
use, so far from being suspicious, is only what might be
expected when local conditions peculiar to this outlying" region
had to be put into Sanskrit dress. In answer it might be said
that Mr. Pargiter's translations of these words have not as
yet been proved to be correct ; it will take some time before
they can be proved so and the discovery of fresh records
must be awaited. Mr. Pargiter's Ingenuity is apparent, but it
still remains to be proved whether his explanations are correct
or not. It may also be that the forger of the document has
put some unintelligible words into his composition in order to
mystify his audience, for unintelligible quotations even, carry
great weight with them in the East, and, more specially so,
when the audience is wholly or partly illiterate

The statements of Messrs. Hoernle and Pargiter about the
date of these records are of no value at all, as they are based on
assumed identities. If, at some future date, Dr. Hoernle can
produce some direct evidences to prove the identity of Yaso-
dharmman with Dharmmaditya, the case will have to be argued
over again on the merit of such evidence.

I must conclude with some remarks on Mr. Pargiter's
peculiar method of determining castes. For example, we find
that he says "the termination Deva in names often desig-
nates Brahmans. ' One who is acquainted with Northern Indian
Inscriptions would emphatically denV such a thing. If on the
basis of such evidence we have to admit that slmacaradeva
was a Brahmin then we shall have also to admit that Lakshmana
Sena, Ramapala and Govindacandra were all Brahmins. I do not
know what evidence he has to prove that - the names of Mahat-
taras in this inscription do not appear to be genuine compound

Zh L'nu thf. component parts had been on one another,
juchaa Dharmmaditya. Sthanudatta and Kulacandra in Grant A
ntr,™ •;•

8
?
em to consist merely of ^o separate words in

v»K T' ?ei
?
C<Lwe may with ^11 propriety write them as

TanarH^?*' J™ P
?
lita

'
Vihita Ghosa, Priya Datta and

Janaidana Kunda; and perhaps Jivadatta maybe so treated.
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Hence it appears that in these names we have four of the caste-
surnames which are common in Bengal now, namely Kunda
(modern Kundu), Palit, Ghosh and Datt When a
person's caste is mentioned, the surname is sometimes omitted,
as in the case of the Karanikas, for while one is named Naya
Naga (Nag is another modern surname), the other is called
simply KeSava." The futility of such arguments are self-
evident and they stand self-rebutted. It may be argued
on the other side that if such names as Naya Naga and Sucf
Palita are taken to consist of one word instead of two then there
is no mistake. Moreover, Mr. Pargiter seems to have forgotten
that in modern Bengal nomenclature names usually consist of
three parts, such as Priya Nath Dutta, Jiva Chandra Datta,
Kesava Chandra Mittra, and these names are quite different from
such names as Priyadatta, Jivadatta, Kesavamitra, etc. The
work Karanika qualifies both names, and had it been a caste
surname then another such in the case of Naya would have been
deemed superfluous. Unfortunately the words Kayastha and
Karanika are not caste-surnames up to the 11th century a.d.,
they are the names of scribes. Dr. Biihler's classical work
on Indian Palaeography may be consulted with great advantage
for both of these points: "Two works just mentioned (Raja-
tarangini and Ksemendra's Lokapraka&a) as well as other
contemporaneous ones, designate the writers also by the term
Kayastha, which first occurs in the Yajnyavalkya-Smrti, I.

335, and even at present is common in Northern and Eastern
India." ' A chance remark made by the father of the Indian
Palaeography throws a flood of light on the date of these four
grants. In genuine Northern Indian inscriptions the word
Kayastha does not occur before the 8th century a.d. " In
the inscriptions, the Kayasthas occur since the 8th century, first

in the Kanasva Inscription of a.d 738-39 from Rajputana."
Karanika also means a scribe, and according to Kielhorn, the
greatest of Indian Epigraphists, "a writer of legal documents."
To Biihler the words Kayastha and Karanika appeared f< to be
merely official titles without any reference to caste." Mention
might be made here of one inaccuracy in the translation of
the first grant. He, Mr. Pargiter, ha3 taken the word Vrhae-
catta (11 = 4-5) to be a proper uame, but it is well known
to be the name of a class of officers, who were most probably
the head of the Cattas.

1 Biihler's Indian Palaeography, English Edition, p. 101.
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iastern Persia)

By W. Ivanow.

Qainat l
(

The Gypsies of Eastern Persia are a wandering folk, scat-
tered through many villages, living exclusively in tents. During
the winter, however, many families will hire small houses or
occupy ruins. And often they resort to a certain definite place,
as for example Serbishe near Birjand. At other times they
are all only to be met with in large numbers on some extra-
ordinary occasion, such as a wedding, when they come into the
neighbourhood of the towns. Although they differ from the
Persians in their features and not seldom in the colour of
their skin, I am unable to agree with Mr. Sykes (' Ten
thousands miles in Persia'), who saw them in Kerman
province, that they seem not to be of Aryan origin. There are
unmistakable signs of admixture of non-Aryan blood ; it would
be impossible to ignore the influence of other peoples upon
them during the time of their wanderings. We should expect
traces of Semitic , Turkish and even Dravidian influences.

They exhibit a great variety in their features, but the com-
monest type seems to be a round face with a large, broad,
seldom hooked, nose, thin lips and a thick growth of coarse
hairs. Many of them recall vividly the Semitic appearance
of those Arab tribes, who still inhabit the Central Desert of
Persia, and there is sometimes a strong likeness between the
faces of Gypsies and of Arab kammdls (coolies) of Birjand.
I may remark that the Gypsies, as far as I could learn, inter-
marry with Arabs far more than with Persians, who despise
them. As a rule they are of excellent physique, sober, hard-
working people of the meanest intellectual capacity.

Of their history in these lands hardly anything is known.
Still there are some interesting points besides well-known allu-

sions in the Shahnamah and in DeGoejVs work, based on
Hamza Isfahani, worth mentioning here.

Southern Persia, still almost unexplored, contains many
races, or rather fragments of races, which might in varying
degrees have influenced the Gypsies. Such are the Brahuis

Qufs or Qufj, Qufij

(perhap
i

1 I am much indebt. < I to Mr. A. F. Scholfield, for help with my
English.
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themselves. The Arab geographers of X-XII cent, mention
a race, living in Mekran—az-Zut or al-Jat (ipt) or cu^Jf).

It is known, that the Massagetoi of Herodotus, corres-

ponding to ' Da-Yueti " or ' Yueji '
* of Chinese, and ' Getae

'

'

of later Greek historians, and Ephtalites '

' (diix£) of European
and Muhammadan writers, followed the Scythians at the time
of their invasion of S. Persia and India (" Scythians '* =** Se

9y
,

' Sey '

' of Chinese, '
' Sakas J

* of Indian, " Segzi, Seji
* 9

[Sejestan^Seyistan-Sakastan-Seistdn] of Persian historians)

.

Chinese and Greek historians often notice the Da-Yueti, and it

appears that they sprang originally from the same stock as

the Scythians, with whom they lived in close connection. In
India their name can be recognized in " Jat " (King Kanishka
was of this tribe). According to many accounts they were of

Aryan race, although Dr. Tomaschek in his Centralasiatischen
Studien (1877) calls them "a tribe of Tangut origin."

Now those Jatts are still a numerous tribe (78,400 ace.

the last census) in British Baluchistan, not to mention many
other tribes with the same name throughout India. And the
likeness between the name of the above-mentioned Az-zut or

Al-jat of Arab Geographers, and the contemporary Jatts and
Syrian zatts, zotts (Nawars) is very striking. Besides the name
" jat " is still applied in some places of Eastern Persia to the
Gypsies.

Against the opinion of Mr. Sykes (a note in the Journal
of Gypsy Lore Soc. v. Ill (new series), p. 320) I believe this

likeness is not fortuitous. It must mean that the Gypsies lived

a long time among the Jatts, as they did among other peoples.

This may throw some light on the enigma: what road did
they take on their way from India ?

It is tempting to suppose that the Gypsies were originally

but a tribe of the same Jatts, the most western of them,
inhabiting the south-eastern part of the Iranian plateau. We
know, that Seistan and the neighbouring countries to the south
were in ancient times not so desolate as now. There were
numerous towns and villages with a thick population. Is there

no relation between the migration of the Gypsies and the

gradual decay of these countries? And were they simply
pushed out by the growing dryness of the lands ? This would
be a very simple explanation of a fact not so common in

history, viz. the migration of an isolated tribe from the centre

of India to the coasts of the Atlantic.
A comparative study of the affinities linguistic and anthro-

pological between the Kanjar tribe of India and the Jatts and
Gypsies of Baluchistan might yield much of interest.

There were many other peoples in ancient times who might
have influenced the Gypsies. The modern name of Mekran, as

is proved, is not of Aryan origin, but seems to be derived from
the name of a tribe, perhaps of Dravidian stock, whom the
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Greeks knew as *' Makai" (Mdiccu) or " Mukai" (Umai)
9
and

who appear in cuneiform inscriptions as " Maka " or " Masia."
Stephanos of Byzantium gives the name of the country as
"Makarene" (Maicaprjvri), and in Muhammadan geographers
we find the parallel form " Makiiran **)J

The ancient Greek name for Southern Persia, " Hedrosia
'

'

,

seems to have originated in the name of a tribe whom
Herodotus styles " Derousiaioi (^ypovoLaloi)* We know but
little about the real distribution and peculiarities of the Gypsies
in Persia. Still less about those of Afghanistan. From what I
have seen of them on the Persian frontier they are of the same
type (sometimes even fairer), speaking a kind of Turko-Gypsy
patois.

About the Gypsies of Baluchistan we know a little more,
and I cannot abstain from quoting here an interesting passage
by Mr. Denys Bray, I.C.S., in his Census of Baluchistan, 1911,
p. 173, (v. IV). " Zorl— 10,936. They aredispersed throughout
the whole country, and reach far away into Persia and beyond.
Asked about their origin they usually spin some yarn connect-
ing them with the particular race among whom they live : they
hail from Aleppo ; they are descended from Sarmast, youngest
of the sons of Mir Hamza, the Prophet's uncle ; it was under
Chakar the Kind, that they came first to Makran, and on into
Baluchistan, and much more in the same strain. Asked about
the meaning of their name, they usually explain that old
father Sarmast was luckless enough to get overlooked wheno" wv o
Mir Hamza's patrimony was being divided up, and there was
nothing left him but a lor or share in the lot of his more
fortunate brothers. As a matter of fact, they are not over-
fond of the name of Zorl, and many of them much prefer
to be called Sarmastari after their legendary ancestor, or Zopi.
for which they have no explanation to offer at all. or else to
be dubbed usta

y
short for (P.) ustdd, master-craftsman. By

craft they are tinkers, first and last; after their own fashion
they work well enough in gold and silver; they are not bad
hands at carpentry ; they are expert beggars ; several of them
are domb or professional minstrels ; the wives of the domb are
the midwTives of the country. After this long list of their

attainments it is not surprising that the tribes to which they
are attached—and nearly every section among the Baloch and
Brahuis has its own little Zorl group—are fully alive to the
value of their services and keep a pretty tight hold over them,
taking them along on their wanderings and fiercely resenting
any overtures on the part of other tribes to lure them away.

1 It is noteworthv that the patois of Zorl. or Gypsie- of Baluchis-
tan is still called Mokki.

i I must refer the reader generally to \V. Bartold's H istorico-Geogra-
phical Description of Iran (in Russian)*. 8. Petersb., 1903.
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The tribal headmen the Zori have jealous guardians of their

petty rights and privileges, and under their protection they

charmed that their

blood-money is set at some fancy price, generally twice the

blood-money of an ordinary tribesman."
As to their literary name " Zull " or " Zurl," analogous

to Baluchi "Zori", this is absolutely unknown in Qainat,

while in Western Persia it is applied only to an inhabitant

of Zuristan. " Kauti" which is derived presumably from,

the Gypsy M Kala" " Kdula"—black, dark (not from Kabul),

I have never heard used. In the east it signifies an Afghan,
in the west, an Indian Muhammadan. The most common name
is " QirishmOl" (or Qirishmdl), and in Qainat " Ustokor",
from the Persian ustad-i-kar , i.e. master-craftsman, in allusion

to their craftsmanship, by which they earn a livelihood. Their

word Kozengi(r) is a translation of this. The word * c Qurbati
"

with its parallel forms Ci Qulwati J \ " Khulwati'\ is often

applied The origin

> j

of this term, as I have been told by many Persians and by
Gypsies themselves, is to be sought in the familiar Muham-
madan tradition of the prophet Ibrahim. He persisted in

rebuking his countrymen for the depravity of their lives : they
used to " approach " (Ar. qariba) their own mothers, daughters
and sisters. They seized him and were about to burn him
alive, when he was delivered by a miracle. Thereupon Ibrahim
cursed them and devoted them to perpetual wanderings.

But this word can be explained much more simply as

coming from " ghurbat, gharibi" meaning " to be a stranger
"

or "to live in foreign country," because q and gh are almost
always absolutely undistinguishable in the local pronunciation.
Another name for Gypsy very seldom used here, is " BahluU."
It belongs properly to a Baluchi tribe, living in some parts of

Birjand province.

II.

Perhaps a few notes on the peculiarities of their customs
and manner of life would not be out of place.

^
In the matter of clothes they differ but little from the

Persian peasant. The women however often dress in

and
her face outside her own village, they never do. Often too
they wear nose-ornaments, a custom common enough to Arab
women, but extremely iare among Persians. Their tents and
their belongings are just those of Baluchis and Eastern Kurdish
and Arab tribes.

Their religion is Islam of the Shi'a sect. But the genuine-
ness of their faith is suspected by the orthodox as they are

lax in the performance of the ritual, and in the saying of the

most essential prayers. Religion does not enter deeply into
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their lives and I have never heard of there being any derwishes
or saints among them. "Kerbelai", i.e. persons who have
undertaken the pilgrimage to Kerbela, the shrine of Imam
Huseyn, are almost as rare. Their standard of morality is

low, and many women are reputed to be occasional prostitutes.

They are mostly copper- and iron-smiths or carpenters.

They also make a special kind of felt cap. Their productions

are of a simple kind, requiring no particular skill, reaping-

hooks, chains, shovels, etc., qalydn-^'ipe^ of onnab-wood, the

apparatus for weaving and other domestic utensils. Women
prepare a kind of guimp lace, called " bendi shalivdr " , which
is chiefly used for cloth belts by them.

The Gypsies are known everywhere for their clever singing

and dancing. But in this province they show no particular

-kill.

All Persians despise them; to eat with them is considered

derogatory even by the lowest persons.

Their customs, in short, are much the same as those of

the ordinary Persian peasants, though tending to a greater

simplicity owing to their poverty. As an example I may cite

their wedding ceremonies, which are celebrated with great merry-

making, much music and dancing. Even their women and girls

take part in the last, and they are joined by hundreds of

spectators. For the traditional bridegroom's walk to the bath

is substituted a ceremony, in which the bridegroom, accom-

panied by all the people, with girls dancing at intervals of a

few paces is taken to the nearest spring or pool. Then the

crowd stops, and he quickly performs the ritual of " ghusl '',

or bathing the whole body. I was assured that this custom is

observed even in winter. The traditional washing of the

bride's right hand and left foot by the bridegroom is often

omitted.

They are of course, strictly speaking, endogamous. The
rates of £t mahr", i.e. bride's price, or "shir-behd", i.e. the

price of milk, are very low. An old man boasted to me that

he had given all his daughters in marriage and " had made a

good thing out of it ", receiving no less than 10 tumans (Rs

25) <c per head"! The girls are married at from 13 to 16

years of age, the boys later.

It is very difficult to discover the real numerical strength

of the Gypsies, thev live so scattered in the remotest corners

all over the province. I am inclined to believe that they can-

not be very numerous.
III.

Gypsy jargon has lost its own grammar and uses only that

of the Persian as spoken in Qainat. Abounding in many
kindred original forms, Gypsy language easily melted into

Persian. (Even the language of English Gypsies retains a
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number of Persian words). The few genuine Gypsy words
preserved were preserved with the special object of concealing
their !

B secrets

'

9

; and thus the speech of scattered families

possessing no poetry (even the possibility of this seems to them
now ridiculous), nor anything deserving the name of "folk-
lore

p
'

, lay at the mercy of every chance influence. (The same is

the case with the Arab tribes of the Central Persian Desert.)
Judging from the state of their language, one may legitimately
suppose that they were the first emigrants, who came to Persia
in ancient times in small numbers before the main body of

Gypsies migrated.

Yet, notwithstanding many phonetic changes in their cor-

rupted language the origin of nearly all their words can be
traced to an Indian source.

I am not able to share the view of Mr. Dames in his notes
on the short vocabularies Mr. Sykes (Journal of Anthropolog.
Inst, of Grt. Brit, etc., v. XXXII, 1902, p. 339, and v. XXXVI,
1906, p. 302), that this jargon is entirely of artificial origin, for
I may point out that neither of the vocabularies is a safe ground
for forming an opinion, being full of mistakes. It is very hard
indeed to obtain from the average Gypsy any adequate linguis-
tic material ; their stupidity is sometimes beyond all descrip-
tions. Ask a Gypsy: "How do you say 'horse' in your
language ? " He will answer in 99 cases out of 100—" A horse
is good, is tall, is cheap " etc., but never directly to the question.
It is, I suppose, a common feature of many Gypsy tribes
incapacity for abstraction. And Prof. S. Macalister says just
the same about Syrian Zotts: that such linguistic inquiries
among them require particular cautiousness, and even the most
" learned Persian", who compiled the vocabularies for Mr.
Sykes, can fall into many mistakes. Such is the case, I believe,
e.g. with a very strange form in the vocabulary of Gypsies from
Sirjan and Zirutt—"marzi " meaning "I." I dare wager
that the Gypsy, who was asked :

" How do you say I ' ?

answered "I am a man", "man marzi {mardi)-um" {d is

pronounced often very softly). The same with the word shay-
tumi, which occurs many times in the vocabulary in very
different significations. The Gypsies use this word very often
for anything whose name they do not know. It means simp

1

:'

" thing, something", and = Arabic word 'skey'
COUrse the OTllv anr** m^f-linrl Jo f^ «^„1—~ ±u^:- «4

9 J

(isr)-
0f

140)

converse with them in their language.
The case is just the same with the so-called Mdkta or

chtm of Baluchistan. Mr. Denys Bray says (op. cit., p. __.,
'•It is an artificial jargon, invented on the basis of the language
ot the people among whom they (Gypsies) live, and which they
more especially employ when thev want to keep their meaning
to themselves. And yet so successfully and universally is the
jargon used, that it seems doubtful whether its artificiality
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suffices to debar it from being classed as a language. It is at
any rate acquired naturally by Zori children, as a language for

the home circle."

There are many words in Gypsy language which are used
in the secret code of derwishes, beggars and, I believe, thieves.

These words are often artificial, "symbolical", even drawn
from several other tongues.

The QainI idiom being the basis of local Gypsy jargon is

a link in the great chain of Iranian dialects, at one end of

which are the languages of the Pashtoo family, at the other
those of Kurdish. The idiom in question is closely related to

that of Turshiz (or Turshish) and Sebzewar, and shares many
words with the dialect of Tabas. This last is in a transition

stage towards the dialects of Biabunak, Nain etc., which prob-
ably belong to the same group as the dialect of Kashan. Many
of their phonetic rules govern also Kurdish dialects and can be
met, as far as I know, in the idioms of Aorami and Kendule,
which belong to the Tajik family, the direct heir of Zend.

Phonetics.

The chief peculiarities of this Gypsy idiom
;
i.e. as spoken

in Qainat, are as follows :

—

The guttural n as in degnb. The use of cerebrals / and
d as in til. The r sometimes recalls the r of Hindustani, e.g.

in the word bard ; k and g are more velar than in Persian,

although not so strong as Persian g or gh. Their strong pro-

nunciation is retained even when they are palatalized (I mark
the palatalization with the sign). Dentals are usually softer

than in QainI. The n on the end of words is often pro-

nounced as a guttural n or deep Hindustani n, and very seldom
as Qaini m = w.

Palatals are much softer, simiiiar to those in Hindustani
;

ch and j are sometimes undistinguishable.

The sibilants are also pronounced softer.

The labials can become a little aspirated, as bhutok, but

they vary very much according to individual pronunciation.

B and w, p are often interchangeable. Ex.: Ube = biwe,

faqwim= tagbin , sefid = ispid , etc

.

The liquids / and r seldom differ at all in pronunciation.

They very often cause the transposition (metathesis) of syllables.

Besides there is always some thing like a softly sounding r or ri

after every final vowel : goror, chetir, etc.

The sound "a" is more guttural and deeper, than in

QainI, e.g. —lakar, etc. But long a is pronounced always as in

Q.—i.e. as 5, a sound which can never be confounded either

with o=# in North Persia (mostly Tehran and Azerbeyjan),

or with the Indian pronunciation of P. u, as in koh= P. kuh.

As in Q. a long d ( = o) at the end of a word becomes often eo
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or ew: bacho = bacheft (P. becheha), koldo = koldew , etc. As a
rule the final syllable ab is also eu or ew: khew= ¥. Khwab,
ishtew= P. shitabeh, just as in Qaini. In the last a is pro-
nounced , though very seldom , as I : e.g.

—

dishte= dashte. E and
i are often deeper than in Qaini. U is often sounded in the
place of e or i and vice versa: dlz= ~P. dur, zid= ~P. zud: sur=
P. sir, etc. This rule is one of the most common to all the
dialects of Iranian languages, observable as well in Pashtoo as
in Baluchi and Kurdish.

There is a short o, which can be called a peculiar Gypsy
sound having no corresponding one in local Persian idiom.
I believe in many cases this o= the suffix of substantives, cor-

responding to that of English Gypsy o, as in senuto, etc. But
very often on the end of a word it is pronounced longer, and
then is hardly different from o = a. Only in the middle of
words it can be observed properly, as in jodo, goro, gelor, etc.

Changes of the consonants in real Gypsy words are almost
untraceable, owing to the deplorably scanty remnants of their
vocabulary. Some changes which appear there can only be
exceptions. Thus : z = k—P. bazi = G . boki ; s = k— P. busiden
= G. bakiden. t = sh,V. keshtden,G. katoiden, etc. In Smart
and Crofton's ''Dialect of the English Gypsies" (Lond. 1875)
there are many phonetic changes given, but many of them, as
far as I know, are not observed in Qaini Gypsy. Such changes
as k—

f

; kh—f, b—d, etc. I never met. The change of the
labials into gutturals is very common to the Iranian languages
and in some of Persian dialects, e.g. that of Biabunak, it is a
rule: gis = Vera, bist

; gecho = P. becheha etc.
Some changes in Qaini Gypsy are very strange : dehevnden

P. dewiden; menon = P. nan; kutagon = P. kuja, etc.
Synharmonic tendencies of Qaini are not common to the

(»yPsy> although there are sometimes the traces of assonance.
Euphonically are used n and w, sometimes y: suni= P-

suyi
;

kine or kiwe = P . kiest ? palunum. = ~P.pahluyem, etc . But
hiatus is also used very freely.

Accentuation is not so strong as is Qaini.
The transposition of syllables and of their elements is

almost a rule in this Gypsy dialect.

IV.

Morphology.

Here as well as in the vocabulary I will only note the
differences between Gypsy and Persian."

Nouns.—The gender is not distinguished as in Persian.
But there are many traces of it in the most common termina-
tions of two chief forms: o (6 or o) and i, corresp. to Masculine
and Feminine suffixes in Engl. Gypsy.
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But o often really means here a and so it is used just

as a in Indian languages, as a Masculine suffix. Ex. : goro,

gorno etc., cheti, chemuri, jewi, etc.

The plural is formed by 6 slightly aspirated = P. nd ; the

other suff.

—

u, un, un, = P. an. Both are added to the last con-

sonant of the root, or to the last vowel, notwithstanding
hiatus:

—

becho or bechao = 'P. bechehd, etc.

There are also words not requiring special suffixes for

plural, as goro, gera, jodo, etc.

The declension consists only in the addition (for the Dat.

and Ace.) of ro, or more often

—

ri, T. rd. It is used also

pleonastically, and even euphonically after every final vowel

(see above).

Q.

expressed by the addition of a, u, e, i (like the lzafat in

sound) ; and it is used in this Gypsy dialect as well.

The i of status constructus (lzafat) of Persian becomes,

as in Qaini, here

—

u, e, *, in assonance with the last syllable

OT under the influence of final labial, etc. Often it can be

omitted.

The Pronouns are the same as in Qaini or Persian, with

exception that ish = Fer$. an; u is seldom used. But there

is almost always added to them the P. particle rd — ro orn, even
in Nom. meri— V. men = l; teri = P. tu= thou; uri = V. u = he,

she, it; mori—P. md = us; sumori^P. shumd = yoa; uri and
iri (in Qaini u and i) = Pers. an and in, that, he, and this, he.

The Numerals are lost and those of Persian only used.

Instead of P. td is used hot in the dialects of Jiruft and Sirjan,

and it = hdlad which means piece, head, many, etc.

The Verbs. Q
instead

of P. id, e.g. miguyay-P. miguyid. The Imper. almost always

lias the form of 2 p. sing, witli i. There is also a peculiar

particle, added to every personal form of the verb

—

di.

Personal suffixes m, d and nd are very often omitted
;

1'ersian particles of continuity and completeness of action—tm
and be, b%—usually undergo many phonetic changes: they

become ma, me, mi, mu and ba, be, bi, bu. So—mdidi-P. mi-

guyed; marae-P.mirewed: mukhure = P. mikhured, etc. These

particles, especially be, bi. are very often used with all forms

of certain verbs, and sometimes it is very difficult to dis-

tinguish them from the part of the root of a verb.

A peculiar Gypsy feature is to use causal (or causative)

forms of the verbs, even of active ones, in the sense of simple

active: rforfi-wim = P. ddrim; kerduni= P. herd, etc.

The auxiliary verb is here hana, ana, ane, etc., also aniste,

Negat. form—na'ane, na'ne na'ni. Past tense— bi, bu, as in

Qaini, P. hud.

The Composition of Words. There are peculiar suffixes, by
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which every word can be made a Gypsy one and admitted for
use into the «

' secret code." This is common also to the jargon
of the derwishes. But it seems that Gypsy suffixes are of
natural origin and were already in use for the formation of adjec-
tives, participles, etc., etc., as appears from their likeness to
those used in other Gyspy dialects. Seemingly there is now no
difference in the use of these suffixes : ok, nok, tok (in Zorl oak)

perhaps fr. P. dim. surf.—ek, ik or chi, die, huz—perhaps
Engl. G.—us, os, amus, etc. of the subst. turn, torn, kom, him,
(in Zorl kai) Engl. G.—um, pen, tan, which can be used with
every substantive.

Dew—is very rare, as also—ugo, e.g.—shdlugo=P. shdl.
Ex. shirdew, shirkom, shirtum^P. shir; muchok=P. mu

;

shirmok = P. shlrln, etc., etc.

Gurghuz= P. gurg., etc.

Ohis or gis are used for the names of the relations : bogis=
father; mogis = mother ; khorghis = sister, etc.

The prefixes, which Mr. Denys Bray says occur in Zorl, I
have not met with. Perhaps this feature in Zorl originates
from Brahul, and other influences.

V.

Vocabulary.

Ar. means here Arabic word. B—the dialect of Biabunak,
a province of Central Persia. H—Hindi and Hindustani.
' %
—llterary Persian. Q—the dialect of Qainat (East Persia).

M*-the Gypsy of England, as in B. Smart and Crofton, The
Dialect of the English Gypsies, 2nd ed., Lond. 1875.

J, S and Kh—the dialects of the Gypsies of Jiruft, Sirjan
and rvhorasan, as in Mr. Sykes' notice in the J. of Anthropol.
Society of G. B. and I. v. XXXVI, 1906, p. 302.

»„ cr"T
the dlalect of the G. of Kerman, as pr. in the notice by

Mr. Sykes, op. cit. v. XXXII, 1902, p. 339
T

1
Memoir on

Also see v.
II (1891--old ser.) of the J. of the GypsV Lo're Soc, the extract
from Sir Ouseley 's

'

« Travels.

"

o*
Na

^V~the d * of Naw^rs or Zotts, from the papers of Prof
Stewart Macalister in the J. of the Gvpsv

"

and V (new ser.).
J Lore Soc. vv. Ill

A.

Abtl (?), P kheyli (A), J ubil, S uil—much, plenty.
ajuden ajo(den) H jana (?)-cause, come, make.
afcul. J haluk, S aluk-a. walnut.
at, aluko, alugo (Turkish altinl)—* coin of shahi.
ammt, amrot, P in, im, H G m*_to-night.
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archi, alchi, P bur}—a tower.

areki, aleki, Ar. qaVa—a castle.

B.

Bagal, J bakil, H bakrd, EG bokoro—a goat, sheep.

bagnoy (?). EG per—belly, stomach.
bahandar, H byah—marriage (Punjabi bohtri, the bride).

bahot, bahut, H bahut, EG booti, J buhuk, Kh burnt (?)—an
honourable man, chief, great, much, plenty.

barnogi, H nak, B nak—the nose.

barto(y)
9
bertoy (?)—a coat, a fur coat.

benew(den), H bandhnd, P benden, besten—to bind, to tie,

to close.

beroghis
y
beroqis, P bercider, Q fteror— brother.

betik(iden), H baithna—to sit.

beylitt, H bhukhd, EG bokalo, J bukdr, S 65m—hungry.
&eym(den)(Imp. bedey) 9 K buniden, H dewa, P ddden—to

give.

(light).

beytiden (probably bemeytiden), H bujhdna—to extinguish

bagundeni, P bdddm—almond tree and fruits.

6oH, P fraz£—play, dance, etc.

feogis, 6a6a (J ftangr (?), S bahang (?) ), father.

buhker, bhuker, P nuker— a servant (male).

buki(deri), P bitslden J—to kiss.

6iire (fr. P bur brown)—woollen coat.

bartew, (fr. Q partew)—spread, a counterpane, quilt.

butok, bhutok, buktok, P bagh—a garden.

CH.

Ohekel, chikil, EG chik, H chik, chikdr, B chino (EG chiklo

adj. dirty)—mud, dirt, filthy.

chemuri, Kh chamri, H chiria, P murgh, EG cheriklo—

a

bird, hen.

chetl(r)
7 EG cfa'fo'—chain, any metallic vessel, copper, of

copper.

chekati, chekati. EG chingar. P channe—bargaining, begging.

cholugo, choluko (sholugo), P $AaZ, shale, EG chooko—
cloth, carpet.

D.

rfaA Well

dashbur, H dokha—a juggler.

1 JtfocA Arerdfen is used, as Mr. Sykes states, in Herman. Mr-

does not know this word, although it is the only expression for I

in West Persia, e.cr. m Kermanshah. Kamadan and Kurdistan.
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dehew{iden) , P demden 9
H dauma—to run, fly.

dendlkj H dant
9
P denddn—a tooth.

denew, danew, J dinki
9
S nidu, Kh nideo, Zori nodo, V zan

9

zen (dial, dan ?). Perhaps from domni, romni
9
Indian Dom ?

a woman.
denuf -de (perh. corr. P dar, der (in), and nuf) 9 H nind%

JS nuffden
9 Q da Wfcew, P dar, khdb (khwab)—sleep, asleep.

degno
9
degno

9
P dehdn—the mouth, lips, etc,

dohos, P dwaZy H dohd—a couplet, a song, cry, sound, etc.

dohoki(den)
9
H dekhnd— to see, look.

doU(den)
9
H darnd—to be afraid.

dowri, fr. Ar. ^2^—a frying pan.
duhuri(den) , H dhond—to wash.
dukhldj, dukhloch, H Jadta', EG ra&K (Pdim. suff. ?), P dukh-

tar, Punjabi hdhia—a girl, daughter. x

G.

Gawja, EG gav—village, a furnace, fireplace.

gdar—the weight of one Persian man
gerd, H gadhd, P khar

9 J, S and Kh gure—axi ass.

gerinq, Q gowarz—a, kind of millet.

gergew, P getden, EG gooshum—the neck.
gerze, EG govjo—not a Gypsy. (Fr. Pashtoo v. garzedal

Used in the code of the derwishes, a derwish, beggar.
ghaft(iden), H ghatdnd—to diminish, to steal.

ghaybi{den), Ar. ghayb, H ghatna—to fall, to lay.
gomo, qomo, Ar. qawn— the family, relations,
goro, H gAora, EG grei—a horse.
gun], EG gono, P guni—& bag, sack, saddle-bag.
gram, EG guri, H grorS—a cow, bull.

H.

Haftrdt—P haft (7) and H or G rat—a, week.
hamkur, hamkul, P Aam (together) and kur, kul (house)

triend.

hantumi, see shaytumi.
hanti(deri), P gerdiden—to turn.
hastar(den)

9
P gusterdniden—to spread.

Jo* (fr 6oAof ? q. v.)—a piece, much, many , corr. to P part. td.

Atwar (Ar. huqqa and P sar?)—a portable qalyan, as used
m India, huqqa.

huterO (?), P pare EG fetor—piece, part, fragment, a bit.

J.

Jahl—Punjabi jahl—salvadora oeoides, mulberry.
jewtd

zan
inatha—the husband

Kurdish zhen (as in Biabunaki)—a woman, wife.
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jindi (?), a water mill.

jado J, S jadeh, jadu, EG choivo, choro, H jat—a child,

jo(iden), H jana> EG jal, jol, jil
9
etc.—to go, run, etc.

jolihe (?)—pea.

juw.—P chi, che, H ji—what ?

K.

Kam, H kam, P kar—business, work, task.

kamkar [kam and P suff kdr, gar)—a, worker.

kaltr, kelir. Ar kalil, EG koosi—little, small, few.

kalpik. Ar. kalb—& dog.

kamosi (?)—dry.

kato(iden), P keshtden—to draw, to take.

ifceZo™, P fturud (used in East. Persia, in West, keshk and in

the Cent., piru), EG ferf—cheese, a kind of dried milk of goats.

kelur, P kelle—the head.

keluch—a Baluchi.

ker(iden), P kkariden—to buy, to accept.

keshtok (?)— a pillar of the tent.

kimit, kimlden, S kimundan (H jhapatnaor gayal)—he went.

ifcifoV, fofir, P kaghiz. H kagut—paper.
khas, EG wasf, m$, P dast, H hathh—the hand, finger.

khasbhur (P khushe—spike , and buriden—to cut)—a peasant

.

khatak (?)—a cucumber, melon.

MoJ, goZ, P kuldh—a felt cap.

khodilr—beggar, mendicant.

khorghis, P khdher (khwdhee)—sister.

khushkew, P khushk—dry.

khushpak, P khushk—& stick, tent-peg, " qalani."

Jfogrne, iognO, P kukne—old, a respected man, priest, chief.

JtotaO, £dideu? (H putr ?)—a boy, pupil.

itoH(den), P khanden ( ? Punjabi At**—to cry, howl)—to

laugh.

engro ?)—a work-

Q
jfeoon—an earthen vessel for water.

fcafaxtf, khulwat, JS Jhdttf, Kh XwKr ? Q &K«—barren hill,

fr. H khara ? EG kumbo—a, hill, stone, nail, peg, stick.

kuUmull, P kuldh-mal—maker of felt caps.

&ttftd, B fcwr, EG &oro—blind.
" m

a house, tent.kur, kulp, kurb, kurm, ku

kutagon—P kuja—there.

L.

(Laka)—a brick.

lakar. lekar. H rukh 9 EG rook—a tree, wood
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lalf (?)—a loop, knot.

latir, Kerm lamir, P panir—a kind of cheese.
lakhi, Ar khali—empty.
lebe, lebi, P belt—yes.
lehar, P rik, rig—the sand.
lewe, lawi—Ar laban—a kind of sour milk (P mast),
limar, S UmrU, Punjabi Ida (lamb)—a sheep, goat.
lochur (?), P shutur—a camel.
lodengi (?)—pomegranate tree and fruit.

loho, lofch, H loha. JSKh lu—iron and every metal.
loko (EG loko., heavy)—money, silver.

lopun, P polan—si bag saddle.
lugundeni (?)—an egg.

luhut, H lahu—blood.
lumo, mullo, Ar. mawla—& priest.

lurigur (H latna and P suff. gar ?)— a priest, judge, thief,

robber. EG looromengro—thief

.

M.

Mandal, mandar, mandel, JS mindal, H mandal (or Ar man
zil ?)—a village, town.

mahanji(den), muji(den), moji{den) ( = H jamana ?)—to stop,
put on, lay down.

melugi, P meges, T mohia—a fly.

mengi(deri), H mangna, EG mong—to love, ask, desire.
menoil, JS mena, Kh wmna, EG rnonro, P Tiarc—bread.
merefc, T dark (T JfoZ—wine) H madhu, Greek meK—grapes.
meytj{den) EG mer, meZ, H mama—to die.
mezttZ (?)—fortune-telling.
miskj{den)

9
H samajhna * —to know, understand.

mo^s, moghis, Kh mdrghis, P mader—mother.
moms, EG manoosh, H manuj, manushya (Skt.)

husband.
monsi, EG mas, H wans—the meat.

a man

,

Q mionew ?)—water.

N.

Nalugo, Ar na7—a horse-shoe.
nochuku, P ndkhush—ill, unwell.

n&A—eye

0.

0gr», EG yogr, Skt. aflw*, Pers. dialects aAer, ayar, agrer—fire

onde,unde (?)—a respectable man, priest.
ondblu, P zerdalu—an apricot.
orra, wrra (?) as in J and S—bad, wicked.
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okyol(iden), EG haw, hoi, kol, H khdnd , khilana , P khurden
to eat, to feed.

P.

Paley, palew, P pul, EG luva, roop, H rupiya, Naw. pJe
money, silver.

paru(iden), P furushlden—to sell.

pek(iden), EG pe&, H pakna—to roast, cook.
pel(iden), EG peer (to walk)—H pherna, to drive.

peJw (Q ?)—an Afghan.
peyrufti, peyrefti, P pirahan—a shirt.

piaulti (?), P parche—stuff, cloth.

pvrewot, J pirufta, S pirvat, P p?r, H purana—old, old man.
pHri(de?i), EG pal, per, H mama—to throw, to pour out.
pogumi, poyumi, P pa—foot, boots, shoes.

ponew, EG paani, H pani—water.
poweri (?)—God, Prophet, Imam, prayer, etc., etc.

powosi, puwosi, EG motsi, P pust—leather, skin.

puke, P pembe—cotton.
pur, P bar— a, load.

push, fr. P pushiden—cloth, dress, blanket.

Qol. See khoL
Q.

R.

Eakhsho, rahsO, Ar sahra—desert, field, etc.

risak, riski, P risman, J and S riskdi, Biab, ris—thready
cord.

rizb, rizm, Pashtoo wrizhe—rice.

rot, rat as in EG, J, S, H—night, evening.

S.

Samal, semer, Ar thamdr ?—a fruit, grass.

sawshub (?), P sabz—green, grey, blue.

sefinuk, sefinok, P sefid, white.
segi(den), seki(den), H samajhnd?—to know, understand.

sekol, sehol, EG saala, Ar sahar—dawn, day, light.

seng—a sum of 25 tumans.
sennuta, Kerm. senufta, P seg (fr. shmuften ?)—a dog.

setu, sitew, P shdltvdr—cloth, trousers.

sewlet, semi, sembil, P sebil—the moustachios.

seylafc, sildld, P serd—cold, cool.

sirdew sir—satisfied (with food).

sts (?) (perhaps symbolically fr. P sis—hops)—bread.

shaytumi, sheytumi, hardumi, Ar. shey—something, a

piece, thing:.
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shelew (?)—fuel, wood.
shift (?;, P shir—milk.
sholugo. See cholugo.

shiruftok, shirinok, P shirin—sweet, pleasant, sugar.
shuz{den), EG shoon, H sunna, P shiniden—to listen, hear.
shureki, shuregi, P shur -brackish, salt.

sina (?)—young
sukh(iden), P sukhten, H sulgana—to burn.
sumi{den), sun{iden). See shuiden.
sute, sutew, also in J and S—black.

T.

Tamger (?)—a barber.
temiion (?)—straw.
tengowar, P tufang—& musket.
terigho, Ar tariq—a, road, way.
67, tel, H <e2—oil , butter.
iorij

: P £an£—dark, black.
tubur(den), tur(den)

y EG tarder, J and S 6w^r. tu—to beat,
strike.

tuhur(iden). See duhnriden.
tupur, tupo, tupol, tupolo, tupor, P khurmd—dates.

U.

wra. See orra.

ttncte. See oracte.

W
IF51, Eg bal, H 6^—hairs, wool.
warpor{tden)

, H parnd—to cause to fall, and P 6ar (w*r,
war)—to rise up, to put up.

wsw(tfen), w^(rfen), Yursi(den) J varsuden. EG aver,
r redden—to come, to reach.

wotu(den), Kerm. wotobiden, P wa istdden *. (Cp. also Q
wartdapide-a> person who sits with his knees under his chin)

to stay, to stop.

z.

Zabil, J 2«2>«7—barley.
zertwZ, P 2erd and G suff Z, Zo—yellow.
zugume, P zwd—quick, soon.

Y.

Yamosh{ten), yumush{ten), H samajhna ?—to understand
know.
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APPENDIX.

A Gypsy Story.

Yek manisei joi be yek mandeli, yursi be yek dukhldchi,
handiger_ memingidan. Boz yeki gide kelure dukhldcha (Ace.)
warhantu. I wd mejoi dumbdle unde wurside, yumushio, ki,
"pishkdm unde, i bor arz ajuden, ki ijewide mori aniste. Hold
amre ez undei abil, har chi shumdri biamdrin (fr. Ar amr ?)

,

mO ez uri amal ajonim. " Ez u tol bu it tol arz ajoni. Uri
unde aval u tol bupurse, " ki uri sheydorV ,—' t Mori shey
neddrunV Pishkom unde-i-lumo har hoti, ki mejoye, pahlewi
beyna,—mo shey nedoruni, mo sheydor na'ni. Be mori ne
moluna (fr. Ar. meyl ?), harfi mo kerid ne doruna. Lumbo si
rdew ajon, yd paleyi mo wa khuri, yd jeimde mori. Lumo
Yumush, ki harfe ze miri ane, wer i khas tuburdim, wer-i-at
tuburdi-—de (Q) sengi wo kharidum, jewide jowundum. Har
hdte, ki palei beyni, harfe meri keriden.

Literal translation.—A man came to a village and met
a girl

;
they fell in love. Then another (man) turned the mind

(head) of the girl. At this time he went to the priest (judge),
—you must know—(and said) :

" Mister priest, I will tell you
now, the woman is mine (now). Then (let it be) the order of
the respected priest. Everything you will order, I will perform
accordingly." In this way and in that way he spoke. (But)
then that priest asked first: "Has he anything?" '-'Ihave
nothing, Mister priest; (but) when I will get money, I will
give you, (now) I have nothing, I am not possessor of
anything." He paid no attention to my words, he did not
agree to my right. Make the priest satisfied, or he will " eat

"
either my money or my wife ! The priest understood, that the
right is mine, and I threw myself ( = ran) in one direction and
in the other direction and got 2 sengs ( = 50 tumans) and
brought back my wife. When I gave money, my right was
agreed to.
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Vote.—The numeration of the articles below is continued

from p. 256 of the "Journal and Proceedings M for

1914.

138. The Ahom Coins of a.d. 1648.

The Ahom coins dated 1570 Saka, or a.d. 1648, have
hitherto been attributed to Susengpha or Pratapa Singha.
(Vide Mr. Gait's Report on the Progress of Historical Research
in Assam; Mr. Allan's paper on The Coinage of Assam, in
the Numismatic Chronicle 1909, pages 300-331, and Mr. Staple-
ton's Contributions to the History and Ethnology of North-
Eastern India, II, in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, Vol. VI, No. II).

The inscriptions on these coins, which are in Sanskrit,
are as follows :

—

(i) Obv. Sri Sri Svarga Narayana devasya Sake 1570.

Rev. Sri Sri Hari Hara carana paraydnasya
(ii) Obv. As on (i)

Rev. Sri Sri Hari Harendra carana parayanasya*

As Mr. Gait explains at page 103 of his History of Assam,
Pratapa Singha was also known as Buddha Swarga Narayana
on account of his great wisdom, and it has usually been
assumed that the coins in question were minted by Pratapa
Singha under a variation of this title.

This attribution however is not free from difficulty.

According to the Buranjis or Assamese chronicles, which can
usually be trusted in the matter of chronology, Pratapa
Singha died in a.d. 1641. It is true that Kasinath places

his death in a.d. 1649, but Kasinath 's history was published
as late as a.d. 1844, and there is nothing to show on what
his date was based. It is not impossible that he was influ-

enced by the existence of the coins dated 1648, and attributed

to Pratapa Singha. Mr. Gait in his History discredited

Kasinath and preferred to rely on the Buranjis. Both Mr.

Allan and Mr. Stapleton regard the 1648 coin as proving

that Mr. Gait was mistaken, but the fact remains that the

earlier authorities are unanimous in stating that Pratapa

Singha died seven year3 before the date of these coins. There

is another difficulty in the attribution of the coins to Pratapa

Singha. Even assuming that he lived to a.d. 1649, it seems

scarcely likely that, in a reign of 38 years, he should coin only

in the year before his death. The usual practice of the Ahom
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coinsKings, before the time of Rudra Singha, was to issue
bearing only the date of accession. This is exemplified by all

the known coins of Chakradhvaja Singha, Udayaditya, Suhung,
and Gadadhara Singha It is true that the coins of Sukleng-
mung are dated a.d. 1543, four years after his accession,
but he was the first of the dynasty to issue coins, and his
coins were doubtless dated from the year in which the innova-
tion was introduced. A third difficulty occurs in the descrip-
tion of the King on the reverse of these coins as a worshipper
of Hari Hara or Hari Harendra (Vishnu and Siva) which, as
Mr. Stapleton points out, is "in marked contrast to the
legends on most of the subsequent Kings of Assam in which
veneration for Hara Gauri (Siva and Durga) is usually ex-
pressed.'' It is at least probable that the king who struck
these coins belonged to the Vaishnava sect, whereas Pratapa
Singha appears to have been a Saivite.

The traditional attribution of these coins is therefore full
of difficulty, and should, I think, be abandoned. In that
case the coins would naturally be assigned to Jayadhvaja
Singha, who came to the throne, according to the Buranjis,
in_A

1
D. 1648, the date borne by the coins. The title Svarga

Narayana Deva is found in inscriptions on cannon, applied to
Chakradhvaja, Udayaditya, and Gadadhara (Mr. Gait's
Report page 29) , and the shorter expression Svarga Deva was
a common appellation of all the Ahom Kings. The coins
are therefore anonymous, like the full coins of the Jaintia
Kings, and the issuing king is described only by his title.
This attribution removes all the difficulties connected with
these coins. They bear, like the coins of the other earlier
Ahom kings, the date of the issuing king's accession : and the
veneration which is expressed on them for Vishnu is in accord
with the intimate connection of Jayadhvaja with the great
Vaisnavite Sattras of Auniati and Jakhalabandha. (Vide Mr.
Gait a History page 138). Why the coins should have been
issued anonymously, is a matter for conjecture. In the case
of the Jaintia coins, the omission of the king's name is ex-
plained by the tradition that, on the subjection of Jaintia by
bilarai, brother of the Koch King Nar Narayan, the stipula-
tion was made that the Jaintia Kings should refrain from
issuing coins in their own names. It is possible, though hardly
likely, that a similar stipulation was made by the Muham-
madans at the conclusion of peace with Pratapa Singha in 1638,
and was observed until after the departure of Mir Jumla's
expedition from Assam in 1663. These coins were, however,
so far as is known, the first coins issued by an Ahom King in
tbe Sanskrit language, and it is not unlikely that the form of
the inscription was borrowed from the Jaintia coins, the Ahom
title Svarga Narayana, Deva appearing in the place of the

Jayantapu W
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139. Chronology of the Jaintia Kings.

459

Mr. Gait described a small collection of the coins of the
Jaintia Kings in an article l published in the Journal in 1895.
The collection consisted of whole coins of Saka 1591. 1592
1630, 1653, 1696, 1704, 1707 and 1712, a quarter coin of
1653 bearing the name of Raja Bara Gosain, and a quarter
coin of 1712 bearing the name of Ram Simha. The whole
coins, as is the case with all known whole coins of the Jaintia
Kings, are anonymous. Some of the coins described are not
uncommon in Assam, but no fresh coins appear to have been
discovered.

The following is a list of the Jaintia Kings for the period
covered by these coins, with the tentative chronology assigned
to them in Mr. Gait's History of Assam.

Date of

Pratapa Singha
Lakshmi Narayan
Ram Singh I

Jay Narayan
Bar Gosain
Chattra Singha
Bijay Narayan
Ram Singh II

• 4

Accession.

1669

1678
1694
1708
1731

1770

1780
1790

Death

1678
1694
1703
1731

1770
1780
1790
1832

The dates in bold type are given by Mr. Gait as conjectural.

I venture to think that in framing this tentative chrono-
logy Mr. Gait has not attached sufficient weight to the pro-
bability that all the dates borne by the coins described by him
represent dates of accession. The only Jaintia King the date
of whose accession is known for certain from other sources is

Jay Narayan, who is known from the Ahom Buranjis to have
come to the throne in a.d. 1708 (1630 Saka), which is one
of the dates represented on the coins. The coins of the Ahom
Kings, to which the Jaintia coins are closely related, bore

only the date of accession of the issuing ruler until the institu-

tion of Rudra Singha. The Jaintia

annual coinage.
an annual coinage by

Kings do not appear ever to have issued an
The coins of 1707 and 1712 Saka are sufficiently common to

make it probable that intermediate coins would have been

discovered had they existed. The probability therefore is, in

my opinion, that, "like the earlier Ahom Kings, the Jaintia

Kings issued coins bearing only the dates of accession.

a.d. 1670 (1592 Saka) was the date of the death of

Ahom King Chakradhvaja, and the accession of his successor

the

i J.A.S.B. 1895, p. 242.
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Udayaditya. According to the Jaintia Buranji described by
Mr. Gait at page 1 8 of his Report on the Progress of Historical
Research in Assam, friendly letters passed between Lakshmi
Singha of Jaintia and the Ahom Kings Chakradhvaja and
Udayaditya. Lakshmi Singha or Lakshmi Narayan therefore
must have been on the throne in a.d. 1670, and the coin
bearing that date was probably issued in the year of his

accession. It is not unlikely that Chakradhvaja congratulated
him on his accession, and that he returned the compliment
by congratulating Udayaditya on the latter' s accession to
the Ahom throne later in the same year. If this is the case,
the coin dated 1591 Saka (a.d. 1669) must mark the accession
of Lakshmi Narayan's predecessor Pratapa Singha. Nothing
is known of this ruler except his name, and there is therefore
nothing improbable in the assumption that his reign lasted
only for one year. The ruined palace at Jaintiapur bears an
inscription stating that it was erected by Lakshmi Narayan
in some date which is indistinct, and which is suggested by
Mr. Gait to be 1602 Saka or a.d. 1680. According to the
Jaintia Buranji Lakshmi Narayan was still on the Jaintia
throne on the accession of the Ahom King Rudra Singha in
a.d. 1696. The tone of Lakshmi Narayan's letter to Rudra
Singha on the occasion of his accession was considered to be
not what it should have been, and some coldness appears to
have resulted between the two monarchs. The Ahom Buranjis
contain a detailed account of a war which broke out between
Rudra Singha and Lakshmi Narayan's successor Ram Singha I
in a.d. 1707. Lakshmi Narayan therefore must have died
between 1696 and 1707, but no specimen of Ram Singha's
coinage has as yet been discovered. Ram Singha was cap-
tured by the Ahoms and died whilst still a prisoner in 1708.
The Jaintia coin dated 1630 Saka (a.d. 1708) was therefore
struck on the accession of his successor Jay Narayan. Jay
Narayan was succeeded by Bara Gosain, the date of whose
accession is fixed by a named quarter coin and an anonymous
whole coin as 1653 Saka (a.d. 1731). In a.d. 1774 Jaintia
appears to have been conquered by a British force under a
Major Henniker, but it was restored on payment of a fine.

The coin dated the same year (1696 Saka) may have been
issued by Bara Gosain on the occasion of his restoration to
the throne. The next two anonymous coins must mark the
accession of Chattra Singha and Bijaya Narayan in a.d. 1782
and 1785 respectively. Bijaya Narayan is known from a
copper plate to have been reigning in a.d. 1788. Bijaya
Narayan was succeeded by Ram Singh II, the date on whose
coins (1712 Saka, or a.d. 1790) no doubt marks the date of
his accession, and who lived till a.d. 1832.

A copper plate dated a.d. 1770 states that the King
Bara Gosain, having become a Sanyasi, made a grant of land
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to a certain Brahmin with the consent of his nephews and
nieces including his successor Chattra Singha. Mr Gait accord-
i^g'y places the abdication of Bara Gosain, and the acces-
sion of Chattra Singha in this year. If this is correct, the
coin of a.d. 1774 might mark the re-accession of Chattra
Singha after the temporary occupation of Jaintia by the
British, but the 1782 coin remains unaccounted for. It is,

I think, more probable either that Bara Gosain never actually
abdicated, or that the transfer of sovereignty to Chattra
Singha was not complete until the death of Bara Gosain.

I would therefore suggest the following chronology for
the Jaintia Kings from Pratapa Singha to Ram Singha
II

Pratapa Singha
Lakshmi Narayan
Ram Singha I

Jay Narayan
Bara Gosain
Chattra Singha
Bijaya Narayan
Ram Singha II

Accession.

.

.

1669

.. 1670
c. 1697

.. 1708
. 1731

. 1782

. 1785

. 1790

Date of

Death.

1670
c. 1697

1708
1731

1782
1785

1790
1832

A. W. BOTHAM.

140. A Note on a Babylonian Seal in the
Central Museum, Nagpur.

While examining the coins and seals of the Muhammadan
kings of India placed in the Central Museum, Nagpur, with
a view to preparing a list of them, my attention was drawn to
a small engraved roller, apparently of stone, set in a gold handle
and bearing two lines of inscriptions in some strange character.
This roller was placed along with the ornaments in the Indus-
trial Section, but its peculiar shape excited my curiosity, and
on examining it more minutely I found that it contained five

human figures, of which two were large and three smaller

in size, a lightning fork, a crescent and a disc. Its general

appearance led me to doubt whether it was correctly classed as

an ornament, and the more I examined it the stronger grew
my impression that it was something else than an ornament.
My next thought was to get the inscription deciphered, which
I was sure would throw more light on this point. An impres-

sion of the engravings was sent to Dr. J. H. Marshall, Director

General of Archaeology in India, who forwarded it to Mr. L. W.
King of the British Museum, London. Mr. King, who was
able to decipher the inscription, sends the following descrip-

tion:
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"The scene engraved on the seal represents a goddess

"standing with hands raised in adoration before the weather-
1

' god Adad or his West-semitic equivalent Amurru. In the

"field are his emblem, the lightning fork, the disc and cres-

" cent. The small figures are probably divine attendants.
' : The inscription gives the owner's name and reads ' Libur-beli,

"servant of ( )\ The end of the second line is appa-
rently rubbed or worn and has not come out in the im-
'

' pression ; it probably stated that Libur-beli was ' the servant
"of the god Amurru' or Adad. The meaning of the Baby-
"Ionian name Libur-beli is 'May my lord be strong.' The
"seal dates from about 2000 B.C., the period of the First
" Dynasty of Babylon."

As the seal had so long been mistaken for an ornament
no record has been kept to show where, when, and how it was
found.

A photograph of the seal and its cast, together with an im-

pression of the same, is appended.

i. Seal.

"^ ~

2. Impression.
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M. A. Suboor

141. The Gujarat Mahmudi.

I.

In article No. 45 of No. VI of the Numismatic Supple-
ment, Dr. Taylor has bj7 a process of elimination of possible
rivals identified the Mahmudi mentioned by certain Euro-
pean travellers of the early seventeenth century with the
coin of Gujarat Fabric described by him in article No. 14
of Numismatic Supplement No II. The European evidence
has been collected with great care and affords ample material
tor testing the author's conclusions.

I have never been able to bring myself to agree with

This con

those conclusions in their entirety, but in the absence of a

better theory felt bound to accept them provisionally.

Just recently documentary evidence has come to hand,
which make3 it- impossible to accept the exclusive identification
of the Mahmudi with the coin of Gujarat Fabric,
sists of a passage from the Mir'at-i-AhmadI written about
a.h. 1170 (a .d. 1756) in the reign of 'Alamglr II , which will

be given later ' in extenso.'
But first I propose to examine the article above cited and

to give my reasons for considering it not altogether conclusive.

Of the three authorities quoted it is de Mandelslo to whose
information the greatest weight has been attached.

The author has based his arguments largely upon the state-

ments (1) that the Mahmudi was a coin of inferior silver

and (2) that it was current only in Southern Gujarat.

Now Terry makes no mention of the quality of the

silver in the Mahmudi, but Herbert says expressly that the

Mahmudi is of good silver. Ovington 1

, fifty years later than

1 Ovington, Voyage to Suratt, 1689, p. 221.
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de Mandelslo (a.d. 1689) 1
. writes: "And the silver (of Su-

ratt), which is the same all over India, outdoes even the

Mexico and Sevil dollars and has less Allay than any other

in the world 'Tis rare if either the Gold or Silver be

falsified."

Next de Mandelslo confines the distribution of the Mah-
mudi, to the country between Surat andCambay. Terry states

that it was current in Gujarat and Herbert in ' * Indostan
*

'

,

which means, it may be supposed, that part of ''Indos-

tan" in which he travelled. Looking to the extraordinary

mixture of currencies to be found at that time in every

country of the world 2 and to the political unity of Gujarat,

both as a kingdom and a province, we may take de Mandelslo'

s

statement merely to mean that the Mahmudi was the stan-

dard currency in South Gujarat and not that it was to be

found nowhere else in Gujarat. By supposing de Pylandelslo

to be guilty of a slight overstatement, we are able to re-

concile the apparent inconsistency of the various accounts.

II.

The identification of the coin of Gujarat Fabric with

the Mahmudi depends upon the exclusion of

(1) The Persian Mahmudi,
(2) the Korl,

(3) the coins of the Gujarat Saltanat.

(1) The Persian Mahmudi is, as Dr. Taylor has clearly

shown, quite out of the question.

(2) The Kori.—I would first venture to question the asser-

tion in section III, para. 2 of the article that the trade be-

tween Gujarat and Cutch (Kachchh 8
) or Gujarat and Kathia-

war (Kathiavad 3
) was more land than sea borne. But as it

is not material to my argument, which has tried to show
that the Mahmudi must have been to some extent current
in north Gujarat, I shall reserve discussion of the matter for

a separate paper, if occasion should arise.

In favour of the korl, w.e have the fact that it wa~

"originally called Mahmudi". The passage, which I think

the author of the article had in mind as the authority for

this statement, comes from the Tarikh-i-Sorath of Divan
RanchhodjI of Junagadh.

1 Fryer 1672-1681. as quoted in section II of the article discussed,
shows that the Mahmudi was current in Burst a few years previously.

* French, Spanish and Venetian moneys were accepted by the money-
changers of Surat ; vide section 1(c) of the article, which quotes from de
Mandelslo.

3 Following the usual transliteration of the Gujarat! ^^ *&d
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It runs as follows

:

rnasnad
his father in Samvat 1625 (a.d. 1557) and was allowed
to coin money by Sultan Muzaffar, whose name it bore ; but he
ordered it to be called Mahmudi, after his father The
Sultan ordered it to be called Kunvari in the Hindu langu-
age and by the mispronunciation of the vulgar it is now
called <Korl\

The coin had therefore a Muhammadan or official name
and a Hindu or popular name. There would be nothing
surprising in the two names existing side by side. Examples
of this universal tendency will occur readily to every mind.
''Pound sterling" and *' sovereign ", " two-shilling piece"
and u florin " ,

" franc " and lc vingt-sous '\ besides innumer-
able slang or colloquial synonyms, may be instanced.

The statement in section III, para. 3, that" this designa-
tion (Mahmudi) soon gave place to the term ' korl '

" is there-

fore difficult to accept in the absence of any definite evidence.
The last argument against the korl (para. 4) is that it

was considerably inferior in value to the " Surat Mahmudi."
The value of the latter is stated to be I2d. as compared with
the 21d. of the rupee. " The Cutch korl is now and was prob-
ably then too appraised at 1'ld. (and that) of Navanagar at
7*6c£." (In making this quotation I omit Junagadh, as its

coinage of korls appears to be of no great antiquity ', and
Porbandar, as it is known when the coining of korls was
commenced.) 2

But it seems unsafe to assume that the value of the
old kori was the same as the value of the korl of to-

day. In the absence of the data on which
made his calculations, I cannot venture to s

. _

is possible, they are derived from the Bombay Gazetteer,
written about a.d. 1875, when the rupee was worth 24d., they
seem to be, if anything, over-liberal to the korl, that is to
say, its value is even smaller than has been stated by the
author. To-day it is reckoned to be worth 4d. only (vide

Imperial Gazetteer s.v. Cutch).
I admit the depreciation of the korl, but not a consistently

low value from the time of its being minted.
Looking to the relative values of the silver in the korl

and the rupee of Akbar and Jahangfr and taking average

weights as grs. 70 * and grs. 175 *, we find that 2 J korls equal

1 Vide Codrington, Coinages of Cutch and Kathiavar (Reprint

i Numism. Chron., vol. XV, third series, pp. 59-88), p. 28.

Vide id. , p. 25.

c

as

as

r cue >vrigxiL j..±*i.^. AKuar anu u anaug^ , j^

quotations would naturally be based on worn
^hich form but a small nart of the total currenc

coins
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1 rupee. The intrinsic value of the kori falls therefore well

within the limits defined by Dr. Taylor for the Surat Mah-
mudi.

I may put this argument in another way. The kori is

to-day worth 4d. in a Gujarat bazar. A Mughal rupee is worth
from lid. to I2d. The relative ratios of the two coins are

therefore 2|: 1 or 3 : 1.

I have assumed that the quality of the silver in the

kori is as good as that of the Akbarl rupee, but I do not

think that this will be disputed. The korls in my posses-

sion all seem excellent silver.

Why
nearly half a rupee in a.d. 1638, should it have in a.d. 1744

an average value of four to a rupee (vide Capt. Hamilton's
remarks quoted in Codrington op. cit. (p. 9)"?"

The relative values of currencies is largely a matter of

sentiment, which has from early times been exploited by

money-lenders. In a.d. 1850 the Broach rupee was the

favoured currency in Broach. Its intrinsic value was 5%
below par, but local prejudice had so far depreciated the

company's rupee that often for months together both curren-

cies exchanged at par. (Bombay Gazetteer, vol. IT, Broach,

p. 446).

The fluctuations of the Mahmudl were still more violent.

The author of the article has shown that it fluctuated from

I0 m8d. to 13d. in relation to foreign coins, when apprecia-

ted by the Surat demand, and there is, at least, quite a possi-

bility of a depreciation even to Id. (a quarter approximately

of 21d.) by the universal demand for the Mughal rupee, which

must have been established by a.d. 1744 in S. Gujarat.
It is possible that Capt. Hamilton's estimate is put

only in integers for convenience sake and the value of the

kori was rather more than | rupee. If we take the intrinsic

value of the kori to be 108d. (or $ of the rupee of 27d.) 9
it

gives a figure midway between the two extremes of 13d.

and Id.

There seems, in short, no reason why the Surat Mah-

mudl should not be the Mahmudi kori of Cutch and Navanagar.

(3) But cannot the term have also been applied to

the coins of the Gujarat Saltanat ? I do not wish to make out

a case for any coins of the Saltanat, except for that of which

the kori was a copy, the silverling of Muzaffar III- The

arguments which affect the kori hold good also for the coin

of Muzaffar and need not be repeated.
But a few words may be said on the improbability of

" the coinage of the conquered province of Gujarat— never very

plentiful"—maintaining " its standing as the recognised curren-

cy of the Southern districts " (section IV, para. 3 of the article).

Old currency is apt to linger longer in the backwaters of a
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district or province than in the headquarters. The Babashai
or Baroda rupee, which was at one time one of the accepted
currencies of Ahmadabad district, was in universal use in the
remote mahal of Modasa in a.d. 1875 (Bombay Gazetteer,
Ahmadabad). Similarly the Broach rupee, which was not
coined at any rate after a.d. 1835, was at the same date,
the usual currency in the forest taluka of Mandvl in the Surat
district (Bombay Gazetteer, vol. II, Surat, p. 204).

Supplemented by the outturn of the korl mints, the
currency of Muzafiar would not fail for some years, and
afterwards the kori was issued with sufficient regularity to
prevent either coin falling into disuse.

It may be added that though the coins of the Saltanat
are not plentiful, yet the korl-like coin of Muzaffar is now far
more frequently to be met with than all the remaining sil-

ver coins of the Saltanat.
Section IV, para 4 of the article deals with the weight

of the Mahmudl. It is unnecessary to add anything to what
has been said, except that 70-74 grains is a fairly close approxi-
mate to four-ninths (four-fifths appears to be a misprint)
of a Mughal rupee.

In Section V the arguments for the identification of the
coin of Gujarat Fabric with the Mahmudl are summed up. I
go so far in agreement with them_as to say that it may have
been popularly known as Mahmudl, but I maintain that the
true and original Mahmudf is the kori.

I would further say in reference to Section V, para, (d),
that if the metal of the coins of Gujarat Fabric be examined once
more, it will be found that they cannot be said to be 'of a
very base alley'. All the specimens I have seen, including
80 from the Bansda State treasury, which I examined last year,
seemed to be of good though hard silver.

III.

I have exhausted my a priori arguments. I now quote
a translation of the passage from the Mir'at-i-Ahmadi (Bom-
bay Lithographed edition of a.h. 1307, p. 225 !

), which I refer-
red to at the beginning of this article.

* Ihe Bombay Gazetteer, vol. 1, Part I, p. 279, lines 1-8 and note,
gives an abstract from this passage, made apparently from the edi-
tion 1 cite. It is as follows: " The Jam, who of late years had been
accustomed to do much as he pleased in 1640 a.d. withheld his tribute
and set up a mint to coin koris." It goes on to say that 'Azam Khan
(viceroy of Gujarat, a.d. 1642) then marched against Xavanagar. The
statement that the mint was set up in 1640 a.d. is not found in my
edition

: and in fact the inference to be drawn from the passage is
that the mint was an old established one. There are one or two other
small inaccuracies in the Gazetteer account, which was written for the
general reader.
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"As the Jam had not performed the homage which it

was incumbent upon zamindars to make, 'Azam Khan made
an advance with the intention of teaching him his manners

.... 4Azam Khan sent a message to him that until a tribute

(plshkash) was fixed and the mint of Navanagar, in which

Mahmudis were coined, abandoned, his safety could not be

guaranteed. The Zamindar, who had no choice but obedience,

agreed to give a hundred Kachh [ horses and three lakhs of

Mahmudis by way of tribute and to abandon the mint. . . • It

is quite certain that for a time the mint there was suspen-

ded, but up to the present day (ad. 1756) Mahmudis are

being struck in the name of Sultan Muzaffar. As the mo-
dern coin bears the name of the Jam on one side in Hindi, they

also call it a Jaml. In the Zilla of Baroda, it used to be called

ChangizI because it had been coined in the time of the domination

of Chang Iz Khan, the Habshl. In that zilla the currency, trade

transactions, valuations of tribute and fixed revenue and

(the assessments) of the parganas are in that coin. And in

Ahmadabad, even to this day transactions in ghi are cal-

culated in Mahmudis. The Mahmudi weighs four and a half

mashas. 2 Sometimes two and a half Mahmudis and sometimes
three are reckoned to the rupee. A sacred and sublime (i.e.

imperial) decree was issued on the subject of the foundation of

a mint in Junagadh for the melting of Mahmudis, but it

was not satisfactorily carried into effect and the merchants
with an eye to their convenience and to economy had the silver

and gold that came from the ports of Dlu and elsewhere

into the Ahmadabad territory minted on the spot. So in

consequence of a request from Mir Sabir, the divan of the

Subah, an order for the suspension (of the mint) there had
the honour of issuing.

"

We have in this translation evidence of

(1) The use of the name Mahmudi for the Navanagar kori in

a.h. 1050, a.d. 1640 (two years after de Mandelso's visit to

Surat).

(2) The extent to which the coin was current as shown
in the payment of three lacs of Mahmudis as plshkash to the

Mughal Governor.

(3) The use of the Mahmudi under the name of ChangizI

in the Baroda Zilla.
*

(4) Its use as a coin of account in Ahmadabad about A.H.

1170 (a.d. 1756).

(5) Its weight.

(6) Its exchange value, which corresponds closely with

1 Following the spelling of my text.
* Taking the rati with Thomas Numtsmata Orientalia p. 68 at 1.937^

grains and calculating 8 ratis to the masha, the result comes to about

70 grains.
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that given by the earlier European travellers, though it dis-
agrees with that indicated for the korl bv Capt. Hamilton in
a.d. 1744.

The author of the Mir'at-i-AhmadI also gives some interest-
ing details in his list of the sarkars of the Gujarat Saltanat
drawn from the records of the hereditary record- keeper Mul-
chand (Bayley's Gujarat, p. 19).

In a.h. 979 (a.d. 1571), the year before Akbars con-
quest of Gujarat (Bayley, op. cit., p. 5), the revenue of the
ports of Surat, Bharuj, and Khambhaiat were reckoned in
rupees. We should now call these port- re venues imperial, as
distinct from the district or provincial revenues. Mahmudabfid,
Nadiad (now both in Kaira (Kheda) district) and Bander (Surat
district), as well as the parganas of Ahmadabad, were also
assessed in rupees. Baroda, on the other hand, and the sar-
kar or district of the port of Surat, excluding the port itself,
were assessed in Changlzi Mahmudis. Bharuj pargana, i.e. the
town and environs, but not the port, was assessed in Chan-
glzls, and so also were the numerous parganas attached to the
Sarkar of Bharuj, including Orpad, Mandvl (Char-mandavl)
and Tadkeshvar (Tarkesar) now situated in the Surat district
(Bayley. p. 13).

The Champanir Sarkar corresponds very closely to the
Panch Mahals district when combined with the Godhra Sar-
kar (Bayley, p. 14).

These sarkars, which are accurately covered by the areas
under •« Surat , Brodra, Broitchia, Cambaya and those parts

'
' of

de Mandelslo, are likely to have been assessed in the coin most
generally current in their areas. The author of the Mir'at-i-
Ahmadi, while supporting de Mandelslo's statement that the
Mahmudi was the standard currency in South Gujarat and that
Mughal rupees were also used, does not consider it any in-
consistency to say elsewhere that the Mahmudi was also
in use in Ahmadabad, although the district and its environs
were assessed in rupees.

In any case the ChangizI Mahmudi of a.h. 979 could
not be identical with the coin of Gujarat Fabric, which was
minted, as far as we know, after the conquest and which
bore Akbar's name.

The fluctuation of the value of the ChangizI Mahmudi
in the time of Muzaffar III corresponds very nearly with
that found in the European writers of the early seventeenth
century.

The values given for different districts of Gujarat by
the Mir'at-i-Ahmadl range from \ to | of a rupee. The
Surat details give a very high appreciation at \\ of a rupee,
but for other reasons (Bayley, p. 12), the figures are suspicious
and it is safer not to make use of them.

To sum up my conclusions, I have attempted first to
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ihow that the coin of Gujarat "Fabric could not be consi-

dered to have an exclusive claim to the term Mahmudi—then

that it is the Navanagar korl and its congeners that have^* «v*. «,*— — —

^

the real right to the name. But I have not entirely rejected

the possibility that the coin of Gujarat Fabric may have

been classed with the Mahmudi.
The Mughal emperors minted alien corns into rupees, as is

shown in our extract from the Mir'at-i-Ahmadland by Ovington.

who says (Voyage to Suratt, p. 220) that Aurangzlb's officers

melted down and converted into rupees c strange coyn\ And
it is just possible that Akbar deliberately struck the coin

of Gujarat Fabric in an attempt to oust the Mahmudi and

it was perhaps shown to de Mandelslo by the Surat officials

as the Mahmudi, which they hoped it would replace. It

resembles the Mahmudi closely, but is rather heavier and

would lead the way to the introduction of a half rupee, to

which it so nearly approximates in weight. It would be

the most likely coin to supplant the Mahmudi korl.

I owe this conjecture to the concluding remarks of Dr.

Taylor's article, but that the coin of Gujarat Fabric may
have been known as a Mahmudi and may have been minted

in Surat, is only a conjecture and needs further evidence to

justify.

July 1914. A. Master

Note upon the Eponym of Changizi.

The Mir at-i-Ahmadl tells us that the Changizi is an
alternative term for Mahmudi and was used principally in

Baroda. Baroda was the Jaglr of Clianglz Khan, son of Imadul-
Mulk (Bayley Gujarat, p. 12). He was for the ten conclud-

ing years of Muzaffar's reign the most important person in

Gujarat and it was his assassination in a.d. 1571, which led

indirectly to the fall of the Gujarat Saltanat. His assassin

"ujhar Khan was thrown beneath the feet of an elephant
at Akbar' s orders on the prayer of his widow.

He was not a HabshT, as the Mir'at-i-Ahmadi states,

but most probably of Turkish extraction, as the name Rumi,
used by his father, indicates. It was a HabshI, who assassin-

ated him ; hence probably the mistake.
The korl Mahmudi was minted just when Changiz Khan

was at the zenith of hi3 power and his name was naturally asso-

J

ciated with the new coin.

A. M.
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142. Review.

R. B. Whitehead : Catalogue of the Coins in the Panjab
Museum, Lahore. Vol. II, Coins of the Mughal Emperors.

It is with no ordinary pleasure we record the publication
of a work that for many years to come will prove invaluable
to all who contemplate a serious study of Indian Numis-
matics. This work owes its origin to the wise and public
spirited action of the Panjab Government in sanctioning the
preparation of a detailed and adequately illustrated catalogue
of the rich collection of coins in the Museum at Lahor,
action abundantly justified by the recent issue from the
Clarendon Press of the two large and handsome volumes com-
piled by Mr. Richard B. Whitehead, I.C.S. The Govern-
ment were fortunate in being able to secure for this under-
taking a scholar who, as Honorary Secretary of the Numisma-
tic Society of India, had already given proof of special
competence. Those who were familiar with his earlier papers
on Indian Numismatics awaited this larger work of his with
high expectations, and now with the catalogue in our hands
we feel that our best hopes have been fulfilled.

So far as relates to the Mughal coins of India, two, or at
the most but three, books have hitherto been recognized as
authoritative. There is Stanley Lane-Poole's volume in the
British Museum Catalogue, a volume published so far back
as 1892, and there is also Nelson Wright's admirable contri-
bution to the Indian Museum Catalogue. To both of these
and to Rodgers's List—one can scarcely call it a Cata-
logue --of the Mughal coins that twenty-one years ago were
in the Cabinets of the Panjab Museum, every collector who
has specialized in this series will cordially acknowledge his
deep debt of obligation. But henceforward along with these
Mr. Whitehead's recent volumes must be assigned an honoured
place, perhaps I should say the place of honour. Certainly
Mr. Rodgers's List, eminently serviceable as it was in its day,
is now definitely superseded, for in future any one desirious
of informing himself regarding the coins in the Panjab
Museum will be sure to turn to the presentment of them
supplied by Mr. Whitehead's finely illustrated catalogue.

The British Museum volume also will now inevitably be
relegated to a comparatively subordinate position, and not
merely because the coins therein registered fall in number far

below those to be found not only in the Museums at Calcutta
and Lahor. but even in the cabinets of some three or four

private collectors. The simple truth is the published cata-

logue, however representative, it may have been of the

Mughal coins possessed by the British Museum some two
decades ago, is not by any means a satisfactory record of the
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coins it possesses to-day. Year by year for the past twenty

years it has continued steadily adding to its store, and re-

cently through the munificence of Mr. Henry Van den Bergh

it has acquired the Bleazby Cabinet with its numerous rare

and even unique specimens, so that not improbably the

National Collection is to-day, as it should be, the finest in

the world. But alas ! a full half of its treasures, and that

the choicer half, remains unreported, and hence unknown, to the

British public. It is much to be desired that the Museum
authorities, recognizing the lamentable situation, will take

early steps to issue a superb catalogue worthy of their superb

collection. But, so long as this incumbent duty remains

undischarged, they must be prepared to see their present

obsolescent catalogue, as it falls more and more out of date,

yielding more and more its once high place to such scholarly

volumes as Mr. Nelson Wright's or Mr. Whitehead's, contain-

ing as they do ample records of the more recent numismatic
discoveries.

These two books distinctly take rank in the highest class,

and they stand, moreover, in intimate relation each to the

other. Mr. Whitehead indeed repeatedly makes express ac-

knowledgment of his indebtedness to Mr. Nelson Wright's

earlier labours in the same numismatic field, an indebtedness
which is, we fancy, shared by all collectors of the Mughal
coins of India. Mr. Wright's catalogue of these coins, as repre-

sented in the Indian Museum and in the Cabinet of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, constituted, when six years ago
it issued from the Clarendon Press, a marked advance on the

best works till then available, and the lines that he at that

time laid down Mr. Whitehead has followed almost in their

entirety. Indeed so closely do the two books resemble each

other that they might almost be regarded as consecutive

volumes of some numismatic series projected by a common
editor. The interval, however, of six years that separates

their publication was a period that witnessed considerable

additions to our knowledge of the Mughal coins, and Mr.

Whitehead has been careful to turn this fresh material to

good account. For this reason his catalogue will, we anti-

cipate, be in more frequent request than Mr. Nelson Wright's,

yet one may truly say that the later work is but the natural

fruition of the earlier. Not that the two are absolutely

identical in their methods, for Mr. Whitehead has by no means
shrunk from introducing such changes as he has deemed desir-

able. The most notable of these is the new order in which
he has presented the mint-towns of the several reigns. The
names of the mints, written in Persian characters, and also

transliterated into English, are now arranged not in the English

but in the Persian alphabetical order. To English collector

this change may just at first prove somewhat inconvenient,
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but surely from the scholar's point of view this new arrange
ment is the only one free from objection, and it will, we be-
lieve, meet ere long with general acceptance.

The first volume of Mr. Whitehead's Catalogue deals with
thelndo-Greek coins struck during the two centuries or so imme-
diabely before, and the two immediately after the Christian
era. Of the Greek Kings of Bactria and India, also of the
Indo-Scythians, Indo-Parthians, and Kushans our knowledge
is derived almost entirely from the study of their coins.
These contemporary documents in metal are, as Mr. Whitehead
says, to a very large extent the only testimonies to a period
which would otherwise have disappeared from history. To
extract from them all they can tell us regarding a field so
obscure was no easy task, but in entering on it Mr. Whitehead
possessed exceptionally high qualifications for its fulfilment.
Any critical estimate, however, of this portion of his work
must be undertaken by a writer more competent than myself.
T shall only say that, if the first volume be characterized by
the same qualities as mark the second, it is a workmanlike
and scholarly production that will prove an invaluable aid to
the study of the early history of India.

Collectors of the coins of the Mughal Emperors will appre-
ciate very highly certain features of Mr. Whitehead's Cata-
logue that serve in no small degree to render it more prac-
tically useful. He has, for example, given in ordinary course

f full list of such coins possessed by the Panjab Museum as
issued from the various mints during the reign of each Emperor :

but he has in each -case also appended a further brief list

showing those mints of each Emperor that are unrepresented
in the Museum. Thus by simply combining the two lists
we obtain a register of all the mints that were active in any
one reign. Another welcome entry consists of the coin-couplets,
each one of which, the first time it occurs on a coin, has been
incorporated in metrical form into the text, while along with
it has been given its English translation. A mere index of the
coins thus treated would of course enable one to make a com-
plete record of the many quaint couplets of the Indian Mughal
series.

Then too it is a distinct gain that mention is made of the
years in which were issued in gold and silver and copper the
earliest and the latest known coins of each emperor, also the
^xact dates of his accession to the throne and of his death.
Twenty beautifully executed plates serve to illustrate the coins
in the Panjab Museum, but numismatists will be also grateful

for the supplementary Plate XXI, reserved for reproductions
of twenty rare and interesting coins in other cabinets.

The list given on page xv of the Mughal Emperors and
Claimants is of interest for its exclusion of Muhammad
Nekosiyar, and still more, for its inclusion of 'Azlmu-sh-shan.
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Both these changes will be approved by all who have read

Mr. W. Irvine's article in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal for 1899, and Mr. Whitehead's in the Numismatic
Supplement XVII. Mr. Whitehead, however, does well to men-
tion (page xxiii) that historians tell of coins having been

struck in Nekosiyar's name; though up to the present none

have been discovered.

Another noteworthy and admirable feature of this cata-

logue is the frequent silent correction of errors that blemish

some of the previously published works. For instance, the

muhr and rupee of Shah 'Alam I, attributed in the British

Museum to the Sholapur mint, are here correctly assigned

to Mailapur; the Farrukhsiyar muhr, B.M.C. No. 893, wrong-

ly ascribed to Bareil, is here duly registered as from Pur-

bandar ; and the rupee attributed to the extraordinary

mint Mumbai-Surat is now accredited to Mahlsor. So also the-

Ilahl muhr assigned in the catalogue of the Bodleian Library

Collection to Tatta is in a brief footnote on page 20 traced,

and rightly, to Akbarnagar. Rodgers's tentative readings of

the mint-names Bandar Shahl and Darn 1-birt Kandi are

happily abandoned in favour of Srinagar and Daru-1-barakat

Xagor respectively.

The map, supplied in this catalogue, of the mint-towns of

the Mughal Emperors indicates many of the ascertained results

of research during the past six years. Bandar Shahl has

been omitted altogether, the location of Malpur, and Pattan
Deo has been corrected, and several newly discovered mints
have been inserted. These include Islam Bandar, Toragal, Jiojl,

Ivarpa, Sikakul, Blkaner, Sa'dnagar, and Mailapur. Srinagar,

which may represent the capital of Kashmir, but may with

at least equal probability be the Srinagar of Garhwal, has

wisely been located on the map at both these places.
It is by no means on the map alone that we find ample

evidence of a scholarship perfectly informed regarding the latest

additions to our knowledge of the Mughal coins. Amongst the

new couplets recorded are those on the Akbarabad rupee

of Shah 'Alam Bahadur (No, 2015), the Shahjahanabad rupee of
1 Alamgir II (No. 2797), and the Tatta rupee of Shah Jahan II

(page Ixv). Farrukhsiyar 's remarkable title e>y ^*S* ^b

s< Third lord of the conjunction " is entered in a luminous note,

in Appendix C, on the symbol Sahib i qiran. More than one

reference is made to the interesting formula cry 1* j& u»r^

present on the reverse^ of two rupees that issued in the firs^

regnal year of Shah 'Alam Bahadur, one from the Kambayat
and the other from the Ahmadabad mint. We also find men-

tion of the Akbarnagar rupee of Nur Jahan in the Lucknow
Museum, of Mr. C. J. Brown's unique rupee of Aurangzeb's
first regnal year from the Shahjahanabad mint, of the newly
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discovered Labor rupee of Muhammad Shah, on which that

monarch calls himself Muhammad Shah Bahadur, of Mr.

Framji J. Thanawala's rupee, possibly from the Sitpur mint,

bearing the denominational epithet v;*> of Mr. Nelson Wright's

Multan rupee of Shah ' Alain I with its [#§& ^^ legend, and of

the unique four tanki piece, found by Mr. A. Master in

Ahmadabad, on which the word^ is spelt j
1^. The state-

ment on page lxxx regarding the mint-town bearing the epithet

Zainu-1-bilad indicates precisely the view that at present

holds the field. From the existing evidence we can only say

that the coins from this mint may have been, we are not just

>ure that they were, struck at Ahmadabad. It is interesting

to note that whereas Mr. Nelson Wright, when compiling his

Indian Museum Catalogue six years ago, referred, in a mere
parenthesis, to the Urdu Zafar Qarln muhr of 984 as "possibly

still unique ", Mr. Whitehead is now able to state, also paren-

thetically, that this round gold muhr is " one of two known
specimens." Again on page lx we read,

<c The name on

these latter coins looks more like Bairat (than Bairata), or,

as suggested by Mr. H. Nelson Wright, Berar." Were Mr.

Whitehead writing this sentence to-day he would not fail to

add that at the annual meeting of the Numismatic Society of

India held last January (1914), it was unanimously agreed

that so far as relates to Akbar's rupees from this mint the

reading;^ Barar, be adopted.

In Appendix B is given a table that should prove useful

of the Ilahl synchronisms of the Hijri New Year's Day from 964

to 1070. Page 441 exhibits 103 " Marks on Mughal Coins."

This interesting plate would gain immensely in value if a list

were drawn up indicating for each mark the several coins on
which that special work is found.

The Asafabad Barell rupee? merit a more detailed state-

ment than the short reference made to them on page lv.

In a letter, received now five years ago, from Colonel W.
Vost, I. M.S., he mentions having seen Barell Qit'a rupees of

A.H. Iv03, 1205, and 1207, bearing 29 as the regnal year,

J J '- > 9 9of A.H. 1208, and 1209, „ 31

of A.H. 1209, and 1211, „ 35 „
of A.H. 1211, „ 36 „

and of A.H. 1211, 1212, 1313, 1214, 1215, 1216, bearing 37 as

the regnal year. To this list Mr. Whitehead's Catalogue now

adds Barell Qit'a rupee of A.H. 1218 and R. Y. 37. The Asafa-

bad Barell rupees, on the other hand, seem to be confined

to the three Hijri years 12C9, 1210, and 1211, with which

is invariably associated the one regnal year 35, written either

as ra or as r*. It is thus probable that the 'Asafabad

issue appeared only in the interval between A.H. 1209 and
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1211, though both in 1209 and in 1211 Barell Qit
;'a rupees

were also struck. It_ would be interesting to learn whether
in A.H. 1210 the Asafabad entirely superseded the Qit'a
rupee, or whether in that year too both types were issued at
Barell.

The three Baroda rupees Nos. 3198—3200 are, we observe,
assigned in the catalogue to the reign of Shah 'Alam II. Now
Shah 'Alain's Baroda coins are extremely rare, and in the ab-
sence of that Emperor's name—it is absent from all the three
coins —it would be far safer to assume that the top line of the
obverse bore the name not of SJiah 'Alam (II) but of Akbar
(II). The quasi-regnal years pp and pi entered on the reverse

should then date from A.H. 1221, the year of Akbar lis
accession, and in that case the three rupees would fall outside
the range of coins deemed to be Mughal issues.

For a book abounding, as this catalogue does, in diacritical
marks the errata that we have been able to note are marvel-
lously few. Mr. J. Allan, who was so kind as to correct the
proof-sheets, and the staff of the Clarendon Press have between
them produced a work remarkably free from typographical
blemishes. On page xli, line 35, the " 1166" should read
<f 1136." The regnal year on the reverse of coin No. 3004.
should be not ri but rA : see the representation of this coin on
plate xviii. The " Kathiauar " on page lxviii, line 11,
should have its first ' a ' long and also its ' i,' thus Kathlawar.

.^.
e should like to see " Ujain " changed throughout to

" Ujjain." This name occurs on the coins in two forms, either

e*^ u
and a single < j

' is neither the one nor the other. Similarly

i^> l*±^ is China pattan with a double ' t
' and <!*>,

Machhlipattan
: compare j*s^= Pattan Deo.

The Akbarpur Tanda rupees, Nos. 249, 250, should have
been entered before, not after, those from Agra, Nos 227—248.
In the group of the four Khalifas given on°pa'ge xx, line 23,

Abu Bakr should stand first and 'All fourth. Should not the

words *WU J~ be translated, "May His glory be glorified."'

rather than, as on page xxi, line 1, " Eminent is His glory"?
On page xx it is stated that the epithets of the Four Khalifas

are » usually," fr*ah, ^til
( ŷyA and ^i^ f . But these

epithets are, if we mistake not, found on Pathan rather than
on Mughal coins, and surely the " virtues " attributed far and
away the most frequently to the orthodox Khalifas are those
contained in the legends that so often stand in the margins
of the coins of " the Great Mughals", to wit,
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41 By the Truth of Abu Bakr and the Justice of
s Umar, by the

Modesty of 'Usman and the Wisdom of 'AH.

This excellent catologue by Mr. Whitehead is the pro-
duct of a rare combination of numismatic scholarship of a
very high order with thorough-going research and immenst-
application; and we are delighted to be able to add that al-

ready within a few weeks of its publication it has been crowned
by the Academie Fran^aise des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres.
That distinguished body of savants, adjudging it to be the
best contribution to Numismatic Science within the past
four years, has awarded Mr. Whitehead the Prix Drouin.
The late M. Ed. Drouin was himself a scholar deeply interested
in the coins of India, and that the prize bearing his hon-
oured name should fall to one who has with conspicuous
ability specialized in the field of Indian Numismatics is singu-
larly felicitous. To collectors in India the decision of the
Academy will entirely commend itself, while to members of
the Numismatic Society of India, it is especially gratifying
to know that their much esteemed Honorary Secretary has
been chosen to be the recipient of a distinction so honourable
-and so well deserved.

London, 8th July, 1914,

Geo. P. Taylor.

143. Review.

W. H. Valentine: The Copper Coins of India. Part /,

Benyal and the United Provinces.

Coin-collectors in India will be grateful to Mr. W. H.
Valentine for the second volume, recently published, of his

work on " The Copper Coins of Muhammadan States." There
is a tendency on the part of some numismatists to underesti -

mate the copper currency, and it is true that the majority of

early copper coins, now obtainable, are in poor condition, and
also true that their legends are generally brief even to baldness.

Still should only the king's name and mint-town be legible,

the coin thereby becomes a record, may be a valuable record,

which neither the historian nor the coin-collector should affect

to disregard. Mr. Valentine with a most praiseworthy diligence

and enthusiasm has for some years now devoted himself to

research in this comparatively neglected portion of Oriental

numismatics. He has managed to obtain, or at least to handle,

a, very large number of specimens in copper, and has been
careful to describe the many various types represented. By
thus specializing he has rendered a very real service to all who
3.re students of Eastern coins.

The present volume, dealing with the copper coins of
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Bengal and the United Provinces, is but the first instalment of

a work designed to record the chief types of copper coins that

have at any time been issued in any part of India. So large

an undertaking calls for much courage as well as much skill

and diligence, and we trust that Mr. Valentine will see the

completion of a work he has so bravely faced.

This Part I naturally contains a considerable amount of

what may be regarded as matter introductory to the entire

series. Unfortunately a Table of Contents is wanting, an omis-

sion the more to be regretted inasmuch as so many varied subjects

have been included in the preliminary 58 pages. The " Intro-

duction," in the first four of those pages, deals with the more
personal elements in the preparation of the book, and thus might

more appropriately have been styled a Preface. Then from

pages 5 to 29, we have a M History of India." This is neces-

sarily the merest outline, and contains little more than the

names of the different dynasties that at one time or another

held sway over the various portions of the country. It is well,

however, to have the sequence of these dynasties indicated so

clearly as they are in the marginal insets. Next follow ( 1)

chronological lists of the Sultans of Dehli, also of the English

sovereigns from the founding of the English East India Com-
pany; (2) the characters of the Hindustani alphabet, both in

Persi-Arabic and in Devanagari
; (3) the numerals in Arabic,

Persian, and Hindustani; (4) a glossary of words and phrases

present on the coins, also of poetical legends or couplets; (5) a

note on eras, followed by a comparative table of the Christian and
the Hijrl years; (6) notes on the weights and denominations of

the coins ; and (7) a list of abbreviations. It will thus be seen

that a large portion of this section is purely elementary. The
glossary will be helpful for reference, but both here and in the

couplets the transliteration is faulty and the vowel-marks are

sadly defective. Surely one does not now-a-days represent <3 by

k
t
or yfm by see or ^ifjj t^U by sahib kirani (p. 45) ; nor does

one write Urdibihisht, or soubah, or faius, or raij, or butayid.

How is it possible to transliterate &**> as khalifat (p. 41) or as

khalifat (p. 42) ? Unless vowel-marks be indicated with abso-

lute accuracy, it were better, I fancy, not to employ them at all.

After this somewhat extensive preliminary portion the

book proper begins, pages 59 to 80 being assigned to the coins

of Bengal and Burma, and pages 81 to 123 to those of the

United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. Here we have, along
with further " history " of the districts specified, excellent

lithographed Plates, twenty-two in all, and facing each Plat

a page describing in detail each coin represented. This is the
really valuable portion of the book, and it is of quite excep
tional value. The drawings of the coins, though lacking in

shade, are beautifully clear, and much care and skill have been
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employed in deciphering the legends. Especial interest at-

taches to the grouping together of the coins that issued from a

given mint during entirely different dynasties. For example,

we have the Jaunpur coins of the Sultans of Dehll side by side

with Akbar's Mughal pieces, or, again, the Mughal coins of

Awadh side by side with the Native State issues.

The well-known bilingual and trilingual paisa of the East

India Company are exhibited on pages 71 and 99, and Mr.

Valentine, after correctly giving the Persian and Bengali read-

ings, adds that the same legend appears also "in debased

Nagrl." We have often thought that this last character is

just a crude form of Gujarat!, to which certainly the letters on

the coins bear a remarkable resemblance. Thus the different

characters would suggest that these coins were legal currency

over the whole of India from Bengal in the East to Gujarat in

the West,
We tender hearty congratulations to Mr. Valentine on the

admirable work he has accomplished in this Part I, and shall

await his later volumes with high expectations.

Geo. P. Taylor.

Londonderry,
2nd September, 1914.

144. A Copper Coin from the Nahrwala Shahr Pattan
Mint.

Last February (1914) I had the good fortune to find in the

Ahmadabad bazar a copper fulus of Akbar from the mint

Nahrwala Shahr Pattan. Coins of the Pattan mint are known
in all three metals, but they are extremely rare and those

hitherto published have all been of the year 984 h. On the

rupee the mint name appears as Nahrwala (Note or " Anhir-

wala " ; vide the coin in the Lucknow Museum Cabinet.—Edr.)

Pattan, and in the fulus as Shahr Pattan. Mr. Whitehead,

emending the reading that had been suggested of the legend on

the gold muhr, Plate III, No 61, in the British Museum Cata-

logue of Mughal Coins, has shown that this muhr also exhibits

the mint name as Shahr Pattan. The copper coin which I

have now the pleasure to submit bears the date 98o h.
,
and

gives the Pattan associated with both the epithets Shahr and

Nahrwala. It thus records in full the triple name Nahrwala

Shahr Pattan.

The Obverse reads as follows

:
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and the Reverse as

:

Pattan, to-day commonly called Kadi Patan, or Patan of

the Kadi prant of the Baroda State, is said to have been found-
ed in a.d. 766. During the next six hundred years it wit-

nessed many vicissitudes, capitulating to Malimud of Ghazni in

1025, and again in 1297 to ' Alau-d-din's general Ulugh Khan,
while in the first quarter of the 15th century it surrendered
its proud position as the Capital of Gujarat to the fast-rising

city of Ahmadabad. It is interesting to note that the copper
coins which in the reign of Akbar issued simultaneously from the

mints in these two cities were of one and the same type.

Indian Museum Catalogue, Vol. Ill, Nos. 349. 352, and
plate IV.

Tradition tells that Anhil was the founder of the city

Pattan, which hence received the name Anhil-pur or Anhil-
vada. The latter form would supply successively the variants
Anhal-wara, Nahalwala, Naharwala, and finally Nahrwala.

Of Pattan in the zenith of its prosperity a graphic but exag-
gerated description is given in the Kumar Pal Charitra. It

states that the city measured twelve kos in circumference,
while its wards numbered eighty-four, also that it contained
a mint whence issued both gold and silver coins and that of
the eighty-four bazars one was reserved for the money-changers.
Of this coinage, if it ever existed, it would seem no specimen
has survived to the present day , unless indeed it be represented
by the debased Gadhaiya, then current in silver and copper
but not in gold.

Geo. P. Taylor.
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145. Note on Some Copper Coins discovered
in Balaghat, C.P.

[With Plate XXXIIL]

In September last a hoard of 740 small square copper
coins were discovered in Mouza Bodanda, Balaghat Tehsils
and were forwarded to me to decipher. Their interest seem*
to me two-fold ; they may serve to throw some light on the
political history of Gondwana, of which practically nothing is

known until the coming of the Mahratas ; they also illustrate
very clearly the debasing of a type ; in this case the debase-
ment is complicated by the confusion of four separate types of
coinage—of Gujarat, Malwa, Surf and the Mughal Emperor
Akbar. Unfortunately not a single date is discernible.

Coins.
i

1. Ahmad Shah II of Gujarat.

Obverse. In square area. UiaJt y^Jaif

Reverse—

•

ai-J^ ?

The attribution of this coin is not quite satisfying, but
it seems fairly close to the legend of I.M.C No. 12a (Plate ix).
There are perhaps traces of a date at the bottom of the reverse.
It is obviously a local coin, but both this and the following coin
seem to have been struck by some authority from the Saltan-
at of Gujarat, and this is previous to the occupation of Malwa
by Bahadur of Gujarat in 937 a.h. (=1530 a.d.). Dr. Tay-
lor in his paper on the Coins of Gujarat in Bomb. A. S. Journal,
1902, says that he has never seen square coins of Gujarat.
These two coins therefore have a special interest.

2. Mahmud Shah III of Gujarat.

Obverse— e^^'j h*^ j*&

•

Reverse.—In a circle ^Uai-Jf
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For the inscription compare I.M.C., Vol. II, No. 80. I call

this Gujarat type A, with reference to this hoard.

3. As No. 2, but corrupt. Type B.

4. Obverse. The Kalima—as arranged in Akbar's early

t^S\

Reverse

vJlx xk J

aiXc alJ| tyla.

Type C. This is a confusion with No. 6. *£l* aUi *l* is

taken from the coins of Muzaffar Shah III of Gujarat. On
some coins there appears to be a mixture of this with the

formula aJLWj i$$jJ|

5. Obverse.—Corruption of

Reverse.—As No. 4.

^
Type D. Here we have a mixture of the legends of a

Gujarat and a Malwa coin. The curious and distinctive mark y><

is probably derived from the Malwa coins of Nasir Shah Khalji

(Cf. T.M.C. No. 77).

6. Akbar.
Obverse.—The Kalima (early arrangement) surrounded by

a border of dots.

Reverse— j£\ *L2ol

is)u

vi*!\ JJU

Surrounded by a border of dots.

Type A. By the fineness of execution this would appear
to be the first coin of this type, but curiously the word *>»*
does not appear to be present on the reverse. The design is

evidently copied from the Ahmadabad coins. This and the
following coin would seem to have been struck by Imperial
authority, and one cannot help comparing them with the
Mahmudis of Gujarat which start in 989 a.h. 1 do not think
this type has been published before. The only reference I can
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find to them is in Jackson's " Coin collecting in the Deccan "

he says, p. 21 : " The Malwa (copper) issues of the Emperor
Akbar of the same square shape as those of the Sultans are

frequently met with."

7. Akbar.
Obverse.—As No. 6, but no border.

Reverse— aU^ij^t

Type B. The majority of the coins in the hoard were of

this type ; a few coins had the mint marks— x on the reverse

or g8 °n the obverse.

8. Obverse.—As No. 5, very debased.

Reverse.—As No. 7.

Type C. A mixture of Malwa and Mughal types.

9. Obverse.— As No. 7.

Reverse.— As obverse of No. 5.

Type D. The reverse variety of No. 8.

10. Jalalu-d-din formula on both obverse and reverse.

11. The Kalima formula on both obverse and reverse.

12. Obverse.—Corrupt form of Kalima.

Reverse.— Corrupt. ^UaLJl

* •

The reverse shows an interesting form of corruption, the line

of dots being taken from the border of No. 6, and confused

with the single line of &> -j in the Malwa coins.

13. Obverse. Very corrupt form of No. 5

Reverse.—As No. 12.

14. Sun Muhammad 'Adil Shah.

Obverse— <>»* j.*i»Jf

Reverse.—Corrupt.

Both obverse and reverse are copied from a type of Muhammad
'Adil's coins which I illustrate, but which I do not seem to

have seen previously published.
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Note.—I only recognized the identity of this coin after the

article had been written and the plate prepared —hence its

position in the list.

** r

.^
••J*

i

*»

The whole style of this coin is like those of Malwa. But
the obverse inscription is of Gujarat (Mahmud Shah III)

except- that seems to be written : especially on the cor-

rupt form of this coin No. 15. The obverse however is a

corruption of Mahmud Shah KhaljI's

15. Corrupt form of the above.

16. Obverse.—As No. 14.

Reverse
I * I

This coin again presents elements from the Ahmadabad dotted
border coins.

17. 18. Specimens of corrupt forms containing parts of
various legends.

From the weight of these coins not much can be learnt.
„i™„ ~e „„.-„„

to conform tQ the 8() rati MalwaOne class of

standard
(

corns seem ~~ «„««,».« w Vuc oy *«v. ««-
140 grains), four specimens weighing 68, 68, 61,

61 respectively. Three other coins weighed 83, 80, 81 which
might suggest the 100 rati Gujarat standard ( = 185 grains).
One coin however weighed 119 grains and another 96. The
80 rati Malwa standard however was the prevalent one as
10 other coins gave an average of 54-5 grains. With the ex-
ception of No. 1 ' these coins would appear to date from the
annexation of Malwa by Bahadur Shah of Gujarat in 937 a.h.

(=1530). Gondwana, in which Balaghat was included, was of
course an outlying district and probablv only nominally under
Malwa influence. It was a place of refuge for exiles. In 923
a.h. Jalal Khan who after the death of Sikandar Lodi had

as e^r wJi# is also the title of Bahadur Shah, this <

belong to him, but I think I can make out a^f on the reverse

design seems to be nearer to the coins of Ahmad Shah II.
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usurped the Kingdom of Jaunpur, fled to Gondwana after being
expelled and being refused an asylum first in Gwaliar and then
in Malwa.

During the years 970-978 a.h. (1561-1570) Baz Bahadur,
son of Shuja' Khan Sher Shah's Governor, was in hiding in

Gondwana. He had assumed independence and been defeated
by Akbar. Perhaps coins like Nos. 3, 4, 14, 15 may be con-
nected with this period.

In 1564 Chauragarh in Western Gondwana was sacked by
one of Akbar's Generals and five years later Malwa was an-

nexed and made a subah of the Empire. The modern Balaghat
was part of the Garha Sarkar. 1 At this time perhaps were
issued Nos. 6 and 7/

I have been able to find nothing more recorded of Gond-
wana until Jahanglr's time, when the 'Ain-i-Akbarf records
" From the time of Akbar's death the Kings of the Dakhin had
been restless and Malik 'Ambar had seized upon several places
in the Balaghat district.*

"

Balaghat appears to have been a centre of operations until
this trouble was finally settled in the 11th year of Jahanglr
1025 a.h. when Malik 'Ambar s "handed oVer the keys of
Ahmadnagar and other forts, together with the parganas of
Balaghat which he had conquered."

Conjectures based on find spots are notoriously hazar-
dous, but perhaps we may infer that a large hoard of small
copper coins like this was not likely to be carried far from the
districts in which the coins were current. These were prob-
ably then the current coins of Gondwana from soon after the
occupation of Malwa by Bahadur of Gujarat in 1530 a.d.
Mahmud Shah III of Gujarat, to whom No. 2 belongs, began
his reign in 1537. Gujarat influence in Gondwana during this

period may be surmised until about 1570 ( = 978 a.h.). Soon
after this the Akbari coins must have come and continued to
be struck perhaps until the coming of the Mahratas.

It may be noticed that whereas the Gujarat and Malwa
elements in these coins have become very confused, in very few
if any cases were the Akbari inscriptions beyond recognition
though they frequently appeared with a Gujarat type obverse
or reverse. The date of the deposit might perhaps be conjec-
tured to be about the end of Jahanglr's reign.

C. J. Brown.
l/ucknow

* It is called Sarkar Kanauj in 'Ain-i Akbari, vol. II, p. 199, but I

liink this must be a mistake There is no place Kanauj in the Sarkar,

and on p. 196 he mentions Garha as a separate state.

* 'Ain-i Akbari, Vol. 1 , p. 412.

S ,, ,, Vol. 1 , p. 33G.
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146. A Gold Coin of Croesus.

It is not on record whether a Lydian coin has ever been
found in Indian soil before this, but I am sure that a coin of

Croesus has not as yet been found anywhere in this country.
Only a few specimens of the coinage of this monarch have been
discovered and have found their way to the various big

Museums of Europe. The coin described below was purchased
by me in October last in Mari on the Indus from a money-
changer. It is an oblong gold coin with rounded ends bearing
on its obverse the front part of a lion and a bull and on the

reverse two square impressions, one of which is slightly smaller

than the other.

I stumbled on a reproduction of a similar coin in Prof.

J. B. Bury's History of Greece (Macmillan & Co., 1902'),

where it is described asa u Gold Coin of Sardis (middle of 6th

century). Obverse:—fore parts of a lion and bull, reverse:

two incuse squares " I submitted the coin to Babu Rakhal-
das B^nerji of the Indian Museum, who pronounced it to be a

genuine specimen.
A similar coin is described in G. F. Hill's Historical Greek

Coins, where it is stated that although the attribution on this

coin to Croesu3 is not absolutely settled, still it is highly
probable that these are Kpoiatva arari/pcs (Kroiseioi Stateres),

i.e. Staters of Croesus. 2 They are of fine gold and were
struck in two standards; (1) The gold Shekel standard of

8-18 grammes = 126 grains, and (2) the Babylonian stan-

dard of 10 91 grammes = 168 grains. Similar Staters were
also struck in the latter standard. Prof. Bury states that the

earlier Lydian coinage was of White metal, i.e. a mixture
of silver and gold, and that Croesus was the first King of

Lydia, who struck coins in pure gold and silver. The coin

purchased by me weighs 10 680 grammes = 164*75 grains. It,

therefore, belongs to the Babylonian standard. Coins struck
on the Babylonian standard were used for commerce with the

East, while those struck on the gold Shekel standard were used
for commerce with the Greek cities of the Asia Minor. 3

These gold Staters of Croesus are of special interest

:

(1) They are the first gold coins ever issued as far as we
know, and superseded the earlier white metal or electrum

proportion of gold in these Staters varies from 5

%.* Most probably touchstones were used for testing these
**< _

coins

electrum coins, as they must also have been in India where

1 Top of p. 217.
* p. 18, No. 7: see also Percy Gardner "The Gold Coins of Asra

before Alexander the Great," p. 9.
8 G. F. HiU, "Historical Greek Coins," p. 19.
* Percy Gardner, " The Gold Coinage of Asia before Alexander the

Great," p. 8.
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the billon coins (a mixture of silver and copper) of the

Pathan Sultans of Dehll were current.

(2) They form the first State coinage, if they are really

what they are taken to be, viz., Staters of Croesus. The

wealth of Croesus was well known and the power of Lydia

before its overthrow in 546 B.C., would be such as to win

general respect for its coinage. In addition to this, they were

a great improvement on the former electrum coins.

On the fall of the Lydian kingdom the Persian Darics (or

Staters) and Sigloi (or Drachms) took the place of the Lydian

coins in Asiatic commerce. The Persian Daric was a few

grains heavier than the Babylonian Stater of Croesus. The

device on my coin, the lion in opposition to the bull, is sup-

posed by G. F. Hill to be connected with the cult of the Ana-

tolian Mother Goddess. This motive is common in the art of

the Near East.

It is perhaps rash to conjecture how such a coin reached

India, but the find-place, Mari on the Indus, is suggestive.

Mari is situated on the left bank of the river, a few miles

south of Kalabagh (which is on the right bank), where the

road from JhTlam and Rawal Pindi crosses the river. About

forty miles south of this place is Isakhel, where the Kurram
and Tochi Rivers join the Indus, each descending from passes,

which are very little known. 1 These rivers connect India with

Afghanistan, the former leading to Kabul and the latter to

Ghazni. They are very difficult and little known, but may
have served as trade routes in earlier times. More significant

is the fact the Kalabagh is conjectured to be the northern

boundary of the old Persian satrapy in India, which stretched

thence southwards the sea.a

As the coin appears to be in good condition, there is no

reason whv it should not have been brought into India previ-

ous to Alexan sand

until recent times. It may be that one of the first gold coins

ever issued had passed into the hands of an Indian and was

hoarded, to be re-discovered within the boundaries of the old

Indian satrapy after !'500 years, as the craze for hoarding

gold in India is one of remote antiquity.
;

Croesus was the son and successor of Allyatte3, ^during

whose reign Lydia was at the apogee of her power. Croesus

attaoked the Greek cities of Ionia and Aetolia and subdued

all of them except Miletus. The Dorian cities of Caria were

also forced to submit and the empire of Croesus extended from

the Halys to the Aegean. The fall of the Lydian dynasty was

due to the rise of the Achaemenidae of Persia. Cyrus, the

Persian, overthrew Astyages, King of Media, who had

tomas Holditch, " Gates of India," p. ^12.

Smith, "Early History of India." 2nd edition, p. 34.
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married Croesus' sister. The fall of Astyages was a fit oppor-
tunity for the ambitious Lydian to turn his arm towards the
East, the restoration of his brother-in-law being a sufficient

plea. Croesus consulted the celebrated oracle of Delphi, and
the answer returned was that if he crossed the Halys he would
destroy a mighty empire. Croesus invaded Cappadocia.
Cyrus drove him back to Lydia and won a decisive victorv
under the walls of Sardis, which fell into his hands after a
short siege. The fate of Croesus is lost in mystery and fable.
The story of Croesus, ascending the funeral pyre and suddenly
remembering the name of Solon the Athenian, is well known.
Nothing now remains of Croesus but some pillars dedicated by
him in a temple of Artemis in Ephesus. The bases bear
inscriptions " Dedicated by King Croesus."

I am indebted to Prof. Brown for helping me with some
valuable materials in writing this paper.

Mrityunjoy Roychowdhury.

Note.—The photographs of the coins from which the plates

accompanying article No. 125 of N S. No. XXII, published in

the Society's Journal for May 1914, were taken by my friend
Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar, Superintendent, Arch geological Sur-
vey, Western Circle, from casts, which he also prepared.

I may be permitted now to make the acknowledgment,
which I inadvertently omitted from the end of my paper, of

his kindness and of the careful and skilful manner in which
he has prepared the photographs.

Sural. A. Master.
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JANUARY, 1914,

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 7th January, 1914, at 9-15 p.m.

D. Hooper, Esq., F.C.S., F.L.S., F.A.S.B., Vice-President,
in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Dr. P. J. Briihl,

Mr. G. R. Clarke, Mr. F. H. Gravely, Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr.
K. A. K. Hollowes, Mr. L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer, Rev. W.
R. LeQuesne, Mr. R. D. Mehta, CLE., Roy Bahadur Lalit Mohan
Singha Roy, Lieut.-Col. L. Rogers, I. M.S.. Mr G. Stadler, Mr. T.

Southwell, Dr. Satisa Chandra Vidyabhusana, Rev. J. Watt, and
Rev. A. W. Young.

Visitors:—Babu Susil Kumar Acharya, Mr. H. G. Carter,

Babu Gauripati Chatterjee, Babu Hem Chandra Das Gupta,
Babu Dwijendra Kumar Mazumdar, Babu Manindranath
Maitra and another.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and continued.

Thirty-four presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. K. N. Knox,
I.C.S., had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The following gentleman was balloted for as an Ordinary
Member :

—

Dr. 0. Strauss, Professor, Calcutta University, proposed
by the Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt..

seconded by Dr. G. Thibaut, CLE.

Dr. N. Annandale exhibited a bull roarer from Chittagong.

exhibited
pera

tures

The following papers were read

:

1. On a Demonstration Apparatus for determining Young's

Modulus. By Gouripati Chatterji. Communicated by Dr.

E. P. Harrison.

2. A new Species of Diospyros from the Tinnevelly Hills.

By M. S. Ramasvvami, M.A.
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3 Studies on the Leaf Structure of Zoysia pungens, Willd.
By M. S Ramaswami, M.A.

4. Grooved Stone Hammers from Assam and the Distribution
of Similar Forms in Eastern Asia. By J. Coggin Brown.

These four papers will be published in a subsequent number
of the Journal.

5. Intermittent Springs at Bajapur in the Bombay Presidency.
By Harold H. Mann and S. R. Paranjpye.

This paper has been returned to author

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the
Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, the
16th January, 1914, at 9-30 p.m.

Dr. W. C. Hossack, M.D., in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Lieut.-Col. A. R. S. Anderson, I.M.S., Dr. Adrian Caddy,

PL ?' K " ChatterJ
ee

>
Dr - H - Finck, Lieut.-Col. C. R. M. Green,

I. M.S., Capt. R. E. Lloyd, I.MS., Lieut.-Col E. A. R. Newman,
1 M.S., Lieut.-Col. L. Rogers, I.M.S., Capt. E. O. Thurston,

Visitors:—Capt. Green Armytage, I.M.S., Lieut.-Col. H. E.
Banatvala, I.M.S., Lieut.-Col G. G. Gifford, I.M.S., Dr. J. B
Moloney, Lieut.-Col. W. D. Southerland, I.M.S.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The discussion on the Emetine and other treatments of
Amoebic Dysentery and Hepatitis was concluded and Major
lnurston, I. M.S., read his paper on 101 cases of liver abscess.
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The Annual Meeting of the Society was held on Wednes-
day, the 4th February, 1914, at 9-15 p.m.

His Excellency the Right Hon'ble Thomas David
Baron Carmichael of Skirling, G.C.I.E., K.C.M.C Presi-

dent, in the chair.

The following members were present :—

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. X. Annandale, Dr. C. A. Bentley,

Babu Ramakanta Bhattacharjee, Dr. P. J. Bruhl, Mr. J.

Coggin Brown, Mr. Percy Brown, Lieut.-Col. W. J. Buchanan,
I. M.S., Babu Nilmani Chakravarti, Mr. J. A. Chapman, Dr.

B. L. Chaudhuri, Dr. W. A. K. Christie, Mr. D. A. David,

Major B. IL Deare, I.M.S., Rev. W. K. Firminger, Rev. E.

Francotte, S.J., Dr. Harinath Ghosh, Mr. T. P. Ghosh, Mr.

F. H. Gravely, Major E. D. W. Greig, I.M.S., Mr. B. A. Gupte,

Mr. A. H. Harley, Mr. D. Hooper, Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., Mr.

S. W. Kemp, Mr. W. Kirkpatrick, Mr. W. A. Lee, Mr. J.

McLean, Mr. R. D. Mehta, CLE.. Mr. W. H. Miles, Hon.

Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt., Babu Panchanan

Mukerjee, Syed Abdulla-ul-Musawy, Babu Puranchand Nahar,

Major C. L. Peart, LA., Dr. G. E. Pilgrim, Mr. M. S. Ramaswami,
Dr. C Schulten, Mr. M.J. Setli. Mahamahopadhyaya Harapras-id

Shastri, CLE., Rai Bahadur Lalit Mohan Singha Roy, Babu

Bahadur Singh Singhi, Maulavi Mahomed Ka'zim Shirazi, Capt.

J. A. Shorten, I.M.S., Mr. T. Southwell. Mr. G. Stadler, Dr.

Satish Chandra Vidyabhusana, Rev. J. Watt, Rev. A. V\

Young.

Visitors .—Mrs. Percy Brown, Mrs. Bruhl, Mrs. Chapman,

Mr. C. S. Mukerjee, Mrs. M. S. Ramaswami, Mr. Allam Raffin.

The President ordered the distribution of the voting

papers for the election of Officers and Members of Council for

1914, and appointed Captain J. A. Shorten, I.M.S., and Maulavi

Wali
ed

a majoritv of votes of the Fellows voting, no one is recom-

mended for election as a Fellow this year.

The Annual Report was then presented.
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Annual R eport FOR 1913

The Council of the Asiatic Society has the honour to

submit the following report on the state of the Society's affairs

during the year ending 31st December, 1913.

Member List.

The number of Ordinary Members at the close of the year
was 499. Twenty-eight Ordinary Members were elected during
1913. Out of these 4 have not yet paid their entrance fees.

The number of Ordinary Members, therefore, added to the list

is 24. On the other hand 34 withdrew, 3 died and 5 were struck

off under Rule 40.

The numbers of Ordinary Members in the past six years

are as follow;3 :

—

PayING. Non-Paying.
*

J
<

Year.
•

P3

Non-
Resident.

Foreign.

Total.

Life.

Absent.

Total.

c

<

a

190S 181 193 17 ! 391 19 38 57 448

1 909 183 217 13 413 20 40 60
|

473

1910 209 217 16 442 23 43 66 50 S

1911 200 225 19 444 22 53 75 519

1912 203 229
j
!

19 451 23 43 66 517

1913 200 211 19
|

430 23 46 69 499

The following members died during the course of the
year :

—

°

Rai Ram Saran Das, Bahadur, Mr. James Luke and Mr.
V. venkayya.

The number of Special Honorary Centenary Members and
Honorary Fellows remain unchanged.

a. i

T
l
le

r
n9

;

me °f Mr Ekendra Nath Ghosh has been added to
the list of Associate Members. The number now stands at 14.

Indian Museum.

* ^v°t ^ Q rePresentati°n of the Secretary to the Trustees
ot the Indian Museum, pointing out that the Hon. Justice Sir
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Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt., C.S.I. , had ceased to represent

the Society upon the Board of Trustees under clause II (3)

of the Indian Museum Act of 1910, the Council reappointed

Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya to fill the vacancy on behalf of

the Society.

At the instance of Dr. N. Annandale, regarding the Cen-

tenary celebration of the foundation of the Asiatic Society's

Museum whiich afterwards developed into the Indian Museum,

a Special Committee, to represent the Society, was formed

to work out a scheme. The first meeting was held in April

1913 and the Proceedings were approved by the Council. The

second meeting of the Trustees was held in December 1913,

when final arrangements were made for the celebration of the

Centenary of the Museum in conjunction with the Science

Congress to be inaugurated by the Society during January

1914. H.E. Lord Carmichael was nominated as the chairman

of the Centenary Committee appointed jointly by the Trustees

and the Council of the Society.

The Council also gave permission to the Trustees of the

Indian Museum to make use of the Society's publications,

especially the Centenary volume in the preparation of a history

of the Indian Museum, and to reproduce the portrait of Mr.

Edward Blyth in the possession of the Society.

Deputations.

On an invitation from the 12th International Geological

Congress held at Toronto in August -1913, Sir Thomas Hol-

land, K.C.I.E., attended the Congress as a delegate on behalf

of the Society.

The IXth International Congress of Zoology was held at

Monaco from the 25th to 30th March, 1913, and Capt.K. B

Seymour Sewell, I.M.S., represented the Society. Capt. SewelJ

submitted his report as the delegate of the Society and copies

of the report were forwarded to the Government of India, Dept.

of Education, and to the Indian Museum for information.

Indian Science Congress

Referring to the meeting held in the Society s Rooms on

the 2nd November, 1912, for a preliminary Science Congress, a

Special Committee was appointed to work out the scheme, and

the Council accepted the proposal for holding a Science Congress

in January 1914 At a meeting of the Special Committee held

on the 20th November, 1913, the Special Committee was mood,

structed. H.E. Lord Carmichael was appointed to be J-acroii

and Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya to be President with Mr. JJ.

Hooper as Honorary Secretary and Treasurer. It wa
s

nnai

g

arranged that the meetings of the Science Congress be held
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on January 15th, 16th, and 17th, 1914, in the rooms of the
Society, and a Provisional Programme has been drawn up and
circulated.

Meetings.

An informal meeting of the Society was held on the 30th
January, 1913, at 9-30 p.m., at the Society's rooms to meet Dr.
H. Oldenburg, Professor of the University of Gottingen and
an Honorary Fellow of the Society.

Finance.

The appendix contains the usual classified statements show-
ng the accounts of the Society.

Under statement No. I will be found the account of
Receipts and Disbursements of the Society during the year 1913.

Statement Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 show how the money
administered through the Society in the Oriental Publications,
Sanskrit MSS. , Arabic and Persian, and Bardic Chronicles Funds

,

has been spent during the past year.
Statement No. 8 gives an account of money due by and

to the members of this Society.
In a statement No. 9 an account is given of the sum

invested in Government securities and held in deposit by the
Bank of Bengal.

Statement No. 10 shows the sum invested in Government
securities known as the Trust Fund, the interest of which is

applied to the payment of pension to the menial servants of the
Society.

The cash receipts and expenditure of the Society as well
as those of the different Funds are summed up in a statement
NTo. 11.

Statement No. 12 exhibits the Balance Sheet of the
different statements.

The Budget Estimate for 1913 was taken at the follow-
ing figures: Receipts Us. 32,010, Expenditure Rs. 31,469.

Taking into account the items of Receipts and Expendi-
ture for year 1913, the actual results have been: Receipts
Rs. 31,612, Expenditure Rs. 22,893.

The receipt thus shows a decrease of Rs. :!68, while the
expenditure shows a saving of Rs. 8,576 on the budget estimate,
leaving a balance in favour of the Societv on its ordinary work
ing of Rs. 8,749.

There is an increase under the heads of Subscriptions for
the Society's "Journal and Proceedings" and "Memoirs,"
and "Miscellaneous." Subscriptions for the "Journal and
Proceedings" and "Memoirs" were estimated at Rs. 1.608,
while the actuals were Rs. 1,680, the excess being due to some of
the arrear subscriptions from subscibers bavins been realized.
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There is an increase of Rs. 75 under head "Miscellaneous.''

This is due to the advances recovered from the members.

The falling-off in receipts under the heads of "Members'
Subscriptions " is due to non-receipt of subscription from mem-
bers. '

' Sale of Publication
'

' on account of certain sale pro-

ceeds not having been realized during the year. " Interest on

Investment '
' owing to non-realization from the Bank of Bengal.

The sum of Rs. 736 has been received as entrance fees under

the head "Admission Fees," and the sum of Rs. 130 has been

received under the head "Subscription to Indian Science

Congress."
The expenses have been nearly within the sanctioned budget

estimate. There is a very slight increase under the head

"Salaries," and " Commission." " Postage" shows a heavy

increase for despatching publications of 1912 issued in 1913 and

notices sent to members for the several lectures held in the

Society's rooms during 1913. " Petty repairs" are higher on

account of painting the lower parts of the pillars of the meet-

ing room, the edges of the stair-case, repairing the out-offices,

and an iron safe. Under the heads, •
' Books

'

' were estimated at

Rs. 2,600 and "Binding" were estimated at Rs. 1,000, whilst

the expenditure has been Rs. 1,120 and Rs. 705 respectively.

"Journal and Proceedings and Memoirs" shows heavy de-

crease owing to certain bills from the Baptist Mission Press not

yet paid.

There were four items of expenditure during 1913 under

the heads of " Grain Allowance," "Gratuity," -Interest on

Investment," and " Indian Science Congre?s " not provided in

the budget which has been sanctioned by the Council.

The Permanent Reserve Fund at the close of the year

amounted to Rs. 1,64.100 and the Temporary Reserve Fund at

the close of the year was Rs. 83,200 against Rs. 1,63,350 and

Rs. 73,900 respectively.

The Permanent Reserve Fund has increased by Rs. 750

from the Admission fees received during the year, and the

Temporary Reserve Fund has increased by Rs. 9,250 from the

Government paper purchased during the year- Tne Irust

Fund at the close of the year was Rs. 1,400.

The budget estimate of probable Receipts and Expendi-

ture for the "vear 1914 including the " Subscriptions to the

Indian Science Congress" has been fixed as follows:—Receipts

Rs. 31,370, Expenditure Rs. 30,234.

On the expenditure side, the changes in the last year s

estimate are small. Freight has been slight y increased to

meet the bills of 1913. Books have been allotted Ks. 1.48U

more than the actuals of 1913 as it is proposed by the ^brary

Committee to purchase a considerable number of new books

for the Library. Binding has been increased by Rs 2JS, on

account of Periodicals. Magazines, etc., not yet bound.
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"Journal and Proceedings '

' and " Memoirs " shows an
increase of Rs. 5,838, to meet the payments of bills for printing

not yet paid.

There will, however, be an item of expenditure to be dealt

with during the year 1914 under the head "Indian Science

Congress."
The expenditure on the Royal Society's Catalogue has

been Rs. 476-3-9, while the receipt under this head from the

Government of India is Rs. 1,000, for the maintenance of the

Eleginal Bureau.
The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya continued

Honorary Treasurer throughout the year.

BUDGET FOR 1914.

Receipts.

1913. 1913. 1914.

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate.

Rs. Rs. Rs.

Members' Subscriptions .. 11,500 11,113 11,500
Subscriptions for the So-

ciety's 'Journal and
Proceedings" and "Me-
moirs"

Sale of Publications
Interest on Investments
Rent of Room .

.

Government Allowance
Do. (for Researches

in History, Religion, Eth-
nology and Folklore of
Bengal) .'.

.. 3,600 3,600 3,600
Miscellaneous .

.

.

.

100 165 100
Loan refunded.. .. 1,210 1,210
Admission Pees .. .

.

73 >

1,608 1,680 1,608

2,000 1,115 2,000

8,392 8,293 8,392

600 600 600

3,000 3,000 3,000

• •

Indian Science Congress
Subscriptions

• • 1 30 570

Total .. 32,010 31,642 31,370

Expenditure.

1913. 1913. 1914.

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

Rs. Rs. Rs.
Salaries .. .. q 150 5jq$ 5,750
Commission .. mm qqq 612 600

Carried over .. 7,350 6,380 6,350
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1913. 1913. 1914.

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

Brought forward
Pension
Stationery
Light and Fans
Municipal Taxes
Postages
Freight

Contingencies .

Books
Binding
Journal and Proceedings and
Memoirs

Printing (Circulars, etc.)

Auditor's fee .

.

Petty Repairs .

.

Insurance
Salary (for Researches in

History, Religion,

nology and Folklore

Bengal)
Grain allowance
Gratuity
Interest on G.P. Notes
Indian Science Congress

Total

Eth-
of

Rs.

7,350
420
150
260

1.495

700
250
700

2,600
1,000

12,000
350
150

100
344

3,600

Rs.

6,380
420
189

200

1,495

816
214
659

1,120

702

6,162
270
150
201

344

3,300

72
100
62
37

Rs.

6,350

420
150

200
1,495

700
225

650
2,600

1,000

12,000
250
150

100

344

3,600
- »

31,469 22,893 30,234

Agencies.

Mr. Bernard Quaritch and Mr. Otto Harrassowitz have
continued as the Society's Agents in Europe.

The number of the copies of the Journal and Proceedings

and of the Memoirs sent to Mr. Quaritch during the year 1913

was 352, valued at £54-18-4, and of the Bibliotheca Indica

1122, valued at Rs. 1,011-2-0.

The number of the copies of the Journal and Proceedings

and of the Memoirs sent to Mr. Harrassowitz during 1913 was

108, valued at £16-13-2^ and of the Bibliotheca Indica 639,

valued at Rs. 609-14-0.

Library.

The total number of volumes and parts of magazine

added to the Library during the year was 3202, of which 332

were purchased and 2870 were either presented or received in

exchange.
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It was ordered to continue subscription to the " Jahresber-

icht iiber die Fortschirtte der Chemie," "Philosophical

Magazine," " Genera Insectorum " and " The Journal of the

Washington Academy of Sciences."

In connection with the proposed preparation of a Catalogue

of Scientific Periodicals available in Calcutta, some of the

various libraries and institutions possessing scientific periodi-

cals have returned the slips with particulars of the periodicals

titered, and as soon as the remainder of the slips have been

received back, the work of compilation will be taken in hand.

At the suggest :on of the Board of Scientific Advice, Sir Edward
Maclagan, Secretary to the Dept. of Commerce and Agricul-

ture has asked the Department of Education to ascertain

whether the Society was prepared to undertake the compi-

lation of a list of Scientific Periodicals available in the various

institutes and offices in India, and the matter is before the

Council for consideration.

Mr. J. H. Elliott has continued as Assistant Secretary

throughout the year.

Babu Surendra Nath Kumar, First Library Assistant, took

leave for 6 months to join his new appointment in the Imperial

Library from the 5th April, 1913, and Babu Monmotha Nath

Sur was appointed from the 1st June, 1913. Babu Monmotha
Xath Sur resigned his post from 2nd July and Babu Balai Lai

Dutt has been appointed to succeed him from the 1st August,

1913. In September 1913, Babu Surendra Nath Kumar
resigned his appointment in the Society.

During the year, the appointment of the Pandit fell vacant

owing to the promotion of Babu Balai Lai Dutt and Babu
Sures Chandra Banerji has been appointed to fill the vacancy.

Maulavi Asaduz-Zaman Khan has been appointed as the

Maulavi of the Society in the place of Munshi Ahmad Husain.

The question of appointing a Lama indefinitely to en-

courage Tibetan learning is before the Council for consideration.

Meanwhile, Lama Lob-Sang has been appointed for 2 months

on Rs. 40 per month.

International Catalogue of Scientific Literature.

and Mr. F. H. Gravely
as

2415 index slips were forwarded during the year to the

Central Bureau and 466 volumes of the catalogue were dis-

tributed.

The expenses of the Regional Bureau amounted to

Rs. 476-3-9.

Fellows of the Society.

At the Annual Meeting held on the 5th February, 1913,
Major A. T. Gage, I.M.S., Mr. E. Vredenburg, B.L., B.Sc
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A.R.S.M., A.R.C.S., F.G.S., Mr. J. P. Vogel, Ph.D., Litt.I).,
and Mr. S. W. Kemp, B.A., were elected Fellows of th
Society.

There were 28 Fellows on the list at the end of 1913.

Elliott Prize for Scientific Research.

Sixteen essays were received in competition during 1912,
and from the reports furnished by the different experts to whom
they were sent for examination, the Trustees decided that
none of the essays submitted was of sufficient merit to deserve
a prize.

The Trustees have again sanctioned the award of four
prizes for the year 1913 for original work or investigations bv
the essayist in Physical, Chemical Mathematical and Natural
Sciences. This Notification was printed in the "Calcutta
Gazette" of the 16th June, 1913. Twelve essays have been
received in competition and have been referred to" the Trustees
for report.

Barclay Memorial Medal.

On the recommendation of the '

' Barclay Memorial Medal '

'

Special Committee, the Council awarded the Medal for 1913
to Major William Glen Liston, M.D., C.I.E., I.M.S., Senior
Member of the Plague Research Commission, Bombay, in
recognition of his biological researches.

Society's Premises and Property.

At the suggestion of Mr. D. Hooper, the Council agreed
to the erection in the Society's rooms of a brass memorial
tablet with a suitable inscription in commemoration of the
late Dr. David Waldie, provided by Messrs. D. Waldie & Co.

The tablet was unveiled at the General Meeting on the 5th

November, 1913, and it is set up at the top of the main stair

case of the rooms of the Society.

The roof of the servants' quarters were in a very bad
state of repairs, and Rs. 78 has been spent to stop the leakage.

The building of the new premises for the Society has not

yet been taken in hand. There was a meeting of the Building

Committee on the 20th June, 1913, when it was decided to apply

to Government for permission to sell or lease part of our ground,

and to write to the Mining and Geological Institute of India

regarding their former offer to contribute a lump sum for
J-,-*" V*ll,_

accommodation in the Society's building. It is hoped that

iinal steps will be taken shortly.

The Council has also considered the question of endanger-

ing the Society's premises from fire by smoking cigars and

cigarettes at the Society's Meetings, and notices to the effect
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" No Smoking Allowed " have been put up in the rooms of the

Society.

The plaster bust of Dwarka Nath Tagore fell down

accidentally and has been completely destroyed. The Council

has informed the family of the loss and asked them if it would

be possible to replace it.

Exchange of Publications.

During 1913, the Council accepted four applications for

exchange of publications, viz. : (1) from the Government Oriental

Manuscript Library, Madras; the Society's Journal and Pro-

ceedings and the Memoirs to be exchanged for all the publications

of their Library; (2) from the Societa Italiana di Scienze,

Milano ; the Society's Journal and Proceedings and the Memoirs

for their " Atti " and " Memorie "
; (3) from the Proprietor.

1 'The Chemical News," London; the Society's Journal and

Proceedings in exchange for his periodical ; and (4) from the

Editor of the T'oung pao ; the Society's Journal and Proceed-

ings in exchange for his periodical.

On an application from Capt. R. B. Seymour Sewell,

I.MS., he was supplied with 20 numbers of the Society's

Journals dealing with the R.I.M.S. '
' Investigator " work for

the Surgeon Naturalist's Library as a presentation from the

Society.

The Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland

have agreed to send a copy of their "Man" in addition to

their Journal, in exchange for the Society's Journal and Pro-

ceedings and the Memoirs.

Publications.

There were published during the year twelve numbers of

the Journal and Proceedings (Vol. VIII, Nos. 9-11, and Vol. IX,

Nos. 1-9) containing 745 pages and 26 plates. The Society

has also received Dr. Sten Konpw's Bashgali Dictionary printed

by the Secretary of State for India for distribution as an Extra
No. of the Society's Journal for 1913, and members will be

asked whether they desire to receive a copy of it.

Of the Memoirs, three numbers were published (Vol IH»
Nos. 6-7, and Vol. V, No. 1) containing 106 pages and 5 plates.

Numismatic Supplement Nos. 19 and 20 have been

published in the Journal and Proceedings, Vol. VIII, Nos. 10

and 11.

Office-bearers.

W
Secretary and editor of the Proceedings until April when
Mr. Tipper returned and took charge of his office. Mr. Tipper
resigned in June and Capt. C. L. Peart was appointed to sue-
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ceecl him. There have been no other changes among th«

officers of the Society. Capt. Peart was Philological Secretary
and editor of the Philological Section of the Journal; Dr.

W. A. K. Christie was Natural History Secretary and editor of

the Natural History Section of the Journal ; Mr. J. Coggin
Brown was Anthropological Secretary and editor of the Anthro-
pological Section of the Journal ; Dr. Satis Chandra Vidya
bhusana carried on the duties of the Joint Philological Secretary
and was in charge of the Sanskrit portion of the Bibliotheca

Indica, while Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri continued
as Officer-in-Charge of the Search for Bardic Chronicles, and of

the work of collecting Sanskrit Manuscripts. Capt. Peart was
also Officer-in-Charge of the Arabic and Persian Search and
Capt. J. D. Sandes continued as Medical Secretary throughout
the year. The Coin Cabinet was in charge of Mr. H. Nelson

Wright, who has reported on all Treasure Trove coins sent to

the Society.

Lectures.

During the year the following four lectures were delivered

in the Society's rooms:- 1. On Recent Biological Work on
R.I.M.S. "Investigator," with lantern illustrations, by Capt.

R. B. Seymour Sewell, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., I.M.S., on the 22nd
January, 1913. 2. On the Distribution of the Tribes of Upper
Burma, with lantern illustrations, by Mr. J. Coggin Brown,
MSc, P.G.S., on the 19th February, 1913. 3. On the Psycho-
logy of Indian Music, by Mr. Alfred Westharp, Mus. Doc.

(Munich), accompanied with selections of Indian music by
Mrs. Satyabala Devi, on the 14th March, 1913. 4. On the

Evolution of Flying Animals, with lantern illustrations, by Dr.

B. H. Hankin, M.A., on the 19th November, 1913.

Philology, etc.

Prof. H. Oldenberg, an Honorary Fellow of this Society,

read on the 30th January, 1913, " a note on Buddhism " which

gives in a short compass an interesting review of the Buddhistic

researches made in Europe and eventually in Asia during the

last thirty years. After paying a tribute to our Society the

erudite Professor discusses the relative priority of the Northern

and Southern Schools of Buddhism and arrives at the conclusion

that the Southern type as embodied in the Pah literature is the

older one, and that the philosophical thought common to both

has been evolved out of the Upanisad portion of the Veoic

literature. Mr. K. P. Javaswal, in his article on " the date of

Asoka's coronation," places, on the evidence of the 13th Kock

Edict, the aforesaid coronation in the year 272 B.C. and Chandra

Gupta's accession to the throne of Magadha in 324-L5 b.c In

an article entitled " The plays of Bhasa and king Darsaka ot
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Magadha," the same writer maintains, on the authority of

poet Bhasa, that king Darsaka, mentioned in the Puranas as

successor of Ajatasatru, was an historical personage appearing

in the Pali chronicle under the name of Naga-Dasaka.
Mr. G. R. Kaye, in an article on "the Bakhshali Manu-

script," examining the manuscript in question from the stand-

points of a mathematician and a philologist, concludes that it

is not older than 11th century a.d., although Dr. Hoernle, who
edited the manuscript for the first time in 1888, assigned the

date of its composition to the 3rd or 4th century a.d. Babu
Rakhal Das Banerji in his article called cc Laksmana Sena,"
agrees on epigraphical grounds with Dr. Kielhorn in main-
taining that Laksmana Sena ascended the throne of Bengal in

1119 -20 a.d., and ceased to reign in 1170-71 a.d. Babu
Manomohan Chakravarti, in an article on " Bhatta Bhava-

•

deva," maintains that Bhavadeva, author of several well

known works on Hindu social laws, was a Radhiya Brahmana,
who flourished in West Bengal in the 11th century a.d.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastru C.I.E., in his

article on "the Visen family of Maj hawali," discusses several

theories on the origin of the Visen Ksatriyas, and identifies th

founder of their family with Visvasena, a Ksatriya Raja of

Benares. Pandit Ananda Koul, in an article on "the history

of Kasnilra," gives, on the authority of Hasan, a Persian
historian, an account of eight kings who are said to have
reigned in Kasmlra from 191 a.d. to 521 a.d., but whose names
do not occur in the Rajatarauginl.

4
' Srid-pa-ho—a Tibeto-Chinese tortoise chart of divina-

tion" is the title of a memoir in which Mahamahopadhyaya
Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, after pointing out the venera-

tion in which the chart is held by Tibetans, who hang it on
their walls and door-frames to keep otf evil spirits, traces its

history from its introduction into Tibet from China in 639 a.d.

to its development into the present form by Dalai Lama the
fifth in the 18th century a.d. In a paper headed <' Tibetan MS.
vocabularies by Capuchins " Rev. Father Felix gives an account
of a Tibeto-Italian Dictionary supposed to have been written

by Father Francesco Orazic Delia Penna about 1738 a.d., and
presented to the Bishop's College, Calcutta, in 1824 a.d. The
same Father, in his paper " on the Persian Farmans granted to

Jesuits by the Moghul Emperors, and Tibetan and Newari
Farmans granted to the Capuchin Missionaries in Tibet and
Nepal/' describes briefly some Tibetan and Newari documents
unearthed from the missionary archives at Agra, two of which
bearing the seals of the Dalai Lama and his regent, and dated
respectively 1741 and 1751 a.d., are supposed to have been
used as passports by Capuchin Missionaries for the purpose of

preaching Christianity in Tibet. Similar documents, engraved
on copper-plates and conferring further privileges on the afore-
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said missionaries, were received from Jayaranajit Malladeva and
Jayaprakaga Malladeva of Nepal in 1737 and 1740 a.d. respec-

tively. All such documents, unless they are "impudent for-

geries" are bound to prove of great value to antiquarian

scholars.

In an article entitled "the Pitt-diamond and the eyes of

Jagannath," Father H. Hosten recounts the story which
charges a Dutchman with the theft of the Pitt-diamond from
the statue of Jagannatha at Pari.

"The Rev. L. Bernard among the Abors and the cross as

a tattoo-mark " is the title of a paper in which Father Hosten
discusses the origin of the Abor tattoo-marks which were consi-

dered by Father Krick as possible relics of ancient Christian

missions, but in which Father Bernard refuses to see any Chris-

tian origin or signification.

Maulavi Hedayat Husain gives us some account of the life

and works of Muhibb Allah of Bihar, the author of Musallain

ai-Subut. The same Maulavi has also edited and translated

the unique MS., the Mirza Namah (the book of the Perfect

Gentleman), the supposed work of Mirza Kamran, the learned

son of Babar Shah. The writer of the paper discusses at some
length the doubtful question of its authorship and fixes a.h.

11th century as its date. The etymology and history of the

word «

' Mirza '

' is also dealt with.

Mr. W. Kirkpatrick contributes a paper in which he
attempts to prove that the European Gypsies originally mi-

grated from India by showing the similarity of Romnichal or the

language of European Gypsies and colloquial Hindustani. The
writer points out that the fact of the migration of Gypsy-like

people from India into Persia (where they are called Luris) has

been confirmed by Fardausi and the Arabian historian Hamrya.

Mr. R. B. Whitehead, in his paper on the Mint Towns of

the Mughal Emperors of India, has followed the same lines as

Mr. Burns in the preparation of a new edition of his tables,

but with certain differences which he enumerates in detail.

Natural History, etc.

Twentv-nine scientific papers were issued in the Journal

and two in the Proceedings in the year under review—sixteen

zoological, ten chemical, two botanical, two geological, and

one geographical.

Zoology.

The Crustacea Decapoda of the Lake of Tiberias. ByN.

Annandale, D.Sc, F.A.S.B., and Stanley Kemp, B.A.,

F.A.S.B.
Entomostraca from the Lake of Tiberias. By Kobert

Gurney.
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Notes on the Fishes, Batrachia and Reptiles of the Lake
of Tiberias. By N. Annandale, D.Sc., F.A.S.B.

Indian Dermaptera collected by Dr. A. D. Imnis. Bv
Malcolm Burr, D.Sc, F.E.S.

Aquatic Oligochaeta from the Lake of Tiberias. By Major
J. Stephenson, D.Sc, I.M.S.

Tipulidae and Culicidae from the Lake of Tiberias and
Damascus. By F. W. Edwards, B.A., F.E.S.

Some Noxious Diptera from Galilee. By E. Brunetti.
Preliminary Account of a revised Classification of Indo-

Australian Passalidae. By F. H. Gravely, M.Sc
Note on Rotifers from Galilee. By C. F. Rousselet

F.R.M.S.
The Polyzoa of the Lake of Tiberias. By N. Annandale,.

D.Sc, F.A.S.B.
Note on a Sponge-Larva from the Lake of Tiberias. By

N. Annandale. D.Sc, F.A.S.B.
Note on the Dragonflies of Syria and the Jordan Valley

.

By F. F. Laidlaw, F.Z.S., F.E S.
5
F.L S.

A New Springtail from Galilee. By George H. Car-

penter, B.Sc, MR. I.A.
The Leeches of the Lake of Tiberias. By N. Annandale..

D.Sc, F.A.S.B.
An Account of the Sponges of the Lake of Tiberias, with

Observations on certain Genera of Spongillidae. By
N. Annandale, D.Sc, F.A.S.B.

On the internal Anatomy of the Blind Prawn of Galilee.

(Typhlocaris galilea, Caiman). By Ekendra Nath
Ghosh.

Chemistry.

A Compound of Sodium Cuprous Thiosulphate and Acety-
lene Cuprous Acetylide. (Preliminary note). By
Kshitibhushan Bhaduri, M.Sc

Note on the Interaction of Hydrazines with Ferri-cyanides.
By Priyadaranjan Ray and Hemendra Kumar Sen.

On isomeric Allvlamines (Second Communication). By
Prafulla Chandra Ray and Rasik Lai Datta.

On a new Series of the double Sulphates of Barium with
the Sulphates of the substituted Ammonium Base3.

_ A m m * ^ —-- -» _. —

T
Part I. By Rasik Lai Datta and Haridas Sen
composition of the Water
W. A. K. Christie pj s^

By

Action of Stannic Chloride on Phenylhydrazine. By
Jitendra Nath Rakshit.

The double Mercuri-periodides of substituted Ammonium
Bases. Tetrapropylammonium Mercuri-periodide. By
Rasik Lai Datta and Haridas Mukherjea.
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The Action of Nitrosyl Chloride on secondary Amines.
Methylbenzylnitrosamine and Ethylbenzylnitrosamine

By Rasik Lai Datta.

Botany.

On Variations in the Flowers of Limnanthemum indicum,

Thwaites. By H. M. Chibber.
The Ash of the Plantain (Musa sapientum, Linn.). David

Hooper.

Geology.

On a crystallized Slag from Kulti. By Hem Chandra Das-

Gupta.
Preliminary Xote on the Origin of Meteorites. Bv L. L.

Fermor, D.Sc, A.R.S.M., F.G.S.

Geography.

Two Letters of Major James Rennell. By the Rev. W. K.

Firminger, B.D., F.R.G.S.

Xotes were also read on " A double Compound of Mercuric

Oxide with Acetone " by Jitendra Nath Rakshit, and " A new
Compound of Ethylacetoaeetate with Mercuric Oxide" by

Saratchaudra Jana. These have been published in the Pro-

ceedings.

Exhibits were made by Mr. S. W. Kemp, of a small collec-

tion of birds recently made in the Mishmi Hills by Captain

R. S. Kennedy, and'by Mr. D. Hooper, of a specimen of the

gum of Livistona chinensis from Singapore.

The most important work of the year has been the issue of

two special series of papers dealing with the zoological collec-

tions made by Dr. X. Annandale in the Lake of Tiberias and

its neighbourhood. The series, to which many distinguished

naturalists have contributed, will be concluded in 1914, and

Dr. Annandale proposes, in one of the later issues, to discu-

the wider biological problems which the results have helped to

solve.

Anthropology and Allied Sciences.

There was a slight increase in the number of papers deal-

ing directly with anthropological subjects, communicated to

and published by the Society during the year, and it is hoped

that this is the beginning of a revival in attention paid to such

studies. The neglect from which anthropological investigations

have suffered in India for some time is commented on in

the preceding Annual Reports.

Mr. W. Kirkpatrick has continued his valuable researches

into the folklore and customs of the Gehara Kanjars and lias

published a paper dealing with the marriage ceremony and

marriage customs of this Gypsy tribe. The same author bas
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also contributed a paper on the resemblances which exist

between colloquial Hindustani and the language of the Euro-
pean Gypsies. Mr. J. Coggin Brown has given an account of

the A-ch'ang or Maingtha tribe of the Hohsa-Lahsa States in
Yunnan, and has attempted to prove that the groupingof these
people with the Tai is incorrect, and that they are really

an almost submerged Tibeto-Burman clan.

The important branch of prehistoric archaeology has re-

ceived some attention. Babu H. C. Das Gupta has described
two spade celts from Assam, and has added evidence which
helps towards the association of these and similar forms with
the ancestors of the Mon-Hkmer peoples. Mr. J. Coggin
Brown exhibited a number of polished stone implements from
Yunnan before a meeting of the Society.

An exhaustive memoir by Mr. James Hornell on the anti-

quity and present condition of the Chank Bangle Industry in

India, published during the year, forms a timely contribution
to our knowledge of an important though comparatively little

known art.

Mr. F. H. Malyon's memoir on some current Pushtu folk
stories, also published during the year, though primarily in-

tended to illustrate the forms of certain dialects, is not without
anthropological interest, and is an instance of the manner
in which members of the Society, thoroughly acquainted with
the languages of the races amongst whom they live, may
advance our knowledge of Indian folklore.

Owing to the absence of its author on the eastern frontier
for the greater part of the year, the memoir on the Abor and
Galong tribes by Sir George D. S. Dunbar, Bart., and the
anthropometrical supplement by Messrs. S. VV. Kemp and
J. Coggin Brown, which it was intended to publish during the
year, has been delayed. It is now in page proof and will be
issued shortly. The delay has not been without its advantages,
as it has enabled the author to add valuable appendices giving
the results of his recent work. This exhaustive memoir will cer-
tainly rank as the most important anthropological work which
has been published in Northern India for some years The
Society has also published a translation by the Rev. Gille,

S.J., of Fr. Krick's account of his work among the Abors in
1853,— a few months before the murder of the intrepid traveller
by Mishmis. Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., has given an account of
the visit made by another Jesuit missionary to the outlying
Abor clans, and has discussed Krick's contention that their
tatoo marks, in the form of crosses, are relics of ancient Chris-
tian influence. Before the April meeting of the Society Messrs.
S. W. Kemp and J. Coggin Brown exhibited a large collection
of objects illustrating the ethnology of the Abors and their
neighbours.

A paper communicated by Dr. Annandale, J. Coggin
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Brown and F. H. Gravely deals partly with the archaeology
and folklore of the limestone caves of Burma and the Malay
Peninsula.

Many of the philological and historical papers communi-
cated to or published by the Society during the year have adirect
bearing on anthropological matters. Amongst others the fol-

lowing are especially noteworthy : Mahamahopadhyaya Hara-
prasad Sastri's account of the ancient civilization of Bengal ;

Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana's memoir on Srid-pa-ho, a
Chinese tortoise chart of divination ; and Dr. Jivanji Jamshedji
Modi's paper on India in the Avesta of the Parsees.

A set of anthropometrical instruments belonging to the
Society has been lent to Capt. Kennedy, I.M.S., Medical
Officer to the expedition at present working through the Dafla
country, and it is anticipated that valuable results will be
obtained by their use.

The co-operation of members of the Society interested in

the study of man is earnestly invited, otherwise it is impossible
for this branch of the Society's work to advance in line with
the development of the science in other countries. In many
parts of the Indian Empire there are races and remnants of
races suffering rapid absorption by more virile communities, and
the opportunity for their study cannot last much longer.
Unless anthropological researches on these tribes are under-
taken at once, the valuable information they can afford, and
the light which they may be able to throw on many unsettled

wi

Medical Section.

Meetings of the Medical Section of the Society have been
held regularly throughout the year and have been fairly well

attended. Six new members were elected during the year.
Many interesting papers were read and much original work
brought before the Society. Lieut. -Col. Sutherland read two
valuable papers on Anaphylaxis and on the Serodiagnosis of

Syphilis. Lieut -Col. Rogers, CLE., opened a most important
and interesting discussion on the Emetine and other treat-

ments of Amoebic Dysentery and Hepatitis (including Liver
abscess). The discussion was prolonged for several meetings
and much valuable experience and information put on record.

Other papers were read at various meetings by Dr. Hari Nath
Ghosh, Rai Bahadur, Dr. U. N. Brahmachari and Babu S. N.
Mitter.

Bibliotheea Indica.

Of the 17 fasciculi of texts of different dimensions pub-
lished in the Bibliotheea Indica series during the year under
review, 8 belong to Brahmanic Sanskrit, 1 to Buddhist Sans-
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krifc, 1 to Sanskrit and Tibetan, 1 to Jaina Prakrita and the

remaining 6 to Arabic and Persian literature. These fasciculi

include Lieut -Col. T. Wolseley Haig's translation of Munta-
khab-ut-Tawarikh, Vol. Ill, Fasc. II; Mr. H. Beveiidge's trans-

lation of Akbarnama, Vol. Ill, Fasc. IV, V,andMaasir-ul-Umara,
Vol. I, Fasc. Ill, IV ; Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Ganganatha
Jha's translation of Tantravartika, Fasc XII ; and the second
edition of Maitrl-Upanisad, Fasc. I, revised by Mahamaho-
padhyaya Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

Of the new works sanctioned last year three fasciculi have
been published this year, viz. :

—

1

.

Kavindra- Vacana-Samuccayah —a Sanskri t anthology
edited by Dr. F. W. Thomas. It is a valuable collection of

Slokas, from Buddhistic as well as Brahmanic sources, culled

bv an unknown author who seems to have lived not earlier

than 1000 AD.
2. Kavi-kalpa-latd—a, work on Sanskrit Rhetoric edited

by Pandit Sarat Chandra Sastri. It contains the text and
commentary of Devesvara, son of Vagbhata, a minister of the
King of Maiwa about the 12th century a.d!

3. Vikva-hitam—a work on Sanskrit astronomy com-
posed by Raghavananda S'arma of West Bengal in the year
1591 a.d. It has been edited by Pandit Bi^vambhara Jyotis-

arnava and SrLsa Chandra Jvotiratna.

Search for Sanskrit Manuscripts.

The acquisition of Sanskrit manuscripts has been by a

tacit consent of the Council limited to works of extraordinary
interest pending the completion of the catalogue of the large

collection of Sanskrit manuscripts in the Society's Library.

The most important manuscripts acquired are

:

Pasupatipaddhati.—Composed in the 12th century. Not
known to Aufrecht.

Buddhavadana .—A unique copy of a work absolutely un-

known to the world.
Asokdvaddna.—A good copy, though others are known to

exist. Vasundhara unknown, though other works of the same
name are known. A trial was made by employing a book
hawker to collect Sanskrit manuscripts in the district of

Bankura, but the trial hasn't proved successful. He would be
an excellent man for those who are making a new collection.

The only important manuscript that has been obtained from
him is a copy of Bhatti on palm leaf made in the 17th century.

Coins.

Three gold, fourteen silver and one copper coins were
presented to the Society during the year. Of these, two (gold)
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were S. Indian, one (copper) Pathan, seven (silver) Mughal
;

The remainder consisted of five larins, one rupee of Tipu
Sultan, one rupee of the French East India Company and one
Venetian ducat.

None of the coins was of any exceptional interest.

The Numismatic Secretary examined and reported on
431 coins, the result of proceedings under the Treasure Trov<

Act.

Search for Arabic and Persian Manuscripts.

During the year, the policy adopted last year of applying
this Fund to ascertaining the existence and whereabouts of
rare and interesting MSS. in lieu of purchasing has been
maintained. With this object in view the First Travelling
Maulavi visited four libraries at Lucknow and one at Benares,
and also examined the stocks of several MSS. dealers at

Cawnpur and Lucknow.
Notes on these MSS. consisting of short bibliographical

accounts have been prepared and will be sent to the press
shortly. In this connection and in that of advising regarding
the search for MSS. generally, Maulavi M. Hedayat Husain,
who was for several years himself First Travelling Maulavi.
has offered to assist the Society, and he has been appointed
as Honorary Assistant to the Officer-in- Charge of the Arabic
and Persian MS. Search.

Khan Bahadur Shams-ul-ulama Maulavi Ahmed Abdul
Aziz of Hyderabad presented sixty-nine volumes of Persian and
\rabic books to the Government collection.

Bardie Chronicles.

No tour was undertaken during the course of the year as

the funds placed at the disposal of the Society by the Govern-

ment of India were exhausted. The officer-in-charge was
engaged in drawing up the report of the operation for the past

four years, passing it through the press, and having it adopted

by the Society. The scheme for future work as foreshadowed
in the report is under consideration of the Council of the

Society along with other philological expenditure. It will be
submitted to the Government of India very soon. In the mean-
time Government proposes to appoint Signor L. P. Tessitori, a

young Italian scholar, who has made Guzerati and the dialects

of Western Rajputana his special study, on a salary of Rs. 500

a month experimentally for a year to edit the works on chroni-

cles collected by the search.

The report which has been submitted gives a history of

the operations since 1904 when the Government of India asked
for a preliminary report on the subject and formulates a scheme
for future operations. It contains the following appendice
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throwing light on some of the most intricate and difficult prob-

lems connected with Bardic Literature :

Appendix I.— Who are the Bards ?

Appendix II.— What is the language of Bardic poetry ?

Appendix III.— In how many different ways were the
Bards remunerated ?

Appendix IV.—A catalogue of 36 Ksattriya royal races
as opposed to 36 Rajput royal races as given in Todd.

Appendix V.—Whether and to what extent is Chand's
Prithwirajrasa genuine with Chand's genealogy?

AppendixVI.—A history of Sekhowati.
Appendix VII.—The discovery of a lamp worship as a

survival of the fire worship of the Persians at Belada in
Alarwar.

Appendix VIII.—Rev. Dr. Macalister's perpetual loans of

Hindi and Bardic manuscripts to the Society.
Appendix IX .--Manuscripts donated, acquired and copied

in Rajputana.
Appendix X.—Gifts of Bardic Manuscripts by the Jodhpur

Durbar to the Society.

Appendix XI.— Bardic Manuscripts in different Durbar
Libraries in Rajputana.

Appendix XII.—Collection of Bardic songs of the Gaekwar
family found in the Education Department at Baroda.

Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts.

Connected with the search of Sanskrit Manuscripts is the
work of cataloguing the manuscripts in the Society's Library.
In the last report the number of manuscripts described was
4700. At the present moment the number stands at 5900.
This means 1200 for the year. One manuscript, the Desavali-
bibriti, a Gazetteer in Sanskrit of Eastern India written
during the early years of the 17th century at Patna under
the patronage of a local Zemindar, took nearly a month.
There are other manuscripts also which took a long time
to describe. These belong to that very obscure period of
Buddhist literary history which intervened between the fall of
the Mahayana School of Buddhism and the Muhammadan con-
quest. The manuscripts are generallv very old, copied in the
11th and 12th centuries, written in ungrammatical and often
unintelligible Sanskrit, giving descriptions of rituals, obsolete,
obscure, mystical and therefore hard to understand.

Bureau of Information.

The Bureau of Information was not very active this year,
still an important reference was made by the Chairman of the
Calcutta Improvement Trust on the subject of the removal of
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temples, images and emblems. Two notes were submitted to
the Chairman, one explaining the principles of such a removal
and the other giving the details. A large number of manu-
scripts of Hindu Law and Rituals had to be consulted with a
view to explain the law and customs on the subject.

The Private Secretary to His Excellency the Governor
sent what was represented to him to be a work 5000 years old.
It proved to be a very modern print of the Buddhist Golden
Book of Burma which is already well known. Another reference
came from the same quarter for an expression of opinion on an
English poem on " Markandeya. 5 '

Dr. Annandale asked for a note on the " Tortoise incarna-
tion of Visnu,'' and the notes submitted by the Bureau so
pleased him that he made his paper on the " Land tortoises
and mud turtles " a joint paper in the Science Congress in

which the officer in charge of the Bureau has been associated
with him as a collaborator.

The catalogue of manuscripts in the Bishop's College was
delayed for the want of a Lama and a Burmese scholar to help
the officer in charge of the Bureau of Information. The Lama
of the Society came to Calcutta in August and a competent
Burmese student was found in the same month. A catalogue
has been completed and is in the Press.

An enquiry was made by the Government of Bengal as to
the usefulness of the Bureau, and a request has been made to

reaffirm the Notification of November 1908 which seems to
have slipped out of the memory of the Civil Officers. The re-

affirmation of the Notification is likely to enhance the useful-

ness of the Bureau.

His Excellency Lord Carmichael, President, delivered an

address to the Society.

Annual Address, 1914.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I find that the addresses of the Presidents of the

Asiatic Society have been of three kinds. In former years

when men perhaps had more time to give to such things, the

President's address used to be a history of the progress of

science and literature throughout the world, or of such branches

of these as particularly interested the members of the Society.

Such were the addresses of Sir Alfred Croft, Director of Pub-

He Instruction in Bengal, and of that wonderfully versatile

scholar, Sir Charles Elliott, who was Lieutenant-Governor of

this province. An address of this kind has not been delivered
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since 1897. The second type of address dealt with some branch
of knowledge, in which the President himself was an expert.

Our late President, the Hon'ble Colonel Harris, addressed us

last year on the progress of medical science, and men like Dr.
Hoernle and Sir Herbert Risley contributed addresses which
will always remain in the Society's archives as monuments of

learning. The third type of address is a review of the work of

the Society during the year. I wish it were possible for me to
address you on that branch of science in which I am myself
most interested, but my public duties have rendered it impos-
sible for me to give the time necessary to the preparation of

anything of the kind. I must, therefore, in this my first presi-

dential address, fall back upon the third type, and merely
review shortly the work of the Society during the past year.

Before I begin, however, I should like to thank the mem-
bers for the honour they have done me in electing me to the
proud position of the President of the premier Scientific So-
ciety in India—a Society, the work of whose members has
been known and appreciated since the days of Sir William
Jones, not only in India, but throughout the world. The num-
ber of members during 1913 is not so large as it was previous-
ly : we have now 499 members, compared with 517 last year.

1 trust that during the next year there will be a considerable
accession to the membership, especially amongst the younger
generation in the mofussil. In my tours throughout the pro-
vince during the past two years, 1 have been interested to find

how many of the younger generation, both officials and non-
officials, are genuinely interested, especially in archaeological
matters. The membership of the Society, I believe, would do
much to encourage and to guide these younger members in

their researches. I was specially interested to find a genuine
keenness for research work in the centres at Dacca, at Raj-
shah] and at Rangpur. In Dacca and in Rajshahi archaeo-
logical museums have already been started, and when I visited
Rangpur I was invited to view an excellent exhibition by the
local Sahitya Parisad. These facts, 1 think, show an increas-
ing interest in such matters—an interest, which if cultivated
and properly directed, would help much in increasing our know-
ledge, especially of the ancient history of Northern and Eas-
tern Bengal.

uring Sir Asu-
tosh Mukharji, and I am told that the financial position of the
Society is sound

; but the useful work of the Society could be
much extended if more funds were available. The annual
allotment for the library, for example, is necessarily small,
though a Society of this kind ought to be able to keep its magnifi-
cent library up to date. The Society also could assist scholars
to a very much larger extent by publishing important oriental
manuscripts, were larger funds for this purpose at its disposal.
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Lately, I regret to say, we have had to postpone the publication
of further works for a period of at least one year, through want
of the necessary money. This is a point which I greatly re-

gret. It is very disappointing, especially to those who have
onous remuner-

ation and out of a pure love for learning— to find that the
results of their labours cannot, for want of funds, be placed at
the disposal of scholars in other parts of the world.

The building of the new premises for the Society has not
yet been taken in hand. We will all be sorry to leave these
historic rooms which are associated with the work of so manv
great scholars, but I am told this building is beyond the possi-

bility of adequate repair and at the same time I realize that we
must provide a house befitting the dignity of the Society, with
an up-to-date library in which to keep the valuable collection

of books and manuscripts which we now possess. I hope that
it may be possible to make a beginning before next year. It

was decided by the Building Committee in June last year to

apply to the Government for permission to sell or lease a part
of our garden, and it was decided also to write to the Mining
and Geological Institute in India regarding their former offer

to contribute a lump sum for accommodation in the Society's

buildings. As soon as these points have been settled, the

Building Committee will get to work.
I now turn to the literary and scientific work done by the

Society and its members during the year. Professor Olden-
burg whom we had the honour to welcome in our city last year,

an Honorary Fellow of this Society, read "A note on Budd-
hism " in January 1913, which gave in a short compass an in-

teresting review of the Buddhistic researches made in Europe
and eventually in Asia during the last thirty years. After pay-

ing a tribute to our Society the erudite Profe-or discussed the

relative priority of the Northern and Southern schools of

Buddhism and arrived at the conclusion that the Southern

type, as embodied in the Pali literature, is the older one, and

that the Philosophical thought common to both has been evol-

ved out of the Upanishad portion of the Vedic literature. Mr.

K. P. Jayaswal, in his article on " The date of Asoka\< Coro-

nation "places on the evidence of the thirteenth rock edict,

the coronation in the year 272 B.C. and Chandra Gupta s

accession to the throne of Magadha in 324-25 B.C. In an

article entitled " The plays of Bhasa and King Darsaka of

Magadha " the same writer maintains on the authority of the

Darsaka
a-successor to Ajatasatru, was an historical personage appearm

in the Pali chronicle under the name of Naga-Dasaka

Mr. C. R. Kaye, in an article on the " Bakshah Manu-

scripts •
' examining the manuscript in question from the stand-

point of a mathematician and philologist, concludes that it is
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not older than the eleventh century a.d., although Dr.
Hoernle, who edited the manuscript for the first time in 1888,
assigned the date of its composition to the 3rd or 4th century
a.d. Babu Rakhal Das Banarji, in his article called "Lakhs-
mana Sena," agrees on epigraphical grounds with Dr. Kiel-
horn in maintaining that Laksmana Sena ascended the throne
of Bengal in 1119-20 a.d. and ceased to reign in 1170-71
a.d. Babu Manmohan Cliakravarti in an article on " Bhatta
Bhavadeva '

' maintains that Bhavadeva, author of several well-
known works on Hindu social laws, was a Radhaya Brahmana
who flourished in West Bengal in the 11th century a.d.

Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasad Shastri, c.i.e., in his
article on "The Visen Family of Majhawali" discusses
several theories on the origin of the Visen Kshatriyas and
identifies the founder of their family Visvasena, a Kshatriya Raja
of Benares. Pandit Anando Koul in an article on " The His-
tory of Kasmira " gives , on the authority of Hasan, a Persian
Historian, an account of eight kings who are said to have
reigned in Kasmira from 191 a.d. to 521 a.d., but whose names
do not appear in the Rajtarangini.

" Sri-pa-ho—a, Tibeto-Chinese tortoise chart of divination"
is the title of a memoir in which Mahamahopadhyaya Dr.
Satish Chandra Yidyabhusan, after pointing out the venera-
tion in which the chart is held by the Tibetans, who hang it

on their walls and doorframes to keep off evil spirits, traces its
history from its introduction into Tibet from China in 639 a.d.
to its development in its present form by the Fifth Dalai
Lama in the 1 8th century a.d. In a paper headed " Tibetan
M.S. vocabularies by Capuchins," Rev. Father Felix gives
an account of a Tibeto-Italian Dictionary supposed to have
been written by Father Francesco Orazio Delia Penna about
1/38 a.d. ana presented to the Bishop's College, Calcutta,
in 1824 a.d. The same Father in his paper " On the Per-
sian Firmans granted to Jesuits by the Moghul Emperors,
and Tibetan and Newari Farmans granted to the Capuchin
Missionaries in Tibet and Nepal," describes briefly some Tibet-
an and Newari documents unearthed from the missionary
archives at Agra, two of which bearing the seals of the Dalai
Lama and his Regent, and dated respectively 1741 and 1751
a.d., are supposed to have been used as passports by Capu-
chin Missionaries for the purpose of preaching Christianity in
licet. Similar documents engraved on copper-plates and con-
ferring further privileges on the aforesaid missionaries were
received from Jayaranjit MaUadeva and Jayaprokxsa Malla-
deva, of Nepal, in 1737 and 1740 a.d. respectively. All
such documents are bound to prove of great value to anti-
quarian scholars.

In an article entitled '

« The Pitt-Diamond and the eyes of
•Jagannatti," Father Hosten recounts the storv which charges
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. 1 now turn to the Natural and Physical Sciences. Twentv-mne scientific papers were issued in the Journal and two intne .Proceedings in the year under review— 16 Zoological 10
uiemical, 2 Botanical, 2 Geological and 1 Geographical. Mrivemp exhibited a most interesting collection of birds made intne Mishmi Hills by Captain Kennedy, but the most impor-
tant work of the year has been the issue of two special series
ot papers dealing with the zoological collections made by
JJr. Annandale in the Lake of Tiberias and its neighbour-

There was a slight increase in the number of papers dealing

ki° u
With anthropological subjects, communicated to and

published by the Society during the year, and it is hoped that
this is the beginning of a revival in attention paid to such
studies. The neglect from which anthropolosical investigations
have suffered in India for some time is coinmented on in the
preceding Annual Reports.

1 have been making enquiries particularly witli regard to
tne grant for Ethnographic research which is made by Govern-
ment to the Society. The grant of Els. 3,600 a year was
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iu_ade in view of the importance to the officers of Government

of a knowledge of the customs of the people of the country and

their traditions and conditions of life. The original idea appears

to have been that the Society would become a centre of

reference and a Bureau of information for all Government

officers in Bengal who desired to pursue researches in these

matters. I regret to find that the Civil officers of Govern-

ment are not taking advantage of the Bureau to the extent

that was anticipated, but I believe that the reason is that the

existence of the Bureau and the assistance it is capable of

giving are not sufficiently well known. I find that many of the

officers with whom I come in contact never heard of it. One

officer to whom the Bureau was invaluable, was Mr. O'Malley,

whose excellent Census Report appeared during the past

year. The subjects with which the Bureau deals are such

as should be of profound interest to officers of Government

in all departments ; and the direct management of the

Bureau is in the hands of Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasad

Shastri who is exceptionally well qualified to answer enquiries

upon these subjects and to offer suggestions as to sources of

information, courses of study, or method of treatment. I trust

that henceforward far greater use may be made of the services

of the learned Shastri by officers of Government in this Presi-

dency than has been made in the past. I am taking steps

to make the existence of the Bureau and its objects well

known, and I hope in the near future to see a considerable

development in this branch of the Society's work.
Mr. W. Kirkpatrick has continued his valuable researches

into the folklore and customs of the Gehara Kanjars and has

published a paper dealing with the marriage ceremony and

marriage customs of this Gypsy tribe. The same author has

also contributed a paper to which I have already referred on

the resemblances which exist between colloquial Hindustani
and the language of the European Gypsies Mr. J. Coggin

Brown has given an account of the A-Ch'ang or Maingtha
tribe of the Hohsa-Lahsa States in Yunnan, and has attempted
to prove that the grouping of these people with the Tai

is incorrect, and that they are really an almost submerged
Tibeto-Burman Clan.

The important branch of prehistoric Archaeology has

received some attention. Babu H. C. Das Gupta has described

two spade celts from Assam, and has added evidence which
helps towards the association of these and similar forms
with the ancestors of the Mon-Hkmer peoples. Mr. J. Coggin
Brown exhibited a number of polished stone implements from
Yunnan before a meeting of the Society.

An exhaustive memoir by Mr. James Hornell on the anti-

quity and the present condition of the Chank Bangle industry
in India, published during the year, forms a timelv contribu-
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tion to our knowledge of an important though comparatively
little known art.

Mr. F. H. Malyon's memoir on some current Pushtu folk
stories, also published during the year, though primarily in-
tended to illustrate the forms of certain dialects, is not without
anthropological interest, and is an instance of the manner in
which members of the Society, thoroughly acquainted with
the languages of the races amongst whom they live, may ad-
vance our knowledge of Indian Folklore.

Owing to the absence of its author on the Eastern Frontier
for the greater part of the year, the memoir on the Abor and
Galong tribes by Sir George Dunbar and the anthropometri-
cal supplement by Messrs. Kemp and Coggin Brown which
it was intended to publish during the year, has been delayed.
It is now in page proof and will be issued shortly. The delay
has not been without its advantages, as it has enabled th<

author to add valuable appendices giving the results of his re-

cent work. This exhaustive memoir will certainly rank as the
most important anthropological work which has been published
in Northern India for some years. The Society has also pub-
lished a translation by the Rev. Gille of Father Krick's
account of his work among the Abors in 1853—a few months
before the murder of the intrepid traveller by Mishmis. Be-
fore the April meeting of the Society, Messrs. S. W. Kemp
and J. Coggin Brown exhibited a large collection of objects
illustrating the ethnology of the Abors and their neighbours.

A paper communicated by Dr. Annandale, J. Coggin
Brown and F. H. Gravely deals partly with the Archaeology
and Folklore of the limestone caves of Burma and the Malay
Peninsula.

Many of the philological and historical papers communica-
ted to or published by the Society during the year have a
direct bearing on anthropological matters. Amongst others the
following are especially noteworthy : Mahamahopadhyaya Hara
Prasad ShastrVs account of the ancient civilization of Bengal,
Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusarf s memoir on Sri-pa-ho—

a

Chinese tortoise chart of divination—and Dr. Jivanji Jamsedji
ModVs paper on India in the Avesta of the Parsees.

A set of anthropometrical instruments belonging to the
Society has been lent to Captain Kennedy, LM.S., Medi-
cal Officer to the Abor Expedition, at present working through
the Dafla country, and it is anticipated that valuable results

will be obtained by their use.

The co-operation of members of the Society interested in

the study of man is earnestly invited, otherwise it is impossible
for this branch of the Society's work to advance in line with
the development of the science in other countries. In many
parts of the Indian Empire there are races and remnants of races

suffering rapid absorption by more virile communities, and the
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opportunity for their study cannot last much longer. Unless

Anthropological researches on these tribes are undertaken at

once, the valuable information they can afford, and the light

which they may be able to throw on many unsettled problems,

will be irretrievably lost.

During many years past the Society has keenly felt the

urgent need for the close association of European Sanskritists

in the important work of editing the texts published in the

Bibliotheca Indica. It is no disparagement to Indian scholars,

especially of the older type, to say that their very familiarity

with the texts makes it extremely difficult for them to assume
that critical spirit in their examination which is imperatively

demanded by genuine scholarship. We have had men like Dr.

Rajendra Lai Mitra and Pundit Satyabrata Sama&rami,—to

mention only names of departed scholars,—who have been dis-

tinguished by critical acumen and who have produced work
which will stand the test of scrutiny from the point of view of

Western scholars. But men of this type are rather the excep

tion than the rule, and if the reputation of the Society is to be

maintained, we must endeavour to attract the cooperation of

Western scholars in a much larger measure than we have been
able to do in recent years. From this point of view it is fortu-

nate that a number of Orientalists have recently been in our

midst, mainly through the endeavours of the University of

Calcutta, such men as Dr. Oldenberg, one of the foremost

among the Vedic and Buddhistic scholars of the present genera-

tion, and Dr. Jacobi who is the leading authority on the

subjects of Indian Poetics and Indian Logic. We have also

amongst us Dr. Strauss, who is a distinguished scholar in Vedic

learning, and last but not the least Dr. Thibaut, who is famous
for his contributions to our knowledge of Indian Philosophy
and Indian Astronomy. There is no reason why men of the

type I have mentioned should not be persuaded to take a lead-

ing part in the work of the Bibliotheca Indica and thereby to

set up a standard from which our successors will not willingly

depart.

The acquisition of Sanskrit manuscripts has been limited
to works of extraordinary interest pending the completion of

the catalogue of the large collection of Sanskrit manuscripts in

the Society's library. During the year only three manuscripts
were acquired. The policy adopted last year in the search for

Arabic and Persian manuscripts has been maintained. The
fund set apart for the object has been applied to information
concerning the existence and the present locale of rare and
interesting manuscripts rather than in the purchase of new
manuscripts. With this object in view, the first travelling
Maulvi visited four places at Lucknow and one in Benares. He
also examined the stocks of several manuscript dealers at Cawn-
pore and Lucknow. Short accounts of these manuscripts have
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been prepared and will soon be published. The thanks of the
Society are clue to Khan Bahadur Shams ul-Ulama Maulvi
Abdul Aziz, of Hyderabad, who presented 69 volumes of Persian
and Arabic books to the Government collection. A report has
been submitted to the Government of India giving a history
of the efforts made in the search after Bardic chronicles. The
scheme for future work, as foreshadowed in the report, is under
the consideration of the Council. But in the meantime the
Government proposes to appoint Signor Tessiteri, a young
Italian (who has made Guzrati and the dialects of Western
Rajputana his special study), to edit the chronicles collected by
the Society.

For much in the foregoing notes I am indebted to the
Secretaries of the different sections. The study of their note-
has brought myself into touch with much work of the Society
of which I did not know, and I hope that their repetition by
me will lead the members as a whole to realize what is being
done by the different sections. I hope also that those members
of the Society and friends who are here to-night will be enabled
to appreciate what the Society is doing to advance the bounds
of knowledge.

There are one or two incidents of general interest closely

connected with the Society's life to which I would like to refer.

The first of these is the revival of the Calcutta Historical
Society. In May 1911, the work of the Society, as well as the
continuance of the Society's journal 'Bengal Past and Present

"

came to a standstill owing to the departure from India of the
members who were responsible for their conduct. Attempts
were made in vain to find substitutes, and it was resolved that
the Council of the Calcutta Historical Society should approach
the Asiatic Society with a view, if possible, to amalgamation
on such terms and conditions as the representatives of the two
Societies could agree upon. The representatives met in June,
but could not find amalgamation feasible. Hence in the begin-

ning of 1912 the Council of the Calcutta Historical Society,

deeming it impracticable to carry on the business of the Society,

but believing it to be inexpedient—in view of a possible re-

organization—that the Society should be dissolved— resigned
their several offices.

The Society is now being organized by some energetic

members, and a good many of the old members have already

rejoined.

One of the main difficulties is to find members for the

Editorial Board—for it has been clearly shown in the past that

it is only by having a group of co-workers that any permanence
can be assured for the publication of a journal. This difficulty,

I am informed, is gradually being overcome, and you will all I

know join with me in wishing the Calcutta Historical Society

all success in its labours.
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The other two events of which I wish to make special

mention are the Centenary of the Indian Museum and the hold-

ing of the first Science Congress.

Not the least among the many scientific institutions and

departments now under Government control that owe their

origin to the Asiatic Society is the Indian Museum. A hundred

years ago, thirty years after the foundation of the Society, Dr.

Nathaniel Wallich, the eminent Botanist, suggested to our

Council that a Museum should be formed, offering his own ser-

vices as Honorary Curator and also duplicate specimens from

His own valuable collections. His offer was enthusiastically

received. It is interesting to note that Wallich was not an

Englishman, but a Danish Jew, and who was taken as a pri-

soner of war at the Seige of Serampore, but released on account

of his scientific attainments. He subsequently became the head

of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Sibpur. Sir Asutosh Mukharji,

the present Chairman of the Trustees of the Indian Museum,
described in a recent erudite address, which many of us had the

privilege of hearing, the growth and development of the great

Institution that sprang from Wallich 's suggestion. The Centen-

ary has been celebrated in Calcutta with the dignity due to so

well-established an Institution, and perhaps no more fitting

temporary memorial could have been devised than the special

Centenary Exhibition, arranged to serve as an epitome of the

various sections of the Museum. The question of raising a

more permanent record or aid to progress is still to be consi-

dered by the Centenary Committee of which I am the Chairman.
The first of what we hope may be a long series of Indian

Science Congresses recently met in our historic meeting-room
under the auspices of our Society. Representatives from all

parts of India assembled to read and discuss scientific papers,

and, what is perhaps more important, to become acquainted
with one another personally and with one another's work.
The Government of India liberally assisted its Scientific Officers

to take part in the Congress by permitting them to visit Calcutta
on duty. The date of the first meeting was a day of the 130th

anniversary of the foundation of the Society ; that the assis-

tance of our Council should have been involved in convening
the Congress is in itself a proof that the Society's old age is

not its dotage, and our thanks are due to Mr. Hooper, and to

the members of the Local Committee, for the manner in which
our traditions were maintained on this important occasion. It

is hoped that arrangements may be made for the publication,
in a fitting and convenient form, of the Proceedings of the

Congress which has requested us to make the necessary arrange-
ments.

I feel I cannot close without reference to the early depar-
ture of two of our most distinguished members—Dr. Denison
Ross and Mr. Hooper. Mr. Hooper's connection with the
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Society extends over many years. He has done much valuable
work for us and has filled the posts of Treasurer and Vice-

President. Dr. Denison Ross has been the Philological Secre-

tary of the Society for over ten years. He signalised his tenure
of that post by bringing about a revival of interest in Tibetan
studies. It was through his efforts that an important work in

manuscript by the celebrated Hungarian traveller and scholar

Csoma de Kotos was printed and published, and it was at his

instance that the Society engaged a Lama to work on the

Tibetan manuscripts owned by the Society.

The Society, as you are aware, has been engaged for many
years in the search after valuable Sanskrit manuscripts on
behalf of Government. Dr. Denison Ross obtained the sanc-

tion and pecuniary assistance of the Government of India to a

similar search being made for rare Arabic and Persian manu-
scripts known to be scattered throughout India, with the result

that there is now stored, side by side with the Society's own
collection, some 3,000 manuscripts in these languages which in

proper hands should throw much further light on points con-

nected with Indian history.

Dr. Ross' services to literature and research have been

invaluable to us in India, and we know how greatly they will

bs appreciated in the sphere of his new labours.

Our best wishes go with Dr. Ross and Mr. Hooper in their

new spheres of work ; we feel sure that we shall always be

proud to think that we have counted them among our active

members, and we know that this Society will always have a

warm place in their hearts.

The President announced the election of Officers and Mem-
bers of Council to be as follows

:

President.

His Excellency the Right Hon'ble Thomas David Baron

Carmichael of Skirling, G.C.I.E., K.C.M.G.

Vice-Presidents.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt.,

C.S.I., D.L., D.Sc , F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S., F.A.S.B.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE.. M.A.,
r a q d

Lieut.-Col.' L. Rogers, CLE., M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P.,

F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S.

Colonel S. G. Bnrrad. C.S.I., R.E., F.R.S.
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Secretary and Treasurer.

General Secretary:—Major C. L. Peart, LA
Treasurer :~R. D. Mekta, Esq., CLE.

Additional Secretaries.

Philological Secretary—Major C. L. Peart, LA.
f Biology—N. A nnandale

,

I Esq., D.Sc, C.M.Z.S..
Natural Science Secretaries — J F.L.S., F.A.S.B.

Physical Sciences—W. A.

i
K. Christie, Esq., B.Sc,

I Ph.D.
Anthropological Secretary— J. Coggin Brown, Esq.,
M.Sc ,F.G.S.

Joint Philological Secretary—Mahamahopadhvaya Sati
Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph.D., F.A.S.B.

Medical Secretary :—Capt, C. A. Godson, LM.S.
Honorary Librarian :—S. W. Kemp, Esq.. B.A., F.A.S.B.

Other Members of Council.

H. H. Harden, Esq., D.Sc, CLE., B.A., B.A.I.. F.G.S.,
F.A.S.B.

W. K. Dods
;
Esq.

W. C. Hossack, Esq.. M.D, D.P.H.
D. B. Spooner, Esq., B.A., Ph.D
P. J. Briihl, Esq., D.Sc, F.A.S.B.
G. R. Clarke, Esq., I.C.S.

W. Kirkpatrick, Esq.

The meeting was then resolved into the Ordinary General
meeting for the election of ordinary members.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary
Members :

—

The Hon'ble Mr. W. W. Hornell, Indian Educational
Service, 1, Outram Street, Calcutta, proposed by Mr. D.
Hooper, seconded by Dr. P. J. Briihl; Babu Panchanan Neogi,
M.A., FC.S., Senior Professor of Chemistry, Government
College, Rajshahi. proposed by Mr. D. Hooper, seconded by
Dr. P. J. Briihl; Babu Benoyendra Ghosal, Merchant, c o K.
Norris & Co., 33, Canning Street, Calcutta, proposed by Mr. D.
Hooper, seconded by Dr. G. D. Hope; Babu Surendra Chandra
Banerjee, M.A., Asst. for systematic Botany in the Botanical
Survey of India, 30, Shastitala Road, Narikeldanga, Calcutta,
proposed by Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhapadhyaya. Kt.,
seconded by Dr. P. J. Briihl; The Hon'ble Nawab Syed Nawab
Alt Choudhury, Zemindar, 27. Weston Street. Calcutta, nrooosed
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by Shams-ul-Ulama Maulavi Kamaluddin Ahmad, seconded by
Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

The meeting was then closed.

O

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the
Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, the
11th February, 1914, at 9-30 p.m.

Lieut.-Col. L. Rogers, C.I.E., I. M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present:

Dr. C. A. Bentley, Dr. H. Finck, Mr. T. P. Ghosh, Major
E. D. W. Greig, I.M.S., Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr. A. M. Leake.
Surgeon Capt. F. F. MacCabe, Capt. C. A. Godson, Honoran
Secretary.

Minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Dr. Bentley read a paper on "Malaria in Lower Bengal,
its origin and remedy."

Owing to want of time he was only able to deal with the

tirst portion of the paper, and the question of the remedy was
postponed to a later date.
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1904 Sept. 28

1910 Apl. 6.

1909 May 5.
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R.

N.R.
R.

R,

1870 Feb. 2

N.R.

*Annandale, Nelson, d.Sc, c.m.z.s., f.a.s.i;.,

Superintendent, Indian Museum. Calcutta.

Ascoli, Frank David, i.c.s. Dacca.

Ashgar, A. A., Barrister-at-Law. 8, European

Asylum Lane, Calcutta,

Atkinson, Albert Charles. 11, Loudon Street,

Calcutta.

1891 Mar. 4.

1909 Feb. 3.

1910 Dec. 7.

1905 Mar. 1.

Aulad Hasan, Sayid, Khan Bahadur, Inspector

of Registration. Dacca.

R. Azad
t

Maulavi Abul-Kalam Mohyuddin
Ahmad. 13, NcLeod Street, Calcutta.

L.M. Baden-Powell, Baden Henry, m.a., C.I.B.

Ferlys Lodge, 29, Banbury Road, Oxford,

England.
N.R. Baillie, Hon. Sir Duncan Colvin, k.c.s.i., [.c.s.,

Member, Board of Revenue, North-West
Provinces of Agra and Oudli. Allafyabad.

N.R. Banerjee, Chara Deb, b.a., ll.b. Allahabad.

N.R. Banerji, Devendra Kumar. Dacca College,

R.

1907 Jan. 2.

1896 Mar. 4.

Dacca.
Banerjee, Muralidhar.

Calcutta.

Sanskrit College.

II.

N.R

1911 June 7. N.R.

1869 Dec. 1.
i
L.M.

Banerji, Rakhal Das, m.a. 45/4, Simla Street,

Calcutta.

Banerji, Satish Chandra, m.a., ll.d., Advo-
cate, High Court. Allahabad.

Barik, Ganesh Lall, Zemindar, Chandchaura,
Oaya.

Barker, Robert Arnold, m.d., f.g.s. Thomcroft,

Homdean Road, Emsworth, Hants, England.
1885 Nov. 4. R.

j
Barman, DamodarDas. 55, Clive Street, Cal-

cutta.

Barnes, Herbert Charles, m.a., i.c.s., Deputy
Commissioner, Naga Hills. Kohima, Assam.

Barnes, James Hector, b.sc., f.i.c, f.c.s., Prin-

cipal, Punjab Agricultural College. LyalU
pur.

Bartlett, Edward William John. 4, Esplan-

ade, East, Calcutta.

Basu, Nagendra Nath. 20, Kantapuler Lane,

1898 Mar. 2. NT .R.

L908 Nov. 4. N.R.

1902 May 7.

1894 Sep. 27.

1903 Feb. 4.

R.

R.

1909 July 7.

1895 July 3.

1907 Feb. 6.

1909 April 7.

Bagbazaar, Calcutta.

N.RJBatra, Bhawani Das, Rai Bahadur, m.a.,

Revenue Asst. Amritsar.
X.R. Bazuz, Rangnath Khunraj. Girgaon, Bombay.
L.M. Beataon-Bell, Hon. Mr. Nicholas Dodd, B.A.,

N.R.
R.

C.I.E., i.c.s. Dacca.
Bell, Charles Alfred, l.C.8. Gangtok, Sikkim.
Bentley, Charles A., m.i;., d.p.h. Bum Duin.

24-Parganas.
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Date of Election.

1876~Nov. 15. F.M

1913 April 2.

*Beveridge, Henry, f.a.s.b., i.c.s. (retired).

Pitfold, Shottermill, Haslemere, Surrey, Eng-
land.

N.R Bhatnagar, R.S , Civil Judge, Shahpura, Ruj-
putana.

1908 Nov. 4. N.R. Bhattacharji, Bisvesvar, Sub-Divisional Offi-

cer, Katiea, Burdwan.
1909 Aug. 4 i N.R. ! Bhattacharjee, Jyotis Chandra, m.a.., b.l.

Purneah.
1910 April 6. R. ! Bhattacharyya, Raniakanta. 77, Lansdown*

1909 July 7.

1911 AprilS.

1910 May 4.

1893 Feb. 1.

R.

R.

1912 Oct. 30.

1912 July 3.

Road, Calcutta.

Bhattacharjee, Shib Nath, M.B, 17, Mohan-
bagan Tioad, Calcutta.

Bion, H. S., b.sc, f.g.s., Assistant Superinten-

dent, Geological Survey of India. Calcutta

Bishop, T. H., m.r.c.s., l.r.c.s., d.ph. Paksetj,

Pabna Dist.

N.R. Bodding, Revd. P. O. Dumka, South al Par-

N.R

N.R
N.R

1895 July 3.

1898 Feb. 2.

1908 June 3.

1895 Mar. 6.

ganas.

Bolton, H. O. Grahams Building, Rangoon.

Bomford, Lieut. Trevor Lawrence, I.M.S., M.B.,

B.s., m.r.c.s., l.r.c.p. 3rd Skinner's Hors<

.

Meerut.

N.R. Bonham-Carter, Norman, I.C.S. Dacca.

R.

R.

Bose, Amrita Lai, Dramatist. 9-2, Bam
Chandra Maitra's Lane, Calcutta.

Bose, Hira Lall, Dewan Bahadur, L.M.S. 25 2,

Lidian Mirror Street, Calcutta.

*Bose, Jagadis Chandra, c.s.i., m.a., d.Sc, C.I.E.,

f.a.s.b. Presidency College. Calcutta.

Botham, Arthur William, i.c.s. Shillong.

1911 Nov. I.
| N.R. Boyle, Lieut. Cecil Alexander, 11th King

Edward's Lancers, Cavalry Lines, The

R.

1910 July 6. N.R.

1908 Jan. 1.

KKurramValley Militia.

Valley, N.W.F.P.
Brahmachari, Upendra Nath, m.a., m.i>. 10,

Nimtola Ghat Street, Calcutta.

1913 Aug. 6. N.R. Brown, Prof. C. J. Canning College, Luck ow

R.

1906 July 4.

1907 July 3.

R. Brown, Lieut. -Col. Edwin Harold, m.d., ejhj

(retired). 4, Harrington Street. Calcutta.

Brown, John Coggin, M.sc, f.g.s., P.C.s.,

Assistant Superintendent, Geological Survey
R.

1909 Oct. 6. R.

1905 Mar. 1.

1909 Oct. 6.

A.
R,

1901 Sept, 25. R.

of India. Calcutta.

Brown, Percy, a.r.c.a

Art, Calcutta. _
Brown

>/

Europe.

*Briihl, Paul Johannes, f.a.s.b. 3, Middled

Bow, Calcutta*

Buchanan, Lieut.-Col. Walter James, I.M.&

United Service Club, Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1901 June 5. F.M

1896 Jan. 8.

1912 Apl. 3.

1913 Nov. 5.

N.R.
R.

1913 Jan. 1.
|

R. Burgress, Capt. J. H., I.M.S. Government
House, Calcutta.

*Burkill, Isaac Henry, m.a., f.a.s.b. Botani-

cal Garden, Singapur.
Burn, Hon. Mr. Richard, i.c.s. Allahabad.
Burns, William Alexander, B.A. 4, Metapooker

Hoad, Kidderpur, Calcutta.

Burton, R. C, Assistant Superintendent.
Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Burrard, Col. S. G., c.s.i. f.r.s., Surveyor
General of India. 13, Wood Street, Calcutta.

1900 May 2. N.R.
j Butcher, Flora, m.d. Lohaghat, Almora Vist.

1898 Sept. 30
1906 Dec. 5.

1913 Jan. 1.

JR.

R,

A. Cable, Sir Ernest, Kt. Europe.
R. Caddy, Adrian, m.d. (Lond.), F.R.C.S. (Eng.),

1913 Apl. 2. B.

d.p.h., m.r.c.p.s. (Lond.).
Street, Calcutta.

tlarri

Calder, Charles Cumming. Royal Botanic

Garden, Sibpur, Hoicrah.
1907 Apl. 3. R. Calvert, Lieut-Col. John Tetter, m.b., m.r.c.p.,

IMS. 14, Russell Street, Calcutta.
L.M. Cania, Camaji Byram] i Navroji, B.A., ll.b.,1907 Mar. 6.

1901 Mar. 6.

1895 July 3.

N.R.

N.R.

i.C.s. Raipur.
Campbell, William Edgar Ma

Mirzapur, U. P.
Carlyle, Hon. Sir Robert W

i.c.s.

1912 Mar. 0.

1911 Feb. 1.

c.i.e., i.c.s. Revenue and Agriculture and
P.W.D. Member, Government of India.

Simla,
& Carmichael, His Excellency the Right Uon'ble

Thomas David Baron, of Skirling, g.c.i.e..

k.c.m.g., Governor of Bengal. Calcutta.

urn duff, Hon. Justice Sir Herbert WilliamR.

1910 May 4.

1905 May 3

Cameron, Kt., C.I.B., i.c.s. b,Hungerford
Calcutta.

-

N.R. Carter, Capt. Robert Markham, i.m.s. Bombay.
* Chakravarti, Dwarkanath, M.A., B.L., Vakil,R.

High Court. Calcutta.
1890 June 4. N.R.

|
*Chakravarti, Monmohan, m.a., b.l., F.A.S.B.,

1909 Mar. 3.

1905 July 5.

1906 Jan. 3.

R
Deputy Magistrate. Khulna.

Chakravarti, Nilmani, m.a. Presidency College !

i

Vanamali. I 'otto ti College,

1908 Feb. 5.

1911 Jane 7.

Calcutta.
N.R.

! Chakravar
Gauhati.

R. Chapman, John Alexander, Librarian, Im-
perial Library. Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Gopal Chandra, m.b. Medical Col-R.

R.

lege, Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Karuna Kumar, F.R.C.S.

Lharamtola Street, Calcutta.

154,
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Date of Election.

1909 Mar. 3. R.

1 907 Sept, 25.

1902 Aug. 27.

1893 Sept. 28.

K.

m.b. 295/1,

K.

R.

1911 .Mar. 1.

1913 June 4.

X.R.

1912 Axis. 7

1907 July 3.

R

X.R.

Chatterjee, Manmatha Nath,
ZTpper Circular lioad, Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Promode Prakas. 8, Dixon Lane.
Calcutta.-

Chaudhuri, Hon. Mr, Justice Ashutosh. 47,
Old Ballygange, Calcutta.

Chaudhuri, Banawari Lai, b.a., d.So. (Edin.j,
f.k.s.k., f.l.s. (Loud.). 120, Lower Circular
Road, Calcutta.

Chaudhuri, Oharu Chandra, Rai Bahadur,
Zemindar, Sherpur Town. Mymensinyh Dist.

Chaudhuri, P., Bar.-at-Law.
Ballygunge ^ Calcutta.

2, Bright Street,

1909 Nov. 3

R,

N.R.

1902 April 2.

1906 Nov. 7.

1907 Dec. 4

R.

R.

A.

1906 July 4.

1908 Nov. 4.

1912 June 5.

A.

N.R.
N.R.

1898 June 1.

1907 July 3.

P.M.

R

1908 Jan. 1. R.

1901 June 5. A.
!

Chetty, P. S. Ramulu. 5, Strotton Muthza,
Mudelly Street, Georgetown, Madras.

Christie, William Alexander Kynock, b.sc,
Ph.D., Chemist, Geological Survey of India.
Calcutta.

Christophers, Major Samuel Richmond, m.b.,

f.a.s b., i. M.S. l.tesearch Laboratory, Kasauli.
Chunder, Rajchunder, Attorney-at- Law. 2,

Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Clarke, Geoffrey Roth, I.C.S., Deputy Director
General of Post Offices in India. Calcutta.

Cohen, Rachel Nathaniel, m.b., p.r.c.s.

Europe.
Connor, Captain Frank Powell, f.r.c.s. (Eng. ),

l.r.c.p. (Lond.), i.m.s, Europe.
Cook, Capt. Lewis, I.M.S. Midnapur.
Coppinger. Major Walter Valentine, m.b., b.Sc,

f.r.c.s.i., i.M.s. Dibrugarh, Assam.
Cordier, Dr. Palmyr. 37, Rue des Granges,

37, Besanron {Doubs), France.

Cotter, Gerald de Puree] 1, Assistant Superinten-
dent, Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Crake, Dr. Herbert Milverton, Health Officer.

15, Loudon Street, Calcutta.

Crawford, Lieut.-Col. Dirom
Europe.

Grey, i.m.s.

1887 Aug. 25

1895 July 3.

R.

187:5 Dec. 3

R.

1876 Mar. 1. F.M. Crawfurd, James, b.a., i.c.s. (retired). Thorn-

wood, Uddtngton, Lanarkshire, Scotland.

Criper, William Risdon, F.C.S., F.l.C, A.R.8.M.

Konnayar, E.LU.
Cumming, Hon. Mr. John Ghest, C.I.I.,

r.c.S. Chief Secy., Govt, of Bengal, Calcutta.

Dames, Hansel Longworth, i.c.s. (retired).

Veninor, Wodeland Road, Guildford, Surrey,

England.

F.M

1901 Aug. 28 X.R. Das, Govinda. Durgakund, Benares City.
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Date of Election.

1896 Mar. 4.

1912 April 3.

1910 Jan. 5.

R.

N.R.

1895 Sept. 19.

1906 Dec. 5.

1899 Aug. 30. N.R.

1904 Sept. 28. N.R

1912 May 1.

1906 Dec. 5.

1904 Jan. 6.

1901 June 5.

1910 Dec. 7

1910 May 4.

1912 July 3.

1907 Oct. 30.

Das-Grupta, Jogenrtra Nath, b.a. (Oxon),
Barrister-at-Law. Hitghli College, Chin-

sura.

Das, Kasi Nath, Prof. Ravenshawe College.

Cuttack.

R. David, David A. 55, Free School Street,

Calcutta.

N\R.
] De, Kiran Chandra, B.A., i.C.s. Rungjpur.

R. j Deare, Lieut.-Col. Benjamin Hobbs, m.r.c.s.

(Eng.), l.b.c.p. (Lond.), d.p.h. (Cantab),
I. M.s. 14, Eussel Street, Calcutta.

Deb, Raja Saccidananda Tribhuban, Feuda-
tory Chief of Bamra. Deogarh, Bamra.

DeCourcy, William Biennerhasset. Leddels-

dale Estate, Naduwatwm P.O., Ntlgiris.

Demetriadi, Stephen. 2/1 Busxell Street,

Calcutta.

Dentith, Arthur William, i.c.s. Cooch Behar.

Dev-Sharman, Gulab Shanker, P.T.S., m.r.a.s.,

Private Secretary to H H. the Maharani
Sahiba of Bettiah. Allahabad.

Dey, Nimdolal. Ohinmra.
Dharmapala, The Anagarika Hevavitaraua.
Europe

.

R.

N.R
N.R

R.
A.

1898 Jan. 5.

L M
R.

R.

1906 Dec. 5. N.R

1909 Nov. 3. ^'K

1902 July 2

.

R.

1909 Aug. 4. N.R.

1892 Sept, 22.

1912 Nov. 6.

1912 April 3.

N.R.

N R.

N.R.

1905 April 5,

1877 Aug. 30.

A.
R.

• 5

Dhavle, Sankara Balaji, i.C.S. Nawadah.
Digby, Bverard, b.Sc. (Lond.). 1, Garstin 8

Place, Calcutta.
N.R. Dixit, Pandit Sri Ram, b.a., Dewan of Bansiuara,

Rajputana.
Dods, William Kane. Agent, Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation. Calcutta.

Donnan, Major William, Indian Army, Ex-
aminer of Ordnance Factory Accounts in

India. Lucknow.
Donovan. Lieut.-Col. Charles, m.d., LM.S.

Medical College, Madras.
Doxey, Frederick. 9, Queens Park, Ballygunge,

Calcutta.

Drake-Brockman, Hon. Sir Digby Livingstone,
Kt., i.c.s. Allahabad.

Drury, Lieut.-Col. Francis James, i.M.S.

Ranch i.

Dube, Mariana. Tahsildar, Dist. of Pallia,

Pallia, UP.
Duff-Sutherlaiid-Dunbar, Capt. Sir George,

Bart., Commandant, Military Police. Luk-
himpur, Dibmgarh.

Dunnett, James Macdonald, i.c.s. Europe.
Putt, Kedar Nath. 1, Sikdarpara Lane, Cal-

cutta.
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Date of Election.

li>06 Nov. 7. F.M. Eadie, Capt. John Inglis. 97th Deccan In-

19 LO April 6. N.R.

1903 May 6. A.

fantry, C/o Messrs. Grindlay & Co., 45,
Parliament Street, London.

Ebden, Capt. F. T. P. 73rd Cavalry, Trichino-
poly.

Edwards, Walter Noel. Europe.
1910 May 6.

j
N.K. Edwards, Lieut. W. M., Indian Army. Barian,

1910 April 6. R,
1911 Nov. 1. A.

Mu
Middle to

1901 Mar. 6.

1904 Aug. 3.

N.R.
A.

1908 Sept. 2.

1906 Dec. 5.

N.R
R.

Esch, V. J., Architect. Europe.

Fergnsson, John Carlyle, i.c.s. Agra.
Fermor, Lewis Leigh, a.r.s.m., d.sc, f.g.s..

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

Europe.
Fida Ali, Syed. Arrah.
Finck, Herman H. G., m.d., Surgeon to the

Consulate-General for Germany. 7, Gamac
Street, Calcutta.

Finlow, Robert Steel, Fibre Expert to the

Govt, of Assam. Dacca.

Firminger, Revd. Walter Kelly, M.A., b.d.,

f.r.g.s. St. John's House, Council House
Street, Calcutta.

1910 Sept. 7. N.R. Fortescue, Capt. Archer Irvine, r.a.m.c.

1906 Oct, 31.

1907 Mar. 6.

N.R

R.

1906 Dec. 5.

1913 Nov. 5.

R.

Ben ares.

R.

1910 April 6. N.R.

1910 Nov. 2.

1903 .Mar. 4

1893 Jan. 11

N.R.

Foster, Capt Henry Bertram, I.M.S. 45, Park
Street, Calcutta.

Fox, Cyril S., Assistant Superintendent, Geolo-

gical Survey of India. Calcutta.

Francis, Lieut. Reginald Frankland, Indian

Army. Jullunder, Punjab.

Friend- Pereira, Joseph Ernest, b.a., Madhi-
pura, Bhagalpur.

A.

N.R

1912 Mar. 6

*Gage, Major Andrew Thomas, MJL, M.B., b.Sc.

f.l.s., i.m.s. Europe.

*Gait, Hon. Mr. Edward Albert, c.s.i., c.i.e.,

i.c.s. Ranchi.

R.
|
Ganguli, Manmohan, B.B., District Engineer.

50, Raja Uajhalluca's Street, Calcutta.
1

R. ! Ganguli, M&tihA, Rai Bahadur. Currency Office,

Calcutta.

R. Ganguli, Ordhendhu Kumar. 12, Ganguli s

Lane, Calcutta.

1908 Feb. 5.
I N.R. Gardner-Brown, John Gerald Gardner, M.A.,

Director, State Education, Holkar College,

1909 Mar. 3

1909 Oct, 7.

Iudore.

190S Jan. 1. N.R, Ghatak, Suresh strate

and Depy. Collector. Dacca.



xlvi

Date of Election.

1905 May 3.

1889 Jan. 2.

N.R.

R.

1909 Dec. 1. A
1905 July 5. ! R.

1912 Aug <

.

I

1907 Oct. 30.

1912 Mar. 6.

1907 Mar. 6.

1869 Feb. 3.

1912 Sept. 4.

1902 June 4.

1913 Dec. 3

Ghose, Hemendra Prasad, Zemindar and

Litterateur. Prasad Lodge, Chanyalbha

P.O., .lessor^.

Ghose, Jogendra Chandra, m.a., b.l., Pleader.

25, Hurrish Chunder Mookerjee Road,

Bhoioanipore, Calcutta.

Ghose, Panchanan, m.a. Europe.

Ghosh, Amulya Charan, Vidyabhusana. 66,

Manicktolla Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Atal Behari, m.a., B.L. 59, SooketC*

Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Birendra Nath, L.M.8., Medical Practi-

tioner. 109, College Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Harinath, m.d., Assistant Surgeon. 91

Mauicktala Street, Calcutta.

B. Ghosh, Prafulla Chundra, m.a. 27/3, Boita-

khana Bazar Road, Calcutta.

N.R. Ghosh, Pratapa Chandra, b. a. Vindyachal.

R.
|
Ghosh, 'larapada. 14, Paddapuker Street,

R,

R.

R.

L909 April 7.

1907 Mar. 6.

1905 July :>.

1909 Jan. 6.

N.R
R.

R.

P»10 Sept. 7.

R.
N.R.

Kidderpnr, Calcutta.

Ghuzuavi, Abu Ahmed. Mymensingh.
Godson, Capt. Charles Aubery, I.M.S, Medical

College, Calcutta.

Goenka, Briz Mohan. 24, Banstolla Street,

Calcutta.

Goenka, Roormall

[cutta.

57, Burtolla Street, Cal-

R.

R.

1905 May 3. R.

Gossain, Hemekandra, Extra Assistant Com-
missioner. Tezpur.

Gourlay, William Robert, c.r.H., i.C.s. Govern-

ment ELouse; Calcutta.

Gravely, Frederic Henry, m.sc, Assistant Su-

1910 Nov. 2 ! N.R

perintendent, Indian Museum.
Graves, Henry George, a.r.s.m.

House Strtet, Calcutta.

1907 June 5.

The

Calcutta.

1, Council

Regency,

R.

1910 Mar. 2 R

1910 Sept. 7. N.R

1900 Dec. 5. L.M

1910 April 6 A.

1901 April 3. 1 N.R

1898 June 1. R.

Graves-Law, H. D., I.C.S,

Hyderabad, Deccan.
Green, Lieut.- Col. Charles Robert Mortimer.

m.d., F.R.C.S., i.m.s. 6, Harrington Street.

Calcutta.

Greig, Major Edward David Wilson, m.b., i.M.s.

United Service Club, Calcutta.

Grey, Lt -Col. William George, Indian Army.
Asst. Political Agent. Koweit, Persian Gulf-

Grieve, Janus Wyndham Alleyne, Deputy

Conservator of Forests. Darjeeling.

Grubl, D E. Europe.
Guha, Abliaya Sankar, Extra Assistant Com

missioner. Nowgong.
Gupta, Bepin Behari. Hooghly College, Qhm-

sura.



xlvii

Date of Election.

1911 Aug. 2

1901 Mar. 6.

X R,

N.R.

Habiber Rahman, Depy. Supdt., Teleorsiph
Department. Allahabad.

Habibur Rahman Khan, Maulavi, Raees.
Bhikanpur, District Aligarh.

1892 Jan. 6. P.M. Haig, Lieut.-Col. W
1907 Aug. 7.

1908 June 3.

Indian Army.

N.R

1904 Sept. 28.

1913 May 7.

1912 May 1.

1906 Dec. 5.

1906 July 4.

R.

A.

R.

1908 April 1.

1910 May 4.

1897 Feb. 3.

R.

X.R.
R,

R.

N.R.

1911 June 7.

1907 Nov. 6.

R.

R.

1 908 June 3.

1911 April 5.

1908 April 1.

1906 Dee. 5.

1891 July 1.

A.

N.R.
N.R.

N.R,

P.M.

F.M.

H. B. M/s Consulate Genl., Meshhed, Persia.
Henry Haselfoot, F.c.s., f.l.s.

A.R.S.M.. F.G >.,

Haines,
Nagpur.

Halkrvves, Kenneth Alexander Knight, h.a.,

Assistant Superintendent.
Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Hallward, Norman Leslie. Europe.
Han kin, E. H., M.A., d.sc. Grand Hotel,

Calcutta.

Harley, A. H. Madrassa, Calcutta.

Harris, Lieut. G.

Harris,
if,

Hon Col. George Francis Angelo,
c.s.i., m.d., f.r.c.p., i.M.S., Inspector-General of

Civil Hospitals, Bengal. Calcutta.

Harrison, Edward Philip, Ph.D., F.R.8.E.

Observatory. Alipnr, Calcutta.

Harvey, Captain William Frederick, i.m.s.

Pasteur Institute. Kamuli.
*Hayden, Henry Herbert, d.sc, CLE., b.a., b.e.,

b.a.1., f.g.s., f.a.s.b., Director, Geological

Survey of India. Calcutta.

Hedayar Husain, M., Lecturer, Presidency Col-

lege. 7-1, Ramsankar Boy's Lane, Calcutta.

Hepper. Captain Lionel Lees, Royal Artil-

lery. Europe.

Herron, Alexander Macmillan, B.sc. Poona.

Hiralal, Rai Bahadur, B A., M.R.A.S., on special

duty. Nagpur.
Hirst, Captain Frederick Christian. Indian

Army, Shillong.

Hirst, Reginald John. C/o Messrs. H. S. King
and Co. 9, Pall Mall, London.

Holland, Sir Thomas Henry, k.c.i.e.. d.Sc.,

f.a.s.b. Westicood.

1908 July 1.

A.R.C.S., F.G.S., F.R.S.,

Alderley Edge, Cheshire, England.

R. Holmwood, Hon. Mr. Justice Herbert, I.C.S

1910 Jan. 5. I A
1898 Feb. 2. R.

1909 May 5
1901 Dec. 4

1873 Jan. 2

X.R.

R.

L.M.

22, Theatre Road, Calcutta.

Hope, Geoffroy D., b.sc, Ph.D. Europe.

*Hooper, David, F.c.s., f.l.s., f.a.s.b. 1,

Sadder Street, ( Icutta.

Horovitz, Josef, Ph.D. M.A.O. College, Aligarh.

Hossack, William Cardiff, m.d., d.p.h. Bengal

Clnb, Calcutta.

Houstoun, George L., f.g.s. Johnstone Castle,

Renfrewshire, Scotland.



xlviii

Date of Election.

1905 July 5. . N.R. Humphries, Edgar de Montfort, b.a., i.c.s.,

1908 June 3. N.R.

1911 Feb. 1. R.

Settlement Officer. Pertabgarh, Ouclh.

Hutchinson, C. M. Pusa.

1904 Jan. 6. N.R.

1908 Nov. 4. N.R.

1907 Dec. 4.

1905 May 3.

1907 Sept. 25.

1912 Mar. 6.

R.

N.R

.

R.

1908 June 3.

1911 Sept. 1.

1911 Nov. 1. N.R

1891 Feb. 4. N.R
1911 Jan. 1. N.R

1910 May 4.

Insch, Jas. 89, Park Street, Calcutta.

Jackson, Victor Herbert, m.a. Patna College,

Banhipur.
Jacob, Sydney Montague, i.c.s. C/o Messrs.

King King Sf Co., Bombay.
James, Henry Rosher, m.a., Bengal Educa-

tion Service. Principal, Presidency College,

Calcutta.

R. Jayaswal, Kashi Prasad, Bar.-at-Law, High
Court. Calcutta.

Jenkins, Owen Francis, I.C.S., Offg. Joint

Magistrate. Muttra.
Jessop, W. 25, Chowringhee Road, Cal-

cutta.

Jones, Herbert Cecil, a.r.s.m., a.r.C.s., f.G.s.,

Asst. Supdt.. Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Juggarao, Sir Raja Ankitam Venkata. Zemin-
dar of Shermahamadpuram, Dabagardens,
Vizayapatam.

Kamaluddin A limed, Shams-ul-Ulama. Supdt.,

Govt. Madrassa, Chittagong.
Kapur, Raja Ban Behari, c.s.i. Burdwan.
Kaye, George Rusby. Registrar, Govt, of

India, Dept. of Education. Simla.
"•"Kemp, Stanley W., b.a., f.a.s.b., Senior

Assistant Superintendent, Indian Museum.

R.

N.R.

Ii.

1882 Mar. 1.

1906 Aug. 1.

1906 Sept. 19.

1909 Oct. 6.

1909 April 7.

1910 Mar. 2.

N.R.
Calcutta.

Kennedy, Pringle, m.a., b.l., Vakil. lff{

It.

pur

R

R

Kennedy, William Willoughby, M.A., M.D..

D.P.H., M.B.8.C., l.r.c.p. 36, Chowringhee.
Calcutta.

Kesteven, Charles Henry, Solicitor to Govern-
ment. 26, Dalhoitsie Square, Calcutta.

Khaliluddin Ahmed, Dr. 36, Taltolla Lane.

Calcutta.

Kilner, John Newport, m.b., l.r.c.s., L.R.C.r.

Ojo Army
8f Navy Stores, Victoria St., London.

Kirkpatrick, W. Chartered Bank Buildings.

Calcutta.
1904 May 4. N\R. Knox, Kenneth Neville, I.C.S. Ahnora.
1911 Jan. 4. N.R. Koul, Annnd, Snpdt. Customs and Excise

Department. Srinagar, Kashmir.

F.M

R.



xlix

Date of Election.

1896 July 1.

1910 Sept. 7.

1887 May 4.

A.

X.R
Kiichler, George "William, c.i.e., m.a. Europ* .

Kumar, Sahu Ram. Thakurdware, Moradabad.

1889 Mar. 6. L.M.

1911 Feb. 1.

1909 Jan. 6. R,

L.M.
|

Lanman, Charles Rockwell. 9, Farrar Street,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.8. America.
*La Touche, Thomas Henry Digges, B.A.,

K.G.s.. i .a B.B. Alfriston Hills Road, Gam-
bridge, England.

Narendra Nafch. 96, Amherst St.,R.

[Calcutta.

Law,
Leake, A. Martin, f.r.< ,s., v.c.

Beach Road, Calcutta.

14, Garden

1889 Nov. 6.

1902 July 2. F.M. Leake, Henry Martin, m.a., f.l.s. J3, Court

Road, West Norwood, London, S.E.

R Lee, William A., f.r.M.S. 2, New China
Bazar Street, Calcutta*

A. ! LeQuesne, Rev. W. R. Europe.

Little. Charles, M.A. Patna College, Bankipur.

Little, James Henry, Assistant Master,

Nawab Bahadur's Institution. Murshidabad.

R. Lloyd, Captain Richard Ernest, m.b., b.sc,

i. MS. Medical College, Calcutta.

1909 Mar. 3.

1889 Feb. 6. N.R
1907 Dec. 4. KB

1907 Mar. 6.

1909 Nov. 3. A. Loftier, Emanuel Mano. Europe.

R. Lomax, 0. E., m.a. 11, Loudon Street, Calcutta.

N.R. Luard, Captain Charles Eckford, Indian Arm}
1911 May 3.

1906 Oct. 31.
,

m.a. (Oxon). Resident, Indore.

1910 April 6. N.R. Ludwig, Eugen. Gudur.
1905 Aug. 2. N.R, Lukis, Hon. Surgeon- General Sir Charles

Pardey, k.c.s.i. c.s.i., m.b., f.r.c.s , i.m .,

Director-General. Indian Medical Service.

1913 Jan. 8. R.

Simla.
Graf.Luxburg, Count

Consul- General for Germany.
Karl L., Imperial

16, Store

1870 April 7. L.M.
Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Lyman, B. Smith. 708, Locust Street, Phila-

delphia, U.S. America.

1905 Aug. 2.

1912 April 3.

R. |
MeCay, Captain David, m.b., r.M.s. Medical

College, Calcutta.

MacCabe, Surgeon Cap! Frederick, F., 5,R.

1893 Jan. 11. L.M

Harnngt
Calcutta.

Mansions, H Street,

1912 May 1.

1913 Mar. 5.

Maclagan, Hon. Sir Edward Douglas, m.a.,

K.c.s.i., C.S.I., I.CJEL Secretary, Government

of India, Revenue and Agriculture Depart-

ment. Simla.

1899 Mar. 1.

R. ! McLean, David. 6, Russell Street, Calcutta.

N.U. MacMahon, Prof. P. S., Canning College.

I
Lucknoic.

N.R. McMinn, Charles W., b.a., i.cs. (retired).

Jath Tal, Bhim P.O . Kumaon.



1

Date o Election

189lTeb. -1. R.

1893 Jan. 11. L.M.

190(3 Dec. 5.

1911 Mar. 1.

K.

Macpherson, Hon. Mr. Duncan James, m.a.,

CLE., LCS. Chinsurah.

R.

1898 Nov. 2.

1901 July 6

1901 June 5.

X.R.
N.R.

X.R.

1907 Dec. 4. X.R.

i

1899 Aug. :30. N.R.

1905 Dec. 6. P.M.

1911 June 7. X.R.

1911 Aug. 2.

1892 April 6.

A.

R.

1912 Jan. L0. N R

1913 June 4 R.

1905 Feb. 1.

1886 Mar. 3.

X.R.

L.M.

1895 July 8.

1911 April 5.

1884 Nov. 5.

P.M.

N.R.

1905 Dec. 6.

R.

R

1884 Sept 3. R

Macllio Rao Scindia, Colonel His Highness
Maharajah Sir, Alijah Bahadur, G.C.S.i.

G.c.v.o., a.d.c, ll.d., Maharajah of Gwalior.

Jai Bilas, Gwalior.

Mahalanobis, Suboclh Chandra, b.Sc, f.r.s.e.,

f.ioi.s. 210, Gornwallis Street, Calcutta.

Mahatap, Hon. Sir Bijoy Chand, K.C.S.I.,

Maharajadhiraj of Burdwan. 6, AUpur
Road, Calcutta.

Maitra, Akshaya Kumar, b.a., b.l. Rajshahi.
Mai yon, Lieut. Prank Hailstone. 21st Pun-

jabis, Peshawar.
Mann, Harold Hart, d.Sc, m.Sc., f.l.s., Prin-

cipal, Agricultural College. Poona.
Manners- Smith, Lieut.-Col. John, Indian
Army, c.v.o., c.le , Resident, Nepal. Khat-
viandu.

Mannu Lai, Rai Bahadur, Civil Surgeon.
Barahunkt.

Marsden, Edmund, b.a., f.r.G.S. 12, Elerdale

Road. Hampstead, London.
Mnturin, Lieut. Hugh Geoffrey, 61st Kimj

George's Own Pioneers. United Service Club,

Simla.

Maulik, Samnrendra. Europe.
Maynard, Lieut.-Col. Frederic Pinsent, M.B.,

D.r.H., f R.cs., i.m.s., Professor of Ophthal-
mic Surgery, Medical College. Calcutta.

Mazumder, Rai Jadunath, Bahadur, Govern-
ment Pleader. Jessore.

Mazumdar, Ramesh Chandra. 16, Chandra-
n>ith Chatterji Street , Bhowanipur, Calcutta.

Megaw, Captain John Wallace Dick, m.b., i.m.s.

Civil Surgeon, Monghyr.
Mehta, Roostumjee Dhunjibhoy, CLE. 9,

Rainey Park, Ballygunye, Calcutta.
Melitus, Hon. Mr. Paul Gregory, ci.e.,i.CS.

C/o Messrs. Grindlay & Co., 54, Parliament
Street, London.

Meftton, Hon. Sir J. B.
f

k.cs.l, cs.l, c.s.

Government House, Lucknow.
#Middlemiss, Charles Stewart, b.a., F.G.S.,

f.a.s i:., Superintendent, Geological Survey
of India, Calcutta.

Midhut Mohamed HossainKhan. 8, Golam
Sobhan's Lane, Calcutta.

Miles, William Harry. 7, Church Lone, Cal-
cutta.



H

Date of Election.

1904 April 6.

1906 Mar. 7.

A
N.R.

1912 June 5.

1911 July 5.

1897 Jan. 6.

1906 June 6.

1910 July 6.

1908 Mar.
1908 Mar.
1901 Aug.

4.

7.

N.R

1895 July 3.

1910 Feb. 2.

1906 Dec. 5.

N R.

.VI i

R.

R,

R.
A.

N.R.
R.

N.R.

1906 Dec. 5.

1908 Dec. 2.

N.R.

1909 Mar. 3

1909 Jan. 6.

A.

R.

K.

1899 Sept. 29. R.

1911 Feb. 1.

1900 May 2.

1898 May 4

1894 Aug. 30.

1886 Mar 5

R.

R.

R

R.
L.M.

1908 Feb. 5. R.

1892 Dec. 7. R.

1909 Mar. 3.

1901 April 3.

1913 Mar. 5.

II.

Miller, Sir John Ontario, c.s.i., i.c.s. Eurvpt

Milsted, Walter Percy Spencer. Boys' High

School, Allahabad.

Misra, Uhampaiam, Tahsildar. Kaisergunj,

Bahraich.

Misra, Shyam Behari, b.a., i.c.s., Revenue
Member, Council of Regency. Jodhpur.

Misra, Tulsi Ram, m.a., Prof., D. .1. High

School. Kanonj.

Mitra, Kumar Manmatha Nath. 34, Sham-

pukur Street, Calcutta.

Mohapatra, Srikrishna. 10/1, St. James's

Square, Calcutta. [p
Moitry, Manmatho Nath, Landholder. Seram-

Mollison, James. Europe.

N.R. Molony Oorakhpiir.

24th Punjabi"

Offi

Offi

Monohan, Francis John, i.c.s., Jalpatgun.

Mouohar Lai, m.a. Barrackpore.

More, Capt. James Oarmichael. 51*4 Sikh*

U.S. Club, Simla.
_

Morton, Captain Sidney.

Notvshera.

Moses, Capt. Osven St. John, m.d., k.r.c.s..

i. m.s. Europe.

Mukherjee, Brajalal, m.a. 9

Street, Calcutta.

Mukherjee. Govinda Lall. £

Street, Calcutta.

Mukherjee, Jotindra Nath, b.a., Solicitor. 3,

Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Mukherjee, Manmathanath, Sub-Divisional

Officer. Uluberia, Hoinah.

Mukherjee, Phani Bhusan, B.Sc. 57, Jhovtola

Road, Ballyy tinge, Calcutta.

Mukherjee, Sir Rajendra Nath, K.C.I.K. 7.

Harrington Street, Calcutta.

Mukherjee. Sibnarayan. Uttarpara, Bally.

*Mukhopadhyaya, Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh,

Kt., C.S.I , M.A., D.L., D.SC, F.B.S.E., F.R.A..S.,

f.a.s.b., Judge, High Court, Gal 'Ma.

Miikhopadhyava, Girindra Nath, B.A m.b.

80, Russa Road North, Bhoicanipur, Calcutta.

Mukhopadhyaya, Panchanan. 45, Bechoo

Ghattrrjis Street, Calalia.
Mullick, Indu Madhab, m.a., m.i>. 70, Eammm

R.

R

Road, Calcutta.

Mull 7, Pra-

sonno Kumar Tagore's Street, Calcutta.

Munro, Capt. David. Presidency Genert

pital, Calcutta.

Hos



lii

Date of Election.

1910 Nov. 2.

1911 Sept. 1.

1908 Sept. 23.

A.

N.R.

X.R.

Murray, William Alfred, b.a. (Cantab), m.b.
Europe.

Mnrtazu Hosein Khan, Navvab, Vakil and
Zemindar, Katraabn Torabkhan. Lucknow.

Muzaffur Ali Klian Bahadur, Syed, Zemin-
dar and Rais.

I

li»06 Mar. 7. R.

nagar.
Jausath, Dist. Muzaffar-

Nahar, Puran Chand. 48, Indian Mi
Calcutta.

1908Sept.23. N.U. Nande, Lala Jyotiprakas, Zemindar. Burdtvan.
1904 Dec. 7.

1890 Feb. 5.

R,

N.E.

1901 Mar. 6. X.R.

1910 May 4. R

Nathan, Robert, C.S.I., 1.0.8. Calcutta.
Nesfield, Capt. Vincent Blumhardt, F.E.C.8.,

^ L.R.C.P., i.m.s., Sanitary Commissioner. Agra.
Xevill, Henry Rivers, I.C.S., Editor, District

Gazetteers. United Provinces. Nainital.
Newman, Major Ernest Alan Robert, i.m.s.

16, Alipore Road, Calcutta.
Nimmo, John Duncan. Cjo Messrs. Walter
Duncan & C<>., 137, West George Street,
Glasgow.

Nomani. Shams-ul-I lama Maulavi Shibli.
Luck no ic.

Norman, Henry Campbell, m.a, Queen's Col-

^p R le9e , Benares.
1913 July 2. JN.K. Norton, E. L . I.C.S., District Magistrate.

1889 Aug. 29. L.M.I

1894 June 6.

190H Dec. 5.

N.R.

N.R.

1908 Feb. 5. R

1906 Dec. 5. R

Allahabad.
Xott, Lieut.-Col. Arthur Holbrook, m.d., i.m.s.

linerah.

O'Kinealv, Lieut.-Col. Frederick, M.R.C.8.

(Eng.), l.r.c.p. (Lond.), i.m.s. Presidency

1905 May 3. X.R. Ollenbacb, Alfred James, b.a., i.c.s. Cordite

1905 Nov. 1. A.
Factom. Aruvankadu P.O., Nilgiris, 8. India.

O Mallev. Lewis Sydney Steward, b.a., i.c.s.

Europe.
1909 April 7. X.R. Ozzard, Lieut -Col. Fairlie Russell, I.M.S.

.Task. Persian Gulf.

Page. William Walter Keightlev. 10, Old" -om -
1907 July 3. R

1907 Feb. 6. R.

1901 Jan. 2.
;

N.R.
j

Pande, Ramayatar, b.a., i.c.s'., District Judge.
Mirzapur, TJ.P.

Panioty, John Emanuel, l.r.c.p. (Lond.),
l.r.c.p. & s. (Edin.). 19, Boyd Street, Cal-
cutta.

1901 Aug. 28. N.R,
|

Panton, Edward Brooks Henderson, b.a., i.c.s.

1904 Aua-. 3. N.R.
Berhampore, Mmshidabad.

Paraanis, Dattalraya Balwant. Satara.



1. . •

in

Kate of Election.

1910 April 6 X.R.
J

Pntuck, Pestonji Sorabji, i.c.s. Wardha.

Peake, Charles William, m.a., Europe.

Peart, Major Charles Lube. 106th lit

Pioneers, Secretary and Member, Boai

1899 Aug. 2.
j

A.

1906 Dec. 5. R.

1888 June 6.

>/

L.M.
Examiners, Calcutta.

1877 Aug. 1 | X.R.

1906 April 4.

Pennell, Aubray Percival, b.a., Bar.-at-LaA\

Rangoon.

Peters, Lieut.-Col. Charles Thomas, M.B.,

I. M.S. (retired). najpur

R. Petrocochino, Leonidar. 4, Clive Ghat Street,

1889 Nov. 6. L.M.

1904 June 1 R.

1908 Jan. 1 A
1910 Aug. 3

1910 Feb. 2
1906 Aug. 1

1907 Jan. 2

R.

X.R.
X.R

Calcutta.

*Phillott, Lieut.-Colon el Douglas Craven,

PH.D., f.a.s.h. Indian Army (retired). C/o

Messrs. Grindlay & Co., 54, Parliament

Street, London.

Pilgrim, Guy Ellcock, D.sc, k.g.s., Assistant

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Pil Lieut.-Col. Herbert Wilson, m.b.,

A.

grim,

F.R.C.S., I.M.8. Europe.

Podamraj, Jain, 9, Joggomohan Mnllick's

Lane, Calcutta.

Poplai, Sri Ram. Kabul Gate, Delhi.

Price, Charles Stanley. Victoria Boys' School,

Kurseong.

Pulley, Lieut. Henry Cuthbert, \2th Pioneers.

Europe.

Radlia Krishna. Banl r, Chauh, Patna City.

1880 April 7 N.R. Rai. Bepin Chandra. Giridih, Chota Nagpur.
" " Rai Chaudhuri,Jatindranath , M.A., B.L., Zemin-

dar. Taki, Jessorc

Ranmswanii. M.S., Curator of the Herbarium.

Royal Botanic Garden, Sibpur, Hoirrah.

Randle, Herbert Neil, b.a. Queens College.

Benares.

Raneanathasvami, S. P. V., Aryavaraguru,

1910 Dec. 7. X.R.

1895 Aug. 29. X.R.

1913 April 2. R.

1908 Feb. 5. X.R.

1908 July 1. X.R

1905 Jan. 4. X.R.
Arthya Library, Vizagapatam

1907
1904

Aug
Mar.

7. X.R.
4. F.M.

1890 Mar. 5. i
R.

Comilla.

1887 May 4. R.

1905 May 3. R.

1908 Feb. 5. X.R.

Rankin, James Thomas, i.c.s.

Ranking, Lieut. James. Noicshera

Rapson, E. J. 8. Mortimer Boad, Cambridge.

•Bay, Prafulla Chandra, d.sc., f.a.s.b., Pro-

fessor, Presidency College. Calcutta.

Ray Prasanna Kumar D.sc (Lond. and ±,din. ).

I'Ballyqunge Circular Boad, Calcutta

Richardson. Hon. Mr. Justice Thomas William,

i.c.s., Judge, High Court. Calcutta.

Rieo-de-Righie, Alceste Carlo. Boyal Bote I,

1910 April 6 A.

Naini Tal
Wl Europe

.
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Date ot Election.

1913 Sept. 3.

1903 Mar. 4,

1900 April 4.

R, Rogalsky, P. A., Attache to the Imperial

Russian Consulate General. 3, Upper Wood
Street, Calcutta.

N.R. Rogers, Charles Gilbert, F.L.S., F.C.H., Forest

Department. Port Blair, Andamans.
*Rogers, Lt.-Col. Leonard, CLE , M.D., B.S.,

Medica 1

R.

1901 Dec. 4

1889 June 5.

1903 July 1

R.

F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I. M.S.F.R.O.P.,

Gollege, Calcutta.

*Ross, Edward Denison, C.I.E., Ph.D., f.as.ii.

Bengal Olnb
f
Calcutta.

N.R. Roy, Maharaja Girjanath.

L M. Roy, Maharaja Jagadindranath,

6, Lansdoicne Road, Calcutta.

Dinagepore.
Bahadur.

1910 Sept. 7. N.R Roy, Kumar Sarat Kumar. Dayarampur.

1909 Not. 3.

1908 June 3.

N.R
N.R

JRajsltahi. [Rungpur.
Shyampur P.0-,

Zemin -

1906 Feb. 7. N.R

Roychaudhury , ]\ It ityunjoy

.

Royehaudhury, Surendra Chandra,
dar. Koondi, Rungpur.

Russell, Charles, m.a. Patna College, Bankipur.

1913 Apl. 2 N.R

1911 Nov. 1 N.R

1908 Feb. 5. N.R. Russell, Robert vam, i.c.s., Supdt. of Gazet-

teer and Ethnography. Mandla, G.P.

Sahay, Rai Sahib Bhagvati, M.A., B.L., OBg.
Inspector of Schools, Patna Division.

Bankipur.
Sahni, Dayaram, m.a., Supdt, of Archaeology.

Srinayar, Kashmir.
Samman, Hon. Mr. Herbert Frederick, i.c.s.,

Secretary, Govt, of Bengal, Genl. Dept.

Calcutta. [Calcutta.

Sandes. Oapt. J. D., M.B., i.m.s. Medical College,

Sanial. Surendra Prasad, M.A., F.c.s., Private

Secretary to Raja Bahadur. MajJiauli.

Sarkar, Chandra Kumar. Kaiukanik, Mouhnein.

1896 Aug. 27 R.

1910 May 1

1906 June 6

R.

X.R.

1899 June 7

1909 Mar. 3

N.R.
1898 Mar. 2. N.R. Sarkar, Jadunatli. Patna College, Bankipur

Sarvadhikari, Hon. Mr. Deva Prasad, m.a., bjK

1911 Jan. 4

1902 Feb. 5.

R.

R.

Sarvadhikari, Dr. S
Amherst St., Calcutta.

Office Street, Calcutta.

sh Prasad. 79-1,

1900

1908 July 1.

1911 June 7.

1906 Feb. 7.

Schulten, Joseph Henry Charles, Ph.D. 4,

Pollock Street, Calcutta.

N.R.
j Schwa iger, Imre George, Expert in Indian

X R Victoria College,

A.

R.

1902 May 7 R.

Art. Kashmir Gnte, Delhi.

Seal, Brojendra Nath, m.a.

Cooch Behar.

Seconde, hietit. Emile Charles. Europe.
Sen, Girindra Kumar. 303, Bowbazaar Street,

Calcutta.

Sen, Jogendra Nath, Vidyaratna, m.a. 31.

Prasanna Kumar Tar/ore's Street, Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1905 Jan. 4. R.

1897 Dec. 1.

1911 July 5.

K.

K

1906 Dec. 5.
I
X.R.

1885 Feb. 4.

1902 Dec. 3.

L.M.

X.R.

1912 Jan. 10. K.

1909 Jan. 6. X.R

1913 Dec. 3

1908 Mar. 4.

II.

R

1902 Feb. 5.

1899 May 3.

X.R.

X.R.

11113 Mar. 5 X.R.

1909 April 7. P.M.

1903 Aug. 26 F.M.

1912 Sept. 5

1901 Aug. 7

1904 Mar. 4

N.R.

R.

1894 July 4.

1895 Aug. 29

1912 May 1.

1893 Mar. 1.

X.R.
R.

-

Sen, Sukumar. 220, Lower Circular Road,
Calcutta.

Seth, Mesrovb J. 11, Wellesley Square,
Calcutta.

Sewell, Capb. Robert Beresford Seymour.
M.R.C.S., l.r.c.p., I.M.8. Indian Museum, Cal-
cutta.

a
Sharp, Henry, c.i.e., m.a., Depy. Secy.,

Govt, of India, Dept. of Education.
Simla*

#Shastri, Mahamahopadhyaya, Haraprasad,
C.I.E., m.a., fa. sb. 26, Pataldanga Street,

Calcutta.

Shastri, Harnarain Goswami. Hindu College,

Delhi.

Shirazi, Aija Muhamad Kazioi. 23, Lower
Chitpur Road, Calcutta.

Shirreff, Alexander Grierson, b.a., i.c.s.

Gonda, U.P.

Shorten, Capt. James Alfred, h.a., m.b., B.ch. r

i. M.S. Medical College, Calcutta.

Shujaat Ali, Nasurul Mamalik Mirza, Khan
Bahadur, Acting Consul-General for Persia.

10, Hungerford Street, Calcutta.

Shyam LaL Lala, m.a., ll.b., Deputy Col-

lector. Naimadri, Agra.

Silberrad, Charles Arthur, b.a., b.Sc, i.c.s.,

The Secretariat. Bombay.
Simonsen, Prof. J. L. Presidency College,

Madras.
Simpson, George Clarke, D.sc. C/o Delhi and

London Bank, Simla.

Simpson, John Hope, i.c.s. C/o Messrs. Barclay

cS' Co., 1, Dickinson Street, Manchester,

England.
Singhi, Bahadur Sing.

bad.

M

Singh, Chandra Narayan, Rai Bahadur. 82.

Lansdowne Road, Calcutta.

X.R. Singh, Kumar Kamlanand. Srinagar Raj,

R.

1892 Mar. 2.

Srinagar P.O., Purneah District.

Singh, Raja Kushal Pal, m.a. Narki.

Singh, Lachrui Narayan, M.A., b.l., Pleader,

j

High Court. Calcutta.

Singh Kay, Lalit Mohan, Rai Bahadur. 4,

Creek Row, Calcutta.

ngh, Maharaja Kumara Sirdar Bharat, i.c.s.

(retired). Shunkergar, Allahabad.

L.M. Singh, Raja Ooday Pratab, C.s.f., Raja of
1 Bhinga. Bhinga.

X.R.
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ate of Election.

1899 Aug. 29. 3S\K.

1909 April 7.

1889 Nov. 6.

N.R.

X.R,

1912 Mar. 6.

1013 July 2

1*94 Feb 7.

a.

^ . R.

N.R.

1897 Jan. 6.

1898 Aug. 3.

1913 July 2

1909 July 7.

1911 Mar. 1.

1907 Mar. 6.

R.

N.R.
N.R.

1912 Jan. 10.

A.
A.

^ .R.

K.

1901 Dec. 4.

1913 July 2.

1912 May 1.

R.

N.R

Singh, H.H. The Maharaja Sir Prabhu

Narain, Bahadur, 0.0.1.„ Maharaja of

Benares. Ramnagar Fort, Benares.

Singh, Raja Prithwipal, Talukdar of Suraj-

pur. District Barabanki, Oudh.

Singh, H.H. The Hon. Maharaja Sir Ramesh-
wara, Bahadur, K.C.I. B. Burbhanga.

Singh, Maharaja Ranjit, of Nasirpur. 58,

Ghoivringh»e Road, Calcutta

Singh, Rudra<lat, m.a., ll.b., Vakil. Luchiov.

Singh, H.H. The Maharaja Vishwa Nath
Bahadur. Chhatturpur, Bundelkhund.

Sircar, Amrita Lai, f.c.s., l.m.s. 51, Sankari-

tolla Lane, Calcutta.

Site Ram, b.a., Depy. Magistrate. Allahabad-

Sivaprasad, b.a., Offg. Junior Secretary to the

Board of Revenue, C.P. Allahabad.
Europe.

Europt .

In-

Smith, Capt. H. Emslie, i.m.s.

Smith, Major O. A. 27tl» Punjabis.
Maulavi,

R.

Sofiulla Saifududdin Ahmed,
spector of Excise. Silchar.

Southwell, T., arcs., f.z.s., f.l.s., Deputy
Director of Fisheries. Writers' Buildings,

Calcutta.

Spooner, David Brainerd, Ph.D., 27, Chowrin-

ghee, Calcutta.

Srinivns Iyenger, P, T., Principal, M.A.V..N.

College. VtZ'tgapatam.

1912 Oct 30. N.R

1909 April 7.

1904 Sept. 28.

1908 Dec. 2.

1904 June 1.

1899 Aug. 30.

1900 Aug. 29.

1907 Dec. 4.

A.
N.R.
A

Stadler, George U, Consul for Belgium. 37,

Ghowriughee Road, Calcutta.

Sh.llard, Dr. Philip Lechmen, District

Surgeon. O.LP. Railway, Jhansi*

Stanley, Sir John, Kt., K.C.I. E , k.c. Europe.

Stapleton, Henry Ernest, B.A., b.sc. Dacca.

Steen, Capt. Hugh Barkley, M.B., i.m.s. Europe.

R
R.

N.R.
R.

1907 June 5.

1906 Dec. 5.

1911 Feb. 1.

N.R.

F.M

Stephen, Hon. Mr. Justice Harry Lushington,

Judge, High Court. Calcutta.
Barrister-at-

R.

vStephen, St. John, b.a., ll.b.,

Law. 7, Russell Street, Calcutta
Stephenson, Major John, I.M.S. Lahore.

Stevens, Major C. R., i.m.s. Medical College,

Calcutta.

Stewart, Capt. Francis Hugh, i.m.s. Bombay.
Stokes, Captain Claude Bayfield, Military At-

tache.

Chief Engineer,

1907 Aug. 7 N.R

Teheran, Persia.
Stone bridge, Arthur W.,

Messrs. Burn & Co. 7, Hastings St., Cal-

cutta.

Subramania Iyer, Valavanur, Extra Asst.

Conversator of Forests. Coimbatore.
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Date of Election.

1907 June 5.

1907 June 5.

U.

X.R

Suhrawardy, Abdulla al-Mamun, m.a., D.Litt.,

LL.D., Bar.-at-L&w. 34, Elliott Road. Calcutta.
Swinhoe.. Rodway Charles John, Solicitor.

Mandalay, Upper Burma.

1909 Jan. 6. R. Tagore, Ksliitindranatli. r.a. Howrah.
1898 April 6. R, Tagore, Hon. Maharaja Sir Prodyat Coomar,

1906 Mar. 7. R.
Bahadur, Kt. Pathuriaghatta, Calcutta.

Tagore, Kumar Shyama Kumar, Zemindar.
65, Puthiiriughutta Street, Calcutta.

1904 July 6. N.R. Talbot, Walter Stanley, r.c.s., Revenue Com-
missioner. Jammu.

1910 Aug. 3. N.R Tancock, Capt. Alexander Charles. 31s/ Pun-
W

1893 Aug. 31.
j

X.H. Tate, G-eorge Passman, Assistant Super -

1909 Jan. 6.

intendent, Survey of India. M»s
Nr.R Taylor, Charles Somers, B.Sc. Bltayalpur.

1906 Dec. 5. N\R. Tek Chand. Dewan, B.A., .m.r.a.s., i.c.s.. Deputy
Commissioner. Gujranicala, Punjab.

N.R. Temple, Colonel Sir Richard Carnac, Bart.,1878 June 5.

1904 May 4.

Ib75 June 2.

1911 Mar. 1.

1909 Aug. 4.

1908 Nov. 4.

1898 Nov. 2.

S' Co., Bombay.
o/,

N.R. Thanawala, Framjee Jamasjee. 90, Cawasjee
Patel Street, Fort, Bombay.

R. *Thibaut, G., Ph.D., c.r.E., f.a.s.b. 10 2, Elgin

F.M.
Road, Calcutta.

lomas, F. W\, a

Office. London.
India

1911 Mar. 1.

N.R Thompson, John Perronet, m.a., i.c.s. Lahore.
X.R Thornely, Major, Michael Harris, i.m.s. Arrah.
K. Thornton. Edward, f.r.i.b.a. 6, Olive Stree'

1911 July 5.

1904 June 1.

Calcutta.

A. Thorpe, Godfrey Francis. Bengal Pilot Ser-
vice. Europe.

Thurston, Capt. Edward Owen, i.m.s., b.s.,

f.r.c.S. Burdwan.
X.R. Tipper, George Howlett, m.a., f.g.s., Assistant

^^%M A «. _ _

X.R

1912 Nov. 6.

1909 Dec. 1.

R.

R.
1907 Feb. 6. IN.R.

1861 June 5.

1900 Aug. 29.

L.M.

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.
Minhu, Burma.

Tomkins, H. G., g.LC, f.r.a.s. 9, Riverside

Barrackpur.
Toth, Eugene. 13, 8udder Street, Calcutta.

*Travers, Morris William, o.sc, f.r.s., f.a.s.b.,

Director of Indian Institute of Science.

Bangalore.

Tremlett, James Dyer, m.a., I.C.S. (retired).

Dedham, Essex, England.

N.R. Vaughan, Lieut.-Col. Joseph Charles Stoelke.
i.m.s. Bhagalpur.
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Date of Election.

1890 Feb. 5. N.U.

190*2 June 4. R.

1901 Mar. 6. A.

1894 Sept. 27. L.M.

1902 Oct. 29.1 R

1909 Jau. 6.

*Venis, Arthur, M.A., D.Litt., CLE., f.a.s.b.

Benares.
* Vidyabhusana, Maharnahopadhyaya Satis

Chandra, m.a., Ph.D. f.a.s.b. 26/ J, Kanay
Lai Dhur's Lane, Calcutta.

*Vogel, Jean Philippe, Litb.D., f.a.s.b. Europe.

Vost, Lieut.-Col. William, i.m.s., Civil Sur-

geon. Saharanpore.
*Vredenburg, Ernest, b.l.,b.Sc, a.r.s.m., A.R.C.S.,

F.G.S., f.a.s.b. 27, Ghoiuringhee Bond.

1907 July 3.

N.R. *Walker, Gilbert Thomas, D.Sc, f.r.s., f.a.s.b.,

Director-General of Observatories- Simla.

R.

1900 Jan. 19.

1901 June 5.

A.

Y.R.

1909 July 7.

1911 Feb. 1.

1905 Dec. 6.

1912 Mar. 6.

R.
A.

Walker, Harold, a.R.C.s., f.g.s., A.M.inst.M.,

Assistant Superintendent, Geological Survey
of India. Calcutta.

Wallace, David Robb. Europe.
Walsh, Hon. Mr. Ernest Herbert Cooper,

c.s.i., i.c.s., Member of the Board of Reve-

nue, Belm r and Orissa. Ranchi.
W Chins arah.

Waters, Dr. Harry George, f.r.i.p.h. Europe.

N.R. Watson, Edwin Roy, m.a., b.sc. Dacca.
R.

1910 Sept, 7.

1909 Dec. 1.

R.

Watt, Rev. J., Principal, Scottish Churches
College. 4, CornwaUis Street, Calcutta.

Watts, H. P., n.\. (Cantab). 11, Loudon Street,

Calcutta.

Webster, J. E., lc.S. Kohima, Naga Hills,

Assam.
1907 April 3. R. White, Lieut. Arthur Denham, m.b., b.s.,

X.K.

1913 April 2. R.

1907 Feb. 6.

(Lond.), i.m.s. Rt
White, Bernard Alfred, 139, Alexandra Court,

Calcutta.

1906 Sept. 19. A. W
1909 April 7. A.

A.. White, Captain J. II., d.s.o. Europe

1909 Mar. 3. P.M.

Europe.

Wilkinson, Major Edmund, i.m.s., l.r.C.S.,d. Litt.

Europ .

1910 April 6. IN.R. Williams, Garfield Hodder, m.b., b.s. (Lond.),

m.r.c.s , L.R.i.p. St. Johns College, Agra.

Wilson, J. R. R., m.i.c.e., f.g.s., H. M. Inspec-

tor of Mines. Woodlands, Westivood Lane,

Leeds, England.
Wilson, Major Roger Parker, F R.C.S., D.P.H.,

i.m.s. GamphM Hospital, Sealdah, Calcutta.

Frank Needham, i.m.s.

1913 Dec. 3. R.

1910 Dec. A. W
1904 Mar. 4. A.

Europe.
Major

1909 April 7

1906 July 4.

A.

A.

Wood, William Henry Arden, M.A., F.C.S.,

F.R.G.s. Europe.
Woodhouse, E. J., b.a. Europe.
Woodley,Rev. EdwardCarruthers,M. A. Europe*
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ate of Election.

1912 Mar. 6.

1906 Mar. 7.

1908 April 1.

1894 Aug-. 30.

1905 Mar. 1.

1911
1906
1910 April 6.

Aug. 2.

June 6.

1913 May 7.

H.

N.R.

R.

N.R.

R.

A.
N.R.
KR.

N\R.

Woodroffe, Hon. Mr. Justice John George.

13, Alexandra Court, Calcutta.

Woolner, Alfred Cooper, M.A., Principal, Ori-

ental College. Lahore.

Wordsworth, William Christopher. Asst.

Director of Public Instruction, Bengal.

Writers' Buildings, Calcutta.

Wright, Henry Nelson, B.A., i.o.S. District

Judge, Bareilly.

Young, Rev. Arthur Willifer. 23, Chow-
ringhee, Calcutta.

Young, Gerald Mack worth, B.A., l.c.s. Europe.

Young, Mansel Charles Gambier. Dhanbaid.

Young, Capt. Thomas Charles McCombie,
M.B., I. m.s. Shillong, Assam.

Zutshi, Pandit Monohor Lai, Head Master,

Govt. High School. Sh ahjehanjpur

.

SPECIAL HONORARY CENTENARY MEMBERS.

Date of Election.
:

1884 Jan. 15. Dr. Ernst Haeckel, Professor in the University of

Jena. Prussia.

1884 Jan. 15. Revd. Professor A. H. Sayce, Professor of Assyrio-

logy, Queen's College. Oxford, England.

1884 Jan. 15. Monsieur iSmile Senart. 18, Rue Frangois Ier,

Pan'*, France.

Date of Election.

1879 June 4

1879 June 4

HONORARY FELLOWS.

1883 Feb. 7

Dr. Albert Giiiither, m.a., m.d., Ph.D., f.z.s., f.r.s.

23, Lichfield Road, Kew, Surrey, England.

Dr. Jules Janssen. Observataire d'Astronomie

Physique de Paris, France.

Dr. Alfred Russell Wallace, ll.d., d.c.l., f.l.s., f.z.s.^

F.R.S. Gurfe View, Parkstone, Dorset, England.

Professor Theodor Noeldeke. C/o Mr. Karl T.

Triibner, Strassburg, Germany.

Lord Rayleigh, m.a., d.c.l., d.sc, ll.d., Ph.D., f.r.a.s.,

f.r.s. Ferling Place, Witham, Essex, England.

18 ) June 5.
|

Charles H. Tawney, Esq.. m.a., c.i.e. C/o India

Office, London.

1894 Mar. 7

1895 June 5
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Date of Election.

1896lFeb. 5.

1899 Feb. 1.

Professor Charles Rockwell Lanmau. 9, Farrar

Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S. America.

Dr. Augustus Frederick Rudolf Hcernle, Ph.D., CLE.

8, Northmoor Road, Oxford, England.

1899 Dec. 6. Professor Edwin Ray Lankester, m.a., ll.d., f.r.s.,

British Museum {Nat. Hist.), Oromwell Road,

London, S.W.
1899 Dec. 6.

|

Professor Edward Burnett Tylor, d.c.l., ll.d., f.r.s.,

Keeper, University Museum. Oxford, England.

Professor Edward Suess, Ph.D., Professor of Geology1899 Dec. 6.

1901 Mar. 6.

1902 Nov. 5.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 July 2.

1906 Mar. 7.

in the University of Vienna.
Professor John Wesley Judd, C.B., ll.d., f.r.s., f.g.s.,

Late Prof, of the Royal College of Science.

30, Cumberland Road, Keiv, England.
Monsieur Rene Zeiller. Ingenieur en chef des Mines.

Ecole superieur des Mines, Paris.

Professor Hendrick Kern. Utrecht, Holland.

Professor Sir Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar, k. c.i.e.

Poona.

Professor Ignaz Goldziher, Ph.D., D.Litt., ll.d.

Budapest, Hungary.
Sir Charles Lyall, m.a., k.c.s.i., c.i.e., ll.d. 82,

Cornwall Gardens, London^ S.W.
Sir William Ramsay, Ph.D. (Tub.), ll.d., Sc.d.

(Dubl.), f.c.s., f.i.c. University College, Gower

Street, London, W.G.
Sir George Abraham Grierson, k. c.i.e., Ph.D., D.Litt.,

c.i.e., i.c.s. (retired). Rothfarnham, Camberley,

Surrey, England.
The Right Honble Baron Curzon of Kedleston,

m.a., d.c.l. , f.r.s. 1, Carlton House Terrace, Lon-

don, S.W.
1908 July 1. Lt.-Col. Henry Haversham Godwin-Austen, f.r.s.,

1908 July 1.

1911 Sept. 6.

1911 Sept. 6.

1911 Sept. 6.

1911 Sept. 6.

1911 Sept. (5.

M.R.C.9.,

F.z.s., f.r.g.s. Nora Godalming, Surrey, England.
Dr. H. Olclenberg. The University, Gottingen, Ger-

many.
Lieut.-Col. Alfred William Alcock, i.M.s., c.i.e., m.b.,

ll.d., c.M.z.s., f.r.s. Heathlands, Erith Road,

Belvedere, Kent, England.
Prof. Edward George Browne, m.a., m.b.,

l.r.c.p., m.r.a.s. Pembroke College, Cambridge.
Dr. A. Engler, Prof, of Systematic Botany, Univer-

sity of Berlin, Prussia.

Sir Clements Markhara, k.c.b., f.r.s., d.sc. 21,

Eccleston Square, London, S.W.
Mahamahopadhyaya Kamakhyanath Tarkavagisa.

111-4, Shambazar Street, Calcutta.
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FELLOWS.

Date of Election.

1910 "Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb 2.

Dr. N. Annandale, D.sc, C.u.z.S., k.l.s.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya,
Kfc., C.S.I., JI.A., D.L., D.SC, F.R.A.S., F.E.S.B.

I. H. Burkill, Esq., m.a., f.l.s.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasnd Saslitri, c.i.e., m.a.

Sir Tbomas Holland, K.c.r.E., d.sc, a.r.c.s., f.g.s., f.r.s.

D. Hooper, Esq., f.c.s., P.L.S.

T. H. D. LaToucbe, Esq., b.a., f.g.s.

Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, m.a., b.L.

Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, Ph.D., Indian Army.
Dr. Prafulla Chandra Ray, D.sc

Lieut. -Col L. Rogers, c.i.e., mil, b.s., f.r.c.p., f.r.c.s.,

Dr. E. D. Ross, c.i.e., Ph.D.

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusami,
ALA., Ph.D.,, M.R.A.S.

Dr. G. Thibaut, Ph.D., C.I.E,

Dr. M. W. Travers, d.sc, f.tc.s.

A. Venis, Esq., m.a.

Dr. G. T. Walker, c.s.i., m.a., p.r.s.

1911 Feb. 1. Hon. Mr. E. A. Gait, c.s.r., c.i.e., i.c.s.

1911 Feb. 1. H. H. Hayden, Esq., d.sc, c.i.e., b.a., b.e., b.a.i., ma
1912 Feb. 7. ;

H. Beveridge, Esq., I.C.S, (retired).

1912 Feb. 7. J. C. Bose, Esq., c.s.i., c.i.e., m.a., d.sc

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

Prof. P. J. Bruhl, F.c.s.

Capt. S. R. Christophers, i.m.s.

Charles Stewart Middlemiss, Esq., b,a., f.g.s.

Major A. T. Gage, i.m.s.

E. Vredenburg, Esq., b.i., b.Sc., a.r.S.m., A.R.C.S., P.G.S,

J. Ph. Vogel, Esq., Ph.D., Litt.D.

1913 Feb. 5 S. W. Kemp, Esq., b.a.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.

Date ot Election.

1875 Dec. 1

1882 June 7

1885 Dec. 2

1886 Dec. 1

1899 April 5

1899 Nov. 1

Revd. J. D. Bate. 15, St. Jdki s Church RowL
Folkstone, Kent, England.

Herbert Giles, Esq. Europe.

Dr. A. Fiihrer. Europe.

Sarat Chandra Das, Rai Bahadur, c.i.e. 32, Greek

Row, Calcutta.

Pandit Tisnu Prasad Raj Bhandari. Chief

Librarian, Bir Library. Katmandu, Nepal.

Revd. E. Francotte, s.J. 30, Park Street, Calcutta.

1902 June 4. Revd. A. H. Francke. Niesky Ober-Lausitz, 6 r-

I
many.
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Date of Election

1908 July 1. Babu Dinesli Chandra Sen. 19, Kantapuker Lane,

Calcutta.

1908 July 1. Revel. Father J. Hoffmann, s.j. Manresa House,

i
Ranchi.

1909 Mar. 3. Rai Balkrislma Atmaram Gupte, Bahadur. Bel-

vedere, Calcutta.

1910 Sept 7. Shamsul Ulama Maulvi Ahmad Abdul Aziz.

L910 Sept. 7.

1910 Dec. 7.

Azeez Bag, City-Hyderabad, Deccan.

L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer, Esq. Thichur.

Rev. H. Hosten, s.J. 30, Park Street, Calcutta.

1913 Feb. 5. Kkendranath Ghosh, Esq., l.m.s.

LIST OF MEMBERS WHO HAVK BEEN ABSENT FROM
INDIA THREE YEARS AND UPWARDS*

Rule After
member leaving India, if no intimation of his wishes shall m the

interval have been received by the Society, his name shall be re-

moved from the List of Members.

The following members will be removed from the next Mem-
ber List of the Society under the operation of the above Rule:—

William Barclay Brown, Esq., i.c.s.

Sir Ernest Cable, Kt.

Miss Rachel Nathaniel Cohen, M.B., f.r.c.s.

Lieut .-Col. Dirom Grey Crawford, i.M.s.

Golap Shanker Dev-Sbarman, Esq., p.t.s., m.r.a.s.

Emanuel Mano Loffler, Esq.
Sir Jolm Ontario Miller, C.S.I. , r.c.s.

Sir John Stanley, Kt., K.C.I. 8., K.c.

LOSS OF MEMBERS DURING 1913

By Retirement.

Xawab Ali Hussain Khan.
Babu Satis Kumar Banerji.

Cyril Bergtheil, Esq.
Ratnakrishna Curran Bonerji, Esq.
Francis Bradley Bradley- Birt, Esq.
Major G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.

Henry Thorean Cullis, Esq., i.c.s.

Hon. Sir Archdale Earle, k.c.i.e , i.c .

Alexander Hale, Esq., m.i.c.i.e.

Evelyn Berkeley Howell, Esq., b.a., i.c.s

James Charles Jack, Esq., i.c.s.

Captain George King, m.b., i.m.s.

Major Clayton Lane, m.d., i.m.s.
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J. Walter Leather, Esq., Ph.D.

Capt. Frederick Percival Mackie.

Hon. Sir Arthur Henry Macmahon, k.C.i e.

Capt. William Macrae, r.e.

Arthur Cecil McWatters, Esq., i.CJ.

Rev. Niel Meldrum.
Babu Pranmtha Nath Mukherjee, m.a.

Major John Mulvany, i.m.s.

Capt. Charles Cecil Rowe Murphy.
Major William Frederick Travers O'Connor, CLE.

Capt. Terence Francis Owens, l.M s.

David Petrie, Esq.

Major John W. Forbes Rait, m.b„ k.s., i.m.s

T. A. Gopinath Rao, Esq., m.a.

Rai Bahadur Rajendra Chandra Snstri, M.A.

Shah Munir Alam, Esq., B.A., LL.B.

Hon. Mr. Justice Syed Sharfuddin.

Capt. Frank Robinson Teesdale.

J. H. Towle, Esq.

Major Henry John Williams.

Harold Wright, Esq., a.m.i.c.e.

By Death.

Ordinary Members.

Rai Ramsaran Das. Bahadur.
James Luke, Esq.

V. Vankaya, Esq.

Under Rule 40.

J. A. Anderson, Esq.

Rev. Evan Mackenzie.

Capt. Arthur C. Osburn, r.a.m.c

Major George Alam Robertson, 15th Lancers

Prof. E. Sommerfeldt.

ELLIOTT GOLD MEDAL
Recipients.

1893 Chandra Kanta Basu.

1895 Tati Bhusana Bhaduri, m.a.

1896 Jnan Saran Chakravarti, m.a .

1897 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

1901 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

IQfU S
Sarasi Lai Sarkar, M A.

\ Surendra Nath Maitra, m.a.

1907 Akshoyakumar Mazumder.

7 Q1

1

( Jitendra Nath Rakshit.
iyU

Jatindra Mohan Datta.
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BARCLAY MEMORIAL MEDAL.

Recipients.

1901 E. Ernest Green, Esq.
1903 Major Ronald Ross, f.r.c.s., c.b., cj.e., f.r.s., i.m.s.

(retired).

1905 Lieut.-Colonel D. D. Cunningham, f.r.s m C.i.e.,

i.m.s. (retired).

1907 Lieut.-Colonel Alfred William Alcock, m.b., ll.d.,

C.I.E., F.R.S.

1909 Lieut.-Colonel David Prain, m.a., m.b., ll.d.,

f.r.s. , i.m.s. (retired).

1911 Dr. Karl Diener.
1913 Major William Glen Listoc, m.d., c.i.e., i.m.s.
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1918.

STATEMENT
Asiatic Society

Dr.

To Establishment.

i • •

. . •

Stationery
Taxes
Postages
Freight
Auditing
Lights and Fans
Insurance fee
Petty Repairs
Miscellaneous

• • »

Salaries

Do. (Officer in charge for Researches in

History, Religion, Ethnology and Folklore

in Bengal)
Commission
Pension
Grain Allowance
Gratuity

Rs. As. P.

5,768 5 6

• # t

9 V fl

f • f

t ft •

• * *

To Contingencies.

•

• »

t •

t f>

• * •

* f t

• • •

> - »

» • t

I

• •

3,300
611 10 8

420
71 13 6
100

188 10

1,495
816 5 9
213 15 11

150
200 6
343 12

201 3

659 7 2

Rs. As. P.

10,271 13 8

4,268 6 4

Books
Binding

• •

• ft ft

To Library and Collections.

•

• - • • • * •

*

1,120 6 7
701 11

1,822 1 7

To Publications.

11 Journal and Proceedings " and M Memoirs "

To printing charges of Circulars, etc.

Interest on Government Paper purchased
Indian Science Congress
To Personal Account (write-off and miscellaneous

6,161 9
270 7

6,432
61 8

ft » •
9

t * f> 37 2

i 213 12

To Extraordinary Expenditure.

Royal Society's Scientific Catalogue
Balance

• • •

> • •

• * •

• t •

476 3 9

2,41,332 7 5

Total Rs. • • a 2,64,915 7 6
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No. 1

of Bengal 1913

Cr.

By Balance from last Report t • • • t •

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

2,32,334 7 8

By Cash Receipts.

• * •

•' • • •

• *

•

• • i

Interest on Investments
Rent of Room
Publications sold for cash

Allowance from Government of Bengal for the

publication of papers on Anthropological and

Cognate subjects m • • * • • •

Do.

Do.

do. Chief Commissioner of Assam
do do.

do. Government of Bengal for

Researches in History, Reli-

gion, Ethnology, and Folk-

lore in Bengal
• ••Loan

Subscription to Indian Science Congress

Miscellaneous . •
• • *

8,293 6 3

600
120 8

1,000

1,000

3,600
1,210
130
165 4 4

17.118 2 7

By Extraordinary Receipts.

Grant from Government of India to Royal

Society's Scientific Catalogue ... 1 ,000

By Personal Account.

t t • • •

* * •

Admission fees

Members' subscription

Subscriptions for the " Journal and Proceed-

ings" and " Memoirs
Sales on credit

Miscellaneous • • »

• • •

• • •

• • t

« • •

736
11,371

1,680
543 11 9

132 1 6
14,462 13 3

Total Rs. * ••

ASUTOSH MOOKERJEE,

2,64,915 7 6

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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STATEMENT
WIS. Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1, in

• • •

> . •

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure.

• • *

• • «

•

• • •

• •

• * •

Salaries

Commission
Postage
Editing charges
Contingencies
Printing charges
Stationery-

Freight
Lights and Pans
Grain allowance

To Personal Account (write-off and miscella-
neous) ...

Balance

• •

• •

• • m

t • *

• • •

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

1,766
32 10 1

219 12 9
1,513 8

41 12 6
3,448 13

12 7 10
102 13 7
33 13 10
26 11 3

7,198 6 10

• • 110 11

• • • 7,126 14 1

• • • 14,435 15 11

STATEMENT
1918. Oriental Publication Fund, No. 2-, in

Printing charges

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure

• •

Balance
• • •

• • •

• * t

- , •

Rs As. P.

2,643 5 O
2,981 14

Total Rs. 5,625 3 O
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No. 2.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 19L

Cr

By Balance from last Report

Rs. As. P.

• •

Rs. As. P.

3,193 5 5

By Cash Rece

Government Allowance
Publications sold for cash
Advances recovered

• • • • • •

* • •

k- *

9,000
541 3 3

67 12 9
9,609

Sales on credit

Miscellaneoas

By Personal Account.

• • • • t •

. •

• • • 1,629 8 6
4 2

1,633 10 6

Total Rs. « m • 14,435 15 11

ASUT08H MOOKEBJEE

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal

No. 3.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 1913

Cr.

By Balance from last Report • • t
• • •

Rs. As P.

625 3

By Cash Receipts

(Government Allowance • • -
5,000

Total Rs. 5,625 3

Asutosh Mookebjee,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.
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STATEMENT
19 IS. Oriental Publication Fund, No. 3, in

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

Printing charges • • • • •

Balance
• • *

» • i

Total Rs. • • •

- •

»

• • •

Rs. As. P.

691 6
507 3 6

• f • 1,198 9 6

STATEMENT
WIS. Sanskrit Manuscript Fund in Acct.

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P

Salaries • •*
* i • 1,518 6 9

Postage • ••
i * - • • 21 4 6

Contingencies • • • » a • 66 6 9
Stationery ... • • • • • • • 18 12 1

Purchase of Manuscripts t • i
ft # • 18) 2

Insurance ... > • • • • - • • 125
Grain allowance • • • • •* '

ft ft • 5
Lights and Fnn • * • • • • * • 33 13 10

1,968 13 11

3,665 6 9Balanci3 • • ft • • •

Total Rs. • • • 5,634 4 8
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No. 4.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 19L >

Cr

By Balance from last Report • •

.

i t •

Rs. As. P.

1,198 9 6

Total Rs. " * - i • • 1,198 9 B

ASUTOSH MOOKERJEE,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal

No. 8.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1918-

Cr.
Rs. As. F

By Balance from last Report » # • • • • in

Rs. As. P.

2,394 4 8

By Cash Receipts.

Government Allowance

Publications sold for cash

• » •

• ••

• • • 3,200
5

3,205

By Personal Account.

Sales on credit • • • - • •
• • * * •

35

Total Rs. 5,634 4 8

ASUTOSH MOOKERJEE,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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WIS.

STATEMENT
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund in

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

Salaries • • • • • • *•* 1,983 10 3
Contingencies • • • • • • • • • 4 10
Stationery ... • • « • • • a • 8 4 1
Lights and Fan • • i • • • 11 2 10
Travelling charges • • • • • • • • • 344 10
Loan • « • • • • t • 1,210
Insurance ... • • • • • • 1 1 31 4
Printing «•» • • • « • • 623 4

4,216 13 2

Balanoe

Total

• • •

Rs.

ft*

• • m

1,346 10 10

6 ,563 8

1918.

STATEMENT
Bardic Chronicle MSS. Fund in

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

Travelling charges • • t

Balance
• • •

• • •

• • •

» •

Kb. As. P.

148 6 6

138 4

Total Rv.
• • 286 10 6
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No. 6.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 1913.

Cr.

By Balance from last Report • * * • • •

Rs. As. P.

1,230 2 8

By Cash Receipts,

Government Allowance • i • • « • 4.333 5 4

Total Rs. ... 5,563 8

ASDTOSH MOOKERJEE,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

No. 7.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. WIS

Cr.

By Balance from last Report • • . •• •

Rs. As. P.

286 10 6

Total Rs. ... 286 10 6

ASUTOSH MOOKERJEE,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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WIS.

STATEMENT
Personal

Dr.

To Balance from last Report • • •

Rs. As. P.

• t

Rs. As. P.

5,213 10 7

To Cash Expenditure.

Advances for purchase of Manuscripts, etc.

To Asiatic Society

Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1
>>

>* Sanskrit MSS. Fund • • •

• • *

• • •

. • •

• • •

14,462 13 3

1,633 10 6
35

461 5 9

16,131 7 9

Total Rs. * I
21,806 8 1

WIS.

STATEMENT
Invest-

or

To Balance from last Report
„ Purchase * »

*

• * •

Total Rs.

Value.

Rs. Ab. P.

.. 2,38,700
... 10,000

Cost.

Rs. As. P.

2,35,951 10

9,612 8

... 2,48,700 2,45,563 8 10

Funds

Asiatic Society
Trust Fund

Total Ks.

Permanent Rvbkbti

Value. Cost.

• * »

• t »

Rs.
1,64,100

1,400

A P. Rs. U.P.
1,62,785 9 8

1,339 6

i

Temporary Kb&ervk

Total Cost

Rs. A. P.
83,200

Rs. A.

* I *

81,438

1,65,500 l,64,12415i 6 83,200, 81,438

9
• * *

i i

9

P.

2
• *

Rs.
2,44,224

1,339

A.

I

6

P.
10

2 2,45,563i 810
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No. 8.

Account WIS.

Cr.

By Cash Receipts
Asiatic Society

Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

• • •

• • •

t *

• •

By Balance. Due to the
Society.

Due by the
Society.

No. 9

merit.

Rs As. r. Rs. As. P.
Members 4,K7 5 2 1 110 13 9
Subscribers t * t t * • • 24
Employes 30 100
Oriental Publication
Fund, No. 1 432 1 • • • « f ft ft »

Bardic Chronicle
Fund 300 I - | • « ft • * * ft

Arabic and Persian
Fund 150 1 ft ft * • ft

\Hscellaneous 249
J

12 6 1 415 12

5,339 1 8 1 650 9 9

Total R*

Rs. As. P.

• -

213 12
110 11

ASUTOSH MOOKERJEF,

Rs. As. P.

16,793 9 2

324 7

4,688 7 11

2 ! ,806 8 1

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal

1913.

By Balance

Cr

Total Rs.

Value.

Rs. As. P

Cost.

Rs. As. P

2,48,700 2,45,563 8 10

. 2,48,700 2,45,563 8 10

AflTTOSH MOOKERJEF,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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1918.

STATEMENT
Trust

Dr.

To Pension

„ Commission for realizing interest

* I I

r • *

Balance
< • •

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P.

48
4

• • •

Rs. As. P.

48 4

1,468 7 10

1,516 11 10

STATEMENT
Cash

Dr

To Balance from last Report t •
• • • « •

.

Rs. As. P.

1,565 11 10

RECEIPT8.

• * • • ••
To Asiatic Society

„ Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

„ Do. do. No. 2

„ Sanskrit MSS. Fund
„ Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund
,, Personal Account
,, Trust Fond

• •

t • • * • •

• • I

Rs. As. P.

18,118 2

9,609
5,000

3,205
4,333 5

16,793 9

49

7

4
2

57,108 1 1

Total R • • • 58,673 12 11
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No. 10.

Fund.

Cr.

By Balance from last Report

.. Interest on Investment
9 ft •

» *

• 9 •

i * m

• « ft

t ff 9

Rs. As. P.

1,467 11 10

49

Total Rs. • • t 1,516 11 10

ASUTOSH MOOKERJEE,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

No. 11.

Account-

Cr.

Expenditure.

• * •
• •By Asiatic Society

Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

Do. do. No. 2

Do. do. No. 3

Sanskrit MSS. Fund
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund

Bardic Chronicles MSS. Fund

Personal Account
Investment
Trust Fund

Balance

t •

. • *

• • •

< * t

• • •

• » .

• #

. • i

• •

• t

Total Rs.

Rg. As. P. Rs. As. P.

23,369
7,198
2,643

691
1,968

4,216
148
461

9,612
48

4 1

6 10
5

6
13 11

13 2

6
5

8

4

6
9

50,358 9 3

8,315 3 8

58,673 12 11

ASUTOSH MOOKERJKK.

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.
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WIS.

STATEMENT
Balance

LIABILITIES.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

i 4 I
Asiatic Society
Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

Do. do. No. 2
Do. do No. 3.

Sanskrit MSS. Fund
Arabic and Persian MSS Fund .

Bardic Chronicles MSS. Fund
Trust Fund

m 2,41,332 7

7,126 14
2,981 14

507 3

5
1

6

3,665

1,346

138

6
10

1

9
10

1,468 7 10

2,58,567

2,58,567

4 5

*

Total Ri 4 5

We have examined the above Balance Sheet, and the appended detailed
Accounts with the books and vouchers presented to us, and certify that it is
in accordance therewith, correctly setting forth the position of the Society as
at 31st December, 1913.

Calcutta,

Oth April, 1914.

Meugens, King & Co.,

Chartered Accountants,
Auditors
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No. 12.

Sheet. 191
01

O

ASSETS.

Rs. As. P. Rs As. P.

Personal Account .. ... • •• 4,688 7 11

Investment (3£°/o Government Pro. Notes cost) 2,45,563 8 10

Casli Account ... ... -• 8,315 3 8

3°/Q Government Fro. Note at the Bank of

Bengal's Safe Custody Account, Cashier's

Security Deposit, Rs. 500

2,58,567 4 5

• • . ••• ••• •••

Total Rs. ... 2,58,567 4 5

ASUTOSB MnOKERJEE,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.
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Liabilities up to 81st December, 1918

FUNDS.

• i* * « * • • • • pAsiatic Society

Oriental Publication Fond, No. 1 (For printing and editing)

Do. do. No. 2 (For printing)

Do. do. No. 3 (For printing)

Bardic Chronicles MSS. Fund (For printing)

• • •

t * *

« t f t * t

Total Rs. • # t

Es. As. P.

4,655 10
4,833 2

704 13

327
332 4

0*

10.852 13

# As against a cash balance on the year's working in favour of the

Society of Rs. 8,997-15-9.



MARCH, 1914

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 4th March, 1914, at 9-15 p.m.

- Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE., Vice-
President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Dr. P. J. Briihl,

Mr. G. R. Clarke, Mr. 0. C. Ganguly, Mr. F. H. Gravely, Rev.
H. Hosten, S.J., Dr. 0. Strauss, Rev. J. Watt.

Visitor:—Miss M. Tonnet.

The Minutes of the January Meeting and the Annual
Meeting were read and confirmed.

Forty-nine presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. J. R. R. Wilson,

Major D. Munro, I.M.S., and Mr. D. J. Macpherson, I.C.S.,

have expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary also reported the death of Dr. Albert

Gunther and Dr. Alfred Russell Wallace, Honorary Fellows,

and Pandit Visnuprasad Rajbhandarl, an Associate Member
of the Society.

Subba Visnuprasad Rajbhandarl was descended from a

long line of hereditary Prime Ministers of the Newar Rajas of

Nepal. His grandfather did his best to support the cause of

the Newar Rajas against the Gurkha invaders. Unsuccessful

in his attempt he went to voluntary exile with the Raja
at Benares and died on the bank of the Gandak where it

is said that he was turned into a hillock. Visnuprasad's

father was a class friend of Jung Bahadur and was the Gover-

nor of Western Nepal. When Jung made himself master of

Nepal by the events of 1846, Visnuprasad's father retired

from State Service and trained his son for literary profes-

sion. Jung Bahadur made him Librarian of the Durbar
Library—a post which eminently fitted him. Visnuprasad

was an ardent student of Tantra and thorough believer in

its doctrines. He has made a large collection of Tantric works

and Tantric charts and pictures which has made that Library

a unique source of information on Tantric subjects. His

death is mourned by a large circle of friends and admirers both

among the Newars and Gurkhas of Nepal.
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The Council reported that there is a vacancy in the list of

Associate Members and therefore recommended Bada Kaji

Marlciman Simha of Nepal and an Examiner of the Calcutta

University in Paharia, for election as an Associate Member at

the next meeting.

Bada Kaji Marlciman Simha is a Newar gentleman of good

family, who has risen high in the Gurkha State Service.

He knows Newari because that is his mother-tongue ; he knows
Paharia, the State language of Nepal ; he knows Sanskrit and
he knows English. He has long been an Examiner in Paharia

language in the Calcutta University. His thorough know-
ledge of the language and literature in Newari, Pahari and
Sanskrit in Nepal and his intimate acquaintance with the liter-

ary movements outside Nepal make him a valuable acquisition

to the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

The General Secretary laid on the table the minutes of a

meeting of the Fellows of the Society recommending the

following addition to Regulation 2 governing the nomination
and election of Fellows among the Ordinary Members for the

information of the Monthly General Meeting under Rule 48 (a)

:

"Each Fellow shall be at liberty to nominate one candi-

date only."

The General Secretary read the names of the following

gentlemen who were appointed to serve on the various commit-
tees during 1914:

—

Finance Committee.

Dr. N. Annandale.
Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt.
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, C.I.E.
Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Candra Vidyabhusana, M.A.
Mr. W- K. Dods.

W

Library Committee.

Dr. N. Annandale.
Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt.
Dr. W. A. K. Christie.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, C.I.E.
Mr. J. A. Chapman.
Dr. E. P. Harrison.
Dr. H. H. Hayden.
Major C. L. Peart, LA.
Dr. G. Thibaut.
Dr. D. B. Spooner.
Mr. J. Cogain Brown.
Mr. S. W. Kemp.
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Captain C. A. Godson, I.M.S.

Dr. 0. Strauss,

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Candra Vidyabhusana.
Dr. P. J. Bruhl.

Philological Committee.

Dr. Abdulla-al-Mamun Suhrawardy.
Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt.

Dr. Girindra Nath Mukhopadhyaya.
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE.
Babu Monmohan Chakravartl.

Babu Muralidhar Banerji

Babu Nogendra Nath Vasu.
Babu Raklial Das Banerji.

Dr. Satis Candra Vidyabhusana.
Dr. G. Thibaut.
Major C. L. Peart, I.A.

Maulavi Abdul Wali.
Dr. E. Venis.

Babu Nilmani Chakravartl.

Dr. 0. Strauss.

Maulavi M. Hedayet Hossein.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary
Members

Mr.
W

S. W. Kemp ; Monsieur J. Bacot, Member of the Soeiete

Asiatique de Paris, 31 quai d'Orsay. Paris, proposed by Dr.

E. Denison Ross, seconded by Major C. L. Peart, I.A. ; Mr.

Baffl
ad

William

proposed by Lieut.-Col. L. Rogers, I.M.S. , seconded by Major

W
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, on behalf of Dr.

Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, exhibited a stone image of

Amitabha of Uttarakuru.

The following paper was read :

Buddhist By Dr. J. P.

VOGEL.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

The reading of the following papers were postponed :-

1. Edilpur Grant of Kesavasena.—By R. D. Banerji.

2. Kathkari.—By B. A. Gupte.
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The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, the

11th March, 1914, at 9-30 p.m.

Lieut.-Col. L. Rogers, C.I.E., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., in the

chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. C. A. Bentlev, Mr. J. Coggin Brown, Lieut.-Col. J. T.

Calvert, I.M.S., Major E. D. W. Grieg, I M.S., Dr. W. C.

Hossack, Dr. A. M. Leake, Surgeon Capt. F. F. MacCabe,
Lieut.-Col. E. A R. Newman, I. M.S., Mr. Alain Raffin, Captain
C. A. Godson, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors:—Dr. A. H. W. Baily, Dr. R. H. Marsall and
others.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Two clinical cases

—

(1) a case of cervical ribs, (2) a case of

transposition of viscera, were shown to the meeting.

Col. Newman read a paper entitled ' f The Operation of

election for the radical cure of inguinal hernia" which was
followed by the second portion of Dr. Bentley's paper " Malaria
in Lower Bengal, its Origin and Remedy."

It was proposed by Dr. Hossack and passed that the
Medical Section address the Council of the Asiatic Society with
a view to arranging a special meeting of the Medical Section to

which Engineers and others interested in the subject may be
invited to discuss Dr. Bentley's paper, owing to the general

importance of the subject and suggested remedy.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 1st April, 1914, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, M.A., CLE.,
F.A.S.B., Vice-President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Maulvi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. J. Coggin

Brown, Mr. S. W. Kemp, Mr. C. S. Middlemiss, Dr. G. E.

Pilgrim, Mr. G. Stadler, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

Visitor:— Mr. L. A. Matley.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Seventy-one presentations were announced.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

Members

:

Mr. T. K. Laddu, Prof, of Sanskrit, Queen's College,

Benares, proposed by Dr. O. Strauss, seconded by Dr. Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana; Mr. Alexander L. Davenport, Asst.,

Messrs. Bird & Co., Calcutta, proposed by Mr. W. Kirkpatrick,

seconded by Major C. L. Peart; Babu Profulla Nath Tagore,

Zemindar. 1, Durponarain Tagore's Street, Calcutta, proposed

by Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra

Vidyabhusana; Mr. 31. A. Latif, Merchant, 83, Elliott Road,

Calcutta, proposed by Maulvi Hidayet Hosain, seconded by

Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana; Babu Nikhil Nath Maitra,

M.A., Prof., Presidency College, 72, Lansdowne Road, Cal-

cutta, proposed by Maulvi Hidayet Hosain, seconded by Babu

Prafulla Chandra Ghosh ; Mr. Amir Ahmed Ansari, B.A. ,
Begam

Cothee, Meerut, proposed by Aga Mahammad Kasim Shirazi,

seconded by Major C. L. Peart; Babu Gopaldas Chaudhuri,

M.A., Zemindar, 32, Beadon Row, Calcutta, proposed by Dr.

B L.' Chaudhuri, seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana ;

Dr. Nares Chandra Sen-Gupta, M.A., D.L., Vakil, High Court,

3, Duff Lane, Calcutta, proposed by Babu Rakhal Das Banerji,

seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

as

Member ;

ngh
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Mr. C. S. Middlemiss exhibited specimens and articles of

jade and allied minerals obtained in Kashmir.

Mr. J. Coggin Brown exhibited some recently discovered
stone implements from Burma.

The following papers were read :

—

1. Ilydrophilidae from the Lake of Tiberias—By A.
d'Orchymont. Communicated by Dr. N. Annandale.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of
the Journal.

2. Note on Leaf Variation on Heptapleurum venulosum,
Seem. - By M. S. Ramaswami, M.A.

3. Amphipoda and Isopoda from the Lake of Tiberias.
By Walter N. Tattersall, D.Sc. Communicated by Dr. N.
Annandale.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of
the Journal.

O
The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

8th April, 1914, at 9-30 p.m.
Wednesday

His Excellency The Right Hon'ble Thomas David
Baron Carmichael of Skirling, G.C.I.E., K.C.M.G., in the
chair.

The following members were present

:

•Col

W
Capt. J. D. Sandes, I.M.S., Mr. G. Stadler, Capt. C. A. God-
son, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors:—Sir R. P. Ashton, Mr. J. Bowie, Mr. S. Eustace,
Br. W. M. Haffkine, Mr. C. A. Tegart, Mr. G. Findlay Shirras.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The following subject was discussed

:

"The Method of Bonificazione as a Remedy for the Pre-
valence of Malaria in Lower Bengal.

"
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was hold on

VVednesd

N Annandale, Esq., D.Sc., C.M.Z.S., F.L.S ,
F.A.S.B..

in the chair.

The following members were present :
-

Wal
Babu Ramesh Chandra Mazumdar, Major C. L. Peart, I. A.

MahamahopadhyayaHaraprasadSha*tri,C I.E., Mr. G. St I lei

Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Thirty-four presentations were announced.

W
Hon'ble Col. O. F. A. Harris, C.S.I , Dr. K. Ahmed, Capt.

J. H. Burgess, I.M.S., Mr. W- A. Burns, and Lieut. H. G.

Maturin have expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The Chairman announced :

1. That Dr. E. P. Harrison has been appointed to act as

Physical Science Secretary and Honorary Secretary to the

Regional Bureau of the international Catalogue of Scientific

Literature, in the place of Dr. W. A. K. Christie, gone home.

2. That Dr. N. Annandale has been appointed as Joint

Honorary Secretary to the Regional Bureau of the Inter-

national Catalogue of Scientific Literature, in the place of Mr.

F. H. Gravely, resigned.

3. That Mr. C. S. Middlemiss has been appointed a mem-

ber of Council in the place of Dr. H H. Hayden, resigned.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

Members

:

Major Horace Hayman Wilson, The King's Own Royal

Lancaster Regiment, Lebong, Darjeeling proposed by Major

C. L. Peart, LA., seconded by Lieut.-Col W J. Buchanan,

IMS • Mr. K. Rumuni Menon, Prof, of Zoology, Presidency

College, Madras, proposed by Dr. N. Annandale, seconded by

Mr. i. H. Gravely.

The following papers were read :

1. Edilpur Grant of Kesavasena.—By R. D. Banbbji.

Postponed from last Meeting.)
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2. Kathkari.—By B. A. Gupte. (Postponed from last

Meeting.)

These two papers have been published in the Journal for

March, 1914.

3. Talcher plate of Gayadatiingadeva.—By R. D. Banerji,

M.A.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

•/

•/ the Asiatic Society of

Congress

15*A, 16th and 17/A, 1914.

The first Indian Science Congress was held in the rooms
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal on January 15th. 16th and 17th,

1914, with His Excellency Lord Carmichael, G.C.I E., K.C.M.G.,
Governor of Bengal, as Patron, and the Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh
Mukhopadhyaya, Kt., C.S.I. , as President. One hundred and
tive members attended from various parts of the Indian
Empire, though this number was undoubtedly increased by
delegates to the Centenary of the Indian Museum, which was
celebrated at the same time.

At the opening meeting the President in his address dealt

fully with the history, objects and scope of the movement.
The address is printed in extenso below.

The reading of papers commenced at the conclusion of the

address, the Congress dividing into sections, the Chairmen of

which were :

—

Chemistry . . Prof. P. S. MacMahon Lucknow.
Physics .. Prof. V- H. Jackson .. Patna.
Zoology . . Dr. J. R. Henderson .

.

Madras.
Geology , . Dr. H. H. Hayden .

.

Calcutta.
Botany . . Mr. C. C Calder .

.

Calcutta.
Ethnography . . Mr. L. K. Anantha Krishna

Iyer .

.

.

.

Cochin.

Mr. D. Hooper of the Botanical Survey was Honorary Secre-
tary and Treasurer until his departure from India in February,
1914.

Address.
Gentlemen,

I do not use the language of mere conventional courtesy
when I say that although I am deeply grateful to you for your
invitation to take the Chair at this the inaugural meeting of
the Indian Science Congress, I cannot but feel that on this
occasion the Chair might have been more fittingly occupied
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by one of the many distinguished investigators who are

present in this assembly and who have devoted the best of

their lives exclusivelv to the work of the advancement of

Science. Let me assure you, however, that although I am
deficient in many respects, I yield to none in an anxious desire

to promote those objects for the attainment of which this

Congress has been convened.

We meet in this historic building on the anniversary of a

date ever memorable in the annals of research, scientific and

philological, in the British Empire in the East, for it was just

one hundred and thirty years ago, on the 15th of January,

1784, that the Asiatic Society was founded by Sir William

Jones, one of the most gifted of the many noble sons of

Britain who have devoted their lives to the cause of the

advancement of knowledge amongst the people of this land.

The Asiatic Society thus founded has been throughout its long

career the principal source of inspiration in the organization

and advancement of scientific research of every description in

this country, and it is eminently befitting that the first meet-

ing of the Indian Science Congress should be held in th<

rooms of the Soceity and directly under its auspices. It is

further fortunate that we should be able to hold the Congress

simultaneously with the celebration of the centenary of the

foundation of the Indian Museum, which had its origin in the

activities of the members of the Asiatic Society, and which by

the invaluable work of its scientific officers in various depart-

ments has justly attained world-wide reputation. The times

are manifestly favourable to the establishment of an Indian

Science Congress, and I trust I may rely upon your indul-

gence, while I briefly narrate how the idea to hold such a

Congress originated, took shape and was developed.

It is now more than two years ago that Professor Mac-

Mahon of the Canning College at Lucknow, and Professor

Simonson of the Presidency College at Madras, brought for-

ward a proposal for the foundation of an Indian Association

for the Advancement of Science. The object and scope of the

proposed Institution were stated to be similar to those of the

British Association for the Advancement of Science, namely,

to give a stronger impulse and a more systematic direction to

scientific enquiry, to promote the intercourse of Societies and

individuals interested in Science in different parts of the

country, to obtain a more general attention to the objects of

Pure and Applied Science and the removal of any disadvan-

tages of a public kind which may impede its progress. Tins

proposal was widely circulated amongst persons of culture

interested in the spVead and development of Science in this

country, and the fundamental idea, as might easily have been

anticipated, met with favourable reception. The scholars

approached were not slow to recognize the desirability of co-
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ordination of scientific work and co- operation amongst scienti-
fic workers. It is not necessary on the present occasion to
attempt an exhaustive enumeration of the different branches
of scientific activity in which teachers and investigators are
engaged throughout this great continent. To enable us to
appreciate the vast extent and varied nature of the scientific
work to which they are devoted one need recall to mind only
the numerous colleges affiliated to the various Indian Univer-
sities, where the study of Mathematics, Pure and Applied,
Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry and Biology is enthusiastically
pursued; the excellent Institutions where branches of profes-
sional knowledge like Medicine and Engineering, whose founda
tions lie on a deep-rooted scientific basis, are studied; the
Institutes which are maintained in a high state of efficiency by
private munificence or by State grants, solely for the cultiva-
tion and advancement of Pure and Applied Science; the
Observatories where Astronomical and Meteorological investi-
gations are regularly carried on ; the various departments of
the State entrusted with the sj>e -ial care of important branches
of knowledge like Geology, Botany, Agriculture, Forestry,
Sanitation, Bacteriology, Meteorology, Trigonometrical Survey,
•Marine Survey, and Archaeology; finally, our splendid
Museums which have been in the past the chief centres of
Zoological and Anthropological study and research. In a
domain so vast in extent and diverse in character, it is ob-
viously essential, if the fullest measure of efficiency and
success is to be achieved, that the men of Science, engaged in
study and instruction, whether individually or in small groups,
should be brought into close association with each other ; they
really constitute an army of workers whose service to the
State are materially impaired in strength if they are allowed
always to remain scattered and isolated. The advantages of
personal intercourse between scientific workers, engaged in the
same field of activity or in the pursuit of allied lines of
research, are too obvious to require much elaboration. The
most beneficent results may be achieved by an instructive
interchange of ideas between scientific men; they may, how-
ever, not only mutually communicate their ideas, they may
also state the advance made in their own respective spheres cf
action, and indicate to each other the special departments
which may be most profitably cultivated or the outstanding
problems which may be attacked with the greatest utility,
tfut personal association amongst scientific men may be preg-
nant with important consequences, not merely by a fruitful
exchange of ideas; cultivators of Science, by periodical
meetings and discussions, may bring their aims and view
prominently into public notice, and mav also, whenever
necessary, press them upon the attention of the Government,-a contingency by no means remote, for, as experience has
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shown, even the most enlightened Governments occasionally

require to be reminded of the full extent of the paramount
claims of Science upon the Public Funds. The votaries

of Science may, in this manner, give to their researches a

profitable direction, enable teachers and investigators to obtain

an intimate acquaintance with the practical needs of the

country, foster the growth of active co-operation between

Europeans and Indians in the spread of scientific education,

and, what is of the greatest importance in our present condi-

tion, on the one hand, bring home to the commercial com-

munity the inestimable value of science as an essential factor

of industrial regeneration, and, on the other hand, make tho

landed aristocracy realize that science enables us to solve

difficult agricultural problems and thereby to revolutionize

agricultural methods. In view of the various standpoints I

have just briefly indicated, it was only natural that the idea,

which lay at the basis of the proposal to establish an Indian

Association for the Advancement of Science, should meet with

ready recognition. But it was felt by many men of experience

that the pressure of heavy official duties under which many
investigators here carry on their scientific work, the climatic

conditions which prevail in this country, and the long distances

which have to be traversed, constitute practical difficulties of

no mean order in the way of the immediate formation of a

peripatetic association, designed to meet periodically in turn

in all the different centres of scientific activity. As the result

of full discussion of the situation, the view ultimately prevailed

that the desired object could be attained if a Science Congress

was held in the first instance in Calcutta, under the leadership

of the Asiatic Society, and simultaneously with the Indian

Museum Centenary Celebrations, which, under the special

facilities generously afforded by the Government of India to

scientific officers, was likely to* be attended by a large number

of distinguished scientific men. It is, I think, distinctly for-

funate for the success of the movement that we have been

able to secure as our Patron, His Excellency Lord Carmichael,

whose devotion to the cause of scientific research is equalled

only by his fame as a just and sympathetic statesman. I

trust it may fairly be maintained that we have started our

work under as favourable an auspice as the promoters and

supporters of the movement could reasonably expect under

the present conditions. Their call to scientific workers has met

with generous response, as is amply indicated by the presence

here of many notable investigators from all parts of the

Indian Empire. We hav also been favoured with a number

of important papers on Chemistry, Physics, Zoology, Geology,

Botany, and. last but not least, the fascinating subject of

Ethnography which is too often regarded, very erroneously,

as a popular and non-scientific branch of study. I now beg to
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accord a most cordial welcome to each and every one of our
members and guests and declare this Congress open.

List of Papers.

Chemistry .

The Hot Springs of India. By C. Schulten.
Contribution to our Knowledge of the Element Boron Bv
W. M. Travers

Contribution to our Knowledge of the Chemistry of Santa-
Jin. By J. C. Cain and J. L. Simmonsen.

The action of Nitric Oxide on Metallic Peroxides. By
B. C. Dutt.

An Improved Method of using Oil ( ias. By K. S. Caldwell.
The Action of light on Silver Chloride. By Prof. MacMahon.
An Attempt to apply Newton's Law of Universal Attraction

to explain some important facts newly observed (by
Author) in Physical Chemistry. A Contribution to our
present Knowledge of Chemical Affinity. By M. N.
Banerjee.

A note on Magnesium Boride and Amorphous Carbon.
By R. C. Roy.

Physics.

The Thermal Value of Sunlight in Northern India. By
J. Hector Barnes.

Modification of the Sensitive Quadrant Electrometers, and
Measurement of Atmospheric Electricity at Patna. By
Prof. V. H. Jackson.

Experiments on the Interference and Diffraction of Light
at Oblique Incidences. By C. V. Raman.

Investigations of the Maintenance of Vibration. By C. V. -

Raman.
The Dynamical Theory of Diffraction. By D N. Mallik.
Optical Theories : a brief survey. By D. N. Mallik.
Ihe Basis of Seasonal Forecasting. By G. T. Walker.

Zoology.

A short account of the Cestoda of British India. By T.
Southwell. J

Hilsa Cultivation in Bengal. By T. Southwell.
Convergence in Aquatic Animals. By N. Annandale.
-Medical Enthomology

: its Scope and Economic Aspects.By Capt. W. S. Patton, I.M.S.

Ivf,^ Dl3tlibution of the Tibetan Stag (Cervus
Wallichii). By Lt.-Col. J. Manners Smith.

indo-Australian Passalid Beetles and their Distribution.By F. H. Gravely.
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The Peritoneum and the Absorption of Fluids from the

Peritoneal Cavity. By T. H. Bishop.

The Presence and Absence of the Gall Bladder in the

Rodentia. By Major R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S.

On the Reproductive System of Atopos. By E. Ghosh.

Geology.

The Classification of the Gondwana System. By E.

Vredenburg.
On the Correlation of the Kamthi Beds. By H. C. Dass

Gupta.
A Note on Radio-activity of the Kolar Rocks. By H. E.

Watson.

Botany.

Indian Botanical Problems. By P. Briihh

Wild Plants in the neighbourhood of Calcutta. By P
Mukerjee.

Ethnography.

A comparative study of the Marriage Customs of the

Cochin Castes. By L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer.

Relics of the Constitution of Mud Turtles in India and

Burma. By N. Annandale and M. Haraprasad Shastri.

Stone Implements from Yunnan. By J. Coggin Brown.
Distribution of the Shan Tribes of Yunnan. By J. Coggin

Brown.
Magic and Witchcraft of Chota Nagpur. £y S. C. Roy.

The Nainbuthin Brahmins of Malabar. By L. K. Anantha
Krishna Iyer.

The Council of the Asiatic Society of Bengal has agreed

to publish such of these papers as are accepted by its Publica-

tion Committee.

Resolutions passed at a meeting of the Indian Science

Congkess, January 29th, 1914.

1. That the Asiatic Society be requested to publish foi

the present an account of the proceedings of the Congress, and

of such of the papers read as might be agreed upon by the

Congress Committee and the Secretaries of the Society.

2. That the invitation to have the next meeting of

Congress at Madras be accepted, the date and all other details

to be settled by the Madras Committee in consultation with

the Calcutta Committee and the Committees to be formed in

other centres.
!
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Indian Science Congress Account, 1914.

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P
Subscriptions raised .

.

.

.

883
Expenditure •. .. 504 7

Balance in hand. (This sum
has been remitted to the

Local Secretary at Madras) 378 9

Total ,. 883



Wednesd

JUNE, 1914.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
M.

Lieut. Colonel L. Rogers, CLE, M.D., B.S., F.R.C P
F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M S., Vice-President, in the chair.

The following members were present:

Maulvi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annan^ale, Mr. A. C. Atkinson
Mr. H. S Bion, Dr. P. J. Bruhl, Mr. J. A. Chapman, Dr. B l!
Chaudhuri, Mr C S. Fox, Mr. F. H. Gravely, Mr. A. H. Harley,
Dr. E. P. Harrison, Mr. H. C. Jones, Mr. S. W. Kemp Major
C. L. Peart, Dr G. E. Pilgrim, Mr. G. Stadler, Bev. J. Watt.

Visitors:—Mr. R. W. Palmer, Mr. M. Sale, Mr. A. T.
Wilson.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Thirty-five presentations were announced.

Th 1* General Secretary reported that the Hon. Justice Sir
Herbert William Cameron Carnduff, Kt , C.I.E., I.C.S., and
Babu Manmathanath Mukherjee have expressed a wish to
withdraw from the Society.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary
Members :

—

Br. Satyendra Nath Roy, M.B. (Cal.), F.R.C S.E., Lecturer
on Medicine, Albert Victor Hospital, 46, Beadon Street, Cal-
cutta, proposed by Rai Bahadur Hiralal Bose, seconded by-

Major C. L. Peart I. A.; Mr. B. K. Bam, B.A. (Cal. and Can-
tab), I.C.S., Assistant Magistrate, Burdwan, proposed by Maha-
mahopadhj'aya Haraprasad Shastri, seconded by Babu Rakhal
Das Banerji ; Mr. l\ R. Awati, B.A. (Cantab), D.I.C. (Lond.),
F.ES., 2^, Samavaya Mansions, Corporation Street, Calcutta,

proposed by Lieut.-Col. L. Rogers, C I.E., seconded by Major
E. D. W. Greig, I.M.S.

W
1 am.

The Chilka Lake is a shallow lazoon on the east coast of

India, some thirty miles long and ten miles broad. If in

connected with the sea by a narrow mouth which opens into

a channel separated from the main body of the lake !>y a
A- m Mr

series of peninsulas and islands and running parallel to the

The salinitv of the water differs greatly at differentcoast.

-easons. high
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than that of the rest of the lake. The fauna, which we are

now investigating in detail, consists of a mixture of marino

and fre-hwater types with a crrtain element that appears to

be peculiar to brackish water. Among mammals Orcella brevU

rostris and Lutra macrodus are commoir. Crocodiles, mann3
turtles and the mud-iuitle Ivmyda qranosa intermedia^ with a

species of Hydrophis, Cerberus rhyncops and Chp.rshydrus

granulatas, iepresent the reptiles Fish, including several

species of shark and ray, are numerous, the great majority
belonging to small species. Prawns of the family Ptneidae
occur in great abundance, together with forms so charac-

teristic of freth water as Caridina ; except in the outer channel,
the crabs are poorly represented. Of the other Crustacea,

four species of Rlysidae hove been found, three of Stoma to-

poda and large numbers of Amphipoda, Isopoda, etc. Most
of the molluscs are small and, except in the outer channel, a
large proportion are noteworthy on account of their extremely
delicate shells. Several of the Polvzoa and coelenterates have
already been found in brackish water in the Gangetic delta

;

others are new to science. The sponges include representa-
tives of three genera— Spongilla, a characteristic freshwater
genus, and Subcritcs and Cliona, a^5 characteristically marine.
The first two a?tually grow together and similarities in their
biolo.y have been observed. The b- ring sponge Clicna is

found in the shells of the larger Lamellibranchs and Gastrop ds.

An account of the fauna will bo published later in the
Memoirs of the Indian Museum.

Dr. E. P. Harrison exhibited the cc Gore Effect
M

in iron.
i

The read ng of the following papers was postponed

:

1. Note on the application of the principle, of Isostatic
compensation to the conditions prevailing benenlk the Indo-Gan-
gttic alluvium.—By H. H. Uxydes, C.I.E., D.So.

2. Action of Nitric Oxide on Metallic Peroxides suspended
in water, lart I.—By Bauun Chandra Dutt and Sukya
Naua van Sen. Communicated by the Physical Science 5. crdary.

3. Contributions from the Chemical Laboratory, Presidency
College

:

(a) Nitrites of the Su'plwrium Bases, Part I.—Trimethyl
sulphorium Nitrite.—By Rasik Lal Datta. Communicated'by
Dr. P. C. Ray.

(6) A new method for the preparation of Colloids.—By
Jsanendranath Mukiiopadhyaya. Communicated bu Dr.
P. C. Ray.

J

tantomerism
helpful

,
By Prafulla Chan-

dra Ray. Communicated by Dr. P. C. Ray.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 1st July, 1914, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,

M.A., Ph.D., F.A.S.B., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale. Babu Rakhal Das

Banerji, Mr. Percy Brown, Dr. P. J. Bruhl, Babu Nilmani

Chakravarti, Dr. B L. Chaudhuri, Mr. F. H. Gravely, Mr. A. H.

Harley, Maulavi M. Hidayat Husain, Hon. Mr. W. W. Hornell,

Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., Hon. Mr. C. H. Kesteven, Babu Ramesh

Chandra Majumdar, Mr. R. D. Mehta, CLE., Major C. L. Peart,

Dr. C. Schulten, Dr. O. Strauss.

Visitors:—Mr. W. Ivanow, Dr. L. P. TessitorL and Miss

M. Tonnet.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Thirty-four presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that the Rev. A. Willifer

Young has expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The following gentleman was balloted for as an Ordinary

Member

:

Babu Satya Gharan Laha, M.A., B.L., Merchant and Zemin

dar, 24, Sukea Street, Calcutta, proposed by Mahamahopa-

dhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, seconded by Babu Panchanan

Mukhopadhyaya.

Dr N. Annandale exhibited, on the lantern, a series of

photographs of Indian statues of Buddhas, illustrating the

conventional method of representing the robes in the late,

periods.

The following papers were read

:

1. The date of Chashtana.—By Ramesh Chandra Majum-

dar.

This paper has been published in the Journal for June

1914.

2. Spirit belief in the Jataha stories.—By Nilmani

ie of the death of Shah Beg Arghun, the ruler of
Chakravarti.

Sind.—By H. Beveridgb.
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4. Sirhind or Sehrind.—By H. Beveridge.

5. Note on a history of Firuz Shah called Sirat-i-Firuz

Shahi.—By Maulavi M. Hidayet Hosain.

Among the many valuable and rare MSS. in the Oriental
Public Library at Bankipore, I came across one interesting
MS. called Sirat-i-Firuz Shahi. In Europe there is no other
copy of this MS. in any of the libraries. I have also visited
many Libraries in India, such as that of Rainpur, Lucknow,
Hyderabad, Madras, Bombay, etc., but I did not find this rare
MS. in any of them. It may, therefore, be presumed that this

is the only copy of the MS. in existence.
I should like to draw the attention of the Archaeological

Department to this valuable MS. as it contains a description of

architecture, etc. If this MS. is translated or at least its text
is published it will be of great interest to the students of Indian
history.

No particular name has been given to this book, but as it

deals with an account of Firuz Shah it is called Sirat-i-Firii
Shahi. There is also no mention of the author of the work, but
the following lines in the book

^Ui ytil j ^iu ji^t ojur *£ ^i^ *u JUL,

prove that it must have been dictated by Firuz Shah himself,
as the word imld* *^t means lecture or dictation. The pre-

face however appears to have been added by some one else

though the original work, or at least its contents, are the
dictates of Firuz Shah himself.

The work in question begins with :

It is divided into four chapters :

1st chapter contains a short account of the reign of
Firuz Shah from his accession to the conquest of
Gujrat

2nd chapter deals with his justice, charitable deeds,
benevolence, suppression of evil and murder, etc. It
also gives a description of birds, animals, their habits,
peculiarities, and also a description of his hunting
excursions.

3rd chapter contains a description of buildings erected
by him, also what crops were cultivated, and what
kind of trees were grown at the time. It also deals
with how he brought a huge minaret from Sirmur
mountain to Ffruzabad (Delhi). Folios 946, 1026
contain illustrations showing the different positions of
the minaret when it was being carried to Firuzabad.
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4th chapter deals with astronomy and all the various

books written on this subject during his time It also

gives a description of observatories erected by him.

This chapter ends with a description of the instruments

of war.

It was composed in a.h. 772, a.d. 1370.

Folios 58, 59, 71, 73, 89 and 90 are either missing or have

been misplaced.

This MS. also bears many seals of Shah Jahan and Aurang-

zib. It is written in nasta'llq with gold ruled and coloured

borders. It was copied in Rabi' II a h. 1002.

This work is being referred to in the Bank i pore Library

Catalogue which is now in course of preparation by the staff of

the Library.

5*

6. >/ Udayadity

Samvat 1143 (1086 a.d.).—By Sahetyacharya Pt. Bishwesh-
war Nath Shastri. Communicated by the Joint Philological

Secretary.

Journal

1914.

W

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, the

8th July, 1914, at 9-30 p.m.

Lieut.-Colonel Sir L. Rogers, Kt., C.I.E., M.D. , B.S.,

F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Major W. V. Coppinger, I.M.S., Ma.

I.M.S., Dr. W. C. Hossack, Captain J. A. Shorten, I.M.b.,

Major R. P. Wilson, IMS., Captain C. A. Godson, I.M.S.,

Honorary Secretary.

Visitors :—Capt. Green Armitage, I.M.S ,
Major A. C.

MacGilchrist, I.M.S. , Major H. H. Proctor, I.M.S.

Minutes of the April meeting were read and confirmed.

Major A. C. MacGilchrist, I.M.S., read a paper entitled

"The relationship between Chemical Composition and Pharma-

cological Action, with special reference to Modern Therapeu-

tics.
»

>
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 5th August, 1914, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieut.-Colonel Sir L. Rogers, Kt., CLE., M.D., B.S.,

F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., Vice-President, in the

Chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. J. Coggin

Brown, Dr. P. J. Bruhl, Mr. C C Calder, Dr. B. L. Chau-

dhuri, Mr. F. H. Gravely, Mr. H. C Jones, Mr. R. D. Mehta,

CLE., Mr. C S. Middlemiss, Mr. E. B. H. Panton, Dr. Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana, Rev. J. Watt.

Visitors :—Mr. B. C Dutt and Mr. S. N. Sen.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.©

Thirteen presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that the Hon. Mr. Henry

Sharp, C I.E., Babu Ganesh Lai Barik, and Major John Wallace

Dick Megaw, I.M.S., have expressed a desire to withdraw from

the Society.

The Chairman announced that the Council has added the

name of Mr. G. H. Tipper to the Library Committee.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

Members

:

Signor L. P. Tessitori, D.Litt., Officer in charge of the

Bardic Chronicles, 8, Esplanade, Calcutta, proposed by Dr. N.

Annandale, seconded by Mr. F. H. Gravely ; Babu Bimala Churn

Law,B.A., Zemindar, 24, Sukea Street, Calcutta, proposed by

Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, seconded by Babu Gopal Das Chaudhun.

Mr. J. Coggin Brown exhibited three new Indian meteor-

ites.

The following papers were read :

1 . Note on the Application of the Principle of Isostatic Com-

pensation to the Conditions prevailing beneath the Indo-Gangetic

Alluvium.—By H. H. Hayden, C.I.E., D.Sc. {Postponed from

June meeting).

This paper has been published in the Journal for July,

1914.
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2. The Action of Nitric Oxide on Metallic Peroxides sus-

pended in Water. Part /, by Barun Chandra Dutt and Surya
Narayan Sen. Communicated by the Physical Science Secretary.

(Postponed from June meeting).

3. Materials for a Flora of the Malayan Peninsula, No. 25.

By J. Sykes Gamble, C.I.E., M.A., F.R.S., late of the

Indian Forest Department. Communicated by the Biological
S ecretary.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of
the Journal.

4. Notes on the Fat of Garcinia indica, the so-called kokara
butter.—By Harold H. Mann and N. V. Kanitkar.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 2nd September, 1914, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE.. M.A..

F.A.S.B., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following members were present :

Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Babu Nilmani

Chakravarti, Mr. F. H. Gravely, Hon. Mr. W. W. Hornell, Rev.

H. Hosten, S.J., Hon. Mr. C. H. Kesteven, Mr. R. D. Mehta,

C.I.E., Hon. Mr. F. J. Monahan, Major C. L. Peart, Mr. P. A.

Rogalsky, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Rev. J. Watt.

' Visitor :—Mr. A. N. Taylor.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Seventeen presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Babu Jyotis Chandra

Bhattacharjee has expressed a desire to withdraw from the

Society.

The General Secretary also reported the death of Rai

Bahadur Chandra Narayan Singh, an Ordinary Member, and

Prof. Edward Suess, an Honorary Fellow of the Society.

The following gentleman was balloted for as an Ordinary

Member :

—

Professor B. C. Dutt, Professor of Chemistry, Scottish

Churches College, proposed by Dr. J. Watt, seconded by

Dr. P. C. Ray.

The following papers were read :

1. On the Language of the Gypsies of Qainat in Eastern

Persia).—By W. Ivanow. Communicated by the Philological

Secretary

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

2. The tomb of Princess Zebu-n-nissa.—By G. Yazdam.

Communicated by the Philological Secretary.

This paper has been returned to the author.

3. Western Art at the Moghul Court—By the Rev. H.

Hostex, S.J.

This paper has not yet been submitted for publication.
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4. Notes on Fr. Monserrate's Mongolicae Legationis Com-
mentarius, by H. Beveridge, and the Surat Incident, trans-

lated from the Portuguese, by R. G. Whiteway.

Tiiis paper will be pablished in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

5. Notes on ancient Anga or the District of Bhagalpur.—
By Nundolal Dey. Communicated by Babu Rakhal Das

>. -



NOVEMBER, 1914.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 4th November, 1914, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieut.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt.. CLE. , M.D., B.S.,

F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., Vice-President, in the

Chair.

The following members were present

:

Wali
Mr

W
Green, I. M.S.,

C. S. Middlemiss, Dr. G. E. Pilgrim, Aga Mahamad M. Kazim

Shirazi. Dr. 0. Strauss, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana and

Mr. H P. Watts.

Visitors:—Mr. W. E. Andrews, Mr. A. S. Subha Iyer, Lady

Rogers, Mr. 0. G. Hoorbleicher and another.

The minutes of the September meeting were read and con-

firmed.

One hundred and seven presentations were announced.

The Chairman announced that the second Indian Science

Congress would be held at Madras on 14th, 15th and 16th

January, 1915, as previously fixed.

The Cbairman also announced :—

1. That Dr. N. Annandale had been appointed Anthropo-

logical Secretary in the place of Mr. J. Coggin Brown, resigned.

2. That Dr. P. J. Briihl had been appointed Biological

Secretary in the place of Dr. N. Annandale.

The General Secretary reported the death of Lieut.-Col.

Ordinary Members of the Society.

The General Secretary also reported that the Rev W R.
- -- V-.T t jn_.>j:i A nn.iH vi r\n linn

Le Q~ ,

expressed a desire to withdraw from the Society.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

Members

:

Mr. Alfred Donald Pickford, Merchant, 12, Mission Kow

Calcutta, proposed by the Hon. Mr. W. W. Hornell, seconds

bv Mr C H. Kesteven; Mr. Vireshwar Bkaltacharjee ,
M.A.
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Rawalpindi, proposed by Rai Monmohan Chakravarti, Bahadur,
seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana ; Babu Birendra
Nath Basu Thakur* Landholder. 59/1, Patuatola Lane, Calcutta,
proposed by Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, seconded by Babu R. D.
Banerji.

Dr. N. Annandale exhibited a remarkable freshwater Poly-
zoa from the Punjab.

Dr. N. Annandale also exhibited a prawn-trap from the
Chilka Lake.

Mr. H. Cecil Jones exhibited some specimens of marble
and other building stones proposed for the building of Imperial
Delhi.

Mr. H. S. Bion showed Lantern slides illustrating some
features due to M glacial protection ' in Kashmir and the Alps.

The following papers were read :

1. Chironomides du Lac de Tiberiade par*). J. Kieffer.
Communicated by Dr. N. Annandale.

This paper has been published in the Journal for Septem-
ber 1914.

Recent additions to ouv knowledge of the Copper Age Anti- '

quities of the Indian Empire.—By Pandit Hirananda Sastri.
Communicated by the Anthropological Secretary.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of
the Journal.

* f t
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 2nd December, 1914, at 9 15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, M.A.. C.I.E.,

F.A.S.B., Vice President, in the Chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. P. J. Briihl, Babu Nilmani

Chakravarti, Mr. T. P. Ghose, Babu Amulya Charan Ghosh,

Mr. F. H. Gravely, Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. A. H. Harley, Rev.

H. Hosten, S.J., The Hon. Mr. W. A. Lee, Aga Mahamad,
Kazim Shirazi, Dr. A. Suhrawardy. Dr. L. P. Tessitori, Dr. 0.

Strauss, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Thirty-one presentations were announced.

The Chairman announced that Mr. F. H. Gravely had been

appointed General Secretary in the place of Major C. L. Peart

,

I. A., resigned.

The General Secretary reported that Major Walter Valen-

tine Coppinger, I.M.S., Mr. James Macdonald Dunnet and Mr.

Alfred James OHenbach, I.C.S., had expressed a desire to with-

draw from the Society.

The following gentleman was balloted for as an Ordinary

Member :

Mr. G. J. Hamilton, Calcutta University, proposed by Mr.

Percy Brown, seconded by Mr. S. W. Kemp.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri exhibited five

photographs of stone inscriptions forwarded by the Dewan of

Patna State, Bolingir.

Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana exhi

bited a Tibetan scroll depicting the processes of subduing an

enemy by charm.

The following papers were read :

1. Note on the Tarikh^Salatin-^Ajaghinah.—By H. Bkve-

RIDGE.

2. A note on the Bodkamta Sarttesvara Image Inscription.

By Nalini Kanta Bhattasali. Communicated by Joint

Philological Secretary.

These two papers will be published in a subsequent num-

ber of the Journal.
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3. On the Vikramaditya of the Indian Tradition —By
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE.

This paper has not yet been submitted for publication.

4.
< c

So-sor-thar-pa "
f a complete code of monastic laws of

the Tibetan Buddhists—By Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Satis
Chandra Vidyabhusana.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of
the Journal.
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INDEX

A
Weinl (Cysticercus),acanthotrias

,

142.

Aceraius, 201, 202, 203, 204, 206,

418.

aculeata, Linn. (Dioscorea). 7, 19.

Aditya Sena of the Guptas, a note

on, 328

affinis (Cervus), 117, 118, 119.

Agencies of the Society, ix.

Aggi (Fire-God), character of, 257.

Ahmad Shah, coins of, struck in

Ahmadabad, 167.

Ahmad Shah II of Gujarat, a note

on the copper coins of, 481.

Ahmad Shah Bahadur, active

mints and metals of, 190.

Vhmadabad, appendix of the coins

of, 167.

,,
descriptions of types
of the coins of, 158.

,, mint marks and com-
ments of the coins

of, 160.

%9
the Post-Mughal coins

of, 153.

Ahom coins of a.d. 1648, note on, %

457.

AjatcuSatru, son of Bimbisara, an
account of, 322.

Vkbar, a note on the copper coins

of, 482, 483.

Akbar, active mints and metals of,

179.

A.kbar II, active mints and metals

of, 194.

M coins of, struck in Ah-
madabad, 170.

*Alamgir II, active mints and me-
tals of, 191.

M coins of, struck in Ah-
madabad, 167.

atata, Linn. (Dioscorea), 11, 39.

albirostris (Cervus), 117, 119.

Allan, J. , on the legend of Samudra-
gupta's A^vamedha coin

type, 255.

Alwara stone implement, its des-

cription, 107.

Amabalia, Diamare, 140.

Amphilina, 143.

Amphipoda, 362.

,, and Isopoda from the

Lake of Tiberias,

361-367.

Vfiga, ancient, or the district of

Bhagalpur, notes on, 317.

Anchistrocephalu* . 1 44.

anguina, Roxb. (Dioscorea), 9, 32.

Anulomam, meaning and derivation

of the term, 297.

Annual Address, xxiii-xxxiii.
• * •

I

Annual Report for 1913, iv-xxin.

Anta Jataka, on the spirits in the

trees, 260.

Antaranga, explanation of the

word, 427.

Vnthropology, notes on the papers

on, xvii.

antiquorum (Colocasia), 424.

Aporina, Fiihrmann, 140.

Apostles, Fr. Jerome Xavier's Per-

sian lives of the, 65.

,, Hindustani translation

of the lives of the, 72.

the Persian text of the

preface of the lives of

the, 79.

Arabic and Persian manuscripts,

search for, xxi.

Arachidna (Dioscorea), 7, 21.

Araliaceae, 115.

arenarius, Retz. (Cyperus), 57.

Arracan, the Chandra dynasty of.

89.

Arum, 424.

Aaellidae, 363.

Vsellota, 363.

Asellus, 361, 363.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, a note

on its control over the Bardic

and Historical Survey of

Rajputana, 386.

VSoka, an account of his adminis-

tration, 323.

Asokavadana, a note on the Sans-

krit manuscript of, xx.

Asopia, 142.

aspersa, Prain et Burkill (Dios-

corea), 9, 29.
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Asrafpur plates, dates of, 86.

Assam, grooved stone hammers
from, 107-109.

assamensis (Chilobrachys) , 416.

Vsutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Sir, Ad-
dress in the Indian Science
Congress, lxxxviii-xcii.

Asvamedha Coin Type of Samudra-
gupta, the legend of, 255.

Aswamedha Type of Gupta coins,

f 174.

Atopos, 111-113.

atridorsalU (Sciurns), 212.

Vudambara coinage, a new type
of, 247.

Aurangzeb 'Alamgir, active mints
and metals of, 183.

Aurelius, 204, 210.

A'zam Shah, active mints and
metals of, 185.

A'zamnagar, mint town, a short
note on, 197, 198.

Azimu-sh-Shan, active mints and
metals of, 186.

B
Babylonian Seal in the Central

Museum, Nagpur, a note on,
461,

Bada Knji Mariciman Simha, a
brief career of, Ixxxii.

Badami, the image of, 88.

Bahadur II, active mints and
metals of, 194.

Baidyanath, a town of Anga, note
on, 341.

Bahmani coins, two finds of, des-
cription of, 196.

Babur, active mints and metals of,

- 179.

Bairata or Barar ? mint, a note on,
250.

Balaghat, C.P., note on some cop-
per coins discovered in, 481.

Baluchistan, gypsies of, 441.
Bandicota ,212.
Bar Gosain, Jaintia King, date of,

459.

Barar or Bairata ? mint, a note on,
250.

barberi, Ramaswami (Diospyros),

Barclay Memorial Medal, xi.

Bardic and Historical Manuscripts,
specimen pages of the des-
criptive catalogue of, 399.

Bardic and Historical Survey of
Rajputana, a scheme for the,
373.

Object of, 381.

!

>'

Bardic and Historical Survey of

Rajputana, specimen pages
of the bulletin of the, 405.

Bardic and Historical Texts, speci-

men pages of, 395.

Bardic chronicles, work on, xxi.

manuscripts, characteristic

of, 377.
^

Barium peroxide, the action of

nitric oxide on. 290.

Batatas, Decne. (Dioscorea), 8, 27.

Battle-axe type of Gupta coins,

177.

Bedar Bakht, active mints and
metals of, 194.

Belabo grant of Bhojavarman, 121.

Bengal, East, a forgotten king-
dom of, 85.

bengalensis (Gunomys), 212.

,, Southwell (Ophryoco-

tyle), 144.

bentharnii, Prain et Burkill (Dios-

corea), 11, 38.

bethsaidae (Tendipes), n. sp. , 371.

Beveridge, H., preface of the lives

of the Apostles, translated

from the Persian, by, 74.

Bhadariya, a town of Ahga, note
on, 337.

Bhaddasala Jataka, on the spirit

belief, 261.

Bhagabanlal Indraji, Pandit, on the

date of Chashtana, 223.

Bhagalpur, the district of, see

Anga.
Bhandarkar, D. R., his description

of stone inscriptions

regarding the time
of Western Kshatra-
pas, 224.

Prof. R. G., on the
date of Chashtana,
223.

Bhasarvajna, Nyaya Sara of, 94.

Bhatas, a note on, 378.

Bhojavarman, the Belabo grant of,

121.

Bibliotheca Indica ed., an extract

from, 94. [9, 29.

bicolor, Prain et Burkill (Dioscorea),

Bidar Bakht, coins of, struck in

Ahmadabad, 164, 194
Bijay Narayan, Jaintia King, date

of, 459.

BikramaiSila, a monastry of Anga,
note on, 342.

Bilara Kosiya Jataka, notes on,
257.

biloba, Forsk (Ipomcea), 57.

Bimbisara, king of Anga, a note
on, 321.
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birmanica, Prain et Burkill (Dios-

corea), 6,13.

Birdwood, Sir George, his identi-

fication of Ahga, 318.

Bishweshwar N th, Sahityacharya,
Prof. Pt. , on the Jhalrapatan
stone inscription of Udayadi-
tya, 241.

blanfordi (Dipus), 212.

Blumei (Dioscorea), 8, 25.

Borderea. 5, 11.

Botany, list of papers on, xvii.

Botham, A. W., on the Ahom coins

of a.d. 1648,457.

,, ,, on the chronology
of the Jaintia

kings, 459.

Bothriocephalic, 142, 144.

bovis, Cobb. (Cysticercus), 142.

Brandisii (Dioscorea), 8, 27.

brevicaudatus (Cyclops), 142.

brevipes (Ischnocolus), 414.

brevipetiolata (Dioscorea), 11,38.

brevirostris (Orcella), xcvi.

Broach, coins of, 466.

Buddha, the Mahasamaya Sutfeanta

of, 258.

Buddhavadana, a note on the Sans-

krit manuscript of, xx.

Buddhism, its prevalence over

Jainaism, 323.

Mahayana system of,

a note on, 324.

Brahmadatta, king of Anga, a note

on, 321.

Buddhist Stupa of Asoka Raja, its

identification, 87.

Budget for 1914, viii.

bulbi/era, Linn. (Dioscorea), 8, 26.

bullata (Mytilua), 143.

Bureau of Information, working

of, xxii.

Burma, history of, 90.

Burgess, on the date of Chashtana,

223.

Bury, J. B., on the gold coin of

Croesus, 486.

>»

C

cambodiana (Dioscorea), 6, 12.

Candana, the first female Jama,
321.

Gandona, 142

Caranas, a note on, 378.

Garidina, xcvi.

Carnac, J. H. Rivett, his descrip-

tion of a stone implement

found by J. Cockburn at Al-

wara, 107.

carolinensis (Sciurus), 212, 213.

Cattle diseases in Chota Nagpur
ceremony of driving them,
353.

caucasica, Lipskv (Dioscorea), 6,

16.

celophylla, Voigt. (Dioscorea), 10, .*»».

celophylloides , Prain et Burkill

(Dioscorea), 10, 36.

Cephalaspidae (Opisth obranchia
Tectibranchia), 113.

cellulosae, Rud. (Cysticercus), 14*2.

Cerberus, xcvi.

cerebralis, Rud. (Coenurus), 142.

Cervus, 117-119.

Cestode fauna of British India and

Ceylon, an account of our

present knowledge of the.

139-14*.

Champanagara, a town of Anga.

note on, 333.

Chandella dynasty, silver coins of

Madanavarman of, 199.

Chandragupta, king of Magadha.

an account of, 323.

ChangizT, note upon the Eponym
of, 470.

Chashtana, the date of, 223.

Chattra Singha, Jaintia King, date

of, 459.

Chemistry, list of papers on, xvi.

Chershydrns , xcvi.

Chilka Lake, exhibition of speci-

mens illustrating fauna ot %

xcv.

Chilobrachys, 412,^15-419-

Chironomides du Lac de Tibenade,

369-372.

Christ, life of, published by Louis

de Dieu, 68.

Chitra, 136,137.

Chittagong, sacred turtles, 132, 131

IOC

Chota Nagpur, ceremony of driving

cattle diseases in.

353.

contagious magic

in, 350.

imitative magic in.

350. . .

magic and witch-

craft in , 349-353.

ChotaNagpur magic and witchcraft.

Beneficent magic and the prin-

ciple of sympathetic alliance,

350
Evil magic and the principle of

avoidance, 351-353.
— -*- ** mr magician, 352.

sarhul ceremony in,

351.
* > 9 9
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Chota Nagpur witch, 352.

driereus (Sciurus), 211.

cirrhosa, Loureiro(Dioscorea), 9, 31.

Cittotaenia, Riehm, 140-144.

Clarkei (Dioscorea), 6, 15.

CHona, xcvi.

Cochin castes, adultry and divorce,
314-315.

,, ,, age of the parties to
be married, 299-
300.

,, ,, comparative study of
their marriage cus-
toms, 295-315.

, liberty of choice in
marriage, 296.

marriage and celi-

bacy, 295-296.
marriage ceremonies
and rites, 304-309.

origin of the infant
marriage, 300-302.

polygamy and poly-
andry, 309-314.

prevention of infant
marriage by legisla-
tion, 302-304.

, prevailing matri-
monial customs re-
quiring social re-
form, 315.

f prohibition of
marriage between
kindred, 296-299.

Cochin state, Marumakkathayum
law in the, 29X

Cockburn, J., his discovery of a
stone implement at Alwara
107.

Cerebralis, 142.

Coenurus (taenia), Kiich., 142.
Coins, annual report on, xx.

Ahom, of a.d. 1648, 457.
Bahmani, description of two

finds of, 196.

from Balaghat, a note on,
481.

from Ballia district, 174.
gold, of Croesus, 486.
of Ahmad Shah, 167.
of Akbar, 482, 483.
of Akbar II, 170.

of Alamglr II, 167.
of Croesus, 486.
of Gupta dynasty, 174.
of Audambara tribe, 247.
of Madanavarman (Chan

della dynasty), 199.
of Shah 'Alarn II, 168.

of Shah Jahan III, 168.
Gollettii, Hook. (Dioscorea), 6.17.

Colocasia, 424.

Colymbus, 139.

Combilium, 7, 19.

compressa (Cypris), 142.

comptoni (Episphenus), 203.

conchii (Philoscia), 361, 364.

concolar (Ginglymostoma), 142.

Copesoma, Fuhrmann, 140.

Copper coins discovered in Bala-
ghat, C.P., note on, 481.

Copper plate inscriptions of Deva
Khadga, 85.

Coremiocnemis , 415.

Cotugnia* Diamare, 140, 141.

coxalis, Dollfuss (Asellus), 361, 363.

cras8icollis, Rud. (Taenia), 142.

Cricetus, 211.

Croesus, a gold coin of, 486.

Culla Kalinga Jataka, on the spirit

belief, 260.

Culladhanuggaha Jataka* notes on,

257.

Cumingii, Prain et Burkill (Dios-

corea), 8, 25
Cunningham, his notice of Audam-

bara coinage, 247.

Cutch, coins of, 466.

Cyclops, 142.

Cyclostomata, 213.

cygnus (Pelopia), n. sp., 369.

Cyperins, 57.

Cypris, 142.

Cyriopagu8 , 412.

Gysticercus, Weinl., 142.

D
Dadhivahana, king of Anga, an

account of, 320.

., Jataka , notes on,

257.

Dandin. his account of Champa-
nagara, 333.

,, on Anga, 328.

Darul-Fath Ujain, mint town, a

short note on, 198.

Daiaratha, same as Romapada, 319.

daunaea. Prain et Burkill (Dios-

corea), 6, 12.

Davids, Dr. Rhys, on Bimbisara,
king of Anga, 321.

Dawar Bakhsh, active mints and
metals of, 182,

decipiens, Hook (Dioscorea), 9, 31.

decurnanus (Mils), 211.

Deer, big-horned, of Tibet, 117.

deflexa, Hook. (Dioscorea), 11, 40.

deleteria , Noronha ( Dioscorea

)

,

5,41.
deltoidea, Wall. (Dioscorea) , 6, 16.

Deputations from the Society, v.
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Deva Khadga, two copperplate

inscriptions of, 85.

Devaka, kingdom of, its identifica-

tion, 86.

Devapala, Mungir, grant of, 97.

Devapala Deva, king of Varendra,

a note on, 329.

Devata, the good spirits, notes on,

258.

Dhanaidaha grant of Kumaragupta
I, 429.

Dharaghosa, description of the

Audambara type of coins of,

249.

Dharma Vivaham, significance of

this form of marriage, 304.

Dharmmaditya, a note on the in-

scription of, 425.

M a note on an un-
dated grant of

the time of, 426.

Dhonasakhu Jataka, on human
sacrifice before tree-gods,

261.

Dibothriocephalu8 , 144.

Dieu, Louis de, life of Christ, pub-
lished by, 68.

life of St. Peter,
published in Per-
sian, with a Latin
translation and
notes, by, 65.

Dingala Bha*a of Rajputana, a note
on, 375.

Dioicocestus , Fiihrmann, 139, 140.

Dioscorea of the Old World, Africa
excluded, synopsis of,

5-41.

aculeata, Linn., 19.

alata , Linn . , 39.

anguina, Roxb. , 32.

arachidna, 21.

aspersa, Prain et Burkill,

29.

batatas, Decne., 27.

belophylla, Voigt. , 36.

belophylloides , Prain et

Burkill, 36.

benthamii, Prain et Bur-
kill, 38.

bicolor, Prain et Burkill,

29.

birmanica, Prain et Bur-

kill, 13.

blumei, 25.

brandisii, 27.

brevipetiolata , 38.

bulbit'ra, Linn., 26.

cambodiana, 12.

caucasica, Lipsky, 16.

cirrhosa, Loureiro, 31.
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Diosc&rea clarkei, 15.

collettii, Hook., 17.

cumingii, Prain et Bur-
kill, 25.

daunaea, Prain et Bur-
kill, 12.

decipiens, Hook., 31.

deflexa, Hook., 40.

deleter ia, Noronha, 5, 14.

deltoidea, Wall., 16.

doryophora, Hance, 28.

elmeri, Prain et Burkill,

24.

enneaneura, Prain et Bur-
kill, 15.

flabellifolia, Prain et Bur-

kill, 12.

fordii, Prain et Burkill,

36.

foxworthyi, 34.

georingiana, Kunth, 41.

gibbiflora, Hook., 36.

glabra, Roxb., 37.

goeringiana, Kunth, 5.

gracillima, Miq., 17.

grata, 35.

hamiltonii. Hook. , 39.

hastifolia, 30.

havilandii, 39.

hemsleyi, Prain et Bur-

kill, 17.

hypoglauca, Palibin, 17.

inmquifolia, Elmer, 24.

intermedia, Thwaites, 29.

japonica, Thunb., 28.

kalkapershadii , 8.

kamoonensis, Kunth, 21.

kerrii, 20.

laurifolia, Wall., 39.

lepcharum, 36.

listeri, Prain et Burkill,

32.

loheri, 33.

liizonensi8, Schauer, 28.

martini, 18.

melanophyma, Prain at

Burkili, 21.

membranacea, Pierre Ms.,

13.

merrillii, Prain et Bur-

kill. 35.

morsei, Prain et Burkill,

» myriantha, Kunth, 38.

nipponica, Makino, 13.

,
nitens 9

18.

nummularia, Lain., 35.

* obcuneata, Hook., 30.

amea, 16.

oppositifolia. Linn., 30.

orbiculata, Hook., 31.
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Dioscorea pawthaica, Prain et Bur-
kill, 16.

pentaphylla, Linn., 23.

pepproides , Prain et Bar-
kill, 28.

persimilis , Prain et Bur-
kill, 39.

pierrei, 22.

polyclades, Hook., 32.

polystachya, Turcz. , 5, 41.

prazeri, Prain et Burkill,

15.

pulverea, 31.

punctata, R. Brown, 27.

pyrenaica, Bubani et Bor-
dere, 11.

pyrifolia, Kunth, 33.

quinqueloba, Thunb., 14.
ridleyi, 12

rogersii, 27.

scortechinii , Prain et Bur-
kill, 25.

seemannii, 34.

septemloba, Thunb., 14.

sikkimensis , Prain et Bur-
kill, 16.

soror, Prain et Burkill,
34.

sp. y Prain et Burkill, 13,
24.

spicata, Roth., 29.

8tenomenflora , 40.

subcalva, 18.

tamarisciflora, 22.

tentaculigera, 15.

tenuipes, Franchet et
Savatier, 14.

tokoro, Makino, 14.

tomentosa, Koenig, 21.

transversa, R. Brown, 30.
trimenii, 29.

trinervia, Roxb., 32.
triphylla, Linn., 25.
velutipes, 19.

vexans, Prain et Burkill,
38.

vilis, Kunth, 5, 41.

villosa, Linn., 15.

wallichii, Hook., 31.

wattii, Prain et Burkill,
35.

wightii, Hook., 29.

warburgiana, Uline, 40.

yunnanensis, Prain et
Burkill, 17.

,, zingihe.re.nsi8 , C. H,
Wright, 17.

„ zollingeriana, Kunth, 32.
Diosp-yros, 47-49.
Diplopoathe. Jacobi, 140.

DipIothallu8, Furhraann. 140.

Dipodidae, 212.

Dipus, 211,212.
Dipylidium, Leuckarl, 140, 141.

Divvoka, same as Divya, 124.

doryophora 9
Hance (Dioscorea), 8,

28.

Drepanidotaenia , 142.

Dummedha Jataka, on human
sacrifice before tree-gods, 261.

Divya, the Kaivartta leader, an
account of, 124.

dominicus (Colymbus), 139.

Duthiersia, 144.

Durtrasa-agrama, a town of Ahga,
note on, 341,

E

Echinococcus (Batsch) „ Rudolph)

,

139.

Echimys, 211.

Edilpur grant of Kesava Sena, 97.

Edward VII, an unissued rupee of,

245.

,, currency during the

reign of, 245.

elaphtis (Cervus), 118.

Elephanta, the image of, 88.

Elliott Prize for Scientific Research,

xi.

Ellora, the image of, 88.

Elmeri, Prain et Burkill (Diosco-

rea), 8, 24.

Emyda, xcvi. 136.

Enantiophyllum, 8.

Enneaneura, Prain et Burkill

(Dioscorea), 6, 15.

Enochrus, 358.

Epigraphical Records of the 12th

cent. a.d. in Pala (Jodhpur),

405.

Epiaphenoides , 204.

Episphenus. 203-4, 210, 418.

Erethizon, 211.

Euheptapleurum , 115.

expansa (Moniezia, 145.

F

Fa Hian, on Anga, 325.

Faridpur, four forged grants of,

425.

farinalis (Asopia Pyralis), 142.

Farrukh Slyar, active mints and
metals of, 187.

fasciolaris, Rud. (Gysticercus), 142.

Fellows of the Society, x.

Fiber, 140.

Fimbriariidae, 140.

Finance of the Society , vi.

ft
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Firuzgarh, mint town, a short note

on, 199.

Firuz Shah, a note on a history of,

xcviii.

flabellifolia, Prain at B u r k i 1

1

(Dioscorea), 6, 12.

flavopunctata, WeinL (Hymenolepis
Taenia), 142.

Floral mechanism of typhonium
trilobatum , 421-424.

Fordii, Prain et Burkill (Dioscorea),

10, 36.

Formosus, Gray (Trionyx), 132.

Fozworthyi (Dioscorea), 10, 34.

friedbergeri von Linstow (Drepa-

nidotaenia), 142.

fumosus (Chilobrachys), 416.

Funambulus, 212.

»»

G

Gait, Mr., a note on his attribu-

tion of the Ahom coins of

a*d. 457 to Pratapa Sinha,

457.

on the coins of Jaintia Kings,

459.

galilaeus (Tendipes), n. sp., 372.

Gammarus, 361, 362.

gangeticus, Cuvier (Trionyx), 131.

Garcinia indica, notes on the fat

of, 293.

gemmiporum (Urocystidium), 140.

genesareth (Polypedilum) , n. sp.

370.

Geography, list of papers on, xvn.

Geology, list of papers on, xvii.

Gerbillus, 212-3.

Oibbiflora, Hook (Dioscorea), 10, 36.

Ginglymostoma , 142.

alabra, Roxb. (Dioscorea), 11, 37.

Gnaphalocnemis , 201, 203, 204, 210.

goeringiana, Kunth (Dioscorea), 5,

41.

Gonatas, 201,203, 204, 210.

Gopacandra, a note on the inscrip-

tion of the time of, 426.

Gopala, king of Varendra, a note

on, 329.

Gotama-kunda, origin of, 44.

Govardhana, an account of, 124.

Gracillima, Miq. (Dioscorea), 7, 17.

gracilis , Zeder (drepanidotaema),

142.

M laccobius (s. str.), Mots.,

359.

Grammaridae, 362.

Grammaridae (amphipoda), so *.

Granulosus (Batsch), echinococciis,

Rudolphi, 139.

grata (Dioscorea), 10, 35.

99

9 9

Grierson, Sir G. A., on Dingala and
Pingala, 375.

Grooved stone hammers from
Assam, 107-109.

Grooved stone hammers from
Assam, their descrip-

tion, 108.

,, occurrences of similar

forms in Eastern Asia,

109.

guarauna (Plegadis), 139.

Gujarat Mahmudi, 463.

Gujarat Mughal coins, the identi-

fication of—with the Mah-
mudi, 464.

Guleri, Chandradhara, on the au-

thorship of Jayamangala, 1.

Gunaratna, Tarka-Rahasya Dipika
of, 94.

Gunomys, 212.

Gupta gold coins found in the Ballia

district, 174.

Gypsies of Baluchistan, 441.

of Qainat (E. Persia) lan-

guage of the, 439, 443,

445.

vocabulary of, 448.

Gypsy, customs and manner of
"
life, notes on the peculiarities

of, 442.

Gypsy story, appendix of a, 455.

H
Hamiltonii, Hook. (Dioscorea), 11,

39.

Haploclastus , 420.

Haraprasad Sastrf, his report on
Bardic chronicles, a note on,

373.

Harsavarddhana, his conquest of

Ahga, 328.

hastifolia (Dioscorea), 9, 30.

Havilandii (Dioscorea), 11, 39.

Hazrat Jesus, see Jesus, Hazrat, 74.

Helamys, 211.

Hemsleyi, Prain et Burkill, (Dios-

corea, 7, 17.

Heptapleurum, note on leaf varia-

tion in, 115.

Hill, G. F., on the gold coin of

Croesus, 486.

Historical and Bardic Survey of

Rajputana, a scheme for, 3*3.

Hfuen Tsiang, on Ahga, 328.

,, the description of

Samatata, 86.

Hoernle, Dr. A. , a note on his identi-

fication of Dharmmaditya

with YaSodharrnman, 429,

130.

»*
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99

Hot springs in Raj Dharbhanga,
Khargpore Hills, District

Monghyr, 147.

Human sacrifice before tree-gods,

mention of, in Dummedha
Jataka, 261.

Humavun, active mints and metals
of, 179.

hurum (Trionyx), 131.

Hydrophilidae from the Lake of

Tiberias, 357-360,
Hydrophis , xcvi.

Hymenolepis, 14 -\ [43.

Hymns in Rigveda, localisation of,

Hyperplesthenus, 204, 210.

Hypoctonus, 416.

hypoglauca, Palibin {Dioscorea), 7,

17.

Hystricidae, 212.

Hystrix, 211-2.

I
i

Ichthyotaenia, 144.

incequifolia , Elmer (Dioscorea), 8,
24.

Indian Museum, representation of
the Society to, iv.

Science Congress, an ac-
count of the proceedings
of, lxxxviii.

Science Congress, committee
regarding, v.

Indian spiders belonging to the
subfamily Aviculariinae, evo-
lution and distribution of,
411-420.

indica (Chitra), 136, 137.

indicus (Epispheuns), 203.

,, (Gerbillus), 212.

Indo-Australian Passalid Coleop-
tera, evolution and distribu-
tion of certain, 201-210.

Indo Gangetic Alluvium, note on
application of principle of
isostatic compensation to
the conditions prevailing be-
neath the, 275.

infundibuliformis, Goeze (Drepani-
dotoenia), 142.

Inscriptions on the Jain temple of
Jodhpur, a note on, 406.

intermedia, Thwaites (Dioscorea),
9,29.

,, (Emyda granosa), xcvi.
International Catalogue of Scienti-

fic Literature, x.

Ipomaea. 57.

Ischnocolus, 414.

Isopoda, 363.

,, and Amphipoda from the
Lake of Tiberias, 361-367.

99

Isostatic Compensation, note on
application of principle of,

to the conditions prevailing
beneath the Indo-Gangetic
Alluvium, 275.

It-Sing, description of Samatata,
86.

? ?

J

Jagad-Vijayamalla, a note on, 125.

Jahandar Shah, active mints and
metals of, 186.

Jahanglr, active mints and metals
of, 181.

and Nur Jahan, active
mints and metals of,

182.

Jahnu-asYama, a town of Anga,
note on, 340.

Jain temple of Jodhpur, a descrip-
tion of, 406.

,, tradition on the Sakas, 223.

Jaintia kings, chronology of, 459.
Jamvugrama, camp at, 99.

Jang Bahadur, note on his cam-
paign against Tibet, 196.

japonica, Thunb. (Dioscorea), 8,

28.

Jataka stories, spirit belief in, 259.

Jatavarman, Yadava King, an
account of, 124.

Javelin type, var. a. of Gupta coins,

175.

Javelin type, var. 7. of Gupta coins,

177.

Jesus, Hazrat, story and descrip-
tion of the virtues of the
Apostles of, 74.

Jhalrapatan Stone Inscription of
Udayaditya, 241.

Jiva (live), note on, 258.

Jodhpur Durbar, its help regarding
Bardic Survey, 381.

epigraphical records of,

405.
Jayamangala, the real author of , 1.

Jay Narayan, Jaintia King, date
of, 459.

K
Kacha type of Gupta coins, 177.
Kalacuris, genealogical table of

the dynasty of, 123.
Kallcapershadii (Dioscorea), 8.
Kam Bukhsh, active mints and

metals of, 186.
Kamaframa, localisation of, 317.
Kama vivaham, significance of this

form of marriage, 304.

91
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kamoonensis , Kunth (Dioscorea),

8,21.

Kamrupa, kingdom of, its identifi-

cation, 86.

Karmmanta, the city of, 85.

ff
the Khadgu dynasty

of, 85.
'

Karnagarh, the fort of Raja Karna,
localisation of, 327.

Karnasena, the founder of Karna-
suvarna, 326.

Karnasuvarna, the kingdom of, a

note on, 326.

Karon, its identity with Kama-
6rama, 317.

Kaupioloides , 210.

Kaupiolus, 204, 210.

Kavisvara, a note on the title of,

379.

Kaviraja, a note on the title of,

379.

KZlhanadeva , king on Xaddula,
date of, 406.

kempii (
Atopos) ,111.

Kerrii (Dioscorea), 7, 20.

Kesavasena, Edilpur grant of, 97.

Khadirangara Jataka, on the

spirits dwelling in houses,

etc., 259.

Kielhorn, Dr., statement of, 97.

King, Mr., L. W., his description

of a Babylonian seal in the

Central Museum, Xagpur,

462.

Klrttivarman I, his conquest of

Anga, 327.

Kokam butter, notes on the fat

of Garcinia indiea, the so-

called, 293.

Kori of Gujarat, 464.

Kshatrapas, Western, description

of five stone inscriptions of

the time of, 224.

Kumaragupta I, the Dhanaidaha
grant of, 429.

Kundakapuva Jataka, on the spirits

in the trees, 260.

Kunika or Kuniya,same as Ajata-

6atru 322.

Kusanali JStaka, on the spirit be-

lief, 261.

Kyansittha, king of Pegu, notes

on, 91.

!

L

Labienus, 204, 210

Laccobiu8 f
358-360

Lagomyidae, 212.

212.

Lahore, review on R. B. White
head's catalogue of the coins

in the Punjab Museum. 471.

Lakkhamandal prasasti, a note on,

123.

Lakshmi Narayan, Jaintia King,

date of, 459.

Lasiophyton 7 , 20.

Laskar, G. M., on the Asrafpur

plate, 85.

Iatu8 % Brems. (Bothriocephalus), 142.

,, Liihe (Dibothriocephalus) 9
144.

Lannea, Cass, 57.

laurifolia , Wall. ( Dioscorea) , 11,

39.

Layahachandradeva, his identifi-

cation, 89.

Lead peroxide, action of nitric

oxide on, 287.

Lectures delivered in Society s

rooms, list of, xm.

Lemmus, 211.

Lepcharum (Dioscorea), 10, 3b.

Leptotrichns , sp., 361, 366.

leucaspis, Kiesw. (Laccobius reve-

lieri, var.), 358.

leuckarti (Atopos), 111.

leucrurus (Hystrix), 212.

Library, report on the, ix.

Liqula, 143.

Listeria Prain et Burkill (Dioscorea),

9,32.

locroides (Sciurus), 212.

Loheri (Dioscorea), 10, 33.

Lumetu8, 358.

Lutra, xcvi.

luzonensis, Schauer (Dioscorea), 9.

28.

Lyrognnthus , 415.

M

Lagomys

macclellandii (Sciurus), 212.

macrodus (Lidra), xcvi.

maculatum (Arum), 424.

Madanpada, grant of ViSvarupa-

sena, 97. , ,,

Madanavarman of the Chaudella

dynasty, silver coins of

,

}W>

MadhavachSrya, Samksepa Sankar

Java of, 93.

Madras Museum, two belted stone

hammers in the, 107.

Magadha, kingdom of, a note on,

321

Magic, contagious, in Chota Nag-

pur, 350 ,

, , evil , in Chota Nagpur ,
and

the principle of avoid-

ance, 351-353.
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Magic, imitative, in Chota Nasrpur,
350.

Magic and witchcraft in Chota
Nagpur, 349-353.

magna, Southwell
(Amphilina) , 143.

Mahabharata, on the derivation of
the name of Ariga, 318.

Mahagovindasutta, notes on, 257.
Maha-taing-tsandra, the first king

of the Chandra dynasty,
notes on, 90.

Mahaparinirvanatantra, notes on.
99.

Mahavanija Jataka, on the spirit
belief, 262.

Mahavira and influence of his reli-
gion, 323.

Mahayana system of Buddhism, a
note on, 324.

Mahmud Shah III, of Gujarat, a
note on the copper coins of,
481.

Mahmudi, the identification of the
coin of Gujarat Fabric with
the, 464.

Afa«a, meaning implied by the
term, 349.

Manasara-bhasSn, on Champana-
gar, 335.

Mandara Hill, a town of Am»
note on, 341.

*

Mari on the Indus, its position
487.

7

Marriage customs of the Cochin
castes, 295-315.

Martini (Dioscorea), 7, 18.
Marumakkathaynm law of inherit-

ance in the Cochin State
299.

Mastochilus, 210.
Matan Jataka, on the spirit belief

260.

Mauludi era of Tipu Sultan of
Mysore, note on the dates of
the, 25.

maximus (Atopos), 111, 1 12.

» (Sciurus), 211.
Medical Section of the Society,

working or, xix.
Meeting? of the Society, vi.
melanophyma, Prain " et Burkill

(Dioscorea), 8, 21.
Members, list of, in 1913, xxxix.

>* ordinary, numbers of, iv.
membranacea, Pierre Ms. (Dios-

corea), 6, 13.

tneridionalis [Gerbillus), 212.
Merrillii, Prain et Burkill (Dios-

corea), 10, 35.
Mesocestoide*, Vaillant, 140, 141.
Methydru*. 357.

Mughal

99

i

Metoponorthus , 361, 364-
mettada (Mus), 211.
minax (Cyriopagus) , 412.
Mints and their metals, list of active,

exhibiting for each Mughal
reign, 179.

Mints, total number of, appendix
showing for each
reign, 195.

Mir'at-i-Ahmadi, translation of the
passage of identification of
the Mahmudi with the coin
of Gujarat Fabric from the,
467.

Mir at-ul-Quds, or life of Christ, 66.
Moksa, the nature of, 93.
Monghir, a town of Ahga, note on,

337.

Moniezia, 145.

„ Blanchard 140, 141.
monilus (Pelopia), L., 369.
moorei (Episphenus), 203, 204, 210.
morsei, Prain et Burkill (Dios-

corea), 7, 17.

mucronota, Pers. (Frachys), 57.
Mud-turtles, practice of keeping

them living in
shrines at the pre-
sent day, 131-134.

relics of worship of, in
India and Burma,
131-138.

some general consi-
derations on, 136-
137.

m their use in worship
and iconography in
Northern India, 134-
136.

Mugapakkha Jataka, on the spirits
dwelling in the umbrella, 259.

Mugapakkha Jataka, story of, 259.
Mughal coins, four rare types of,

197.

Mughal Emperors, review on R. B.
Whitehead's catalogue of the
coins of, 471.

Mughal Emperors of India, list
complementary to Mr. White-
head's mint towns of the
178.

Mughal reign, list of active mints
and their metals exhibiting
for each, 179.

.Muhammad 'Adil Shah, Suri, a
note on the copper coins of,

Muhammad Ibrahim, active mints
and metals of, 189

Muhammad Shah, active mints and
metals of, 189.
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Mungir grant of Devapala, 97.

Murad Bakhsh, active mints and
metals of, 184.

Muradabad, mint town, a short

note on, 246.

Muridae, 211, 213.

Mus, 211, 212, 213.

myriantha, Kunth (Dioscorea), 11,

38.

MytihiSy 143.

Nahapana, inscriptional date of,

224.

Nahrwala Shahr Pattan mint, a cop-

per coin from the, 479.

Nahrwala Shahr Pattan mint town,

a short note on, 479.

Naravahanadatta, king of Vatsya,

an account of, 328.

Narendra Gupta (Sa£anka), king of

Gauda, a note on, 326, 327.

Nartteswara, the image of, 88.

Nataraja Siva, an inscribed image
of, 85.

Natural History, notes on the

papers on, xv.

Xavanagar, coins of, 466.

neelgherriensis (Episphenus), 203.

Nebuchadnezzar, the ruler of Baby-
lon, 75.

Nemato taenia, Luhe, 140.

nemorivaga (Bandicota), 212.

Neochilobrachys, 413, 414, 415, 420.

Nepala, kingdom of, its identifica-

tion, 86.

war medals, description of,

1 95.

nigricans (Trionyx) , 132, 134.

Nipponica. Makino (Dioscorea), 0,

13.

nitens (Dioscorea), 7, 18.

Nitric oxide, the action of, on

metallic peroxides, 287.

Numismata Orientala, 90.

nummularia, Lara. (Dioscorea), 10,

35. .

Nyaya, ancient, optimism ill, 93.

Nyaya and Vaisesika systems, the

nature of mok*a in, 93.

Vyaya Sara, a passage from, 94.

> J

J

o

obcuneafa, Hook (Dioscorea), 10,

30.

oenea (Dioscorea), 6, 16.

Office-bearers of the Society, xn

Oil gas

Oldenburg, on the date of Chash-
tana, 223.

Omegarius, 203.

Oniscidae, 364.

Oniscoida, 364.

Ophrygonius, 202, 418.

Ophryocotyle, 144.

oppositifolia, Linn. (Dioscorea), l
.

10, 30.

Opsophyton. 8, 26.

orbiculata, Hook. (Dioscorea), 9, 31.

Orcella. xcvi.

Orchestia. 361, 303.

ornatus (1schnocolus) , Thorell. 414.

Orphnoecus, 415.

, an improved method of us-

ing 215

P

Pajjunna (Rain-God), character of,

257.
.

Palaeographical examination of the

four forged plates of Farid-

pur, 433, 434.

Palas, genealogical table of the

dynasty of the, 123.

Palasa jataka, on tree worship, 20U.

palmarum (Sciurus), 212.

Pancerina, Fiihrmann, 140.

Panchashikha Devaputta, teacher

of Samkhya Philosophy, 2o7.

panthaica, Prain et Burkili (Dios-

corea), 6, 16.

Paramara Jaya Sinha I, a note on

a copper plate of. 241.

Parapelopides, 203.

Pargiter, on the four forged grants

of Faridpur, 425.

on the inscription of the

time of Saraacaradeva,

426
Parvirostrum. Fiihrrnann, 140.

Pasupatipaddhati , a note on the

Sanskrit manuscript of, xx.

Patikara, Purganah of, W.
pearsoni (Sciuropteras ) ,

212.

Pegu, king of . 91.

Pelopia, 369.

pentaphylla, Linn. (Dioscorea). »

23

Peperoid'es, Prain et Burkiil (Dios-

corea), 9, 28.

Persian grammar, notes on trie

differences of grammar be-

tween Gvpsv and, 446.

persimilis, Prain et Burkiil (Dios-

corea), 11, 39.

Pharochilus, 210. „
Phavre, on -History of Burma,

90.

on -Numismata Orien-

tala," 90.
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phayrei (Trionyx) , 134.
Philhydrus. 358.
Philology, note on the papers on,

xiii.

Philoscia, 361, 364.
Phlogiellus, 415.
Phlogiodes 412.
Phutakara glta, the general name

for Bardic poetry, a note on,

pierrei (Dioscorea), 8, 22.
Pihgala bhasa of Rajputana

,

note on, 375.
pinnalifida, Cass (Launea), 57.
pisiformis, Zeder {Cysticercus) , 142.
platensis, Kroyer (Orchestia), 361,

363.
Plegadis, 139.

Plesiophrictus
, 412, 413.

Plesiophrictus , 417.
Plesthenus, 210
Podangia, 111.

Poecilotherieae
, 412, 417, 419.

polyclades, Hook. (Dioscorea), 9, 32.
Polypedilurn, 370-1.
polypteri (Loyd) (Bothriocephalus,

A nchistrocephalus
) , 144.

Polystachya, Turcz. (Dioscorea), 41.
Post-Mugtial coins of Ahmadabad,

or a study in Mint Marks,
153.

Pratapa Singha, Jaintia Kins, date
of, 459.

Prathilomam, meaning of the term
297.

prazeri, Prain et Burkill (Dios-
corea), 6, 15.

Premises and property of the
Society, xi.

Prinsep, on Edilpur Grant, 97.
Protomocoelus , 201.
pruinosus (Rhizomys), 212.
Psalmopeous (group Avicularieae),

Pseudophyllidae, Carus, 140.
Pteromys, 211.
Ptolemy, on Chashtana, 223.

,, on the date of Chashtana,
223.

Publications of the Society, ex-
change of, xii.

pulverea (Dioscorea), 9, 31.
punctata, R. Brown (Dioscorea), 8

27. [362.'

pungens, M.-Ed. (Gammarus), 361
/^Wtfena, Wiild. (Zoysia), 57-63. '

Punjab Museum, Lahore, revision
on R. B. Whitehead's Cata-
logue of the coins in the , 47 1

.

Puranas, on the derivation of the
name of Ariga, 318.

Pyraits, 142.

pyrenaica, Bubani et Bordere
(Dioscorea), 5, II.

pyrifolia, Kunth (Dioscorea), 10, 33.

Q
Qainat (in Eastern Persia), on the

language of the Gypsies of,
439.

Qandahar, Shah Hasan's (Shah
Beg's son) presence at, 285.

Quadrant Electrometers, improve-
ments in measurements with,
227.

quinqueloba, Thunb. (Dioscorea), 6.

R
Rafi'ud-Daula (Shah Jahan II).

active mints and metals of,
188.

Rajasthani, Old Western, notes
on the grammar of, by Dr.
Tessitori, 375.

Rajbhatta, the king, the identifica-
tion of, 90.

Rajputana, a scheme for the
Bardic and Historical Survey
of, 373.

Ram Singh II, Jaintia King, date
of, 459.

Ramayana, on the derivation of the
name of Ahga, 317.

Ranabankamalla, copperplate in-

scription of, 91.
Ranking, George, copy of J. Xavi-

er's Persian lives of the apos^
tie, 71.

Rapson, on the date of Chashtana,
223, 224.

rattus (Mus.), 211.
Rehuanala, a town of Anga, note

on, 338.
Report, Annual, for 1913, iv.
revelieri, Perris (Laccobius), 358.
Rhizomys, 212.
rhyncops (Cerberus), xcvi.
ridleyi (Dioscorea), 6, 12.

Risley, Sir Herbert, on causes pre-
venting re-marriage of Hindu
widows, 313-314.

Rigveda, the localization of certain
hymns in, 43.

Rodents, presence and absence of
gall-bladder in certain, 211-
214.

rogersii (Dioscorea), 8, 27.
Romapada, king of Anga, an ac-

of, 319.
rostraia (Candona), 142.
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roylei (Lagomys), 212.

Rsya^rnga-asrama, a town of Anga,
note on, 338.

Rudradaman, the grandson of
Chashtana, 223.

date of, 224.

Rudradasa, description of the

Audambara type of coins of,

249.

rufesens (Lagomys), 212.

Rukkhadhamma Jataka, on the

spirit belief, 261.

S

Sadagiva, description of, 99.
^

Sadasiva-mudraya mudrayitva

meaning of the term , 99.

saginata, Goeze (Taenia), 139.

sagitta (Dipus), 211.

St. Peter, life of ,
published in Per-

sian with a Latin translation

and notes by Louis de Dieu,

65.

6akas, their invasion of Anga, 324.

Sakka (Vedic Indra), character of,

257.

&aktisamgama Tantra, on the iden-

tification of Anga, 318.

Samacaradeva, inscription of the

time of, 126.

Samatata, kingdom of, its identi-

fication, 86.

Sambandham, customs connected

with this form of marriage,

307-309.

Samksepa Sankara Jaya, 93.

Samuddavanija Jataka, on he spirit

belief* 262.

Samudra Gupta, the Allahabad
inscription of,

86.

his ASvamedha
coin type, the

legend of, 255.

sanguinohnta, (Atopos, Podangia),

111.113.
Sankaraeharya, Sarvadarsana-

siddhantasangraha of, 93

Sanskrit Manuscripts, catalogue of,

9 9

9* 99
search for,

Saradarsana samuchchaya, Luigi

Suali's edition of, 94.

sarasini (Atopos), 111, 11* [3oL

Sarhul ceremony in Chota Nagpur,

Sarvadarsanasiddhantasangraha, 93.

schildii (Atopos), 111.

Science Congress, Indian, commit-

tee regarding, v.

»•

Sciuridae, 212.

Sciuropterus , 212.

Sciurus, 212,213.
atridorsalis , 212.

caniceps, 212.

carolinensi8 , 212, 213.

cinereus, 211.

locroides, 212.

macclellandii , 212.

maximus ,211.

palmarurn, 212.

Scortechinii , Prain et Burkill (Dios-

corea). 8, 25.

Seemannii (Dioscorea), 10, 34.

Sehrind, or Sirhind. note on, 281.

Selenocosmia, 415, 416, 417, 418.

sp..420.

5'elenostholus , 415.

Selenotypus , 415.

semperi (Atopos), 111.

septemloba, Thunb. (Dioscorea), 6,

14.

Serampur MS., description of the,

69.

Sena kings of Bengal, a copperplate

inscription of. 99.

the genealogy of, 98.

serrata, Geoze (Taenia), 142.

setigera, Frol. (Drepanidotaenia),

142

Shilabhadra, his identification, 86.

Shah-Alam II, coins of, struck in

Ahmadabad, 168.

active mints and
metals of, 192.

a new coin of, 246.

Shah 'Alam Bahadur, active mints

and metals of, 184.

Shah Beg Arghun, the ruler of

Sind, the date of the death

of, 283.

Hasan's (Shah Beg's son)

presence at Qandahar, 285.

Shah-Jahan I, active mints and

metals of. 182.

Shah-Jahan III, coins of, struck
~~

in Ahmadabad,
168.

active mints and
metals of, 192.

Shah Shuja, active mints and

metals of, 184.

«Kaiir Pattan mint, a copper coin

from the Xahrwala. 479.

Shannicorea (Dioscorea), 7, 17.

Shous, or Big-horned deer of Tibet,

sikkimensis , Prain et Burkill (Dios-

corea), 6, 34.

SHanisamisa Jataka. on the spirits

of seas and rivers, 263.

Shah
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Simhavarmma, king of Anga, an
account of, 328

simplicissimma (Ligula), 143.

Sind, the date of the death of Shah
Beg Ar ghun , the ruler of, 283.

Singhapura, its identification, 124.
Sirhhapura,sameas Singhapura, 124.
Sirat-i-Firuz, a note on, xcviii.

Sirhind or Sehrind. note on, 281.
Sivadasa, description of the Audam-

bara type of coins of, 249.
Smith, V., on the date of Chashtana,

223. 224.

Solenophorus, 144.
solium, Rud. (Taenia), 142.
Sonadanda Sutta, on Bimbisara,

king of Ahga, 321.
Soror, Prain et Burkill (Dioscorea),

10,34.
'

Soul theory, Pan-Indian, notes on,
257.

Spalacidae, 212.
spicata, Roth. (Dioscorea), 9, 29.
Spinifex, 57.

Spirit belief in the Jataka stories,
257.

SpongMa 9 xcvi.
Sporobolus, 57.

squarrosus, Linn. (Spinifex), 57.
Stapleton, H. E., on Chittagong

turtles, 137-138.
Stenocorea, 11. 40.

stenomeriflora (Dioscorea), 11, 40.
Stenophora, 6, 12.

Sthanudatta, a vassal of Dharm-
maditya, 425.

Stilesia, Railliet, 140, 141.
Stone hammers, grooved, from

Assam, 107-

109.

99 two belted, in
the Madras

0i .
.

Museum, 108.
stone implements from Yiinnan,

descriptions
of, 265 274.

>, from Yunnan,
their relation
to Chinese
finds, 273-

stridulans (Chilobrachys)
, 417 420

trubelli (Atopos
) , 1 1 1

.

suali. Luigi, Saradarsana Sammueh-
chaya of, 94.

subarmatus, ThoreU. (Neochilobra-
chys), 420.

subcalva (Dioscorea), 7, 18,
Suberites, xcvi.
Suboor, M. A. , note on a Babylonian

seal. 46

L

Survey of Rajputana, Bardic and
Historical, a scheme for, 373.

swammerdami
, , And. and Sav.

(Metoponorthus). 361, 364.
Synetheres. 211.
syriacus, Chevreux (Gammarus),

361, 362.
syriacus Guillebean (Laccobius

)

,

360.

T

Taenia, 142, 144.
Takkariya Jataka, on the spirit

belief, 260.
Talitridae, 363.

tamarisciflora (Dioscorea), 8, 22.
Tamiops, 212.

Tarka-Rahasya-Dipiki, 94
' Tatius 9 201

.

'

Tendipes, 371-2.

tentaculigera (Dioscorea). 6, 15.
Tenuipes, Franchet et Savatier

(Dioscorea), 6, 14.

Tetracisdicotyla, Fiihrmann, 140.
Tetrarhynchus, 142.
Thalilcettu Kalyanam, main features

of this form of marriage, 306-
307.

Thomas, on the ASvamedha coin -

type, 255.
Thrigmopoeus , 417, 420.
Thysanosoma, Diesing, 140, 141.
Tiberiade Lac, Chironomides du,

369-372.

tiberiadis (Orchestia), 361.

„ (Polypedilum), n. sp..
371. [369.

„ (Trichotanypus), n. sp.,
Tiberias Lake, .Amphipoda and

Isopoda from the, 361-
367.

Hydrophilidae from the,
357-360.

Tiberioides, 202, 204.
Tibet, Jang Bahadur's Campaign

against, note on, 196.
Tmnevelly Hills, diospyros from,

47-49.

Tlpu Sultan, chronographical table
_ showing regnal years of, 254.

Tipu Sultan of Mysore, note on the
date of the Mauludi era of,
£dtJ 1 •

Tokoro, Makino (Dioscorea), 6, 14
'omentosa

, Koenig
(Dioscorea) ,

7,21. '

Tortoises, used as food by the Hin-
dus, 137.

Trachys, 57.

transversa, R. Brown (Dioscorea),
"> 30.
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Trapezochilus , 263.

Tree worship in Palasa Jataka, 260.

Trichotanypus , 369. [421.

trilobatum Schott (Typhonium),
Trimenii (Dioscorea), 9, 29.

trinervia, Roxb. (Dioscorea), 10, 32

Trionyx formosus, Gray, 132.

,
gangeticus, Cuvier, 131.

, hurum, 131.

, nigricans, 134.

, ,, Anderson, 132.

,
phayrei, 134.

Trionychidae, 136. 137.

triphylla, Linn. (Dioscorea), 8, 25.

Triplotaenia , Boas, 140.

Typhonium trilobatum, a note on
the floral

*

mechanism
of, 421-424.

Schott, 421.

U
Ubbai Sutta, a Jaina work on

Champanagora, 336.

Udayaditya, Jhalrapatan stone

inscription of. 241.

Udayin discussion of the term, 125.

unionifactor (Tetrarhynchus) , 142.

Urocystidium, 140.

V

Vaginula, Latrille, 111.

Vaginulidae. 111.

Valentine, W. H., copper coins of

India, Part I, Bengal and
the United Provinces, review

on, 477.

Varaka, Mandala of, its identifica-

tion with ancient Varendri,

427.

Vasu, N. N., on MadanpSda grant

of Visvarupasena, 97.

velutipes (Dioscorea), 7, 19.

Venis, Dr., on the AsVamedha coin

type, 255. C115 -

venulosum, Seem. (Heptapleurum),

Vessavana Kuvera, the lord of the

evil spirits, notes on, 258.

vexans, Prain etBurkill (Dioscorea).

11.38.
Vidhurapandita Jataka, on the spi-

rits dwelling in the umbrella,

259. t
of

>
89 *

Vikrampur, the Chandra dynasty

vilis, Kunth (Dioscorea), 5, 41.^

Villosa, Linn (Dioscorea), 6, 15.

Virasena, dynasty of, 98.

virginicus, Kunth (Sporobolus) ,
57.

viridis (
Cyclops ) , 142.

Visnuprasad Rajbhandarl, a brief

career of, lxxxi.

ViSvakarman, the celestial arehi

test, notes on. 257.

Visvarupa, the word, notes on, 97.

Visvarupasena, Madanpada c^ant
of, 97.

volucella (Pteromys), 211.

Vyaggha Jataka, on the spirit belief.

262.

W
wallichii (.Cervus), 117. 118.

,, Hook. (Dioscorea), 9, 31.

warburgiana, Uline (Dioscorea), 11,

40.

wattii, Prain et Burkill (Dioscorea),

10, 35.

Whitehead's mint towns of the Mu-
ghal Emperor of India,

complementary list to, 178.

Whitehead, R. B., catalogue of the

coins in the Punjab Museum.
Lahore, Vol. II, coins of the

Mughal Emperors, review.

471.

Wightii, Hook. (Dioscorea), 9, 29.

Witchcraft and magic in Chota
Nagpur, 349-353.

X
Xavier, Fr. Jerome, Persian lives

of the Apostle, 65.

Y
*
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